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FOREWORD 
The United Nations Centre for industrial Development (CID) organi/ed the Interrégional Symposium on the 

Development of Metalworking Industries in Developing Countries, held in Moscow from 7 September io h October 
1966. 

The activities of CID have been transferred to the United Nations Industrial Development Organization ( UNIDO» 
which was established under General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI) of 17 November 1966 and which MiwwüedCII) 
as of I January 1967. '   ~"vu* 

The final report of the Symposium has been issued as a separate publication;' the present publication contain!, 
papers presented ai the Symposium. The material is divided into three parts. Part One contains papers dealin« with the 
current state of metalworking industries, while the papers presented in Part Two concern economic aspects of the 
development of those industries. Part Three comprises the papers which deal with technological deu-lopmenis m 
metalworking industries. * 

In general, the papers are presented in the form in which they were submitted. Corrections have been incorporated 
and some minor editorial changes have been made. In some instances, the papers contained in Parts One and Two have 
been condensed. 

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this publication do not imply the expression 
of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any 
country or territory or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers. 

The views and opinions expressed are those of the individual authors and do not imply the expression of .»nv 
opinion on the part of the secretariat of UNIDO. * 

« "Report of the Interregional Symposium on Metalworking taciutine» in Developing Countries" »Sate* M«. : ». m. II. ».. $t S 2.fl»>. 



EXPLANATORY NOTES 

The following symbols have been used throughout the report: 
A full »top (.) is used to indicate decimals. 
A comma (,) is used to distinguish thousands and millions. 
A slash (/) indicates a crop year or financial year, e.g., 1965/1966. 
Use of a hyphen (-) between years, e.g., 1963-1966, signifies the full period 

involved, including the beginning and end years. 
References to "tons" indicate mei rie tons, unless otherwise stated. 
References to "dollars" indicate United States dollars, unless otherwise stated. 
Symbols of United Nations documents are composed of capital letters com- 

bined with figures. Mention of such a symbol indicates a reference to a United 
Nations document. * 
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Part Ow 

TOI STATE OF METALWORKING INDUSTRIES 





CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN METAL WORKING 
P. A. Siddert, Ckuf Anocimtt Editor, ¡Vfacfcbery and Production Knglnetrlnß. London 

iNTRODt'CTïON 

The output of a nation's machine-tool industry pro- 
vides a significant indication of its degree of industrializa- 
tion. Before the Second World War, machine tools were 
produced primarily by a few European countries and the 
United States. An important feature of the post-war 
period has been the spread of machine-tool production 
to countries that, at one time, were considered to be 
importers. This world trend will undoubtedly acceler- 
ate. 

There is difficulty in obtaining reliable data on machine- 
tool output but. roughly, world production in 1964 was 
valued at slightly more than £1,700 million, and the 
estimated output for 1965 was £1,800 million. Output 
figures (in millions) for the six leading machine-tool- 
producing countries for 1964 (with estimated values for 
1965 in parentheses) are: United States, £430 (£510); 
USSR, £284 (£280); West Germany, £273 (£284); 
United Kingdom, £122 (£143); Japan, £109 (£104); and 
France, £83.5 (£82.5). 

The importance of Japan as a machine-tool producer 
reflects the great expansion in Japanese engineering 
industries since 1945. Other countries which at one time 
were regarded mainly as importers enjoy noteworthy 
positions. China (mainland) is thought to be building 
machine tools worth £25.2 million a year, although esti- 
mates are based on scanty information. Spain, with an 
output (in millions) of £18.2 in 1964 (estimated 1965 
output, £20.9); Brazil, £11.3 (£10.8): Romania. £9.17 
(£9.35): Hungary. £9.7 (£10.1); Argentina, £5.8 (£9.3): 
and Yugoslavia, £3.1 (£3.35), were predominantly agri- 
cultural, but are becoming increasingly industrialized. 

Particular attention is drawn to India which estab- 
lished the machine-tool industry as one of the bases for 
planned industrialization. India now is the fourteenth 
largest producer of machine tools in the world, with an 
output in 1964 that was valued at £15.8 million (estimated 
1965 output, £19.8 million). 

Although developing countries must be concerned 
primarily with the more basic types of machine tools 
and production techniques, they should keep abreast of 
the advances in highly developed equipment and pro- 
cesses and use them wherever practicable. In many 
instances, the latest machine tools and metalworking 
methods will enable such countries to make the most 
effective use of scarce raw materials and, of even greater 
importance, skilled engineers and technicians. 

For example, by making use of numerically controlled 
machine tools, such skill that is available can produce 
control tapes for a large number of machines, thus pro- 

viding for quantity output of complex work pieces with 
only semi-skilled labour, in this connexion, attention 
may be drawn to a United States company which has 
sixty employees and seven fully tape-controlíeil machines 
with automatic tool-changing facilities as well as other 
numerically con'rolled equipment. The machines are 
operated on a three-shift basis, six days a week, and all 
the necessary control tapes are prepared by only finir 
skilled programmers, unaided by a computer. 

The application of numerical control to machine tools 
and the provision of improved facilities for setting and 
changing tools are among the most important develop- 
ments in metal-cutting equipment during the past ten to 
fifteen years. At the same time, other signilicant, although 
less spectacular, advances have taken place and should he 
investigated by any country embarking on a programme 
of industrial expansion. These developments may con- 
veniently be classified into a number of broad groups 
concerned with raw materials, casting processes, metal 
cutting, metal forming and welding. 

RAW MAI I KIM S 

Certain developments in steel production are directed 
towards reducing the cost of the metal and facilitating 
continuous casting and other processes. A technique 
known as spray sleelmaking has been developed whereby 
hot metal direct from a blast furnace is refined on a con- 
tinuous basis to provide a base material for a wide range 
of steels. The molten metal is poured into the plant where 
it is mixed with oxygen and powdered lime lo forni a 
fine spray; the refined metal is collected in a container 
at the bottom of the plant from which it car. he with- 
drawn continuously. Molten slag is withdrawn liom above 
the refined metal and the gas that results has lluxing 
properties so that, alter it has been cleaned, it is fed 
back through the lime input system. The technique, on 
a pilot scale, has produced a variety of steels by the addi- 
tion of alloying constituents in the plant; a production 
unit was commissioned. 

Another development has been continuous vacuum 
degassing, now in commercial operation lor the produc- 
tion of high-quality alloy steels. Molten metal is drawn 
into the vacuum chamber and the degassed steel is 
delivered into a ladle or ingot mould. 

Both these processes have been used to supply metal 
to continuous casting plants and such arrangements have 
great potentialities for the future. In one instance, the 
continuously cast lengths of steel arc cut into billets and 
then extruded by the Ugine Sejournct process which uses 
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glass as a lubricant; the heated billets are forced through 
a die to produce lengths of profiled material. It has been 
used Tor the production of steel sections of a wide variety 
of shapes including gears and turbine blades, and the 
process is particularly suitable for the production of 
sections in small quantities and in materials that are 
difficult to roll. 

Continuous casting is being used for making lengths 
of steel, in a modified H-section, which are subsequently 
rolled lo produce structural girders. This procedure 
eliminates a number of early rolling stages, and girders 
of different sizes can be rolled from one cast section. The 
mechanical properties of such girders are equal to those 
produced by conventional rolling. 

Computers arc being applied to the control of rolling 
mills and a fully automated installation is now in opera- 
lion for press forging. The forging presss and the work 
manipulator are controlled and adjusted by a pegboard 
programme unit, the length and si/e of the work is con- 
tinuously monitored and provision is made for automatic 
tool changing to suit the forging stages. 

CVSIINt. 

In the field of conventional casting, there is increasing 
use of expanded foam plastic patterns for castings 
required in small quantities. Such patterns are left in the 
mould and when the molten metal is poured the pattern 
melts ami gasifies. Coring is unnecessary and the use of 
such patterns can lacililitalc the production of complex, 
one-oil" castings such as are required for special-purpose 
equipment. 

In more conventional foundry work, glass libre pat- 
terns now are used and the application is likely to grow 
substantially in the future, particularly for the produc- 
tion of large castings. Such patterns are considerably 
lighter than those of wood, leading to substantial reduc- 
tions in labour costs. The technique is being developed to 
permit the production of a mould and a core from one 
pattern. 

In die casting, a material has been introduced for the 
production of soluble cores and is used for the produc- 
tion of water-cooling passages in cylinder heads, for 
example. The core material can be dissolved readily after 
the casting has cooled, so that the production of complex 
internal forms is greatly facilitated. 

Die casting under vacuum conditions is increasingly 
applied tt> the production of components, particularly to 
those required to have high density, good surface finish 
and thin walls. A new Bulgarian die-casting process has 
been developed which holds considerable promise for 
the production of castings free from porosity and o\ 
high surface linish. During the casting cycle, counter- 
pressure is applied to the metal entering the die to prevent 
Iheenlrainmeul of gasami to ensure that the casting is of 
high densitv 

Mil vi  III IINti 

The most important metal-culling developments have 
been the widespread introduction of numerical control 
and provisions for automatic tool changing. These two 

trends have led to the development of the "machining 
centre", to which reference will be made later, and 
equipment of this type currently represents the peak of 
machine-tool design. 

Such machines are built by an increasing number of 
manufacturers, and their use is likely lo grow substan- 
tially. They offer particular advantages for the produc- 
tion of complex components in small batches, and they 
can substantially reduce the lead time before a new pro- 
duct can be placed on the market. 

The importance of machining centres must not detract 
from other machine-tool developments, particularly in 
the application of numerical control. 

Continuous-path numerical control is hei'u» applied to 
planing machines to engage the feed and rapiu traverse 
motions of the table, to vary the feed rate, and to control 
the movements of the cross-rail, the cross-rail tool boxes 
and the side tool boxes. Profile plamag is possible under 
tape control, also skip planing for machining pads and 
facings. 

There is an increasing tendency to provide high-power 
milling heads and the necessary low table speeds on 
planing machines so that they can be used either for 
planing or milling. Another important trend is to 
swivelling tool-holders which can be used for cutting in 
both directions of table travel, with the necessary drive- 
system modifications to permit the same speed for the 
forward and reverse motions of ihe table. This arrange- 
ment allows a workpiece to be rough machined with the 
swivelling tools and simultaneously finish planed with a 
broad tool in a conventional clapper box. 

Planing machines with milling facilities should not he 
confused with piano-milling machines, now used for much 
that was at one lime done by planers. Piano-milling 
machines will undoubtedly be used more in the futuic. 
although planers still will be required for certain special- 
ized applications such as rail planing. Piano-millers 
now are provided with cutter heads of increasingly 
greater horsepower than hitherto. Machines are available 
with programme control arrangements and in some in- 
stances tape control, and this trend should grow in the 
next few years. 

LATUM 

Numerical control is being applied on an increasing 
scale to lathes of .¡II lypes, particularly in the United 
Stales. Usually, the control system is of continuous-path 
type employing punched tape and. in many instances, 
provision is made for the use of quick-change tool- 
holders which may be set away from the machine. Certain 
lathe makers are building machines with turrets on the 
cross-slide to hold a variety of tools which can be brought 
into use as icquired during the cutting sequence and under 
tape control. 

Although numerical control usually implies the use of 
punched tape, certain machines are being built with dif- 
ferent arrangement* Kor example, one lathe has a plug- 
board arrangement for programming the required cycle 
ol movements; the associated traverse lengths arc set up 
on dials. It will be appreciated that this system provides 
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for poini-to-point ct>ntrol only, but investigations have 
indicated that HO per cent of the work performed on 
centre lathes does not involve contouring. 

In Europe, greater interest is being shown in the 
application of numerical control to copying and multi- 
tool lathes. One of the latest machines of this type has 
two infeeding slides and a vertical profiling slide with an 
indexing tool-holder. Tooling is pre-set and it is claimed 
that the change from one type of work piece to another is 
confined virtually to the substitution of a new control 
tape. Programming is relatively simple, and the machine 
is suitable for short runs. 

Numerical control has been applied in an interesting 
manner to a French lathe which incorporates a con- 
ventional profiling slide and ai. independent tape- 
controlled tool slide with a four-station turret. Intricate 
components can be rough machined under tape control 
and then finished to tine limits under template control. 

A German company has developed a complex family 
of programme- and tape-controlled lathes of unit con- 
struction. These lathes can be provided with various 
drive arrangements one or more profiling slides which 
can be fitted with tool turrets, one or more infeeding 
slides and an independent drum-type turret. The most 
advanced machine of this type has three tape readers to 
control a drum turret, an infeeding slide and a profiling 
slide with a six-station turret. 

The programming of a tape-controlled lathe is rela- 
tively simple and the application of such numerical con- 
trol arrangements to straightforward turning work is 
fully justified. Setting-up time is greatly reduced and the 
loss of production lime when a skilled turner has to 
check dimensions and reset tools repeatedly is com- 
pletely eliminated. Moreover, a group of tape-controlled 
lathes can be tended by one unskilled machine loader. 
It is not likely that tape-controlled lathes will supplant 
conventional copying lathes for work required in large 
quantities, but it is envisaged that one tape-controlled 
lathe could produce masters for a battery of copying 
lathes. 

CAPSTAN LAIMI-S AND AI TOMA tit S 

Plugboard control has been applied to capstan and 
turret lathes for a number of years and proprietary 
systems now available can be applied to a wide range of 
lathes. One system can control virtually any type of ma- 
chine tool and other production equi; .tent, and similar 
arrangements controlled by tape are also available. 

A number of chucking automatics are being built with 
plugboard control and. on one machine, spindle speeds. 
feed rates and all functions of the machine can be pre- 
selected. The traverse motions of the tool-carrying turret 
are controlled by removable trip and stop drums which 
can be set away from the machine with the aid of simple 
fixtures, thus expediting change-over from one job to 
another. 

In order to reduce setting time, provide greater flexi- 
bility of operation and permit a large number of spindle 
speeds and feed rates during a machining cycle, many 
established chucking automatics are being arranged for 
numerical control, usually by means of punched tape. A 

machine-tool builder in the I'mted Stales has applied 
an ingenious system to a two-spindle vertical chucking 
automatic, and this system can he used to control a 
variety of other types of machine tools. 

The arrangement uses a multiple master cam o\' non- 
metallic material, which controls the machine through 
a closed-loop hydraulic svsiem. I he cam is produced on 
a specially developed, tape-controlled milling machine 
provided with a continuous-path system, and one such 
cam milling machine can provide control cams for many 
associated automatics. This arrangement should In- 
capable of considerable extension in the lutine and pro- 
vides all the advantages of numerical control without 
expensive electronic equipment on each controlled 
machine. 

Any expensive produci ion equipment, such as numeri- 
cally controlled machine tools, musi noi he allowed 
to stand idle for long. A number of machine builders 
have introduced equipment whereby the cutting tools 
can be set in their holders far from the machine, so that 
when a blunt tool has to be replaced there is only a short 
interruption in operations. Such provisions are likely to 
be adopted extensively in the future and at least one 
universal type of setting equipment is now available This 
equipment is based on an optical projector and can be 
fitted with adaptors designed for the type of machine for 
which a tool is to be set. Tools can be set to high stan- 
dards of accuracy and in most instances no further ad- 
justment is necessary after they are mounted on the 
machine tool. 

Mil I IN«. ANI) V1I | IIOCI KM ION  VIM MINIS 

Most builders of milling machines now provide ma- 
chines with plugboard or tape control, and the former 
arrangement usually suffices lor straight production oper- 
ations, whereas the latter is generally applied to more 
complex work such as profile milling. An increasing 
number of multioperalion machines is being built with 
provisions for milling, drilling, boring and similar duties. 
either with tool-carrying turrets or with some simple 
automatic tool-changing systems, many such machines 
are also being arranged for tape control 

One interesting turret-type machine, with the turret 
arranged horizontally, is of unit construction. A variety 
of operations can be performed in a prearranged sequence 
and the cutler speeds and feed rates can be pieselecled 
for each turret ^pindle. The unit construction of this 
machine has permitted the building of special high- 
production units with a number of turréis around an 
indexing table to allow a very large number of operations 
to he performed on complex workpieces. 

Automatic lool changing as applied lo multioperalion 
machines is usually restricted to replacing a single tool 
at a time, such as a drill or milling culler, but a German 
company has developed a machine for multiple drilling 
and tapping operations with provision lor changing 
complete multispindle heads Dp to six multiheads can 
be stored in a magazine unit at one side and a second 
magazine unit can be provided. 

The term "machining centre" has been applied to the 
more   complex   multioperalion   machine   tools,   and 



machining centres are now being built by a number of 
makers in the United Stales, and by a few elsewhere. 
Basically, the term relates to a machine designed to 
perform multiple operations on a fully automatic cycle 
including tool changing in accordance with programmed 
instructions, with provision for presenting two or more 
faces oí the work to the cutters without disturbing the 
work on its support. The most advanced unit of this 
type has tape control of the complete machining sequence 
including movements of the cutter head vertically and 
transversely, and the work towards and away from the 
cutter spindle; rotation of the work table through 360 
degrees and inclination of the table from the horizontal 
to the vertical; automatic tool changing: and selection 
and engagement of the spindle speeds and feed rates. 
One United Stales company makes live sizes of machin- 
ing centres of various degrees of complexity. Another 
United States builder produces a machining centre for 
which the tool magazine moves with the cutter head. 
This arrangement allows tools to be changed without 
disturbing the co-ordinate  setting  of the   head,   an 
advantage when a number of concentric bores have- 
to be machined to high standards of accuracy. 

in order to overcome the difficulties associated with 
automatic tool changing, certain companies are building 
machines similar to machining centres but with arrange- 
ments for producing holes oí different sizes with one tool. 
One such arrangement provides for automatically dis- 
placing a single-point tool radially. Another employs 
tape controlled planetary milling, although this machine 
still is being developed further. The maker has also con- 
structed equipment lor control tape production directly 
from an enlarged scale layout which is traced mechani- 
cally. 

A similar arrangement has been developed by a con- 
trol equipment manufacturer and comprises a special 
drafting machine with a probe unit coupled to a co- 
ordinate measuring system. Signals from this system are 
ted to a tape-punching typewriter which also allows in- 
formation to be incorporated in the lane manually. The 
punched tape is fed into a computer and the data is 
processed to produce a machine control tape. Associated 
equipment allows a drawing to be made from the 
machine control tape for checking and other purposes. 

GRINDING KM l|>MI\l 

One of the most significant grinding machine develop- 
ments was the introduction of the 'controlled force" 
technique in 1963. With this, a specific pressure is applied 
to urge the abrasive wheel towards the work instead of 
advancing the wheel al a pre-set feed rate as in conven- 
tional grinding. It is claimed that this procedure ensures 
repeatability of work size throughout a batch, regardless 
of initial diameter or hardness variations; "spark out" 
can be eliminated from the grinding sequence, wheel life 
is extended and vibration is reduced. The technique has 
been applied principally to grinding machines for ball- 
bearing races, but it should have great potentialities in 
connexion with verv accurate grinding operations. 

Numerical control is being applied to grinding ma- 
chines on an increasing scale, and one United Slates 
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machine has a system for automatic control of work 
diameter. Information relating to the various diameters 
of a stepped component is fed into the control equipment 
by means of standard punched cards or by setting dials, 
and the machine is particularly effective for grinding 
mullidiameter parts in small batches. A German system 
provides for control or work diameter and wheel posi- 
tion, when grinding stepped shafts, from data which is 
fed into the unit by groups of decade switches. This 
equipment governs the rapid approach and roughing 
stages of the cycle and is used in conjunction with a 
caliper-type measuring unit which controls the removal 
of the last 0.004 in. of metal. 

Generally similar racilities are provided on a Japanese 
cylindrical grinding machine, and it is claimed that 
shafts with up to five different diameters can be ground as 
quickly as on a mulliwheel machine. 

A very important development in connexion with the 
production of small parts is the introduction of machines 
for grinding such workpieces from solids. Fully automatic 
machines, with arrangements for feeding bars ór hardened 
work material, have been developed in Germany and the 
United Stales. This production technique should find 
increasing application in the future. Output rates are 
high, often three times those obtainable with conven- 
tional production methods. Check-valve needles, for 
example, are being ground from hardened steel bars at a 
rate or 240 an hour to tolerances or 0.0005 in and 
finishes of 8 microinch.es. 

Increasing interest is being shown in the use of hydro- 
static bearings for grinding spindles, particularly those 
employing compressed air. A British company is building 
a range of spindles with air bearings for converting exist- 
ing grinding machines, and such spindles have been 
applied to both internal and external grinding Greatly 
improved standards of surface finish, accuracy and wheel 
life are obtained; a specific surface finish is obtained with 
a wheel or coarser grit than when a conventional spindle 
is employed. 

Hlectrolytic grinding has been in use for some years 
and an electrolytic honing machine has been developed 
in the United Stales. By combining the high metal re- 
moval rate of electrolytic machining with the controlled 
surface generation or honing, it is possible to remove 
metal at rates that are up to 300 per ceni higher than 
those obtainable with conventional honing. This method 
of honing has been used for such diverse materials as 
cemented carbide and cast iron, and there is negligible 
heating or the work. The process was in its infancy, but 
H will assume increasing importance within the next few 
years. 

Gl AR PRODI (TION IQllPMKNT 

In gear cutting, a copying system has been developed 
lor use on nobbing machines to permit the production of 
crowned, spherical and tapered gears. A template, or 
former, causes axial motion of a linear transducer which 

wiSTTÄf "? SiylUS Uni' arran«ed to rise and *•" 
with the nobbing head of the machine. Electrical signals 
from the transducer are applied to control an electric 
motor which drives a ball screw connected to the work- 
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slide of the machine; corresponding movements of this 
slide produce the required form on the gear teeth. 

Hydraulic motors are being used increasingly for the 
drive systems of machine tools because of their small 
size for a given power output. A United States builder of 
gear-cutting equipment is fitting such motors to the cutter 
heads of his hobbing machines to provide a particularly 
compact design with stepless speed variation. 

It is generally appreciated that cutting techniques are 
not the most efficient methods for converting raw 
materials into finished products, and greater attention is 
being paid to metal forming processes. The production 
of gears by rolling has been utilized effectively in the 
USSR for many years, and this method of gear produc- 
tion is being investigated and applied elsewhere. This 
technique not only makes the most effective use of work 
material but also produces teeth of greater strength for 
a given pitch than can be obtained by cutting, and the 
teeth produced by rolling are of high accuracy and 
surface finish. Equipment for rolling gear teeth in un- 
healed blanks or bars has been developed by Swiss 
and German machine-tool builders, and a machine for 
hot rolling is under development in Great Britain. Gears 
are also being produced by rolling on existing spline 
and serration rolling machines. 

A new type of gear-finishing machine, employing a 
tungsten carbide cutter which resembles a master gear, 
has recently been introduced in the United States. The 
cutter is mounted at an angle of five to twenty degrees to 
the workgear and is rotated in phase with it by a drive 
system that incorporates change gears. The cutter is 
advanced axially across the width of the workgear from 
which metal is removed from the teeth by the cutting 
edges on one side face of the cutter. In contrast to con- 
ventional shaving, the new method permits the removal 
of much greater amounts of metal so that larger errors 
can be corrected and the output rate is high. 

SAWING MACHINES 

Improved techniques for cutting billets from bar 
material are available and include so-called "cut machin- 
ing" and friction sawing. With the former process, a 
specially compounded grinding wheel is used to cut 
through materials, including hardened alloy steel, at high 
speed without softening the work or producing large 
burrs; machines can be supplied with wheels of 36 in. 
diameter. Friction sawing utilizes a circular, hollow- 
ground alloy steel disc, with a cutting edge of special 
form; the cutting action is very rapid, and an 8 x 4 in. 
rolled steel joist, for example, can be cut through in 
seven seconds. 

Photoelectric control has been applied to bandsawing 
machines for sawing from a drawn outline. A typical 
machine has two rotary tables, one for the work and the 
other for the drawing, which are connected by gearing 
so that they rotate in unison. Feed motion is imparted 
to a compound slide on which the tables are mounted, 
in accordance with signals from the photoelectric fol- 
lower system. It is claimed that contours can be followed 
to an accuracy of 0.001 in., and material up to 16 in. 
thick can be cut. 

TRANSFER MACHINES AND I INK. LINES 

Although transfer machines arc still built and widely 
used, there is a trend towards the employment of link 
lines: standard machine tools linked together by work 
handling and storage equipment. Product changes can 
be accommodated more readily and the machines can 
be regrouped if required. Particular interest has been 
shown in link lines in the USSR where a range of stan- 
dard machines has been developed for this purpose; free- 
standing workloading and maga/ine units for incorpora- 
tion in such lines have been developed also. 

Machine-tool builders elsewhere are becoming increas- 
ingly aware of the significance of link lines, and certain 
current machine tools are designed to facilitate work 
loading and handling. A German company, for example, 
has built a link line comprising a number of standard 
front loading automatic chucking lathes, and a special 
purpose drilling and boring machine connected hy an 
overhead conveyor to standardized hydraulically oper- 
ated loading and unloading units, A similar line of a 
number of standard vertical turning and boring mills 
and a special inspection machine, have been built by an 
Italian maker. 

A Swiss builder of copying lathes has introduced 
standardized automatic loading equipment for use on his 
machines. The equipment is of two types, one lor 
handling billets cut from bar and the other for forgings, 
and provision is made for adjustment to suit a wide- 
range of component sizes and lengths. Quick adjustment 
can be made so that the equipment can be employed for 
the automated production of parts in small batches. 

MEI'AL (ORMINO 

As has already been intimated in connexion with gear 
production, increasing interest is being shown in metal- 
forming techniques with a view to reducing the amount 
of machining required to produce a finished product, 
and to provide improved physical properties. Reference 
has been made to programme-controlled forging in con- 
nexion with raw materials, and programme control is 
also being applied to the production of finished forgings 
for shafts and spindles. A Swiss builds machines which 
forge the work by the action of three hammers that arc- 
moved radially relative to the work while it is traversed 
axially and rotated. The latest machines of this type have 
plugboard control for engagement of the various machine 
motions, and trip plates to control the lengths and di- 
ameters of the various portions of the work. Forgings up 
to 43 in. long by 3.5 in. diameter can be produced to an 
accuracy of     0.012 in. 

A somewhat similar technique has been developed in 
the USSR whereby a heated bar is passed between three 
sets of rolls. These rolls may be of cylindrical or back- 
tapered form and are mounted on inclined shafts. Separ- 
ation of the rolls is controlled by a template and follower 
and the rolls are fed in and out to produce the required 
diameter steps or contours on the work. 

Another interesting hot-forming process in use in the 
Soviet Union employs rolls with a spiral form, between 
which the heated bar of work material is passed. The 
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malcriai is progressively formed by the grooves in the 
rolls and long lengths ol" formed bar may he produced 
for convenience of subsequent machining, or a sharp 
edge at the side of the linai groove in each roll may cut 
the component from the bar. I orgings for bearing races 
and bicycle hubs are produced by the former method, 
using a mandrel and tubular work material; blanks for 
bearing balls are produced by the latter arrangement. 

Work is being carried out in many parts of the world 
in connexion with high-energy rate forming, and a number 
of such machines are commercially available. Certain of 
these machines operate on the principle of releasing a 
volume of gas under very high pressure to react on 
pistons connected to the ram and platen »if the forging 
machine. Equipment recently devehiped in Great Britain 
and now going into productitm makes use of the con- 
trolled combustion of a petrol-air mixture, the gaseous 
products of combustion providing the driving force for 
the ram. This arrangement greatly simplifies the construc- 
tion and operation of the machine, and the cycling time 
of less than two seconds allows repeated forging blows 
It) be made. 

Among the advantages oí high-energy rale forging may 
be mentioned the large displacements of metal that can 
be obtained in one forging cycle, so that parts of con 
siderable complexity can be produced without draft and 
to close dimensional tolerances; the lower cost of forgings 
as compared with those pniduced on drop-hammers or 
forging presses of equivalent power; and the elimination 
of massive foundations, such as are required for the latter 
equipment. 

Reference has already been made to the Uginc Sejour- 
nel pnKcss. »me »if a number of extrusion techniques, the 
use of which is now widening, (old extrusion of non- 
ferrous metals has been effectively employed for many 
years and steel components are being produced by this 
method in increasing variety and numbers. Recently, 
research has been undertaken in connexi»>n with hydro- 
static extrusion, and equipment for this technique is now 
commercially available. 

The technique provides lor the application of fluid, 
usually tiil. under high pressure to a chamber that con- 
tains the billet of metal t»> be extruded, one end »if the 
billet being engaged with the extrusion die. Pressure 
applied all »»ver the billet surface by the oil forces the 
w»irk material through the die to pr»iduce a length of 
metal bar »if the required cross-scclitin. Metals that are 
too brittle to be formed by any »Hher prticedure can be 
extruded by this technique, and it is possible to produce 
clad extrusions by using a core of one metal within 0 
tube of another. The work material can be coiled, before 
it is inserted into the chamber »if the extrusion equipment, 
when very long bars of small diameter are to be produced. 

In more comentionul presswurk. there have been a 
number of advances in press design. A recently buill 
United States press »if 30 tons capacity operates al 
speeds up 10 600 strokes per minute and has an alu- 
minium alloy ram guided by ball-bearing ways, provision 
being made for pneumatic counterbalancing. A Danish 
company has developed a hydraulic drawing press of 
particularly compact design,  f"he mm is housed in the 

lower part of an inverted-U frame, and moves vertically 
upwards during the working stroke. Both side members 
of the frame are bifurcated and a cross-head moves 
between them. This unit is suppoited by hydraulic 
cylinders and is secured in the working position at the 
bottom »if its travel by massive locking bolts. The blank- 
holder cylinders carried on the cross-head have only a 
shiirt stroke, so that the volume of oil displaced is very 
small and pre-iilling is mil necessary. Moreover, very 
high pressure can be applied to the work material by the 
blank-holder to allow a stretch-forming action during 
the last part of the ram travel. This press is a radical de- 
parture from conventional press design, and should have 
an important influence »in future press development. 

Another unusual press design was originated in Sweden 
and is intended for cold forging, closed-die forging, coin- 
ing and other applications that require very high forces«. 
The design is based on a built-up frame »if cast or forged 
members, which is reinforced by winding around the 
frame a continuous mantle of high-tensile steel wire. 
These presses are built with ratings from 1.000 tti 20,000 
tons. 

Turret presses, for multiple operation work, are avail- 
able with tape control systems for selecting the sequence 
of operations and the tools and also for positioning the 
work. 

Kit» IRK At. AND (»mm MUM WORKING TEC HNIQlfS 

Spark erosion is well established as a metalworking 
process and is being applied to the production of tools, 
dies, gauges and components in heat resistant and stain- 
less steels and other materials difficult to machine. 
Development w»irk is proceeding in the USSR, the 
United Stales and Europe, and certain makers of jig 
btirers now build machines with spark erosion heads. 

Ultrasonic drilling has been employed for many years 
lor piercing holes of square and other shapes in brittle 
materials. Recent developments in ultrasonics have been 
concerned with combined ultrasonic and electrolytic 
machining and combined ultrasonic and spark-erosion. 
This wtirk is still in its early stages bul holds promise 
for the future. The application of ultrasonic vibration to 
grinding wheels has resulted in higher rates of metal 
removal and improved surface finish. 

Electrochemical machining, that is, the renmval of 
melai by electrolysis in a manner the reverse of electro- 
plating, is now increasingly used for working materials 
difficult lo machine by conventional techniques, such as 
heal and corrosion resistant alloys. Typical components 
for which electrochemical machining has been used are 
turbine blades, and substantial economies have been 
achieved. Very large installations are now in operation, 
and components of considerable size and complexity 
are being worked. A recent investigation is concerned 
with machining a bulkhead in Rene 41 alloy of 5 ft 
internal diameter and 3 in. thick; it is estimated that 
conventional machining would have required 3.775 hours, 
whereas 195 hours are required for electrochemical 
machining. 

Magnetic fanning makes use of the rapid discharge of 
stored electrical energy from a bank of capacitors to pro- 
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duce a pulsed magnetic Held around a coil. As a result, 
an induced current is caused to flow in the opposite 
direction through any electrically conductive material in 
close proximity to the coil. The induced current reacts 
against the magnetic field to produce an intense force 
and, if the coil surrounds the work, the latter is deformed. 
This process has passed out of the experimental stage and 
magnetic forming machines are commercially available. 
Magnetic forming is being used for expanding and shrink- 
ing tubular components, forming flat workpieces and 
assembly operations. In one application, it is being 
employed to form an aluminium shell around a small 
electric motor. Aluminium, brass, copper, steel and 
molybdenum are among the metals that have been 
handled by this process. 

Explosive forming ij> being used commercially for such 
diverse operations as forming stainless steel plates for 
dentures and producing large pressings for aircraft and 
space vehicles. This technique involves the explosion of 
a charge adjacent to a metal blank that is clamped against 
a die within a tank of water. A shock wave is produced 
which forces the metal into intimate contact with the die 
and the die contours are reproduced to a high standard 
of accuracy. 

WEIDINC; 

Electron beam welding is assuming increasing impor- 
tance as a production process, particularly in connexion 
with components for aircraft and aero-engines. The elec- 
tron beam is the most intense source of heat available at 
a usable power level. It can be applied to join metals 
that are normally considered to be unweldable. Because 
of the power density and the process of metal fusion, 
greater penetration with substantially reduced heat input 
can be obtained than is possible by conventional welding 
techniques. 

The depth-to-width ratio with electron beam welding 

may he as high as 20 : I, as compared with I I f„r ,|,c 

argon arc process, and the heal input with electron beam 
welding is about 5 per cent of that required for the latter 
process. Thermal distortion is reduced, shrinkage of the 
weld during solidification is small, and weld eiackmp is 
decreased when the electron beam technique is emploved. 

Electron beam equipment oí considerable si/e is 
available, for example, with a vacuum chamber 5 feet in 
diameter by 6 feel long: "in air" electron beam welding 
guns are now being used for specialized applications 
such as welding long steel pipes. 

Friction welding machines, which operate on the 
principle of generating heat by bringing two surfaces 
into contact at a relatively high speed, are now built by 
a number of makers. I -'riet ion welding permits joining 
dissimilar metals, such as aluminium to stainless steel 
and copper to aluminium, on a completely automatic 
cycle. A typical machine has capacity for work up u» 
1.5 in. diameter by 36 in. long: one component of a 
welded assembly is held stationary, whereas the other is 
rotated at speeds up to 2.000 rpm. The two components 
are brought into contact under conditions of controlled 
pressure and time to effect the weld, and provision is 
made for automatic loading and unloading. 

Electro-slag welding was developed in the USSR and 
is widely employed for making joints in very thick steel 
plate, particularly where large amounts of tiller metal 
are required. Metal can be deposited b> this process 
more quickly than by ain other known technique, and 
the electro-slag process is readily adaptable to automatic 
working. The process is now being used for joining plates 
with thicknesses exceeding 15 in. but is not considered 
suitable for material less than 1.5 in. thick. 

It should be stressed that development and invention in 
metalworking is continuous, and is noi limited to any 
one country so that, in certain instances, new advances 
may have been made during Ihe lime when «his paper was 
prepared and when it is read. 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS IN MACHINE MILDING 

Science and technology 

Technological advances in the productive sectors of 
society are resulting in greater industrial and economic 
transformations than during all past stages of develop- 
ment put together, including the periods of discovery and 
industrial application of steam and electric power. 

Rapid development of the so-called fundamental 
sciences, physical, technical, mathematical, chemical and 
natural, and the achievements of atomic physics and 
electronics have opened a new epoch in the development 
of techr >logy, increasing the rates of industrial develop- 
ment. 

The characteristic and distinguishing feature of the 
present stage of technological progress is a more rapid 
application of scientific discoveries into industrial pro- 
duction. If formerly tens and hundreds of years elapsed 
between scientific discoveries and wide-scale industrial 
application, now these periods are reduced to several 
years. Thus, for example, the discovery of the principle 
of generating focused beams of light (laser) took place 
slightly more than ten years ago. And at present laser 
methods have already obtained industrial application 
in communications, medicine and materials process- 
ing. 

Especially vigorous development is taking place 
in the creation and industrial application of a wide range 
of synthetic materials. 

Scientific discoveries radically changing the nature of 
industry and technology ¿ave life to the appearance in the 
recent ten-year period of new branches of industry such 
as electronics and atomic energy. 

Branches of industry producing household equipment 
and chiefly using the achievements of electrical engineer- 
ing and chemistry are the most rapid in develop- 
ment. 

As a rule, the industrial significance and economic 
effectiveness of all scientific discoveries and results of 
research is expressed mainly in new materials, new tech- 
nological schemes and products possessing new and 
better qualities as compared with the old. 

The rates of economic development of any country 
and especially of the developing ones depend, at present, 
on the speed with which scientific discoveries are trans- 
formed into actual schemes, technological processes and 
equipment and how widely they are employed in the 
country. 

It is understood that scientific discoveries and technical 
achievements must be used for the development of pro- 

ductive forces and for making the lile of (he population 
more comfortable. 

The fact that actually almost all the scientific ami 
technical achievements in all branches of industry ami 
agriculture are realized through machine equipment 
and instruments is a characteristic peculiar to technologi- 
cal progress. 

This is the special role and significance of machine 
building, the basis for technically rc-cquipping the 
country's economy and the means for speeding up the 
technological reconstruct on of industry and for increas- 
ing the national income 

General tendencies in development of machine building 

Contemporary machine building is fulfilling, in general, 
two basic functions. Hirst and foremost is the prtHlucliou 
of means of production, i.e. of equipment and instru- 
ments for production of various types of products. The 
nomenclature and the technical parameters of industria! 
equipment manufactured by individual countries arc- 
determined by the specific peculiarities of the economy 
and especially raw materials resources. b> the si/e of the 
territory and the number of the population, by national 
traditions in trends of trade, and the existing and the 
prospective level of industrial development. 

The second and the more increasing peculiarity of 
machine building is connected with the creation of so- 
called consumer equipment: radio and television sets, 
means of communication, refrigeration equipment ami 
means which make household labour easier (vacuum 
cleaners, floor polishers, etc.). 

If the first branch of machine building is developing 
in individual countries, in special channels, taking into 
account these peculiarities, then the second branch is ol 
importance not only to the industrially developed 
countries but also to all others including the developing 
ones. 

Under the current conditions of communication and 
association, the problems of supplying markets with 
sufficient quantities of cheap and high-quality consumer 
items are an urgent problem of every state. I ins acquires 
special importance for Ihc developing countries which for 
a long historical period could not make lull use of the 
achievements of contemporary society in improving the 
standards of living because of some economic and other 
reasons. 

It is quite natural .hat the demands lor. and the assort 
ment of, consumer goods will be determined both by the 
economic and climatic conditions of each countrv 

if 
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Bul a considerable part of this variety is sold also in the 
world market. 

When analysing this variety, il is necessary to estimate 
and weigh carefully the conditions in each country as 
well as the scale of development of machine building 
both lor the industrial machinery and consumer equip- 
ment. 

The assortment ol modern machines and equipment 
is measured in millions. Technique is constantly develop- 
ing and improving. The common characteristic of the 
development process anywhere is to increase the speed 
ol" production processes. This is expressed in continuous 
and sutticiently intensive growth of working speeds 
(in aviation, for example, speeds in the past twenty- 
live years have increased, excluding rocketry, from 2()() 
300 km per hour to I .(KM) 3.000 km and more) 

High-speed working processes and continuity of pro- 
duction processes became necessary and largely possible 
through automation and automatic control. 

The tendencies of development of machines directly 
affect the technology of machine building which should 
creale conditions making it possible to manufacture in 
sufficient quantity and variety with ihe least labour. 

Thus, for example the application of cleclroerosion 
made it possible to manufacture curved and shaped holes 
and lo meet design requirements for machines. The use 
of ultrasonic and laser techniques made it possible lo 
prinluce materials with greal precision and of practically 
any strength, thus creating the conditions for the use of 
new designs of machines. 

Thus Ihe development of machine building and insiru- 
ment construction arc closely related lo the development 
of machine-building technology. 

Peculiarities of nwchim'-hnilding develo/miau in 
tic ¡eloping countries 

The industrial development of machine building and 
the use of equipment under contemporary conditions 
may be divided into three basic stages in the developing 
countries. 

The tirsi stage is the importation of machinery from 
inore developed countries. 

The second stage is the organization of maintenance 
and repair of the machinery. 

The third stage is the orgarvation of a country's 
production of machinery for its own use. 

A developing country's decision on whether lo import 
machines, produce ils own. or some combination, musi 
be based on us needs. 

1 inlay, not a single country, even the most developed 
one, can produce sufficient quantities and keep up the 
technical level of all the machines required, all are forced 
to minori a considerable amount. 

It is most probable that the economically expedient 
organization ol production oí industrial equipment in 
individual countries should be limited i.i those types oí 
machines which are necessary lor the development of the 
main branches oí the economy and which draw on the 
country's natural resources Bui there are many examples 
»hen »omc developing countries started to produce 
machinery from imponed raw in.iti-ials and successfullv 

competed in the market. This is done to increase employ- 
ment and national income. 

International division of labour is already a fact and 
will increase as the economic relationships develop and 
become stronger, involving to an increasingly greater 
degree (he industrially developed countries. 

Technical and economic abilities of individual countries 
already show the advantages of producing certain types 
of machines more economically in one country than 
another. These peculiarities should be considered by the 
developing countries both at the first stage when solving 
the problems of import and especially at the third stage 
when organizing their own production. 

The solution to the problems of (he second stage, 
maintenance of machinery, is more complicated. 

Practice shows that maintenance and repair of auto- 
mobiles, refrigerators, radio and television sets and other 
equipment by the exporter may be acceptable at the 
first stage only. It is evident that in the course of develop- 
ment it is more economical to create national mainte- 
nance and repair facilities which will make it possible to 
render service both lo the industry and to the public. 

The third siage is the creation of national machine 
building, taking into account all ramifications. 

economic calculations prove the expediency, especially 
in ihe large developing countries, of creating in the 
shortest period national machine-building production of 
industrial equipment and consumer goods for its own 
use and for export. 

Il is very probable that within the next decade there 
will be all types of production scaled from mass to job 

ork. Consequently, it is necessary to develop technology 
and lo procure equipment bearing this in mind. 

lifleci  ol   industrial development   on  /nachine-huilding 
technology 

In what way di>es modern industrial development in- 
fluence machine production? 

hirst, in the change of raw materials to be processed. 
The variety of mclals and alloys is continuously en- 

larging and these metals are stronger and more heat- and 
chemical-resistant. 

Ceramics, hard minerals, plastics and other synthetics 
are more broadly used. However, based on all the factors, 
il is dithculi io expect that in the next ten-year period the 
volume ot plastics used in machine building will exceed 
5 f> per cent of the total quanlily of materials. Metals 
and iheir alloys will remain the basic construction 
materials for machine building. 

Second, this influence is reflected in the dimensions of 
machines. The tendency towards classification of equip- 
ment by size has become more important recently. There 
is also a tendency to increase sharply the sizes of machines 
n metallurgy and transport (railroad, aviation, freight 
and passenger) and to miniaturize machines us^'d in 
electronics and medicine. 

Machine-building technology now must be more 
flexible and be capable of producing items weighing 
several thousand tons and items whose weight is measured 
in thousandths of a gramme. 
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Third, what is increasingly atlracting the attention of 
scientists and industrialists is the demand for higher 
quality precision, stability and reliability of production 
equipment. 

One should expect that the demands for precision will 
grow with the increase in production capacity. 

But already the physical barrier of precision is clearly 
visible. Thus, in the aviation, bearing and means of 
control industries, there is the necessity to manufacture 
individual parts with a precision measured by parts of a 
micron, that is. where permissible error approaches the 
size of a molecule. 

Large expenditures of labour and means to ensure such 
high precision now become an obstacle for the further 
development of some designs oí machines. That is why 
the clearly outlined tendency of moving from machines 
with large kinematic speeds and dynamic loads to units 
with rotating and quickly moving parts to stationary 
equipment distinguished by a complete absence of rota- 
ting and moving mechanical elements is a natural 
phenomenon. The evolution from propeller to jet engines, 
the direct generation of electricity by chemical or heat 
methods without the use of mechanisms, may be referred 
to such a tendency. 

But if in the sphere of power supply, transport and 
some other types of machinery the transformation into 
stationary units may be expected within the next decade, 
then in the spheres of the basic means of control a con- 
siderable decrease of demand for precision is not yet 
observed. 

That is why the most important problem in the 
development of machine-building and instrument-making 
technology is the problem of precision and reliability of 
operation. 

This actually determines the special role and signi- 
ficance of the machine-tool building industry, the heart 
of machine building. The technical level and scope of 
development of the machine-tool industry determine the 
level and the pace of development of all machine-building 
and metal-processing industries and deeply affect the 
development of the country's economy as a whole. 

BASIC DEVELOPMENTAL RILES OE MMHINE-HIILIJINí; 

TECHNOLOGY 

The technical level of machine-building technology is 
first of all determined by the quality of the material to be 
processed, dimensions and form, productivity, machinery 
and equipment and the scale of production (from piece- 
work to mass). 

Use of ran- and semi-finished products 

The cost of initial materials reaches 50 70 per cent and 
more of the cost of manufacture, particularly so in batch 
and mass production. Wages are 20 35 per cent, and in a 
number of branches (instruments, bearings) are only 10 
15 per cent or less. That is why the materials factor is so 
important. This factor may be determined by: 

A*     Qi 

i \ 

where: A,„ is the material factor 
Q¡ is the weight of the machine 
Q,„ is the weight of the initial materials. 

Experience shows that the losses of melai al all stages 
of production constitute 20 30 per cent or more in mass 
production and 35 40 per cent or more in batch or piece- 
work production. 

There should be given greater attention to improving 
precision in initial operations so that there is less to do 
in final stages. 

Experience shows thai only 30 35 per cent of the 
initial weight of metals is delivered as finished parts to the 
assembly line. 

Modern methods arc only now beginning to be applied 
to improve this ratio. The level of consumption ol 
materials should be increased soon to HO 85 per ceni in 
the machine-building industry, f his will make it possible 
to bring about 50 60 per cent of the original metal weight 
to the assembly line. 

In the current world market, the cost o( raw materials 
is low compared to the cost of manufactured parts The 
analysis reveals that the established ratios of prices m a 
number of cases do not correspond to the actual expendi- 
tures of labour and arc chiefly determined by the condi- 
tions of obtaining these types of producís There are 
cases when some raw materials produced in economically 
backward countries with low wages are priced unjusti- 
fiably low as compared to highly priced machinery from 
industrially developed countries with high wages 

It is probably wrong to be guided by the market prices, 
but the decision should be based on the analysis of exact 
cost of social labour both lor obtaining tnc r;m materials 
and the manufactured products. 

Í "ontinuous processes 

The ever-growing tendency of shifting from discrete to 
continuous processes is a peculiarity of the main trend in 
technology. The index of continuity may be estimated by 
the followii ji equation : 

<• r: 
where: T„. is the time of useful work of equipment 

T„ is the total working time. 

The estimation of these indices may be referred both to 
the working shift and to a long period (month, year) of 
work. 

The total working time consists ol the useful operation 
time, auxiliary time, manual time, adjustment time, idle 
time, etc. 

The existence of discreteness, though the present objec- 
tive conditions make it possible to fu til many processes by 
theoretically continuous methods, is a characteristic <>l 
machine-building production at all stages. Especially un- 
favourable is the ratio of time of useful work to Intal 
time in press forging and metal culling 'Ehe useful lime 
of metal forming constitutes only 2 3 per cent ol the 
entire cycle of the operation. On metal-cutting machine 
tools the useful time of cutting is 50 60 per cent of the 
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entire cycle and for such types of equipment as turning 
lathes it docs not exceed 20 40 per cent. 

These unfavourable proportions prove that the main 
attention is paid to the problems of increasing productivity 
of the working process proper and not to increasing the 
degree of continuity when designing machines. 

Possibilities of practical improvement of the index of 
the continuity degree may be illustrated by two examples: 
application of periodical rolling methods in which the 
degree of continuity of the working process may be 
brought to 70 SO per cent makes it possible to increase 
productivity 15 20 times as compared to presses of the 
same capacity: substitution of centre grinding processes 
by ccntreless grinding makes it possible to increase the 
continuity degree from 50 60 per cent to 85 95 per cent 
and the productivity of the process two to three times. 

In general, the increase of the continuity degree may be 
achieved by an over-all speeding up of auxiliary move- 
ments of working parts of a machine, by the reduction 
of the number of consequent movement elements or by 
performing auxiliary movements with the working 
movements at the same time. 

Expérience shows that this combination is the most 
effective. The development of equipment and technology 
should ensure reduction of nonproductive expenditures 
of working time as compared to the reduction of time for 
accomplishment of useful work. 

Degree of concentration 

There are two ways to organize productive processes. 
One is differentiation based on the maximum division of 
complex technological processes into simple elements 
for which special equipment is designed. The other is 
concentration based on the maximum combination of 
technological operations to be performed in a single unit. 

Differentiation of technological operation, which made 
it possible to apply comparatively simple equipment and 
less skilled personnel prevailed at the first stages of 
development of machine building and especially of mass 
production. But based on economic factors such as 
demand for a large amount of equipment, working site 
and personnel, differentiation gave way to more effective 
methods based on application of complex units in which 
the concentration of various technological operations is 
fulfilled to the maximum degree. 

The ideal method of manufacturing machine parts, 
not considering technical and economic possibilities, is 
manufacturing the part on a single machine in one pass. 
In a considerable number of cases the expedient degree of 
concentration is practically achieved by multitool and 
mulliposition machine tools and the continuous process. 
When estimating Ihe practicality of such decisions it is 
also necessary to take into account that, in the condi- 
tions of identical expenditures of auxiliary time, their 
total value will be less if there will be more technological 
operations performed on one unit. 

The degree of concentration is expressed as: 

A; 
/ 

n 
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where: n is the number of consecutive operations in 
manufacturing of the part. 

In machine building this coefficient is equal to 0.2-0.3, 
which means that the part is subjected to three to five 
operations. 

It is a little more difficult to solve the problem of 
manufacturing precision parts, when the parts must 
undergt) consecutive finishing operations. 

Accelerating the working process 

There is a trend to accelerate working processes by 
increasing machine speeds and pressures. 

Mechanization and automation 

Statistical analysis in a number of countries shows 
that only a third of the increase in labour productivity is 
related to the increase of machine productivity while 
two-thirds of the increase in labour productivity is related 
to automation. 

A stronger and stronger tendency to use automated 
equipment and automated systems is noted in batch and 
mass production. 

The degree of automation of individual operating 
machines may be defined by the following equation : 

A       '" 

where: /„ is the time of automated operations 
/„ is the total time of the cycle. 

Wider use of electric and electrohydraulic controls is 
being applied along with traditional means of auto- 
mation of operating machines through mechanical 
distribution devices (chiefly in automatic turning lathes). 
Development of numerical control systems is of a special 
significance for batch production. 

The proportion of automated equipment in mass pro- 
duction is as high as 80 95 per cent and the further 
increase of such automation is connected to introduction 
of transfer machine lines and gradual transfer to complex 
automatic systems. The proportion of automated equip- 
ment in batch production is 20 30 per cent. Further in- 
crease in the degree of automation in batch production 
is connected with design of flexible, quickly readjusted 
automatic machines equipped with standardized, suffi- 
ciently universal devices for clamping, rotation and re- 
moval of machine parts. 

Wide-scale introduction of grouped methods of treat- 
ment is of great significance for creating economic 
conditions for introduction of automatic equipment into 
batch production. Correct choice of similar technology, 
tools and sequences of operations make it possible to cut 
significantly the time for their resetting and to increase 
the si/c of the batch. The use of numerical control equip- 
ment is the best way to increase the degree of automation 
in small batch production and in heavy machine building. 

When solving problems of labour efficiency in machine 
building it is also necessary to take into account the fact 
that along with the production workers there are many 
categories of workers indirectly involved such as trans- 
port and warehouse workers, inspectors, dispatchers and 
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accounts, etc. In some cases this category of workers is 
as high as 30-40 per cent of the total number employed. 
Under modern conditions it is impossible to estimate the 
level of technology only through the degree of automation 
of the basic production equipment, but it is essential to 
consider this problem by taking into account all the 
people involved in the production. 

This problem may be most effectively solved by creation 
of complex mechanized continuous lines in batch pro- 
duction and complex automatic lines and shops in mass 
production. 

The development of computers and automatic control 
raise the problem of creating automatic systems of 
production in the industry. 

The practical solution of these problems requires 
raising the numbers of skilled personnel. 

Experience shows that the idea that the demands for 
skilled personnel will be decreasing with automation 
and the development of technology has been rejected by 
practice. 

Highly skilled personnel possessing the necessary 
skills and knowledge to maintain complex equipment are 
necessary. 

This problem is especially important for the develop- 
ing countries. The opinion that developing countries 
should be chiefly orientated towards the simplest types 
of machinery because of the absence of well trained and 
skilled staffs is not confirmed by either the economic or 
the social aspect. It is evident that no less time is required 
for training a highly skilled turning or milling machine 
operator than for training a skilled mechanic. The 
difference in both cases is only in the general educational 
level. 

Stabilii y of processes 
The most important qualities of technological equip- 

ment   and   processes  are   reliability,   durability   and 
stability in operation. Generally the stability index may 
be expressed by the following: 

i< 

K.t 
te 

where: tc is the continuous operation time 
tB is the total operation time. 

It is necessary to maintain the stability of working 
parameters as long as possible during the operation. This 
is especially important for metal-cutting operations where 
the tool life is relatively not very high. 

The most effective solution of this problem is through 
application of automatic control directly to the work- 
piece which is machined. 

The second and the no less important problem is to 
insure high reliability of operation of all machine ele- 
ments. To increase the reliability and durability of 
machines, the engineers are facing the problem of dis- 
covering objective means of rapid estimation of the pre- 
set durability and reliability of individual parts, separate 
mechanisms and of the whole machine. 

It is necessary to analyse all factors, though in some 
cases one or several may be decisive, when solving 
engineering problems of machine building. 
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Rollai stuck 
Rolled stock  manufactured  b>   metallurgical enter- 

prises was. is and remains in be the basic construction 
material for machine building. 

Rolled stock constitutes about GO per cent ol the entire 
amount of materials used in machine building. 

It is necessary to mark, along with these facts con- 
cerning the assort mem o¡ materials lor machine building 
caused by the peculiarities of technical development, the 
continuity in technical development Various Ivpes ^( 
bent and shaped profiles of higher ngidilv make it possible 
to make miscellaneous, comparatively complicated de- 
signs of machine parts; these are becoming more widelv 
used along with the traditional rolled shapes. Application 
of such types of rolled metal makes it possible in a 
number of cases to do without any treatment of metal in 
machine building. The proportion of the rolled shapes and 
bent profiles should soon be 5 7 per cent of the total 
amount of rolled metal supplied for machine building, 
according to experts. 

There is a recent tendency, based on the specilic 
demands of machine building, to increase the manu- 
facture of high precision types of shaped metal (with a 
precision of 5-10 microns) for manufacture of such parts 
as spline shafts. These precise profiles find wider and 
wider application in machine building in spile of the 
labour-consuming operations when rolling and press- 
ing. 

The general tendencies of changing to the continuous 
processes find their reflection in rolling of metal and 
fabrication of the volume blanks by continuous methods, 
by the so-called periodic method instead of forging or 
stamping. Such mass-produced parts include plough- 
shares and mouldboards, bearing rings, crankshafts and 
many other types of parts. 

Though now the proportion of blanks manufactured 
by the periodic rolling method is comparatively small it 
is expected that this method will be developing very in- 
tensively in the near future and it is necessary to take it 
into account when solving the problem of blank supplies 
in machine building. 

Bi-metallic rolled stock, in which the corrosion re- 
sistant layer is connected with usual cheap types of con- 
struction steel, and rolled stock with plastic coating are 
used more widely in a number of machine-building 
branches, and first of all in those where there is a demand 
for corrosion-resistant equipment. The application of bi- 
metallic rolled stock and the rolled slock with plastic 
coating makes it possible to use cheaper materials and to 
reduce finishing expenses in machine building. 

A more intensive shift from sheets to rolled stock in 
coils is characteristic of new developments in machine 
building. The rolled stock in coils varies in thickness from 
several microns to V 5 and more millimetres. Application 
of rolled stock in coils instead of sheets makes it possible 
to lay it out more rationally and to solve the problem of 
automated methods of metal forming. 
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Welding 

Welding is the most progressive technique in machine 
building. 

Achievements in very effective linking of parts by 
welding in combination with the increasing assortment 
of rolled stock supplied lor machine building lead to a 
continuous increase in the use of welded constructions. 

In the total volume ol blanks the welded constructions 
constitute 23 30 per cent. 

Carbon dioxide welding which makes it possible to 
automate the process quite easily and ensures the 
welding speed up to 180- 200 and more metres per hour 
is being more widely used for welding frame-type con- 
structions. High mechanical strength is achieved when 
using carbon dioxide welding and in the majority of 
cases there is no need for thermal treatment. 

Application of molten slag arcless electric welding has 
great prospects. 

Wide application of friction welding is noted for 
joining different and difficull-to-weld parts. Friction 
welding for joining comparatively large surfaces (6.000 
hy 10,000 mm and larger) is now possible. Friction weld- 
ing is most widely used in tool, car and tractor industries, 
experiments in creating methods to weld practically un- 
weldable materials by any other methods (for example, 
ceramics, wood with metal) are now being successfully 
carried out. Welding in vacuum by means of electronic 
beams is being applied in instrument making. In such 
branches of industry as instrument making, electronics 
and electiovacuum equipment may facilitate welding 
various kinds of hard-lo-wcld materials. 

Creation of high-quality synthetic glues makes n 
possible to use glued and glucd-und-welded constructions 
instead of the welded ones on a sufficiently wide indus- 
trial scale. The wide use of glued-and-welded con- 
structions is observed in a railroad car building (for 
projection-spot welding), when welding lubes (projection- 
roller welding), and in the automotive and aviation 
industries (spot welding). 

Impulse methods connected with the use of high 
energies lind application in the sphere of welding 
(chiefly the explosion method), for example, for facing 
large surfaces in a single operation. This method also 
may lind application for facing hydroturbine blades, 
when making bimetallic blanks and in chemical machine 
building. 

Metal torming 

Metal forming is one of the basic methods in machine 
building for manufacture of blanks. About 30 40 per 
cent of the entire volume of processed material is pressed 
and forged. 

The most widely used method of cutting blanks is 
cutting them with disc- saws and hacksaws, leading to 
considerable losses oí metal reaching more than 13 
20 per cent That is why the development of the so-called 
loss-free or low-loss methods of cutting blanks by 
chopping them on presses, or cutting them with thin 
abrasive discs mechanically or electromechanically is a 
characteristic trend in improving the technology of blank 
cutting 

The second trend in decreasing the unjustified losses 
of metals is the attempt to obtain blanks approaching us 
close as possible to the weight of stamped and forged 
parts. 

The problem of so-called seamless stamping which 
specialists of many countries are trying to solve depends 
much on the precision in weighing the material to be 
stamped. This problem may be solved by using, for 
chopping and cutting blanks, numerical control making 
it possible lii weigh the material precisely. 

Reduction of metal losses caused by the heating of 
blanks is achieved through acid-free heating and through 
rapid heating by high-frequency currents. In some eases 
the method of rapid heating makes it possible to com- 
bine in one unit the processes of healing and plastic 
deformation. 

Fabrication of blanks by free forging is the most 
widely used method. In spile of all the advantages of free 
forging, this method also has some disadvantages. Be- 
sides the low productivity, the precision of fabrication of 
blanks is extremely low and does not exceed for average 
sized forgings 2 3 mm and that is why. when processing 
the blanks fabricated by the free forging method, the 
losses of metal are as high as 40 per cent and higher. The 
solution of the problem of obtaining by the free forging 
method high precision blanks, will be accomplished 
through numerically controlled hammers which make it 
possible to make the forging with a precision up to 
0.1 mm. 

Thus, this ancient method may lind new life in the 
manufacture of accurate blanks. So only its own dis- 
advantage remains: comparatively low productivity. 

Higher precision of blanks manufactured by stamping 
and pressing methods is liist of all achieved through 
effective methods of fabrication of accurate dies and 
press forms and methods ol press form restoration and 
also through dies and press forms made of durable 
malcriáis. Ileclrocorrosion and electrochemical treat- 
ments for these purposes make it possible to change 
radically the character of technology of die fabrication, 
to restore them rapidly and to use dies of very strong 
materials including a wide assortment of hard alloys. 

It is also necessary to note the second tendency in the 
development of volume forging: an attempt to shift 
from the melhinls of plastics deformation connected with 
previously healed blanks to the methods of manufacture 
of volume cold blanks. Application of these processes 
makes it possible to avoid losses caused by heating of 
materials and the expenses of heating. 

The problem of obtaining very accurate blanks in- 
cluding those manufactured by methods of cold plastic 
deformation may be successfully solved through use of 
impulse methods connected with application of energy at 
high speeds and pressure. 

Magnetic and explosion forming, electrohydraulic 
effects lor plastic deformation and other methods are 
being widely used in a number of machine-building 
branches of many countries. 

Many efforts are being made to lind effective fabrica- 
tion methods of such things as gears and spline shafts by 
rolling. 
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The problem of cold knurling of accurate gears with a 
module of up to 1.5 mm, and of spline shafts without any 
finish required as well as rough treatment by hot knurling 
of large module gears is practically solved today. 

Rotation forging for making axle parts (crankshafts, 
etc.) is more widely used in batch production. 

The shift from monoposiiiori machines to the multi- 
position ones which make it possible to fabricate complex 
parts by a sufficiently productive method without inter- 
mediate annealing is a characteristic tendency in sheet 
stamping. 

Methods of thin plastic deformation instead of the 
grinding effect are more widely applied along with the 
above-mentioned methods of knurling, threading and 
worming. 

In addition, the methods which are widely used include: 
generating processes; reeling by means of rollers and 
balls; arbour pressing; vibration knurling of inner and 
outer cylindrical and flat surfaces and riveting. 

Accurate blanks of comparatively small sizes for large 
batches and mass production are more economically 
fabricated from powder by pressing and caking. Applica- 
tion of metaloceramics makes it impossible to manu- 
facture parts from compositions which it is difficult or 
impossible to obtain as alloys. 

Automation in regard to feeding or removal of blanks, 
use of automatic control systems for heat treatment or 
machining itself is common in metalworking processes. 

( 'astings 

The proportion of castings made from ferrous and non- 
ferrous materials constitutes 3a 35 per cent including pig 
iron casting, 15-20 per cent : steel casting. 70 per cent ; 
and nonferrous metal casting up to 5 per cent. 

Tendencies to reduce the share of pig iron casting noted 
in the past ten years have slowed down. 

This is explained by the cheap raw materials and by the 
creation of new effective methods of manufacturing 
accurate cast blanks and means which made it possible 
to mechanize and automate these processes. 

The method of fabricating rods and castings by using 
liquid mixtures is a comparatively new method which 
became popular in a short time. This method is used 
along with the older methods of fabrication of accurate 
blanks in shell forms. This method makes it possible to 
fabricate sufficiently accurate blanks, makes simpler the 
technological process of preparing the moulds and does 
not require complex equipment. 

The proportion of accurate castings in machine 
building constitutes at present about a third of the total 
production, including the castings manufactured by 
precision methods. 10 per cent of production. 

The common disadvantage of the existing technology 
of casting is the disproportion between the technical level 
of technology and foundry equipment. 

Problems of effective manufacture of precise moulds 
are the centre of attention of casting specialists. But 
as is known, the complex of casting prtnluction involves 
such labour-consuming processes as preparation of 
mixture and mould materials, preparation of liquid metal 
and its casting, cleaning and chipping of castings, thermal 

processing and painting of castings I :iulcrestim.ition of 
the complexity oí casting moulds leads to too much 
heavy manual labour. This is especially true for chopping 
and cleaning of castings. Thai is why efforts arc directed 
to finding effective methods for solv mg these problems 

Ultrasonic and clcctrohydraulic methods of cleaning 
castings are being used along with the widely employed 
methods oí hydraulic and shot-blasting' processes 
Plasma cutting, cutting by means of thin and very strong 
abrasive discs, etc.. is being widely used to remine sink- 
heads, chiefly from steel castings. In hatch and mass 
production this problem is most effectively solved by 
construction of complexes of mechanized and automated 
systems for all technological stages of casting. 

The fact that the technology and production methods 
of casting are chiefly determined by their weight and 
volumes of production and to a smaller degree depend on 
the actual construction forms is an objective and favour- 
able factor of successful development of casting This 
makes it possible to create highly mechanized enterprises 
with application of up-to-date technology in highly 
mechanized plants. It is quite natural that the most 
effective solution may be achieved in conditions of 
specialized production based on optimal capacities. 

Melai culling 

No tendency to reduce the proportion of metal cutting 
is observed in spite of intensive development of fabrica- 
tion of precision blanks by plastic deformation i>r cast- 
ing. This is explained first of all by the fact that some- 
reduction of expenses connected with the removal of 
excessive metal during rough operations is compensated 
by the necessity to involve new operations to achieve the 
ever-growing demands for precision of fabricated parts. 
That is why the primary attention is given to the problems 
of development of metal cutting which finally determines 
the quality of products. 

Increasing cutting speeds is mainly related to materials 
and cutting tools. An assortment of various hard alloys 
makes it possible to increase speeds up t<> more than 
300 m a minute. 

Application of multiedged hard alloy inserts lor cutting 
tools, milling cutlers and reaming instruments makes it 
possible to cut down cost of production. 

The standard wolfram high-speed steels recently 
became less used than cutting steels based on cobalt, 
vanadium and molybdenum. These new types of tool 
materials arc 1.2 2 times more resistant than the standard 
wolfram types and make it possible to operate at higher 
speeds: up to 120 m per minute instead of 25 40. 

New types of materials and first of all diamonds are 
being widely used along with the perfected links and 
materials of abrasive tools which make it possible to 
polish at a speed of 50 KM) m per second, chiefly in finish- 
ing operations, because of industrial applications of 
synthetic diamonds. 

An expert estimation reveals that the efficiency of the 
cutting process through a combination of speed, load 
and the length of the contact lor almost all kinds of 
technological equipment, may soon be doubled or more. 
This requires special attention when designing metal- 
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cutting equipment and when solving problems connected 
with the increase of the degree to continuity of processes 
as the analysis of the operation cycles of the last models 
of many metal-cutting machine tools reveals tendencies 
to decrease the useful operation time within the limits of 
the cycle leading to a considerable decrease in the 
efficiency of the production process. 

The problem of ensuring the necessary accuracy of 
metal-cutting treatment by more economic methods is 
basic to compiling and estimating a technological process. 

Recent research has revealed the common rules of 
alteration of accuracy and has determined the basic 
trends which will make it possible to control the accuracy. 

The scope of factors determining metal-cutting 
accuracy consists of the precision of fabrication, rigidity 
and vibration resistance of machine tools and durability 
of elements determining the kinematic accuracy of the 
tool position with respect to work. 

Other factors arc: change of conditions in the process 
of treatment, thermal deformations, errors in measuring 
and changes of dimensionsof cutting toolscaused by wear. 

The practical solution of this problem is to create 
durable, high-quality, strong machine and cutting tools. 

But the complete solution of this problem and 
especially for high-precision operations (5 10 microns 
and less) is creation of systems of adjustment which 
affect all elements: machine tool, clamp, cutting tool and 
work. 

Taking into account the entire complex of factors 
connected with obtaining the necessary accuracy through- 
out a continuous period of operation, il is necessary to 
regard positively the attempt of many companies to 
create the necessary tolerances, i.e. to fabricate equip- 
ment with considerably less error for (his type of treat- 
ment. 

The safety margin of the tolerances makes it possible 
to obtuin the pieces with required accuracy for a long 
period of time. 

Taking into account the conditions of unautomated 
product on characteristic of the present stage of machine 
building in many developing countries, the wide appli- 
cation of active control for all finishing operations will 
be of a limited nature and it is necessary to envisage 
the up-to-date means of control to measure the parts 
after machining. 

Multimeasuring fixtures are very effective for batch 
production. It is necessary to use instruments which will 
make it possible to lest in a complex the entire scope of 
basic parameters. 

Hh'tirophyskal ami ehvtrovhvmical machining 
llectrophysical   and   electrochemical   methods    of 

machining are being more widely used for both rough and 
especially accurate finishing operations. 

Basic disadvantages of electrospark machine tools, 
intensive wear of tools and low efficiency, have been 
eliminated in a comparatively short time. 

The efficiency of the latest models of electrodischarge 
machines is as high as 15,000 mm3 a minute and the 
wear of the electrode is reduced to a fraction of I per 
cent. The efficiency of ultrasonic and electrochemical 
machine tools has increased manyfold. The tendency to 
combine diamond treatment with electrochemical and 
chemical treatment is especially fruitful. 

The peculiarity of chemical treatment methods, which 
makes it possible to remove very thin layers of metal, 
makes them very good prospects for precise treatment of 
flat and shaped surfaces. Studies in light beam and 
electron beam technology are very promising for the 
progress of machine building. 

CONCIA SIONS 

The achievements of science and technology are 
increasing machine-building productivity. 

In the course of establishing machine-building plants 
in developing countries, it is extremely necessary to use 
all modern achievements and practice. 

The methods and means of production accepted for 
practical use should be based on deep economic analysis 
and the perspectives of development should be taken into 
account. 

Methods and equipment for machine-building pro- 
duction arc determined by objective technical and 
economic laws governing the development based on the 
product design and the scale of production. 

More profound studies and development of specialized 
production and particularly production of blanks and 
standard parts arc the most effective initial means of 
development. 

When studying and determining the nature of machine- 
building and metal-treating branches of industry planned 
for developing countries, it is expedient to study machine- 
building branches dealing with the production and pro- 
cessing of the most efficient types of domestic raw 
materials and the assortment of machine-building pro- 
ducts for everyday life. 

The problems of employment in the developing 
countries, increase of national income and well-being of 
the people may be solved effectively on the basis of highly 
efficient methods, equipment and production organiza- 
tion, not through the use of low-output machines. 

Successful introduction and development of up-to-date 
machine building in the developing countries depends 
much on the rates of training of engineers and technicians 
possessing the necessary knowledge of modern tech- 
nology, and skilled workers who are required to operate 
the up-to-date equipment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A study of the manufacture of machinery and equip- 
ment necessary to increase the production capacity and 
productivity in the production of goods and services was 
undertaken by the United Nations Centre for Industrial 
Development (CID) to develop appropriate methods for 
transferring technology and formulating development 
policies in this held. It became clear at an early stage of 
the investigation that the promotion of the manufacture 
of industrial machinery must be viewed as a part of the 
development of the metal-transforming industry as a 
whole. The latter, together with chemicals, is the most 
dynamic among all manufacturing industrial branches, 
not only in volume of production but also in scientific and 
technological development. This report summarizes 
such tacts and findings which seem to merit consideration, 
even though the investigation was at a preliminary stage 
at the time of writing. 

The first phase of the investigation reviews the prin- 
cipal facts concerning the development of industrial 
machinery and equipment manufacture in less indus- 
trialized countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America in 
order to permit the examination of the scope of national, 
regional and international promotional actions in this 
field. The findings and conclusions must be considered 
preliminary and provisional because of the general 
scarcity of relevant statistics, the limited time and 
resources devoted to the study so far and because it was 
necessary to complete it without direct investigation in 
any of the developing countries. However, the basic facts 
and possibilities concerning the field can be outlined with 
a reasonable amount of certainty. 

The importance of industrialization in the economic 
and social development of countries is now unanimously 
recognized. The views strongly held earlier that such 

1 Industrial machinery and equipment comprises goods produced 
by different sectors of the engineering (metal transforming) industry, 
classified by the International Standard Industrial Classification 
(ISIC) as Manufacture of Machinery, except Electrical Machinen 
(¡SIC 36), Manufacture of Electrical Machinery (ÍSIC 37), Maim- 
facture of Metal Produits, except Machinery ami Transport Equip- 
ment (simple metal products or simple metal manufactures) (ISIC 
35), Manufacture of Transport Equipment (ISIC 38), and Manufac- 
ture oj Professional, Scientific. Measuring and Controlling Instru- 
ments (ISIC 391), which are utilized as means of production in 
identical processes for transformation or handling of materials, for 
ancillary activities, etc. The corresponding classes of the Standard 
International Trade Classification (SITO are : Machinery, other than 
Electric tSlTC 71), Electrical Machinery. Apparatus anil Appliances 
(S1TC 72), Manufacture of Metal. N.E.S. (SITC 69), Transport 
Equipment (SITC 73), Professional, Scientific and Controlling Instru- 
ments. Photographic and Optical Goods, Watches and Clocks (SITC 

countries might develop through specialization in primarv 
production are no longer sustained. The debate now 
concerns the proper choice of industries to be developed. 
Some views, for instance, emphasize the importance of 
relative scarcities of capital and labour. This, if accepted 
as a general rule of choice, would give strong priority to 
(some) consumer goods industries, and limit the develop- 
ment of engin» ering industries in general and the manu- 
facturing of ndustrial machinery in particular. I he 
debate, of course, does not concern the desirability <>| 
producing machinery and equipment, but. only its 
feasibility and xonomic justification or. in other words, 
the economically sound timing and priorities at different 
stages of economic development. 

Metal-transforming (or engineering) industries account 
for almost 30 per cent of the world industrial production 
(measured in terms of value added) and for about a llnrd 
of the total manufacturing production. Metal transform- 
ing has been among the major industrial branches 
experiencing the most important increase in production 
since I938: (see table I ). The increase has been even more 
important in less industrialized countries than in the 
industrialized. Nevertheless, the share of less indus- 
trialized countries in the total production of metal pro- 
ducts was only 3.9 per cent in 195«, the lowest among .ill 
major industrial branches. 

Table I 
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STRICH Rh AND PAMIRN OI  INOINHKISG INDISIKMS 

IN DI-.VHOPIM. COI MRUS 

The developing countries can be classified into three 
distinct groups, as far as the present degree of develop- 

2 United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. August l%t, 
Special table A: Index numbers of industrial production, excluding 
USSR and Lastern I urope. 
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ment of their engineering industries is concerned. 
Statistical indicators in absolute figures seem to be more 
characteristic in this respect than per capila ratios. The 
available statistical data of the countries in question fit 
reasonably well in the following pattern which can be 
considered as characteristic in spite of overlapping or 
deviation in the case of some countries and or some 
indicators.' 

The different categories indicated in table 2, indus- 
trialized countries and the three groups of developing 
countries, vi:, countries with already developed and 
diversified engineering production (group I), countries 
with engineering production at an initial stage (group II). 
and countries with no engineering production or with 

In less industrialized countries with already developed 
engineering industries (group I), the share of simple 
metal products is substantially higher (20 30 per cent 
can be considered as typical), with a tendency to decrease 
as engineering production increases. While in developed 
countries, the production of non-electrical machinery 
is generally more important than that of electrical 
machinery (typically 30 40 per cent higher): in group I. 
the production of electrical machinery is as much as two 
limes more important than that of non-electrical 
machinery. In groups II and III. the share of simple 
metal manufactures is even higher (typically 35 40 per 
cent for group II and more than 50 per cent for group 
III) according to statistics that are available. The share 

Table 2 
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engineering priHluclion restricted to repairs and simple 
metal manufactures (group III), can be considered as 
successive stages of industrial development, at least as 
far as the engineering industries are concerned, charac- 
terized by distinct internal structures of total engineering 
production as measured by the shares of the main 
engineering branches. The similarity of this internal 
structure is particularly delinite in the case of industrially 
developed countries, although they differ in the size of 
their engineering industry or their economy as a whole, 
the share or amount of imports or exports of engineering 
goods, etc. The typical structure of the engineering 
industry in industrialized countries is:4 

Ä 
Mai htne'i 

ruept He, ini al 
nun Innen 

lnwtttìn,nt\, 
ïransfuiriaUfii   II.í/, h?\ ttnJ 

t'tfUtpnií'M                  ittHk\ Intuí 

6 u 24 Vt               4 100 

1 See table 3 for detailed statistics. 
4 The subsequent data are mainly based upon the sources indi- 

cated in table 2. Since different statistical sources differ as to the 
system of classification or content, (e.g.. value added or deliveries) 
they are not fully comparable. However, with necessarv corrections! 
they reflect reasonably well the proportions of the suhsectors uf the 
engineering industry. 

of the total production of machinery (electrical and non- 
electrical) which is very low or oven non-existent in 
group III, increases with the progress in the sta« of 
development and is more than 50 per cent in the typical 
structure for industrialized countries. Industrial machin- 
ery and equipment is produced essentially by the sectors 
"machinery except electrical" and "electrical machinery" 
which produce, of course, also for other sectors of the 
economy, mainly for agriculture, commerce and house- 
holds. 

The share of industrial machinery is generally higher 
in the case of more developed countries. 

The available information seems to indicate that the 
three categories of developing countries present distinct 
problems requiring distinct measures for the develop- 
ment of engineering industries in general and for the 
manufacture of industrial equipment in particular. 
Four countries. India. Argentina, Brazil and Mexico, 
belong to group I. characterized by an already important 
manufacturing industry, with the total number of those 
engaged being well over a million and. as a part of it, 
with already diversified manufacturing of industrial 
machinery and equipment. 

Steel production, already appreciable in these countries, 
is expected to increase further at a quick pace and to 
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essentially satisfy the increasing domestic consumption 
(except in the case of Argentina) in the foreseeable 
future, bringing into existence the most important base 
of domestic supply of raw materials for. among others, 
the engineering industry. This group is distinctly separ- 
ated from the next, according to all meaningful economic 
indicators in absolute numbers, such as value added 
and,or number of persons engaged, both in total manu- 
facturing and in metal-transforming industries, steel 
production and consumption, etc. 

Group II (with some ten countries, e.g. Chile. 
Colombia. Indonesia. Pakistan. Venezuela) is charac- 
terized by a manufacturing industry engaging about 
200,000 500.000 persons, by an accordingly lower 
engineering production and by the manufacture of 
machinery and equipment, restricted to some relatively 
simple items. Steel production is at a beginning stage 
(or sometimes practically non-existent) in the countries of 
this group, but their steel consumption of about 400.000 
800,000 tons already opens a possibility, especially where 
foreseeable increase is also taken into consideration, of 
economically justified domestic steel production. 

This circumstance is actually reflected in the economic- 
plans or provisions of several countries in the group. 
However, it is generally not planned to satisfy the 
domestic consumption by domestic production to an 
extent exceeding 70 75 per cent in the next ten to fifteen 
years. Groups II and III are less clearly separated and 
the latter is less homogenous, comprising countries with 
an already appreciable amount of manufacturing 
together with countries in which there is barely any 
manufacturing at all. However, this group is charac- 
terized by an absence altogether of engineering pro- 
duction or by engineering production restricted to 
simple metal manufacturing and repair work and with- 
out (or with a negligible amount of) machinery pro- 
duction, by low steel consumption and by rather remote 
prospects of a substantial development of domestic steel 
production. 

The three groups described above can be interpreted 
as a simplified scheme of a normal pattern of the develop 
ment of the engineering industry in less industrialized 
countries, this development being an integral part of the 
over-all process of industrialization. 

The pattern in question can he considered as charac- 
teristic only in the case of less industrialized countries, 
implying by that the existence of and the close connexions 
with industrialized areas. In this context, there is evidence 
that the two major and interdependent factors determin- 
ing the degree and the rate of development of the engineer- 
ing industry are the size of the demand for engineering 
goods (which is largely determined by the home market 
in the countries in question) and the supply of raw 
materials, mainly steel products. 

The development of domestic production of engineer- 
ing goods largely takes the form of a process of sub- 
stitution by domestically manufactured goods of goods 
produced by the handicraft (collage) industry or of 
imported goods. Among the engineering products, the 
domestic manufacture of simple metal products is 
technically possible and economically sound already, with 

the relatively small size of the economy Desimi ami 
production processes arc relatively simple: the require- 
ments, from the point of view of skills, education and 
(raining of the labour forces, are not too demandine. 

Owing to the nature of the demand and the uniformity ol 
products, a scale of production is easily attained where 
domestic manufacture can operate with lower costs and 
higher productivity than the handicraft industry, arriving 
at a generally higher and more uniform qualm of pro- 
ducts, l-'urther economies of scale are not so overwhelm- 
ing in cutting costs and in increasing productivity as io 
make the domestic industry non-competitive when com 
pared with units operating on a much larger scale in 
industrialized countries. With some products fabricated 
mainly from metal sheets, such as containers, stoves, 
etc.. the high costs of transport (as compared to the costs 
of transport of raw materials) give relative advantages 
to the domestic industry. Repair work of already installed 
machinery or. frequently, of transport equipment is 
obviously necessary at a very early stage of economic 
development. Both simple metal manufactures and 
repairs are to be viewed also as preparatory activities 
by introducing similar machinery and providing training 
in the skills necessarily involved in a subsequently more 
complicated machinery production 

With an increase in the size of the economy in group II 
expressed in a higher demand of both consumption and 
capital goods and characterized by a higher output of the 
manufacturing industry (which was found to be ol about 
$400-$1,000 million in value added), the manufacture 
of more complicated machinery goods becomes economic- 
ally possible. The greater share of electrical machinery, 
when compared with the engineering industry of indus 
trialized countries, is due to the similar advantages men 
tioned for simple metal products, specifically the relative 
simplicity of the production process and the uniformity o! 
products.' The production of industrial machinery 
proper is not yet important. 

Kurther increase in the si/e of the economy, charac- 
terized in group I by value added, in manufacturing, ol 
about $2.000 $5.000 million, creates an important 
demand in machinery and. consequently, the production 
of industrial machinery proper, power-geneiating equip 
ment, metalworking machinery, and special industrial 
machinery such as paper, textile, leather, food processing 
and chemical machinery. However, even countries ol 
group I are characterized by a less important share ol 
industrial machinery in engineering production than are 
the developed countries. 

Collateral to this normal pattern, it can be said as a 
very rough approximation of the complicated develop 
ment process that the manufacturing ol engineering 
products of standard design and serial («u mass) pro 
duction appears at an earlier (or lowei) stage than m 
dividual manufacturing of machinery and equipment 
according to individual design I he whole development 
of engineering industries is influenced by the availability 
of domestic raw materials, mainly of steel While a total 
self-sufficiency    in   steel   products   is   obviously    noi 

f This, ol course, does noi apply lo hva\* .mit >PìM,II IIIIIIHI 
machinery 
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necessary, and often not even advantageous, the lack of 
domestic supply adequate to the level to be attained may 
slow the development of the engineering industry. 

THH  PLACE   Ol    ENGINEERING   INDUSTRIES   IN   INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

It is almost impossible to give a universally meaning- 
ful statement concerning the priorities to be assigned to 
single economic branches in the process of industrial 
development of developing countries. Every case has to 
be analysed and investigated separately. Several methods 
of approach arc known. 

From the point of view of a country's economy as a 
whole, the main criteria of choice are based on or 
related to the impact of the resources to be devoted to 
investment, on foreign exchange earnings and expendi- 
tures and on manpower resources. The capital intensity 
(capital output ratio) of the average of the engineering 
industry as a whole is near the average of iota! manu- 
facturing: lower than that of metal-producing or chemical 
industries and higher than that of most light industries. 

The foreign exchange effect depends largely on the 
proportion of domestic raw materials. If this is important, 
the engineering industry ranks high in foreign exchange 
earnings or savings, finally, it is well known thai the 
engineering industry is labour-intensive.'' This feature is 
generally considered as an advantage in less industrialized 
countries; an advantage somewhat counterbalanced by 
the high requirements needed in regard to the skills anil 
education of the labour force. It must be mentioned lhat 
this industry exercises a very active and dynamic outside 
influence, utilizing and at the same time generating a very 
important pari of the new scientific and technological 
knowledge which, through different channels, has an» 
important impact on the level of technological develop- 
ment noi only in the industry but also in other economic 
branches. 

The manufacture of industrial machinery and equip- 
ment should be viewed as a part, even one of the most 
difficult and complicated parts, of the engineering indus- 
try. 

Such production is technically feasible in developing 
countries as a considerable and growing amount of 
industrial equipment is actually produced in all countries 
of group I and some countries of group II. The economic 
impact of the domestic production of industrial machinery 
in economic development is decisive and can hardly be 
overstated. Il has been shown7 that there are (rather 
theoretical and abstract) possibilities of substitution 
among import of grain, import of fertilizers, installation 
of a fertilizer plant and installation of a machine-build- 
ing factory to produce the machinery of the fertilizer 
plant: all result in the same availabilities of grain. The 
alternatives involve foreign exchange and total expendi- 
tures of the following proportions: 

"Compared with the average of the manufacturing industries in 
terms, for example, of the capital labour, output labour ratios, 
or the shares of labour costs in the value of output. There are, of 
course, considerable différences among subsections of the engineer- 
ing industry. 

7 United Nations. F.commiü Survit of Europe in WV, chapter 
Mil. 

Grain import  1.000 
Fertilizer import  270 
Fertilizer plant  100 
Machine-building factory 20 

kxpenditnr? 
iiomeith 

150 
10 

Total 

1,000 
270 
250 

30 

This example, certainly an over-simplification of the 
complex problem of substitution, shows clearly, however, 
not only the advantages of domestic production by the 
very important saving of expenditure in general and 
foreign exchange expenditure in particular, hut the two 
main difficulties: the need of domestic capital and of 
skilled and experienced manpower in this connexion. 

In the example, the grain is ready for consumption, 
but the fertilizer has to be ordered at least two years in 
advance of the crop season; in addition, it has to be 
distributed and utilized effectively, operations which 
require a considerable amount of competence. To build 
the fertilizer plant implies an investment of four to five 
years ahead of the availability of grain and. in order to 
establish the machine-building factory, the investment is 
required eight to ten years in advance, with the cor- 
respondingly higher requirements concerning the skills 
of the labour force to operate the plants and concerning 
other supplies, and obviously with some sacrifices of 
domestic consumption till the investment will pay off in 
increased production of grain. 

The availability of industrial machinery and equipment 
is obviously a prerequisite of industrial development. 
It is equally obvious that it is neither possible nor desir- 
able to produce domestically all industrial equipment in a 
developing country. The most appropriate share of 
domestically produced industrial equipment is not 
investigated in this study, but it must be noticed that 
official development plans and other studies (e.g. studies 
prepared by regional commissions of the United Nations) 
often indicate the necessity of considerably increasing the 
domestic manufacture of industrial machinery in ordeno 
increase the share of domestic production. 

In framing economic policies for industrial develop- 
ment, it may be useful to consider the manufacture of 
industrial machinery and equipment in the framework of 
the engineering industry as a whole and to bear in mind 
the normal pattern of development, since this reflects 
basic economic and technological relations. However, it 
may be fully justified to plan a different pattern; for 
instance, to develop the production of non-electrical 
machinery in advance of the normal pattern. This would, 
of course, assume that full consideration has been given 
to the capability of the planning agency to implement the 
plans and of the prospects of efficient international co- 
operation 

PROMOCIóN OI THE MAM I M CIRE OF INDUSTRIAL 

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 

The available information on the promotion of the 
manufacture of industrial  machinery  and equipment 
(already existing or to be developed) in less industrialized 
countries, together with experience gained in indus- 
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irialized countries indicate that appropriate scientific and 
technological knowledge and know-how and the increase 
in the scale of operations should be considered as the 
most important fields of action. According to the avail- 
able information on capital output and capital labour 
ratios, it seems that the burden of investment costs is less 
crucial here than, for example, in the chemicals or metal- 
producing industries. A smooth and organic growth, 
requiring only small investment resources at the beginning 
of the development period, is also possible. 

The labour force of the industry from the skilled or 
even semi-skilled worker to the engineer or the scientist 
contributes by far the most important part to the factor 
of knowledge. From this point of view, the problem is 
identical to the problem of training. 

An important part of the manufacture of industrial 
equipment in developing countries, principally as far as 
more complicated machinery is concerned, is extensive 
co-operation with some industrialized country, from 
contracts to blueprints, from know-how and training of 
the personnel to establishing subsidiary companies. 
Technological knowledge obtained by these means is 
very natural, useful and often the only possibility open to 
a developing country. However, an excessive dependence 
on foreign sources of technological information may. at a 
higher level of development, also cause adverse effects, 
e.g.. slowing down the process of adaptation of product 
design and production methods to local conditions, or 
lessening the possibilities of competing in foreign markets. 

The most important means for influencing the effective- 
ness of operation in the field in question, with regard to 
costs and productivity and even partly with regard 
to technical achievements, is the increase of scale of 
production. 

The economies of scale do not result mainly from an 
increase in the volume of production if this is achieved 
only by a proportionate increase in the diversity of pro- 
duction (i.e.. by producing completely new items), 
though several overhead costs will decrease even in this 
case. However, economies of scale result much more 
from a relative increase in the scale of production: by a 
shift towards serial (or batch) from individual production : 
by the increase of serialily, and by a shift towards mass 
from serial production. This means an increase in 
identical or similar items produced or operations per- 
formed at the same time on the same machine or equip- 
ment, with the same tool or instrument, according to the 
same design, etc. 

In this context, there are wide possibilities of increasing 
the scale of operations, even within the limits of a given 
volume of production and or a given size of final demand. 
The most important methods put forward are stan- 
dardization, co-operation among different factories 
(subcontracting) and concentration on the production of 
widely utilized parts (and/or raw materials). It is to he 
noticed that all these methods are generally utilized in 
the engineering industries of developed countries. 

The scale-increasing effect of standardization is 
exercised by all its forms, from in-plant standardization 
through special industry-wide standaruization to national 
standardization. The first intends to reduce the variety of 

similar parts and components within one plant, the 
second has the same erteci within ,1 whole uidustiv 
(machine building, in this case): the thud has to u-diue 
the diversity o( final products though agi cement 
between suppliers and consumers. It is probable tlt.it »liu- 
to the very large number and variety «>! pails .nul com- 
ptments utilized in machine building, the second kind ,.f 
standardization has the most important impact on the 
economies of scale ^i the industry as a whole 

In machine building in general (except ni mass pio 
duction), a part o\~ the special equipment, e g . machine- 
tools producing large and heavy parts, is never utilized 
to full capacity when operated only  for one patt¡culai 
factory. In order to utilize more effectivel\ such equip 
ment  which  is often  very  expensive and complicateti, 
different factories may co-operate through .1 system of 
subcontracting, which can be developed as a useful and 
general method to ensure effective utilization of  plant 
facilities and skills within the  industry.  A high  pro- 
portion of parts, components, raw materials or accessories 
in machine building arc identical, similar or produced bv 
identical  production  processes,  while  the amount  re- 
quired by a single factory is below the limit pei milting 
the operation of plant facilities with advanced and highlv 
productive technologies. The method proposed in such 
cases, principally for castings and lorgings, is the con 
eventration of the production into a lew. well-equipped 
plants serving a large number of factories. 

These methods involve principally technical problems 
and problems within the engineering industry, lo ensuie 
the uniform utilization of productive facilities, there is 
a need for economic forecasting, and planning ,\ml co- 
ordination among industrial bran<:hes. Otherwise, it may 
happen that periods of overloading alternate with periods 
of idling, especially in heavy engineering and in view o) 
the rather restricted demand in developing countries 

liven in the case of optimal utilization of the militated 
methods it seems improbable that engineering industries 
of developing countries could attain a satisfactory scale 
of operations without an active participation m the inter 
national division of labour, i.e.. without exports I he size 
of the engineering industries of developing countries 
belonging to group I is comparable, at least m icg.ird to 
the number of those engaged, to that ol the smaller 
industrialized countries. But, while exports of the former 
are insignificant, the latter export about SO per cent of 
their engineering production and import as much or 
more, with the resulting economies of scale due lo the 
possibilities of narrower specialization of the domestic 
production, lor countries belonging to group III, 
pooling of their resources and planning on a suhrvgionul 
or regional scale can be considered as a prerequisite even 
at the initial stage in the manufacture of industrial 
equipment. 

The complicated problems of finance, tariffs, goodwill 
etc.. of the export promotion ol machinery are not in- 
vestigated here. However, some remarks concerning the 
importance and possibilities of export promotion seem 
necessary. Co-operation of developing countries seems 
to be an easier way to promote exports oi machinery than 
exporting to industrialized  areas   The   higher   laboin 



intensity di'machine building is an advantage to exporting 
machinery as lar as the competition with industrialized 
countries is concerned. The potential demand in develop- 
ing countries, taken together or by regions, is important 
enough to permit a sharp increase in the production of 
industrialI machinery in the countries in question. 

An i CIA study" reviewing the equipment required 
lor the projected expansion in l%l 70 of the petroleum, 
electric, steel, cement and paper and pulp industries, 
found the share of equipment that could be made by 
domestic industry at about 80 per cent of the total at 
pnces competing fairly well with imported equipment. 
Another I CIA study put the share of domestic pro- 
duct it >n in machine-tool consumption lor l%7 71 io 
65 per cent (against 38 per cent in 1955 61 ). The industries 
are representative of the heavy industry as a whole. 
Machinery and equipment for light industry is obviously 
easier to produce. If we accept the Brazilian ligures as 
an indication of ihe share of domestic production and 
assume increasing co-operation between developing 
countries, it seems reasonable to admit the possibility 
of a share for domestically produced industrial machinery 
and equipment for I«75 of about W) 70 per cent.'' 

The importance of machinery exports cannot he 
evaluated only by the foreign exchange earnings, riport- 
ine always raises the industry's effect i vene s regarding 
costs as well as technical achievements. Import must be 
viewed as a major incentive to the development of indus- 
trial machinery and equipment production The impor- 
tance of this is not measured only by its output but rather 
by its impact on the whole course of industrial develop- 
ment. 

The influence of the present dependence of engineering 
industries, m developing countries, on foreign sources 
for the technological knowledge and know-how. together 
with the role of subsidiaries of foreign firms in this 
respect, needs to he investigated It is often easier to 
import technological knowledge than to develop it m the 
country. On the other hand, there are indications that 
plants being set up maini) to surmount tariffs on foreign 
exchange barriers, and being subsidiaries ,r licensees of a 
foreign enterprise, have no general policies favouring the 
extension of their activities towards export.1" 

Nut» I OH KIM M« H 

In order to give substantial and immediate help lo 
developing countries in the development of engineering 
industries, a detailed and comprehensive investigation of 
the technical and economic aspects of the present situa- 
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lion of this branch seems necessary. To avoid the abstract 
generalization of the widely known experience of indus- 
trialized countries or the excessive simplification in the 
description of the local problems of technological develop- 
ment, extensive information has to be gathered in the 
Held in at least some of the developing countries. In- 
formation connected with technical and economic 
problems in industrialized countries is readily obtainable 
by the use of the generally good statistics, books, articles, 
and teaching materials, or of the practical experience of 
most specialists. 

All this information, however, is scarce when it con- 
cerns the problems of developing countries. This aspect 
is even more important for engineering industries than, 
for example, for the fertilizer, aluminium or steel indus- 
tries, where methods of production and the pattern of 
(possible) output are determined by the existing equip- 
ment, the alteration of which is generally a difficult and 
costly operation. The metal-transforming industries, the 
technological processes and their combination to produce 
a given output, as well as the design of products, are less 
determined by the existing equipment which can be more 
easily changed and developed. 

In a local survey, attention has to be focused upon the 
problems of countries with less developed engineering 
industries (groups II and III) and the clarification of the 
following problems: volume and pattern of the existing 
and foreseeable demand for engineering goods, condi- 
tions of supply of raw materials and parts for the 
engineering industry, available production facilities and 
the possibilities of improving their utilization, comparison 
of actually utilized technological processes with tech- 
nological processes in industrially developed countries, 
possibilities of increasing the scale of operations by 
standardization and subcontracting and the availability 
of a skilled labour force necessary to adapt and develop 
production technologies and product design. 

Simultaneous with this investigation in the developing 
countries, and utilizing its results, attempts may be made 
to study : 

(«I Ihe equipment and technological processes to be 
utilized in foundries and forges, which serve a great 
number of machine-building factories, as an important 
means to improve productivity and quality in the pro- 
duction of raw materials; 

(/») The possibilities of utilizing such technologies and 
processes, which permit substantial savings in skilled 
manpower (even at the cost of additional utilization of 
highly skilled or engineering manpower, e.g. numerically 
controlled machine tools); 

(< ) The adaptation and further development of the 
methods ol forecasting, planning and co-ordinating of 
engineering industries, including the utilization of 
(mathematical) programming models, in order to im- 
prove the over-all utilization of productive capacities 
I« is furthermore proposed to devote special attention to 
the problems of the engineering industry in work pro- 
jects already on hand such as those on repair shops, 
standardization, second-hand machinery, and in the 
held ol training and management. 
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Table 3 

DEVELOPING COI NîMES : SCIK TKD STATBTK AL INDICATORS OHNDIS m M m vu « H>MFN r 

Country 

i tilue atltlrtl m 
millhm Miar* 

All muniti in-    \feml pr, i. 
mrHa        limit ISH' 

ISlCiJ JS SM 

Shtire al metal prinlut t\ 
in tutta m.tnuturlunitv 

{per mai 

titftietl 
Sumher 
rniìtigett 

Sieri 

Prnth* ihm   í i ntuttipttt'ii 
(ihnrntutilmetili /.>mï 

\k»ther i't pei- 
\n«t enfiarti 

ifititlitttiHrii'ii 
il!lnU\,l»:t\l 

India  4,701.8 753.3 
•rtól  3,643,8 «3.2 
Mwtico  2,994.9 537.0 
Argentina  2,412.7 480.0 

Turkey   1,012.6 100.1 
Ventweta  886.6 8S.9 
Pakiïlan  803.1 101.6 
Colombia  683.2 70.8 
Olite  643.4 71.1 
Korea (Rep. of).. 371.6 58.3 
United Arab 

Republic  497.6 44.6 
PWHppines  447.6 53.3 
Indonesia  — — 
Iran  — _ 

Peru  367.6 28.4 
Federation of 

Rhodesia and 
Nyasahnd.... 356.4 57.4 

Cuba  351.8 — 
Allerta  341.4 66.1 
Uruguay  313.7 57.6 
Morocco  303.1 50.8 
Thailand  253,5 — 
China (Taiwan).. 253.1 39.7 
ittrma  181.8 
Ceylon  180.6 32.2 
Ecuador  121.2 — 
Syria  92.6 
Guatemala  71.7 — 
El Salvador  48.3 — 
Honduras  41,1 
Nicaragua  31.1 
Paraguay  24.2 0.3 
Ethiopia  23.2 
Nigeria  — — 
Tunisia  — — 
Ghana  — 

G«OUP I 

14.5 12.9 
14.3 11.5 
14.3 13.8 
20.7 25.3 

GROUP II 
7.4 
6.1 
8.6 
8.0 
9.7 
9.9 

6.0 
10.7 
10.9 

10.9 
6.0 

11.6 
12.6 
13.3 
10.3 

7.0 
11.2 
11.6 

Gltour lit 

6.1 7.8 

24.6 

22.0 

19.0 

6.1 
2.8 

23.6 
1.5 

3.9 
4.1 
2.8 
1.3 
3.7 

5.4 

9.3 

22.4 

20.2 
18.9 

10.3 
8.2 
3.6 

36.0 
1.7 

6.9 
3.8 
3.0 
2.1 
5.3 

13.8 

4,071 
1,843 
1,728 

«41 

282 

9 
176 
363 
fl 

60 
277 

198 

3,154 
2,701 
1.840 
2.379 

549 
448 
192 
405 
506 

373 
304 
439 
351 

246 

244 

402 
K6 

152 
257 
287 

89 

1,820.5 
1.547.0 
1.478.0 
1.411.(1 

295.3 
IJ7.8 
397.9 
236.8 
216.5 
260.6 

260.8 
228.4 
334.5 

IH2 
79 
67 

I 16.3 

109.6 

146.7 
191.4 

189.8 
173.0 
120.9 
49.9 
.10.4 

27.6 
60.3 
20.1 
IH.'* 
14.3 
»).(( 

12.9 
21.7 

í 





WORLD MACHINE-TOOL PRODUCTION WITH SPECIAL REEERtNO 
TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Secretarial of the United Nattern Centre for Industrial Development 

ISTROIH (HON 

Within the metalworking industry, «he machine-tool 
industry plays a key role in the expansion of world 
industrial production since every branch of manufacture, 
whether durable consumer goods or machinery and 
equipment, is dependent on mclalworking machinery. 

This report presents a preliminary study of the current 
position of the industry in its global context and in the 
context of the developing countries. 

Three conclusions emerge : world production has risen 
rapidly since the Second World War; production is 
carried out largely in small to medium establishments; 
and,production isconcentrated in theindustrial countries. 

The developing countries, if China (mainland) is ex- 
cluded, contributed less than 2 per cent of the total 
production in 1962. Even this was accounted for by 
only a few countries. 

Such a concentration leads to a high volume of inter- 
national trade and the total dependence of a large number 
of developing countries on imports of machine iools for 
industrial production. World exports of machine tools 
have been rising rapidly; between 1955 and 1962, they 
increased threefold in value. 

Consumption of machine tools in the developing 
countries, although increasing, is still below 10 per cent 
of the world total. Several observations are made in the 
study of the problems of meeting the increasing require- 
ments of the developing countries. First, foreign ex- 
change difficulties make it necessary that some portion of 
the national requirements of the developing countries is 
met by establishing domestic production, perhaps of 
simpler tools at the beginning. On the other hand, the 
variety of machine tools needed is so great that reliance 
will have to be placed on imports to supply a substantial 
proportion of the requirements. In either circumstance, 
it is imperative that adequate facilities for the repair and 
maintenance of machine tools be established by the 
developing countries as a matter of urgency. Other 
matters to be considered are the establishment of 
centralized metalworking units (shops or plants), 
specialization and large-scale production of more 
universal tools (such as bolts, nuts, screws and other 
fasteners) to economize on producing equipment, and 
the possibilities of importing second-hand machine tools. 

THE ROLE OF TUB MACHINE-TOOL INDUSTRY IN 
INDUSTRIALIZATION 

The machine-tool industry is unique in that it produces 
machines which form the basis for the production of all 

modem machiner), devices and iools lor industry, 
transport and agriculture. The industrial development ol 
a country is dependent, lo a considerable extern, on the 
number of machine tools it possesses, their age. quality 
and technical state. 

It is recognized that one method ol 'indicating the level 
of industrial development of a country is by the output 
of machinery and other equipment as a percentage of 
total output of the country. This can he seen from a 
comparison of the output of machinery and equipment 
as a percentage of total industrial output in highly 
developed induslrial countries such as Czechoslovakia. 
34 per cent; Eastern Germany. 33 per cent; I ranee. 
38 per cent; Germany (federal Republic). 39 per cent; 
Soviet Union. 22 per cent; United Kingdom. 4« per cent, 
and the United States, 34 per cent, with countries ¡,l a 
lower level of industrial development, such as Burma. 
2 per cent; Chile. 5 per cent; Pakistan, 3 per ceni; Peru, 
I per cent; Philippines. 4 per cent, and Rhodesia and 
Nyasaland. 2 per cent.1 

The machine-tool industry has a key role to play in the 
expansion of the production of capital goods at any stage 
of industrialization. It may be particularly important in 
developing countries whose capacity to import is limited. 
During the process of industrialization, developing coun- 
tries often suffer a shortage of foreign exchange at the 
same time as they desire to increase their rale of in- 
vestment. Currently, there is no single branch of the 
manufacturing industry in which a high proportion of 
melalvorking machinery is not used. There is a close 
connexion between a country's level ol industrial develop- 
ment and the technical and economic structure of its 
machine-tool industry. 

A developed machine-tool industry is a relative late- 
comer to a developing country since it depends on the 
demand of a developed domestic metal-transforming 
(engineering) industry, or the development of an export 
market for its output. The production of other than Ihc 
simplest machine look, moreover, requires the existence 
of a highly skilled labour force. Consequently, machine 
tool industries existed until recenti) only m ihc highly 
industrialized countries, and these remain the supplici s 
of machine look to the developing world. 

It will be shown, however, that the industrial countries 

1 PriHlmliim ami Export o/ Ucrhamral unit I In linai liwiminni; 
Oomls. I ; ni ted Nations, (ieneva (I'Wil). p I diguus ,m lur \'i'*>. 
except Chile. I ¥57; Philippines. ISt5f>; Pakistan. IV5t. Munita. 
1953; Rhodesia and N.vasalund, l¥5J; Peru, 1954); .uri l»<»7,/ 
Economic Survey. IVfil, I niled Nations. N Y. pp 2S 2'J. 
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arc also the largest importers ol' machine tools and that 
the development of a national machine-tool industry does 
not necessarily lead to a decline in imports of these 
tools. 

In developing any sector of the national economy 
continuous technical  progress and the rise  of labour 
productivity are accelerated by advanced machinery and 
techniques. The rate of industrialization and technical 
progress in the highly industrialized countries are partly 
dependent on the progress of their machine-tool industry 
which could be considered as the heart of the machine- 
building industry.  Indeed,  the cost of metalworking 
machine tools, foundry and woodworking machinery and 
equipment constitutes approximately a half of the total 
expenditure for equipment, or about 20 25 per cent of all 
capital expenditure involved in the building of a mech- 
anical or machinery manufacturing plant in industrial 
countries.2 This alone indicates the role of the machine- 
tool  industry  in an   industrial economy and   in  the 
machinery production industry in particular. It is impor- 
tant, therefore, to make an early analysis of the pessi- 
males which exist for the establishment of a machine-tool 
industry  in  developing   countries,  to determine   the 
appropriate scale of production, and what   types of 
machine tools it would be best to produce. 

Although the establishment of a machine-tool industry 
presupposes the existence of metal producing and 
engineering industries, it is important that the possi- 
bilities Tor the establishment of a machine-tool industry 
should be examined by developing countries, along with 
other plans for industrialization. 

DhHNITION Ol   im   MAC HINF-roOl  INDUSTRY  AND 
( I ASSIH< ATION («  MACHINE TOOLS 

The term "machine tools" is widely used to describe 
a group ol machines which are used in the metalworking 
industry to convert the raw material of the metal- 
producing industry or other products into different 
machine parts of various shapes and dimensions. 

The term can include different categories of machinery 
depending on the country, language or even the subject 
under discussion. It has a number of different inter- 
pretations even in Knglish, excluding such . broad 
dennmon as "tool worked by machinery, not by hand'*' 
or a more precise definition such as "pow.-r driven 
machine designed for shaping solid work by tooling 
either by removing material (as in a Lihe or milling 
machine) or by subjecting to deformation as in a punch 
press".4 

In practice, there is no standard rule indicating which 
machines arc included in the category of machine tools 
In one country, the category includes onl\ metalworking 
machine tools, in another, woodworking machines and 
sloneworkmg machines are also included. In a third 
country, melal-culting machine tools and woodworking 
machine tools are included in the category "machine 
tools . hut metal-forming machine tools form another 
group »if machines. 

• /.,.«,.»;,,(„,;,•,,,., No. ^ ( 105». 10 August l%.1. 1¡SSR 

4 I»i7../.r'v fhini W» Im,'notional lìiaiomm, l%4. 
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In two well-known classifications, the Brussels 
Nomenclature for the classification of gt>ods in customs 
tariffs (1955 and 1964) and the United Nations Standard 
International Trade Classification (S1TC). the term 
"machine t»>ols" is used in its widest sense and applies to 
metal cutting, metalworking and woodworking, as well as 
to machines for working stone, ceramics, concrete, and 
stime other mineral materials and cold glass. I n specialized 
technical and economic literature, however, as in the pre- 
sent study, the term "machine to»>ls" is used in its 
narrowest sense in which only metalworking machine 
tools are included. 

Metalwt>rking machine tools include a large variety »>f 
types which differ in size, means of control, purpose for 
which they were designed and scale of production. There 
are more than thirty different classes of metalworking 
machine tools built in more than 1,500 sizes and types to 
meet different needs. 

According to the shaping method used, metalworking 
machine tools are divided into two major groups, one of 
which is metal-cutting machine tools and the other metal- 
lorming machine tools. 

The former includes lathes, drilling, boring, grinding 
and polishing, milling, broaching, gear cutting and 
grinding, planing, sawing, shaping, slatting and several 
others; the latter includes bending, forging, presses, 
shearing, sheet and plate-working machines, thread- 
rolling machines and several others. 

This division is determined by the kind of metalw»>rking 
prtx-ess. Almost every kind of machine tool mentioned 
above can be further divided according to the design 
fixtures and the surfaces to be machined, such as vertical 
horizontal, radial, floor «>r table type, internal, surface 
single- or multi-spindle, single- or multi-heads, capstan 
centre, bench »>r pedestal, single or double column, single 
or double action, friction or hydraulic a.tion. etc. 

Metal-cutting machine tools are divided by the degree 
of accuracy of their performance: normal accuracy, pre- 
cision, etc. Machine tools can be either general' all- 
purpose machine tools or specialized for a particular 
product or particular type of production. In this respect 
machine tools can be automatic, semi-automatic, com- 
bined into automatic transfer machine lines and or with 
numerical control. 

Classification of machine tools by size and weight is 
also important. The weight of an ordinary machine tool 
does not exceed 10 metric tons. The weight of heavy 
machine tools is between 10 and 100 metric tons. Machine 
tools which exceed 100 tons should be considered as 
particularly heavy or unique. 

Grinding and gear-cutting machine tools are exceptions 
in this case heavy machine tools weigh from 10 to 60 tons 
and particularly heavy machines weigh more than 60 tons 

It is possible that any particular machine part could 
beproduced by a large range of machine tools, but only 
a lew ol these could produce it efficiently and only one 
would be the best choice for the particular job. That is 
why it is important to have a scientifically constructed 
standard international classification to facilitate inter- 
nat.ona trade and customs requirements and the selce- 
fon «i the correct machine tool for a particular purpose. 
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For convenience, a classification usually uses some 
form of code, which gives a number to class, group or 
subgroup of machine tools. As a first step, a national 
classification is essential, but the creation of an inter- 
nationally accepted standard classification of machine 
tools would be of considerable benefit to all nations. This 
could be discussed at forthcoming international seminars 
or symposia on the problems of engineering industries. 

WORLD PRODI t TION ot MAC HiNr i«oi.s 

As a preliminary step in the study of this industry, this 
survey is to review the world pattern of production and 
trade in machine tools and relate the development of the 
industry to the level of industrialization. "Within the 
machine-building industry (however), machine tools are 
perhaps the most difficult to study. The great variety of 
types and models produced, the possibilities of inter- 
changing them in carrying out a given job, the constant 
technical improvements which are being introduced and 
the varying levels of automation that can be obtained all 
combine to introduce great analytical complexities"5 in 
the examination of this industry. The findings, therefore, 
must be considered provisional, as there is a great scar- 
city of relevant statistical material, and much that is 
available is of dubious accuracy.6 It is possible, however, 
to present a reasonably accurate picture of the world 
industry and to highlight some of the considerations in 
an attempt to promote its expansion in developing 
countries. 

Before the Second World War. the production of 
machine tools was largely in the hands of the United 
States, a few European countries and Japan. Destruction 
in the war left the United States as the major producer, 
but recovery in the other producing countries has been 
rapid indeed. The value of world production increased 

United Nations. Repon of ike United Sui ion s Seminar on 
imiuxirialProgramming, Sào Paulo. Brazil i4 IS March /Vrj.f). n 21 
«Sales No.: 64.II.B.8). 

" The statistics available on the machine-tool industry present 
important shortcomings. Data on output are scanty. The lack of a 
standard international classification system and the great variety 
of machine tools available has made the presentation of consistent 
world figures difficult. 

Unless otherwise indicated, the data on imports and exports of 
machine tools used here has been taken from the United States 
Department of Commerce, Business and Defense Services Admini- 
stration. World Trrnk- in Machine Tools, 1955-58 and 1959-60. Some 
countries have been precluded from the analysis because of insuf- 
ficient data. The export and import data compiled by the Depart- 
ment has been "derived from the exports of countries making sig- 
nificant shipments of machine tools'*. Import data was derived from 
the export ligures of the countries of origin lo avoid the wide 
variations in the methods of reporting imports. Only data from the 
principal exporting countries was used, so thai complete world 
coverage is not available. The Department of Commerce estimates 
that the resulting error is less than 5 per cent and is relatively 
constant. National currencies have been convened lo United States 
dollars at the official exchange rate or, where necessary, the rate 
ruling in the world market. 

The major source of production data was the American Machinist, 
964 Production Preview. Special Report No. 546 <2<i January 

1964).  These figures must  be considered as approximate only. 
Their source was a private report by the I uropear Committee 
lor C o-operation of the Machine Tool Industries. 

I xport data calculated from this published information on the 
percentage of national production exported does not agree with the 
I nited States Department of Commerce dala on exports of machine 
tools. 

by 76 per cent between 1955 ami 1962. which was greater 
than the increase in either the value of total world manu- 
facturing (ISIC 2 3) or in metal products «ISIC 35 38) 
during the same period.7 The largest country increases 
have been in Germany (Federal Republic). 142 per cent: 
Soviet Union. 136 per cent; Japan. I .«WO per ceni; Italy." 
325 per cent; mainland China, 276 per cent, and India! 
Argentina and Brazil with 1.200 per cent. 280 per ceni 
and 527 per cent respectively.* 

In 1962, the value of world production of machine 
tools reached 54,300 million. The United Stales 
produced 19.6 per cent of the worlds machine tools; 
Germany (Federal Republic). 19 per cent; the Soviet 
Union, 16.4 per cent; the United Kingdom, 8.7 percent; 
Japan. 6.4 per cent: France. 5.4 per cent: Italy. 4.3 per 
cent: Eastern Germany. 3.7 per cent; Czechoslovakia. 
3.2 per cent, and Switzerland, 2.9 per cent. 

These ten largest producers of machine tools together 
produced H9.6 per cent of the total value of world pro- 
duction of machine tools in 1962. There are al present 
about thirty countries which together produce 99 per 
cent of total world production of machine tools. Ten 
years ago this number was half of what it is today. With 
a few exceptions, all countries of Europe, including Spain 
and Portugal, and India. Argentina. Brazil and other 
countries of Asia. Africa and Latin America now have 
their own machine-tool industry. 

In spite of the growth of the machine-tool industry in 
developing countries, their share in the value of world 
production of machine tools remains negligible: 3.6 per 
cent of the world production of which China produced 

1.9 per cent, India and Argentina about 0.6 per cent each 
and Brazil a little more than 0.5 per cent. 

The world production pattern as between industrial 
and developing countries has not changed. Three coun- 
tries, the Federal Republic of Germany, the United 
States and the Soviet Union still produce more than half 
the value of the world's machine tools. In 1964, they pro- 
duced 57 per cent, the ten largest producers 90 per cent, 
and all others only 10 per cent. 

A comparison of the production of machine tools per 
capila gives another interesting picture. The production of 
machine tools per capila of twenty-one countries is given 
in table I. The table shows ihis indicator lor I960 and 
1962, and the change in absolute and per capila prod uction 
during this period. All countries shown in the table, 
except China (mainland), increased their producimi) of 
machine tools per capila. 

The highest rate of increase occurred in Japan with 
360 per cent: the next four are Brazil with 237 per cent: 
India, 228 percent; Belgium, 177 per cent, and Italy, 168 
per cent. The Federal Republic of Germany, the Soviet 
Union and the United Stales achieved 141 per cent, 115 
percent and 109 per cent respectively. 

In 1962, Switzerland had the highest value of prod uc- 

7 World, including l.'SSK and laslern lumpe. Percentage 
increase 1955 1962. in value of total manufactures, 17 per ceni: in 
metal products, 41 per cent United Nations Monthlx Hulletm «I 
Statistics. August 1961: Special Table A; Index numbers oí indus- 
trial production, excluding t'SSk and I asiern i iirope. 

* For production ligi.res see Annex I al enil of chapter 
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tion of machine tools per capila with S22.40: the Federal 
Republic of Germany SI5.20 and Czechoslovakia and' 
Eastern Germany $10.40. At the same lime, the value of 
India's production of machine tools was less than US 6 
cents per capita, which is 0.003 per ceni of that in 
Switzerland. 

The concentration of production in the industrial coun- 
tries has contributed to the establishment of •• highly 
developed trade pattern, as most of the developing coun- 
tries are dependent for their supply of machine tools on 
imports from the industrial producers. The development 
of the trade in machine tools has also been due to rhe 
structure of the industry, particularly in the United 
States and Western Europe. 

The structure of the machine-tool industry in the main 
capitalistic countries has not changed markedly since 
then. It can be seen for the United Kingdom in »able 3 
in which the structure of the British machine-tool 
industry for 1935-1955 is given, and in table 4 where the 
structure of the United States machine-tool industry in 
1958 is shown. Detailed industry data is unavailable since 
then, but it is known that in England in 1959 there were 
more than 300 firms consisting of 1,130 establishments in 
340 of which ten or fewer persons were employed.9 In the 
United States in 1963 there were 413 establishments with 
twenty or more employees and the total number of 
employees was 73,779.10 

This type of industry structure in the United States 

Table I 
PRODUCTION OI MAC HIM: TOOLS PF.R CAPITA IN I960 AND 1962 

{ nttttlri 
I'Hftu/tili'W in miUiim\ 

frtttittilhmnl mmhlne hnti\ 
per capita (in Í S i/nWufil 

IVN) /Vft.' 

bhrvusv titprttdurtitm 
hriKffit l<#>2 itml /«SO 

(/«ft.* ii.« « pmemage n/ I9HU) 

PrmltKliim 1'nnlmlUm 
per capita 

Switzerland  5.4 5.7 19.7 22.4 120 114 
Germany (Federal 

Republic»  54.« 54.8 10.8 15.2 148 141 
Czechoslovakia  13.7 13.9 9.8 |0.3 108 102 
laslern Germany... 17.2 17.1 8.3 9.7 112 117 
United Kingdom.... 52.7 53.4 5.1 7.1 142 13» 
France   46.5 47.0 3.4 5.4 159 154 
Sweden  7.5 7.6 4.3 5.3 125 126 
United States  179.3 186.6 4.4 4.6 109 109 
Italy  49.4 50.2 2.2 3.7 172 168 
USSR  208.8 221.5 2.9 3.35 119 115 
Belgium  9.2 9.2 1.9 3.3 170 177 
Hungary  10,0 10.1 2.5 3.2 128 128 
Japan  93,4 94.9 0,8 2,»; 375 360 
Austria  7.1 7.1 1.5 2.0 136 137 
Poland  29,7 30.3 1.66 1.73 119 105 
Netherlands  9.6 ||,8 |.| 1,55 |69 14t 
Argentina  20,0 21.4 1.16 1.2 109 107 
Canada  18.2 18.6 0.77 0.8I 109 105 
Brazil  71.0 75.3 0.131 0.31 250 237 
China (mainland! .. 582.6 700.0" 0,13 0.11 100 085 
India  435.0 449,4 0,025 0.057 238 221 

.S„ur,,%: H„rU Traili-In Mm;Mw r«nb. Untied Slate» Heparin»!« of Commerce. Mmhtm-l\»>l Vwwv, MeOraw-Mill 
Ne» York; SiutiMU-al Yiiirhimk, /w>.(, tinned Nation», Ne» York. '"".'• •vwrm. «tin, 

11 Proximate. 

STRI VìI RF m MM HINK-TOOI INDUSTRY IN INDI STRI M 

COUNTRIES 

In the United Stales and Western Europe, the machine- 
tool industry was mainly founded by superior individual 
craftsmen who developed their product principally by 
personal ingenuity and established family operations. 
With the gradual modernization of the industry, and the 
proliferation of types and sizes and the increased com- 
plexity of machine tools, the average si/e of the lirms 
increased. The industry, however, is siili characcri/cd 
by a relatively large number of small manufacture s com-» 
pared with 1 heir customers in other engineering industries. 
Manufacturers speciali/c in a few or perhaps only o¡\c 
particular line, with some firms even specializing in par- 
ticular sizes or qualities of their individual line. Table 2 
shows (he size of establishments in the United Slates. 
France and the United Kingdom .it the end of the war. 

and Western Europe has led to the growth of tightly koit 
national trade associations and a resistance to the 
implementation of a standard international system of 
classification. 

WORLD TRADK IN MA< MINK TOOLS" 

Specialization is a marked feature of the machine-tool 
industry internationally. This means that a substantial 
volume of imports is normal even in those countries 
where the iiüustry is most developed. 

Following the Second World War. the United States 
was the major world supplier, but the recovery of trade 
in machine tools has been even more rapid than that of 

» Survey of British Industry No. 6. The Machine Tm>l Indmm. 
I at I .ist I rade. Supplement ( Nov. 1959). 
YorUNW) "' ''"  SUi"aw-Hi"Pli"<< <*•''»'•>. McGraw-Hill, Ne« 

11 See Annex II at end of chapter. 
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Table 2 

STRUCTURE OF MACHINE-TOOL INDUSTRY IN FRANCK (1949), THE UNI IT» SEAMS (1947) 

AND THE UNITE» KINCìDOM (1947) 

Frame ( mieti Slates ( «if. J A 

Si:r nl 
establishments 

,\ti. oí 
establishments 

i'ent'Mtiftt' .Vi.-c <>/ 
establishment 

A,..../ /•,   ,„„„, Sue oi \, 
{number nj perum\ 

empk>yed\ 
(number of persons 

employed) 
(nttmher ot JH Mi>m 

empli<ved\ 

0-49 60 50.0 0-49 431 57.9 1 41 104 
50-99 30 25.0 50-99 95 12.8 50 99 38 

100-249 16 13.4 100 249 106 14.2 100-299 S«, 
250-499 8 6.6 250-499 53 7.1 300499 n 
500-999 6 5.0 500^999 34 4.6 500 749 i 

1,090-2,499 — — I.OOtV 2,499 20 2.7 750 or more ti 
2,500 or more — — 2.500 or more 5 0.7 

Total 120 100.0 744 100.0 224 

Per, . «lui 

4G.4 
17.0 
24.6 

5.8 
1.3 
4.M 

100.0 

Sonne ECLA, The MaxUnr Tuolt Industry In Brasil: Barkgrwmd Material for the Programmimi o) its Detelopmem 11«*2>, I ( N | í Ml, p. m. 

Table 3 

SmUCTUM Of THE MACHINE-TOOL INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED  KINGDOM IN 1935,   1947  AND   1955 

Sta» of 
193.1 1947 w 

etiabllikments 
(*>, oj employees) 

Establishment* Employees Ktlabllthmrnn Employees Fslabllshmenls Tmpfayecs 

So. Ptetentnge Tatui Perennate Su.      Percentage Torni Percentage So. Perrenioge Total Pi r, enlatte 

11-24 17 13.1 304 1.4 49       22.0 1,050 2.3 55 20.0 986 2.2 
25-49 31 24.7 1,118 5.3 55       24.6 2,570 5.6 7) 25.4 2.520 5.6 
50-99 28 22.9 2,124 10.0 38       17.0 3,610 7.9 56 20.4 3,852 8.7 

100-199 23 18.8 3,063 14.6 42        18.7 7,380 16.3 38 13.8 5,092 11.4 
200-299 II 90 2,713 12.9 13         5.7 4,100 9.1 20 7.3 4,838 10.8 
300-499 3 2.5 1,221 5.8 13         S.7 6,430 14.2 20 7.3 7.472 16.7 
500-749 3 2.5 1,846 8.7 3         1.4 2,240 4.9 4 1.4 2,347 5.2 

750 or more 7 

123 

5.8 

100.0 

8,691 41.3 

100.0 

Il         4.9 

224      100.0 

18,050 39.7 

100.0 

12 

273 

1.4 

100.0 

17,645 

44.752 

39.4 

Totti 21,082 45,430 100,0 

Same. M* Brilla MKMM Tool Industry, Machtet Topi Trad« AatocUlion. London (1951). 

Table 4 

STRUCTURE OF TH§ MACHINE-TOOL INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATI« OP AMERICA IN 195« 

Si» of 
'uMlihmeMM{m>. 

a) employees) 

M 
5-9 

10-19 
20-49 
50-99 

100-249 
250-499 
500-999 

1,000 or more 
Total 

utimt 
taah 

213 
99 
84 
88 
47 
48 
21 
17 
10 

627 

So. of ti 

Melal-lormlmt 
machine loots 

60 
41 
43 
65 
30 
31 
10 
9 
2 

291 

Total 

273 
140 
127 
153 
77 
79 
31 
26 
12 

918 

Percentage 

29.8 
15.3 
13.9 
16.7 
8.4 
8.6 
3.2 
2.8 
1.3 

Average employ- 
ment per 

establishment 

2 
7 

14 
32 
70 
160 
351 
757 

1.275s 

100.0 80 

Thousands «/ 
l'Sdottori 

9,093 
1.3,326 
24,063 
65,881 
78.489 
179,484 
161.453 
26.3,626 
202,088 

997,503 

laine of shipments 

Penenlage 

9.0 
1.4 
2.4 
6.6 
7.9 

18.0 
16.2 
26.4 
20.2 

100 0 

Smrte: United Stale« Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Cen*u», I9SI Cnni of Mamdanttres. 
'Estimated. For metal-cuttnuj alone. I.7J9. 
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production. Between 1955 and I960, the percentage in- 
crease in the value of world exports of machine tools was 
71.6 per cent, compared with an increase of 35.1 per cent 
in the value of production. This increase in trade has also 
far outstripped the rate of growth of the value of total 
world exports. 

Table 5 

TRENDS IN WORI.U EXPORTS 1955 I960 
(INCLUDING EASTERN El ROPE AND THE USSR) 

(millions DI IS dollars, i.ti.h.) 

1955 
1957 
I960 

•ill i<mwuitlilir\u 

¥3.700 
111,800 
127.700 

Vf« Ame frmh" 

43«» 
641 
753 

H mieti Salions  \earh,„k ,>l Internali,»,«! Inule Statisti, » < 1962). tabic A. 
'llniteil Slates Drnarimcnt of t'nniinerte. Husimss unit Defense Sei wees Ad- 

ministran»». 14 „rl,l Inule in Muehme l.mlsi N5V5K, IV5K-M». Washington. O.C 

By 1955, the United States had fallen to second place, 
behind the Federal Republic of Germany, as a world 
exporter; it has remained there since. These two countries 
exported 28 per cent and 30 per cent, respectively, of 
total machine tools in I960, with the United Kingdom 
the third largest exporter with 10 per cent. Switzerland 

machine tools which arc less related to the pattern of 
domestic demand. Further analysis of this question would 
require data on the proportion of output exported for 
different kinds of machine tools. 

The degree of international specialization is indicated 
by the value of imports as a percentage of exports of the 
major exporting countries (see table 6). Between 1955 - 
60 only six countries, the Federal Republic of Germany, 
the United States, Czechoslovakia. Switzerland, the 
Soviet Union and the United Kingdom imported less 
than they exported. Imports of all other countries were 
larger than exports. This is particularly true of Japan 
whose average annual imports were ten times its exports 
between 1955 and I960 and. in 1958 alone, fourteen times 
exports. 

Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland exported 
nearly three-quarters of their annual production during 
the period of 1955-1962. Czechoslovakia. Austria and 
Sweden exported about two-thirds of their production 
during the same period. The Federal Republic of Ger- 
many and Hungary exported about half. 

World exports of machine tools in I960 were directed 
in more than sixty countries but approximately 50 per 
cent of total world exports-have been taken by the major 
exporting industrial countries themselves. 

The world's largest exporters of machine tools are also 
among the leading importers. In 1962. for example, the 

Table 6 

IMPORTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF EXPORTS OE MACHINE T<X>LS 

{in I nileil State* Miar nluel 

(icrmuny (Federal Republic)  t8.2 
United Sutes   11 .g 
United Kingdom  85.5 
Switzerland  27.3 
Czechoslovakia     5.4 
Italy  182.3 
Trance  256.6 
USSR     40.3 
Sweden  | $0.0 
Belgium-Luxembourg  I IM.2 
Netherlands  360.4 
Japan  362.8 
Denmark   |(«).2 

(IW  H'.^VIVMM«)!"'"' '" ('""",Kric- H"smc" •""' t*1»"« *••»»••*> Administration. M,W,/ /„„/, ,„ \lwMm, /,„,,, 

Per, •m,m-s 

/«.«ft 19f IVfn IVÜV I9H) 

16.4 13.7 13.6 19.2 25.4 
15.1 16.5 14.2 20.3 13.5 

III.4 71.9 63.9 60.1 77.7 
38.2 37.9 33.2 27.8 26.4 
10.6 18.4 24.9 14.2 1.9 

154.«* 145.2 97.0 73.3 113.9 
300.9 368.5 421.0 216.7 158.0 
38.8 79.7 33.8 109.4 261.0 

100.1 87.1 84.3 124.9 146.7 
105.5 102.1 89.5 85.9 105.9 
329.6 349.8 250.3 260.6 304.6 
391.0 970.6 1.452.6 1,074.2 991,9 
99.8 98.0 125.4 239.5 191.1 

exported 9 per cent of the world total; Czechoslovakia. 
5.8 per cent ; Italy, 4.8 per cent, and France. 4.5 per cent. 

All other exporters contributed less than 8 per cent of 
the total, but included in these are a number of smaller 
countries which exported more than 50 per cent of their 
production, (lor example. Austria. Belgium, Nether- 
lands and Sweden.) In some countries, domestic demand 
fostered the development of special skills and know-how. 
and the product pattern of exports reflects the product 
pattern of production. 

In others, however, export demand has resulted in the 
specialization   in the  production  of certain types of 

Federal Republic of Germany was the largest exporter 
and the second largest importer. 

Table 7 

VAI.tr  1)1    t()1 Al    IMPURI S  AS   A   PERCENTAGE  Or   TOTAL 

EXPORTS     Ol      THE     MAJOR     MA( HINE-TíXH      EXPORTING 
(Ot VIRIES 

w« w> /v<- /«<* IVfV IVtUi 

52 55 55 48 50 58 
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MACHINE-TOOL EXPORTS FROM ElJAOM AN COMMIT TU NATIONS AM) Till  I'NIII H St Alls 

(Mí prnentag?*.) 

l)r\imatt<*H 
f.ttt. ( ont   Wtiffi'H* 

/w»; 

European Committee nation*" 45.5 51.5 56 A 44 1 44.2 410 
Other European nation*  6.5 6.2 4.6 0.4 IK i: 
Eastern Europe   7.5 6.7 6.2 0.1 0.4 0.1 
Africa     3.5 2.4 2.« 0.4 0.4 os 
North America''  7.0 4.5 4 5 12.5 6.7 4? 
Laiin America  4.5 ».* 7.3 |7.3 I5.K IV* 
At«  »60 16.2 15.1» 21.5 27 7 266 
Oceania  5.0 .U 2.3 2.7 2.5 5 o 

V.mro    Amrti,,i„ M*«nw (» litvtmhi't IW.1l. 
* I ui»fw«! (immMMc iwium»' evpxrn i« Diticr furiatali t ommitter miltom 
* I «Med Male« upon» Iti C iluten 

The main direction of the flow of machiruMool «porti 
van he teen in iahte 8 for the two group*, of larger en- 
porters, the twelve nations of the European Committee'1 

and the United Mate» in I960 62. 
If the imports taken by the »mailer lndwrtrial European 

countries of Austria. Spain, t inland. Poland, Yufo- 
slavia. Hungary and Eattern Germany, and the wmi- 
industrial countries of Canada and Australia are added to 

MACHINE   «MILS:  VAUT  I»  IMPORTS I»   W.VHDHW, 

COUNTRIES   AS   A   tttCf M Atti  HE   THE   VAttl   IN   UH Al 
WtMtf I) EXPORTS 

ÍM.< 1**1*. m* w* /»»>» m» 

I« 27 U 36 J2 27 

Toh** m 
AVIRM*   VI ARI V  MA( NINI   MMN   ttlNSUMTflUN I»  iEt ECTE» OK MRUS 

IM RIM.   Iff? » 
11» I #*>/*»" i 

MtH»m 
Pin miner 

t iw\wHptnm 

SJIWHCTB wMMSS.......... ow3 • ' 

loviet Liman  «§2.6 
Germany <Fed. Hep.)... 2*4.5 
United Kmadom   224.« 
Franw  I4A4 
Gattern (iermany  42 7 

Switzerland  Si.S 
Italy  n.1 

'...','.'.'.'.'...'.'.' 37.4 
  »J 

Austrat«  26.4 
Netherlandt  II.« 
Hungary  17.1 
Atmria  14.« 
Belgium  13 J 
E inland  3.4 

Industrialized countries 
Total  2,465.4 

24.20 
17 00 
4.75 
K«) 
H 10 
3.» 
3.1« 
3.0S 
210 
2.05 
IJ5 
1,35 
1.05 
0.45 
0.65 
(IMI 
0.55 
O.» 
0.15 

M7.3 

China (mainlandI.... 54.5 
»•aril  46.1» 
Imita  34.2 
Argentina   »3 
Mente«  1.7 
Venezuela  S.2 
Turkey  3.1 
Cotombta  1.54 
Iran  1.36 
Philippine*  ©»* 
Peru  «.43 
Indonesia  (».74 
Ir«*  0.34 
Ethiopia  0.11 
Ohatta  «.«4 

Developing countries 
Tola»  143.15 

Total, 
included countries 2,532.25 

Other countries"  165.0 
World total  2.K24.05 

"Oiber industriali/«! muflirte» I'm »huh imitai dala *av mil avallante mdmliil IMmi.nV Spam. S UK" 
Piirlugjl .«nil Romania, Intal lomumplion ni »hh.h i». nul liii'ls i" nictil SI nulli, n .1 >rai 

2.10 
1.65 
I* 
I.HI 
0.30 
0 10 
III« 
0.055 
0.050 
0.035 
O.OtO 
0.025 
0.015 
0.005 
0.WI2 

6.X 

•»41 

IIMI.O 

those of ihe major machine-tool exporting countries (see 
table 9), only about 30 percent of world trade in machine 
tools is with the developing countries. 

l: The European Committee for Co-operation of Machine TIH>I 
Industries. Member«.: Austria. Belgium, Denmark, federal Republic 
ofOermam, France. Italv. Netherlands. Portugal. Spain, Sweden. 
Switzerland and United Kingdom 

In recent years over half of this remainder has been 
taken  by  the  more industrialized  of lho  developing 

countries: Brazil, Argentina. India, mainland (luna and 
Mexico. (In l«i«>: 4 3 per cent ; V9 per cent : 2 .3 per icnt 

and 1.5 per cent, respectively.I 
It is clear that the production and trade <>f machine 

tools is confined very largely lo industrialized >>t industri 

ai 
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alizing countries and that ihc production and even use 
of machine tools, except for simple repairs and main- 
tenance, presupposes a certain level of economic develop- 
ment and industrialization. 

WORLD MACHINE-TOOL « ONSI MPIION 

The value of machine-tool consumption is another 
important indicator of the level of industrial develop- 
ment and the rale of a country's industrialization. In 
table 10. the average annual consumption of selected 
countries between 1957 59 is given. This period was 
chosen because the data was available oniy for those 
years. The ten major consumers are also the ten main 
producers of machine tools. Their total annual consump- 
tion was approximately 80 per cent of world annual con- 
sumption between 1957 59. The thirty-four countries 
which are shown in the table consumed approximately 
94 per cent of the remaining consumption. 

Secretariat of the United Nations Centre for Industrial Development 

America and Asia. Consumption in Africa is negligible. 
Consumption in the highly industrialized countries of 
Europe during the five years presented in table II is 
approximately sixteen times larger than that in Asia 
during the same period. 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PRODUCTION AND 
CONSUMPTION OF MACHINE TOOLS AND THE LEVEL OF 

INDUSTRIALIZATION 

Countries can be divided into two broad groups. The 
first group includes those countries whose machine-tool 
industries are developed to the point where their exports 
make a significant contribution to world trade in this 
commodity (over SUS 5 million) or comprise over 30 
per cent of their production. Included in this group are 
the United States, Europe and the USSR. Japan is a 
borderline case but has been included here because of the 
size of its domestic industry. The second group includes 

Table II 

ANNUAL PER CAPITA MACHINE-TOOL CONSUMPTION 

tin tï d„lhrt) 

IVttrhl rt-vtim nr t nuntrif\ IVSS 

12 countries of European Commit- 
tee for Co-operation of Machine 
Tool Industries  357 

USSR ami conni lies of Eastern 
Europe  2.36 

United Slates and Canada  2.74 
Latin America  o,% 
Other European countries  ».46 
Asia -.  0.I8 
World average  0.90 

I9SV 

3.57 4.47 

mi 

5.77 

mi 

5.84 

I ui.MV.in Cnnimitlvt- I'm ( .i-iipcr.itum ni Machine Inni Industrie 

2.46 2.87 3.20 3.27 
2.86 3.24 2.80 3.06 
0.63 0.70 0.76 0.79 
0.60 0.70 0.88 0.72 
0.18 0.23 0.37 0.42 
0.90 1.14 1.32 1.42 

African countries consume the least machine tools. 
Consumption in Ghana, with a population which could 
be compared with such European countries as#Sweden, 
Czechoslovakia and Austria, for example, is negligible 
compared with these countries. The value of machine- 
lot»! consumption per capita also gives some idea of the 
industrial level of a country or group of countries. 
Average annual consumption per capila between 1958 and 
1962 was SUS 4.64 in the twelve countries belonging to 
the European Committee for Co-operation of Machine 
Tool Industries." It was SUS 2.96 in North America. 
SUS 2.83 in Eastern Europe. SUS 0.68 in Lalin America. 
SUS 0.27 in Asia and about SUS 0.1 in Africa. The world 
average annual consumption pet capita was approximately 
SUS I.I during 1958-1962. Table II gives the annual 
per capita machine-tool consumption for several groups 
of countries. 

As can be seen from table II, annual per capita 
machine-tool consumption in the highly industrialized 
countries of Europe and the United States is very high 
compared with that of the developing countries of Latin 

•-» Austria. Belgium. Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany. 
I ranee,Italy, Netherlands, Portugal. Spain, Sweden. Switzerland 
and united Kingdom. 

all other countries, the distinguishing feature of which is 
their lack of machine-tool exports. 

Countries in the second group can be further divided 
into three subgroups. Subgroup 1 includes semi-industri- 
alized countries such as Canada and Australia which 
have a developing machine-tool industry, but still depend 
largely on machine-tool imports, and the value of whose 
machine-tool exports are less than S5 million (actually 
less than SI million). These countries have a developed 
engineering industry with more than a million persons 
engaged in manufacturing, and virtually all their steel 
consumption is provided by the domestic industry. Per 
capita hgurcs Tor gross domestic product and "value 
added in manufacturing are as high as the industrial 
countries, indicating a high level of economic develop- 
ment and welfare. 

Subgroup II includes the industrializing countries of 
India, Brazil and Argentina. The machine-tool industries 
in these countries have the same characteristics as those 
in subgroup I. The industrial sector, however, is not as 
developed in subgroup II as in I. the total value added in 
metal products being less than 50 per cent of that in sub- 
group These countries, particularly Argentina, are also 
more dependent on steel imports to meet consumption 
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requirements. The main difference between subgroups I 
and II. however, is in their levels of general economic 
development as measured by per capila GDP and per 
capita value added in manufacturing. 

Subgroup III is clearly distinguished from the pre- 
vious subgroups. The machine-tool industry is negligible 
or non-existent, consumption requirements being met 
from imports. The engineering industry is similarly unde- 
veloped, aid there are less than 400.000 engaged in total 
manufacturing. These countries are also characterized 
by low levels of living as measured by the general eco- 
nomic indicators of per capita GDP and value added in 
manufacturing. 

It is clear from this classification that the machine- 
tool industry is a late-comer in the process of industriali- 
zation and the scope for the expansion of the industry in 
developing countries is very great. In both the semi- 
industrialized countries of subgroup I. and the more 
highly developed of the developing countries in sub- 
group II. the consumption of machine tools is still prim- 
arily met from imports. Consumption, except of simple 
tools for repairs and maintenance, is dependent on a 
developed engineering industry as exists only in the few 
more industrialized of the developing countries such as 
India and Brazil. It is also clear that the existence of a 
machine-tool industry is not correlated with general 
economic development as measured by per capita gross 
domestic product, but rather with the absolute size of the 
industrial sector. 

The process of development of the machine-tool 
industry has in the past involved the gradual substitution 
of domestic production for imports, beginning with the 
least complex types of tools. If the experience of the 
industrialized countries is repeated in the developing 
areas, however, the absolute value of machine-tool 
imports will not necessarily decline. As a country's 
production increases, so will the value of its exports as it 
tends to specialize in the production of certain types of 
tools, at the same time maintaining its imports of other 
specialized tools. It can be expected that the increased 
development of the machine-tool industry will increase 
the volume of world trade in this field. 

contrast with  the relative stability   of other contiti ics, 
Japan's production  has grown  rapidly  from 0 ss  )V, 
cent of world production in I9SS to r».s per eeui in ll»<»l 
During this period. Japan moved from fourteenth io the 
fifth largest machine-tool producer 

Share of developing countries m ila world ¡nul, <<i »nnliau 
tools 

Only imports »>f machine tools into developing eotin 
tries can be discussed, as their exports are negligible (less 
than 0.03 per cent  o( the total world cvpoiisi   I hen 
share of world  imports  is  also comparatively   -mail 
Table  12 shows the distribution of world imports ,«l 
machine tools from the mam exporting countries 11 mied 
States and I uropc). the exports of which lepivseuted HS 

88 per cent of total world export between l*»?>5 and l*KO. 
The industrial regions include practically all countries 

of Hurope. North America. Japan ami Oceania Japan is 
excluded from Asia, so the ligures for Unci. I aim 
America and Asia include onlv developing countries It 
can be seen that the industrialized countries absorbed 
between four-hfths and three-quartets ììì world evpoiis 
during this period, r ven though the average annual tate 
of increase of imports In the I aim American .nul \\ian 
countries was higher than that of the industrialized conn 
tries during this period (Asia. 19 per ceni, Latiti Unci u.a. 
16 per cent, industriali/ed area. 15 per cent», the share ol 
world imports did not increase perceptively 

In 1962. the share of world impoits ol machine tools 
reached 9.5 per cent in Latin America and »> 4 pei ceni 
in Asia. The average annual increase ol machine tool 
imports into Africa was onlv K per cent ovei the pei nul 
but its share of the total world machine-tool impoits was 
only 2.4 per cent in 1962 Annual machine-tool impoits 
into developing countries was not stable dining »his 
period, and the accumulation of imported machine tools 
in the developing countries was a fraction ol tlu- accutmi- 
lation in industrial countries (in I atin America, a 
seventh less, in Asia, a ninth and in Africa, a twenty 
seventh.14 

CONCLCSIONS 

Developing countries' share in world machine-tool 
production 

During the past decade, Europe and the United States 
continued to consolidate their position as the world's 
leading machine-tools producing areas. In 1964. the 
total value of machine-tool production was estimated at 
S4.700 million, an increase of 6 per cent over the 1963 
total of $4.400 million and almost double that of 1955. 
As in previous years, three countries accounted for over 
50 per cent of world machine-tool production in 1964: 
United States (25 per cent). USSR (17 per cent) and 
Federal Republic of Germany (15 per cent). The share 
of all the developing countries in world machine-tool 
production remains only about 8 per cent and the share 
of individual developing countries is still very small (for 
example: India 0.8 per cent. Brazil 0.67 per cent). In 

Developing countries' shtire in the »mid con\umpinm o/ 
machine uml\ 

The low rate of production and import ol niachim- 
tools into developing countries has produced a low level 
of consumption of machine tools as compared with that 
in developed countries I his gap widened during the 
past five years since world machine-tool production in- 
creased at an average rale of 12 per ceni pei annum while 
the developing countries reduced their imports, which 
form the mam share of then consumption and even 
decreased their production in some vcais 

Imports into Asia and I aim \meiu.i wete lower 
during 1960 64 than during ihe ivss s«» ,vii..d I he 
average annual increase of imports into I aim Amenta 
was onlv 3 per cent during I960 1962 compared with 26 
per cent during I95S  |s)VI   | or Asia   these liguies were 

14 See lank 12, miai lor * MM is 
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8 per cent and 28 per cent, respectively, and for Africa. 
13 per cent and 6 per cent. Africa has shown a relative 
increase but its share of the total imports of machine 
tools into developing countries is only about 12 per cent. 
Table 13 gives trie percentage yearly increase of produc- 
tion and imports of the world and the developing coun- 
tries. 

Machii.e-iool requirements in developing countries 

The process of industrialization cannot be accelerated 
without an increase in the stock of efficient machine tools 
at the disposal of developing countries. Table 14 gives 
an indication of the number of machine tools at the 
disposal of selected countries. The determination of the 

Table 14 

MACHINE-TOOL   INVENTORIES   AND   NUMBER   Of   PERSONS 
EMPLOYED  IN   THE   METAL-TRANSFORMINCi   INDUSTRIES   IN 

sei.ee TED COUNTRIES 

\umhvr i>! 

United State« of 
America  2.200,000 

Soviet Union  2,350.000 
United Kingdom  1,100.000 
Federal Republic of 

Germany  1,100,00o 
France  500,000 
Italy  363.000 
Japan  750,000 
Bra/il  152,000 
Chile  12.000 

\ umher ut 

4,616 
4.539 
3,049 

2,419 
1,078 

59S 
t.3S0 

353 
44 

\ umber <>f 
persans per 

mm hint' 

2.1 
1.9 
2.« 

1.9 
2.2 
1.6 
1.8 
2.3 
3.6 

quantity of machine tools that would be required by a 
developing country during a given period is a very com- 
plicated problem which involves the analysis of the whole 
programme of industrialization of the particular country. 
Regardless of the procedure and method used, it is clear 
that a census of the met al working industry and an in- 
ventory of the machine tools available in the country 
should be undertaken. The findings would provide valu- 
able information which could help to determine the 
machine-tool requirements of the country. 

A study of the consumption of the quantity and types 
of various machine tools used in the different manufac- 
turing industries of developed and developing countries 
should also be undertaken. This could provide a proto- 
type for a rouf h estimate of the requirements of machine 
tools in planning industrial development. On the basis 
of such surveys, some specific models for d termining 
the quantity and types of machine tools required for the 
manufacture of particular products could be prepared for 
the use of the developing countries in the programming of 
their development. 

Obtaining machine tools during the process of industrializa- 
tion 

The importation of machine tools and the establish- 
ment and development of a machine-too! industry require 

the expenditure of foreign exchange. Attention should be 
paid to a consideration of both the importation and 
production of machine tools, but a number of oilier 
measures can also be taken which could help to meet the 
increasing demand lor machine tools during the earls 
stages of industrialization. 

The first is the establishment of adequate facilities for 
the repair and maintenance of machine tools throughout 
the country. The useful life of machine tools can be quite 
long, as the experience of the developed countries shows 
(see table 15). The longer their life the greater the possible 
accumulation of machine tools at the disposal of de- 
veloping countries. 

Second, the establishment of centralized metalwoiking 
shops (or plants) which could be equipped with such 
machines as tool-room machines, gcarworkmg machine- 
tools, jig-boring machines and others, to do jobs for 
smaller metalworking firms which could not allord to 
operate such specialized machine tools. Such co-opera- 
tion would permit a reduction in the number of expensive 
machine tools and more efficient use. 

Table /.« 

USEFUL LIFE OF MAC HIM HKKS IN OUI I RI M ivi'is I« 

l'Ront < HON 

i*r>t*ltn l itutfíUt'U turtt 
III 'III.**' W.WtW/ífV 
<'t mttthifH  !•-•'/, 

I   Mass 

III 
IV 

Passenger car«, icinttcratots. 
radio and television seis, cu 

I.arge batch Vehicles, transpon equipment, 
machine tools, industrial equip- 
ment of different piartls. etc. 

Small hatch Maintenance, renati 
Job One t»r several items produced 

at a time. small-scale imlusin 

S veats 

»1-12 sears 

24 2« years 
lo 40 sears 

Third, developing countries should promote specializa- 
tion in the metalv orking industry from ils beginning 
State or privately owned specialized plants for the pto- 
duction of holts, nuts, screws and other fasteners, as 
well as for small tools, forgings. castings and pressing 
and other products may be established. Such plants could 
use mass and large batch production equipment and by 
this means reduce the quantity of machine tools required 
in the country if the sann* tools were produced hv a num- 
ber of small factories 

Fourth, the importation of second-hand machine to»»Is 
should also he considered if a market for such machine 
tools exists in the developed countries. 

The establishment of the muchim-lool imluwrv 

Some developing countries, such as Argciinna. Hra/i) 
China. India and the United Arab Republic have airead v 
established their own machine-tool indtistrv. \ study ot 
their experiences should be undertaken and made avail 
able. This would be an important contribution f outlines 
which plan to establish a machine tool indusirv must take- 
account of the linkage with other industries   I he cxisi 
enee of a number of well-developed industries is a pre 
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requisite »or the establishment ofa machine-tool indusiry. 
Initially, a developing country may contain machine- 

tool repair shops and plants, woodworking machine-tool 
plants and other existing mechanical works. Centralized 
repair shops or plants, initially established lor the pur- 
pose of serving the mctalworking industry, could later 
be developed into producing machine tools. This would 
encourage the accumulation of the necessary experience 
and skills. Another problem in developing countries is 
the training of designers who could develop their own 
machine tools. It would probably be necessary initially 
to purchase licences for the production of foreign machine 

Secretariat of the United Nations Centre for Industrial Development 

costs which can often exceed the original cost ofa machine 
tool (see figure I).15 

Research into developed countries' experiences in the 
Held of the maintenance and repair of machine tools, 
carried out by the Experimental Scientific Research 
Institute for Machine Tools, Moscow (ENIMS) since 
1959, shows that the organization of centralized repair 
shops and plants in a country has significant advantages 
over sending machine tools back to the manufacturer 
for repair. Research has shown that the labour lime in 
specialized central repair plants is about 40 per cent of 
the labour time in the production ofa comparable new 

tiiWMUttvi  <mt  <»   Mw   «*tt«NM *vn UNI  m tAHI«. M*AMS 

ittol* Invitation» cowW be entended to foreign machine- 
tool ttrro* to assist the developing countries m the 
establishment of nKtchinv-tool industries 

Owmiztunm nf »uimnmmv urn/rvpair of MW, him hwh 

The provision of maintenance and repair service* mu*t 
be emphasized The problem of the reliability of machine 
tool* is of increasing importance in all countries because 
the development of modern machine tool* i* charac- 
terized b\ an increasing degree of automation, horse- 
power and speed Imperfect organization and method* 
of machine-tool repair increa*c maintenance and repair 

machine. The production am in the case of centratemi 
repair in the USS» t* » 25 per cent let* than that of 
existent practi©^* 

In developing countries where industry is centralis!, 
it provide* favourable conditions for the introduction of 
cvittralized repair plants. It would not only reduce eorts 
but allow i he use ot more modern method* and requite 
a smaller number o( highly skilled personnel. 

-H,lmh,l,n   ot   Kivmh-MiiHt   Mufhirn-   ft*«/.»   h>   f»r«f   A   I 

HoiíiiArT'V   V M ****>' Mow* Wwkm ^*«**W 
WktcHm /<*./». t MHS (l<M»h. 
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It may be suggested also that a special organiza- 
tion dealing with the problems of the machine-tool 
industry should be set up in developing countries. De- 
pending on requirements of such an organization, it 
could be established as a special centre or as a de- 

partment   within   the  framework of  a 
institute.   Such   an   organization  could 
problems   involved   in   the   importation 
tools, their   design. 
the necessary labour. 

technological 
consider  the 
o(  machine 

preparation  and   the training of 
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING OF METALWORKING INDUSTRIES IN THE 
ECAFE COUNTRIES 

Secretariat of the Iniitd Nations Econome Commission for Asia and the Far East 

INTRUDI ( Tir)N 
The ECAFE countries are at different stages of 

development in the metal working industries and the 
general economies. The degree of development of the 
melalworking industries is similar to the relative degree 
of industrialization in these countries. By world stan- 
dards, the manufacture of metal products and engineering 
goods in the region may be insignificant. Viewed, how- 
ever, from the standpoint of the over-all industrial growth 
in the ECAFE region, significant progress has been made 
in manufacturing metal products during the past decade. 
This progress has raised industrial output and also in- 
creased employment. 

Only a few countries have achieved a relatively high 
degree of industrial development and these are also the 
major producers of metal and engineering goods. Japan 
may he compared to the highly advanced countries in 
Europe and the United States. India has made an impres- 
sive advance in the capital intensive melalworking in- 
dustries. Australia has. in recent years, made remarkable 
progress in the diversification and expansion of heavy and 
light engineering goods. New Zealand is almost self- 
sufficient in the production of agricultural machinery 
(except tractors) and also has made considerable progress 
in the production of miscellaneous engineering goods. 
Export capacities for metal and engineering products 
have developed rapidly in these countries. 

Countries such as Burma, China (Taiwan), Hong Kong. 
Indonesia, South Korea, Pakistan, the Philippines. 
Malaysia and. to a lesser degree. Thailand and Iran have 
made some progress in developing melalworking in- 
dustries. They have increased the production of durable 
consumer goods such as metal manufacture«, appliances, 
utensils, building and hardware and accessories The 
manufacture of small engines, complete units of simple 
agricultural machinery and food-processing machinery 
meet part of the domestic demand The assembly »if 
tramp»*! equipment such as motor cars ami bicycles has 
increased considerably in some countries. 

The other countries, namely Afghanistan, Brunei. 
Cambodia. Ceylon. Laos, Nepal and the Republic of 
Viet-Nam. have included in their development plans 
schemes for more rapid industrialization: but higher 
priorities have been gi\en to power development, mineral 
resource exploitation, and increased production in agri- 
culture and its related activities. 

In some of the countries, small melalworking industries 
are «Ko being established and or are in the early stages 
of construction. Many of these countries have work shops 

for miscellaneous repair services of machinery uscii in 
construction, mining and in agriculture. The trend is to 
expand these workshops and diversify production for 
greater utilization of the existing facilities. Also under 
active consideration are new melalworking industries lor 
manufacturing farm implements and tools, assembling 
tractors for farm mechanization, establishing small 
foundries and shops for manufacturing pumps tor irri- 
gation purposes and for manufacturing household uten- 
sils, building hardware and common appliances in small 
establishments. 

POSITION ot  im MI m WORUM, INDI SIKHS' 

The relative importance of the melalworking industries 
may lie assessed by the percentage share of these in- 
dustries in the total manufacturing output, by then con- 
tribution to employment and by added value in the pro- 
cess of manufacture. The percentage share, as of 1962, of 
the melalworking industries to the total manufacturing 
output in the countries of the region show wide varia- 
tions, e.g. 16.4 per cent in Australia. 22.5 per cent in 
New Zealand. 7.1 per cent in China (Taiwan» and 14 4 
per cent in India. 

The percentage share in the total manufacturing em- 
ployment shows similar variations, e.g. 24.9 per cent in 
Japan. 25.2 per cent in New Zealand. 12.4 per cent in 
China (Taiwan). 16.7 per cent in India and 24.4 nei ceni 
in Australia. In added value, the percentage share of the 
melalworking industries was: Philippines XX, Korea XI. 
New Zealand 22.5 and Australia 20..V 

Many of the countries in the FCAFF region have a low 
level of economic and industrial achievement, as there 
has been no large-scale application of scientific and tech- 
nological advances to agriculture and industry Now they 
are beginning to realize that their positions can he im 
proved by modern techniques An essential requisite loi 
solving the basic economic problems of these cminines 
is a planned change in the economy to bring ahi mi a high 
rale of growth which can be sustained in the years to 
come This target, though difficult, is by n«> means unat- 
tainable. However, in implementing this plan ti m.iv noi 
be necessary to follow the precise staging and tei hinques 
to which the highly advanced countries owe then 
success 

It is evident that a proper asse-smeiii o| ilu- cvi-inu' 
social and economic conditions the picscnt imlnsiiial 
status and othei  inherent  pioblenis iniist  he  made m 

1 Stonatimi   i rw ht H ¡i 
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order to achieve the best results. An exhaustive analysis 
of government policies and programmes and a host of 
techno-economic factors must be undertaken before 
deciding the kind of industry which will have growth 
opportunities in the corning decade. 

The I-lC'AI-'Ií region has more than half the population 
of the world in less than a sixth of the earth's land area2 

and also a tremendous rate of population increase. Con- 
sequently, the need for increasing the productivity of the 
people as well as improving the economy of the coun- 
tries by industrialization is of utmost importance. The 
proper growth of mctalworking industries is one of the 
key factors in achieving this end. This region is labour- 
abundant, but capital is scarce: hence, the development 
of labour-intensive mctalworking industries is eminently 
desirable. 

While the percentage shares of mctalworking industries 
in the total manufacturing outputs of countries of the 
region have substantially increased during the past 
decade, they arc still low compared to standards in other 
parts of the world. I or example, the share ranges from 
27 per cent to 30 per cent in Czechoslovakia and Belgium : 
and from about 35 to 40 per ceni in the United States 
and the United Kingdom. The share in employment 
ranges from 22 to 25 per cent in the Netherlands and 
Poland: and from about 30 to 37 per cent in West 
(iermany, the Soviet Union. Denmark and the United 
Slates. These high percentages reflect these countries' 
positions as major exporters of metal products. 

TRINOS    Ol     I'RODK HON.    DIM AM)    VNI)    WTIVIRV    oi 
MITAI, ÍKHHJS' 

In the relatively more advanced countries such as 
Japan, the domestic production of metal goods in the 
mechanical and transport equipment groups is over 50 
per cent of the total demand. In China (Taiwan). South 
Korea. Pakistan and the Philippines, a very high per- 
centage of the demands for mechanical machinery is 
supplied by imports. The existing capacities o\' metal- 
working industries in the latter countries have been 
developed primarily to meet the domestic demands for 
durable consumer goods. 

Progress has been achieved in the manufacture of 
household utensils and appliances such as metal con- 
tainers, household furniture, office equipment and a 
host of other miscellaneous hardware and fillings. Manu- 
facture of components and parts of oil and suga, .nuls, 
textile machinery (jute and cotton) and complete u,.its 
of food-processing machinery has been developed in soi ie 
of ihese countries. Manufacture of selected tractor patts 
(rollers and linkages) and assembly of tractors has been 
started in some countries. The manufacture of agricul- 
tural machinery and the assembly of automobiles have 
also reached moderate levels of production. Export 
markets have been developed for a few items of durable 
goods such as sewing machines, bicycles and pumps, 
utensils and appliances. 

' ICAIl* report of Asian Population IV ferente. December I %.V 
1 Countrv studies for  Asian Conference on Industrialization. 

1*5. 

In a few countries, the high increase in production of 
passenger cars, commercial vehicles and bicycles in the 
past few years has been one of the highlights of the 
metalworking industry. Japan has strengthened its 
position as one of the world's major exporters of passen- 
ger cars and commercial vehicles. 

Australia recently began exporting passenger cars. In 
India, cars are being manufactured for the domestic 
demand and imports are banned. In the Philippines, 
Pakistan. Malaysia and Thailand, assembly units are 
turning out passenger cars in increasing quantities. The 
production of bicycles in India and China (Taiwan) is 
considera; ie and these countries can export part of their 
production. Manufacture of sophisticated and precision 
machinciy is confined mainly to a few countries in the 
region, namely. Japan. China (mainland) and India and. 
to a growing extent, Australia and Pakistan. Comple- 
mentary basic industries have been or are being developed 
in some countries. 

K AMORS »I IIRMISIMi RAIT  Ol  UKOVV III 

The rate of growth of mctalworking industries in the 
LCAKK region from 1953 1964 was relatively higher 
than that of the developed areas of the world. This 
growth has been reflected in corresponding changes in the 
economic structure of some of these countries. It is well 
known that in many of these countries, the limitations of 
the domestic market represent an inhibiting factor in their 
industrial growth. The creation of large markets through 
such means as economic integration and reciprocal trade 
agreements, therefore, presents opportunities for en- 
couraging the growth of industrial output. Past experi- 
ence has also demonstrated the importance of inter- 
national technical co-operation in industrial growth. 
While shortage of capital has been singled out as one of 
the most important factors in hindering industrialization, 
attention has been focused in recent years on such factors 
as lack of trained manpower. International technical 
assistance thus has played and will continue to pray an 
important role in alleviating these basic shortages. 

Dit.RI I Of l Til l/ATION Of fiXISTINU f ACIUTWS 

While the outputs in the branches of the metalworking 
industries producing durable goods have increased pro- 
gressively, there are certain sectors in some of the coun- 
tries where the capacity of machinery and equipment has 
not been fully utilized. The lack of continuity and in- 
adequacy of the supply of essential raw materials such as 
pig iron, steel sheets, special steel products, alloys and 
nonferrous metals have limited the output. This is 
attributable among other causes to the foreign exchange 
shortage for purchasing these materials from abroad. 
Indigenous production has not kept pace with the 
increasing demand. There is evidently a need for estab- 
lishing new basic facilities for the production of these 
essential raw materials to meet the expanding demand 
and to utilize fully the productive capacity of the existing 
mctalworking indu .tries. 
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EXPORT PROMOTION 

Most of the metal goods produced in the region arc 
meant primarily to meet domestic demand with the ex- 
ception of Japan, India and Australia. The promotion of 
exports is, however, being encouraged to generate 
foreign exchange to supplement the inadequate foreign 
exchange earnings of their primary export products. As 
an example of the effect of export incentive, the export 
of metal products in India has increased from Rs. 96.3 
million in 1962 to Rs. 128.5 million in 1963. Similarly. 
Hong Kong and China (Taiwan) have developed new 
export markets for some metal goods. The opening of 
new markets in the more advanced countries for some of 
the metal products produced in the developing countries 
will also help the growth of the metalworking industries. 

TRENDS OI INVESTMENT 

Continued expansion in output can only be achieved 
with considerable investment both in the establishment 
of new industries and the improvement of existing 
facilities. Most of the important metalworking industries 
of the region are of recent origin. The trends and charac- 
teristics of investment vary from country to country. In 
the case of Japan and India, the great portion of the 
investment has been channelled to capital intensive metal- 
working industries. In Pakistan, the Philippines and 
China (Taiwan), investments have been concentrated on 
light metalworking industries. However. Ine present and 
future development plans of these countries include in- 
vestment in heavy metalworking industries. 

EMPLOYMENT 

The employment trends in the metalworking industries 
in most countries of the region, particularly in the 
machinery and transport groups, indicated a rapid 
growth in the more advanced countries (Japan and Aus- 
tralia) and a steadv growth in the other countries from 
1956 to 1963(1958      100). 

The index of employment in Japan in machinery in- 
dustry rose from 81.5 in 1956 to 187.5 for 1963. In 
transport equipment the indices rose from 86.4 to 156 
and in metal products ihe increase was 72.6 to 206 for the 
same period. In Pakistan, the machinery branch index 
rose from 132.3 to 171.1. In Australia, the metal in- 
dustries (machinery, etc.) increased from 96.6 in 1956 to 
121 in 1963. In China (Taiwan), the machinery group 
increased from 94 to 105 and the transport increased 
from 99 to 169. In Indonesia, the index for machinery 
increased from 85.5 to 105.8 and for transport from 
101.4 to 107. In the Philippines, the machinery index 
rose from 68 in 1956 to 70.3 in 1963. 

PRICES 

Available statistics do not permil a breakdown in 
absolute figures or percentages of the principal cost price 
factors and their trends in the metalworking industries 
as a whole or their main branches. Undoubtedly, raw 
materials and semi-finished products and salaries and 
wages are the most important factors. Transportation 
and distribution costs, investment and interest rates are 

also important. Wages have increased in the metalwork- 
ing sector in the less advanced countries bv about 40 per 
cent since 1955. In Japan, there was an increase in wages 
of about 50 per cent from 1955 to l%2. The COM of raw 
material imports, particularly lhe cost of steel producís, 
has had a great influence in the price structure of the 
finished metal goods in some I CUT countries. I \eept 
in Japan, the coslsofproducing metal products in I CM I 
countries are relatively higher than in the major produc- 
ing countries in the world, particularly those which use 
mass-production methods. 

There are, however, consumer goods and machinen 
items such as sewing machines, bicycles, simple agricul- 
tural implements and simple castings and metal lui mime 
which can be produced competitively in ihe I CM I 
countries. The relatively cheaper wages in I ("Al • areas. 
coupled with the application of modern technology and 
the use of efficient machinery, has made il possible lo 
manufacture some of these goods competitively. Im- 
proved methods of organization and know-how will 
further reduce production costs. 

TRVDI IN MI I vi PRODI < is 

Statistical data of world trade in melai goods show an 
increasing magnitude of trade among the highly developed 
countries and a continued increase in imports by the less 
developed areas. There has been, if at all. a very insig- 
nificant complementary export trade of melai products to 
the highly developed areas. The small value of exports 
from Ihe ECAEE countries reflected the relatively umn- 
duslriali/ed stale of their economies. 

C'llW'l I DIM, OHSIRV VI IONS 

The pattern of development of metalworking industries 
within each of the more advanced countries of the region 
is generally similar. Minimal facilities for manufacture 
of agricultural implements and hardware items gradually 
gave way to (he establishment of more sophisticated work- 
shops for the maintenance of imporled machinery and 
equipment. Then followed a long period oi development 
of skills in Ihe use of imported tools and se mi processed 
materials until a stage was reached when components and 
complete units could be manufactured for agriculture. 
food pnxessing, transpon and construction. 

The next step was to set up facilities for processing im- 
porled steel ingots inlo bars, sections, sheets and wire. 
and ultimately lo produce steel and other metals from 
indigenous raw materials. A tremendous impetus was 
given to this development by ihe growing use ol motor 
vehicles. The maintenance of a wide variety of imporled 
vehicles presented special problems and required speci- 
alized equipment and skills, local production o| replace- 
ment parts paved ihe way to the supply of original equip- 
ment components to vehicle assembly plants and hence 
to the complete local manufacture of cars, trucks and 
tractors. This whole process of development of metal- 
working industries in the more advanced countries of 
the region look place during a period of up to seventy 
years. 

The urgenl need to provide im mediale employment lor 

J 
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a rapidly expanding population which has become aware 
of better standards of living does not permit any pro- 
longation of the industrialization of the less developed 
countries. 

Limitations in both natural and physical resources 
may not necessarily be a great handicap for developing 
metalworking industries. Hong Kong is a good example 
of a country which has developed an industrial economy 
with a minimum of natural resources. Most of the 
ECAKE countries are labour-abundant but short of 
capital resources and it is therefore of interest to note 
that these countries could develop satisfactorily by the 
establishment of labour-intensive and economically viable 
metalworking industries. These small-scale industries 
are naturally preferable because their needs for capital 
and markets are small. Successful development along 
these lines will be conducive to the establishment of 
larger scale enterprises. However, it is stressed that such 
industries should be properly co-ordinated and fitted into 
the over-all industrialization of the country and, more- 
over, of the region. 

The establishment of common facility centres, com- 
prising tool room, heal treatment, electroplating, inspec- 
tion and testing of materials and components in relatively 
dense industrialized areas of developing countries, would 
go a long way in strengthening the industrial base of the 
country and also improving the quality of the products. 
Where this process is uneconomical, such as in rural 
areas, the use of mobile workshops is recommended. 
These would be useful also for training and demonstra- 
tions. 

Several countries have already made arrangements for 
the exchange of study and observation teams in metal- 
working industries. The scope of such exchanges could 
be extended usefully. It would be particularly valuable 
if arrangements could be made for trainees from the 
less developed countries to receive in-plant training in 

some of the newly established metalworking factories in 
other countries. This would provide them with varied 
experience in some of the practical problems encountered 
in the establishment and operation of new factories. 

There is room for better co-ordination between the 
educational system and the specific needs of industries 
in the region. In addition, it is suggested that engineer 
tradesmen and managerial staff* require periodic refresher 
courses or advanced training to keep pace with industrial 
progress. 

The problems facing the developing countries of the 
region are lack of adequate domestic capital, shortage 
of foreign exchange, insufficient technical know-how, 
raw materials, trained technical and managerial person- 
nel and industrial research and development facilities. 

Obviously these problems could be solved by inter- 
national co-operation. Forms of such co-operation in- 
clude financial equity participation, licensing agreements, 
technical assistance, consultant services and a re-exami- 
nation of international trade and investment policies. 
An example of this would be the preferential duty treat- 
ment of goods exported from developing countries. 

In addition to the above forms of assistance, advantage 
may be taken of offers from countries outside and within 
the region, in the form of consortiums, aid programmes 
and loans from governments and other financial institu- 
tions. Another feature of international co-operation in 
promoting industrialization in the region is in the 
establishment of large enterprises which will result in 
low unit-production costs. 

The economies of scale should not be lost sight of when 
setting up plants, especially those which are capital- 
intensive and which require large markets. Such plants 
may require assistance from other countries inside and 
outside of the region. The recently established Asian 
Development Bank may be one of the main sources of 
financing for well-conceived projects of this type. 
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A STUDY Of THE INDIAN MACHINE-TOOL INDUSTRY 
S, M. rtm, JwMMifHV Dirtctw, MNMBMM MMWW IMO Ltd., BâHgâiort, liuti* 

INHMMJUCTION 

The Indian machine-tool industry, which in status and 
sophistication is second only to Japan among the EC A FE 
countries, has a big gap to bridge towards sell-reliance 
despite its progress during the past decade. 

In 1965, the import of machine tools accounted for 
SUS 88.64 million in spite of the foreign exchange 
situation; domestic production was S55.59 million. 

Almost all the teething troubles have been solved but 
the problems of attaining maturity are still many. Some 
account of the industry, particularly the aspects which 
have contributed to its rapid success in the initial period 
and some of the main problems which at present hinder 
its further development, will perhaps prove useful to 
other developing countries in the EC A FE region. 

PAST PERFORMANCE 

General survey 
It is not proposed to deal here with the whole history 

of the Indian machine-tool industry. Nevertheless, a 
brief description of its performance for the last decade 
may illumine certain salient features contributing to the 

then primarily of low-priced machine tools meant for 
repair workshops, training institutes, etc. 

Essentially, the requirement!, of the engineering 
industry were met through imports. Out of the total 
machine-tool demand of about $42 million during 1951 
I9SS, imports accounted for almost $36 million as against 
domestic production of hardly $630.000. However, the 
position of the industry changed for the belter during the 
Second and Third Five-Year Plans as can be seen in 
table I. 

The industry, as is clear from the statistics, has shown 
its capacity for an accelerated growth, from a production 
of hardly S2.27 million in 19.%. the output shot up to 
$55.59 million during 1965, multiplying by almost twenty- 
five in ten years; the percentage of domestic production 
to the total requirement rose from 11.44 per cent in 1956 
to 38.54 per cent during 1965. The capital investment in 
the industry, which stood at hardly $2 million in 1956, 
increased to $77 million in 1965. 

Investment in industries 
Investment in the industrial sector, which during the 

First Five-Year Plan was $650 million, rose to $2.990 

TaHc I 

iNDKifcNOlS PRODUCTION AND IMWNtTS Of MA( HINh TOOLS     1956 TO 1965 

T.ual n<mtr\H< iVf tpfW imported i*er cent tfaimestH /« 
iear CCVfH IfttttPItt • Impnrtrd pm&trtkm 111 totai mfwremrnt lutttì rt'qttiremrm 

tin milium* nf L'A iMfaril 

Second Han 
Ifffé 19.13 17.1$ 2.27 88.56 11.44 
1957 35.68 30.75 4.93 86.18 I3.lt? 
1938 37.44 30.2« 7.16 80.88 19.12 
im 43.03 34.29 8.74 79.6» 20.31 
im $6.27 43.96 12.31 78.12 21. m 

Third Ptan 
1%I 66.25 90.16 15.39 76.77 2123 
1962 76.53 54.69 21.84 71.46 28.54 
1963 91.44 66.16 32.21 67.21 32.7» 
1964 I47.SJ »7.77 49.77 66.26 33.74 
1965 144.23 811.64 55.59 61.46 38.54 

rapid progress of the industry. Having built the infra- 
structure solidly, the industry is now well poised to take 
a big leap towards specialization, diversification and 
sophistication. 

During the First Five-Year Plan (1951-1955), the 
Indian machine-tool industry verily was in its infancy, 
with hardly three major units producing machines of 
accepted standards of accuracy. The manufacture was 

million and $5,000 million during the Second and Third 
Five-Year Plans respectively. A detailed study of the 
capital base of the organized industry and commerce in 
India indicates that if the targets are realized by the end 
of the Fourth Plan (1970 71). the public sector ((iovern- 
ment-owned) and the private sector will contribute in- 
vestments in the order of $12.000 million and $12.300 
respectively in industry and commerce. The total invest- 
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MAIN TRENDS IN DEVELOPMENT AND ORGANIZATION OF 
DESIGNING AND RESEARCH WORK IN MACHINE-BUILDING 

INDUSTRIES OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

I. S. Vmsiliev, Research Director, Experimental and Research Institute of Metal-catting Machines   Moscow 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

INTRODUCTION 
Science is assuming an ever-increasing importance and 

governs, to a large degree, the progress and standards of 
organization of modern production. The rates of indus- 
trial development would be considerably lower, while 
greater effort and more money wi.uid be spent if it were 
not for the scientifically based organization achieved 
ihrough research, which is carried out in all modern 
fields of production and marketing. Of special impor- 
tance is the proper organization of research in the metal- 
working industries, where the cost of the means of 
production is very high. It is necessary to make large 
expenditures on up-to-date equipment which will be 
efficient only if the entire production process is duly 
organized, the tools and fixtures are of good quality, the 
speeds and feeds are chosen correctly and the servicing 
workmen are highly skilled. Each of these problems in- 
volves a series of other problems whose solution requires 
highly skilled operators, technicians, engineers etc. The 
urgent problem currently facing the developing countries 
is the lack of properly trained craftsmen and engineers. 

It is only natural that the organization of designing and 
research machine-building establishments should be 
based on the standard achieved by a particular industry 
in one or another country. Such an organization is 
planned to provide the developing country with what it 
needs in this field with the minimum expenditure and 
with research and designing workers being used in the 
best way possible. With the development of a machine- 
building industry, the trained personnel should be 
qualified in more specialized trades, while the research 
and designing machine-building centre should gradually 
be divided into a number of specialized independent 
research establishments set up for servicing those 
machine-building branches which have been developed 
n a particular country. 

The most important integrants of this process are: 
¡raining nationals of the country as research and design- 
ng personnel; instructing them in more and more 
pecial branches of machine building; and raising the 
irades of such personnel. This calls for close links 
between the research establishments and technical colleges 
>f the country, especially at the beginning stages of 
levelopment of the industries. 

At the first stage, much importance should be attached 
o providing help to industrial enterprises in mastering 

foreign-made equipment, solving certain technological 
problems, designing and tools and accessories and attach- 
ments, adjusting the machines and their controls etc. 

With the industry gaining strength in the country and 
with the development of machine-building bv nationals, 
new problems will receive priority, lor example: working 
out designs by nationals of the country for certain 
machines; elaborating technological processes for their 
manufacturing; providing research work aimed ut in- 
vestigating the performance of the machines; perfecting 
the technological processes performed by them; seeking 
ways to raise the efficiency of the machines constructed! 

The structure of the research and designing services 
proceeding from the machine-building prospects may 
be described as follows: 

(a) Stage I. A training technical institute whose 
laboratories and skilled personnel render assistance and 
give advice to the industrial people on some questions: 

(b) Stage II. A United research machine-building centre 
which is independent of the training institute (college*. 
This centre designs machines for the entire machine- 
building branch, investigates the processes and studies 
some of the mechanisms at the request of enterprises, 
renders technical assistance in mastering complicated 
foreign-made equipment and foreign technological pro- 
cesses and supplies the enterprises with technical and 
economic information on the latest achievements in the 
fields concerned. The personnel of the research institute 
take part in the work done by the engineering colleges ; 

(c) Stage III. A united metolworking centre and in- 
dividual centres in machine-building branches which 
produce equipment for processing and mining industries. 
This centre is specialized in certain types of machines, 
while its laboratories are engaged both in technology 
and in the creation and investigation of special types 
of equipment. They also render assistance to industrial 
enterprises; 

(d) Stage IV. Research centres servicing individual 
machine-building branches and designing and research 
services established at enterprises. Such centres con- 
centrate on investigating promising technological pro- 
cesses, control systems, machine units and components. 
The centres also supply information to those who are 
interested. The designing services of the enterprises are 
given practical tasks in the creation of new machinery 
and the supervision thereof. 
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Lach particular country will proceed from its own level 
of development when selecting its research and design- 
ing services. An analysis of experience gained by the 
countries shows that the above-described methods of 
organizing research and designing jobs have a practical 
application under the following levels of development of 
industries. 

The figures shown in table I are, to a large extent, 
arbitrary and can provide only an approximate idea. 
Depending upon the conditions found in each particular 

Table 

  V. S. Vasili, 

I. LABORATORIES or TRAINING INSTITI us 

Along with  training qualified craftsmen,  the pol 
technical   colleges   can   be  considered   primary  um , 
capable of rendering technical assistance to the indu 
tries. Such assistance may take the following forms: 

(a) The enterprises may consult the laboratory on cal- 
culations: designing and maintenance of the machines 
their controls and drives; manufacturing processes: 
designing of jigs and fixtures; labour organization etc. 

/ 

Orgaui:aiiun at ' rewuuh (type ol e\tabli\hmeitts\ 

level ul iniiiiln 
develnpment 

Number of machine tools 
(thousands) 

Estimated national annual produc- 
tion of machine tools (millions of 
dollars) 

Estimated annual production of 
machine tools per capita (dollars) 

Training.' 
institute 

(•'»//•'irr) Willi 
laboratory 

Less than 
10 

Less than 
5 

Less than 
0.1 

Mot Iti/te- 
hutíUifítí 

relean It eenire 

\fi'latworkirtf? 
rt'Wtinh 
i entre 

10 50 

5 10 

0.1 -0.5 

100 200 

15 50 

1.5 2 

Spct ¡allieti 
melalKorkmi! 

More than 
500 

More than 
100 

More than 
3.0 

country, certain departures from the data in the table 
may he expected. When reading the table, one should 
bear in mind that the lower quantities prove to be more 
realistic in the countries with State planning practices, 
while the higher ones are more characteristic of the 
countries with more highly developed private initiative. 
The reason for this is that, in the first ease, all the 
country's specialists gather in one centre and service the 
enterprises of the given industry. In the other case, many 
specialists, from 50 to 75 per cent, are scattered among 
individual enterprises; the research centre proves 
necessary only for a well-developed industry and is used 
for tackling the most difficult problems which are 
beyond the capacity of an individual company and call 
for the concentration of efforts in re'ated sciences. 

It may prove useful if several countries of a common 
economic region organize united centres for the benefit 
of all of them, until their industries reach a high level of 
development. 

Table 2 

REPRESENTATIVE STRUCTURE OF A POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 

(h) The laboratories may fulfil some orders of the 
enterprises related to workability of materials, machining 
rates, manufacturing processes and tools, jigs and fixtures 
to be used, machine adjustment, drives and controls 
etc. 

(<) The laboratory may make up reference tables or 
other reference materials on various questions: 

(d) Suggestions on standards and standard specifica- 
tions may be prepared; 

(t>) The laboratory may work out, make and adjust 
instruments; 

(/) Workmen at the enterprise may be instructed in 
maintenance rules and the handling of complicated 
machines and instruments. 

Table 2 shows a representative structure of an institute 
with such laboratories. The names of the departments of 
the processing and mining industries are arbitrary. 
Actually, such chairs will vary from country to country. 

Ètimtmm 

itdtuirwn 
department 

Oil. gai and oil 
equipment 
laboratory 

Machine work 
and equipment 
laboratory 

pHtcenting 

department 

Metalwnrklng 
terkmlotiy 
department 

\fwhine 
components 
department 

Otites and 
nmlroln 
department 

Teehmkal 
measurement 
department 

Textile technology 
and equipment 
laboratory 

Food technology 
and equipment 
laboratory 

Metal-cutting 
laboratory 

Stamping 
laboratory 

Heat-treatment 
laboratory 

Machine components 
and mechanical 
drives laboratory 

Hoisting and 
mechanical 
handling 
equipment 
laboratory 

Electrical 
engineering 
laboratory 

Hydraulics 
laboratory 

Metrology 
laboratory 

Mechanical, 
electrical and 
electronic 
measurement 
laboratory 
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•pending  upon   ihc particular  industries   lor  which 
Hxialists are being trained. 
Die   mctalworking   processes   department   and   its 

• horatorics would he responsible lor solving practical 
>ks faced by the developing country. 
It would be advantageous if the machine-components 

- -partaient had either two  laboratories, as shown in 
,ble 2. or one laboratory if experts were lacking at the 
Htinent and those available could not devote themselves 
. more specialized subjects. A laboratory lor mechanical- 

! nulling equipment could serve as a primary unit which 
"ould   subsequently  train   specialists   in  construction 
¡aachincs. loading machines for seaports and roads, road 
construction machines, mechanical handling etc. 

The name 'Drives and controls department" is 
i ather arbitrary. This department would attract electrical 
engineers, engineers on electrical motors and controls, 
and specialists on hydraulic pumps and hydraulic drives 
lor machines. Since such drives are to be found in a great 
variety of machines and all of them have very much in 
common, it would be expedient if, at first, the laboratories 
were closely connected so that practical tasks could be 
solved comprehensively and reasonably economically. 

One cannot very well imagine the production of 
modern machines without first solving a number of 
measurement problems and those of inspection of in- 
dividual components and assemblies. It follows, therefore, 
that due attention should be paid to developing the means 
<>f linear and angular measurements; this is usually done 
by the metrology service. Of no less importance is the 
measurement of other values: force, pressure, liquid 
consumption, amperage and voltage, power, speeds, 
acceleration etc. The latter tasks would be the domain of 
the other laboratory, which should provide uniform 
measurement practice throughout the country and 
should supervise the condition of measuring means used 
at the enterprises. The laboratory would also render 
necessary technical assistance should an enterprise 
encounter a complicated type of measurement calling for 
some special devices (measuring noise, vibration etc.) or 
it were in need of a scientific approach to obtain correct 
results (measuring wear and tear, thermal strains etc.). 

Brief as the foregoing list is, it shows the wide scope 
of the problems which could be hindled by the labora- 
tories for the benefit of enterprises. 

Each laboratory may employ from five to fifty people. 

II. UNITED RESEARCH MACHINE-BUILDING INSTITUTE 

A united research institute can deal with a wide variety 
>f problems. In addition to the jobs done by the college 

'aboratories, such an establishment can carry out the 
nvestigations described below. 

A profound study can be made of the technology of the 
nrocessi.ig and mining industries developed in the given 
ountry. The objectives of such an investigation would be 
o adapt the experience gained by the rest of the world 
o local conditions, to search for new economic and 
mcient processes, to utilize by-products, to improve 
ethnological equipment and study the best conditions 
or its maintenance and repair, and to develop new articles 
tnd processes. 

The institute may undertake the development of metal- 
working processes as a part of comprehensive problems 
while concentrating particularly on he.it irealmeni .is 
related to properties oí materials. blanking operations 
lorging and casting. More attention will'he ¡men to 
machining the parts by cutting, especiallv to linishing 
processes, large-batch manufacturing on production 
lines, assembling and adjusting machines etc 

The insl tute may become the first establishment in the 
country to work out its own designs of machines tor the 
most important industries, farming and transpon 
machinery. With this aim in view, its organization should 
include a designing office. This will. m turn, be sub 
divided into offices according to the types oí machines 
whose production is planned in lhe country (eg . tevnle 
machines, food-processing machines etc.). Such an 
organi/alion will allow the designers to use their abilities 
to the best advantage. It will als«» facilitate the training 
of young specialists by permitting them to share in «he 
creation of efficient units and mechanisms of machines, 
and in the working ou« of designs with good manufactur- 
ing qualities; by leaching them the rules for assembling 
and adjusting the machines, and the methods for 
achieving planned capacities; and by their observation » •' 
the instruction of production people in correct working 
methods and the reasonable management of production. 
Gathering the designers, at the tirsi Mage, within one 
centre will allow corree« provision of «he enterprises wiih 
standards and standard specifications for parts, com- 
ponents und basic parameters of machines, which are 
indispensable prerequisites for organi/ing centralized 
manufacturing of the parts common to most machines 
This will com.-rve the means for bolh making new 
machines and maintaining ihe existing ones through an 
essential decrease in «he prime cost of machine com- 
ponents by reducing, in the first place. Ihe number of 
fixtures required and. secondly, through the heller 
methods which are possible under ihe conditions ol 
centralized manufacturing. 

Technical «asks concerning the furiher improvement 
of components and units should be entrusted to special 
sections under the guidance of one department. One of the 
laboratories should be concerned with mechanical paris 
or elements for drives, e.g., fixtures, tidings, geared and 
belt drives bearings, reduction units, speed and feed 
change gear-boxes etc. It will render skilled assistance in 
this field lu enterprises and lo sections of the institute. 
while designing, calculating, testing and adjusting all 
these devices. The other laboi itory should be engaged 
in similar work, but its field will be electrical motors, 
which will include not only motors, bul also controls, 
electrical apparatuses, rules for mounting and maintain- 
ing electrical equipment and energy systems. This body 
will be a basis for further development of most branches 
of the electrical motor manufacturing industry and of 
power engineering, and will later provide a basis for 
creating an independent organization having more 
specialized tasks in this particular field. 

The field of the Ihird laboratory will be hydraulics, 
hydraulic engineering and hydraulic drives, which cur- 
rently comprise a well-developed branch and are applic- 
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able in a wide range of industrial and farming machinery. 
Development of machine building is largely dependent 
upon hydraulic drives, whose moderate-sized and com- 
paratively light-weight power units provide considerable 
working efforts. Because of their flexibility and high 
reliability, hydraulic controls are preferred to electrical 
ones under difficult working conditions. 

Modern methods for the design of machines are based 
on a profound theoretical knowledge and employment of 
computers. Since these problems are specific, while the 
regularities of computation practice are common to 
many machines, it will be quite reasonable to gather 
computing specialists and means al one centre with the 
capacity to service all the sections of the institute and 
thus to fulfill the orders of the enterprises. Such a centre 
should employ specialists in metal fatigue and strength, 
dynamic-load calculations, vibrations, stability and auto- 
matic adjustments, calculations of optimal processes, 
mathematical statistics and probability theory subjects 
which find application in many modern industries. 

The measurement service should be duly organized 
from the very outset. The measuring laboratory will be 
responsible for introducing uniform basic physical 
measuring ur,i!s throughout the country and. especially 
for ensuring that the enterprises use uniform measures 
and that their measuring equipment operates properly. To 
this end, the laboratory should be equipped with accurate 
measuring means which have been declared fit for work 
after being compared with the appropriate standards. 

Other important tasks which will be faced by the 
laboratory will include working out the correct methods 
for taking measurements, giving certificates for various 
items in industries and helping the enterprises to take 
measurements calling for special instruments and highly 
skilled operators. 

Table 3 shows an approximate organizationa' structure 
of the centre, giving a general idea of how such a centre 
can be organized. Local conditions will, no doubt, call 

V. S. Vasi,  i 

for some alterations in the structure. At first, when i e 

centre employs a staff of 100 persons or fewer, ¡ e 

laboratory can function with four departments. With i e 
extension of the centre, its structure will be subject » 
further differentiation. 

The activity of the research centre will be fruitful il u 
is given a pilot enterprise which can build the produis 
according to the institute's blue prints and make necessau 
stands and instruments. In this way, the centre will I* 
able to introduce all possible improvements into the 
design of a new machine and the models intended for the 
industries will be thoroughly 'ested before being sug- 
gested for operation at enterprises. This will contribute 
to smooth co-operation between the research centre and 
the enterprises. The staff of the pilot enterprise should 
correspond to that of the research centre, and the enter- 
prise should be equipped with facilities allowing pro- 
duction of the main machines while reasonably utilizing 
the help of the industrial enterprises. 

With the growth of the country's industry, the centre 
will gradually extend. At some stage, when the staff of 
the centre is about 1.000. it should be divided into a 
number of specialized research organizations, while 
independent centres will be established for servicing the 
producing and mining industries. One of the first inde- 
pendent centres to be isolated from the others will be the 
me tal working research institute. 

III.   MU At.WORKING RESEARCH INSTITI Tt 

Table 4 shows an approximate structure of such a 
centre. At this centre, the specialization will go further 
and investigation into certain types of metalworking 
processes will be undertaken. 

The technological department will employ specialists in 
metal cutting, who will study cutting rates and worka- 
bility as related to various metals and the elaborate manu- 
facturing processes to be applied in the production of 

REPRESENTATIVE STRUCTURE OF 

Table 3 

A I SITED MA( HINC-Bl ILDINCi INSTITUTE 

TetkmtkmUul department 
i»/ industri?i 

Textile manufacturing 
process labora tor> 

Pood-manufacturing 
process laboralory 

Electric-motor manufacturing 
process laboratory 

Hoist and road-construction 
manufacturing laboratory 

Melal-wnrkiHg i,ikn.ilnni 
ikpttrrmt'tit 

Machine-cutting 
process laboratory 

forging and casting 
process laboratory 

Metals, heat-treatment 
and welding laboratory 

Plastics, oils, paints and 
electroplatings laboratory 

Ik-signing <igi,i l ititi, éritet ima ctmlmli 
Jr/urimrnl 

Textile machines : 
designing office 

Food machines: 
designing office 

General machine-building 
units and components 
laboralory 

Electrical equipment and 
instruments laboratory 

Hoisting and road-eom«ruct»on    Hydraulics and hydraulic-drives 
machines: designing office laboratory 

Engineering calculations and 
machine-letting laboratory 

Metal-cutting machines, 
forging and casting 
equipment laboratory 

Standards and scientific 
information office 

Metrology and measuring 
means laboratory 
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Table 4 

REPRESENTATIVE STRUCTURE OF A METALWORKING RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

4>»| 

\t    ¡working tahiloloiey 
•iirlmcllt 

M. ial-cutting laboratory 

h i ging laboratory 

Metals, heat-treatment and 
»elding laboratory 

(asting-technology 
laboratory 

DiWvniffjí iffic 
Lniix. drive* ami itmlmh 

ili-fHirtmvm 

Metal-cutting machines: 
designing office 

Forging presses: 
designing office 

Tools and dies: 
designing office 

Casting, heat-treatment and 
welding equipment: 
designing office 

Standardized units laboratory 
(couplings, bearings, 
reductor!., guides) 

Electrical motors and 
controls laboratory 

Hydraulic drive, apparatus, 
lubrication and Alters 
laboratory 

Jigs, fixtures, accessories 
and attachments laboratory 

(itnertil »i< tiilwitrkinc 
Ut-porttiwni 

Laboratory for business 
conditions and engineering 
and economic studies 

Standards, patents and 
information office 

Machine calculation and 
testing laboratory 

Metrology and measuring 
means laboratory 

Plastics, paints, electroplating 
and chemical laboratory 

machine parts—casings, bodies, gear-wheels, bushings, 
sleeves, levers, brackets etc.—as well as of special parts 
ordered by enterprises. This body will also have specialists 
m the forging and casting processes. The laboratory 
should undertake further development of metals and heat 
treatment, as the scope of its investigations grows. 

At that stage, the designing office will have designers 
»ho are concentrating on metal-cutting machines, while 
others will specialize in forging equipment. A special 
group should be set up to deal with cutting tools and 
dies: »his group will not only design and improve the all- 
purpose tools, bul will also handle the special-purpose 
tools ordered by the factories. Still another group will 
deal with heat-treatment and casting equipment. 

The department of units, drives and controls will, for 
the most part, retain its structure, but it also will become 
more specialized. Thus, the electrical-engineering labora- 
tory will no longer deal with power-plants: instead, it 
»ill concentrate on developing motors for metal-cutting 
machines and their controls. This will encourage the 
automation of many processes and the independent 
tickling of more complicated problems. The laboratory 
!»r hydraulic drives will devote itself solely to develop- 
ing and improving the hydraulic drives used in metal- 
cutting machines. The drives will be constantly improved, 
Hie operation of the systems will be made more stable 
•i id more attention will be paid to lubrication and oil- 
i' -aning, and to other questions. 

It will then be necessary to organize a laboratory for 
ji"s, fixtures and accessories, which will work out the 
it signs for the centralized manufacturing of all-purpose 
J s and fixtures, and which will fulfil cders of certain 
c letprises for special jigs and fixtures and similar 
.1 iicles. 

The department of general metalworking problems 
v II be occupied with solving the pioblems common to 
i entire metalworking branch. This department will 
^ llect information on machine tool building practices 
i  oughout the world, and on specifications of machines, 

price lists, costs and performance, as well as other 
economic and technical dala required for the proper 
orientation of those who develop the equipment for the 
metalworking industry in a particular country while 
basing it on economic and technical considerations. 

The standards laboralory will study the experience 
gained in industrialized countries, analyse the features 
pertaining to the country concerned and use the data 
obtained from these studies to prepare the standards and 
permissible norms valid for the particular country. This 
laboratory also will supply the industrial enterprises 
with generalized and selected information materials on 
the most important achievements of each particular 
enterprise. 

The laboratory for calculating and testing should 
render assistance to the enterprises in making the most 
complicated calculations requiring special knowledge in 
the theory of elasticity and strength of materials, vibra- 
tion theory, stability theory and automatic adjustment, 
or in the event that the calculations require the use of 
computers. The same laboratory should help the enter- 
prises to test and to examine thoroughly new machines, 
its role being mainly in working out the necessary methods 
and in supplying the enterprises with the instruments 
needed for the purpose. 

The measurement laboratory will fulfil both the 
assignments of the institute and the orders of the factories, 
helping them to solve their measurement problems. 

The quality of the metalworking equipment is largely 
dependent upon the proper selection of varnishes, paints 
and grades of electroplating, and on the methods used 
for coating the machine surfaces therewith. Thts is 
especially true for tropical countries. The same require 
ments apply to the selection of plastics, protection 
slushing and films to prevent the parts from corrosion 
and to ensure their good appearance. All these problems 
are a source of work for a special laboratory. 

Thus, the structure of the research centre reflects the 
main problems to be solved. The staff of an institute can 
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vary from 150 to 600. It is very important that the pilot 
enterprise should be attached lo such an institute, the 
stalT ol the latter being approximately equal to that of 
the institute. The pilot enterprise will have to construct 
the machines designed at the institute. 

IV. RISI \K< il ISSIMI n <>i vu I.M.-CI IHM; MACHINEN 

With the further development of industry, and 
especially of the metalworking branch, in a particular 
country, with a rather developed machine tool industry 
having about ten factories, it may prove reasonable, 
especially with an aim of employing the best designers 
available, to establish a special institute of metal-cutting 
machines. 

Table 5 shows a representative structure of such a 
metal-culling institute. One alternative way is to set up a 
few other research centres: thus, in addition to the 
institute of metal-cutting machines, a centre of forging 
and metal-cutting machines can be established, whose 
activities will cover more than one production sphere. 

The main feature of the structure shown in table 5 
is deeper specialization of engineers, technicians and 
researchers. 

At this stage, a laboratory engaged in the entire com- 
plex of technological problems involved in the production 
of machine tools, along with laboratories of metals and 
heat-treatment, and of measurement will deal with the 
problems peculiar to machine tools. Thus, more import- 
ance will be attached to the problems intimately asso- 
ciated with machine tools, i.e. to stabilizing the sizes and 
shapes of parts and to raising their wear resistance, while 
less attention will be given to such problems as strength 
of materials. 

The designing office will comprise a few laboratories 
speciali/mg in certain groups of metal-cutting equipment. 
It is essential that one compartment should unite the 
specialists engaged in improving some types of machining 
jobs (turning on a lathe, boring, milling, etc.) and the 

._. .      V. S. Va*  ci 

specialists designing the equipment intended for _ r. 
forming such operations. There is no doubt that ti, re 
must be close everyday links based on creative activi ^ 
of the specialists of the two groups if the institute is i0 

aim at achieving appreciable advances in various ty, es 
of machining. 

Jigs, fixtures and tools provide sufficient reason ¡or 
setting up a separate laboratory since similar jigs a id 
fixtures and tools can be applicable to various types of 
machines and are based on some common subjects, si.ch 
as the material from which the tools are made, heat 
treatment, the geometry of the tools' lips as a factor Of 
the material to be worked, tool grinding etc. 

The laboratory of machine units and components will 
be concerned with its own problems, as in the previous 
case. 

The staff of the department of general machine tools 
building problems will concentrate on approximately the 
same questions studied in the similar department of the 
metalworking centre, but the problems referring to 
metal-cutting machines will be given priority. 

In this case, a pilot plant will also be necessary, so that 
the machine tools designed at the institute may be 
constructed under the direct supervision of the institute. 

The staff of ihe institute should be at least 200 people. 

V. RELATIONS BETWEEN RESEARCH INSTITUTE AND 

INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES 

Organizing research centres is the first step to be taken 
on the path of development of engineering services in 
industry. With the development of production and the 
quantitative growth of engineers and technicians, care 
should be taken that not only are research centres 
organized but also that the enterprises' services are 
established and that this comprise designing and tech- 
nological offices directly at the plants. These services 
should gradually take over the management and pro- 
vision of routine production. Such services will, of 

Table 5 

REPRESENTATIVE STRUCTURE OF A RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF METAL-CUTTING MACHINES 

Tnnmthg) department 

Machine tool building 
technology laboratory 

Machine tool metals and 
beat-treatment laboratory 

Metrology and measuring 
means laboratory 

Deiigmnx ague L'nits, drives ami controls department Central marnine tool building department 

Laihc machines and tech- 
nology laboratory 

Boring machines and tech- 
nology laboratory 

Milling and planing tech- 
nology and machines 
laboratory 

Abrasion technology and 
machines laboratory 

Gear-cutting technology and 
machines laboratory 

Laboratory of standardized units 
(spindle bearings, guides, 
couplings, reductor«) 

Laboratory of electrical motors 
and controls for machine tools 

Hydraulic drives and lubrication 
laboratory 

Cutting tools, jip and fixtures, 
accessories and attachments 
laboratory 

Laboratory for investigation of 
business conditions and engineer 
ing and economic data 

Machine calculation and testing 
laboratory 

Standards, patents and technical 
information office 

. 
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'urse, receive help from the research centres when 
.aling with the construction of new promising machines, 
living most complicated designing and technological 
roblems, investigating in machines, adjusting intricate 

! mtrols etc. 
It will be found that various activities of the research 

outre will prove helpful for enterprises. To what degree 
ne enterprises will be interested in the institute's activities 
nd in what way they will pay for the jobs done by it will 

ùcnend upon each particular type of activity. The latter 
i an be classified as follows: 

{a) General information on business conditions of the 
world machine-building industry, achievements in 
machine building, standards and norms assumed for the 
basic parameters and general calculation methods; 
working out of general-purpose units and components, 
working out of cutting rates etc. All these problems are 
of" interest to the machine-building branch as a whole 
and, as such, must be financed either by the Government 
<>r by certain State establishments supervising the given 
branch, or else by collected fees if the enterprises are 
affiliated to some association and the research centre is a 
part of it; 

[b) Investigation into development of a certain group 
of machine tools which are produced by a few enterprises 
of the country, designing of units for this group, new 
technological processes, new tools or jigs and fixtures 

etc. These problems concern only certain enterprises and. 
as such, must be financed by their joint elVorts; 

(r) Finally, some jobs may be confined to the products 
and machining methods found at one enterprise onls. 
Thesejobs should be financed by the enterprise concerned. 

In this connexion, an important question may be 
posed: is the information collected necessary only lor the 
one who has ordered it or is it of interest to other enter- 
prises which did not finance the collection of the infor- 
mation in question? In the latter case, the information 
may. in the author's opinion, be supplied to non-paying 
enterprises only if consent is granted by the payers 

The author of this paper does not claim to have gi\en 
exhaustive and definite answers for such a complicated 
problem as economic and efficient organization of 
engineering services in industry. However, the organiza- 
tional structures, approximate duties of personnel and 
lists of tasks which can be found in the present paper are 
made on the basis of experience gained by stime countries 
through the successful application of the principles 
discussed above. Proceeding from this, one may maintain 
that the suggested structure of the research centres can 
ensure proper and reasonable methods oi' solving the 
problems discussed. The methods suggested in this paper 
are flexible enough to be adapted to the specific features 
of industrial development pertaining to any developing 
country. f 





ORGANIZATION OF FACILITIES FOR REPAIR AND MAINTENANC E 
OF INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 

M. O. Ymkoèton, Experiment*! «ml Reumrck InUitmte of Metal-cuttinn Mac/tines, Moscow 
VttUm of Soviet Socialist Republics 

INTRODK HON 
Technical progress in machine building and metal- 

working can be said to be characterized by a considerable 
increase in the speeds and temperatures of working 
processes and an increase in variable loads and com- 
plexity of design, in order to ensure added accuracy of 
manufacture and faultless operation of machines. 

The last ten years have brought an increase of from 
two to two-and-a-half times in the accuracy of mech- 
anical treatment. Turning and grinding of medium-size 
parts to 10 and 1 microns, respectively, are common, and, 
in some cases, grinding accuracy of up to a fraction of a 
micron has also been reached. 

Since the accuracy of manufacture of parts depends, 
to a great extent, upon the finish of the operating 
surfaces, increased requirements have been put upon the 
surface finish of the manufacturing machine. At the 
current time, an accuracy of up to 2-3 microinches 
should be ensured in many cases. 

Any further development necessarily calls for a further 
increase of accuracy of mechanical treatment and 
linishing of parts' surfaces. At the current rate of 
development, it is expected that in the coming ten years 
there would be a twofold or threefold reduction in these 
allowances. 

The particular problem is being solved by the per- 
fection of the methods of parts treatment by cutting 
with tools of new materials and with new precision 
machines, as well as through the employment of maxi- 
mum automation and mechanization. 

To satisfy the demands made of mechanical engineers, 
machine building engineers are incessantly improving the 
designs of meialworking machines along the following 
lines: an increase of static and dynamic rigidity; accuracy 
<>f working and part-adjusting motions; automation, 
mechanization and control during machining; reliability 
md service life, parts fitness for repair; and improvement 
>f the technological process. 

The second trend is the extension of technological 
possibilities of the machine. 

Deeper drilling, broaching or milling is now being 
fleeted by the provision of multiple-position turrets, 
dditional upper carriages and other arrangements on 
utomatic lathes of thr single-spindle type. In addition, 
nultiple-spindle turret facilities make it possible to 
irocess parts from both sides during the same operation. 

At the current time, six- and eight-spindle double- 
ndexing automatic lathes are widely used, the double 

index giving the advantage of simultaneous machining of 
two different parts on the same lathe. 

While designing, major consideration is given lo the 
reduction of the auxiliary time. This problem is king 
solved by increasing the speeds of idle displacements; 
utilizing mechanized means of clamping and fixing of 
blanks; the introduction of multiple-position unit- 
holders; and using automatic loading arrangements and 
resetting facilities, as well as by using other arrangements 
intended for active control of the parts' dimensions, li is 
envisaged that the accuracy of the parts' machined 
surfaces would be checked by various built-in measuring 
instruments. Besides controlling the process of machining, 
these instruments would also he used for discarding 
muchined parts as required. 

Constant attention is also being paid to design im- 
provements in progressive, high-production, multiple-lool 
and multiple-position machines. Particular attention is 
being given to multipurpose, abrasive, broaching, turret 
and vertical cutting lathes; semi-automatic and fully 
automatic machines of all the groups and purposes; 
specialized and unit machines; and heavy-duty and 
precision machines for new kinds of machining. The share 
of the machines of the above-mentioned kinds and pur- 
poses ¡a machine-building has been significantly increased. 

Automation and mechanization of machines are being 
effected in the following two basic directions. All high- 
production machines used for mass and large-scale 
production are so designed and manufactured that they 
they can be easily installed as "built-in" components »f 
automatic lines. These machines arc equipped with 
arrangements for a pre-selective speed-change system, 
variable speeds and feed control, and automatic changing 
of cutting tools. 

Automatic lines of resetting automated machines, 
equipped with normalized transport facilities, loading, 
control and metering devices, have found a wide appli- 
cation in mass and large-scale production. 

On the other hand, in small-scale and piece production. 
there is a tendency towards the use of machinery equipped 
with arrangements facilitating dual control, by pro- 
gramme and by automatic cycles. 

Programmed control over metalworking machines is 
becoming one of the most effective means of automation 
of small-scale and serial production, as it permits the 
solution of control problems by the position of the tool 
in relation to the part under processing and to the cycle 
of the machine operation. 

I 
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Some of the most important advantages of machines 
with the programmed control are: 

(a) Rapid reset ting Cor processing another part: 
(A) Reduction in the cycle oí technological preparation; 
<<) Simplification oí technological rigging and reduc- 

tion in operational costs: 
(</) Increase it: machining productivity at the expense 

of reduction of .uiviliary and main lime for machining: 
<«*) Reduction in the number of rejects a, a result of 

possible mistakes of operators. 

Since machines with programmed control have a 
higher degree of automation, as compared with multi- 
purpose machines, it stands to reason that a higher 
degree of accuracy and rigidity be given to these machines. 

The sphere of application of machines with pro- 
grammed control is rather extensive. The particular type 
of equipment makes the machine universal and flexible, 
when mastering new production units under conditions 
of small-scale and serial production. Processing of parts 
on machines with a programme control is characterized 
by a high degree of concentration of operations, and 
automatic linesconsisting of machines with a programmed 
control will find wide application in the near future. 

The up-to-date technological equipment of the 
mechanical-engineering and metalworking enterprises 
requires a more qualified maintenance. Both the 
operation and repair of such equipment have become 
highly complicated. 

The perspectives of the development of metalworking 
and expansion of the spheres of application of new 
processes and new equipment require that paramount 
attention be given to the improvement of the equipment 
utilization rate and« consequently, to the problem of 
organization of equipment operation and its repair. 

Technical progress in mechanical engineering is 
constantly presenting new problems of the personnel of 
various repair agencies, the said problems having a final 
goal of maintaining, with minimum expenditure, the 
equipment in a serviceable stale. 

Thus, the exceptional role of repair agencies in modern 
mechanical engineering is explained by the introduction 
of extremely complicated equipment, the intensification 
of machining modes and the increased level of mech- 
anization and automation of production processes, as 
well as by the considerable expenditure allocated for 
maintaining the equipment in a serviceable condition. 

I. CONCIPT ÍM   RELIABILITY, StRVK I  Lilt AND 

RKPAIR ABILITY Ol KQIÏPMLM 

Much attention is given to repairability of parts in the 
mechanical engineering and metalworking industries. 

The problems of reliability, service life and repairability 
may be equally related to the designing, technological, 
operational and economic aspects. 

The reliability, service life and repairability of machines 
are taken into consideration while working out the 
designs, are ensured in the course of equipment manufac- 
ture and are maintained during operation. 

M. <>. Yak.. 

I. Reliability 
Reliability is a property of the machine and it h„ 

probable character. Reliability is probability a, the : 
that under certain conditions of operation the mad 
will function satisfactorily fora sufficiently long pei 
of time for its use to become effective. Reliability, 
characterized by regularly appearing faults and is o 
sidered to be one of ¡he most important quantità! >e 
characteristics of machine quality. 

faultless operation of the machine within the pre- 
scribed period of time may be regarded as a quantitative 
estimate of reliability of a general-purpose melal-cutt.ng 
machine. In the above-stated case, the numerical value of 
reliability is determined from the time interval during 
which the machine is likely to function satisfactorily. //.. 
and from the total time of machine idling, inp. owing to 
preventive maintenances, emergency repairs and addi- 
tional setting-up of the machine. Besides, the numerical 
value is also characterized by the coefficient of readiness: 

lp   tap (Equation I) 

It is also important lo optimize the degree of machines' 
reliability. The higher the technical standard of the 
equipment designing and manufacture, the higher will 
be the degree of its reliability "and, accordingly, the 
greater will be the expenditure of means and the labour 
consumption, which will, after all. determine its high 
production cost. 

Since the increase of reliability will require certain 
material expenses, it cannot be obtained for nothing. At 
the same time, the increase of the degree of machine 
reliability will, evidently, bring down the repair and 
operational expenditures. 

The minimum of curve * (see fig. I, summing up total 
expenses, including purchase of the machine, and ils 
repairs and operation, C\, determines the degree of 
reliability which is likely to be the optimum from the 
point of view of the customer. 

Standard of PtktbiNty 

Figure I 
DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM DEGREE or RELIABILITY 
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equipment reliability is assuming an ever-greater im- 
p lance in automatic lines where synchronously operat- 
ii machines are combined by means of a transport 
I. ility. The probability of faultless operation for auto- 
ri lie lines and complicated equipment is of paramount 
H portante. In this case, the service life of the equipment 
i- ¡uished to the background. 

B. Service life 
Service life is characterized by the duration of a 

machine's operation under certain operating conditions 
until the serviceability of the machine is completely ex- 
hausted and the machine is ready to be sent for over- 
haul or to be scrapped. 

Total operation of the equipment throughout its 
(«Irrational period (until it is damaged or requires an 
overhaul) is considered to be a quantitative characteristic 
til the equipment's service life. 

Metal-cutting machines should be related to the cate- 
gory of multiple-action and recoverable systems which 
are periodically repaired in order to restore their opera- 
tional characteristics. After repair, the systems become 
serviceable again. However, no machine can be recon- 
ditioned perpetually. The time will come when further 
operation of the machine will turn out to be uneconomic 
and its replacement will be urgently necessitated. 

For determination of the optimum service life of the 
equipment until the approximate date of its replacement, 
in addition to the expenses on the equiment purchase, 
and its repair and maintenance, there should necessarily 
be taken into account the factor of technological obso- 
lescence of the equipment, that is to say, when the 
operated equipment can no longer be compared to 
other equipment which is similar in purpose, but which 
has far better working indexes, namely, in its efficiency, 
reliability and service life. 

Prior to replacement of the equipment, it is necessary 
io compare the specific production cost per unit du ing 
the period under review, of both the equipment which is 
io be replaced and that equipment which is to replace it. 

Here, the original cost of the machine should be taken 
into account along with the curren» operating expenses 
( monthly wages of workers, repairs, electric-power con- 
sumed and the tools used). 

The following equation can be used for the particular 
omparison : 

Set      S Spiï .   £ 3(i 
Se 

S Qi 
i-1 

(Equation 2) 

v here : Se 
3i7 

S 3 pi 
I 3 ti 

specific expenses per unit of production; 
purchase price of the machine and cost of 
its mounting; 
repair and maintenance expenses; 
wages of workers and cost of electric-power 
consumed and the tool used ; 
total   quantity of articles  manufactured 
during the period under consideration. 

The solution of the problem is a mutici of some dilii- 
culty, since the values deluded in the above equation 
vary in time. Thus, ligure 2 shows the variation ol'speci tic 
time wastes relating to one repair unit required for repair 
and interrepair maintenance o\' the universal machine. 
depending upon its service life. 
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Figure 2 
DEPENDENCE OF REPAIR EXPENSES t PON SERVICI LUE 

THE MACHINE 
Ol 

C. Repairability 
Repairability characterizes litness of the machine for 

any repair and technical maintenance. Time required for 
reconditioning of the machine is considered to be the 
basic criterion of repairability. 

The estimate of repairability may be carried out by 
the following characteristics: convenience in mounting 
and dismounting of units: convenient access for tech- 
nical inspection with the objective of preventing, delecting 
and correcting the malfunctions; and possibility ol rapid 
replacement of the parts which are most subjected to 
wear. 

Reliability, service life and repairability arc considered 
to be the main criteria for determination of the technical 
state of the machine. 

II. FUNDAMENTALS nt PLANNED PREVENTIVE MAINILNANU 

(N- EQUIPMENT 

In the course of operation, machines lose iheir working 
capacity mainly because of wearing and destruction of 
separate parts or of their surface layers, as a result of 
which the equipment becomes less accurate, in addition 
to the decrease in the macinìi .V power and efficiency. 
Restoration of these most impertan! operational charac- 
teristics of the equipment can be achieved by repairing 
the machine. The replacement and repair of worn-out 
parts, as well as the adjustment of mechanisms, should 
als« be carried out in the course of the machine repair. 

The experience of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics over the years, which has been transferred to 
other countries, has proved that it is preferable to carry 
out the maintenance of equipment on a planning and 
preventive basis. Planned and preventive maintenance 
is carried out in accordance with a definite system 
adopted by industry in the USSR in 1932. 
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Rational organization of equipment repair in the 
Soviet Union goes as lar back as forty years. The first 
researches lor improvement of equipment maintenance 
began in 1923 in the Oka mountain district (the Urals) 
and were conducted by A. G. Popov. In that same year, 
the planning principle in maintenance was adopted in 
the Soviet Union. 

tn 1931. A. G. Popov published his work. Rationaliza- 
tion of Maintenance in the Plant, in which he generalized 
the results of the research works he had carried out at 
various plants. In his work. A. G. Popov set forth three 
hasic and very valuable-principles relating to the 
organization of repair works: 

(«) Repair should be carried out so that the equipment 
can be kept serviceable for a continuous period of time; 

(b) Repair should be preventive by its natureand should 
be planned deliberately. 

(r) During equipment repair, replacement of parts 
should be effected, proceeding from the deliberately 
determined life of the parts. 

Within approximately one year, that is to say, in 1932, 
the planned maintenance of equipment became popular 
in all the machine-building plants of the Soviet Union. 
The planned maintenance is carried out on the basis of 
an elaborated after-inspection maintenance system. The 
particular system implies the following principle: Instead 
of equipment maintenance, inspections are planned to 
determine the technical state of the equipment, upon 
which this or that type of maintenance of equipment 
including the time required for its accomplishment, is 
planned, depending upon the inspection results. 

Organization of planned maintenance of equipment on 
the basis of the after-inspection system is comparatively 
simple and has two basic advantages: (a) it ensures the 
possibility of organization of preparation for fulfilment 
of maintenance works: and (b) it ensures timely main- 
tenance of the equipment, thus preventing the machine 
parts and units from disastrous wear as a result of con- 
tinuous operation of the equipment. 

In the meantime, the practice of employing after- 
inspection maintenance systems in the machine-building 
industry has revealed a number of major short-comings, 
e.g.. the estimate of inspection results is of a subjective 
character. Determination of the type of maintenance 
and the time required for its fulfilment, proceeding from 
the inspection results, is accompanied by the introduc- 
tion of essential amendments into the deliberately elab- 
orated monthly and annual plans of maintenance "works. 

In 1940. a more improved method of organization of 
maintenance works was elaborated in the USSR—a 
system of planned and preventive maintenance. 

On the basis of generalization of the experience of 
industry and research works, the system of planned and 
preventive maintenance has been constantly improved 
and specified. 

In 1955. a system of maintenance and rational opera- 
tion ol technological equipment, common for all the 
machine-building enterprises of the Soviet Union was 
finally formulated and approved. This svstem embraces 
the   basic   varieties  of equipment   used   in   machine- 
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building enterprises: metal-cutting, woodworking, pre .- 
forging,   foundry,    lifting   and   transport    (includ, ,tì 
hydraulic and electrical parts). 

Th? work. Common System of Planned and Prevent, , 
Maintenance and  Rational Operation of Technology ,1 
Equipment of Machine-building Enterprises, was first pu... 
lished in 1955. In 1964. the fifth edition of the book w ,„ 
published: 120.000 copies of it have been printed and 
circulated. 

At the current time, the basic statements of this system 
are thoroughly checked and are practised well enough m 
the industry. 

The system of the planned and preventive maintenance 
has also found  wide application in Czechoslovakia 
Eastern Germany, the Federal Republic of Germany. 
Poland and some other countries. 

This system implies a combination of organizational 
and technical measures concerning the maintenance and 
repair of equipment, carried out in conformity with a 
deliberately elaborated plan having the objective of en- 
suring faultless operation of the equipment. The system 
of the planned and preventive maintenance envisages the 
execution of routine inspections and planned repairs 
(minor, medium and overhaul) after each unit has worked 
out the prescribed hours of operation. 

The repars and the maintenance works envisaged in 
the system are preventive by their nature. Thus, the basic 
tasks of the planned and preventive maintenance of the 
equipment can be formulated as follows: 

I«) Maintaining the equipment in a serviceable state 
throughout its service life; 

(A) Ensuring the rational operation and maintenance 
of the equipment; 

(<) Increase of service life of parts and mechanisms in 
order to cut down the expenditure for spare parts and to 
reduce the number of planned maintenance operations; 

id) Reduction of tasks of a labour-consuming nature 
and the decrease of total repair costs, along with the 
increase of their quality. 

The machines may possess a high reliability and may 
be operated for a continuous period of time, provided 
the system of the planned and preventive maintenance is 
properly organized in the enterprises. 

Planned and preventive maintenance of technological 
equipment includes its maintenance also. 

Maintenance includes the operations to be done during 
interrepair maintenance, inspections, checking for geo 
metrical accuracy, washing and changing of oils in the 
equipment housings. 

A. Maintenance 

Interrepair maintenance includes control over fulfil 
ment of the equipment operating instructions listed in 
the technical manuals of the manufacturing plants 
mainly those relating to the control mechanisms, guard- 
and lubricating facilities. It includes also the timely elimi 
nation of minor faults and the adjustment of mechanisms 
Interrepair maintenance is carried out during tht 
stretches of time when the unit is inactive so as to avok1 

disturbing the production process. Such maintenance i- 
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irried out by the workers servicing the units and, in 
>me cases, by the personnel of the shop repair agency 

11 duty (mechanics, electricians, lubricators etc.). 
Interrepair maintenance of automatic lines is carried 

ul either daily or less frequently, depending upon the 
purpose of the line. If the line is operated during two shifts, 
iiaintenance will be carried out during the non-working 

shift: and if the line is operated during three shifts, then 
¡ne maintenance will be performed in the space of time 
between the two shifts. Maintenance of automatic lines 
is carried out by the personnel and operators who are 
responsible for setting up the machine. 

Inspection is carried out for the purpose of checking 
i he state of the equipment, eliminating minor faults and 
determining the scope of preparatory works to be ful- 
lilled during the nearest planned maintenance. 

Inspections between the planned maintenances of the 
equipment are carried out by "locksmiths" with the par- 
ticipation of the personnel servicing the particular equip- 
ment. 

Checking for geometrical accuracy is carried out at 
regular intervals after the planned maintenance and in 
accordance with a special schedule established for pre- 
cision and finishing equipment. 

All types of the equipment which operate in dirty condi- 
tions should be washed. 

The list of units and assemblies to be washed is de- 
termined by the department of the chief mechanic of the 
enterprise, in accordance with the requirements set forth 
in the manufacturing plant manuals and with the account 
of conditions under which the equipment is going to 
be operated. 

Washing is performed by "locksmiths" during tech- 
nological pauses in the operation of the unit, non- 
working shifts and days off so as not to avoid disturbing 
the production process. 

Oil change is performed in accordance with a special 
schedule for all equipment with centralized and housing 
systems. 

B. Repairs 

The system of the planned and preventive maintenance 
envisages three basic repairs, namely, minor, medium and 
overhaul. 

The scope of each of these repairs makes it possible 
io compensate for the wear of separate parts and 
mechanisms which have been operating throughout the 
interrepair period. 

Minor repair is a kind of planned maintenance during 
which the worn-out parts are either replaced or recon- 
ditioned, or the mechanisms are adjusted, thus ensuring 
normal functioning of the unit until the forthcoming 
planned maintenance. 

Medium repair is a kind of planned maintenance 
dealing with the partial disassembly of units, the over- 
haul of separate units, the replacement and recondition- 
ing of a considerable number of worn-out parts and the 
tssembly. adjustment and testing of the equipment under 
load. 

Overhaul is a kind of planned maintenance during 
which the unit is completely disassembled, worn-out 

parts and units are replaced, base and other parts and 
units are repaired and the equipment is assembled, 
adjusted und tested under load. 

In the course of medium and overhaul repairs by ad- 
justment of co-ordinates, the geometrical accuracy of the 
equipment  and   the   power  and  etliciencv   should   be 
restored  for   the   period   until   the  planned   repair 
medium or overhaul. 

The comparative labour consumption nature during 
the overhaul and medium and minor repairs is charac- 
terized by the ratio I : 0.6 : 0.16. The labour consumption 
nature of "locksmith" operations is 2.3 2.5 times higher 
than that of machining operations. 

The interrepair cycle isa comhinutionof repair and rout- 
ine operations performed during machine operation in 
the period from date of commissioning until the over- 
haul, or in the period between the two successive over- 
hauls. The structure of the interrepair cycle is deter- 
mined by the sequence of the repair and routine opera- 
tions, as well as by the priority of their fullilmenl. 

Thus, the structure accepted for universal metal- 
cutting machines consists of two medium repairs (('). 
six minor repairs (M) and nine inspections (()). The 
particular structure may be lettered and put down in the 
following way: H-O-M O-M-O C O M O M OC 
O-M-O-M-O-K, where H new machine and K 
overhaul. 

The structure of interrepair cycle envisages twenty- 
seven inspections for complex and automatic line equip- 
ment since the probability of faultless operations with 
these equipments is of utmost importance. 

Other types of equipment have different structures of 
repair cycles. Thus, two medium repairs, three minor 
repairs and twelve inspections are envisaged for the 
forging hammer. 

The interrepair period is the period of machine opera- 
tion between the two successive repairs. 

The duration of both the interrepair cycle and the inter- 
repair periods can be determined, depending upon the 
type of equipment and the conditions under which the 
equipment is being operated. The durations of the inter- 
repair cycle and interrepair periods are given in the 
hours actually worked out. However, said duration may 
also be determined from the number of calendar shifts 
(by introducing a correction factor for the equipment as 
it stands idling) or by using any other value indicating 
the number of working cycles of the equipment (number 
of machined parts). 

The duration of the interrepair cycle is determined by 
the service life of the location and the most important 
parts which can be repaired or replaced during complete 
disassembly of the machine in the course of its overhaul. 

The duration of the interrepair period depends upon 
the service life of the basic, mostly loaded, parts of the 
mechanisms (gear-wheels, splincd shafts etc.). The in- 
crease of the duration of interrepair periods increases 
the degree of utilization of the equipment and i educes 
the repair expenses (see lig. 3). In the meantime, a wide 
interrepair period may bring about emergency machine 
idlings, as. in this case, the limit of wear of several parts 
may take place before the nearest planned repair. 
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Figure 3 
VARIATION OF AVERAGE ANNUAL REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE 

EXPENSES PER REPAIR UNIT 

The shorter the interrepair period is, the more fre- 
quently will the repair operations alter and the greater 
will be the possibilities for repair or timely replacement 
of the defective parts (to ensure the full use of parts' 
service lives up up to the ultimate permissible values). 
However, the possibility of fulfilment of various repair 
works is connected with the equipment idlings, whereas 
frequent assembly and disassembly of the mechanisms, 
without a sufficient reason, adversely affect the operation 
of mated parts in the mechanisms. 

To reduce idlings of machines when under repair, it 
is necessary to have a sufficient stock of spare parts in 
depots. The spares include those parts which are used for 
replacement during the interrepair maintenance and the 
planned repairs (minor, medium and overhaul). 

Knowledge of «he nomenclature of wearing parts and 
their service lives will permit the timely purchase or manu- 
facture of the required spare parts, so as to have them in 
depots at all times. 

The duration of the interrepair cycle (T) in actual 
hours is determined from the following equation: 

where 
T -- an • au • ay • acm A •      (Equation 3) 

aw. au, ay, acm    coefficients characterizing the con- 
ditions of operation 

A     constant. For metal-cutting machines, it is ac- 
cepted to be 24,000. 

Changing of the conditions under which the equipment 
is being operated should correspondingly involve a change 
in the duration of the interrepair cycle. A number of 
coefficients are introduced for taking into account the 
influence of the various conditions under which the 
equipment is operated upon the duration of the repair 
cycle. 

In serial production, the equipment is operated more 

intensively than in the case of piece production; and   i 
mass production, the equipment operates more strt, 
ously than it does with serial production. 

Coefficient an takes into account the influence of n „• 
character   of  production.   With   the   machine  beii >• 
operated in mass and multiple production, the value   i 
an is accepted to be 1.0; in series production, it is I 
and in piece production. 1.5. 

When machining steel and non-ferrous metals, the 
bed guides, lead screws and other parts and mechanisms 
of the machine are less contaminated than when machin- 
ing cast-iron, whose disintegrated chip is known to 
contain a large quantity of abrasive particles. Coeffi- 
cient au is introduced to take into account the influence 
of the material under machining. For the machining of 
cast-iron and bronze materials, the value of au is accepted 
to be 0.8 and for structural steel, 1.0. 

The influence of the application of abrasive tools for 
processing machine parts, as well as the general dustiness 
of the production premises, is taken into account by 
common coefficient ay. The value of ay for equipment 
operated under normal conditions in the mechanical 
shop equals ay - 1.0: and ay for the equipment installed 
in a separate building protected from soiling is 1.3. 

Since the share of the machine time (when operating 
heavy-duty and precision machines) which falls to the 
time of total unit operation is less than when operating 
normal machines, another coefficient, act, is introduced 
to take into account the conditions of operation of 
heavy-duty and precision machines. For multipurpose 
machines having a weight of about 10 tons, act 1.0; for 
heavier and larger machines, act     1.4. 

Table 1 gives the approximate durations of interrepair 
cycles for metal-cutting machines used for two-shili 
processing of ferrous metals. 

The degree of complication of the unit repair and its 
repair peculiarities are estimated by the categories of 
repair complicacy. 

The category of equipment repair complicacy depends 
upon the design and technological peculiarities of the 
equipment. As initial data for establishing the category 
of equipment repair complicacy, one should take the 
technical characteristics tabulated in the machine logs 
(accuracy, weight, degree of automation, complicacy of 
mechanisms etc.). 

The more complex the machine is and the greater its 
over-all dimensions and weight, the higher will be the 
accuracy obtained on the machine and the higher will 
be its category of repair complicacy. 

Thus, for instance, a screw-cutting machine with a 
maximum working diameter of 400 mm and a maximum 
take between the centres of 1,000 mm. is referred to 
repair complicacy category 11. The labour consumption 
required for its overhaul constitutes 250 hours for the 
"locksmith" operations and 110 hours for the machining 
operations. 

A boring machine with a boring bar 85 mm in diametei 
is referred to the category 18 of repair complicacy. The 
single-frame jig-boring machine whose over-all tabk 
dimensions are 320 \ 450 is referred to the category 2." 
of repair complicacy. The labour-consuming nature o' 
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Table I 

DURATION OF MACHINE OPERATION I P TO OVERHMT 

MM 

produt ttitn 

1 

Mai him \ Bi'ijfAr ,htmi,l,ri\ti, ^ ••/ nui, hm, \ 

.1 

liitrmiim i>l »in. Inn, 
,,f rulion up tu tir,i 

4 

Mass and multiple 

Normal accuracy 

Light and medium, having u weight 
of about 10 ions 

Large and heavy, having a weight of 
10 100 tons 

5.5 6.5 

7.5 8.0 

Serial 
Light and medium, weighing up to 

10 tons 
7.0 8.0 

High accuracy 

Large and heavy, weighing 10 100 
tons 

9.0-10.0 

M«M and multiple Light and medium, weighing about 
10 tons 

Urge and heavy, weighing 10 100 
tons 

6.0-7.5 

8.0 10.0 

Serial 
Light and medium, weighing about 

10 tons 
8.0-9.0 

Urge and heavy, weighing 10 100 
tons 

10.0-12.0 

ils overhaul is 500 hours for "locksmith" operations and 
220 hours for machining operations. 

Ut. ORGANIZATION OF REPAIR WORKS 

Fulfilment of repair works in a brief space of time 
and with the minimum expenditure of means can be 
obtained if such works are organized in the most rational 
way and ensure: 

(a) The technical preparation of production of works 
on technical maintenance and repair; 

(b) The planning of all kinds of works to be carried 
out during technical maintenance and repair; 

(c) The application of progressive technology of repair 
and mechanization of handwork; 

id) The availability of the necessary spare parts and 
units before the repair works have begun. 

As a production base for fulfilling operations on the 
maintenance and repair of the equipment, there should 
he a repair and mechanical shop, as well as repair bases 
in the production shops of the industrial enterprises 
operating the equipment. 

The repair and mechanical shop manufactures those 
Miare parts which cannot be purchased or whose purchase 
i   inexpedient from the point of view of economy. In * 

Idiiion, the overhaul and medium repairs of equipment, 
.'-> well as its modernization, can be carried out in a 
i ntralizcd way in the repair and mechanical shop. 

To perform these works, the repair and mechanical 
- ¡op should be outfitted with the necessary repair facili- 
t .-s. Table 2 describes an approximate set of the minimum 
i ¡uipmeni to be found in the repair and mechanical 

iop. 
The repair bases are entrusted with a mission of ful- 

'• ling all the works concerning the technical maintenance 
equipment, including minor repair. In some enterprises, 

1 >wever, the shop repair bases also perform the medium 
id overhaul repairs. 

A repair team of "locksmiths" is usually entrusted 
with the task of fulfilling repair works in the shop 
repair bases. The whole equipment of the production 
area or shop is appointed to this repair team, which 
ii also responsible for the repair and maintenance of 
machines of various models. Thus, idlings of the equip- 
ment will be reduced, due to the general personal interest 
of the whole repair team. Furthermore, the repair works 
are carried out without removal of the machines from 
the bed plates and, thus, the duration of machine 
idling, while under repair, is shortened. However, this 
particular form of organizing the labour of the repair 
men has significant disadvantages, since there is no 
specialization and this influences the labour productivity 
and the quality of repair. 

Table 2 
LIST OF EQUIPMENT OF REPAIR AND MECHANICAL SHOP 

OF MACHINE-BUILDING PLANT 

fquipmi'W 
I 

Mmiil 

Screw-cutting        IK62      Swing over tied: 4M) mm 
engine lathe       IG620    Takes between centres: 710; 1.000; 

1,400 mm 
Number of spindle speeds : 23 
Range of spindle speeds: 12, 5 2,000 

rpm 
Number of cross-feeds: 42 
Range of cross-feeds; 0,07 4.16 mm 

rpm 
Power of main electric motor: 10 kW 
Weight of machine: 2.160; 2.300; 

2.400 kg 
163 Swing over bed : 630 

Takes between centres: 1,400; 2.H00 
mm 

Number of spindle speeds: 24 and 22 
Range of spindle speeds : 10 1,250 rps 
Range of speeds: longitudinal feeds. 

700 mm rpm; cross-feeds, 250 mm 
rpm 
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Screw-cutting 
engine lathe 

V/.x/i/ 

16.1 

Biutt titilli 
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I 

MuJtl Bask Juta 
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Universal milling  6MM2 
machine 

Veniali milling 
machine with a 
swivel head 

Horizontal 
shaping 
machine 

Power of main electric motor: 14 kW 
Weight of machine: 4,350 and 4,51)0 kg 

Working dimensions of the tabic (over- 
all width      over-all length): 320 
1,250 mm 

Maximum travel of table : longitudinal, 
700 mm: cross, 25<) mm; vertical, J JO 
mm 

Range of distances from the axis of 
spindle to the table surface: 30 410 
mm 

Maximum angle of table turn:     45 
degrees 

Number of spindle speeds : 18 
Range of spindle revolutions per 

minute: 31.5-1.600 
Range of table feeds: longitudinal, 25 

1,250 mm/min ; cross, 25 1,250 mm 
min; vertical, 8 400 mm min 

Power of main electric motor: 7 kW 
Weight of machines: 2,800 kg 

6MI2N Working dimensions of labte (over-all 
width    over-all length): 320 
1,250 mm 

Maximum travel of table: longitudinal, 
700mm; lateral. 260 mm; vertical, 
420 mm 

Range of distances of vertical guides up 
to the middle of the table: 210 170 
mm 

Angle of swivel-head turn rightwards 
and leftwards: ±45 degrees 

Number of spindle speeds: 18 
Range of spindle revolutions: 31 t 

I,MM) minutes 
Range of table feeds: longitudinal, 25 

1,250 min/min; cross, 25-1,250 mm 
min; vertical, 8-400 mm min 

Power of main electric motor: 7 kW 
Weight of machine: 3.000 kg 

7M36    Maximum and minimum slide move- 
ment: 150 700 mm 

Maximum distance from the cutter- 
support surface to the machine 
(spindle travel): 840 mm 

Working dimensions of table surface 
(over-all width and over-all length): 
450    700 mm 

Maximum table movement : horizontal, 
700 mm: vertical, 320 mm 

Maximum vertical travel of the 
cutting head: 200 mm 

Range of table cross-feeds per double 
movement: 0.25 5 mm 

Weight of machine: 3,200 kg 

Slotting machine   7A420 Maximum travel of slotting ram : 200mm 
Diameter of tabic operating surface; 

500 mm 
Maximum table movement: longitud- 

inal, 500 mm;  cross,  400 mm; 
circular, 360 degrees 

Maximum angle of cutting-head travel: 
90 degrees 

Number of double movements of 
slotting ram net minute: 40; 64; 102 

Slotting machine   7A420 Ranges of longitudinal and crossi. * 
feeds per double movement of   ot- 
ting ram: 0.1  1.2 mm 

Power of electric motor: 2.8 kW 
Weight of machine: 2.100 kg 

Vertical drilling 
machine 

Radial drilling 
machine 

Surface-grinding 
machine 

Cylindrical 
grinder 

Ciear-milling 
machine 

2HI25 Maximum diameter of drilling: 25 mm 
Maximum spindle movement: 175 mm 
Working dimensions of table: 

350    350 mm 
Spindle travel: 260 mm 
Range of spindle speeds: 165 2,300 

rpm 
Range of spindle reeds: 0.104-0.837 

mm/rpm 
Power of main electric motor: 2.2 

2.8 kW 
Weight of machine: 600 kg 

2H55 Maximum diameter of drilling: 50 mm 
Maximum spindle movement: 350 mm 

(spindle travel): 1,600 mm 
Range of spindle speeds: 30 1,700 rpm 
Range of spindle feeds : 0.05-2.2 mm 

rps 
Power of main electric motor: 4.0 kW 
Weight of machine; 4,100 kg 

M?IM   Maximum dimensions of the ground 
articles: 630     200     320mm 

Cross movement of table: 235 mm 
Range of longitudinal movement of 

table: 70 710 mm 
Operating dimensions of table (over-all 

length    over-all width): 630    200 
mm 

Range of cross automatic feed of tank 
per movement : 0.2-4.0 mm 

Dimensions of grinding-wheel: 250 
75    25 mm 

Power of main electric motor: 3.4 kW 
Weight of machine : 1,900 kg 

3A161    Maximum dimensions of the work to 
be sel up on machine : diameter, 2.80 
mm; length, 700 mm 

Power of main electric motor : 7 kW 
Weight of machine: 3.800 kg 

SU. 32 A   Maximum outer diameter of wheels cut 
by machine: 300 mm 

Maximum modulus of teeth of wheeK 
cut by the machine : for steel, 10 mm; 
for cast-iron : 12 mm 

Power of main electric motor: 7.5 kW 
Weight of machine: 7,000 kg 

IV. SPECIALIZATION AND CENTRALIZATION OF M:PAIK 
WORKS 

The technical standards and organization of metai- 
cutling equipment repair in the industrial enterons 
operating the equipment are subject to the condition* >t 
piece production and the use of the means and forces A 
these enterprises and, as a rule, fall below the standar is 
for manufacturing the equipment at the plants. 
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i tgure 4 shows the dynamics of alteration of Inhour 
nsumption required for man niacin ring a new screw- 
ing engine lathe and that required for its overhaul. 
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Figure 4 
VARIATION m uaoi * CONSUMPTION REQI into K>R MANL- 
\ \l TURINO AND KIR OVERHAl L OE St REW-( UTTINti ENGINE 

I VTHE WITH 200-MILLIMETRE SWING OVER REI) AND 1.000- 

MILLIMETRE TAKES BETWEEN CENTRES 

Repair technology sharply differs from the technology 
which is accepted at the manufacturing plant. Wide 
nomenclature of the equipment under repair and rare 
repetition of the models make the application of special 
i vhnological rigging ineffective; manual works pre- 
' »minate in the course of repair works; and. therefore, 
e any of the technological processes used in the manu- 
t during plant turn out to be unprofitable and practically 
i lacceptable under repair conditions. This particular 
i ctor adversely affects the fulfilment of repair works. 

The complicacy of preliminary technical preparation 
i i ring fulfilment of a single repair work may bring about 
» nsiderable idlings of the equipment as it is being re- 

ired. In the course of a single performance of repair 
>rks, the equipment of the repair and mechanical shop 
s proved to be insufficiently utilized. In connexion with 
is, it becomes reasonable to change the organization of 
pair works in the industrial enterprises. 
Specialization and centralization are considered two 
the most progressive trends in the organization of 

l ' 

repair works in the industry. Both centralization and 
specialization create favourable conditions for pro- 
gressive technological processes, a- well as for rational 
organization of the production. 

At the current time, specialization and centralization 
are being widely applied and may be carried oui either 
within the enterprise which operates the equipment 
(inside-plant) or outside it. 

Specialization and centralization i>l repair works on 
an enterprise level may be carried out by way of: 

(a) Concentration of works to be performed in the 
repair and mechanical shop during the overhaul and 
medium repairs of the equipment and in making up 
special teams for the repair of common-type equipment. 
For instance, teams may be organized for the repair of 
grinding machines, turret lathes, semi-automatic and 
fully automatic lathes etc. ; 

(b) Making up teams with a limited sphere of repair 
duties (repair of hydraulic systems, repair of conveyors 
etc.); 

(<> Organization of centralized performance of machin- 
ing operations in the repair and mechanical shop. 

Concentration of the overhaul and medium repair 
works for the common types of equipment presents an 
opportunity for properly equipping the repair team with 
universal and special appliances and for mastering the 
repair technology. 

With centralization inside the plant, it is reasonable to 
ensure the concentration of several commonplace 
machines, as far as the repair time is concerned, For this 
purpose, it sometimes becomes necessary to shift some- 
what the time-terms of the repair works. 

Organization of repair during which all kinds of works 
are carried out by the personnel operating the equipment 
of the industrial enterprise is not yet the optimum plan. 
It is more effective to carry out the overhaul and medium 
repairs of the equipment in a centralized way either in 
equipment-manufacturing plants or in specialized repair 
plants. 

For outside-plant centralization and specialization of 
repair works, there can be effected two basic forms of 
organization of repair works, namely : 

(a) Organization of repair works ensuring fulfilment 
of the overhaul and medium repairs in the equipment- 
manufacturing plant, in which case the technical main- 
tenance and minor repairs will be performed by the re- 
pair and mechanical shop and shop repair bases of the 
industrial enterprise which operates the equipment; 

(b) Organization of repair works ensuring concentra- 
tion of the overhaul works in the shops and enterprises 
which are especially designed for fulfilment of repair 
works. 

The following are the repair works which it is adv isablc 
to carry out in specialized repair enterprises or specialized 
repair shops: 

{a) Overhaul and medium repairs of the widely distri- 
buted models of universal metal-cutting machines: 

ib) Manufacture of spare parts (which cannot be re- 
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ceived from the manufacturing plani) l'or all kinds of 
repair works; 

<< ) Repair of precision and heavy-duty machines 
with departure to the enterprise's consumers. 

Organization of the centralized repair of precision and 
heavy-duty machines is explained by the fact that trans- 
portation of precision machines is not advisable from the 
point of \iew of economy, since it will require a large 
expenditure of means and a waste of time for its assembly. 
In the meantime, heavy-duty machines are practically 
non-transportable. 

Furthermore, during the centralized repair of complex 
and precision equipment, every favourable condition is 
created for the repair works to be performed on a high 
technical standard and with the wide utilization of 
various means and methods, ensuring both the mech- 
anization of the repair works and obtaining high accura- 
cies. 

For centralized repair, it is advisable that the common 
types of machines be concentrated for repair during those 
definite calendar periods which create favourable condi- 
tions for the technical preparation of the repair works 
and, more particularly, for the manufacture of spare parts. 

The following advantages can be obtained through 
the centralization of repair works: 

{a) Reduction of labour consumption required for 
repairing machines and manufacturing spare parts and 
units; 

{h) Reduction of cost price of parts and units for 
repair, at option of increasing labour productivity and 
decreasing the norms of metal expenditure. 

(r) Increase of labour productivity while performing 
repair works: 

(</) Reduction, of the number of machines engaged in 
the repair of basic technological equipment ; 

(e) Extension of the inlerrepair cycle at option of 
increasing the quality of repair and reduction of machine 
idlings because of inferior quality of repairs. 

During the centralized repair of the equipment, special 
shops may be organized for the reconditioning of worn- 
out metal and labour-consuming parts. 

Specialization and centralization of repair works may 
reduce the expense of equipment repair by 25-30 per 
cent, while equipment idlings while in repair may be 
reduced five or six times. They may. in addition, ensure 
the provision to the industrial enterprises of the spare 
parts required for all kinds of repair works and will, 
therefore, assist in the increased quality of repairs. 

When repaiiing the equipment in a specialized enter- 
prise, it is advisable to con.bine the repair of the equip- 
ment with its modernization. It is advisable to effect 
modernization of the equipment simultaneously with 
the overhaul of medium repairs. Combination of the 
overhaul with modernization brings down the expenses, 
since the volume of "locksmith" disassembly and 
assembly operations is considerably reduced, as is the 
time of equipment idlings. 

Modernization, depending upon the technical trend, 
is known to be of two kinds: 

M. O. Vakoh   i 

(a)   (ieneral   technical   modernization   ensuring   i 
execution of a complex of measures aimed at the incre;; • 
of technical status of the operated equipment by way   ; 
approximating its technical and operational charaú.. 
istics to up-to-date machines used for the same purpose 

(/>) Technological (target) modernization ensuring tu' 
equipping of the machines with various arrangement 
and mechanisms, as well as modification of th;ir desig , 
in order to solve certain technological production prob- 
lems, introduce advanced technological processes, auto- 
mate the equipment and effect automatic progressive 
assembly and mechanized lines using the modernized 
machines. 

Modernization of equipment may be effected only if 
it is of economic value. An estimate of the economic 
effectiveness of the equipment modernization should be 
carried out by way of comparing the cost of the moderni- 
zation of the machine and its subsequent operation with 
those of the purchase and operation of a new machine 
having an improved design. It would be wrong to 
estimate modernization by way of comparison of these 
expenses before the equipment modernization and after 
it. 

An exchange fund should be provided in the enterprises 
for centralized repair of equipment. In this case, the 
machine accepted for repair would be replaced with the 
one already repaired and, thus, the equipment idling 
would be reduced to two or three days. The number of 
machines which would be required for the exchange fund 
can be determined from the following ratio: 

m. t 
300 (Equation 4) 

where : 

n      number of machines in the exchange fund ; 
m     number of machines annually accepted for repair; 
/     duration of machine repair (days); 

A     coefficient accounting for irregularity of machines' 
acceptance for repair. 

Enterprises for the centralized repair of equipment 
may also have a narrow specialization in the types of 
machines to be repaired, as well as in organization of 
specialized enterprises for the centralized repair of the 
group of engine lathes, the group of milling and drilling 
machines, the group of grinding machines and the group 
of gear- and spline-milling machines. 

In specialized enterprises, it is advisable to carry out 
the repair of equipment on the basis of the line production 
system. 

In the mechanical shops of specialized repair enter- 
prises, it is advisable to organize individual manufacture 
of separate parts and units. The mechanical shops of 
specialized repair enterprises may be provided with high- 
efficiency equipment. 

The "locksmith" and assembly sections should he 
equipped with various assembly and disassembly app'• 
anees and with stands for stationary testing and runnin - 
in of the equipment units. 
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Recommendations for organization of centralized repair 

With the centralized repair of equipment, the quality 
. repair can be substantially increased. The technical 
s andard of repair is determined by the operational 
i-iaracteristics of the equipment after being repaired and 
i io ability to preserve these characteristics in operation 

nd for a continuous period of time. In the course of ful- 
I Hing the centralized repair of the machine, the following 
i .commendations should be taken into account in speci- 
alized enterprises: 

I While repairing the machine, do not effect any design 
modifications that might adversely affect their tech- 
nical characteristics (power, efficiency or the factor 
(of economy) as compared with the characteristics of 
the manufacturing plant: 

2. It is advisable to combine the overhaul and medium 
repairs with the modernization of the equpi ment. How- 
ever, the problem of equipment modernization 
should, in each particular case, be thoroughly con- 
sidered from the economic point of view and should 
be co-ordinated with the customer; 
The machine which has been accepted for repair 
should undergo inspection and testing for accuracy. 
The inspection results will be entered on the accept- 
ance certificate. 

When disassembling a machine under repair, the 
parts and units should be assorted as follows: 

(a) Serviceable parts, which have no defects that 
might adversely affect their operation while the 
machine is active and which have maintained their 
dimensions or have insignificant wear: 
(b) Parts which are worn and have defects that can 
be eliminated by various reconditioning methods, 
including subsequent mechanical treatment of the 
faulty parts; 
k ) Parts to be replaced, i.e. those which are worn 
and have defects whose elimination is either impos- 
sible or economically impractical; 
The materials for parts to be manufactured during 
the repair of machines should conform to the tech- 
nological charts of the machine-building plants; 
Manufacture of new parts to replace those which are 
worn out should be performed in a strict con- 
formity with the dimensions, allowances and other 
instructions given in the charts; 
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6. Assembly of the machines under repair should en- 
sure the faultless operation ol all the mechanisms 
and should be performed in accordance with the 
requirements listed in the assembly charts; 

7. The lubrication and cooling systems of the machine 
handed over to the using organization alter being 
repaired should ensure normal Iced ol oil and 
coolant ; 

8. The scope of works on the machines' overhaul 
(medium repair) includes repair ol'the entire electrical 
equipment mounted on the machine or in separate 
cabinets, in addition to the repair of the machine's 
electric wiring; 

9. The machine which has already been repaired should 
be subjected to outside finishing, painting and 
ornamental finishing of all the machined surfaces of 
parts; 
After being repaired, each machine should he pro- 
vided with a name-plate indicating the plant which 
repaired the machine and the date of its output : 
Each machine, after being repaired and handed over 
to the using organization, should be subjected to an 
acceptance test, the latter being carried out in the 
following order visual inspection, idle-run test, 
testing under load and in operation, testing for 
accuracy and testing for rigidity. 

B. Testing 
When testing at idle run. both the quality of repair and 

the correct interaction of machine parts and units are 
checked, for testing of the main motion mechanisms 
should be carried out in all the spindle speeds and that 
of the feed mechanisms, at all the feed values. 

Testing under load has an object of checking for the 
correct functioning and interaction of all the units under 
normal conditions of operation, as well as for the fault- 
less operation of all the mechanisms (electrical and hy- 
draulic apparatus systems of lubrication and cooling) 

After machine running-in at idle run and under load 
testing, its geometrical accuracy should be checked, in 
addition to checking the accuracy of the parts to he 
treated on the machine. 

The results of testing should not be lower than those 
envisaged in the standards or technical specifications of 
the manufacturing plant. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Machine tools, together with welding equipment, 

occupy a special position in relation to other machinery, 
such as that used in the textile industry, transport, light 
industry, printing and so on. Machine tools are used to 
produce parts of other machines, i.e., to manufacture 
new machines and instruments, and to repair existing 
ones. 

A country's stock of machine tools—its technical level, 
structure and condition—to a considerable extent de- 
termines the national productive capacity and ability to 
solve technical and economic problems independently. 

The structure and growth of the machine-tool stock 
are closely connected with a country's level of industri- 
alization. As the country develops, it continues to use 
general-purpose machine tools of normal accuracy, but 
it makes increasingly extensive use also of precision tools, 
automatic tools and lines, specialized tools for specific 
branches of mechanical engineering and heavy tools for 
parts of large machines. 

Thus, table I shows the number of types of machine tools 
put into production in the Union of Soviet Socialist Re- 
publics since the establishment of a domestic machine-tool 
industry. These figures indicate how the need for machine 

anisms depends, to a considerable extent, upon the 
methods used to operate, maintain und service it. 

If insufficient thought is given to these methods, great 
waste of resources and, most important, of foreign 
exchange, can result. Such waste is due to two factors 
which arise when individual units und mechanisms arc 
taken out of service prematurely. 

First, there is an increase in the amount and, accord- 
ingly, the cost of repair work. Often the repairs may 
entail the importation of spare parts. 

When the failure occurs in a complicated precision 
part, such as a precision lead screw, the bushings of a jig 
borer, a reading mechanism or the like, it is not always 
possible to repair and recondition it locally. This may 
be avoided by adequate methods of operation and 
servicing. 

Secondly, wear and breakdowns increase idle time in 
repair and reduce the tool's use coefficient. Consequently, 
extra machine tools have to be acquired to do the same 
amount of work, and shop space has to be increased 
correspondingly. 

Furthermore, improperly repaired and maintained 
machine tools may fail to meet their technical specifica- 
tions, particularly as regards accuracy. 

Table 1 
NUMBER OF TYPéS OF MACHINE TOOLS IN SERIFS PRODUCTION IN THE USSR 

mi 
Categories of maihinr tool a prmktcnl 

Precision  — 
Automatic and wmi-auiomalk.. 7 
Specialized  6 
Heavy  3 
Total, all types  47 

m? lua /*#.* /».«» IMff /».*? 
t/4amtitt\ 

4 7 9 41 10» IIS im 
42 •7 40 IIS 2» 2»S 6ft» 
» M 47 141 34ft 370 *3u 

S 2t 12 » 247 in 420 
It» 310 1» 3*4 7HK «00 I.S0U 

tools has grown in the Soviet Union as its industry has 
developed. 

Given a stock of machine tools, the problem arises of 
tow to use them most efficiently and to extend their 
ervice life as long as possible. This can be achieved 
mly through the organization of a special repair and 
maintenance system. 

This is a very serious problem, for modern machine 
loots are highly complicated machines which include 
precision devices, hydraulic and electrical systems, high- 
speed and power transmission systems and automatic 
ind control devices. 

The functioning of a machine tool's units and mech- 

Thus, it is important not merely to acquire a slock of 
machine tools, but also to maintain it in efficient condi- 
tion, which can be done by applying a repair and main- 
tenance system and by developing methods of increasing 
the reliability and durability of equipment. 

It is important to train national personnel armed with 
modern technical ideas in this held. 

I. ECONOMIC ASPECT OE THE MAINTENANCE AN» REPAIR OE 
MAC MINE TOMÜ 

Expenditure on the repair and maintenance of equip- 
ment accounts for a considerable proportion of produc- 
tion costs. 
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Research has shown lhat every year approximately 
IO per ceni of the stock of technical equipment under- 
goes a major overhaul : 20 25 per cent, an intermediale 
overhaul: and 90  100 pei ceni, a minor overhaul. 

The loss of lime and resources involved in keeping the 
stock of machine tools in good order is substantial, 
depending to a gréai exient upon the meihods of operat- 
ing and servicing the machines and the technology and 
organization of maintenance. I or example, in an average- 
si/e or small enterprise, the cosi of major overhaul alone 
is normally up to 60 per cent of the cost of a new machine 
in the case of medium-size turning lathes, up to 40 per 
cent in the case of universal milling machines and up to 
75 per cent in the case of capstan kithes. It must also be 
remembered lhat prior to the major «..verhaut, a machine 
tool undergoes two intermediate overhauls, each of 
which takes about half as much labour as a major over- 
haul, and six minor overhauls, each of which takes about 
one-quarter as much labour as a major overhaul. 

In addition, machine tools are periodically checked for 
accuracy, lubricated and given preventive treatment. 

Thus, the cost of mainiaining and servicing a machine 
tool during one maintenance cycle (i.e. up to and includ- 
ing the major overhaul) is grealer than the cost of a new 
machine, and if maintenance and repair are badly 
organized, it can be several times greater. 

A factor of no less importance in evaluating the eco- 
nomics of maintenance is the idle time lost by equipment 
during the various kinds of overhaul. 

As an example, one may consider the periods of forced 
idleness for maintenance work on screw-cutting lathes 
and cylinder-and-core grinding machines of average size 
and complexity of design. These data are taken from the 
standards for machine-tool maintenance applied in the 
Soviet Union (l|. under which maintenance of all equip- 
ment is carried out in accordance with a special system 
known as the "planned preventive maintenance system". 

The figures given in table 2 are for maintenance teams 
working a single shifl and indicate how many days a 
machine tool must remain idle for the given type of 
maintenance. 

Tabic 2 
lötf TIML Ot   MA« HIM   HKH   1)1 RIM,   YAR'OIS TYPIS Of 
MAINTFNANCF.  WITH  MAtNTfNAN( F   TFAM  WORKING  ONE 

SH1F1 

   iDmysi     

r.-nr „I ma,» • mm,, Uith ( Mmdrr-mmMH« 
mat him- 

Major overhaul  11 |g 
Intermediate uvei haul  6.5 11 
Minor overhaul  2 75 4.5 
Accuracy checks  | | j 

As was stated ahme, under the current maintenance 
system a machine tool undergoes two intermediate and 
six minor overhauls before its major overhaul. Accord- 
ingly, the number of days which a screw-cutting lathe, 
for example, will lose for maintenance from the time it 
is put into operation until its major overhaul is k n- 
pleted (i.e. over the period of the maintenance cycle) 
will be: 

A. S. Pruni) 

II      6.5 2.75 49 days 

A machine's operating life before major overhaul, m i 
similarly between intermediate overhauls, depends, . 
a large extent, upon the methods of operation. V , 
example, a screw-cutting lathe working single shifts at i 
series production factory and turning out steel parts ... 
a normal degree of accuracy will have a working life . i 
four to nine years before major overhaul. 

If the machine tool runs for eight years before maj» r 
overhaul, it follows that the time lost tor maintenance 
will amount to an average of five days a year. If the shop 
has sixty machines with the same average maintenante 
complexity as a screw-cutting lathe, the total idle time 
will be 300 days, i.e., the maintenance crew will have to 
work steadily all year round on maintaining the machines 
(not allowing for lubrication and preventive and other 
measures). 

If, because of insufficient attention to operating 
methods, the maintenance cycle is four years, the relative 
volume of maintenance work will be twice as great. 

These figures show that great attention must be given 
to methods of maintaining and operating equipment. It 
is necessary to know why a machine tool loses its effici- 
ency, as well as the methods by which its reliability and 
durability can be increased: in maintaining equipment, 
up-to-date technological processes and methods must be 
applied. In addition, the equipment maintenance system 
must be so organized as to act in advance to reduce the 
progressive wear of equipment, bring maintenance costs 
to a minimum, and ensure the proper preparation and 
planning of maintenance work and the efficient use of 
equipment. 

II. CAI SES OF LOSS OF EFFICIENCY IN MACHINE TOOLS 

In approaching machines and mechanical systems, the 
classical sciences, such as mechanics, attempted to ideal- 
ize the conditions in which they functioned. The errors 
and inaccuracies caused in the actual performance of a 
machine by component wear, temperature deformation, 
defective materials, technological factors etc. were 
viewed as aberrations from the performance of the perfect 
machine and as undesirable and fortuitous phenomena. 

Modern science, particularly cybernetics, takes a dif- 
ferent view of the errors in a given system. Errors and 
inaccuracies in a machine's execution of an assigned 
programme (e.g.. a technological process) are regarded as 
a natural feature of any real system. The need thus arises 
to investigate the sources and causes of adverse influences 
acting on machines and to study the machines' reactions 
to them. 

A machine cannot be completely isolated from the 
effects of its environment, nor can it be isolated from the 
influence of the processes going on within itself as it 
functions. 

A. Influence of energy 
The units and working parts of a machine tool in an 

industrial shop are subject to the influence of energy in 
all its forms, which affeci its technical performance. 

Mechanical energy is not only transmitted through the 
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irious working parts of the machine as it performs the 
iven technological process, but also acts on the machine 

,, a whole, in the form of vibrations transmitted by other 
.quipmenl running in the shop, vibrations generated as 
• he machine is fed material and so on 

The forces at work in the machine are the product of 
not h the technological process and such forces as those 

• rising from friction in kinematic couples or inertia in 
moving parts. These forces cannot be strictly defined 
Mnce the very nature of their occurrence is bound up with 
complex physical phenomena. 

It is, indeed, this degree of indehniteness of the in- 
fluences at work that gives rise to the errors and inac- 
curacies in the operation of mechanical systems. Further- 
more, even a constant force produces wear, deformation 
and fatigue, i.e. causes a component's parameters to 
change with time. 

Thermal energy affects machine parts as a result of 
fluctuations in shop temperature, the operation of driving 
near or electrical equipment, or heat generated during the 
cutting process. 

These phenomena also affect the operation of both indi- 
vidual working units and the entire machine. Studies 
have shown, for instance, that as little as two hours' 
exposure to the sun (at mean latitudes) of the face of a 
cylinder-and-core grinding machine produces a shift in 
the table guides, causing the table to deviate 45 microns 
from true linear displacement. Performance can be 
affected even more by the heat generated in electric 
motors, bearings, gear-boxes, hydraulic systems etc. 
Thus, oil heating in the hydraulic systems of power heads 
in standard-unit machine tools can increase oil losses 
und decrease feed. As a result, the duration of the working 
cycle in the machine or automatic machine line sponta- 
neously increases and productivity falls. It is practically 
impossible to make accurate allowance for thermal 
effects. 

Chemical energy also has an effect on machine per- 
formance. Air containing moisture and aggressive ele- 
ments can cause corrosion in various machine parts. 
Kmulsion used to cool a tool may drip onto essential 
machine parts, especially the electrical system, causing 
premature failures. 

Electromagnetic energy in the form of radio waves 
electromagnetic oscillations) permeates the space around 
.1 machine and may affect the performance of the elec- 
tronic apparatus, which is being increasingly employed 
m modern machine toofc. 

Thus, all forms of -nergy attack the machine and its 
working parts, initiating a great many undesirable pro- 
esses and creating conditions making for technically 
nferior performance. 

B. Reversible processes affecting efficiency 
Before dealing with the methods by which these harm- 

ful influences may be combated, it is appropriate to 
'xamine briefly the processes that cause a machine to 
ose its working efficiency. 

Some processes occurring in a machine and affecting 
is performance are reversible, since they alter the para- 

meters of parts, units and the entire system within given 
limits, without tending to cause progressive deterioration. 

The most typical example of a reversible process is 
the deformation of machine parts and units which occurs 
under the influence of external or internal forces. The 
sources of deformation in machine tools include not only 
deformation of the parts themselves, but also deforma- 
tion at surface junctions, e.g.. slideways. bearings and 
other linkages. Deformation of parts and junctions 
alters the relative positions of machine units, including 
the position of the tool and the workpiece. The result 
is a loss of precision, the machine's most important 
technical feature. When the forces change, so d»>es the 
deformation: and when the stress is removed, elastic 
recovery takes place and the machine parts return to their 
original positions. It is for this reason that the deforma- 
tion process is regarded as reversible. 

If circumstances arise in which the forces change 
periodically and very frequently, vibration of the machine 
units occurs, i.e. rapid deformation changes of minor 
magnitude. Vibration also seriously affects the quality of 
work. It usually results in inferior surface finish. 

Another example of a reversible process is the tempera- 
ture deformation of machine parts and units. 

Heat production in the cutting /one or in friction 
couplings and ambient temperature variations lead to 
temperature deformations which alter the original posi- 
tions of machine units and consequently reduce precision. 
Thus, observation of the position of a lathe spindle has 
shown that after some hours of operation (three to seven 
hours) the spindle is gradually displaced, owing to the 
heating-up of the headstock face. The displacement 
reaches 20 to 120 microns and then stops, a certain 
degree of heat exchange being established. After the 
machine has been switched off. the spindle gradually 
returns to its former position. 

Machine tools can sometimes be adjusted to reduce 
inaccuracies due to temperature deformation, but this 
makes their operation more difficult. 

Accuracy of work is particularly affected by tempera- 
ture deformation in precision units a fid framework 
members. 

C. Irreversible processes affecting efficiency 
Whereas reversible processes occurring in a machine 

tool lower its efficiency, as compared with its potential 
performance in the absence of deformation, temperature 
effects and the like, irreversible processes result in the 
progressive deterioration of the machine's performance 
with time. 

The most typical irreversible processes in machines 
are wear, corrosion, the gradual redistribution of internal 
stresses and creep (the slow building-up of deformations). 

The most important cause of loss of efficiency in 
machine tools is wear of machine parts. Wear is the 
result of a process of gradual change in the dimensions 
of the surfaces of machine parts under the influente of 
friction. The process of wear arises out of numerous 
complex physical phenomena occurring on the friction 
surfaces of machine parts. 
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As the surfaces interact, they deteriorate and give off 
minute particles. At various points of contact, the 
temperature rises, changes occur in the structure of the 
surface layers and there develop chemical processes and 
processes connected with the molecular attraction of the 
contiguous materials. 

The most common types of wear met with in machine 
tools are the following. 

Abrasive wear, in which abrasive particles found on 
friction surfaces attack the surfaces by cutting or scratch- 
ing and produce tiny chips. The particles usually enter 
the lubricating fluid from the outside and travel with it 
to the friction surface, but they can also be produced 
by wear in the couple itself, or they may be hard structural 
components at one of the abutting parts. In many cases, 
therefore, abrasive particles cannot be completely elimi- 
nated from the friction surfaces of machine parts. Even 
with efficient oil filtration and the isolation of friction 
surfaces, conditions for abrasive wear continue to be 
present (2). 

Fatigue in surface layers manifests itself in the scaling 
of minute particles of metal from the contact surfaces 
of machine parts. The appearance of fatigue in the 
surface layers does not mean the complete breakdown 
of the part, but there is usually a speeding-up of the 
destructive process (gradual chipping). 

Plastic deformation (warping) of surface layers is 
usually manifested in a displacement of the metal beyond 
the contact surface. It occurs as a friction, accompanying 
the process of wear, and in the absence of relative sliding 
motion. This type of failure is typical of materials having 
plastic properties. 

In practice, the various kinds of surface deterioration 
develop concurrently, rarely occurring in pure form. To 
each type of friction surface there corresponds a basic 
form of deterioration, determined by the mechanical 
properties of the material, the lubricant, the magnitude 
of the stresses applied, the operating speed and other 
factors. 

All processes occurring in a machine, whether rever- 
sible or irreversible, affect its performance, causing errors, 
reducing the quality of the technological process and 
necessitating periodic overhaul. 

III. PRINCIPAL METHODS OF INCREASING THE DURABILITY 
AND RELIABILITY OF MACHINE TOOLS 

A machine tool's reliability and durability are the indi- 
cators of its performance as a function of time: that is to 
say, they define the magnitude and nature of the changes 
in its main characteristics which take place in the course 
of its operation. A machine tool must have high initial 
qualitative and quantitative indicators, but that alone is 
not enough to make it an efficient machine. Those indi- 
cators must be maintained in the course of its operation. 

A. Durability 
The durability of a machine tool is its ability to carry 

out its operational functions with minimum expenditure 
for the replacement of worn parts, readjustment, repairs 
and servicing. The smaller the total money and time spent 
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on maintaining the efficiency of the machine tool througl 
out its period of use. the greater its durability (3). 

As the indicator of a machine tool's durability, or. 
may use the coefficient of durability «„, which equals th 
ratio of the operating time to the sum of the operatiti 
time and the time the machine is out of action for repair 

To | 

T» • Tj i (Equation I 
I     1  r, 

i   <Y 
where : 

To is the operating time of the machine tool ; 
T2 is the time the machine tool is out of action foi 
repair; 
T/ is the service life of ihewth part or unit of the machine- 
tool; 
r, is the time (amount of work) required to repair ihe 
nth part or unit, including dismantling, reassembly and 
adjustment ; 
n is the number of repairable parts of the machine tool 
The coefficient of durability may vary from 0 to I. The 

higher its value, the more durable the machine tool. 
The time the machine tool is out of action depends 

upon the service life of its component parts and units 
and the amount of work required to repair them. 

Stoppages of the machine tool which lower its coeffi- 
cient of durability may have the following causes; break- 
down of individual parts, loss of efficiency of drives and 
mechanisms, changes in the initial service characteristics 
of the machine tool (precision, freedom from vibration), 
and so forth. 

The coefficient of durability should be calculated on 
the basis of the machine's entire period of operation, or. 
at least, of a period equivalent to the length of its main- 
tenance cycle (the length of tin« before a major overhaul 
becomes necessary). 

B. Reliability 

The reliability of a machine tool is the indicator of its 
ability to carry out its functions continuously for a given 
period of time. 

Uninterrupted operation is an important requirement 
for modern industrial equipment. Flow-line methods 
of production, where the work is transferred from machine 
to machine, and automatic production lines make it 
essential for every unit to operate without interruption. 

The reliability of a machine tool is determined on the 
basis of indexes of probability. It may be defined as the 
probability (p) that the machine will operate without 
breakdown for a given length of time under normal 
operating conditions. If the probability that a machine 
tool will operate for one year without breakdown is 
P 0.95, for example, this means that out of a large 
number of machine tools of the model in question an 
average of 5 per cent will lose its efficiency in less than 
one year of operation. 

What does "loss of efficiency" or, as it is called in 
reliability theory, "failure" mean in relation to machine 
tools? Does a "failure" occur, for example, when it 
becomes necessary to change a drive belt or adjust a 
clutch ? 
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The meaning of "failure" must be defined in the light 
I analysis of the operating and servicing methods used 
ir machine tools of the given type. Brief "interventions" 
v the operator in the work process and the adjustment 
l the machine tool, when provided for in the servicing 
usiructions and resulting from the relative imperfection 

I the machine tool itself, should not he included under 
he heading of "failures" (breakdown). 

Thus, for example, the adjustment and replacement of 
: tool, the adjustment of individual mechanisms and 
preventive maintenance are included in the standard 
mining adjustments and belween-overhaul servicing of 
nany modern machine tools. 

The more highly perfected a machine tool is. the fewer 
Hich "legitimate" stoppages it will have and «he more 
unable it will be for continuous operation. Thus, in 
rder to assess the reliability of a machine tool one must 

lake into account all interruptions of its operation (stop- 
pages) which are not provided for in the servicing plan. 

The most convenient period of time to select for the 
peration of the machine tool with a given degree of 

reliability is the period between two scheduled overhauls. 
The higher the guaranteed probability of operation with- 
out failure. (/>) is. the more reliable the machine tool. 

Of great importance for machine tools is reliability 
from the point of view of output quality, i.e., from the 
point of view of ensuring the desired precision of machin- 
ing and quality of surface finish. 

The production reliability of a machine tool, which is 
an index of its capacity to continue to satisfy the qualita- 
tive requirements of the production process for a given 
length of time, can also be evaluated from the probability 
that the machine tool will satisfy those requirements 
throughout the period between overhauls or for the period 
before intermediate overhaul, at which any loss of pre- 
cision by the machine too! is made good. 

The reliability and durability are the characteristics 
which define a machine tool's capacity to realize its 
technical potential in actual operation, its serviceability 
and its degree of perfection. 

C. Methods of combating harmful influences 
To improve the reliability and durability of machine 

tools, it is necessary to combat the harmful influences 
which result in loss of efficiency. 

The designer, the technician and the operator always 
have at their disposal a number of ways of achieving high 
indexes of reliability and durability. 

First of all, the machine must have high resistance to 
external influences. The units and mechanisms which 
make it up must he sufficiently sturdy, must be built on 
the frame principle, must have the smallest possible 
number of members etc., so that they will withstand 
loads, undergo tSe least possiate deformation and be as 
free as possible from vibration. Wear-resistant anti- 
friction materials must be used for friction couples, while 
all points of friction must be protected from dirt and 
thoroughly lubricated. Observance of these rules lays 
the foundations for good wear-resistance. 

The causes of possible failure must be borne in mind 

in the design of the entire machine tool and Ms uniK and 
precision mechanisms must he protected from shocks 
and other influences (4i. 

The correct placement of driving gear, symmctrv of 
design and the use of materials with low coctticicnls of 
linear expansion help to improve a machine tool's 
resistance to temperature deformations 

Corrosion is combated by protecting ihe machinen 
with special coalings and paints and by the use of addi- 
tives in oils and coolants. 

The above-mentioned and other similar measures will 
result in the production of highly perfected machine 
tools of advanced technical performance. 

The latest advances in mechanical engineering, 
materials and chemistry (lubricants and plastics) are con- 
tinually being brought into use in up-to-date machine 
construction. 

The possibilities of combating harmful processes are 
not unlimited, however. There are no completely wear- 
resistant materials, it is practically impossible to exclude 
all but liquid friction in all mechanisms and (here are no 
materials which do not sutler deformation and do not 
change their dimensions with temperature fluctuations. 

When it is also borne in mind that the sources of in- 
ternal and external influences on the machine tool re- 
main and that increasingly exacting demands are being 
made as regards output quality, it will be seen that läc 
above-mentioned methods of combating harmful in- 
fluences, while essential, arc inadequate, being limited by 
the level of development of one or another held of 
technology—for example, by the possibilities ol produc- 
ing wear-resistant materials. 

The second way to increase the reliability and durability 
of machine tools is to use the most highly rationalized 
methods of operating and maintaining equipment. 

The method of operation of a machine tool determines, 
to a great extent, its rate of wear and the rate of develop- 
ment of other processes resulting in loss ol efficiency. 

Systematic supervision of the functioning of the 
machine tool and of the lubrication of its moving parts, 
prompt adjustment of its various mechanisms, regular 
care and protection from accidental blows and damage 
are all essential conditions if the machine is to have the 
durability for which itN^as designed. 

The system of planned, preventive maintenance in 
operation in Soviet factoriésN*mbraces not only overhaul 
operations proper, but also ir complex of preventive 
operations which form part of the mteroverhaul servicing 
system. 

Both the machine-tool operator and the members of 
the maintenance staff (fitters, greasers, belt-drive service- 
men and electricians) take part in the interoverhuul 
servicing operations. 

Interoverhaul servicing includes checks to enture thai 
the equipment is in good condition, that it is being 
operated correctly, that necessary adjustments are being 
made and minor faults corrected, and that proper 
lubrication is maintained. 

In addition, the services included in the periodic over- 
hauls, such as cleaning, changing the oil and flushing 
the lubrication system, and checking the equipment for 
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precision and rigidity, also help lo create proper condi- 
tions for correct operation. 

In the operation of equipment, the protection of 
friction surfaces from dirt is of great importance. The 
protection of friction surfaces from atmospheric dust. 
abrasives and chips from the work material consider- 
ably alfects their wear-resistance. It is particularly 
important to protect the surfaces if the surrounding 
atmosphere has a high abrasive content. I or example, 
when polishing machines are in operation, abrasive 
particles from the polishing discs accumulale in great 
quantities in the air and on the surfaces of the 
machines. 

In such working conditions, therefore, rational opera- 
ting procedures are extremely important, i.e.. changing 
and filtering of lubricants, protection of mechanisms 
from abrasives, removal of dust from the working area, 
removal of the products of grinding and polishing, e.g., 
by magnetic separation, etc. (5). 

The nature of the material being worked is an impor- 
tant factor in the fouling of the machine surface. When 
cast-iron is worked on lathes, milling machines or other 
machine tools, damage is caused by scale or particles of 
grit falling onto the mechanisms; in the case of alumin- 
ium alloys, the harmful elements are hard aluminium 
oxides. Thus, the rate of wear of lathe slides in light 
machining operations, even with shields (which only 
partially protect the slides), is three to four limes higher 
in the machining of aluminium alloys than in that of 
steel or east-iron parts. 

This demonslrates the need for more effective ways of 
protecting the slides in the machining of aluminium. 

In some factories, machine tools may be seen operating 
without slide shields, the slides being protected only by 
felt padding. Measurements have shown that in such cases 
slide wear is two to three times greater. 

In machine-tool operation, therefore, careful attention 
should be given to the use of various protective devices 
to prevent the fouling of key parts (6). 

It is of great importance when operating machine 
tools to ensure that the lubrication system functions 
without interruption. 

Defects in the lubrication system may cause acceler- 
ated wear and the breakdown of key parts of the machine. 
For example, if the flow of oil to the spindle of a polish- 
ing machine is cut off. not only are the sleeve bearings 
damaged, but the spindle is often heated to the point 
where heat cracks appear on its surface and it breaks 
down. While working with machine tools, operators have 
noticed that abrasive and other dusts in a state of sus- 
pension in the air settle on the bed guides and combine 
with the oil to form an abrasive mixture. 

This accelerates the process of wear, especially if the 
machine with oiled slides has been idle for a time. The 
extent of wear may increase by 30 per cent. For this 
reason, experienced workers clean the slides thoroughly 
at the beginning of their shifts, particularly after non- 
working days. 

Wear depends upon the hardness of the abrasives fall- 
ing into the lubricant. In ascending order of abrasive 
capacity, these particles may be rated as follows: steel 
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and cast-iron  tilings; scale; grit:  and cutting partit 
from polishing discs. 

It is also desirable when operating machine tools 
check the wear of their key parts, particularly the slid, 
This may be done with special wear gauges developed 
the USSR (3. 7). which measure precisely the amount 
wear of the slides in industrial operation. The extent < 
which deterioration can he corrected depends upon il 
methods   and    technological   processes   employed   i 
machine-tool maintenance. In wear-resistance, accurac. 
and other characteristics, reconditioned parts or unii. 
should be as good as new ones. 

The system of maintenance should be so organized thai 
the restoration of the efficiency of equipment requires., 
minimum expenditure of time and resources. 

A third way of improving and maintaining the tech- 
nical characteristics of a machine tool is to isolate the 
machine from harmful external influences. This method 
is particularly applicable in the case of precision machines 
which are required to turn out a high-quality product. 

Thus, in order to reduce temperature deformation, pre- 
cision machines are placed in special temperature- 
controlled rooms or shops equipped with special devices 
to maintain the desired temperature, usually 20 C. For 
example, co-ordinated boring machines, which are re 
quired to be exceptionally accurate in performance, are 
generally operated in temperature-controlled rooms: 
where that is not possible, each machine is placed in a 
separate room, where it can be belter isolated from 
temperature changes, dust in the atmosphere and the 
vibrations of other machines. 

Insulating machines from vibrations is also one of the 
methods of increasing their precision. Many machine 
tools and other machines and equipment operating in any 
pari of a factory subject the bed on >vhich they rest to 
periodic stresses. The resulting vibrations are trans- 
milted to other machine tools and if they reach a certain 
degree of intensity and frequency, they can lower the 
quality of performance of the latter substantially. The 
usual method of insulating machine tools from vibrations 
is lo set them on individual beds. 2 3 metres deep in the 
case of medium-si/ed precision machines and up lo 5ft 
metres deep in the case of some heavy and special-purpose 
machines. 

Although placing the machine tool on an individual 
bed considerably improves its resistance to vibration, the 
process is a laborious one and makes it difficult to move 
the equipment about in the shop. To an increasing extent, 
therefore, machine tools are being placed on special 
resilient supports or vibration dampers. The resilient 
component consists of steel springs or grids, plastic 
packing, rubber, cork etc. If they are given the proper 
degree of rigidity, they damp vibrations transmitted from 
other machines and equipment. 

Devices for removing dust from the air and strict 
atmospheric-dust control are other widely used means of 
improving the accuracy of performance of machine tools. 
In some cases, there are standards which specify the 
permissible quantity of dust particles per cubic centimetre 
of air. This procedure not only is essential in connexion 
with the manufacture and assembling of certain key parts 
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I instruments, hut also helps to maintain the efficiency 
I the machine tools themselves, since it considerably 
educes the quantity ol abrasives which can lall on their 
nclion surfaces 

Isolating the machine tool from temperature changes, 
ihrationv dust and other external influences increases its 
mciency. bul this method has ils limitations also. 

I irsi, internal causes oi error remain, lor example, 
he heat generated by the working mechanism ol* the 

.mah i ne tool, abrasive particles produced b> wear of the 
machine's parts and vibrations produced by cutting 
.ind by the operation ol' the mechanisms of the machine 
itself. 

Secondly, complete isolation is difficult to achieve 
because external influences are variable and. to a certain 
extent, indeterminate in nature. Thus, the intensity and 
character of external vibrations affecting the tool depend 
upon the operation of other machines and vary quite 
widely, while insulation from vibration is most effective 
only for vibrations of certain frequencies. 

Thirdly, the very principle of isolation from external 
influences stems from an old non-cybernetic view 
of mechanical error as something which can be elimin- 
ated. 

For these reasons, there has been a growing tendency in 
recent years to use a fourth means of improving the 
efficiency of today's complicated machine tools, namely, 
the use of special mechanisms which automatically 
regulate the parameters of the machine. The use of these 
mechanisms makes it possible to maintain the funda- 
mental characteristics of the machine over a long period 
of use, through interaction with the environment, through 
the automatic reaction of the machine to changes in its 
operating conditions. A complicated machine should 
possess the function—similar to that of a living organism 

of automatically recovering its lost efficiency. 
Such mechanisms are already being used on machine 

tools, ranging from the simplest devices which auto- 
matically eliminate gaps produced by wear, break the 
kinematic circuit in case of overloading and ensure uni- 
formity of stresses within the mechanisms, to systems 
which restore accuracy of performance, replace worn-out 
tools, react to the effects of temperature etc. For ex- 
ample, the following controls are coming into use: auto- 
matic regulation of the kinematic precision of the rolling 
chain in gear-cutting machines; automatic regulation of 
ihc thickness of the oil layer in the slides in vertical bor- 
ing and turning machines ; active control and automatic 
minor adjustments in polishing machines; automatic 
elimination of vibration and imbalance in lathes; auto- 
matic compensation for wear in the tables of certain 
types of machine tools; and other self-regulation 
systems (8). 

These automatic regulation systems are opening up 
broad prospects for the development of reliable and long- 
lasting machines, but they require that even closer 
mention be given to the methods of maintaining and 
operating them. The more complicated the equipment 
used and the better its quality, the more important the 
orrect organization of machine-tool servicing and 

maintenance becomes. 

V.   Nili)   I OK   IMPINDAHII.IIY    \M>   COMIMIIY   Ol    St R- 
VK t()|   MAC MINI    l(><>IS\t|\M    | (>K   | sf   |\   DIVIIOPIM. 

(DI MRUS 

The indexes of dependability and continuity of service 
of a machine tool are the most important characteristics 
of its quality. They determine the duration and stability 
of the tool's retention of its initial parameters (precision, 
output, ease of maintenance, efficiency etc.). its adupla- 
bility to different operating conditions and the continuity 
of service of separate mechanisms. 

Insufficient dependability and continuity of service in- 
volves a considerable increase in expenditure lor the 
maintenance and repair of machine look especially under 
intensive use of the equipment and in unfavourable 
operating conditions. In quite a number of developing 
countries, comparatively strained conditions of exploita- 
tion of technological equipment prevail. Such condi- 
tions are accounted for by the high humidity and tem- 
perature, fewer opportunities for the production and 
cquisition of spare parts and for the repair of machine 

tools, the more frequent employment of less well-qualified 
workers and the absence of production within the 
country of the types of machine tools being used. 

In the case of the developing countries, therefore, it is 
especially important to give consideration to all the 
major aspects of the problem of the dependability and 
continuity of service of machines and machine tools, as 
this is the only way to minimize Ihc expenditure of 
time and means involved in breaks in the normal 
operation of machines. 

In the Soviet Union, this problem is given serious 
attention. There are planning and large-scale imple- 
mentation of measures aimed at raising the dependability 
and continuity of service of machines of different types. 
The development of scientilic-rcscarch works in this 
field, the theoretical elaboration of the problem and the 
analysis and summing up of data on the exploitation of 
machines permit the formulation of sound means and 
the use of different methods to increase the operating 
capacity of machines. 

A. Special methods of creating lasting units 
When designing and modernizing machine tools, as 

well as when assessing their working capacity, it is 
essential to take into account all the major possibilities of 
improving the dependability and continuity of service of 
their various units and parts. There are well-known 
methods for prolonging the life of parts for example, 
the use of wear-resistant materials, increased precision 
in the machining of separate parts, the lubrication of 
surfaces and prevention of their soiling. 

Nevertheless, in order to improve the wear-resistance 
and to prolong the life of different parts and mechanisms, 
it is essential also to employ special principles of design- 
ing and calculation, which are briefly described below. 

I. Principle of minimum influence of wear on working 
capacity of mechanism 

In order to design lasting machines and machine tools, 
it is essential to select  for a  mechanism that design 
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scheme in which i'.e wear of interconnexions only 
minimally affects its normal operation. The value of inter- 
connexion wear docs not yet. in itself, characterize the 
degree of break in the normal operation of a mechanism; 
that is. with the same wear, mechanisms of the same kind 
may. in one case, cease to operate normally, while, in 
another case, they may continue to operate for a longtime. 

In the Soviet Union, the principle outlined ahove is 
taken into account in the development of new ma- 
chine tool designs: when arranging the main units of a 
machine tool and analysing the acting forces, e.g., in 
multiple-tool semi-automatics, internal-grinding machines 
etc. 

2. Principle of uniform wear 
A break in the normal operating of mechanisms which 

is brought about by wear often depends not so much 
upon the extent of wear as on the non-uniformity of its 
distribution on the surface of friction. For example, non- 
uniform wear along guide scrc.vs results in a decrease in 
the accuracy of movement of rests or beds; non-uniform 
wear among the contour of the cam gear distorts the 
character of conveyed movement ; non-uniform wear of 
straight-line motion guides adversely affects the accuracy 
and vibration resistance of machines. When designing the 
main machine elements which are subject to friction, the 
designer must strive to reduce the non-uniformity of wear 
and thus to create conditions under which the mechan- 
ism will retail its working characteristics for a longer 
period of time. 

Wear, temperature deformations, violations of the 
lubrication régime etc. lead to the deterioration of the 
original parameters of a machine tool. The usual methods 
of combating these phenomena, e.g., compensation of 
wear and removal of gaps, only partially correct the 
indexes of a machine tool. 

The most progressive method is one which involves the 
creation of special mechanisms to restore automatically 
the characteristics lost and to remove possible distur- 
bances. In the Soviet Union, the work is conducted 
along these lines. As a result, mechanisms have been 
developed for the automatic correctional setting-up of 
machine tools in case of tool wear, rise of cutting force, 
disturbance in the smoothness of motion of rests and 
beds, wear of guides etc. 

The equipment and machines incorporating the 
principles described above will, other conditions being 
equal, work longer and require less expenditure for their 
repair and maintenance. 

VI. TlSHNCi Ol  TK'HNOUXilCAL lit PKNIMHH ITY Ol 

MACHINE TOOLS 

In order to assess the dependability of a machine and 
the probable continuity of its service, special tests should 
be conducted to obtain an objective evaluation of the 
machine's qualitative indexes. In the case of machine 
tools, such tests should, first of all, aim at assessing the 
precision of their work throughout the period of their 
use. In the USSR, methods of testing the technological 
dependability of metal-cutting lathes are being developed. 

The technological dependability of a machine tool is 

its capacity to retain the qualitative indexes of il 
technological process (precision of machining an 
quality of surface) during a given period of time. When 
machine tool is exploited, its qualitative indexes, whk 
are affected by different processes, gradually change. 

It is essential that a new machine tool should not onl 
give the required precision in machining, but also that , 
should retain it within the specified limits during th 
interrepair period. To attain this precision, technological 
dependability tests should be conducted. These tests ar^ 
designed, first, to assess the reserve in the precision m 
machining possessed by a given machine tool and 
secondly, to give some prognosis as to the period of time 
during which that reserve will be present. When con 
ducting such tests, one must evaluate the probability of 
faultless (from the point of view of precision) operation 
of the machine tool for the given period of time—usually 
during the interrepair period or until the average repair. 

Processes of varying speed result in a change in the vari- 
ous parameters -geometric, kinematic, force, precision 
etc. —of a machine tool, which leads to precision failures. 

Rapid processes, such as vibration by cutting and 
relaxation vibration by friction in the guides, lead to 
dispersion of sizes of machined parts and to errors in the 
initial setting-up of the machine tool. 

Processes of average speed, such as temperature de- 
formations of machine-tool units and tool wear, lead in 
time to displacement of the initial level of setting-up of a 
machine tool. 

Finally, slow processes, such as wear of guides and 
warping of frames and posts, lead to worsening of the 
geometric indexes of a machine tool and. as a result, to a 
distortion of form of machined parts, as well as to 
change or errors in the initial setting-up and an in- 
crease in the/one of dispersion of sizes of machined parts. 

When testing the technological dependability of a 
machine tool, it is essential, following specially devised 
methods, to assess the change over time of its initial 
qualitative indexes under the influence of processes of 
varying speed, i.e. to determine how the precision 
reserve is spent during the machining of parts with given 
allowances. This test will yield objective indexes of a 
machine tool's technological dependability and provide a 
basis lortinding the most rational methodsofimprovingit. 

For such a test, one selects a typical part with the most 
characteristic demands as to shape and size to be attained 
by machining. The régime and methods of machining are 
fixed, proceeding from the most difficult operating condi- 
tions for which the machine tool was calculated. 

The calculation of technological dependability and the 
test of the machine tool's parameters are conducted using 
methods based on the theory of probability, as the dis- 
persion of sizes of machined parts and the procesies 
accompanying machining are incidental values, or 
functions. Let: 

X    size of a machined part (incidental value) 
t = time of work of the tested machine tool 
8 — allowance for machining 
Dm¡«: Dmu( =•= allowed minimum and maximum sizes 

of the part (i.e., «     D^ - DmiH) 
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The value of the initial setting-up of a machine tool 
XH) has a dispersion range (AH), which, by the normal 
aw of distribution, can be expressed by AH      " f», 
where aaM is the root mean deviation of the setting-up 
error. 

In addition, an instantaneous dispersion of sizes of the 
machined part takes place (dispersion range A     a a). 

The required level of the initial setting-up of a machine 
tool with a given parameter (D) will be: 

D, 
A„ 
2 

A 
2 

(Equation 2) 

or, when adding by the theory-of-probability method and 
the law of Gauss: 

D«*«     -Kff2 (Equation 3) 

When assessing the precision possibilities of a machine 
tool, it is essential to assess also the error in shape. 
A*    x( Xmf„, as the difference between the maxi- 
mum and minimum sizes of the machined part. The shape 
error depends upon the initial inaccuracy of a number of 
machine-tool units. Thus, for example, inadequate round- 
ness of the part depends first of all upon the inaccuracy 
of the spindle unit, specifically of the spindle bearing. 

Errors of shape in length depend upon the inaccuracy 
and wear of machine-tool units, e.g., guides, which affect 
the motion of the rest as to its parallelism to the axis of 
the part rotation. Shape errors involve also the expendi- 
ture of a part of the total allowance on machining (£). 

Some lime after the machine tool begins operating, a 
displacement of the initial level of setting up, caused by 
average speed processes, takes place. For the readjust- 
ment period .', (changes or readjustment of tool) or for 
the period of stabilization of temperature deformations, 
the precision indexes of the machine tool deteriorate by 
stime value (Am). 

It should be kept in mind that function XH (r). which 
determines the value of Am, is incidental, and it is essential, 
in the process of testing, to assess its average value (the 
mathematically expected value) and dispersion para- 
meters. 

Then, taking into account the initial inaccuracy of the 
machine tool, the action of rapid processes and the 
displacement of the setting-up level caused by average 
speed processes, one finds the precision reserve, è f, 
allowing stow processes equal to: 

AT    h    (A     An -T A4    Am)     (Equation 4) 

or, adding to the Iheory-of-probability method: 

— (v(ff(tyv(ir(tr 
A4    Am Ì   (Equation S) 

Here, possible change« of dispersion ranges A and AH by 
the end of the interadjustment period are taken into 
account. 

Accuracy reserve &r will be exhausted after some period 
of time: T »f,. This will result from: (if) The enlarge- 
ment of range A caused by the enlargement of gaps in 

the joints, changes in rigidity ¡nul other characteristics 
influencing rapid processes (vibration etc.): (/») the en- 
largement of range AH caused by wear of machine-tool 
units; (c) an increase of A<¿ caused by wear, warping 
and other phenomena in a number of units (e.g.. non- 
roundness increases with wear of the spindle-hearing 
races and errors of shape in length increase with wear of 
rest guides): and (</) an increase of Aw. owing to re- 
distribution of internal stresses und dcform.itions m 
machine-tool parts which lead to an increase of their 
"pliability" when irregularly heated, to an increase ia the 
speed of dimension wear of the tool, with the increase of 
vibration etc. 

These changes can be determined by long operation 
testing. I or a particular machine-tool design, however, 
the data obtained will, as a rule, lose actuality because- 
ihe design will become obsolete by that lime. 

Therefore, teehnologieal-dependahllily tests should be 
brief and should be aimed ai determining the precision 
reserve (fcj) and the precision reserve coefficient 

h 
<Ki > for the main parameters of the machine tool 

being tested. 
The value of KT is a very important characteristic of 

the technological dependability of a machine tool. 
In order to prognosticate the decrease in the accuracy 

of a machine tool in the course of time, owing to wear d 
its base units, it is essential to calculate the shape of the 
worn surface and to assess its influence on the accuracy 
of machining. Such calculations have been devised by (he 
author of the present paper. 

In evaluating the average speed o* wear and its dis- 
persion, on the basis of operating conditions ;tnd data of 
wear tests of materials, it is possible to calculate, with a 
sufficient degree of probability, the duration of opera- 
tion of a machine tool with the required prevision of 
machining, as well as the probability of Us faultless 
operation. 

For modern machine lools, the technological-depend- 
ability test is an indispensable part of the complex test- 
ing which permits the assessment of (he major tech- 
nological parameters of the tool und which provides the 
beginning data for the most effective improvement of its 
design. 

VII. OftCiANI/ATIONAI. WINCIflB »OK MM HIM-IOOI 
MAINTENANCE  AN»  SlKVKIM.  SYS 11 MS 

In order to keep equipment permanently in working 
order with the minimum expenditure of time and re- 
sources, it is necessary to institute a maintenance system 
with strict rules concerning the basic measures to be taken 
for this purpose. 

In the Soviet Union, a uniform planned preventive- 
maintenance system has been especially formulated and is 
applied in all branches of industry. This system, which is 
now thirty years old and which has been steadily im- 
proved, has shown its great possibilities and the cor- 
rectness of the underlying organizational principles. 

The basic principles of the planned preventive-mainten- 
ance system are as follows : 
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I. All operations necessary to keep equipment in 
working order are divided into two groups: 

t,7) Servicing in the intervals between overhauls, 
which includes regular checking of the equipment and 
correction of faults, preventive measures, adjustment 
of mechanisms and occasionally replacement of quick- 
change parts; 
(h) Periodic overhauls, which are carried out in 
accordance with a plan laid down in advance and 
which represent the bulk of maintenance operations. 
2. Periodic overhauls, in accordance with the plan, are 

subdivided into various types, depending upon the scale 
of the operations. There are usually three types of over- 
haul: minor (type I): intermediate (type II): and major 
(type III). J 

A machine tool which has undergone major overhaul 
must he able to meet all the basic demands placed upon 
a new tool. 

3. All overhauls of a particular model of machine 
tool under the plan are carried out at regular intervals, 
«he intervening periods being called 'intervals between 
overhauls". The length of the interval is one of the main 
characteristics of the maintenance system and depends 
upon the type of machine tool and its operating condi- 
tions. 

4. The maintenance system also fixes the pattern of the 
maintenance cycle, i.e., the number of planned overhauls 
and the order in which they are carried out. Most machine 
tools now have a cycle of nine planned overhauls, in the 
following order: l-l-ll-l-l-ll-l-MII. 

This pattern is the same for all types and models of 
metal-cutt'iig lathes and all operating conditions. The 
period of time over which it is completed, i.e. the period 
from one major overhaul to the next, is known as the 
maintenance cycle. 

5. The expenditure of labour for a given type of over- 
haul is indicated by the number of machine-hours and 
man-hours allocated for it under the plan. 

The relationship between the volumes of major, inter- 
mediate and minor overhaul work is the same for all 
machine tools. 

6. Machine tools are broken down into different 
categories according to their degree of complexity. Each 
category is assigned a conventional coefficient which 
compares the labour consumed by a machine tool in that 
category with the amount consumed by a standard tool. 
The tool taken as the standard was a general-purpose 
turning-lathe of average complexity, whose labour 
consumption is indicated by a complexity coefficient 
R     10. 

7. The standard values for the volume of overhaul 
work are average figures and are used to plan the total 
volume of overhaul work in a workshop or enterprise. 
Deviations are allowed for. depending upon the actual 
state of a machine tool when overhauled. 

The basic idea behind the principles underlying the 
maintenance system is that by establishing a maintenance 
cycle with a permanent pattern, preserving the average 
ratios between the volumes of work involved in the 
different types of overhaul and comparing different types 
of equipment by placing each in a maintenance com- 

A. S. Pronlk. 

plexily category, it is possible to plan maintenance ¡ 
advance and to calculate the labour, equipment and tin, 
required. 

On the other hand, the system allows for the variety ( 
equipment and working conditions to be found in indu- 
try. It provides for different intervals between overhaul 
allows for deviations from the average values for labou: 
consumption and lays down a whole complex of preven 
live measures to prevent sudden breakdowns ano 
cumulative wear. 

Standard rates have been worked out in the Soviel 
Union for determining the expenditure of labour in 
maintenance of technological equipment (I). From the 
standard rates it is possible to calculate in advance the 
periodicity of maintenance, the amount of time and 
resources to be expended on it. the amount of labour and 
equipment required, the cost of maintenance operations, 
the quantity of spare parts and other necessary data. 

The standard rates are drawn up in such a way that 
the labour consumption in the overhaul of each unit of 
complexity is determined; this value is then converted 
for the tool in question. Thus, according to the 1962 
rates, the time to be spent per maintenance unit should 
not exceed the figure shown in table 3. 

Table 3 

STANDARD RATES FOR LABOUR CONSUMPTION IN MAINTEN- 
ANCE OF TECHNOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT 

Overhaul* unit preventive maintenance operations Mechanics" Machine 
etc. tools 

Cleaning       o.37        ^T~ 
Checking accuracy       o.4   
Minor overhaul (I)         OJS        0.10 
Intermediate overhaul (It)  / 4- ' 2.0 

     \I6.5 7.0 
Major overhaul (III) 26.0        10.1 
Thus, the labour consumption ratio for planned overhauls is; 

I : II : HI    6.1 : 23.5 : 36.1, or approximately 1:4:6. 

These standard time rates are intended for planning and 
calculating the labour force required. In order to deter- 
mine from them the number of hours required for 
maintenance of a given model of machine tool, the 
figures given must be multiplied by the complexity co- 
efficient for the machine tool concerned. 

For example, in the case of a thread-grinding machine 
with complexity coefficient R= 17, 17.(26 f- 10.1) = 
615 hours which should be planned for major overhaul, 
400 hours for intermediate overhaul and so on. The 
standards give examples of how to make the calculations 
and tables of complexity coefficients for different types 
and models of machine tools. 

Table 4 gives the most characteristic complexity co- 
efficients for certain types of machine tools. 

The length of the maintenance cycle (in hours) is cal- 
culated from formulae in which the operating conditions 
of the tool are expressed by empirical coefficients. 

For metal-cutting lathes the value of T can be cal- 
culated from the formula: 

T = 24,000 ßt ß2 ß3 ß4 hours 
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Table 4 
CHARACTERISTIC COMPLEXITY COEFFICIENT, SELECTED 

MACHINE T(K)LS 

/,/ii ../ mtuhinr huit Complexity 
fiwffitii'ni 

I. Lathes medium size  9 13 
:. Heavy lathes  17-19 
3. Vertical drilling machines  3-8 
4. Radial drilling machines  6 12 
5. Open-side jig borers  20 35 
ft. Horizontal borers, medium-sized  16 IS 
7. Cvlindcr-grinding machines  10-15 
8. (rear-cutting machines, medium-size  10 12 
9. ( icncral-purposc horizontal milling machines  8 14 

10.   Planing machines, medium-sized  12 15 

where /?, is the coefficient for the type of production, 
with \alucs /3, 1 for mass and large-series production, 
/J, 1.3 for series production and j8t •---= 1.5 for small- 
series and unit production. The coefficient ß2 relates to 
(he type of material worked on the machine tool, with 
values ßy --- I for structural steel, ß2 — 0.7 for high- 
strength steel, ßi 0.75 for aluminium alloys and 
ß2 0.9 for cast-iron and bronze. The coefficient ß} 
relates to operating conditions, with values /3j — I for 
normal operating conditions, ß} — 0.7-0.8 for dusty and 
humid conditions, j33 1.1-1.2 for high-precision tools 
in machine-shop conditions and ß} 1.3-1.4 for tools 
housed separately. The coefficient J34 relates to the size 
of the machine tool, with values ß4 I for light and 
medium-sized tools, ß4 ^ 1.35 for heavy tools and 
ß4 1.7 for especially heavy and special-purpose tools. 

The formula for the interval between overhauls (/), 
T 

with nine planned overhauls per cycle, is / — _ hours. 

When equipment is worked on a single-shift basis, its 
rated annual working time is 2,000 hours. 

The interoverhaul period can be determined roughly 
from these functional relationships and then corrected in 
accordance with the specific operating conditions and 
methods. 

Suppose, for example, that it is necessary to determine 
the duration of the maintenance cycle for a heavy turning 
lathe (complexity coefficient R = 17, ß4 — 1.35) working 
two shifts in small-series production conditions (ßt =--• 
1.5). The tool processes mainly high-strength steel and 

/        0.7 - 9.0 \ 
cast-iron lß2 =   ---,       = 8.01 and humidity in the 

workshop is very high (/3j — 0.7). 

T - 24,000 x 1.5 y 0.8    0.7 x 1.35 = 27,000 hours, 
or 

27,000^ 
2     2,000 

/ -•= 9.5 months—the interoverhaul period. 

7 years 

On the basis of these data, the machine's maintenance 
schedule can be drawn up and the labour consumed and 
the time spent idly in maintenance can be determined as 
shown above. 

There are three main systems of maintenance at indus- 
trial enterprises—centralized, decentralized and mixed. 

Under a centralized maintenance system, all mainten- 
ance work is carried out at I he factory with the labour 
and resources of a chief mechanical engineer's sec- 
tion and its maintenance machine shop. This kind oí 
organization is typical for plants with a small amount o\ 
equipment. 

Under a decentralized maintenance system, all kinds 
of maintenance operations interoverhaul servicing and 
periodic overhauls, including major overhauls are 
carried out under the direction of shop mechanics by so- 
called "shop maintenance units", which are general 
maintenance squads. The maintenance machine shop 
under the chief mechanical engineer carries out only the 
major overhaul of complex units. In addition, it manu- 
factures and reconditions equipment parts for the shop 
maintenance units when this requires special technology. 

Under a mixed maintenance system, all kinds of main- 
tenance, except major overhauls, are carried out by shop 
maintenance unils and major overhauls (and sometimes 
intermediate overhauls of large assemblies) are handled 
by the maintenance machine shop. 

A. Scope of each type of overhaul and determination of 
the service life of machine-tool ptirts 

The scope of the planned periodic overhauls depends 
upon the design of the machine tool and the conditions 
under which it is operated. 

A minor overhaul entails the replacement or recondi- 
tioning of a small number of worn parts, the adjustment 
of the machinery and checks to see that the machine tool 
is in satisfactory condition and that its lubrication system 
is functioning properly. 

An intermediate overhaul entails a greater amount of 
maintenance work, including the partial truing of the 
machine tool and the restoration of any precision which 
has been lost. It is carried out without removing the 
machine tool from its bed. 

A major overhaul entails the complete restoration of 
the efficiency of the machine tool. The tool is normally 
completely dismantled and degreased, and its parts arc 
sorted, on the basis of measurements and visual in- 
spection, into three categories. 

The first category covers serviceable parts which do not 
need reconditioning and are (it to serve for another 
maintenance cycle. 

The second category covers parts which require re- 
conditioning because of surface wear, deformation or 
other reasons. The most suitable reconditioning process is 
specified for each part (e.g.. building up the part by weld- 
ing, chromium plating or other methods, grinding to the 
reconditioned dimensions etc.). 

The third category covers parts which it is impossible 
or uneconomic to recondition. Such parts are replaced 
with new ones made to the same technical requirements. 
Typical parts which fall into this category are roller- 
contact bearings, friction clutch plates and so forth. In 
order that the various parts may be correctly sorted into 
categories and their suitability for further service in the 
machine tool properly evaluated, it is essential to set 
maximum permissible limits of wear for them and to 
establish their service life. 
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This is an extremely complicated matter, as the parts of 
any machine tool have to satisfy the most varied require- 
ments. So far, no completely satisfactory method of cal- 
culating maximum wear levels has been developed. 

The criteria (characteristics) of the maximum wear of 
machine-tool parts may be divided into two groups. 

The first group comprises criteria relating exclusively 
to the proper functioning of a given assembly or part. 
This covers such cases as the breakage of parts as a result 
of wear (the teeth of slow-speed worm gears); the wear- 
ing away of the case-hardened layer, resulting in a sharp 
increase in the rate of wear (the slide blocks of link gear); 
and the breakdown of liquid friction (slider-type bear- 
ings). In many cases, however, the functioning of an 
assembly cannot be considered in isolation from the 
functioning of the mechanism or the machine tool of 
which it is a part. 

The criteria in the second group relate to the per- 
formance by the machine tool or mechanism of the 
functions for which it is intended. The most typical 
criterion of this group, as far as machine tools are 
concerned, is precision of machining. 

Table 5, for example, gives lists of figures calculated 
by the author which show, for various degrees of 
machinery precision, the maximum wear of lathe slides 

        _         A^S. Prodi, 

on the basis of practical overhaul and operating experiem. 
In order to determine the service life (T) of a part, it 

necessary to know the nature of the wear process in tl 
part as a function of time and the maximum permissih! 
value of wear (Vmax). As, in the majority of case- 
normal wear takes place at a constant rate (y = coi 
stant), then for known values of y and U„gx the servii < 
life of a part will be: 

T = —?•* (Equation ft» 

The value of the rate of wear (y) is determined either 
on the basis of measurements or from operating expeh 
enee with the machine tools of the type in question. 

Formula (6) for determining the service life of machine- 
tool parts is applicable to parts which are replaced only 
when they become unserviceable, i.e. when their wear 
has reached the value Umo,. Quick-change parts which 
are replaced when the machine tool is serviced between 
overhauls fall into this category. 

In the case of parts which are reconditioned or re- 
placed during the periodic planned overhauls, the 
acceptable values of wear (U0) will be equal to or less 
than the maximum permissible values (Vmax), as the 
parts must not become unserviceable in the interval 

TableS 

MAXIMUM WEAR OF LATHE SLIDES PERMITTED FOR VARIOUS DEGREES OF PRECISION 

Maximum 
permissible 
variation In 
lilamelerof 
workpiea- 
{microns} 

13 
20 
30 
60 

I») 
200 
400 

( las* of 
precision 

al 
il   Ml Nimm 

I 
2 

2a 
3 
3a 
4 
5 

Maximum permissible »ear of slides (millimetres) when turning workpieces with 
lengths of up to: 

2Í 

0.16 
0.24 
0.40 

50 

0.08 
0.12 
0.20 
0.40 

too m 
{millimetres) 

0.04 
0.06 
0.10 
0.20 
0.40 
0.63 

0.02 
0.03 
0.05 
0.10 
0.20 
0.32 
0.63 

JOO 

0.013 
0.02 
0.035 
0.07 
0.13 
0.21 
0.43 

400 

0.01 
0.015 
0.025 
0.05 
0.10 
0.16 
0.32 

(measured at the point of greatest wear) which will per- 
mit those precision requirements to be satisfied. The 
figures in the table show only the reduction in precision 
due to wear of the slides, and do not take into account 
the influence of other factors (such as the rigidity of the 
slide rest, the spindle and other parts and wear of the 
cutting tool). 

This table shows that there is a direct connexion 
between the permissible wear of the slides, on the one 
hand, and the desired precision of machining and the 
dimensions (length) of the workpieces, on the other hand. 

When the workpieces are short and a large allowance 
is made for variations in their diameter, the permissible 
wear may be very considerable. However, operational 
and overhaul considerations and the need to avoid 
vibration of the slide rest make it inadvisable to allow 
the wear to exceed 0.2 mm. 

In many cases, the maximum permissible wear of key 
parts of each model of machine tool can be established 

before the next overhaul. If the interoverhaul period, 
i.e. the period between two planned overhauls, is Th 

then over that period of time the wear of the part will in- 
crease by an amount yT,. The maximum acceptable 
amount of wear (U„), after which it is essential to replace 
or recondition a part at the current periodic overhaul, 
will therefore be: 

U« = U,,., - y.T, (Equation 7) 

Bearing in mind that y = ~ (where T is the service life of 

the part before overhaul) one obtains: 

U„ = Uw„ - 
IVT, 

whence: 

II max 
•     l+T 

(Equation 8) 

(Equation 9) 
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If a given periodic overhaul is the Kth since the last 
verhaul of the part, then the service life of the part will 
e T KT| and the formula for calculating the accept- 
ée wear will take ths form: 

U., u, (Equation 10) 

For example, a part has a case-hardened layer 0.8 mm 
m depth and the maximum permissible wear is Um,(< 
0.65 mm (80 per cent of the depth of the case-hardened 
layer). Should the part be reconditioned if, when mea- 
sured at the third periodic overhaul, its wear is found to 
amount to 0.55 mm? 

If one calculates U0 according to formula (10): 

IL     0.65 
3 

I 0.49 mm 

The part must therefore be reconditioned ; although its 
wear is less than Vmax, it will not last until the next 
periodic overhaul. 

If the maximum permissible amounts of wear and the 
service lives of the main parts of the machine tool are 
known, the scope of the various types of overhauls can 
be defined more accurately, the durability of the machine 
tool increased and the cost of maintaining it reduced. 

VIII. THEORETICAL BASES IOR ESTABLISHING THE MAIN 
PARAMETERS OF A MAINTENANCE SYSTEM 

The main parameters of a maintenance system are a 
maintenance-cycle pattern which is applicable to all 
machine tools and an interoverhaul period which takes 
into account the special features of the equipment and 
the way it is operated. 

The maintenance-cycle pattern and the interval 
between overhauls must be such that through fuller 
utilization of the service lives of the machine-tool parts 
and assemblies, other things being equal, the equipment 
is idle for overhaul for the shortest possible time and 
expenditure on its overhaul is kept to the minimum. 

In order to select the best values for these parameters, 
it is necessary to determine how their values influence 
the durability of the machine tool—the coefficient «0 (see 
formula (I)). 

When using formula (I) in connexion with periodic 
overhauls, it must be borne in mind that: 

(a) The periodicity of overhauls will be defined by the 
minimum service life (T() of the parts subject to periodic 
overhaul ; 

(b) At each overhaul, all parts whose service life will 
expire before the next overhaul must be replaced. 

In order to analyse the maintenance-cycle pattern, all 
machine-tool parts which are subject to periodic over- 
haul must be divided into groups according to length of 
service life. 

Each group comprises parts whose service life (T,) is 
within the range «,T| < T, • (« l)T|, where « is the 
ordinal number of the group of parts in question and T, 
is the minimum service life, which determines the 

periodicity of overhauls. I or the nth group ni paru, the 
periodicity will be H.T,, as parts of the tirsi group mil lv 
overhauled after T( hours, parts of the second group alter 
2 T| hours and so forth. The number of groups o\ pails 
in) overhauled at the periodic overhauls is determined 

from the relation n 
Ti 

where I ,„„, i\ the service life 

of the most durable part. 
If the maintenance-cycle patterns used are analysed 

from this point of view, more advantageous variants than 
the nine-period pattern may be found. 

It is a fact that although the pattern shows the first 
two periodic overhauls as being of the same type (minor 
overhauls), this is an index only of their average nope. 
In reality, these two overhauls will be different from each 
other, as after the period T, (the period between over- 
hauls), the tirst-group parts will be overhauled, while 
after the period 2T, both the firsi-group and the second- 
group parts will be overhauled. The amount oí over- 
haul work carried out on the second occasion will, con- 
sequently, be greater, although both are classified as 
minor overhauls, and the time and resources allocateti 
for them are identical. 

Similarly, it can he shown that the volume ol overhaul 
work involved in the first and second intermediale over- 
hauls in the cycle will be different in each case. 

In the interest of more accurate planning of mainten- 
ance, it is therefore desirable that there should be not 
three, but four, types of overhaul (the fourth type hein^ 
termed a complete overhaul!. 

As the author's calculations show <3.M, i« is m>*re 
advantageous from the point of view of reducing the 
idle time of equipment to use a su-period pattern with a 
l-ll-lll-ll-l-IV cycle and a ratio of volumes of overhaul 
work of I   II      II : IV      1:2  4ft 

The change to a cycle pattern with four types of over- 
haul requires a higher level of maintenance organization 
and will constitute a further development of the mainten- 
ance system. 

Attempts are now being made in the Soviet l moti lo 
introduce optimum maintenance-cycle patterns which 
take into account the work which has been done in this 
field. The existing maintenance soient, which has been 
of great economic value to industry, will thus he further 
developed and perfected. 

The length o) the period between overhauls I,| is 
that basic parameter of the maintenance svstem which 
reflects the special features of the equipment in question 
and the nature and inlen-.ii* •>( its operation. 

The length of the penod between overhauls mua be 
determined after the mainlcnuncc-cyvlc pattern has twen 
selected: it is. therefore, ihe second task in establishing 
the basic parameters of ihe maintenance system 

The aim in determining the length of ihe period between 
overhauls and the maintenance-cycle pattern must be 
to achieve the highest possible durability of ihe equip- 
ment. The optimum period will be that which, other 
things being equal, gives the highest coefficient of dura- 
bility (or the minimum loss of machine time on overhauls, 
which amounts to the same thing) 
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I he mam consideration in selecting the optimum 
period between overhauls (I, T„p,) ,s io establish 
such a ratio between the amount of work carried out 
at the periodic overhauls and the amount earned out in 
the course ol servicing between overhauls as will make 
possible ihe minimum expenditure ol labour on overhauls 
in the given conditions 

When the length ol the mteroverhaul period is en- 
tended, a larger number ol parts will he replaced in the 
course ol the servicing between overhauls As a result 
of this, the durability of individual parts will he more 
fully utilized during the servicing interval, but the 
amount of assembly and disassembly will be increased. 

On the basis of these considerations, the author pro 
poses the following formula for calculating the optimum 
interval between overhauls: 

f 
I 8      (Tk \ 
K    Vr      V  {fi     * &     *>   T (Kquation II) 

where T is the length of the actual interval between ovcr- 
haulsestahlished in practice; K is the number of overhauls 
tn the cycle <K 6 or K 9): n is the actual time re- 
quired for a complete overhaul (in hours» for a length of 
cycle KT; r, is the actual amount of time required for a 
minor overhaul (in hours»; ß I is a coefT it which 
indícales the increase in the amount of time s|<ni on the 
overhaul of machine tin»! parts and assemblies m the 
course of interoverhiul servicing because ol increased 
assembly and disassembly work. 

ß is normally between I 5 and 3 This ftvmuta permits 

Z   which is an index the calculation of the value of 

of the advisibilitv of lengthening <»r shortening ihe 
period between overhauls in the given t>perating ctmdi- 
IHW»; i.e. it makes possible nu»re accurate correction of 
the value of T establtshcd from the norms 

The coefficient ß greatly influence» the value of T„ , 
If Ihe time spent on assembly and disassembly work 

can he reduced by using quick-change parts and intro- 
ducing wear-compensation adjustments, the interval 
hetween overhauls can advantageously he lengthened. 

If changes are made in the overhaul and operating 
conditions c»f the equipment, the mteroverhaul period 
shouki als», be adjusted accordingly. 

Improvements in overhaul methods, in the durability 
of the individual parts and in the design of machine look 
will b- fully effective in increasing the durability of the 
equ ment, provided that the main parameters i»f the 
mamtenanee system particularly the maintenance-cycle 
pattern and the length of the mteroverhaul period are 
correctly «elected 

IX.  0*t.4M/ATK>N   Of    MMMINAMI    »RVKt*   At 
II»  HAM 

The organisation of maintenance work at the plant 
must provide for the execution of all technolofieal pro- 
e**** necessary for maintenance operations, the receipt 
of spare parts from the mnehine-tooJ factory and the 
overhaul of individual assemblies or machine tool* at 
special maintenance centres 

A. S. Pro«», 

The organization of maintenance, as shown abo\ 
depends upon Ihe types and number of machine tools 
the plant. 

The plant's maintenance machine shop usually con 
prises the following sections or units: (a) a machine-to. 
section: (h) a filling shop; and << ) a welding shop. | 
large maintenance machine shops there is a furthe 
department for restoring and increasing the wear resist 
ance of parts, with sections for metallization, chrorru 
plating, cementing, heat treatment etc. 

The machine shop is headed by a superintendent, wh.. 
is subordinate to the factory's chief mechanical engineei 
and the various sections or units are headed by foremen 
under   the   shop   superintendent.   Under   the   latter\ 
authority also are a technological office, a planning office 
and other administrative units. 

Shop maintenance units, as has already been shown 
form part of production shops. Their purpose is to carry 
out mteroverhaul servicing and to perform individual 
repair work on all the various types of equipment installed 
m each workshop. The scale of operation of a shop 
maintenance unit depends upon the system of main- 
tenance followed at the plant. 

Under a centralized system of maintenance, in which 
work is carried out exclusively with the labour and 
resources of the appropriate workshops of the chief 
mechanical engineers section, the shop maintenance unit 
is responsible only for mteroverhaul servicing. Where the 
workshops of the chief mechanical engineers section 
have insufficient work, «hey are also made responsible for 
mteroverhaul servicing. 

Under a deccntrat«ed system, the shop maintenance 
units carry out mteroverhaul servicing of mechanical 
equipment and all types of overhauls, excen« major 
overhauls of the most complex units. They are also 
responsible for mteroverhaul servicing and minor and 
intermediate overhauls of electrical and diesel equipment 

Under a mixed maintenance system, major overhauls of 
production-shop equipment are carried out by mechanical 
and electrical repair shops 

The Model Regulations recommend the establishment 
of shop maintenance units in workshops where the total 
number of maintenance and repair operations runs to 
upwards of 600 700. In small workshops, independent 
maintenance units are not set up. Such shops arc served 
by so-called "central district units" (one unit for several 
*h«*ps>, which are headed by district mechanical engineers 
who are subordinate to the chief mechanical engineer. 

Central district units are staffed by squads of fitter«, 
who are attached to production sections, hays or shops. 
The M* of each squad is established according to the 
tahour requirements for the projected maintenance 
operations given on an annual schedule and for carrying 
out the interoverhaul servicing of the equipment assigned 
to the «quad 

In choosing the particular system of maintenance for 
the laciory as a whole, account is taken of its effect on 
«he structure of the central maintenanee-iervice apparatus 

the chief mechanical engineer's section. With a decen- 
tralized system of maintenance, when the bulk of the 
work is undertaken by :he ihop maintenance units, it is 
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dvisable to augment the latter's planning and accounl- 
ig staffanti correspondingly to simplify the structure of 
lie central maintenance-service apparatus, making the 
it 1er responsible only for the methodical direction and 
upervision of the shop maintenance units' work. 
The structure of maintenance services in the chief 

nechanical engineer's section also depends upon 
A nether there is an independent chief mechanical 
•ngineer's section at the plant. If there is such a section. 
.me of its functions is to ensure the correct use and 
planned maintenance of all power equipment. 

An independent chief power engineer's section is 
usually set up at large plants which have a great deal of 
equipment and which use substantial quantities of 
power. In factories using small amounts of electricity 
.ind having small power installations, a combined chief 
mechanical engineer's and powrr engineer's section is 
formal, which includes a power-engineering office and is 
responsible for the work of the electrical and diesel 
shops. 

In plants with large numbers of machine tools of the 
same kind and in mass production factories, it is advis- 
able, in order to reduce machine idle time during repair. 
to carry out repairs by the unit system. 

The essence of the unit system of repair is the removal 
of machine-tool units requiring repair and their replace- 
ment with spare units, either previously repaired, rebuilt 
or newly purchased. In metal-cutting machines, such 
interchangeable units include the deadstock, the apron 
and the carriage saddle, the drive mechanism, the spindle- 
casing, the grinding and turret heads uc. Th« range of 
interchangeable units and interchangeable parts must be 
made more and more comprehensive, and the rebuilding 
(repair) of these units and parts must he centralized. 

In addition to the unit system, there is the successive- 
unit system of repair and overhaul, in which the units of 
the assembly are overhauled in a particular sequence 
during normal breaks in the operation of the equipment. 
During meal-breaks and on rest-days arid non-working 
shifts, different units requiring overhaul are dismantled 
and their worn-out parts replaced. 

The successive-unit system is particularly well suited 
for the repair of standard-unit machine tools and other 
tools for which the various subassemblies are individually 
designed (9). 

The more equipment is standardized and the more its 
individual units and assemblies are unified, the simpler 
will the organization of maintenance services become. 
It is expedient, therefore, in equipping any given factory, 
to use the minimum number of machine-tool contractors. 

In the Soviet Union, efforts are now being made on a 
broad front to produce machine tools in various tech- 
nological versions and types on a single base, to stand- 
ardize regular machine parts and assemblies, and to 
unify construction. These measures not only reduce the 
cost and increase the quality of machine-tool production, 
but also substantially simplify their repair and main- 
tenance. 

X. TECHNIC AL PROBLEMS Ot MACHINE-TOOL MAINTENANCE 

In the maintenance of machine tools and other equip- 

ment, the correct choice of the technical processes to be 
used to restore the impaired efficiency of the various 
units and parts is important. 

This is a somewhat complex problem, for several 
reasons: first, the range of repairable parts is extremely 
wide; secondly, the parameters of the parts have to Iv 
fully restored in repair and. in many cases, increased 
wear resistance and toughness are called for: and. 
thirdly, expenditure on repairs and idle time during 
repair must be kept to a minimum. 

In addition to the ordinary methods of mechanical 
machining, extensive use is made of electroplating, metal- 
improvement processes, pulverization and other tech- 
nical processes to restore the dimensions of the worn 
parts (10). 

Processes to harden the surface of parts and increase 
their wear resistance and fatigue strength are used also. 
These processes include heat and thermo-chemical treat- 
ment, electric-spark surface toughening and surface 
toughening by rolling and shot-peening. 

In repairing equipment, it may also become necessary 
to modernize individual units, to replace some materials 
by others and to economize in the use of non-ferrous 
metals. In some cases, therefore, bimetallic parts have to 
be made e.g.. slider bearings, worm wheels and lead 
screw nuts using bronze for the friction surface and steel 
or cast-iron for the main body of the part. Metallo- 
ceramic parts are also used for example, iron-graphite 
bushings and plastic parts (II). All this calls for special 
equipment and skilled labour. 

In the repair of machine tools, particular attention has 
to be given to the technical processes for reconditioning 
or repairing certain parts, since their quality determines 
the precision of the machine tool. 

Normally, the most labour-consuming operation is the 
repair of machine-tool slides, since these determine the 
precision of movement of thr basic units of the machine 
and the accuracy of their relative positions. 

The technical processes for repairing worn slides are 
varied, and, depending upon the circumstances, may he 
carried out by machining at the lathe, by the use of 
suitable appliances or by hand. 

The machining of slides by planing, milling or grinding 
is the most exact and productive method of recondition- 
ing worn slides. However, its use is not infrequently 
limited by the factory's lack of machine tools of suitable 
size and adequate precision. 

The repair of bed slides with the help of suitable 
appliances necessitates no special equipment: the 
appliances used foi tl, •; purpose are of simple construction 
and can be made at any machine-building plant. But the 
drawback of this method is its high labour consumption 
as compared with machine work, since treatment with 
appliances normally takes place at a lower tempo and 
usually necessitates .' certain amount of manual labour 
in preparing the setting bases and some rather labour- 
consuming work in installing and setting up the appliance. 
Nevertheless, it is often preferable, because it can be 
carried out at the site of the machine tool, so that the bed 
docs not have to be dismantled and reassembled, and 
time is saved on transporting it to the repair shop and 
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back.   This method is best suited  to  the repair of 
particularly large bed slides. 

The repair of slides by hand (powdering, scraping etc.) 
is the most labour-consuming and outmoded method, and 
is permissible today only in one of the following cases: 
(o) when the wear on the slides is so slight that hand 
reconditioning   requires   less   time   than   mechanical 
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normal precision lathes, the permissible displacements , 
the slide rest in relation to the mandrel are as in table < 

By means of rigidity testing, one can ensure a high repa 
quality and detect any couplings requiring more cared 
adjustment. 

In the case of gear-milling, thread-grinding and otlu 
precision machines, it is also desirable to check th 

Table 6 

Maximum machining diameter of machine 
tool (millimetres)   

Korce applied (kilogrammes)  
Maximum displacement in reta- Spindle 

lion to mandrel ( millimetres)    Tailstock 

IIX) 
70 

0.04 
0.05 

200 
200 

0.10 
0.13 

400 
560 

0.21 
0.27 

800 
I,«00 
0.47 
0.61 

1.600 
4.500 

1.05 
1.40 

methods; (b) when the equipment for mechanical treat- 
ment (machine tools and appliances) has not yet been 
obtained or made. 

The Soviet Union has developed portable appliances 
for grinding and clean planing machine-tool slides in the 
process of repair, mechanized scraping tools and technical 
processes and methods for machining slides with the use 
of machine tools (10). Model technical processes have 
also been developed for repairing spindles, lead screws, 
precision worm couples and other key machine-tool parts. 

The overhaul of the hydraulic equipment of machine 
tools presents special features of its own, including 
technical processes characterized by the use of precision 
and finishing work in the repair of hydraulic cylinders 
(honing) and hydraulic pump parts (grinding) and by 
checking to ensure precise clearances and relative 
positions in reconditioned parts returned to use. 

Units are assembled with the help of universal and 
special appliances ensuring correct and efficient assembly. 

In order to ensure accurate assembly, it is necessary to 
apply the theory of dimension sequences and com- 
pensators (12). since the method used to restore precision 
can then be selected on rational grounds; e.g., one can 
regulate or adjust the part, use trial and error or fit a 
compensator in one of the members of the subassembly. 

Great importance for high-quality assembly attaches 
to the checking and testing of the machine tool after an 
overhaul. 

In addition to the familiar tests for geometrical 
precision, efficiency, machining precision and surface 
quality obtained, methods of checking to determine the 
quality of separate subassemblies are also being intro- 
duced into the practice of machine-tool overhaul. 

One may mention first the rigidity standards and 
methods of checking the rigidity of machine tools which 
have been worked out in the Soviet Union (13). For 
example, in the case of lathes, a load is applied to the 
spindle and tailstock into which the mandrels are 
inserted. Force is created with the help of a special 
dynamometer, which exerts pressure on the mandrel at 
an angle of 60 from the horizontal (in the direction of 
total cutting thrust). Under the standards applied for 

4. 

kinematic accuracy of the mechanisms linking the 
rotation of the blank to the movement of the tool. For 
this purpose, universal and specially developed tools are 
used. 

The use of technically advanced repair and testing 
processes is essential to the achievement of high efficiency 
and economy in the overhaul of machine tools. 
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RESEARCH FOR THE MACHINE-TOOL INDUSTRY 
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INTAOOK TWN 
The business of the machine-tool industry it to make 

machine tools, and research for the machine-tool 
industry must, therefore, haw two main objectives: (a) 
to facilitate the design and manufacture of machine tools ; 
und (h) to improve existing machine tools and develop 
new ones. 

But machine tools are not manufactured as ends in 
themselves; they are essentially means to a wide variety 
of ends. Machine tools are made in order to make 
possible the manufacture of other machinery—power- 
stations, rolling-mills, typewriters, motor-cars etc.—and 
the design of machine tools, must be determined largely 
by the requirements of the production engineers respon- 
sible for their use. Thus, the scope of research for the 
machine-tool industry is ultimately determined by the 
manufacturing requirements of modern industry. It 
includes problems associated not only with metal- 
cutting machine tools, such as lathes and drills, but with 
metal-forming machines, such as presses and forging 
machines and with new types of machine tool, such as 
electrochemical machines. It probably should also 
include work on some types of casting machines and 
machines for powder metallurgy, ail of which can be 
regarded as possible alternative manufacturing machines. 
The aim of research for the machine-tool industry can, 
therefore, be stated as being to help the designer of 
manufacturing machines to meet the manufacturing 
requirements of his customers. 

Even if the customers' needs could be completely 
satisfied and were to remain unchanged, research would 
still have a part to phty in making it easier and cheaper 
for these needs to be met. New materials, new techniques 
and new methods of design can all he used by the 
machine-tool designer in his efforts to meet his customers' 
requirements. Thus even though many of the bask types 
of machine tool used today were already in existence 
100 years ago, research on their performance and 
construction can still be justified in terms of the con- 
tribution it can make to reducing the resources require«! 
for their design and manufacture. 

Of course, the needs of users of machine tools do not 
remain unchanged. Today's machine tools must be more 
accurate, more versatile and more economical to use than 
their predecessors were, white, at the same time, they arc 
required to work at higher speeds and on a wider variety 
of materials. The improvements have been achieved by 
the development of greatly improved structures, mech- 
anisms, control systems and machining techniques, and 

ii is to further improvements of the same kind that much 
current machine-tool research is directed. Although the 
older types of machine tool are continually being im- 
proved, they are still unable to meet all the needs of the- 
modern production engineer. New machining processes 
are necessary to meet the requirements of technologically 
advanced industries, such as the aerospace and nuclear- 
power industries, which base their designs on the use of 
materials which are difficult, if not impossible, to 
machine in the conventional way. And even in the mass 
production industries, economic considerations empha- 
size the need for manufacturing processes which do not 
involve the wastage, as swarf tir scrap, «if large propor- 
tions of the raw material purchased. Improved versions 
of the older types of machine tool have, therefore, been 
supplemented by entirely new machine tools electro- 
chemical machines, high-energy forging machines and 
even, for some purposes, electron-beam and laser 
machines. 

Conventional metal-cutting prix-esses, which depend 
upon plastic deformation and shearing of the work piece 
material, have been studied for many years and, although 
they are not yet fully understood, a considerable body of 
data is available on which to base the design of machine 
tools. Little information is yet available, however, about 
the mechanism of machining by lasers, for example. 
Thus, although the successful design and operation of 
these newer types of machine tools still depends upon 
basic research on structures and mechanisms, it requires, 
in addition, the hacking of considerable research into (In- 
funda menials of the pr*Kesses themselves. 

Nevertheless, whether it is intended to facilitate the 
design of a conventional machine tool or to develop a 
new machining process, the results of research must 
eventually be incorporated into a machine tool. And the 
research is successful only if ihe machine tool is itsell 
successful in production conditions. Much, hut not all. 
of the research and development required for the pro- 
duction «if a ne» machine tool can he done by the 
machine-tool maker, or in government and other 
laboratories. But the successful development of a new 
machine tool requires also a substantial contribution 
from users and. indeed, the rate at which new machine 
tools and processes can be developed and applied prob- 
ably depends more upon users than upon the manufac- 
turer. Machine-tool research, if it is to be fruitful, must 
be accompanied by equally basic studies in production 
engineering The quality and quantity of production 
engineering research must keep pace with the consider- 
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able recent growth of research for the machine-tool 
industry, and the economics and organization of manu- 
lacturmg must, therefore, be added to the list of topics 
lor study. 

In practice, the way in which a machine tool is used 
can be as importuni a factor in determining whether or 
not it is successful as the quality of the engineering that 
has gone into its design. Thus, studies of all aspecis of 
machine-tool utilization, including ergonomics, also 
lorm a vital part of machine-tool research. 

It is obviously impossible, in a single paper, to describe 
completely all the problems and procedures of machine- 
tool research. In this paper, therefore, some of the main 
problems of current interest will be described in relation 
to their background, and an indication will be given of 
the way in which the problems are being tackled and of 
some ol the results obtained. 

The work described is based mainly on that of the 
Machine-Tool industry Research Association (MTIRA). 
a co-operative research association working for the 
machine-tool industry in the United Kingdom ol Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland. 

I.   MA( HINt-TOOl SÍRK TLRfcS 

The functions of the structure of a machine tool are 
first, to support the workpiece and cutting tool; and." 
secondly, to allow relative motion of prescribed kinds 
between the tool and the workpiece. Furthermore 
accuracy must be maintained even when the structure is 
subjected to the forces required to machine the work- 
pteee. Thus, the structure must not only be geometrically 
accurate, it must also have high stiffness to permit it to 
resist delormatton by cutting forces. A structure which is 
stiff enough for this purpose will, almost invariably, also 
be strong enough to support the workpiece. 

It is convenient to discuss separately the problems of 
geometrical accuracy and stiffness, and although the 
examples quoted in this section refer mainly to metal- 
cutting machine tools, the principles discussed apply also 
to all other types of machine tool. 

A. Accuracy 
Fundamentally, accuracy must be built into a machine 

tool; surfaces must be flat and perpendicular or parallel 
to each other, slides must move along straight lines and 
spindles must rotate about denned axes. All this must be 
achieved by accurate manufacture, and the main con- 
tribution of research has been to the techniques of 
measurement. 

As standards of accuracy of machine tools have 
increased, particularly on larger machines, with the 
spread of numerical-control systems, it has become 
increasingly difficult to measure the performance of the 
completed machine tool with an accuracy comparante 
with the resolution of the measuring scales on the 
machine. This problem has recently been eased consider- 
aWy hy the development of portable laser tnterfero- 
meters, and this instrument is a good example of the way 
•fl which research in fields which are apparently remote 
worn machine-tool technology can be applied to the 
benefit of the machine-tool industry. (Reference has 
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already been made to the use of solid-stale lasers l 
machining operations; a further development of lav 
research  is discussed in  a subsequent   section.) Tl¡ 
high degree of coherence in the light emitted by a singi 
mode gas laser permits fringes to be formed between tv* 
beams of light even when their optical-path lengths dill 
considerably. With suitable corrections for temperatui 
and atmospheric pressure, therefore, lengths of up i . 
5 metres can now be measured to an accuracy better than 
I part in 10". 

Thus lasers, discovered only in 1961. are already m 
routine use for calibrating machine tools that could noi 
be checked to the required accuracy in any other wa\ 
(see ligure I ). 

The availability of this instrument makes possible the 
calibration, under workshop conditions, of both large 
and small machine tools with an accuracy hitherto 
attainable only under standards-room conditions. Al- 
though much remains to be learned about the practical 
application of machine tools of laser interfernmetry. n 
seems likely that this new technique will have an 
immediate beneficial effect on the performance of the 
more accurate machine tools and. at the same time, will 
stimulate research into methods of achieving still greater 
accuracies. 

As mentioned above, it is the application of numerical- 
control systems to large machine tools that has been 
mainly  responsible for the growing  need  for  more 
accurate calibration of the linear displacements of the 
moving parts of machine tools. With manual operation, 
small adjustments to correct residual inaccuracies can 
always be made by the operator but. as yet, these same 
adjustments   cannot   be   carried   out   automatically, 
although the development of adaptive control system» 
for machine tools (which arc discussed later» may even- 
tually make this possible. At the current time, however, 
although   numerically   controlled   machine  took  are 
capable of a higher degree of repeatability than a« 
manually operated machines, they can achieve the same 
absolute accuracy in practice only if they are inherently 
more accurate or if they are controlled from the actual 
machined dimensions of the workpwee, rather than from 
the relative positions of tool-bolder and work-table, as is 
more usual. This requires some form of "in-process" 
gauging to measure workpiece dimensions immediately 
behind the cutting tool. Pneumatic gauging systems an 
already being applied in this way for the control of 
cylindrical- and disc-grinding machines, and versions 
suitable for use on lathes are now being developed 
Mechanical systems for measuring the diameter of large 
bores by rolling a disc around the periphery are ateo 
used. Other methods of in-process gauging which are 
currently being developed include the electronic measure 
ment of the dimensions of an image of the workpiece 
projected on to a television camera tube, and the optic«! 
straight-edge system shown in figure 2, which illustrates 
yet another possible application of lasers to machine 
tools. 

Until quite recently, one could not expect a machine 
tool to machine to an accuracy better than that of the 
machined surfaces in the machine tool itself- slideway», 
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Figure I 

LAW»  INtlfttVIMIMtTt* (AI IM» AT««  USED »V  MA< HINF-T<m INDUSTRY RtSI AR< H ASSOCIATES IOR ( Ml í KINCi THE 
AtTUIUCY Ot A MACHINE T(XM. 

bearings etc. However, the growing use of hydrostatic 
hearing» for »ltdeways and spindles means thai this is no 
longer trae. A slide supported on a Aim of oil under 
pressure will, because of the integrating effet I of the oil 
Aim. move along a line whkh deviates from the straight 
appreciably less than the actual slide*ay surface. 
Similarly a spindle supported on hydrostatic journal 
hearings can rotate with lew eccentricity than is present 
in the boret of the journal hearings. Research on hydro- 
static hearings (which are discussed more fully below) 
has thus ltd to the possibility «if using a machine tool lo 
produce a series of further machines, each of which is 
more accurate than the last 

It is alto possible, using a recently developed type of 
hydrostatic bearing pad (set figure h to corroct auto- 
matically for gross errors tn the straightness of siideways 
by causing the slide it« follo« a path defined by a beam 
of light. An arrangements of photocells detects any 
deviation of the slide from the desired path and corree- 
lions are effected by increasing or decreasing the thick- 

ness of the oil film between the slide and slideway. The 
stiffness of the system normal to the plane of sliding is 
now determined by the gain in the error-control system. 
Although research on this subject is continuing, the 
system would currently appear to be practicable only in 
special circumstances. However, the possibility of 
obviating all need for accurate machining of machine 
tool surfaces by using optical means of guidance and 
serve systems to provide the required structural stiffness 
is an attractive one. 

Hydrostatic slideway bearings have the additional 
advantage that, as there is no metal-to-melal contact 
during sliding, there is no wear. Moreover, as explained 
above, a small amount of wear d«»es not necessarily 
affect the accuracy with which the slide moves. With 
adequate lubrication and properly lilted slideway covers, 
wear can often be reduced to negligible proportions. It 
is still sometimes necessary, however, lo operate slide- 
ways without protection and, in general, it is necessary 
to take account of the possibility of wear of siideways 
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hich »perule under conditions of boundary or hydro- 
vnamic lubrication If wear of tideways is likely to be 
vpenenced. care should be taken to position the slide- 
ays in such a way that wear has the least died on the 
ccuracy of machining. I or example, by supporting a 
lachine tool slide on three sliding surfaces arranged so 
hat the normals to the surfaces interesect at a point, any 
utation of the slide as a result of wear of the surfaces is 
mnimi/cd. I igure 4 shows a practicable arrangement of 
lirec surfaces which approximately meets this condition. 

Figure 4 
A MAC TK AUE ARRANUEMFNT <* SI JOIN G SURFACES 

WHICH APHtCMUMATFLY SATISFIES THE RI LE Fi» THF 

MINIMUM EFFECT OF WEAR 

Such an arrangement might be used to support the saddle 
of a lathe and if, in addition, the axis of the lathe spindle 
passes through the point of intersection of the normals, 
then wear will produce only a tangential displacement of 
the cutting tool, which will have little effect on the 
accuracy of the machine tool. In practice, it would prob- 
ably be sufficient to arrange that the lathe spindle was on 
a line joining the point of intersection of the normals and 
the point of the cutting tool. 

Similar considerations can be applied to determine 
the best geometrical arrangement of slideways for other 
kinds of machine tool. 

B   Stiffness 
The cutting forces which tend to distort a machine tool 

structure do not remain constant, even under nominally 
uniform cutting conditions.  Interrupted cutting con- 

ditions or variations in work piece properties can give 
rise to alternating components o\' culling force super- 
imposed on the steady forces, and the alternating torces 
will produce forced vibrations of the structure which 
may result in a wa\y surface on the workpicce. A 
machine-tool structure must, therefore, be not only 
statically stiff so as to resist deformation by steady 
forces, but also dynamically stiff in order to prevent 
alternating components of cutting force from giving rise 
to large amplitudes of vibration. Since it is impossible 
to know the frequencies of all the alternating components 
of force (although there will usually be components at 
the frequency of revolution of the spindle and at cutter 
tooth frequencies), it is usually desirable to make the 
natural frequencies of vibration of machine-tool struc- 
tures as high as possible so as lo minimi/e the chances of 
excitation of vibrations of large amplitude. In general, 
therefore, the objective of a high dynamic stiffness is 
usually interpreted as meaning a high natural frequency. 
Damping is also important, however, and at resonance 
the effective stiffness is determined mainly by the 
damping in the structure. 

In some circumstances, when the damping in the 
structure is small, energy can be fed back from the main 
drive to build up and sustain vibrations of the structure 
at a frequency approximately equal to the natural 
frequency of vibration. Such "regenerative chatter" 
vibrations can be of large amplitude and. in addition to 
leading to poor surface finish, may even lead to actual 
damage to the workpiece. culling tool or machine siruc- 
turc. The theory of chatter vibrations, has been exten- 
sively discussed in the literature, but although the 
phenomenon is reasonably well understood, il is still not 
easy to design from first principles a structure that can be 
guaranteed not to chai ter. 

The accuracy of movement of a machine tool is 
normally assured by some form of acceptance test, and 
it would be useful for both makers and users if the actual 
machining performance of a machine tool could IH* 
tested in a similar way. Dynamic acceptance tests would 
include noise level, power available at ihe spindle etc., 
but they would be really useful only if they provided a 
measure of the inherent resistance of the machine tool to 
chatter. The difficulty is to devise an objective and 
meaningful test, as small differences in stiffness and 
damping can have a great effect on performance. A 
machine tool may perform satisfactorily with one work- 
piece and cutting tool, but unsatisfactorily wilh other 
workpieces and tools, even though these may be essen- 
tially similar to the first. 

Even when a machine tool is known to be unsatis- 
factory in respect of chatler behaviour, it is not always 
easy to say just how it can be improved Increasing the 
static stiffness may help, but this could have the opposite 
effect by bringing the natural frequency of the structure 
into near coincidence with an exciting frequency. Indeed, 
it is often possible to improve the machining capabilities 
of a machine tool by reducing its stiffness in a particular 
direction. In general, however, the besl way of reducing 
liability to chatter would undoubtedly lie to increase Ihe 
damping in the structure, although this is not easily 
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achieved   since   the  sources of damping   in   machine 
structures are not yet fully understood. 

The inherent damping in cast-iron or steel structural 
members is only a small proportion of the total damping, 
although it is possible to increase the damping in welded- 
steel structures by the use of a laminar construction, in 
which there is a relative movement at the interface when 
the structure deflects. Sand or concrete filling can also 
increase the damping of a structure, although there is 
little quantitative information available. Joints certainly 
contribute a large proportion of the damping, presum- 
ably by friction when the joint surfaces move in relation 
to each other. Increasing the relative movement will 
increase the damping, but only at the expense of reducing 
the static stiffness. Oil films, such as those which are 
formed in hydrostatic slideways, are capable of dissi- 
pating energy as the thickness of the film varies cyclically 
and are thus potential sources of damping. The damping 
effect increases rapidly as the frequency increases, but, 
unfortunately, so does the stiffness of the oil film (see 
figure 5). At frequencies greater than a few cycles per 
second, therefore, the oil film is probably as stiff or as 
suffer than the rest of the structure, so that alternating 
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Figure 5 

IN-PHASE AND QUADRATURE STIFFNESS OF A HYDROSTATIC 

THRUST BEARING WITH AN 0.04-MILLIMETRE OIL FILM 

A. E. De Bu • 

forces will produce little variation in thickness of ti 
film and there will be little contribution to the dampin 
The problem of finding effective ways of increasing tl 
damping in machine-tool structures therefore remains i . 
be solved. 

Until more is known about the dynamic behaviour <>,' 
machine-tool structure, it is probably best for th: 
designer to aim at producing structure with high static 
stiffness and high natural frequencies of vibration Thi* 
means, in practice, that the stiffness has to be achieved 
using as little structural material as possible. Micheli 
structures-orthogonal pin-jointed frame structures so 
proportioned that the stress is constant everywhere—can 
be shown to have the maximum stiffness to a given sel 
of forces for a given weight of material. The saving in 
weight can be appreciable (see figure 6) and these 
structures would seem to be a good approximation to 
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Figure 6 

COMPARISON OF THE VOLUMES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF 

CANTILEVER STRUCTURE 

structures of high natural frequency. Unfortunately, 
Micheli structures can. as yet, be specified only for simple 
two-dimensional sets of forces, although research to 
extend their range of application is continuing. More- 
over, practical continuous structures can only be 
approximate to true Micheli structure«. 

For the time being, therefore, machine-tool structures 
must be designed using more empirical methods. Struc- 
tures which are stiff to bending, torsional and shear 
forces are required (the need for shear stiffness is often 
overlooked, but deflections due to shear can represent 
a large  proportion of the total deflection  of some 

. 
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tructures). although the relative magnitudes of these 
Dices will vary from one machine tool to another. In 
.renerai, it is hest to hase the design on a structure which 
lias maximum torsional stiffness since such a structure 
.isually has good hending and shear stiffness also (see 
ligure 7). 

A major problem is the need to prevent local distortion 
and to ensure that the material of the structure is. as 
far as possible, uniformly stressed. Simple structural 
models are often useful for showing up weaknesses and 
for suggesting ways of stiffening a structure. Weak 
regions, such as can be caused by holes, must be stiffened 
by properly placed ribbing, and arrangements must be 
made for spreading point loads. 

be fed into the computer along with oilier information 
about the structure. (Models can include joints also, 
but care is necessary in scaling the joint parameters if 
reliable results are to be obtained.) l'ho computation can 
also, to some extent, take into account the stillness of 
the oil li Ini in the hydrostatic slidewav bearing, but 
further work is still required on the interaction between 
the structure and the oil film. The difficulty is thai 
particularly when the thickness of the film is small the 
oil Him is very stiff and. under alternating loads, the 
pressure in it may cause local distortion of the sliding 
surfaces. In turn, such distortion alters the thickness and 
stiffness of the oil film. 

With many machine tools, particularly the larger ones, 
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RELATIVE STIFFNESS OF VARIOUS SECTIONS IN TORSION, BENDING AND SHEAR 

Tests on models are also often used for predicting the 
stiffness of full-scale structures. More recently, however, 
as a result of research, it has become possible to use 
computing techniques for predicting the static and 
dynamic stiffnesses and modes of vibration of proposed 
structures. It is necessary to represent the proposed 
structure by a lumped-parameter model and to describe 
in reasonable detail the shapes and sizes of the various 
structural elements. Once this has been done, however, 
stiffnesses, mode shapes and natural frequencies of 
vibration can be determined by using the programme 
prepared for this purpose. The effects of proposed 
modifications to the structure are easily calculated also. 
It seems likely that the use of computer techniques in this 
way will gradually replace model tests for the study of 
the dynamic behaviour of structures. 

Joints can contribute a large part of the total com- 
pliance of a machine-tool structure and their effect must 
be taken into account in any consideration of structural 
stiffness. Studies of joint behaviour have shown the 
importance of interface pressure and surface finish of 
the joint surfaces, and it is now possible to predict the 
effective stiffnesses of simple joints. This information can 

it is not economic to make the bed of the machine stiff 
enough to allow the machine to be used without attaching 
it to a foundation. It is then necessary to ensure that the 
machine tool is attached to its foundation in such a way 
that the stiffness of the foundation block is fully utili/ed. 
Since it is usually necessary also to allow for differential 
settlement of the foundation, and for changes in ils shape 
and size with temperature and humidity, the choice of the 
method of attachment of the machine tool to the foun- 
dation requires some care 

II. MATERIALS AND TECHNIQI IS 

If, however, the foundation has to be regarded as an 
integral part of the machine-tool structure (and this is 
usually the case when static or dynamic stiffness is 
involved), it is reasonable to consider integrating the 
design of machine tool and foundation by making the 
machining bed in concrete. A few machine tools with 
concrete structural members have already been produced, 
but doubts about the long-term stability of the material 
have tended to inhibit the wider use of this method of 
construction. Recent measurements indicate, however, 
that if proper precautions are taken, it should be possible 
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to achieve the necessary stability. The possible advan- 
tages of concrete as a structural material for machine 
tools include reduced cost, reduced transport charges 
because large structural elements can be cast on site, 
and, possibly, increased damping. A full assessment of 
the use of concrete in this way cannot be made, however, 
until more data are available on stability and damping 
capacity 

Although cast iron is still the most commonly used 
material for machine-tool structures, fabricated struc- 
tures are being used to an increasing extent and offer 
economic advantages in some circumstances, particularly 
when the shape can be chosen to take advantage of the 
increased modulus of elasticity of steel, as compared with 
that of cast-iron. The possibility of introducing additional 
damping into fabricated structures has already been 
mentioned and the ease with which modifications can be 
made to fabricated structures is also relevant. Modular 
(s.g.) cast-iron, whose properties are intermediate 
between those of steel and ordinary grey cast-iron, is also 
worth studying as a possible structural material. 

For obvious reasons, plastic materials are not fre- 
quently used for the structural members of machine tools, 
but are increasingly used for non-load-bearing com- 
ponents. Laminated plastic inserts impregnated with 
PTFE are used as slideway materials, as are various soft 
non-ferrous alloys. 

III. MECHANISMS 

Although stiffness is the main criterion in the design 
of the structural elements of machine tools, relative 
movement of structural members—slides on slideways or 
spindles in journal bearings—is often necessary and 
bearings, both plain and journal, are important elements 
of machine tools. The usual requirements are for stiffness 
perpendicular to the direction in which movement is to 
be permitted and little resistance to movement in the 
desired direction. 

The simplest and cheapest slideway bearings are plain 
lubricated bearings, and much effort has been devoted 
to examining lubricants and the shape and finish of 
sliding surfaces in attempts to reduce wear, reduce 
friction and eliminate stick-slip effects. Reproducible «ad 
relevant results are not easily obtained in tests of this 
kind but special oils and laminated plastic impregnated 
with PTFE, or soft metal surfaces sliding on hardened- 
steel or cast-iron surfaces have permitted the manufac- 
ture of low-friction, wear-resistant slides and slideways, 
with controllable friction characteristics. The advent of 
numerically controlled machine tools has, however, 
accentuated the need for slideway bearings requiring 
even lower forces to move the slides, and rolling-element 
bearings of various types have been developed to meet 
this need. But the stiffness normal to the plane of sliding 
is not easily obtained without pre-loading, which in- 
creases the effective frictional force opposing movement. 

Hydrostatic slideways, in which the sliding surfaces 
are supported by a film of fluid—oil or air—under 
pressure, offer many advantages. The film of fluid can be 
made very stiff to forces normal to its plane, but it offers 
little resistance to sliding motion and the effective 

A. v. Ik & 

frictional force (viscous) increases with velocity so th 
there is no danger of stick-slip effects. Moreover, tl 
integrating effect of the film of fluid means that the slu 
moves along a line which can be more nearly siraig! 
than the slideway itself. 

The fluid used may be gas (usually air) or oil. Air h. 
the advantage of not requiring collection after use, bui 
expensive to supply at the pressures and volumes require.: 
and has little damping capacity. Oil is cheaper to suppl 
and it can provide damping of motion in and normal t.. 
the plane of sliding; furthermore, hydrostatic slidewav 
using oil are easier to design than those using gas. The 
main disadvantage of oil is the need to collect it after 
use and to keep it free from contamination with cutting 
or other fluids. 

Hydrostatic slideways are made stiff normal to the 
plane of sliding by supplying oil to the slideway pockets 
(see figure 8) via some form of restriction. Any tendency 
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for the thickness of the oil Aim to decrease, say, when 
the load changes is opposed by the resultant increase of 
pressure in the oil film, the thickness of which thus tends 
to stay constant. The simplest forms of hydrostatic 
slideway use capillary restriclors. but more elaborate 
diaphragm-controlled restrictors have been developed. 
With the latter, the pressure in the oil Mm varies the 
resistance of the restrictor in such a way that even 
greater stiffness can be obtained. Single-sided hydrostatic 
slideway bearings öfter suffice, but there are many 
advantages in using opposed pairs of pads. These will 
not only support loads in both directions, but CM be 
made with greater stiffness than can single-tided bearings. 
Moreover, their stiffness is less dependent upon the load 
carried. 

Hydrostatic slideway bearings are relatively easy to 
design and make. There are, however, many variable» 
involved and the development of procedure« for opti- 
mizing the design has involved much research The 
relations between stiffness (and load) and restrictor 
resistance and oil-Mm thickness are «»mote» (see figure 
9); it is also necessary to consider the area available for 
the bearing pads, the oil-supply pressure and the mini- 
mum allowable gap (oil-film thickness). Account must 
aho be taken of the heat generated and the pumping 
power required; and, in general, it is not possible to 
minimize both these quantities simultaneously. There- 
fore, the final design must always be some kind of 
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compromise, but with all the data available in a rtadily 
usable form, the designer can easily choose a design 
which best suits hit conditions. The preparation of design 
data of thiii kind for hydrostatic bearings and other 
mechanisms and structures is an important objective of 
research for the machine-tool industry In the Untied 
Kingdom, the Machine Tool Industry Research Associa- 
tion prepares "MTWA notes for designers", which 
present in analogue (graphicalt form the results of 
extensive computations to permit designs to be optimiisd 
for any given conditions. 

A similar approach is adapted to the design of hydro- 
static journal and thrust bearings, although the number 
of variables involved is even greater the« for plain 
sliding bearing« and the problems «re correspondingly 
more compte*. However, studies of the phenomena 
involved have led to an understanding of the behaviour 
of these bearings (tee figures 10 and III end to the 
development of design procedures which permit opti- 
mization for any given conditions. Conventional rotting- 
ciement journal bearings can he pre-loaded to give the 
required radisi tthfness at low speeds, but pre-loaded 
bearings cannot he run at Mgjh speeds became the hent 
genafneen m me nenrtngs wonts cense nweiife, wweas, 
therefore, arranaMamts an anda to rmnove test ism trssd 
as the anead increases, it it not possible to achieve 
uniform stiffness over a wide speed range. This is, how- 
ever, easily achieved with hydrottatic journal hearings. 
Moreover, accurate, stiff hearings of targe diameter can 
be operated up to speeA «uieh present considerable 
dMtewtttw for conventional rolling element bearings. 

Nevertheless, moat machine-tool spindles uhi rota« in 
rolling-element bearings and research has led to the 

development of highly accurate bearings of tat* type 
The performance, in respect of accuracy of r. nation and 
stiffness, of machine-tool spindle* with roHme-vlemeni 
hearing» depends not only upon the hearing» t hen weh e v 
but also upon the way in which thev arc mounted in i lu- 
machine tool An inaccurately machined bea* :ng houstny 
can cause km of stiffness, overheating and inaccurate 
relation Furthermore, the design of the houMttg and the 
way in which it is attached to the rest of the machine-tool 
structure phty a large part in determining the effective 
stiffness of the bearing 
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Whatever the tyae ai hearing uved the «iiffiw» of tile 
hearings must he profterh matched to that .>*" *he spmdk 
tf fuM advantage is to I« taken «4 hoth   Bettet the 
.»piimijm design ont ht produced, H I» «ecessarv. to hase 
f*\ Uml% of (hc sttfnes* of hearing* and sptndtes 
Here «pin.  ihr m«  oí «j ctintpMer to catcutale the 
»ece»»ary relationship* (»hu« can i hen he prevented m 
graphical («»»m» makes n possthfc? to preset« the designer 
with alt the inlurnuithin necessary  10 enabk- him to 
produce the optimum tievgn  Ckvastortaltt. howevei   il 
NM) t*ot ht pmwhêe io achieve thr tftimtm design m 
practice haca*** <»i l«vk of space m other  practical 
considérations, imi t! the dewpnei kit.m» just h..* much 
ht » sacrine tng h* MM having optimum c«>nditions he n 
m a heiter pinatton i,» mai« the necessary decision 

IV   Umvtt 

r«r s given »„nul power htfh sptwtte speed* mean 
"*• ltv^»*d »•****** «ma« »tww*. w borea s ht« 
•pmdfc speed* involve large i«iw 4ml hifh lorgues Al 
ki» speeds, there«»««, the power thaï CM he utili/ed h* a 
machine-tin*! spindle 1% limited by the stiffness *tf the M« 

of the driv mg n .otoi The ideal power spetti characteristic 
for a machine-tool dmt (%. therefore, of the form shown 
M Apure 12. 1 e a constant 1 orque »t h»w speed» ami « 
t.instant Horsepower at high speeds 

for small variation* of speed »h. ,1 a given «peed, 
however, it 1* not always dear whether a constant-torque 
or a constant-power characteristic 1» io he preferred 
Direct drive by a vanaMe-speed hydraulic or electric 

*. »".. IH Bu 

motor usually pises the »irsi type ol characteristic, whi 
ihe conventional gear drive is ol tie second type W11 
the first type of l'rive. if the resiviarae experienced hy th 
lool-poini varies. e$   with interrupted cuts or because . 
variations in work piece properties, the cutting speed HI 

decrease %o as 10 keep the cutting (orce constant, where,, 
Hith th: second type of drive, the speed will tend 1 
remain constant  and  the cutting force  will increas 
correspondingly   Inder these conditions, »he effects <- 
the characteristics of the spindle drive on surface Hnisl 
and tool wear do ru« seem to have heen investigated The 
conManl-loft|uc drive would seem to he less hard on trn 
cutting UH»I.  althougft  mt»t designers and  users  .-t 
machine I«H»IS think th f »he> need a eonsiattt-horsepower 
drive 

Although there is ample evidence (see figure IJ> thai 
most users irf machine tmH* éo mn make full use tti the 
spindle »peed« availahle. the ectimmiK advantages rf 
hei^p ahle to dkmc Ihe «wmi speed for each uppti 
calKin ca» he considerahk CiwtiMNvuidy variahte-spted 
drives tend to he nwvre expensive than gear drives, httt 
when aNimance is made ft»r all the savmg> associated 
with the omission «^ a pear-hov and IV»r the added 
c**vewence aff.vded hoth the designer and the user, the 
«tira cosi may mn he very great roe stime .»peralto«*, 
«.§.. lacinf (vperattons on a lathe, ihe entra cost can 
certainly he justihed 

At the current time. moM machiMc-loid spindles are 
driven, m systems of gears or hell», from a constai« 
speed alternat ing-vurri*nt electIK m<Hor It is usual for 
Ihe spmdte spec Js avatiaMe to cover a wide range 10:1 
is m* uncomm m m very small steps, in order that the 
correct cMtling speed ma; he .on la We ftr any t«*«»t and 
workpKce comhinaiion Thus, spindk drives may involve 
sesera! gear trams and sometimes a hell drive also Both 
the total c**mpl«ance and the toial inertia of the drive can, 
therefitre. he high and its torsional natural freuue.vy 
tow. sti that ti»rsmnal vihratMHH of relatively large 
amftttudecan easily he set up if thecuttertouth freciuetwy 
happens to cttrrespond to a harmona nf the resonant 
Ireuuency   TOTSMMMI vihralMvn in a spindle drive wM 
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caute the cutting »peed to vary cyclically, hut it may m 
may not »ffoct the surface ftni»h (4* the workpwee It t* 
possible, however, for coupling to occur between tor- 
sional vibration* of the drive and vibrations of the 
machine tool structure. In those circumstance*, torsional 
vibrations can contribute to machine-tool chatter 
Knowledge of the lesionai characteristics of spindle 
sin%es. pear and helt is therefore important to permit the 
design of drive» with the dewed characteristics. 

These are «wry a few of the problem» concerning the 
chotee of spindle driven and spindle »peed* The full 
uns wer requires the development and «ve of adaptive- 
control systems which will optimi/e cutting condition» 
continuously The criterion for optimization may he 
productivity, surface finish or minimum COM tupen- 
menta! adaptive-control systems with nrovnuon for the 
i" itinuotM measurement of cutting force, tool tendera- 
ture, tool wear etc.. and with a computer which eon- 
wnuoudy optimi»« teed* and speeds, have already heen 
built. Adaptive-control system« of this kind are currently 
uneconomic for general me, hut the time may won 
come when ;hey corroí the operation not only of 
individual machine tools, hut also of complete manufac- 
turing units 

In the meantime, bow.»ver. there is considerable 
interest in continuously variable-speed drives lor 
machine took. Hydraulic motors and direct-current 
elettri», motors are often used, and the growing uve «*f 
si I icon-controlled rectihers for speed control of electric 
motors should increate the uve of continuously vat iahte» 
speed drive* for machine tinti» In particular, frequency- 

changing circuits using siltcon-omt rolled rectifiers should 
make powwMe the une of induction motors for a wide 
range of speeds 

Power-dividing transmissions, in which differential 
gears are used to extend the range of a small-ratio 
variable-speed unit tsee figure 14) are of interest for 
machine-tool spindle drives because, depending upon the 
actual arrangements adopted, almost any desired power 
speed characteristics can be obtained In the particular 
version soown in the figure, the variable-speed unit 
operates in the usual way in the low-speed range, but at 
higher speeds only part of the input power flows through 
the variable-speed unit, the remainder being transmitted 
by the high-efficiency differential gear The transiti**« 
from one stage to the othei is effected by means of a 
two-way clutch operated when there is m» speed differ - 
enee between the output shafts of the two stages 

A.  tritt <kt\?% 

The major problem with leed drives is mit their power 
handling capacity, but the natural frequence of the table 
drive system This presents link- difficulty on manually 
operated machine tools, but it can be a source of trouble 
cm numerically controlled machine tool« where the speed 
with which a slide or table can he positioned or made to 
follow a given path is limited by the band width of the 
servo-system If the natural frequency of the table drive 
system hes within the band-width of the servo-system 
errors can arise as a result of the phase changes assoc lated 
with resonance and. in estreme cases, the system can 
become unstable   If. therefore, numerically controlled 
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machine tools are tn he capable of following tv of 
being positioned at high speed, the natural Frequency of 
ihe tabic drive s; stem muti he made a§ high as possible 

In the cate «»I ram drives, the natural frequency is 
essentially that of the mas* of the table and workpievc, 
together with the spring formed hy the column of oil m 
the ram. Clearly, when the product of the mau and the 
length of the ram is large, a high natural frequency can 
he obtained tmly with a ram of large diameter. The 
terger the diameter of the ram. however, the greater the 
required (to* of oil into the ram for a given rate of linear 
movement and. thu». the larger the valve required to 
coMrol the oü A«»» As the diameter of the ram is 
increased, therefore, a ninni is reached at which the speed 
of response of the system i« determined hy the response 
time of the valve 

Attempts to overcome this difficulty have included the 
development of a drive m winch a *hort-«tr«»4e ram for 
rapid, short displacement* is combined with a rack-and- 
ptttum drive for larger, slower movements i.e. a system 
of two short-stroke rams acting in a step-by-step fashion ; 
a system of short rams acting .HI a senes of inclined 
plants; ami the effm drive (set Apure IS» m which oil 

impfânl under pressure to one of two pain of p. •• u-ts 
produce» a force on Mie *bde 

la the case .^ lead seta* drives, the lead screw itself 

forms the spring ami. hy increastftf the diameter of the 
lead screw sufficiently, the natural frequency of the tante 
«m the lead screw can he made as high at is desired 
Although practicante, lead screw drives can he made for 
greater values of the mass stroke product than is possibfc 
with ram drives. There comes a point, however, M the 
diameter of the lead screw it increased, at which the 
effective inertia of the lead •crew itself exceeds that of the 
table and workplace so that the response lime tends to he 
limited hy the inertia of the lead screw 

It might he mentioned in passing that it is not only 
structural resonances within the control loop (such as 
that of the table and iti drive) that restrict the hand- 
width of the servo. Resonances outside the loop far 
esjMnpte. that of a counterbalance weight or, mote 
Mgnthcamry. of the machine tool and it« foundation 
block on the "springy" trwl (which may occur at a 
frequency as low as 10c s>. must ahm he considered Tie 
difficuitv oí raising thaw faaonant frequent»** has atreedy 
been mentioned and alternative methods of permitting 
greater servo band-width have to he considered. The 
inclusion of omspensaling elrtnents and subsidiary 
control loops allows some increase of band-width without 
instability in the presence of structural nsonanrei (ear 
•fare In», but «MM« elaborate types of control < 
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application of hydrostatic lubrication io leni screw nuls 
A film of oil under pressure between the mating surfaces 
of lead xerexx and nut xtrtiiallx elimínales friction aiul. 
properly designed, is siili ami exhibits n.> backlash 
IX**agn dala are available, but the problem ot manufai 
luring the nut to the tolerances required siili présent". 
diMktillies 

V      I.M •OM »MHS 

I xen numerically eonlroHetl machine tools have lo he 
set up manually, although, of course, the extent lo which 
Ih« operator participates in the ofxeralion ot the machine 
n» very much ¿realer in the caw of manually operated 
machine ti»ota. Axpect* t»f Ihe tle%ign of machine to«*ls to 
whkh the xvienee *»f man-machine relationships 
ergonomie» ~t«n contribute include the posinomi^, 
«hape and characteristics oi contra lexers and knobs 
tht design of control panels, the design of scale* and 
•cale readers and the layout t*l" legend plates augi the 
dettfn of symbols (tee figure l?| ligure IK shows the 
iftfficrence. m tern» of the «peed ol' t*per»tK»n and tin- 
ease ol learning, between a e»»nxenttonal legend plate ami 
a plate dettgned for the xamr purpow hut b»*«*§ on 
ergono«*; prtnvtptev 

VI. Tit). I'm-i/tftn* t* xi M HIM unit* 

Although reieareh l«» eroxiée designers »ilh the «lata 
they MMI for tht layout of machine I«M«IS and for the 
ontgn of «rastam imçhawwiiw mi control %y<mtm is 
uaatwbtcdt} important, the aVugn of a machine toot 
natty begin* on »tage farther hark It m hf»t ntexmary 
to ham* «rlMt ftmcti«« the «achuxr toot i» r«tu«retl to 
Mttbrm. For vpiewt^fmifam atacftMe toot», »act* *s 
tlwMe incorporated m itmém hites, the gatrtwia »s 
rewtrvfty easy to ummm tatthoagti eve« with thi* kwd 
of iimtliiic tool it ix not al*a»% clear jtMt xxhat feexis and 
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»M he required) But general-purpose MMAI« 
toot» are turn! for wh a wide variety of work thai they 
have io lie dewgned 10 itati M the k-Mm that ««5 
may require van he incorporated There », however, a 
griming hotly of evidence that feneral-purp»** machine 
tintili are ill-matched io ine purp**»** for »hick they are 
wctf. figure I», for e*arapte. compare* the fatili! 10 
available i»n a large number of machine ttsor* in a 
millni of workshop* »uh in*»** actually used It t* 
probable front the« and man* <wmitar result» »hai if 
Wgfc*wt I»H»K could he property matched lo the real 
requirement* «»f titer*, the trivalent cannai value of the 
ptam required for machining Making account of the 
redaction in comnkuiy and taac of the machine loots, of 
the reduced workihop am and of the reduced con* of 
heating en l c»mW he reduced by about 10 per MM. In 
Ine tinned Kingdom atone, the mm involved would he 
more than 030.00 In practice, of course. not »II of tht* 
«vinf co*M ht realized, hut even a $ per cent saving 
would he weM worth while 

Thj» problem, like so many others, requires full c*i- 
«pertttMMt between user* and makers of machine toots. 
User* should analyse thetr requirements carefully, on the 
hua» of studies of the actual component» to he manufac- 
tured, and »houW not over-»pevtfy thetr requirements 
It mifht then he poMihie f<w machine-tool maker», 
knowing that all the facilities ordered would actually he 
required, to produce a »mall runfe of standard machine» 

which would meet most requirements, MI that the current 
need f.ff e»tra equipment on nearly an machine» couki he 
greatly reduced Tne problem require* research into the 
pattern of shape* and we» of component* and study of 
the way in which they should he manufactured, i.e. into 
the optimum machining condition». Such staue* could 
aho lead to even greater »tandardtcatéon through the 
introduction of machining on the family-group system, 
wherehy dinVrent components of essentially similar 
snap» are machined together The fact that components 
can thu* he machined in larger hatches greatly facilitates 
their manufacture 

Studie« of the way tn which machine took are actually 
used can atto point to other way» of increasing their 
enectivetve»» For example, figure 30 aiggeiH that the 
provision of hetter measuring and handling facility 
could greatly increate (he utilization of centre lathe» 

Any work on the economic» of meialworking protest*» 
must obviously include studies of the use of numerical 
control and similar automatic system*. Ahhough the 
greatly increased capital cou of numerically controlled 
machine toot« can he justified when they are properly 
used, the technique* currently available for deciding 
when the capital expenditure would he justtned are often 
inadéquate. Renearch for the machine-tool industry must, 
therefore, include studies of the economic* of manufac- 
ture and must include cooperation with management 
and accountants. 
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VII. At HMfAtlf 'i»sm*M 
In onte? to increate productivity faster than ite rate at 

wfetcfc the amount of OnMcd »ahoaf available will increase 
and w ewjtr to make til« hm use of skilled labour of all 
kind», there must he greatly increased we in future of 
automatic eotttroli of aH hind«. Although, in the conte« 
at machine took, automat* control i* coming increas- 
ingly to mean numerical control, it must be realized that 
numerical control, a* it it currently understood, is neither 
ike beginning nor the end of automatic control of 
machine toots. Mechanically operated aulomatH. mach- 
ine tool* and auxiliary equipment have been med for 
Many year«, and such recent development« •« static 
»witching, electric, hydraulic and pneumatic logic units 
efe. have greatly increased their flexibility. The curant 
trend i* exemplified by the proframme-sequenc* con- 
trolled lathes of the capstan and automatic type, 
nitnougn essentially atmnar, ow »impw, lynvm» ••« m 
use on transfer line», conveyor systems and on other 
machine took Information about the operation» to be 
carried out and the sequence in wie ich they »re to he 
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performed is fed to the control system by punched paper 
tape or punch cards, or by setting up electrical con- 
nexions by switches or plugs. Switches on the machine 
signal the completion of each operation, und the resulting 
electrical signal« from the input system and the machine 
are interpreted by the logic units which control the 
operation of the machine. Control systems of this kind 
were originally based on electromagnetic units, but 
continuing research has led to the emergence of systems 
hated on cold-cathode tubes, solid-stale semi-conductor 
device* ¿nú. more recently, fluid-logic elements of 
hydraulic or pneumatic nature. 

ftogramme-sequence control systems differ from 
numerical-control systems in that they select only discrete 
functions particular feeds, speeds or tools; they do not 
control the dimensions of the workpiece. which are 
determined in the usual way by Hxed stops on the 
machine. With numerical-control systems, however, the 
dimensions of the workpiece are determined by numerical 
information fed to «he machine together with the 
required process information, the position of the moving 
part» of the machine tool being measured continuously 
by suitable transducers Research lor numerically 
controlled machine tool* can he considered under three 
headings. 

A. Ctmirohy.Hems 
In addition to the development and improvement of 

transducers- optical gratings, inductosyns and resolver«, 
digitizers etc., there is scope for the development of 
control systems with improved characteristics in respect 
of ease of programming. The problem of improving 
following speeds and response times has already been 
mentioned. 
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B.  Mechanical design 

The absence of a human operator lo make correcting 
adjustments imposes special design requirements on 
numerically controlled machine tools. Most of these 
high stiffness, low friction etc. have already been 
mentioned and it is worth noting that many of the design 
features that have been developed lo meet those special 
needs (hydrostatic slidewuys, recirculating-ball lead 
screws etc.) have also been incorporated in conventional 
machine tools. In general, too. there is a higher degree of 
reproducibility of numerically controlled machine tools 
and this also involves greater care in design. Satisfactory 
results can be assured currently only by more or less 
individual fitting of the control system to the machine- 
tool. It should, however, ultimately become possible to 
make bolli machine tools and control systems to specifi- 
cations which will ensure their mutual compatibility. 
Accuracy, inertias, natural frequencies and frictional 
characteristics of the machine-tool structure could be 
specified and controlled to agreed limits. At the same 
time, the accuracy of measuring transducers, the gain 
and phase characteristics of the control loop and other 
features of the control system could also be specified It 
should then be possible to ensure that any control system 
meeting the specification would function satisfactorily on 
any machine tool which also met the appropriate 
specification. Much research is needed, however, before 
this desirable end can be achieved. 

The possibility of using an automatic-control system 
to correct errors in struightness or alignment has already 
been mentioned. In a rather similar way, the use of in- 
process measuring systems for actual measurement and 
control of work piece dimensions during machining is 
now being developed. At the current time, deflections of 
the machine tool or workpiece during machining aie 
outside the feedback control loop and cannot, therefore, 
be corrected. Good mechanical design of ihe machine 
tool and care in setting up the workpiece can minimize, 
but cannot eliminate, these errors. Particularly when 
high standards of accuracy arc required, therefore, there 
is a need lor in-process measurement of actual workpiece 
dimensions 

(\ l'ari programming 
The problems of part programming the preparation 

of instructions for numerically controlled machine tool* 
are too complex to discuss at length here, but Ihe 

facility with which machining instruction can be pro 
(rammed will influence very considerably the eMent to 
which numerically controlled machine tools are used 

In some parts of the world at least, numerical control 
is now well-established, and although its future develop- 
ment requires research into programming languages and 
techniques and also into the way in which numerically 
controlled machine tools should be used, the improve- 
ment of ihe machine tools themselves probably depends 
more upon machine development than upon research 
Likely directions for the future development of numeric- 
ally controlled machine tools include: 

{a) The development of multiple-axis machines and 

suitable   programming  languages   and   techniques  t. 
facilitate iheir use for die-sinking and similar operations 

(b) The development of photogrammetry as a means .> 
supplying to the machine tool the information about 
prototype component; 

(c) Extension of programme-sequence controlle, 
machine tools to lull numerical contriti, the develop 
ment of simplified systems for straight-line machinm? 
and the development of systems to permit one numerical 
control system lo operale a number of machine tools; 

Ul) Combination of numerical control with electro 
erosion or electro-chemical machining for dealing will 
ditticult-to-machine alloys. 

There are. however, other types of automatic-control 
systems demanding the attention of the scientists am! 
engineers in machine tool research. At the current time, 
cutting conditions, such a« feeds and speeds on numeric- 
ally com rolled machine tools, have to be determined in 
advance. They must, therefore, he chosen conservatively 
and unless ihe programme is intended for one machine 
tool only, they must take account of any variations 
which may exist between machine tools. With a manually 
operated machine tool, on the other hand, the operator 
can. if necessary, make continual adjustments to ensure 
accuracy. surface finish or mixtmum productivity. There 
is. however, no reason why the machine ti*ol itself should 
not perform the same function and. by occasional or 
continuous monitoring of its performance, keep itself 
adjusted in the optimum manner. This i* adaptive 
control which, in its most complete form involves the 
continual making o( smalt variations in one or more ol 
the quantities to he controlled, noting ihe result on the 
chosen criterion surface linish. productivity etc and 
continually optimi/mg the values of the controlled 
quantities (see figure 21) Systems of this kind could he 
applied lo individual machine tools in order to minimize 
costs or to maintain accuracy or surface finish, they 
could also be applied to control an entire workshop or 
manufacturing process. Adaptive control can he eiw- 
sidercd quite independently of numerical control hut the 
fact that, with a numerically controlled machine tool, (he 
exact state t»f the machining operation is known al am in- 
stant greatly facilitate-. theapplicatiiM* of adaptive control 

Simpler forai» i»f adaptive-control systems are also 
possible and have already been applied to sume machine 
tool* One **f the simples! merely involve* measuring the 
machined dimension and then making automatically, a 
second operau*»n to correct any err»»r that may he 
delected. Swch a system could, unni systems of in-procesi 
measurement have been fully developed, be apphed with 
advantage io the machining of workpiece* which deflect 
appreciably under the cutting forces imposed i»n the«. 
Adaptive-control systems could also be used to ensure 
that the feed» and speeds used for machining are correctly 
chosen to opttmixe productivity or surface hn.sh As with 
in-pri»ce»s measurement, however, the successful appli- 
cation i*f adaptive control requires the development of 
measuring techniques for the continuous, measurement of 
workpusee dimensions, surface finish, cutting forces, tool 
wear etc. 
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ADAPTIV! < ONT«*. SYSTFM 

The ww of eomptHers and other numerical aids io 
engineering design, although not a problem peculiar lo 
the machine-tool industry, is, nevertheless, closely 
associated with the use of numerically controlled 
machine tools. Examples have already been given of ways 
in which computer«» have been and can he used by or for 
the machine tool designer, hut that« remain many 
directions in which further research into their application 
is required. Numerically controlled drawing machín.** 
and computer-aided design systems of the "sketch-pad*' 
type (in which the designer is in full and continuous 
communication with a computer vie an electronic sketch- 
pad) represent the two extremes and there are many 
intermediate r*»s*ib*htics 

VII    MsM'tSC It MM. HMKTSSIS 

Although a distinction can always he drawn between 
the machine tool and the tool which actually chanfles the 
shape «»f the workptece. it will he clear that the design of 
a machine tool must he considerably influenced by the 
characteristic* of the cutting t«»ols with which it will he 
wed The stud; of metalworking processe» of all kinds 
must, therefor*, •* considered when diw-ussmg research 
lor the machine tool. 

There is a long history of research into the mechanism 
of metal-cutting and the subject «as being studied long 
before research, a* distinct from devek»pment, was begun 
on machine tools. In the course of this work, much has 
been learned about the mechanism of chip formation and 
tool wear although practical machining has benefited 
very little from it, the considerable advances in metal 
cutting that have been made during the last years 
increased speeds, improved cutting-tool materials and 
design, better cutting fluids etc. having been made on a 
mainly empirical basis Although work on cutting forces, 
lool temperatures, fractional phenomena and defiu-malion 
processes in the cutting rone still continues in many 
centres, it now seems unlikely that work on the current 

lines will contribute significantly to the development of 
metalworking processes, and a new and more fruitful 
approach is urgently needed. 

Measurements of cutting forces under steady con- 
dition«, have pro' ided a picture of the effects of t«n*l 
geometry, cutting speed etc. on the forces required in 
various machining processes, and this provides a basis 
for the mechanical specification of a machine tt»ol. The 
dynamic characteristics of the cutting process, ¡is affected 
by cutting speed, depth of cut. I*H»I geometry etc are just 
a* important as the dynamic characteristics of the 
machtne-lool structure in determining the performance of 
the machine tool. Relatively little detailed information is 
available, however, about cutting forces under the more 
usual non-steady conditions, i.e. v« hen the chip thickness 
is varying continuously either I «cause of the geometry of 
the workpiece itself or because the machine tool is 
vibrating. 

But even if basic research in metal cutting seems 
unlikely to produce useful resu»ts, there is considerable 
siope for making better use of the large amount of 
empirical data thai now exist on cutting forces and 
conditions. Not only are the optimum feeds, speeds ami 
depths of cut for different machining operations ami 
materials rarely used because of lack of information or 
lack of attention to the economics of machining, but 
ctmsiderahte experimenting with tool geometry is often 
required, even when machmmj* conventional materials, 
before acceptable conditions can be obtained. Ami with 
the increasing use of harder ami tougher alloys the prob- 
tem is continually increasing. 

The pioneer work of Taylor on wear of culling tools 
ted to the development of a relationship between speed 
and tool wear which, although still not fully understood, 
has proved very useful and could, with advantage, be 
more widely used for determining optimum machining 
conditions feeds, speeds etc More recently, work on 
Ihe physical and chemical reactions in the hi<m-tempera 
lure region near the tool-point  and on the effect o( 
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inclusions in ihe workpiece materials, has suggested the 
possibility of considerable improvements in tool hie 

Perhaps not surprisingly, still less is known about the 
mechanism of the grinding process although recent work 
has made significant contributions \<« with metal-cutting, 
however, grinding processes (including lapping .uuf 
honing) have been developed empirically and recent 
developments high-speed grinding and Ihe use ol 
grinding for stock removal (abrasive machining i have 
been made in the same way 

Of metal-forming processes, forging is perhaps the 
oldest, but it has recenti) been shown that great h 
improved results can often be obtained hv forcing the 
metal to deform rapidly. Under these conditions, plastic 
deformation takes place simultaneous!) m most regions 
of the workpiece and cracks are less likelv to develop 
than when the deformation takes place slowly. High- 
energy forging is. therefore, a possible method of making 
components that could not be successfully forged in the 
normal way. Extrusion processes (forward, backward or 
combined! have long been used for shaping light-alloy 
parts, but. recently, extensive research has permuted the 
process to be used to produce steel components also. 

The advantages of forming as opposed lo machining 
arc: (</) less wastage of material as swarf, chips ele.; (h) 
reduced production time: and (< ) better mechanical 
properties as a result of the way the material has flowed 
during forming (see figure 22). 

Of course, not all components can be produced by 
forming, but if the problems of die life could be solved 
and more was known of the economics of the processes, 
it seems likely that many components now produced by 
machining could be made by a forming process. An even 
more recent development is the use of investment casting 
for producing components in steels and olher metals. 
Casi components usually require even less finish-mach- 
ining then do formed components: and. of course, both 
processes produce components with much less wastage 
of material than is involved in machining. As yet, how- 
ever, neither process is used on a really large scale and 
there are many technical problems to be solved before 
this is possible But even more important, perhaps, is the 
need for studies of the economics of these and other 
manufacturing processes to establish the conditions in 
which each should be used. 

There is an increasing trend towards the wider use of 
materials which are tougher and harder than the con- 
ventional mild steels and non-ferrous alloys, and which 
retain their hardness and toughness at high temperatures. 
All conventional metal-cutting, grinding, forming, 
forging etc. processes rely essentially on plastic defor- 
mati'"! of the workpiece material caused by pressure 
against a harder tool. The harder the workpiece material, 
the more difficult it becomes to find tools that will behave 
satisfactorily. These new materials are. therefore, difficult 
to machine by conventional methods and it is not possible 
to cui them at the rates which were possible with the 
materials that they have replaced (see figure 23). The 
search has begun for new methods of machining and 
particularly for methods that are independent of the 
hardness or toughness of the workpiece material. 

Figure 22 

GRAIN STRK U RI IN í OMPONFNTS PRODUCED BY TURNING 

ANI) BY FORMING 

The traditional way of machining hard materials is, of 
course, to use an abrasive process since the form of the 
tool used in such processes permits much greater wear 
rates to be tolerated without loss of accuracy. Special 
abrasive methods have also been developed for making 
fine cuts in very hard and brittle materials, particularly 
glass and semi-conductors. These include: 

(a) Abrasive jet machining in which a fine high- 
velocity jet of air carries fine abrasive panicles which, on 
impinging on the workpiece, cause material to be 
removed ; 

(h) Ultrasonic machining in which a shaped tool is 
vibrated rapidly against the surface of the workpiece, a 
slurry of fine abrasive particles flowing between the tool 
and the workpiece. The impact of the tool causes small 
particles to be chipped off the workpiece. 

Even abrasive machining, however, is much slower 
with harder materials and the high rate of tool wear 
limits its application. The newer methods of machining 
that are now being developed avoid this difficulty by 
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relying on quite different process« for shaping the work- 
piece. Two main processes arc involved chemical pro- 
cesses, in which the material of the work piece is removed 
atom by atom by chemical action: and thermal processes, 
in which the material of the workpiece is melted and 
vaporized. A summary of the characteristics of the 
principal methods available is given in the tabic on natse 
541. 

A. Thermalmethods 
Thermal processes depend essentially upon achieving 

a high concentration of energy on a small area of the 
workpiece so that the temperature of a small volume of 
the material is raised sufficiently high for that small 
volume to be melted and vaporized while leaving the 
remainder of the workpiece relatively unaffected. Power 
densities in the range lOMO12 watt cm - can be achieved. 
(A power density of IO12 watt cm 2 is equivalent to 
putting the output of several large power-stations 
through an area of I square centimetre.) Even though 
these power densities are achieved for only a small 
fraction of a second, the local temperature of the work- 
piece is thereby raised to 10-20,000 K. The main forms 
in which thermal methods of machining are practised are: 

/. Plasma torch 

The use of an oxygen-hydrocarbon flame for metal 
cutting is no» new, but the development of plasma 
torches, in which the temperature of the flame is increased 
by electrical energy, has greatly extended the applicability 
of the technique. Materials which could not be cut 
economically with conventional flames can now be cut 
and, furthermore, the increased power densities obtain- 
able with plasma torches permit rough turning and 
gouging operations to be carried out also. The accuracy 
currently obtainable is not high, but it can be expected 
to increase. 

2. Etectro-ero$ion 

Electro-erosion is currently the most widely used of 
the new methods of machining. The energy necessary to 
raise the local temperature of the workpiece is supplied 
electrically by passing electric spark* or arcs through a 
dielectric fluid between a shaped tool and the workpiece. 
Material is removed from both anode and cathode but. 
for reasons which are not yet fully understood, it is 
possible to arrange for rmmt of the material to be removed 
from one or other, ami thus to arrange for a cavity com- 
plementary to the shape of the tool to he formed in the 
workpiece (see figure 24). Although each pulse of current 
»ay produce only one spark and, therefore, remove 
metal from one »mall region to the workpiece only, suc- 
ceeding sparks will pass at other part» of the workpiece. 
A typical pulse rate is 4«» 200.000 e/s. so that over a 
period i»t a few minutes, metal is removed m«we or less 
uniformi) from all part* of the workpiece close to the 
tool. As machining proceeds the tool is fed towards the 
workpiece, the distance of closest approach being main- 
tained at about 0 01 mm, so that eventuali;, material is 
being removed over the whole area of the workpiece 
exposed to the tool 
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CAVITY FORMATION BY ELECTROCHEMICAL AND ELECTRO- 

EROSION MACHINING 

Problems requiring solution are: 

(a) A full understanding of the mechanisms of electro- 
erosion; 

(h) Choice of tool material for minimum wear; 
(r) Choice of circuit conditions—amplitude, shape and 

frequency of current pulses—for optimum metal-removal 
rate and tool wear; 

id) Reduction of damage to the workpiece surface and 
improvement of surface finish; 

(e) Development of scanning systems, perhaps with 
numerical control, for generating three-dimensional 
cavities with a small electrode. 

Ì. Electron beams 

The energy of a beam of high-velocity electrons is 
converted into heal when they impinge on a solid target 
and. since the beam can be focused on to a very small 
spot (diameter less than Sfi), very high power densities can 
he obtained. The position of the beam can be controlled 
electrically by means of deflecting coils so that fine intri- 
cate shapes can he machined automatically by suitably 
deflecting the beam. 

The advantages of electron-beam machining are that 
fine intricate cuts can even be made in materials like 
evaporated metal films which are less than 250 A thick. 
The disadvantages are that the workpiece must, at the 
current time, be enclosed within the vacuum of the 
electron-beam tube and the fact that the relatively high 
capital cost and the limited power available make the 
method unsuitable for bulk removal of metal. 

An electron-beam machine for machining purposes 
may have a total beam power of only a few hundred 
watts, but much larger machines, with powers up to 10* 
watts, are used lor welding. Very clean, reliable narrow 
welds can he made in material up to 10 cm thick, includ- 
ing materials which are difficult to weld in the normal 
way. Although it is usually necessary to enclose the 
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workpiece within a vacuum chamber, even this is un- 
necessary on the latest machines. 

4. Laxers 

The characteristics of the light emitted by lasers are 
such that it can be focused on to a «pot of very small 
diameter and. as high-energy pulses of short duration can 
be produced, very high power densities can be obtained 
on small areas for short periods of time. As with an elec- 
tron beam, machining to the desired shape is achieved 
by moving the focused beam in relation to the workpiece. 

Current applications of lasers for machining are rather 
similar to those of electron beams, the main differences 
being that with a laser the workpiece does not need to 
be in a vacuum chamber and that the position of the 
electron beam can be controlled electrically. Progress 
in the development of lasers is, however, so rapid that 
it is difficult even to speculate on the future of laser 
machining techniques. Unti! very recently, the necessary 
high-output energies could be obtained only by the use 
of 'giant-pulse" techniques with solid-state lasers, the 
mean output power being limited mainly by the low 
efficiency of the laser. The recmt development of high- 
output gas lasers of high efficiency have materially 
changed the picture, but as yet little information is avail- 
able on the machining capabilities of this type of laser. 

B. Chemical methods 

Chemical methods of metal removal have been prac- 
tised for a long time, e.g.. pickling of metal sheets, but 
chemical etching (sometimes called chemical milling) has 
recently been developed as a selective metal-removal 
process for reducing weight or for producing complex 
shapes in thin materials. Regions where chemical attack 
is not desired are protected by a suitable coating, which 
may be applied only where it is required, or applied over- 
all and then selectively removed by manual or photo- 
exposure techniques to expose the appropriate regions of 
the sheet. 

Electrolytic action as a means of removing metal was 
first proposed more than thirty years ago and was de- 
veloped at about that time for removing asperities and 
thus producing a flat polished surface-electropolishing. 
It has since been applied to assist the removal of metal 
in grinding and honing, and also for bulk metal-removal. 
The rate at which metal is removed by electrolytic pro- 
cesses is independent of the hardness or other physical 
properties of the workpiece and depends only, according 
to Faraday's laws, upon its chemical composition and 
the quantity of electricity passed. For the most usual 
workpiece materials, the rate a* which metal is removed 
is about I mm3 per minute per ampere of current flowing. 

In electrolytic honing, the normal mechanical honing 
action (which, by virtue of the rotating and reciprocating 
motions involved, is intermittent on any portion of the 
workpiece) is augmented by electrolytic action on those 
portions of the workpiece not in contact with the abra- 
sive stones. If desired, the final cuts can be purely 
mechanical to give the characteristic honed surface. In 
electrolytic grinding, however, the electrolytic action 

lakes place parallel with and a. the Mine lime a, the 
normal grinding action. An electncilK conducting gnnd- 
mg-wheel is used, current being passed from the »M 
as cathode to (he workpiece as anode. 

In both processes, electrolyte usually a salt solution 
is ted to the gap between anode and cathode, which is 
maintained a¡ the desired value either h control of the 
surface of the grinding wheel (the amount hy which 
abrasive particles protrude above the conducting matrix 
or, in the case of graphite-bonded wheels, the structure 
and composition of the wheel), or. in honing by the 
position of the electrodes with respect lo the surlace of 
the honing stones. In both clectrolvtic honing and electro- 
lytic grinding, however, most of the metal .s removed 
electrolytically, thus giving increased production rate» 
and less wear of the abrasive, while the geometry of the 
finished surface is controlled essentially hy the mechanical 
dimensions and characteristics of the abrasive stones or 
wheels. Electrolytic action can also be used to augment 
ultrasonic machining in a similar way 

In electrochemical machining proper, however, all the 
metal is removed electrolytically. Current passed through 
an electrolyte between a shaped tool and a workpiece 
will concentrate in the region of closest approach (see 
figure 24) so that, in time, the surface of the workpiece 
will become approximately complementary to that of 
the tool. The distance of closest approach is kept approxi- 
mately constant, either by actual control of the gap »«• 
by keeping constant the potential applied across it. In 
these latter circumstances, the gap tends to a constant 
value, any deviation leading to an increase or decrease in 
current, which quickly restores the gap to the equilibrium 
value (see figure 25). If conditions (electrolyte, tooj 
material) are properly chosen, there need be no wear 
of the tool. 

Some of the possible ways of applying electrochemical 
machining are shown in figure 2ft. Most of the current 
applications are Tor shaping or deep-hole drilling opera- 
tions on gas-turbine blades. The process is, however, also 
being used for a wide variety of miscellaneous applica- 
tions, again mostly with high-temperaturealloys.and there 
would seem to be some scope for a numerically controlled 
electrochemical cavity-sinking machine for machining 
complex shapes in tough materials. 

To summarize, the new methods of machining that 
seem to offer most promise for the future are electro- 
chemical machining and the use of lasers. As far as 
lasers are concerned, it is too early to say much about the 
research that is needed for their application since there 
is still so much to be done to develop lasers which have 
the required output powers and which are both cheaper 
and more efficient than those currently available. But it 
is possible to discuss briefly the research problems asso- 
ciated with electrochemical machining: 

(a) Electrochemistry. Little is known of the nature of 
electrolytic phenomena when the current densities are 
as large as those normally used in electrochemical 
machining (200-300 amp cm 2). More knowledge of the 
mechanisms involved would help in the solution of all 
the following problems; 
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••I Ce«mWtrvtty : most of the electrical f tower re- 
Ì far electrochemical machining i* ééssipaied 

1 MI (de electrolyte; 
the electrolyte should noi corrode the 

i or material of the machine; 
#t*t taffete tmth: although the reasons «ft not fully 

i, the surface finish obtained fef etectro- 
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m both the form in which the material 
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Il flMp fei earful to conclude this review of teme of the 
of the machine-tool indmatf »uh a 

of the way in which research M «ipmiMd 
hue between research and devrimpumit i» 
Irftned and is probably even 4M* MMW 

^^ MMMJ when machine-tool research M i*%<ttsed 
jmt wtf)rii%tmiwt> that took place in mat« 
tlP*miim 1136and It», say, obviously invoHea) 
atte effort, hut unce, with a few notable esc 
•# MM bd to any systematic collection of i 

eahduy, it can perhaps be best 
rather than research  This dm*«»»»..« be 

m»mk and development is a useful «w§ %** tmm 
i mmé eve« »Í it is not universally appltatMt 
"**_9f* has not been concerned with itrn>i|iiiuin 

impoitant though that may be, but »till ahje ««fet 
•wre general problems of research 

item gained is to be really useful 
._„       m * '"»¿»mental level. Only the *« «., 
J**«*'*»' manufacturers of machine took <*m «ftWi tfe 
•^—^tfyefiort to basic research, which mm mant'm, 

'••«oratories. 

^ ^ l°J?50, Ihe amount of real ******* *< ••«•»•*» 
fL"*. J*"1?1001 *»V*r "»* very *m<M •• *w 
Vmmé States of America valuable work »*, *w «* ia» 

the 

hwpit 

metal-cutting process, and in Germany, the foundaiKH, 
lor more subsequent work on machine-to«»! structure* 
was laid Since 1950, however, interest in machine-tool 
research has increased rapidly and an appreciable pro- 
portion of the research effort rfmmi industrial countries 
is now devoted to machine-tool problems. 

The pattern varies from one country to amnher In 
the United Stales of America most of ine research is 
done privately by machine-lool manufacturers, often with 
support Irom ihe state for specific projects. In addition, 
some universities have always shown an interest in ihe 
subject and the amount of university research is now 
increasing. In Eastern European countries and the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, machine-!»*»! 
research tends to be concentrated into one or a »mall 
number of large state-supported institutes whereas in the 
United Kingdom and in Western lurope, privale 
research by machine-tool manufacturers is combined 
with co-operative research in research associations, slate 
laboratories and educational establishments. 

As the amount of machine-lool research increases, 
there is a danger that too large a proportion of the effort 
available will be devoted to empirical problems and not 
enough to fundamental studies. The mathematics involved 
in the analysis of real situations such as are fourni in 
machine-tool problems can be difficult, but the rapid 
spread of electronic computing techniques is doing much 
to alleviate the difficulties. 

In general, a theoretical analysis of ihe physical pheno- 
mena involved, augmented by experiments to determine 
numeric values or to check conclusions, is likely to be 
of far more use in the long run than attempts to draw 
general conclusions from a large number of uà W 
experiments, although the latter approach is usually much 
easier. Isolated measurements of various phenomena 
can. of course, be very useful in the development of a 
particular machine. Unless, however, they are made 
systematically, i.e. with proper control of all the vari- 
•hlc^ and on a sufficiently wide basis for the results to 
be generally applicable, taking account of all or most of 
the variables involved, they are unlikely to be generally 
useful and may, indeed, be misleading. 
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This point if conveniently illustrated by reference to 
work on slideway lubrication. There are innumerable 
references in the literature to measurements of coef- 
ficients of friction between slides and slideways, account 
being taken of lubricant properties, sliding speed, method 
of preparation of the surfaces etc. Some of the measure- 
ments were made on actual machine tools, and these 
undoubtedly helped in determining and specifying oper- 
ating conditions for those machines. Other measurements 
were made on specially constructed rip, but although a 
small amount of useful information was obtained in this 
way, the remiti have not been found to be generally 
applicable and it remains impossible to predict with any 
certainty just how my particular machine-tool slide will 
behave under given conduiom. The reason for this be- 
come clear when it was rcalired that the frtctionaJ be- 
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haviour of the slide depends upon the shape of, and 
pressure in, large numbers of small wedge-shaped oil 
films which form between the sliding surfaces. The shapes 
and other properties of these wedges obviously depend 
upon the character of the surfaces, but they depend also 
upon the constraints applied to the sliding members. 
For example, the frictional behaviour when the surfaces 
are constrained so as always to remain exactly parallel 
can be expected to be different from that observed if a 
small amount of tilting is possible. 

There is no substitute for real understanding of the 
physical phenomena involved and although, as this paper 
hat tried to illustrate, the range of problems facing those 
engaged in research for the machine-tool industry is very 
wide indeed, the benefits to be gained from such an 
undemanding can also be very great. 



SOME raOBLEMS IN THE APPLICATION OF «IStAitH IX 
THE MACHINE-TOOL IMMSTÍV 

INTRODUCTION 

Today there is great awareness of the proMems m the 
relationship between research and its industrial appUa! 
lion. These problems are a constant topic for distEn 
and there ,s a good deal of informatioTon itSST 

he methods that should be applied in order to «,„ 
usefuI results If, however, a particular industry » 
actually to make use of this info,mation, it nwTkLm 
¿«¡¡J» extract those parts which are relevantl Z 

Before entering fully into the object of this paper, the 
author would like to make a few remarks rJedo« b» 
expérience as an industrialist. First, it should be borne 
in mind that economic growth depends upon such factor* 
asthe resources which are available, in ¡erm, of ftW 
and human skill. It depends also, however. rm> a cSm 
offactors which beginning with basic research, leaT" 
applied research and technological development before 
culminating in economic growth. It is on this basis that 
one must study the problems of the relationship bet«• 
research and its application in industry ""*«« 

One must remember also that the number of scienti»!» 

btomlw•ng aJris decrmin»aBd ,h* **»"*» becom ng more and more a group activity. This opens 
up all the possibilities .nherent in collahoraiioa between 
d,fferent scientific disciplines, but it also open, ¡2 £! 

whLÍ tT" 0f bureaucra'i«'«*o« of * h»««« active 
pressure. On this point, it is worth while mention«, the 
results of the work done by the Org*,«**,« for Eco- 
nomic Co-operation and Development (OECD* which 

îinî!., ,nS"fUon °f the ,nte«»**»l Mab. for' 
aufZ!Z Enpneenng Research ,CIRP>, ha» worked 
out methods for promoting joint research between vario*» 
European laboratories. 

Again, one should remember that the incorporati»^ of 
research into the framework of an organintioa »W» 

2!«S..,l,i?**.Up,,^l,f * ,radiUon*1 adm^rative procedures. Such questions as the following arise  How 
will the scientific and commercial staffs co-operate • How 
canthe research activity be reconciled with the financial 
objectives of the organization ? At what level will research 
policy be related to the over-all policy of the urgaM» 

Most persons consider research a positive investment 
hat will eventually pay for itself. There are still, however, 

those who consider money sprat on research a» money 

wasted Wh, do the^ »»pp,*^ ,mfSnm^ €%t^ , ,  . 

S?t!2t ,ír "*"" L'*% *" ** «***"«• » 

h!r^l?rr% t****1**** *»* »**i. Ihr ft**** take» 

If, however, t»«e could know m *i\ i»... «.». . ,. 
Path» to take, there ¿«rid Z VLTL '***'"** Hi ». „ !Ti. •>"•*• «M. » 1*1, he ,«*v reœaMl 
and. as a rem*, no p*.-diavi, hftitr ih** other* 

iaHed the »»„»ai Mid^rtrtal pattern ' «f* «»»,,» ^ ,« . 
country. In »h*s regard, .*« mmt m m, v*#«f.l h«,,, 
one » conch**,»* can »» e»*ty ht um^kwh, m %««**» 
wrth the fact*. Cienera^y, »hat War* H, be • „mi 
»tate .^«r. HI merely tht rmh ,* a part*.,*» «ft«, 

are ih* resati «if the enerpte«. «tMrn, *hAtie% imi ***** 
of VKUI respi^hihty «»r tho« HIikwpe (^,»« mO^m 
that go to mike up the iMdwKrt»! pjttern thw« app**, m 

omit to eeMraMy ptemtcd ei.HHWNr. as M dt«e« •*» fr« 
emerpme eciw«Nme« The vontHMted ««« ,4- t»*,, 
P«te^, however. wtM deprod apt« the re*«** «f 
iweareh into the orpNt*«a4ioftal Mrmtam rrtpwrcit fut 
the attMMWM of the n^e^r, kmh .* e«k»y 

I. TU» SM M I  •« INNOSWK»% 

««^fc «a«wt h« re^.W * »«etfc^ ^t,^ „ 
•w dehned and whwh avocar» úmmmktM urna. Tht 
•cientttt lama» of it a» a matter t»f mtTtnn— 
knowledge. «IMt f,» Mae tahmèigM. «V%T» 
whKh leads to improvni pe«ne«r* *mi «« pr«^M* t* 

Whatever tht rewatcfti pdutrnofliy way he. the *«**« 
of research »iN m IMMT. *%I, tht amerai «**MMNK 
Muatma, and the >nu t n-tation «if rtwarvh, tnitmir» and 
the general mommtj, %tnmU mm ht ,w«**niifcmt hy 
those who have to ptM tsKAwAipuri feeanh 

Why M wientdk and s«.h«,4.^*1 rr«e«r%h «• m 
portant? Freoaently, the lemptatioii M 1« €••»%«•*« that 
« »» iMAenMftry aad time « « ,««K*M t» «««Ub fewat 
a distance tht evoluito« «if thtags « hroaght «AHI«« h* 
other». 

t'ftfortanalety, ihr» t% m* ihc tave li *, M|».', «idy 
by innovaUon that «n*e cat« tipta mm markets *m*i m 
prove the economy If « hrm m * tr.iup ,4 Sr«», «Man 
not only to maintain it» turnover rm( al«, t»» um***œm *, 
it » evsentiaJ that ñ \h«rukl inmnate » vom* realm. It 
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HOMWW  m* *, m^nf^tmtm m m*n«f*.t»rmf itvk- 
MMJM* *** tai «#id *,, êfjrnmé «pión ads-antes m «-m**. 
»**•* A«M« Fke*M****<. mm k»*e *«*» made powwN* 
I* p^^pr* M prati«»! man»*«.»,, ¿»y lfcw „_ m 

»•»    4   to*-*<«W   M4tm-«ton   h*«**«*   th*   ptofrev»   rf 
«un*,« «^i^ ^^..v^^m ** mmmfmiwmé produis 

*^ ^ êm^m mri ^ m>wmm mm mmtmMHm #mà 
m** ***• p**M«*t mé ^tiv^   fh» fHfNwvr HMM, 
<^^*<W»*-*t *"«- *•«*«•%* ffctt* Mwft «MM ht « rattotttd 
•TftmmMi.m «f tn* *'i"<y»>.m h« .«tomes m the 
pfccm main« ht pr**»»* «Mi tk* katm *#* F**«**! bws 
!*•», **.*** S» TtM|#|  (kg w*fe <*? »kllWtWa* (nMnv. 

• r*r * 

U4 

«**m » rfien the cm««* ot divipoomlmciHs and o! mis- 
«wdersiamim., het*een svienhsts .imi manafcmcni and 
a treaies à k(tHj tl|- K»rmr |hi|, )N m„ jWuv% tfJ^ |0 ^^ 

*hen a research ».«rkrr has dialed a nroMcnh ho tends 
*»***f iMiiwitlh. i«> s*.»se ,| r„r himself alone and rareh 
«••mit, hwnsel» »,,h »ht efftvis thai hi» t.-ulings ma* 
«w*e .w» the *|*ofc research programme Indeed il is 
^MMnmriik mhnher he can ht expected t.. »ithout a 
»tdt kmrnJedfe of market demand, nroduuion poten 
nal* and proposais r»*r future developmenis 

I* \m* oï the ahttw-mAiiioned problem, u i«, 
ayonriaie u» UWMS* ike methods thai, m the author's 
«Ptnion. ,ko*»y hc applied m order lu evplott nrotiiahh 
Int »<Miteii n| research 

IV hmniv, iw MM Htm RISI «.M, H 

t*f*ritf*fha* ihwri that ih* transferene? «*f research 
m**% uno ih* *orfc«J»op »s hkelv to he the major 
«*••««-* to Ac MKVCWMI «plonalion R«M*h<i ol »ork 
•tesfc te» h«« *i«t>«%4j^Kjtly »mlcrlaàin nuy never 
«*«%• **MH«rie fcwf». leaAiig »o ilmo«rapei»enl im 
***."****"** *,,rk*r* iMfci »a*tie«eB« «In ih»*. v«h»en. 
****** rf*»*<« fiwiw*iiii Ri'^'nal S*mp,^IIMii 
«• RnciMHN %ámwMatrito* ami (>r|ani/j|ion <nalirs: 

4-w'*" 1*^*"* »«•w^fc. •*« l»a*ilwfm.v of result-, from 
ll^y> te ••»H.iMW.t» M à t.msiani. iktKale amJ 
«MMjÉn pvttMnn. l'c iKink n atitiviMe io oulhne 
*t tBtcMwl ftmmtm% oí the prufUMed «tiltHNim for M 

* "* ^*-*?m**m ******* m*k ^^ •** H»M»«».alMMi 
TÉ» mmtmmm takm pUt cither »Hen the reseanh 
friifriiMMM coMt« H* a« end or »hen a «/oherent iet 
»rf w*iwW i km ttmm «^«KIJ " 

TÉWf we r*»« v<èw«H>m «.hah «.an he apfilietl either 
**Êh ** fefrtfc**. i «. (tee 4*«si»tini of pttot plants and or 
Ht MMfiwitiMwt of "pg«cjMvk and protttKlNW engineers" 
toAt MtktYs ofMHM», fc«w»e*ef, M n atlvisaNe u» tiki a 
feftl WéMHK ftw ifce ntaifcme-toot imJwMry, namely, the 
imoéÊtrUm tM* "ttmwKh ami itevelofiment engineers ' 
imfc *w>mnr> fcwm a Imk hct»een rmank ami mamj 
fartwTtej jpfey M M^portaM purl Uw ike rtaMW that 
• «—tow, tm Atwgte nwMilailtirrii >»rth a<1 vanted 
Mtfc«*»l mm. *M1 never ht worth more Ina« Ine de- 

Tht 
^nWpnmrt 

I %Mtki%HiNi report «.ontimtn as 

'Tat 

ti» 

m fctM» t<> pass Iront smaMKtKh h» 
pMHHEttiMJi wmtrr ttaaJiy uiItèrent environ- 

4 mn a« evirapolalion 
••• fcnoM-n u» «#««N o« Sevffineless. there are 

s »n«.n RMN ht made   It is aKs4 4uttl> 
n^H dhf maKt norktr or research learn 

At prt»«*»  iMdrr transfert m c m rts pere- 
MXMK tn* Ut»«M*«* I»I ihe p»fci< piani and 

l «not to tn* n»a*n prtidintion piani 
•pW»attM> cnyint«! m*M   h«f*tf« ««y  a«.l»al 
.taring ka* *nrf»*n !•#»> a ttmm »uh ine enfi- 
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neer in charge of the pilot plan«. Close co-operation is 
most important for making a satisfactory start. It can 
be relaxed as the pilot activity increases. The procedure 
must also be followed when passing from the pilot to 
the production plant, and a reverse procedure, if the 
production schedule is not attained and it is necessary 
to return to the beginning again. 

"Two points deserve attention : 
"The advantage of having the pilot plant located 
within, or as close as possible to the laboratory, 
because perfecting industrial techniques is more dif- 
ficult than shifting them from place to place. 
"The   advantage,   equally   obvious,   of  allowing 
those who carried out the laboratory studies to help 
run the pilot shop, in order to avoid a 'break in 
psychological involvement' and the loss oí a great 
part of the benefit of previously established human 
relationships." 

B. Research and produci ion engineers 
With regard to research and production engineers the 

report states: 

"In order to make the transference from the labora- 
tory to the workshop, certain engineers responsible to 
the production departments may be used to assure a 
permanent link between the laboratory and the work- 
shop concerned. 

"These engineers Will preferably be chosen from ex- 
perienced laboratory staff in order to have the prob- 
lems clearly revealed. They are. furthermore, propa- 
gandists lor scientific ideas in the workshop. 

"Let us close this chapter by pointing out that the 
recommendations it contains relate to a major link in 
a firm s organization that ties the applied research to 
the use of its results in production." 

TfiSJ
may ** an astonishir»8 Point of view, but it is 

justified in those instances where a drastic modification 
at production techniques is called for. The extent to which 
an organization can profit from research in general 
depends upon the extent to which it carries out its own 
research and employs production engineers capable of 
exploiting it. 

C. Research and development engineers 
It is advisable to stress again that in an industry the 

roe of the university-trained engineer is to form the link 
between research and that industry. For this reason, it is 
worth while examm.ng the working melhods used by 
engmeers, whether or not they have to deal with the con- 
struction or manufacture of machine tools, in order to 
show ,hc similarities and differences between their work 
with respect to that of the scientist-using Profesor 
Gonseth's theses (sec chapter III, section C). 

1. Emergence of the problem 

A very wide range of problems is encountered in the 
construction of machine tools. They may result from 
discussions with customers, from personal observât onT 
rem practical tests or, and this is frequently the case 

from  manufacturing costs  which are considered   oo 
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high. They can concern the operational convenience of 
the machine and the safety of the operator, as well as 
improvements in output and accuracy. 

The engineer must not neglect one problem in favour 
of another. He must first observe the phenomena and the 
environmental conditions in which they arise. Observa- 
tion is the objective recording of facts without trying to 
modify them. This observation is not sufficient. Measure- 
ment is needed in order to gauge the importance of the 
problems. Measurements allow one to evaluate the order 
of magnitudes involved and to decide on the advisability 
of envisaging new developments. 

A point worth noting is that it is the accuracy of ihe 
measuring means which limits the detectability of the 
phenomenon sought. Charles-Eugène Cuyo rightly says 
that "it is the scale of the observation which creates the 
phenomenon", that is to say, the phenomenon changes 
in accordance with the scale on which it is considered. 

2. Establishment of solutions 

While the scientist tends at this stage to formulate 
hypotheses, the engineer looks for means to solve the 
problem in terms of his knowledge. In both cases, how- 
ever, imagination is the mainspring for their thoughts. 
The means differ, but the intellectual processes are the 
same. 

The engineer often complements the inventor and the 
scientist. His mission is lo give the most favourable con- 
struction to a technical concept. He uses imagination to 
obtain several solutions, which he then examines for 
validity. According to the nature of the object to be given 
a practical form, he will orientate his efforts towards 
appropriate solutions and, today, engineers have at their 
disposal widely different techniques for solving the same 
problem. 

Louis Armand, a well-known French engineer, a 
member of the Académie Française and author of 
Plaidoyer pour l'avenir, says that the engineer of the 
future will have to change his "knowledge store", on an 
average, three limes during his life. In the present author's 
opinion, however, the term "change" is too strong; it is, 
rather, a matter of adding to and extending one's store 
of knowledge. 

It is in choosing from amongst the above-mentioned 
techniques that the university-trained engineer must 
show his skill. Because of this, he must, throughout his 
career, keep abreast of technical developments. 

Having a wide choice oí techniques at his disposal 
the engineer, who uses and masters his imagination, pro- 
gressively reaches the point where he knows in what 
manner he will be able to give shape to his initial ideas. 
Then, his faculty for imagining the material aspect of 
things comes into play. He must possess the faculty 
ol concentration in order to force his nebulous imagin- 
ings to take a form sufficiently concrete and precise for 
transmission to others. 

Owing to the difficulty of obtaining technical perfec- 
tion and scientific rigour, the solution the engineer selects 
is often a compromise between contradictory require- 
ments. Indeed, when one considers the range of different 
techniques available, one sees that the ability to decide 
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between them is not the least of the qualities that an 
engineer must possess. In this decision-making, sketches 
drawings and calculations ob\ ioiu.lv plav an important 
part in fixing the engineer's thoughts. 

«I 

-V Verification of the solution adopted 

In order to he in a position to verify that the proposed 
design meets the requirement, it is generally necessary 
to carry out one or more tests, and perhaps to build a 
prototype; such prototypesareoften made in the machine- 
tool industry. Before reaching this stage, however, the 
engineer must examine his solution from two different 
aspects: 

(a) The technical aspect, so as to see whether the pro- 
posed design really is an improvement on the previous 
design; 

(b) The commercial aspect, since even the best concept, 
from the technical point of view, is useless if ;) market 
cannot be found for it. 

If the engineer concludes, alone or with specialist aid 
that the solution he suggests is the right one. the time has 
come to pass onto manufacture. The engineer must then 
be able to show managerial ability, as he will, on occasion, 
be called on to supervise the various personnel m the 
mechanical, optical, hydraulic, electrical and electronic 
helds, who are concerned in furthering the solution He 
must care about costs and. consequently, about the manu- 
facturing processes and assembly methods. 

Then, once the drawings are completed, thev arc sent 
to the workshop and. finally, the engineer can sec the 
fruit of his thoughts taking shape. His feelings of pater- 
nity with regard to what his imagination has led him to 
develop grows and he waits confidently for (he tirsi trial. 

At this stage, the engineer often finds difficulties aris- 
ing, lor he comes up against the engrained habits of the 
workshops. What seemed to him an improvement turns 
»ito a complication, then to a nuisance and. tinallv. to an 
obstacle. The prototype is considered bv the shops to be 
something difficult to produce: they consider that they 
have neither the necessary tooling nor the required infor- 
mation for its manufacture. Consequentl\. the engineer 
must be a good psychologist and leader, or enjov the total 
support of ihe management. Nothing is more comforting 
for the engineer than seeing other people, at all levels, 
taking an interest in "his" prototype and showing their 
willingness to aid him in its development. 

A real team spirit is essential because many different 
specialists are now concerned in the development. At this 
stage also, the production staff must studv possible im- 
provements and simplifications of the manufacturing and 
assembly methods. Operating, testing, dismantling, in- 
specting and retouching are repeatedlv carried out until 
the machine is ready to be delivered to the customer 
or is ready for m^Mlaeturc on a production basis. 

4. Re-examination of the solutions: their incidental effects 

In principle, the incorporation of a new development 
in a machine tool or an instrument must result in an im- 
provement, but the secondary effects of this incorpora- 
tion must be considered, for they can, in some instances, 

prove to be quite disturbing. I Ins re-e\aminalion is tlic 
analogue, tor the research and development eneincei. of 
the scientist's reintegration of his results into the state of 
knowledge at the beginning of his icseaich hoiessor 
(lonseth's fourth stage. 

In spue of all tests, results obtained under produeiion 
conditions can sometimes be different from those ob- 
tained from even the best prototype. Ml enemeers en- 
counter difficulties which did noi oeein during manu- 
facture and testing of the prototype and which \.»ivc use 
to serious problems as soon as quantity production 
begins. 

At this pomi, the author would like to make some com- 
ments bas.d on his experience as a designer of measuring 
machines and machine tools. I u,t. improvements m the 
concept or in the manufacturing methods ol a machine 
tool often result in a price increase   Ihe user wonders 
whether this increase in puce is worth the hiplici perfor- 
mance. His criteria of judgement are not always the same 
as those of the engineer. Ihe likelihood ol the new   on- 
cept becoming a commercial success must be examined 
with the sales department. It may then he necessarv to 
abandon a technical improvement in favour ol a lower 
price, hoping that in future a simplification ol the design 
will allow quantity prtnluction to he undertaken econo- 
mically, furthermore, the protoivpe often does not pro- 
vide enough information as to the life that can he ex- 
pected from the various separate parts ol the machine. 
Here, one can at least say that the fewer the ni.mhcr of 
assemblies or components,  the safer  the limciionmg, 
and the lower the specific pressures between the inox mg 
parts, the least wear 

Without dwelling too long on reliability of operation, 
Ihe author would like to point out thai the methods used 
in the development of missiles are possibly applicable. 
In industry, it is necessary, above all. for a producer to 
keep an eye on the troubles the customers may encounter 
with his machine and to make certain that this infoi ma- 
lion is passed back to the engineers concerned. This kind 
of long-term feedback is indispensable in acquiring the 
necessary experience and skill required for building 
better "the next time" In the case of the machine tools, 
this approach assures the quality ami regularity of the 
production by lessening the down tune lequired loi 
repair and maintenance. 

With regard to more scientific matters, in veiv Itigli- 
precision machine tools, one sometimes encnanki-, dif- 
ficulties which seem quite extraoidmary. It i> as il die 
physical laws did not !n one another One musi keep m 
mind, however, that a physical law amis al dcsuihini'. m 
a manner as piccisc and as quantiiaiive as possible, the 
relationships between phenomena in a palla alai sx lem 
Hut it isa formulation which is in<>ic 01 less exact, .U • ml- 
ing to the accuiacv o| the insiiuuicuis used m it- • tah- 
lishment. A result of this is ihai one may applx ccitaui 
laws in optics, lorgeltmg thai, iiliiinaicly. il is the con 
stitution ol the retina thai limits ihe icsolxmg p.<wei of 
the eve: or, furlher. one max apply Nookes law. which 
states that the deloimation ol maienal is propoition.il 
to Ihe force H is subjected to, forgelling ilr.it it is not valid 
for very small forces, especially if they  are tntsinii.il. 
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There is. no dinciiMion here i»f oil dim*. r«r «ft .•» iter 
author's recent observation* have been tmrn petpfeMi* 
and not open to interpretation .11 this time the f«#htt 
of physical laws is a limited domain pttttm than the 
real one, and to this domain mwv he atMed I*» «m* that 
were neglected when it was estaMnbed f ht* 1* pretn*** 
why applied research is necessarv It r%-*»H% I'mm ««*'« 
inability to fully grasp the problems 

V. Ti»» um mm i<« M« *m H 

It is appropriate to meni »on some fmu*% »f*Mt éÊm 
both production and tmtmKk etftMilt » MM 
looks forward to receiving posti »s* 
work at relatively short mnm and 
by the kmg time «pent m mwkmg MM • 
It mutt, however, he rcvahed that tit 
product near* twrfevinm  th, 
prove it. at the influence of 

in \m\  the Vt*mmm ti 
to chañar the êt**mm «f tuf 

of a Krypttut II 
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I» ,*m Ari »»«»i M»midír the above mentioned hrmx. 
».1* «ttHh ili,- .mi.HtiKii.>n ,.| progressive equipment i% 
>bb»,*i 'M  .i «til he»orrevii.Ms.»>met»Mtunlessmeasures 
It* t,.kfn   )h*r»   ,„ 4 i,»|,  ,,} w,irH   .III^ ,i  tela In eh   >low 
p»,.*.,», tn itw   ,'«|\tn<i.>n ..t m.hhiw i.^.K with digital 

• •«*(.•< ,«ihf» h»% H,„- ih, nufitii» ,»l m,»i>nt.uturéis ,ire 
•*ivei iiiliflf i..|v... *,ihih, H'li-nf »%»u-m HHlJ.mR.il 
»«».fc.«, ,...a, «htl». o, .. «.«„I i.-million ,„ hcvause 
,h*\   h.-i    .i,..rtKW.,i   ,„„,»,,,.,!,,.„ ,,,  Kiis   p,„trin,nK. 

• H»I. 4M« «tHhixi i.,.iv mcpftim- ,»» ihvir p,KV |hc 
«*o.*!**!., v      :   IK   .**   (q«,p«ivm   ,,   >cfx   ,t,,*      „  t, 

.,««1»     4   it*,    î J»,.»,„#   kl,,im,M>l  ,t.     |,   ,%   p,,„lN%.   ,„ 
MH^fU*«,!    ....nHih'liffl.    »h,„    lhc\     pfodlKC     »mall 
fe*«*«** •* rt-ufcw. ».«.«» «,M> dtgtuf V..11II.-I Mi»re 
'«*••*«*"«* '**" »«'•* nal* produci..« fin i ht .«hei 

fc.»d «te, ,.<**««*, rnt,»ifi, tr fi» .mr.idusing .• tmily 
*»st*M «mi tt* Hi*rHi«nt mnhtnf i,«,J receives g«*id 
'K.-mmtm**,.^ ,* .lf„Mt,^ thH,«* therefore two 
*|NP^"*t*r-. *•**»«•» M«m«i ,.*», ,*!*, JOj *BHn 

ft***«* . «,-«*.-w. *>«,** i.- tK, •mrraitfil appbtalton 
• <« «M» fen» !,«.<** mutt >k0n¿litmtu>i 

11*** « *. ,•>•«•» llM« AfMal i<*ttr,.t  « ,|| »,„ rtK„g 

to* n*** %«••. #«« * teyiHirJ rf «• «te«Mtres .,.* i*.«,, 
«•»§« Mfctwuf«, ««»«ti, *.. M»«trr«H#r tttetr existing exfttip- 

tt   «fct«fcl   N    mrM**««!   »ft*!   M4m    ,«é»M»M»>   «Je 
-.«Mpm* «.•wKt.y» IM** taten 4 awmlirr ,4 «*««*«*« to 
»hr Nu*»»« .4 «HM* niiitpmiM fht* ,m IK** subtext have 

»fcf  » «*»Pá fc*«M^à«« ,4 (M**!  •tM^Hft «tul  N.ifthtrn 
b,**,irf '"*•?* ' ****** ****** '* *****-«   "» ««*•*«»« 

*«• '** ^ ****** I#M» •* **4iwMt~fM«r«t •«» 

| ^»##,^   |^ i^twv, mm9 ^^^^^ N ^ i emn 

A fc.^1»»^^.-. %w»iÄ^ir% 0 list-.^pf, Ai rt«AMm 

'•• %**•••% -« &f)1.)! , >flttt4 »^f*1 MM^ «tUfll^p fllf 

* *• *WJ*ii.'i4   I^ pi^^r 4 Éf  *t tivt^m Aw%"  **> 

"^  ^.y""   *rt|'l4IJ   •»«*«•» «**«•  *iirtrtgff%  *«*»   tlK 
«HMfWM ifrwfrii h# Atrt^i ».«•»Hi  »h.,mg«» ¿MM*- 

Artt  *  **,  ^^T#%fc-rt   i,, influii  n T"«|inili   JKHN 

t«pi# *   «*|, <f ». - fWyfM» It» «1 4»%«fl|MKV 

«M» Sx»*»**«, 1 UH   I «ntf«| w%«t^t% ¿né ttm m4nu 

**,t,IiIL   -*   pf»«.«*    -«M»H>f»»   >»tf*i4M\    »i*Mri«M«a 

•- Aiput »t«w»*4 4«M m^titw I.n4> r,w 

••* w**Wt^irt «• |.^»»*rt, I IM^^I   •!!*• f4iiniml 

        _ __ I.. C'luimvrtier 

I» t-ommhMiin. hy iht end of ihis. summer, a drilling 
miH-hiiK *nh an Xlti-Hurgmaoler turret equipped with a 
ihree-spimlk digital-control tvstem of the Hugues typ«. 

One ot ilu* ta»ks of the above-mentioned experimental 
work%hop was to rentier actual ava\tancc to Belgian 
machine huilder» hv demonstrating the advantages of 
the tw* emiipment where small-Hatch production is in- 
volved The Belgian manufacturers will |,nn the ranks of 
digital-control supp,»rters when the facts have convinced 
them ot its advantages 

htmtr 

In »ranee, the Ik-legation generate 1 la Recherche 
%c»e«im*|Me et tc«.-hnh|uc tlKiRSTl joins in the efforts of 
»omc groups wh«i are interested in the digital-control 
«fm« for example, the efforts of the Centre deludes et 
de Recherches de* Machines-outtls « Í RM()| 

îhe laboratoire Central de I"Armement (LCAt ha* 
«fgam^d. m its department of applied im,hames. an 
experimental wtwkshop IW Mttdn% «*f digital control 
<MtrJ for mspecthm ot machine Units purchased hy the 
twfciw«! depart mem of ground weapons lor the et|uip>- 
meni «4 their oh|evt<, 

The t.roup^meni pour IA<Ham.-e«teni de la Mccam- 
qur In »«%trie«e tC»%MI> has recently estaNi*hed. nv 
getfcef »rth the AMocwtton I rancatte dc Regulation ct 
«i'AMomttttMiw t At'ltAt. a «ork mg group called "digital 
mmn€ whose tasi 1* to facilitate the development t»f 
method* «.f digital control of machine tool* and the allied 
hranelies «4 technique (programming, computer«) 

fhe ah»»ementioned group intends to make use of 
exery pxmtMe meawre which will emure the development 
ot numerical control, namely, the folk»»mg: 

•#» to assist in estaMiihing contacts between reprc- 
sentatoes i4 tho*« branches of engineering which are 
participating m the development of digital control, e.g., 
HMMIMMI^. etectronics, automation, programming, auto- 
mam methods ot calculation, mechanical treatment etc.; 

f*» to provide information to the designer» and the 
«xer* «rfdtgrtaKontrol systems hy means of publications, 
«emntar*. demonstration lecture courses etc.: 

If » fu contribute to standardization in the field of 
Agitai c*»*wrol and to help the «*fRcial institutions working 
m this trend 

irf» Io establish contacts between national and inler- 
«ati«wal  «wgam/aiNms associated   with digital-control 

m T** pro^».^e the »neh»ion of digital-control prob- 
te«» m ottkwl educational programnws; 

11 > To dexet**p interest in programmed control among 
leading industrial figures and among people of industry 
m general 

I mini kimttàtm 

A« exhibition completely devoted to maehinc tools 
»tth digital citntrol wax organi/ed by the Machine Tools 
Trade Aviation «MTTA» tn London in Mav 1966, 
fhf purp,*? «f the »ponxiw» of the exhibition was to 
advert»* digital control to attract representatives of 
Mtterextfd braucht» ot industry. 

I* addiiHw to this exhibition   the ftrst attempt in the 
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world in the field under consideration -it was decided 
lo organize regular "open weeks" to enable the manu- 
lacturcrs of the machine-building branch to visit machine- 
tool works and to become convinced that these enterprises 
give an example of the profitable use of equipment with 
digital control when manufacturing their products 

A periodical. Meta/working Production, reported that 
a British Numerical (digital) Control Society was estab- 
lished m London in July 1966. The Society's purpose is 
to inform its members on economical, technical an pother 
aspects of digital control for the popularization and 
expansion of the new technology and its application 

On the other hand, the Government, taking into 
account the difficulties encountered at the introduction 
of digital control (costly equipment and unwillingness of 
the consumers to take the risk of introducing new equip- 
ment, which is associated with the solution of a number 
of problems), intends to adopt the following measures 
whtch were disclosed by the Minister of Technology at 
the opening ceremony of the above-mentioned exhibition: 

(a) To sign a contract for the purchase of pilot batches 
of new machine tools to support the manufacturers and 
to publish the test results of those machine tools obtained 
^"í£!dual consumers- The first four orders, totalling 
t3UU,UUU. were distributed between the Churchill Fer- 
ranti and Molyns firms: 

(A) To envisage a sale with a test period, which will 
give the consumer a possibility of reluming the machine 
tool to the manufacturer within six to twenty-four 
months after its installation if its operation turns out to 
be unprofitable. In such cases, the consumer will pay only 
a definite fee. depending upon the time the machine tool 
has been in operation and a definite compensation a 
sort of compulsory, although reduced, fee to avoid 
possible misuse on behalf of the consumer, who. in 
normal conditions, purchases the equipment "for eternal 
use". Any machine tool returned to the manufacturer is 
to be repaired at the expense of the National Research 
Development Corporation, a State institution, whose 
budget for these purposes is i\ million. 

It is also necessary to note that research in the lield of 
digital control has been subsidized for a number or years 
by the Government and has been entrusted with the 
Industrial Research and Development Authority (IRDA) 
and with the following universities and official technical 
centres: Nel, Glasgow University, the College of Aero- 
nautics at Cranfield and Birmingham University. 

Among the most important works are the following: 

(«) Exploration of possibilities of machine tools with 
digital control : 

(h) Testing of an experimental sheet-bending press 
with digital control for bending sheets used for sheathing 
ships, including studies of the spring-back of sheets after 
their stamping and studies of residual stresses occurring 
in cold stamping; 

(f ) Studies of static and dynamic rigidity of hydraulic 
follow-up systems; 

(</) Testing of a highly sensitive mechanism of high 
rigidity   for hydraulic feed; an  analogue  computing 
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device for prognosticating  dynamic characteristics of 
mechanisms was built m the course of testing 

<<•> Comparative tcst.ng tor accuracy of various setting 
devices for pre-sct co-ordinates (the weight of the travel- 
ling table, persistence and ng.dilv of the feed..,., mcch 
an.sm and the friction and free play of the movine parts 
were taken into account). 

Some interesting results were published in technical 
literature and were read as public lectures at the annual 
September Conferences of International Machine-fool 
IX-sign and Research, which are held alternate in 
Manchester and in Birmingham. 

Vnitvd Stales of America 

The initiative of the first theoretical research in the 
new control system, which was undertaken al the Masssi- 
chusetts Institute of Technology, belongs to the < .overn- 
ment of the United States of America, the country in 
which digital control was first devised (1948 I95i> >he 
Government's order for the manufacture bv 19V, of new 
machine tools, which made it possible for the designers 
working on this problem to carry out the necessary tasks 
in creating prototypes without concern for monetary 
questions, was of major significance. 1 hese lacis were oí 
great interest to the members ofthe I rench delegation of 
digital-control specialists upon the occasion of their visit 
to the United Stales of America in 1964, on behalf of the 
French syndicate of machine-tool industry designers. 

Another outstanding fact is that when the Seneca 
Vocational High School in Buffalo (New York) foresaw 
the demands ofthe industry, it installed in April l«*66 
with the Government's support and in addition to the 
School'sexistingequipment with simple digital controls - 
a three-spindle milling machine of the (iorton type 
(valued at S50,0nO) for contour treat mem. so that 
specialists might be trained in the sphere of programmed 
control. 

Still another important detail to be mentioned is that 
only those enterprises which are equipped with machine 
tools with digital control are given government orders to 
rullìi. 

II. Si (,(,rsni) MI vsi RIS 

No matter how necessary and useful the above- 
mentioned expiessions of initiative are for speeding up 
the introduction of digital control ¡¡ito industry, they may 
turn out to be insufficient if no measures are taken to en- 
sure their simultaneous effect. 

Jt would have been m the interests of the mechanical- 
production enterprises, whose higher efficiency is of 
essential significance, to have provisions for  'national 
plans" directed towards the widest application ol machine 
tools with digital control. 

It is necessary to draw a clear line between contour 
and co-ordinate digital controls, and linear control, where 
all the machining is accomplished along the trajectories, 
which are parallel to the guides of the machine tool. 

The contour digital-control system is very complex 
and expensive, and it is used by lirms who are interested 
in the newest equipment, which, in the majority of cases 
needs no advertising. Furthermore, the problems of the 
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contour control system dtüer from tbt»e of me co- 
ordinate system Thus, the coatmttmg rlntti pmim of 
ctmtour control depends greatly upon the progr*** m 
an important and » «te held *tf tttrnptNtng h'-niwi 

Digital cimine according i«> preset co-ordmatev »men 
i* simpler and much less ««pensive, correspond* land 
this is the advantage» I., tit per cent of ih* èMmA «4 
the industry Thus, n ts clear that tb*s «mtn4 sysi- ;n 
should receive ctmcentrated efforts at the my beyromng 

The application «if digital control rawes «com***. 
financial and iecRn;cal pr««*Nem*. »In«« *»je esceed» 
the framework of machine-tos»! building 
l orewdered hekm are thote measure* which, «t seem*. 

*houid he given priority and whtcfe appear h» h« ih* mmt 
effective 

A* a first measure, it i% recommended to t*>en»èaru* 
dig tul control and to prepare people for Mi i«r«4wYtkm 
Good repulís could he achieved by presentine Mu«» 
oT demonstrations «f mächtiges ».<K mn n,^ Ä 

order to attract the targe»!  powuhie »umher «* con- 
Mimers. 

Propaganda by   the  machine loot  designers   ihmv 
««he» would hi very effective als*.. In fact, the Éfiugmrn 
prêtent a business-like example hy studying m the« 
laboratories the possihittiies .»f the maximum use «f 
mirtine too» with difHal control. inf«>rming others af the 
results obtained inmg varios» mean« ami ahmt aM. 
demonstrating their achievements In the United Stale« 
of America, «here about 7j0m machine tot», with aro. 
frammed control are m operation, the mach*ne-tooJ 
industry .s using a comparatively large share of them, if 
one'tales IMO rovini the proportioa of machine-tool 
l*»M«g  in relation  to oilier  branches of machine 
b*Hdm$. With the exception of one Arm which manu- 
factures aircraft engines, a machine-tool manufacturer 
ha» the largest number <%<xty-iwo) of machine too»* 
with digital control. Furthermore, many important enter- 
prises m the United Stales of America have rommimimed 
works in which the majority of machine-tool parts an 
produced on machine tools with digital control 

According to the statistics in the United Kingdom, 
the machine-tool plants have concentrated from II to 
20 per cent of aM machine tools with digital control 
operating in that country, while the output of those 
pianti is only J per cent of the entire output of mech- 
anical enterprise* 

Dwmf the «»hiNlton in May IN«, the hem of 
Kearney Trecker willingly demonstrated, aeon request 
of interested persons the operation of its plant near 
London. Kearney Trecker is now machining the beds 
for milling machines in seventeen hows (mty-hve hows 
were formerly required) by using Milwaukee-Mat* 
machine tools with digital control: the above-mentioned 
part is machined in two operations. 

It would have also been very useful to publish the most 
interesting results obtained by those industrial firms 
which use or test digitally controlled machine tools. 

There is no doubt that the suggested measures will 
help to promote in the near future the widest scale of 
u"f °¡ ,hc "**" »yP« of machine took and will build up 
the demand, thus justifying a larger production of the 
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**•>** me»**word mai i*m ion** rha« 1*4 ir%«f 
*<* s-owitrnptaiHnf *•"  ta» <J»wfwr> 

fhe second mmsmrt »mpr'iierf « M r¿na*r a**»**a*ce 
• nmarth Mí «Érwfiwnf. *mé m ih» nmln« ot machme 
took »t*n **f*al ctmfr.4 me jfr«r*«f»rta*i mçmfmmm 

^«»»«»ianct on Nfha» .4 1*, ««•««rnmtiM »He» hwvtmj 
é^Nalrs s»»#«r«4i»d mach*n# ,,«*. «no«W u4« f4m_v Ai 

fne st^si <4 attiwitmcnt *n»l 11 »mmi»si»nwng i«t ne» enter- 
pr»sr« N« ha*« ih* masMMMM eft»si II *t*h j%*#»tance »s 
n»* vet hvMf tmwktmi. * ^mké *m made jvaitaNe m 
the serv near fw*m* 

ihm, M »««M he w*1wt t.» ««ppH machme t*«oh) with 
ihfTtai .-«mrrol »»» the »**tem </4 tat/hnwal edwcafitm 
ani M» the targe« ptwMM» numtitr of v««****! » tun4% 
>«r the htgianiag. N ».>«ad he n«»»^hâ» u* UWM these to 

*****_ mmì,m  *****-  hw "*•>!*»• «nihng macht**« 

Tmüly, « m recommended to render .««w^tance w 
the sommi tuning and rtsrmer «fwemrN trf esperi 
mental htNeafc^rie*. «me ol ih» taaà« «I * meh wontd he 
N» provide teüMMcal aisntawce H. nwnafactisnm m the 
period «t* ciimmiMiniiif ine mytafy sontrofted emnp- 

fee esampte  ctmtwitatwws un the esptâVncy «f 
I a^jB^mA^Mf   Kan^dMaA^annamnC r v^gpaaPV^m   eWT"^mr^lw#TwBi - 

NW» »htch are protecting machine toot* 
*P^"W"W"*w mtßßkWtmKf^ft HU? ^<MHmalimnW%, 

provided they are weN eanipmd. 
la addnxm. M M important mat tome «tlrsat institu- 

tion. ssKh at the machine tool hmtmnf sewntrfke research 

of new ennipims etc > at the stage at 

III. CtMfUfKMS 

The magwitad« and the urgency et the problem» raise 
tat aaeation of governmental sapaort for the interested 
mechanical enterprnes m order to promote the success 
of the new techntaae trfáifátal control and foe rendering 
assMlance to mai hint tool designers It is very important 
to ensure co-orstmatioa of the efforts of State institut 10m 
and private tra» which are interested in developing this 
tfchmoiK and m the perspectives of development of 
mechanical production at the country in question 

In conclusion, it smmht he remtmbtied that the sphere 
oftpphcation t4 digMal control is not limited by those 
enterprises where machining is obligatory. As soon as 
the» « a possihmty of interpreting mathematically any 
mOÊmiiinmm, there M a possibility of controlling it 
by a computer. As an example, one may refer to the de- 
vice for balancín«, pairing or sorting, paper-making 
machines etc. Digital control is ateo used in other non- 
mechanical branches of industry ^e g . metallurgy (con- 
trol over Mast-furnace* and rolling m.ll») and the oil 
industry (refinery of oil products). 

In the near future, the all-sided automation ensured 
hydigital control may pose a number of problems which 
differ from the problems of today, as follows: 

(a) Training of necessary skilled staff; 
(*) Introduction of new requirements into the pro- 

grammes of technical education: 
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(r> Retraining of the personnel «ft»  INI m ***#% 
This w a cardinal problem, whine M4M*M* MI 
hdp of the Government and which ••* «• 
m the present paper as it was beyond **t *---**, ,4 ,»* 
topic. 

The spheres of machine-tool 
production have considerably e* 
rcuon for the necessity of co-n 
possible level, any activity. Retenti 
••id about the new successes acistmd 
production: 

M7 

(«) Equipping machine took «Mt 

jr> Apphcation of self-adjusting systems tor automatic 

JÎLÏÏÏ   TUT 'r0m ,hC des,*ners ,d• '« «h* 
2 iTu r   """^''"f ,n ^ration plan (probably the 

**«a written information ,nu, the machine and then he 
•«•jd he sat.»*«! to give the -nformalion in an oral 

** «hewperspective» *houW not hide the problem t»f 
M£ the ma»mum profitable application of every 
**•* «f u.inf dt§M«l control for machine tools 
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ment (equity and long-term loans) in sixty-six major 
industrial undertakings, hy the Government alone, stood 
at about S4.3UO million at theendof 1964 65. Out of these 
investments, the total of the sixty-six public sector 
undertakings stood at $3.963 million distributed broadly 
as: 

Tabic 

land  
Building  
Plant and machinery  
Other miscellaneous asset*  
Capital work in proga-ss  

Tout 

I ulto- m million 
ot ( S ,/,.«,„, 

55.65 
508.62 

2.015.79 
443.52 
939.54 

3.963.12 

1.4 
12.8 
50.9 
11.2 
23.7 

100.0 

It can be seen that the Government's investment in 
plant and machinery of the magnitude of S2.OIS.79 
million, the major part of which was committed during 
the past ten years ( 1955 to 1964) in these major industrial 
undertakings in the public sector alone, has undoubtedly 
given tremendous impetus to »he machine-tool industry 
in Indi.t. 

Another significant contribution to the Indian machine- 
tool industry has been that of the Hindustan Machine 
Tools Ltd. (HMT). Bangalore, a Government under- 
taking engaged in manufacturing several varieties of 
modern medium-heavy precision machine tools. Table 3 
shows that 42.38 per cent of the total 1965 domestic 
production of machine tools was by HMT. 

Foreign collaboration ami domestic designs 
The industry, in a span of hardly ten years, ha» been 

able to diversify its production and to produce a wide 
range of machine tools of modern designs, besides the 
general purpose machine tools such as lathe varieties, 
there recently have been introduced turrets ai<d capstans, 
shapers. radial and pillar drills, milling machines of 
various types and sizes, grinding machines (universal, 
cylindrical and surface), tool and cutter grinders, and 
new designs in single spindle automatics, vertical turret 
lathes, gear shapers and heavy-duty planing machines, 
and all-electric milting machines. 

In the course of the next year or two. newly designed 
gear hobbers, high production copying lathes, automatic 
lathes, multispindte automatics, and drum turrets are 
planned for domestic production. In fact, a stage has 
now been reached when most of the general purpose 
machine tools are being manufactured in the country. 

The most significant feature in recent years has been 
the commencement of manufacture of special purpose 
machine tools, transfer lines and similar machines by 
HMT. Thus, a trend to the manufacture of more sophis- 
ticated types of machine tools of higher productivity 
and suitable for mass-produc'.ion industries such as auto- 
mobiles, scooters, tractors, bicycles, electric motors and 
pumps, has set in. 

This has been possible mainly because of the industry 

policy to enter into agreements for designs and technical 
co-operation with well-known foreign firms. The Govern- 
ment, which in fact initialed such an arrangement through 
HMT, set the rapid pace for development which, but for 
this policy, would have suffered seriously. 

One of the main reasons lor the outstanding success 
of HMT has been its ability io diversify its range of 
products quickly. This has been possible on account of 
the firm's co-operation with almost all the highly ¡rvJus- 
lriali/ed countries in the world for securing designs, 
manufacturing rights and technical know-how and has 
been one of the significant factors contributing to the 
rapid growth of the Indian machine-tool industry. From 
1955 until May 1966, as many as 105 agreements were 
made with ninety firms from almost all industrialized 
countries for the licensed manufacture of various machine 
tools. 

Table J 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OI MACHINE TOOLS AND PERCEN- 

TAGE OF HMT's PRODUCTION  ro TOTAL DOMESTIC PRO- 

DUCTION 1956-1965 
{In millions o! fSiMhin) 

Total Pit imi HMTpritdwiiim 
Y rat ilolHi'\lit HMT'S to total tlomextk 

¡Itotiui tinti pri'tiui Itoti projmiiim 

1956 2.27 0.65 28.46 
1957 4.93 2.51 St.00 
1958 7.16 3.72 51.98 
1959 8.74 4.13 47.20 
I960 12.31 6.53 53.06 
1961 15.39 8.94 58.08 
1962 21.84 11.64 53.27 
1963 32.28 18.25 56.54 
1964 49.77 19.67 39.52 
1965 55.59 23.56 42.38 

In »his process of world-wide collaboration for securing 
designs and technical know-how. »he Indian machine-tool 
industry has certainly benefited greatly in developing its 
own design talents. Although today it cannot be said of 
the industry »ha» it has reached an advanced stage in 
evolving original designs of machine tools of highly 
sophisticated types and of heavy- and extra heavy-duty 
machines it has. without doubt, proved that a nucleus of 
design talent has been created in the country. The 
industry is to some extent n"»w capable of evolving its 
own designs of general puipose machine tools. In fact, 
more advanced types of designs have also been attempted 
and produced successfully: for example, pre-selection 
headstock centre and turret lathes and all-electric milling 
machines. 

Government assistance to the industry 
One other factor which has accelerated the growth of 

the Indian machine-tool industry is the assistance it has 
enjoyed at »he hands of the Government. In the economic 
planning of »he country since independence, the machine- 
tool industry has been given a high priority, particularly 
in the Second and Third Plan periods, as the main plank 
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on which the modern industrialization is built. India 
committed itself to rapid industrialization and develop- 
ment o\' key and heavy engineering industries and its 
machine-tool industry therefore had to be encouraged by 
the Government. 

Although there are no special concessions given to the 
Indian machine-tool industry in direct and indirect taxes 
or monetarily, the industry does enjoy a higher priority 
and consideration in the Government's planning, indus- 
trial licensing, allocation of scarce foreign exchange and 
issuance of import licences. 

Protected market 
Chronic and acute shortages of foreign exchange 

appear to be the main reason lor the Government's 
restrictive policy on imports of machine tools. There is 
a positive support and incentive given to the domestic 
machine-tool industry through the Government policy 
of banning imports of certain types of machine tools 
which are being produced in sufficient numbers in the 
country. Thus, whether it is the paucity of foreign ex- 
change or the intentional policy of the Government to 
ban the import of certain types of machine tools, both 
these factors account for the creation of almost a pro- 
tected market. Although in many ways it is not a healthy 
feature for the industry to enjoy the preferential and non- 
competitive position continuously, the situation has 
helped the industry to establish itself firmly. The industry 
has not been resting idly on this protective cushion, but 
has been making efforts to diversify its products to satisfy 
the growing needs of the nation's engineering industry 
for different types of machine tools. There are also many 
machine-tool producing units in the country with an 
overlapping programme of production, thus generating, 
to some extent, a spirit of competition for improving 
quality, designs, performance standards and deliveries, 
and keeping check on the spiralling prices of machine 
tools, which has become the alarming feature of the 
Indian industry and trade today. 

DEMAND FORECAST 

General Survey 
In spite of the fiscal year 1965-66 being a very depres- 

sing period for the Indian machine-tool industry, it is 
considered only a temporary recession. Demand for 
machine tools should improve considerably during the 
Fourth Five-Year Plan. If this forecast does come true, 
the machine-tool industry will once again face the prob- 
lem of gearing itself to the rising demands which the 
industry has never been able to meet in the past. Even in 
the lean year of 1965-66, imports of machine tools were 
61.46 per cent of the total requirements. Close examina- 
tion of the imports and production statistics for the past 
ten years (see table I) clearly indicates the inability of 
the industry to catch up with the demand and although 
the percentage of imports to the total requirements has 
slowly and gradually been decreasing, imports have been 
consistently going up from year to year. 

Report of the Hoiking (¡roup on Machine Tools 
Forecasts of demand for machine tools during the 

Fourth Five-Year Plan (1966 1970) have been attempted 
by two agencies and although their findings vary and are 
even disputed by other experts, all are unanimous on 
one point: demand for machine tools during the Fourth 
Five-Year Plan is bound to outstrip national production. 
The report of the Working Group on Machine Tools 
(Group VI). appointed by the Government, estimates 
the demand for the graded machine tools by number of 
units at 173.000 for chip-removing types valued roughly 
at $942.9 million and other mctalworking machinery at 
$235.2 million for the Fourth Plan. Details ol the 
estimated demand for machine tools of chip-removing 
types from year to year are shown in table 4. 

Table 4 
ESTIMATI OK MACHINF ioni.S I-OK 1966-70 

( .-I irriitíi' titimuil im nunr    i J' „( 

ti'ur 
\uifilu-r 

pritrii) 
1 ii/ur (iti militan* 

1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 

26,700 
30.200 
34,100 
38,500 
43.500 

4.36ft 
4,803 
5.284 
5.811 
6.392 

115.5 
147.0 
180.6 
222.6 
277.2 

Total 173.000 •M2.9 

The Working Group further estimated that the machine- 
tool industry's capacity and production would reach a 
level of only H5 per cent and 75 per cent, respectively, of 
the total demand which, based on performance in the past, 
is certainly an ambitious target. Table 5 shows the tar- 
gets of capacity and production in 1970 for machine 
tools and other mctalworking machinery, set by the 
Working Group. 

Table 5 
TAROI is 1970 

Itttrn 
( upm in Prihlm llim 

~nümber    tulne ttrt mtlltoftv     mtmbrr    vulur Oflmtlhtim 
„I mils     ../( V</..//UM)       ttfuMif     .1/< S I/.IMH/O 

Machine tools for 
domestic consump- 
tion  37,000 

Machine   tools   for 
export  

Metal working 
machinery  

Total 

237.3       32,600 

1,500 

37.8 

275.1 

207.» 

8.J 

33.6 

249.9 

Forecast by the National Council of Applied Economic 
Research 

A most comprehensive and systematic study of the 
demand for machine tools was made by the National 
Council of Applied Economic Research (NCAIR), New 
Delhi. The  NCAER has evaluated the demand for 
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machine tools based on the "end-use" method in which 
a complete inventory of the machine tools installed in 
the country during 1963 was estimated by types, cate- 
gories and sizes of the machines. It is estimated that there 
will be an additional total demand for machine tools 
valued at $l.28Umillion (graded, 51,215.06 million and 
ungraded. $65.94 million) and in number of units. 
526.000 machine tools (348.499 graded and 177.501 un- 
graded) for 1964 70. 

The findings of the above two exercises vary in some 
degree (Working Group's estimate for Fourth Plan 
Period: $1,178.10 million and rate oí demand by 1970, 
$346.50 million a year; NCAER'S estimate: total 
demand for 1964 to 1970. $1.281 million and rate of 
demand by 1970, $258.30 million a year). But the fact 
remains that in view of the industry's inability to meet 
the demands foi machine tools, large-scale imports will 
have to continue. 

MliASl RIS l() BRIDO! THU GAP 

General survey 
India still has to depend upon heavy imports to meet 

the gap in the domestic supply of machine tools. Though 
the ratio of internal production of machine tools to im- 
ports has gone up from 13 per cent in 1956 to over 62 
per cent in 1965, the value of imports in absolute terms 
Has increased from $17.58 million to $88.64 million over 
the same period. The heavy imports year after year made 
constant inroads into the foreign exchange reserves of 
the country. 

The revised Fourth Plan Memorandum laid down a 
capacity of $231 million and a production target of $210 
million to be achieved by 1970-71. the last year of the 
Fourth Plan, for the organized sector of the machine- 
tool industry as against the Third Plan's capacity and 
production targets of $78.96 million and $63 million, 
respectively. Even if it is assumed that the Fourth Plan 
targets would be met at the production level of $231 
million a year by 1970 71, requirements for machine 
tools in the same year are estimated at $294 to $315 
million, resulting in a shortfall of $84 to $105 million 
worth of machine tools a year which will have to be 
met through imports, according to both the Working 
Group and the NCAFR. 

It is not necessary for any country to plan for 100 per 
cent self-sufficiency in machine tools. This is not practical 
or feasible as there are so many types, sizes and designs. 
But following are some of the recommendations for the 
industry's continued growth towards self-reliance. 

Export 
In any highly industrialized country, the imports of 

machine tools, even with a high degree of self-sufficiency. 
are still about 20 to 30 per ceni of ihe total requirements. 
But this is more than compensated by exports. In India. 
howc\er. until %crv recently, there were no tangible 
exports of machine tools. Also, no serious attempts 
seemed to have been made both by the industry and the 
Government in tlm aspect, perhaps because of their 
concentration   on   eiu.mr.iging   national   production. 

S. M. Patii 

Table 6 s.tows the export of machine tools during the 
Third Five-Year Plan. 

Table 6 
MAC HINE-T(K)L FXPORTS KROM INDIA 

(Inelmlimi melai«nrkiiis mtuhinrry) 

1 tilue in LS 
),„r Mian 

1961 162.889 

1962 223,618 

1963 199,677 

1964 248,849 

1965 291,338 

As can be seen from the table, attention seems to have 
been paid recently to this vital aspect and an export 
target of $21 million a year within the next five to seven 
years was set by the Board of Trade at a meeting in New 
Delhi on 30 April 1966. The importance of exports, 
apart from maintaining equilibrium in trade balances 
among countries, has a special significance in the case of 
non-traditional items such as machine tools. When the 
products of one country are exposed to the world 
market, there are many indirect gains for the industry. 
For one, the product, to be competitive, necessarily calls 
for better quality, efficient manufacture and superior 
design. The Indian machine-tool industry, to keep pace 
with the advanced countries, must expose itself to the 
world market to remain progressive, aggressive, cost 
conscious, quality conscious and price conscious. 

Though exports of Indian machine tools to the highly 
industrialized West may sound like "carrying coals to 
Newcastle", closer examination has, however, disproved 
this myth and market surveys carried out by some promi- 
nent Indian manufacturers do hold promising prospects 
for the future. It is therefore necessary that every effort 
is made by the Indian machine-tool industry to export a 
portion of its products abroad continuously. 

Need for diversification 
In view of the severe restrictions imposed by the 

Government in issuing import licences, sometimes custo- 
mers have had to accept not, ideally, what was needed for 
a particular operation or process, but what was available 
in the country. This position has been changing and the 
recession in the machine-tool market has, in a way, been 
a blessing in disguise for the customer in that he could 
advantageously dictate his requirements to some extent 
and select his machine tools. In order not to lese the 
customer, the manufacturer must now give him the 
machine he needs with accessories and tooling on a 
competitive basis. If there is no demand for a particular 
machine tool, the manufacturer should have a sufficient 
flexibility to switch to the other types which are in greater 
demand. 

It is in such circumstances that the ability of the manu- 
facturer to diversify the production programme pays a 
dividend. One who can without much delay meet the 
diversified needs of a customer will eventually succeed, 
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particularly when the market changes from the seller's 
hand to the buyer's. Indian machine-tool makers thus 
have a long way to go in this direction and very soon they 
will have to gear up their methods and organization and 
be flexible in diversifying their programmes of produc- 
tion to satisfy the customers. 

One of the main difficulties in the machine-tool busi- 
ness is an inherent high degree of diversification which 
sometimes is likely to retard the growth. It is perhaps 
easier to evaluate the country's over-all requirements of 
machine tools from period to period in terms of volume 
and value. It is not even difficult to split up this demand 
into main categories, such as lathes, drilling machines, 
boring machines, milling machines, grinders and gear- 
cutting machines. What has been the most difficult prob- 
lem for the estimators is to guess what different designs, 
types and sizes of machine tools will be needed by the 
engineering and manufacturing industries. This depends 
so much on the techniques, methods of production and 
processes, etc.. of »he end users of the machine tools 
that it is practically impossible to furnish a ready 
reckoner for the individual machine-tool manufacturers 
to adopt a particular pattern of diversification. 

It is more for the machine-tool makers themselves to 
intelligently forecast and adapt their programmes of 
production and diversify them to suit the market de- 
mands. It could be suggested that to counteract the dis- 
advantages of a high degree of di versification, the machine- 
tool manufacturers should specialize in a certain family 
of products and diversify within the family itself. That 
is to say, if one is making turning machines, he is best 
advised to include in the range other types of lathes: 
centre production, capstan, turret and even automatic 
lathes and, for the milling machine manufacturer, to 
include other types of milling machines such as produc- 
tion millers, tool room millers, duplex millers, knee and 
bed-type millers, die sinkers, etc. 

Raw materials and supporting ancillary industry 

Machine-tool manufacture involves specialized raw 
materials such as heavy-duty castings, alloy steels, steel 
castings, forgings. special bronze, plastic material, etc. 
Requirements of raw materials are specialized and these 
have to be so if products are to be of high quality and 
performance. If the domestic machine-tool industry is to 
progress on the same lines as elsewhere in the highly 
developed industrial world, manufacture of all these 
essential raw materials has to take priority and should be 
established in the country as quickly as possible. 

One other serious disadvantage facing the machine- 
tool business in India is the relatively slow development 
in the supporting and ancillary industries which supply 
hundreds of highly specialized bought-out parts and 
other proprietary items such as ball bearings, special 
electric motors, switch gears. Ward Leonard sets, electro- 
magnetic clutches, programme control equipment and 
other electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic and electronic 
equipment needed for modern machine tools. 

Modern designs 

The domestic machine-tool industry has, in the past 

decade, made definite contributions and met some of the 
speciali/cd needs of the engineering industry I his h.is 
been, to a large extent, possible through the purchase oí 
designs from abroad and production oí the muchres 
under licence. Although this has been and siili continues 
to be an essential feature oi the development oí the 
machine-tool industry in India, it is absolute!) necessary 
for the manufacturers of machine tools to evolve then 
own modern designs. 

To achieve this it is important to tram machine-too! 
designers systematically and give them encouragement 
and scope, livery machine-tool entrepreneur should 
devote part of his resources to this basic need so that his 
own designers could closely associate themselves with the 
work of machine-tool research centres in the country and 
abroad and be able to design the required machine tools 
This calls for sustained efforts but. though long and 
tedious, it is a "must" for the progressive development n\ 
the machine-tool industry. 

India today, to some degree, is sclf-Mifiicicnl in medium- 
and light-duty machine tools of the general types. The 
country, however, is not manufacturing highly sophisti- 
cated heavier and modern machine tools such n. transfer 
line machines, multispindle automatics, jig borers, 
machine tools for automatic production, machine tools 
with numerical controls and heavy- and extra heavy- 
duty machine tools. India is not even producing some of 
the basic machine tools such as hori/ontal boring 
machines, gear hobbing machines, multispindle auto- 
matics and drum turrets, although recently certain licence 
agreements have been concluded for the manufacture of 
some of these machines. 

The Government of India has set up. in collaboration 
with Czechoslovakia, the Heavy Machine Tool Plant, a 
unit in the complex of the Heavy engineering Corpora- 
tion Ltd.. Ranchi, to produce heavy and very heavy 
machine tools such as horizontal boring machines, si/e 
160 mm and above, radial drills, size KO mm and above, 
heavy-duty lathes (1.000 mm swing and above) and 
heavy vertical boring mills. But until this unit goes into 
production, ali similar machine tools have to be im- 
ported. By and large, it may be said that India's future 
imports will be for more and more heavier types and for 
modern designs of machine tools. 

The trend appears to favour single and special purpose 
machines and machine tools to do specific operations 
The modern trend in the highly developed countries 
abroad is towards machine tools designed for automa- 
tion, transfer line machines and for the production of 
machine tools with automatic repeat cycle systems and 
positioning and measuring by numerical controls. The 
domestic machine-tool industry has to think in terms ol 
producing these designs soon if it is to meet the increas- 
ingly specialized demand for machine tools without hav- 
ing to depend upon large-scale imports. 

Metal-forming machines 

Taking up types of machines, the high proportion of 
metal-cutting machines is evident. But the trend in the 
highly industrialized countries to higher proportions of 
metal-forming machines, IK irly 24 per cent in the United 
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States as against 16.5 per cent in India, can be explained 
by the fact that production of durable consumer goods, 
the components of most of which are formed, is more 
pronounced in these countries. 

The production of metal-forming machines in India is 
far from satisfactory and, compared to industrialized 
countries abroad, is very poor. Modern heavy-duty 
presses of capacities varying from 100 to 5.000 tons for 
the automobile, shipbuilding, aircraft, refrigeration 
equipment and domestic appliances industries are not 
yet made in the country and all have to be imported. 
The need for early development of this vital wing of the 
metal working industry is great in India. Somehow, pro- 
gress in this vital branch of the metalworking industry 
in India has been very slow and a few of the items, mostly 
presses, press brakes, forging machines and shearing 
machines which are produced in the country today, can- 
not be termed as very modern. Hence, not only is it 
necessary to improve the design and quality of metal- 
forming machines currently produced in the country, but 
there is equally an urgent need to diversify the production 
of these machines in the country to include the other 
essential types of metal-forming machine tools. 

Machine-tool research 
If the Indian machine-tool makers are to meet the 

growing needs of the domestic manufacturing industry, 
they will have to concentrate on the applied research in 
production technology and development of machine-tool 
designs. This is evident from the rapid and spectacular 
progress that has been achieved by all the European 
countries, the United States and the USSR in all indus- 
trial fields and especially in machine tools. Unlike the 
USSR, Czechoslovakia, Poland and the German Demo- 
cratic Republic, where research is concentrated in the 
Government-operated and financed agencies, the Conti- 
nental and United States programmes rely to a large 
extent on the contribution of the private builders made 
directly or through their national associations. Similar 
initiative should come forth from the Indian Machine- 
Tool Manufacturers' Association. 

The Government of India, with the assistance provided 
by the Czechoslovaks Government, has set up a machine- 
tool research institute, the Central Machine-Tool insti- 
tute, in Bangalore. Many more machine-tool research 
institutes are needed in the count y and it should not be 
for the Government alone to take initiative in these 
matters. It should be more in the interest of the machine- 
tool builders themselves not only to take active part in 
iu'ch sponsored ventures but substantially to guide and 
linai,~e the work towards progressive modernization of 
the inOi'stry. 
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The mechanical industries, including under this term 
the manufacturers of metal products, machinery and 
equipment, as well as electrical and transport material, 
represent almost 17 per cent of the total manufacturing 
industry in the region. With an aggregate value of some 
54.000 million, its contribution to the formation of the 
gross domestic product is slightly more than 4 per cent. 
In terms of employment, this activity maintains a labour 
force of nearly a million persons, or 15.6 per cent of the 
total occupied in the industrial sector of the area. 

In view of the different levels of development in Latin 
American countries and the particular conditions of each 
of them, it is understandable that when taken individually 
they present great differences regarding these statistics as 
shown in table I. In this respect, it should be pointed out 
that although the figures are sufficiently illustrative, they 
do not provide further information on the situation 
among the countries These statistics should therefore be 
taken with certain reserve; in many cases, particularly in 

which together account tor 90 per cent of the mechanical 
industries of the region. In these countries, import sub- 
stitution of durable consumer goods has attained high 
levels and great progress has been made in the produc- 
tion of capital goods. 

In the other countries, on the contrary, the limitation 
of national markets and other factors that will be men- 
tioned later on have constituted serious obstacles for the 
expansion of this activity. In both groups of countries 
disequilibrium and maladjustment can be observed, in 
the evolution of the mechanical industries, which are an 
impediment to complementation and integration within 
the framework of a regional scheme. 

In the larger countries, development has been ratlwr 
spontaneous, leading in certain production lines towards 
an excessive concentration of manufacturers, with the 
consequent loss of the advantages of specialization or ill 
use of installed capacity; in others, this development has 
resulted in a shortage of supply of intermediate and 

Table I 
MECHANICAL INDUSTRIES AND THEIR COMPOSITION IN SELECTED LATIN AMERICAN 

COUNTRIES, 1964 
iPrriMIMffrO 

fariUipalh mal Ihr ( UmptniwH ••! ihr mr* h,mt* ai tmttt\irh-\ 
mn hunk al imluury 

In ihr in Ihr im M IV«  «ft i\n r l.v« 
»'UM mamfiu- mat hitter y rift tru al ittt*ìp**i 

thmwMk (tedi» prHttuet* titktr Ihn* mm ¿town tmiirthtl 
ptadurt imlUKl't ein trititi una 

rtiutp*n*t 

i.5 26.3 23.1 24.3 I2.H 17.M 

Brazil  *.î 17.4 14.5 IV.K 224 4V2 
1.7 9.4 38.1 9.3 25.K 2hM 

Chile     2.4 12.5 37.3 l»,3 l»3 24 1 
0.» 5.H 37.5 12.5 12.« 37 S 

3.4 13.» 2X.6 ».o 32/ ti.» 
1.2 6.7 40.0 10.0 16.6 33 3 

Uruguay  3.7 17.4 203 20 3 27.7 31.» 
1.2 ».1 25.3 3.4 J4.<* S6 I 
0.6 1.6 31.1 12 6 8.4 47.» 

Total Latin America   — 4.0 17.0 23.7 IK.7 20 2 37.4 

the medium and smaller countries, they represent services 
and mechanical maintenance rather than proper produc- 
tion. The scarcity and unreliability of available data is 
partly justified by the relatively short history of this 
activity in the region and the low degree of specialization 
existing in many mechanical plants. 

The over-ail evaluation of the mechanical industry, as 
shown in the table, evidently characterizes an activity 
which has reached a certain size and importance and is 
merely a reflection of the influence of the larger Latin 
American  countries.   Argentina.   Brazil  and  Mexico. 

semi-pr«Kessed products. Kurthermore, the rapidity with 
which this expansion process has been carried out has 
not permitted an accelerated adoption of the adequale 
institutional measures which should accompany the evo- 
lution of this activity Among these are ihe training ot 
labour and technological research. 

On the other hand, medium and smaller countries 
present, in a greater or lesser degree, sharp deficiencies 
in their productive structure, a markedly backward tech- 
nology and an almost complete lawk of adequate mech- 
anical infrastructure. In addiüon to this, in almost all 
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of these countries no plans or specific programrr.es exist 
for the development of this sector. Aside from economic 
and cost considerations, the possibility of starting the 
production of mechanical prtulucts, especially those which 
are particularly suitable for integration, is basically linked 
to prior knowledge of a series of procedures and manu- 
facturing techniques which in turn require a significant 
supply of qualified manpower for practical and efficient 
application. Both conditions, technology and personnel 
training, are not easily or quickly acquired and demand 
a minimum training period, especially in the case of 
export products which must fulfil more exacting technical 
and qualitative specifications. 

Domestic production provides nearly 60 per cent of 
the consumption of mechanical products in the area. 
This appraisal of the average situation in Latin America 
is certainly influenced by the strong participation of the 
larger countries of the region, which have been able to 
satisfy a great part of the consumption of both durable 
consumer goods as well as capital goods. In the medium 
and smaller countries, national production supplies con- 
sumer needs in varying proportions, which are in any 
case inferior to those for the larger countries, with the 
aggravation of a productive lag in relation to the latter 
vastly exceeding the one which would derive from the 
direct comparison of the sizes of the respective markets 
or other economic indicators. 

The degree of expansion generally has been lower than 
the possibilities offered by their own markets, notwith- 
standing their limited size; the course followed by the 
mechanical industries has been disconnected, lacking 
orientation and a definite economic policy to foster 
development. As a reflection of all this, a series of weak- 
nesses may be observed starting from the infrastructure 
to the very organization of firms. 

On the evidence, it follows that these countries are 
seriously handicapped in their desire to enjoy, over a 
short period, the benefits of a regional integration of this 
activity and that they meet internal difficulties in resisting 
competition from the more advanced countries of the 
area. 

This situation must be corrected in order to avoid a 
further accentuation of the existing differences which, 
besides separating these countries from the advantages 
of a common market, might even hamper their own pro- 
cess of internal economic development. The manufacture 
of exportable products could have more far-reaching 
importance for the future of the smaller countries than 
for the larger ones since, apart from reasons deriving 
from a trade balance deficit, the maintenance of strong 
and sustained industrial growth rates requires the con- 
currence of external markets to complement those 
national ones which, by themselves, do not have the 
capacity for it. 

The development of the mechanical sec'or has been 
sustained to a great extent as a result of the increased 
activities of ser\ices and industrial maintenance and 
the starting of assembly activities for durable consumer 
goods and. to a lesser degree, the manufacture of certain 
mechanical products of simple construction for a ready 
market. 

Secretariat of the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America 

The future prospects of these countries are therefore 
closely connected to their formulation of adequate plans 
for the growth of the industries mentioned, the correction 
of their structural deficiencies and the elimination of their 
technological gaps. This should be done in such a way as 
to equip the industries with the necessary means of 
production to enable them, in addition to supplying the 
domestic market satisfactorily with the products that 
should be manufactured locally, to place themselves on 
a technical level whif'i allows them to reach comple- 
mentation or integration agreements with the other 
countries for the manufacture of more complex mechani- 
cal products. Such products will undoubtedly constitute 
a substantia! part of future regional trade and some 
countries are already engaged in the formulation of 
national plans for the development of the mechanical 
sector with this orientation in view. 

The studies carried out by ECLA in Uruguay and 
Venezuela.' as well as those in Colombia and Ecuador, 
reveal that the countries, in order to reach the goals 
envisaged, should follow different orientations in accord- 
ance with the stage and course their mechanical industries 
have attained up to now. Thus, for example, in Ecuador, 
Colombia and Venezuela where imports are funda- 
mental for the supply of mechanical products (in Ecuador 
more than 80 per cent and in Colombia more than 70 
per cent), import substitution would seem the most con- 
venient attitude for the creation of this infrastructure and 
raising of the proposed technical level. In the case of 
Ur jguay, with a more advanced process of import sub- 
stitution which it would not be advisable to continue 
because of the size of its market, it has been estimated 
that the elevation of its technological level should be ob- 
tained on the basis of what already exists. Furthermore, 
in view of its geographic location and peculiar manpower 
characteristics, consideration should be given to the 
specialized manufacture of certain light mechanical 
precision products whose production in the area is just 
beginning or incomplete. This would mean launching a 
movement of effective national specialization to satisfy 
the Latin American market. 

The programme outlined for Venezuela involves only 
import substitution for internal consumption with the 
sole aim of raising its technological level. At a later stage, 
once new manufacturing techniques have been incor- 
porated, trained personnel is available and the country 
has familiarized itself with the processes of mechanical 
production, other activities oriented towards the Latin 
American market can be considered. In this respect, 
Venezuelan national organizations are undertaking a 
study for the creation of a specialized centre for longer- 
term manufacture of heavy machinery to supply the 
region. 

It is only natural that in the field of construction of 
basic industrial equipment and machine tools as well as 
of capital goods in general, the major advances in the 
region should be apparent in countries with greater 

1 La industria mecánica del Uruguay; un programa para su re- 
cuperación y desarrollo (E CN.12 743): La industria mecánica de 
Venezuela; un programa de sustitución de importaciones para su 
desarrollo (F.CN.12 737). 
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domestic markets. The studies in Argentina and Brazil2 

regarding the manufacture of equipment for basic in- 
dustries have established that in these countries such 
manufacture has reached significant proportions in sup- 
plying present consumption of these goods and that a 
certain manufacturing capacity, sufficiently ample to 
cover a substantial part of the demand forecasts, is 
available for 1970 as shown in table 2. 

Table 2 

PROPORTION OF BASIC EQUIPMENT DEMAND WHICH SHOULD 

BE SUPPLIED BY NATIONAL PRODUCTION BETWEEN 1961 AND 

1970 
iPtrrentagts «I ra/w) 

Argentina Braiil 

Petroleum refining and petrochemicals.. 
Petroleum and gas exploitation and 89« 65 

distribution  
Electrical itergy generation  22 86 
Sleel industry  43 77 
Paper and pulp  84 89 
Naval construction  75 . h 

Cement r 62 

« The hi(h perveniate indicated mull» I rom I he inclusion of pipe for the 
development und distribution of petroleum and «as that «ere not considered in 
the case of Brani, and which during the period covered by the study should rise to 
nearly H per cent of (he value of the required equipment. 

* This sector was no! included in the study, hut it is known that the capacity ol 
the Brazilian naval industry is sufficient to meet the needs of the country and that 
the national parts incorporated into »hit's actually built amount to 73 per cent of 
the value. 

< This sector was not considered in Argentina because at the time of the study the 
cement industry was already undergoing an espansion of considerable si». 

The problem of these countries in connexion with the 
supply of a high percentage of the greater future internal 
demands is an improved utilization of the existing manu- 
facturing capacity, the investments for which should not 
be particularly significant. Nevertheless, a series of 
measures should be adopted to eliminate certain obstacles 
which limit their development at both the national and 
the regional market levels. 

Almost all of them originate in the absence of a develop- 
ment programme, either at a general or sectoral level. 
Lack of goals, ignorance of the domestic market and its 
future evolution and. in general, absence of a definite 
economic policy to stimulate and help the development 
of this manufacture (for while it is strictly mechanical 
with regard to supply, on the side of demand it is inti- 
mately linked to the industrial and economic growth of 
the country) are the principal causes that explain the 
situation in which this industry has evolved. 

As a consequence, the incorporation of new manufac- 
turing techniques has been slow: the training of qualified 
personnel at all levels has been rather circumstantial and 
according to the needs, since the existing training pro- 
grammes have not included a timely appraisal of the 
factors which would orientate them to quantities and 
specialities required in the future. Installed capacity is 
often badly distributed between intermediate and final 
products and, among the latter, excessively concentrated 
in a few lines of manufacture; its utilization has been 
generally deficient because of the irregularity of demand 

: Estudio sobre la fabricación de equipos industriales de base en 
la Argentina (E/CN.12/629); Fabricación de equipos básicos en 
el Brasil (ECN.12/619). 
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which accumulates in certain periods, exen surpassing the 
local manufacturing capacity, while in the other u is 
totally absent. Finally, the credit and financing sv stems 
have not been constructed organically to provide for 
the needs of this munufaclurc. Regarding this aspect, 
various measures have been taken towards finding a 
solution to the problem. 

Thus, in Brazil for example, with the collaboration o\ 
international credit organizations and the complementa- 
tion of domestic and foreign resources, a financial In ml 
has been established for the acquisition of industrial 
machinery and equipment which covers up to W) per cent 
of the value of the transaction for a period of two m live 
years. On the other hand, the Inter-American Develop- 
ment Bank has dictated a ruling on the financing of 
intraregional exports of capital goods designed to place 
the Latin American exporter in a position competitive 
with suppliers from other areas. 

The manufacture of machinery and equipment lor 
basic industries is a rather heterogeneous sector and 
includes a wide and varied range of products, which 
makes it difficult to enter into general considerations 
equally valid for all of them. However, these products 
can be separated in two major categories: those which, 
because of their more or less widespread use in many 
activities, are produced in large scries and constitute 
standard or catalogued products such as pumps, valves, 
electric motors, etc., and those which are specific of a 
certain manufacture, generally "made to order". 

Although many of the preceding considerations may be 
applied to both groups, the majority refer to the last 
category of products. These products constitute an im- 
portant part in the supply of industrial installations and. 
at the same time, form an activity of a complex opera- 
tional structure which requires for its efficient develop- 
ment and operation the co-ordinated action of a series 
of measures. 

Machine tools, on the other hand, integrate another 
type of capital goods whose manufacture in Latin 
America has achieved considerable progress ut meeting 
demand, particularly in Argentina and Bra/il. though in 
smaller proportions than basic equipment.' The figures 
in table 3 show the levels of supply and their structure 
in both countries. It may be verified that, besides tin- 
fact that Brazilian production is slightly higher than in 
Argentina, no outstanding differences exist between the 
two countries in product composition, at least at (his 
aggregate level, which reveal tendencies towards speci- 
alization in cither of the countries. 

In both cases, lathes and drills represent nearly HO per 
cent of the units manufactuied in the category of metal- 
cutting machines, and presses slightly more than 70 per 
cent of metal-forming machines. The evolution followed 
in these countries has been similar and presents many 
characteristics in common, it has been possible tt> 
establish from studies in those countries. 

The development of this sector is limited by the same 
factors for basic industrial equipment, but here thc> 
present different shades and have repercussions that in 

•' Las máquinas-herramientas en la Argentina (E CN.I2 747) lus 
máquinas-herramientas en el Brasil (E/CN.I2/6Î3). 
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many cases compromise more seriously its evolution. As 
indicators of the background against which this activity 
must develop, the Following can be pointed out: the 
heterogeneous nature or demand, the highly competitive 
market, the technical and research requirements for its 
construction, the time and capital needed to launch new 
models and the difficult competition with international 
production centres. 

In Argentina as well as in Bra/il, both industries have 
developed under the same stimulus, that is, the demand 
lor machine tools for factory maintenance activities. In 
this field, technological and manufacturing needs are not 
as rigorous as those of production machinery. These 
countries arc facing the transition from this stage to the 
construction of more complex machines. This will re- 
quire the joint action of the manufacturers as well as the 
national authorities in order that the necessary technical, 

fifty persons) which do not count with the technical and 
economic means sufficient to face by themselves the con- 
struction of more complex machinery. There is an accen- 
tuated concentration of manufacturers on a similar type 
or model of machine, thus losing the benefits of speciali- 
zation and of production on a larger scale, as well as a 
backward line of production, each time more distant 
from actual market requirements. 

It is true that these general considerations on the 
sector are not entirely applicable to a small number of 
enterprises which are outstanding because of the tech- 
nical level, the quality of their products and the effort 
displayed lo satisfy demand requirements. Such enter- 
prises can be classified as proper manufacturers with 
many of the characteristics and aptitudes for meeting 
demand requirements and participating in export 
markets. 

Table J 

MACHINR-TOOL PRODUCTION IN ARtiFNTINA AND BRAZIL 
(Hviitht in /"ml 

Mm-A/Ni't 

Nmnhet 

Ariientimt 

/Vf if »I Urinili IV'1 M« Numèfr 

ñraul 

Wtithl PtrceM 

\. Metaltuning  10.256 100.0 6,601.0 100.0 
Lathes  3.580 34.9 3,927.4 59.5 
Milling machines  248 2.4 345,9 5.2 
Drilling machines  4,558 44.4 763.7 11.6 
Boring machines  116" 1.1 77.2" 1.2 
Planers, shapers and slotting 

machines  729 7.1 997.0 15.1 
Threading machines  42 0.4 24.6 0.4 
«car cutters  14 0.1 28.0 0.4 
Saws  366 3.6 113.3 1.7 
Grinding machines  457 4.5 278.9 4.2 
Tool grinders  146 1.4 45.0 0.7 

B. Melai formina  1.236 100.0 3,936.3 100.0 
Presses  95 73.2 2,912.9 74.0 
Forging hammers  2 0.2 15.9 0.4 
Other metal-forming machine*«».. 329 26.6 1,007.5 25.6 

12,693 
4,638 

278 
5.311 

937 
53 

1.296 
79 

101 

2,813 
2,139 

7 
667 

100.0 
36.5 
2.2 

41.8 

7.4 
0.4 

10.3 
0.6 
0.8 

100.0 
76.1 
0.2 

23.7 

8,222.9 
3.265.0 

289.8 
794.» 

1,369.4 
33.0 

342.4 
57.1 
69.3 

4,986.0 
3,890.0 

24.8 
1,071.2 

100.0 
64.0 
3.Î 
97 

16.7 
0.4 

4.2 
0.7 
0.8 

100.0 
78.0 
0.5 

21.3 

Total    11.492 10.537.3 15,506 13,208.9 

« Mú¡nrii> are machino tur rccundiiioninit imtrtul tiimhuitum engin««. 
* Bending .mil forming, punching ami shearing iiuchirHv 

economic and institutional measures be adopted. An 
action within the regional framework would be highly 
positive and necessary in order to consolidate this activ- 
ity leading it towards greater specialization. 

The degree of development achieved in Argentina and 
Bra/il has been the result of the initiative and the iso- 
lated efforts of a greater number of manufacturers who 
possessed neither an adequate knowledge of the market 
as a whole and its evolutionary trends, nor a general 
orientation which would enable them to better their 
investments and efforts. Neither did they have the back- 
ing of a definite policy to stimulate and promote develop- 
ment. As a consequence of this, its present state is 
characterized by a weak structure with great preponder- 
ance of small and medium industries (in Argentina, 
almost 91 per cent of the establishments have less than 

This group constitutes the nucleus that is entering into 
the construction of production machinery, i.e., specific 
machines for larger-scale manufacturing, in contrast to 
the more universal type produced today. Nevertheless, 
they have not been indifferent to the consequences result- 
ing from the ignorance of the market and its future 
prospects, the lack of credit and the absence of a national 
policy fot such development. 

The outlook for future growth and the attainment of a 
larger share of the supply of domestic requirements, as 
well as a more favourable position in foreign markets will 
depend to a large extent upon the removal of these struc- 
tural and technical obstacles. 

Machine tools constitute a field of multiple possibili- 
ties for interchange and regional complementation. The 
great diversity of types and models together with their 
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respective variations, as well as the different quality 
levels these machines attain in their construction (accord- 
ing to destination and future utilization), enables the 
existence of spccinlized factories. This situation is con- 
firmed by the steady trade in machine tools which is 
observed among countries in which this industry is highly 
developed. Latin America, with a market that can be 
estimated at some $250 million to 1970, with a present 
production not exceeding SSO million and lacking a great 
quantity of machine types, offers sufficiently attractive 
possibilities to justify a detailed analysis of the future of 
this production line. 

Moreover, some Latin American countries have a 
textile machinery industry ofimportance while others are 
in the process of establishing one, with well-defined plans 
for the future. This branch of mechanical manufacture is 
under study, particularly by ECLA, and data collected 
until now point out that the present installed manufac- 
turing capacity in four countries, Argentina, Brazil, 
Colombia and Menico, should supply nearly 60 per cent 
of the region's total demand. 

While regional manufacturers started production 
through improvisation of designs, it was not long be- 
fore they gained sufficient technological knowledge to 
compete with popular brands. Once the necessary tech- 
nical basis was laid and minimum standards of quality 
were achieved, they could obtain from traditional manu- 
facturen licences for the construction of already well- 
known models. 

With the exceptions of Mexico and Colombia in which 

industry is at an initial stage although with well-defined 
plans for the future, the other countries (Argentina ami 
Brazil) which together make up almost 80 per cent of 
production have used in recent >ears only 2i) per ceni 
of their potential productive capacities, liukt these 
conditions, they were able to keep going only because of 
the flexibility of production, characteristic of the mech- 
anical industry, which allows factories to reorientate their 
work. 

The need to modernize the textile industry as soon as 
possible is evident and the regional textile machinery 
industry could play an important role in this process. 
A preliminary estimate of global needs for renewal of 
Latin American textile equipment results in a ligure close 
to $480 million of which this industry could supply 
approximately two-thirds during the next li\e years, 
especially in such items as spindles, looms, and finishing 
machines. 

However promising this situation may he for (he textile 
equipment industry, certain difficulties emerge which, if 
not overcome, will force the sector to continue its func- 
tions without a work programme and consequently 
without any prospects for expansion. It should be pointed 
out that the textile and the textile machinery industries, 
while closely linked by common interests, have not ap- 
parently found a harmonic work formula. They lack the 
proper orientation and. above all, the necessary tech- 
nical assistance in engineering and finances which would 
permit them to join those efforts which are scattered 
throughout both sectors. 

I 
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THE METAL-TRANSFORMING INDUSTRY IN VENEZUELA: AN IMPORT 
SUBSTITUTION DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

Secretariat of the United Nations Econome Commission for Latin America 

INTRODUCTION 

Venezuela's national development plan for 1963-66 
established goals for the various economic activities, 
with a view to an annual average growth rate of 7.9 per 
cent in the gross domestic product. This programme 
assigns the metal-transforming industries an outstanding 
role in the expansion of the manufacturing sector, within 
which their projected rate of development is the highest. 

The initial object of study was to consider the metal- 
transforming sector's practical possibilities of meeting 
the goals established under the National Plan (Plan de la 
Nación). Serious deficiencies in the structure of the 
industry were noted, as well as a lack of specific plans 
for metal-transforming activities. It was for these reasons 
that the sector did not fully respond to the incentives 
provided by the Government and was unlikely to succeed 
in reaching the goals set up under the plan. 

Now emphasis is on the correction of structural defects 
rather than on fulfilment of the plan's objectives To this 
end. a development programme is outlined for the metal- 
transforming sector, designed to fill the technological 
gaps and thus gradually create a sectoral infrastructure 
which will enable the metal-transforming industry to 
improve its competitive position both on the domestic 
and on the world market and to undertake more complex 
lines of manufacture in the future. 

The National Plan directs that in the promotion of 
new industrial activities the policy should be primarily 
one of import substitution and that "in this connexion 
the sectors producing intermediate and capital goods 
hold out the best prospects". 

In 1962, imports of metal-transforming products 
amounted to 309.000 tons valued at 1,731.4 million 
bolívares, and included a considerable quantity of goods 
that could feasibly be manufactured in Venezuela. With 
1962 as the base year, a preliminary selection of products 
was made, taking into consideration not only those cases 
in which import substitution would be possible almost 
at once, but also those recommendable on account of 
the technical processes and know-how that would be 
brought into the country wuh them. The following were 
the definitions on which the selection was based: 

(a) Simple products that could be manufactured in 
small and medium industrial establishments by means of 
relatively labour-intensive procedures; 

(h) Products for which manufacture processes are used 
that are not yet familiar in Venezuela or that require 
perfecting, in so far as much techniques could be intro- 
duced through medium and small enterprises: 

(c) Products required for the integration of other 
activities as inputs in more complex metal-transforming 
processes. 

From the selection thus made it appeared that about 
25 per cent of imports in terms of weight, or 23 per ceni 
in terms of value (77.540 tons and 398.1 million bolívares, 
respectively) could be replaced by domestic production. 
At a reasonably conservative estimate, this could be 
reached within four or five years. The programme would 
be largely implemented through the establishment of new 
medium- or small-scale enterprises whose organi/alion 
and operation would be more in keeping with the country's 
incipient entrepreneurial capacity. This procedure would 
make it easier to pul the programme into effect and at the 
same time would contribute to the more widespread dif- 
fusion of metal-transforming technology and the training 
of a larger number of workers. 

A first evaluation of the programme suggests thai ili 
implementation would entail investment in fixed assets 
amounting to approximately 204.9 million bolívares and 
a labour force of 7.150 workers. 3.300 of whom would 
be skilled operatives basic to the programme. 

It would be essential lo adopt measures and actum 
that would provide the appropriate institutional frame- 
work and would include, primarily, organization for the 
implementation of «he programme: mobilization of 
external technical assistance resources: definition of goals 
and of industrial policy : establishment of financing and 
credit systems; and technological research. 

Lastly, the metal-transforming industry's prospects 
under a regional integration plan are analysed with dis- 
regard to the objectives envisaged in this development 
programme and in others prepared in Venezuela for the 
manufacture of heavy machinery and equipment. The 
programme has been adopted by the Venezuelan De- 
velopment Corporation (Corporación Venezolana de 
lomento) for the expansion of the country's metal- 
transforming industries. ' 

Till   1963  1966 DIVIKíPMINI Piss IN RM Alios in Mil 
Ml l\l-IK\s.SM>KMIN(. INIM SIRV 

The aim of the National Plan is to raise the average- 
annual growth rale of the gross domestic product to 7.9 
per cent in 1963 66. as against the rates of 3.7 and 2.H 
per cent registered in 1957 60 and I960 62, respectively. 
Although this rate is lower than that attained in 1950 57 

i Sec Corporación Venezolana de lomento, Promut-ion li imi. 
April IVftS. 

57 
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(9.3 per cent), which was attributable to an exceptionally 
favourable situation on the world petroleum market, it 
will necessitate a rapid expansion of the manufacturing 
sector ol the economy. According to the development 
goals established under the plan, the industrial product 
should increase during the period under consideration at 
an annual rate ol 1.1.5 per cent, as compared with 11.6 
per cent in the 1950s. Consequently, the volume of 
additional employment all'orded by the manufacturing 
sector would represent the absorption ol 82.100 workers, 
the annual average being a little over 20.5(H). The signi- 
licance ol this objective, .is is noted in the plan, will be 
realized "if it is borne in mind that in the whole of the 
last decade (1950 I960), manufacturing industry created 
only 84.2(H) employment opportunities, i.e.. absorbed 
about 7,650 workers a year. Thus the aim is almost to 
treble the effort made in the past'*. 

The attainment of these production and employment 
goals will call for a systematic promotion effort on the 
part of the authorities and for private enterprise energetic 
use of initiative and determination to outdo previous 
achievements. "Venezuela's manufacturing industry is 
entering a phase which, both economically and technic- 
ally speaking, is broader and more difficult than that 
ended with the fifties. The stage now reached involves the 
installation of heavier industries with more complex 
techniques, some of which will have to compete on 
foreign markets and must therefore operate efficiently 
and at competitive costs. Furthermore, the industries 
already established will have to embark upon a rationali- 
zation process designed to raise their productivity and 
to improve the quality and lower the prices »if the goods 
they manufacture another complex and ambitious task. 

•"Concurrently with the diversification of production, 
effort will have to be concentrated on industrial integra- 
tion with a iew to the introduction of the structural 
changes required for the more efficient operation of the 
whole industrial complex. In other words, this implies 
improving inlerindustrial relationships", the plan says. 

For the promotion of new industrial activities, accord- 
ing to the plan, an import substitution policy wouH be 
the most appropriate to pursue and "in this connexion, 
the sectors producing intermediate ;>.nd capital goods 
hold out the best prospects". 

An import substitution programme does not preclude 
the promotion of exports; on the contrary, this should be 
regarded as deriving from such a programme, and should 
be the natural outcome of an over-all consolidation and 
diversification of the manufacturing sector for which the 
dynamic impetus is generated, in the first place, by a selec- 
tive import substitution policy. 

In the outline of general policy for the promotion of 
the manufacturing sector as a whole (whose share in the 
gross domestic product should rise from 16.4 per cent 
in 1962 to 20 per cent by 1966), the following are the 
salient directives: 

(«) Import substitution should be the mainspring for 
the installation of new activities; 

(/>) The selection of new activities should be directed 
towards the improvement of inlerindustrial relationships, 
with a view to the gradual establishment of a better 

balanced industrial structure characterized by maximum 
complementarity of enterprises; 

(<•) In manufacturing activities, products and processes 
should be introduced which will imply technological 
progress in industry as a whole, in the sense that their 
masterv hv domestic industry"will open up prospects of 
manufacturing other more complex products for which 
there will be a gradually expanding domestic market; 

(</) Absorption of manpower should he maximized 
through proper selection of the lines of manufacture to 
be introduced, as well as of the production processes and 
equipment to he adopted. 

The leading role in the expansion of the manufacturing 
sector falls to the metal-transforming industries. Table I 
sums up the production objectives formulated for manu- 
facturing industry in general and for the metal-trans- 
forming industries in particular, these latter being broken 
down by subsectors corresponding to four major groups 
(35 to 38) in the International Standard Industrial 
Classification (ISIC); 

(a) Manufacture of metal products; 
(b) Manufacture of machinery (except electrical): 
(r) Manufacture of electrical machinery, apparatus, ap- 

pliances and supplies; 
(</) Manufacture of transport equipment. 
From an examination of the goals for these four 

groups, certain inferences can be drawn. 
The annual growth rate of apparent consumption is 

almost the same (a little over 10 per cent) in the first three 
groups and more than twice as high in the fourth (trans- 
port equipment). But in the period under consideration, 
the shares corresponding to domestic production and to 
imports will have to undergo radical changes which will 
differ from one group to another. It seems likely that 
between 1962 and 1966 the proportion of apparent con- 
sumption represented by imports will decline more 
sharply in the industries producing electrical equipment 
(from 82 to 44 per cent) and machinery (from 95 to 69 
per cent) than in those manufacturing metal products 
(40 to 22 per cent) and transport equipment (53 to 30 
per cent). In absolute figures, however, the production 
increments envisaged are considerably higher in the case 
of transport equipment and metal products. 

To judge from these larger increases in the output of 
the metal products and transport equipment groups, the 
volume of additional employment in 1962-1966 will range 
from 15,000 workers in the transport equipment sector 
to 2,500 in metal products. The expected increase in the 
number of persons employed in the metal-transforming 
industries as a whole is slightly over 23,000. 

As regards the product (value added) per employed 
person, the plan estimates that it will be 28,000 bolívares 
in 1966, compared to 22,800 bolívares in 1962 for manu- 
facturing industry as a whole (excluding artisan industry). 
The metal-transforming industry should show a value 
added amounting to 20,800 bolívares in 1966, as against 
the 19.600 bolívares registered in 1962. 

Investment requirements for the expansion of metal- 
transforming activities are estimated at 640 million 
bolívares (at I960 prices), which implies a per capila 
investment of a little over 33,000 bolívares, or rather 
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Table I 
VENEZUELA: GOALS FOR THE MANI FACTI RING AND MFTAL-TRANSFORMIM. IMHSIRIIS ISI vinismo IN I HT 

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR 1963  66 

>i'uri I .in.m.HI Kdi, ,-n ;ui.' ,»•,; IV'"            ^<l•lll.•., 

III m                                                     -•• •                 .      .. - ...                                                                                           ,.,,,, .,• w 

I'lhO                       I'H.: I'MiJ                       I'll*                ; I.'«WIII/I .•.'            ,••, •. . ></.,c.               in, '..i., 
(iilillnun nl hnlnnri-\ ul IWill prinxl /',' > '>'»                                                lit,:  /""• •• 

1. Apparent  consumption  of manufac- 
turedgoods       9,898           II .06» 12.738           I7.(X)I                                     53.?               11.4 

Products of the metal-transforming in- 
dustries       1.225             1.393 1.720            2.530                                    ttl.fi               I».. I 
G.35 Metal products          573               604 667               899                                    48.N               10.5 
Ci.36 Machinery           35                164 181                244                                    48.8               10.4 
G.37 Electrical equipment           88                119 131                177                                    48 7               10.4 
Ci 38 Transport  equipment         52V              506 741             1.210                                 13*>. I              24.4 

2. Value of manufacturing output       8,521           10,063 11.476          16,210                                  610              12.7 
Products of the metal-transforming in- 

industries          535               634 903             1.721                                   171.5              28.4 
G.35 Metal products          309               365 429               699                                    91.5               17.6 
G.36 Machinery            6                  8 9                75                                837.5              75.0 
G.37 Flcctrical equipment            18                 21 25                100                                  376.2              47.5 
Ci.38 Transport equipment          202               240 440               847                                  252.9              37.1 

3. Value of gross product in the manufac- 
turing sector       3.914            4,548 5,320             7,720                                    66,1               13.5 

Metal-transforming industries         283               337 432              840                                149.3              25.6 
G.35. Metal products          189              223 263              42«                                  91.9              17.7 
CÏ.36 Machinery            3                  5 6                55                              1.000.0             82.1 
G.37 Electrical equipment           II                12 14               80                               566.7             606 
G.38 Transport equipment              80                97 149              297                                 206.2             32.3 

4. Vahe of exports       1,850            2,184 2,367            2,939                                  34.6               7 7 
Metal-transforming industries         —               — —               — 

5. Value of imports       3,227            3,181 3.629            3,730               -                17.3               4.1 
Metal-transforming industries         690              759 817              809              --                6.6              1.6 

G.35 Metal products         264              239 238               200               -         (   ) 16.3       (   ) 4.4 
G.36 Machinery          29              156 172              169                                  8.3              2.0 
G.37 Electrical equipment          70               98 106               77                          (   )2I4       (   ) 4.9 
G.38 Transport equipment         327              266 301              363              -                 36.5              8.1 

As a percentage of value of apparent consumption 
5A.Imports of manufactured goods          32.6             2P.R 28.5             21.9 

Metal-transforming industries           56.3              54.5 47.5              32,0 
G.35 Metal products           46.0              39.6 35.7              22.2 
G.36 Machinery           82,9              95.1 95.0             69.3 
G.37 Electrical equipment           79.5              82.4 80,9              43.5 
G.38 Transport equipment          61.8             52.6 40.6             30.0 

6. Employment (thousands or persons)..        309.3            323.1 340.5           405.2           82 1              25 4              5.« 
Metal-transforming industries           18.0              17.2 21.0             40.3            23.1             134.3             23.7 
G.35 Metal products            5.0               0.8 5.3                7 3             2.5              52.1              ll.l 
G.36 Machinery             0.3                0.3 0 3                2.6              2,3             766.7              716 
G.37 Electrical equipment            1.0               I.I 1.2               4 4            3.3            Jtti.l»            4)4 
G.38 Transport equipment           11.7              11.0 14.2              26.0            15.0            136.4             24.» 

7. Product per employed person (thous- 
ands of bolívares)           12.7             14.4 15.6             19.1                               32.6              7.3 

Metal-transforming industries           15.7             19.6 20.6             20.8                                6.1               1.5 

.VIIIII.I   \.iiM»nal Development Plan (Plan de I« Nettati) lor |9*J M>. 

more than half the figure for manufacturing industry in propounded below. On its characteristics, in respect in 
the aggregate. This high proportion is of course due to products, organization, plant size, technological progress, 
the heavier incidence of the markedly capital-intensive manpower supply at the various levels of skill, capital 
basic and petroleum industries on the over-all figure. and value added per worker, etc.. will depend the nature 

As can be seen from the foregoing data, the hypotheses of the programme and the intensity of the promotion«! 
adopted do not assume any significant increase in labour effort. Accordingly, the next step will be to give a briet 
productivity or, probably, in rates of return on capital description of the main characteristics of Venezuelas 
and therefore seem realistic, given the brevity of the existing metal-transforming industry, based on the lind- 
period covered by the analysis. ings of COR 1)1 PI AS"s indusirial survey < l%l > and on 

the data obtained by means of another survey. much more 
CHARAC -TEKisnrs OF THF EXISTING MFTAL-TRANSHmMiNii |jmjtetj in its scope, carried out by I CI A during the first 

INDUSTRY half of 1964. 
The existing metal-transforming industry constitutes The figures presented in table 2 give some idea <>! the 

the springboard for the sectoral expansion programme magnifude of the sector as well as of ils relative signi- 
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licance within the manufacturing industry. In general 
terms, the table shows that in 1961 the metal-transform- 
ing industries contributed 9.7 per cent of the value added 
in the whole of the manufacturing sector and provided 
employment for 22.215 workers, i.e.. 14.2 per cent or the 
personnel employed in industry as a whole, whence it 
can be inferred that metal-transforming activities have 
achieved some degree of importance in Venezuela. To this 
over-all evaluation, however, must be added a few indica- 
tions of the real significance of these ligures and the true 
structure of the sector. 

The first striking point is that lixed capital in this 
industry accounts for only 4.2 per cent of the total amount 
registered for manufacturing activity which, by compari- 
son with the level of employment, implies a very low 
capital density per employed person while at the same 
time showing that servicing and maintenance enterprises 

predominate over what may strictly be classed as produc- 
tive activities in this sector. Secondly, it must be stressed 
that a division of industrial units by plant size reveals a 
high proportion of medium and small establishments, 
especially the latter, which represent about 90 per cent 
of the units in question and account for approximately 
57 per cent of the personnel. 

No further evidence is needed to show that the sector 
as a whole, despite its relative importance within Vene- 
zuelan industry from the standpoints of value added and 
employment levels is. in the first place, seriously under- 
production account of its low/w capita investment rate 
and, secondly, handicapped by a structural composition 
almost of the artisan-industry type, which makes it ill- 
fitted to tackle or develop the production techniques 
involved in metal-transforming activities. 

If the various branches of the metal-transforming 

Table 2 

VENEZUELA:  THE  METAL-TRANSEORM1NG INDUSTRY IN  RELATION TO MANUFACTURING 
INDUSTRY. 1961 

Number of establishments«— 
Number of person» employed'' 
Oro» value of production — 
Value added  
Fined capital'  

(IH millíim* ni halMtes) 

Pmeuage 
íhare ni 

Mnttum- Vmaif- Afame ihr mrlal- 
lacimim iruHtfarmtns 

taéHHtt inémtty ¡Hduitry r«w? iiulvslry industry 

7 »95 1.574 1,776 7,531 23.6 
z;m 6,724 12.692 22.215 156,938 14.2 

292.7 294.8 278.5 866.0 9,261.5 9.4 
83.2 141.8 160.« 287.9 3,999.4 9.7 
66.3 »1.5 106.1 263.9 6,316.0 4.2 

Siwie t'enlral Co-or«l»natH>n ami Planning Oflke (Ofirtmi Count/</<• { «iwrf/iwrtón y PtmititoeUn -CORDIW-AN) 
Industrial Sun c>l»*l. . . , .   . ,    .. ,__. 

« Referente r» maifc to induiirial unü*", i.e., to a {Mam, gruup »I plann or industrial compte» belonging W » »irti« 
uwner and situated in «ne and the »an« pia«. •.»•.. 

• Imludinf, in addition lo «peral»« and employee*, «her type* «»I »orker* with a» pan«««, members or the entre- 
preneur i lamuü and horn« worker». 

' I uliulin» ihe salue of Ih* «le. 

Tobk 3 

VENEZUELA: DIVISION OF CMMIH VALUE OF PRODUCTION AND W VALUE ADDIO, »Y 

MAJOR GROUPS, 1961 

A. Grmw w«W of prodwtkm. 
.15 Metal products  
36. Machinery  
37. Electrical eijuipineni.. 
38. Tramport equipment. 

ft,  lalw added  
35. Metal products  
36. Machinery  
37. Electrical equipment... 
38. Transpon equipment. 

C. I atue added per operative. 

D. Fixed capital per operative. 

tur»«" 

imiuirn 

Ktrdlum- 
Hair 

industry 

«writ- 
industry r»Mf 

Millions of Mi vares 
292.7 
97.6 

8.4 
186.7 

294.8 
56.9 
11.7 
93.5 

132.7 

278.5 
52.6 

8.2 
46.4 

171.3 

866*0 
207.1 

19.9 
141.3 
490.7 

83.2 
47.4 

2.8 
35.0 

141.8 
28.4 
6.2 

36.4 
70,8 

160.9 
24.0 
4.4 

24.6 
107,9 

38Î.9 
99.8 
10.« 
63.8 

213.7 

Bolin,res per annum 
40,242 28,02V 17,865 23,978 

Thousand* of bolívares 
31.3 18.1 11.8 16.3 

:W,,- t OROItH-AN, Industriai Survey. I%l. 
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sector arc analysed indi\ idually. their operational 
characteristics become even more patent. I rom the 
ligures presented in table 3, showing the composition o( 
production in the metal-transforming industry, it can 
clearly be seen how large a proportion is represented by 
transport material, more than 55 per cent in terms both 
ol" the gross value of production and of value added. 
This branch is made up of vehicle assembly plants which 
can be classified among the large and medium industrial 
establishments, and small and medium repair and main- 
tenance workshops. The former constitute a primary activ- 
ity using a low proportion (not more than 10 per cent) 
of domestically manufactured parts, most of which are 
not products of the metal-transforming industries. 
Consequently, in terms of value added, the contribution 
made by these plants in the aggregate is very small and 
does nut amount to as much as 20 per cent of the value 
of the vehicles assembled. The main activity of the other 
establishments in this branch is the servicing and main- 
tenance of motor vehicles. A similar situation, although 
on a more limited scale, is to be found in the manufacture 
of electrical equipment, where again the enterprises assem- 
bling radio sets and other household appliances, and 
those providing maintenance services and installing elec- 
trical fittings, show a heavy incidence. In this group, 
however, there are sizeable industrial establishments en- 
gaged in the manufacture of steel-reinforced electric 
cables and accumulators. 

The group producing non-electrical machinery is al- 
most negligible, with an output slightly exceeding 2 per 
cent of the whole sector's, and here too the great majority 
of the establishments concerned are not manufacturing 
enterprises in the proper sense of the term. 1 he oldest 
and most important metal-transforming industries in 
Venezuela are those in the metal products group, out- 
standing among which are the plants manufacturing 
metal structures, wire products and other goods for the 
construction sector. Their installation was motivated by 
the fact that these lines of manufacture do not require 
very highly skilled labour. 

Because of this structure of production in the existing 
industry, the productivity and capital-density indexes 
and the other production ratios deducible from the 
figures given are of little significance and hardly applic- 
able as a means of quantifying installed production 
potential and its future prospects. Similarly, the machine- 
tool inventory at the industry's disposal displays the 
usual characteristics of an activity primarily concerned 
with metal-transforming services: a high proportion of 
metal-forming machines and only a very few cutting 
machine tools, mainly of the simplest all-purpose type. 
Accordingly, there is a shortage of manpower at the 
various levels of skill, and this may constitute a serious 
obstacle to the development of the metal-transforming 
sector. 

All this clearly testifies to the structural weakness and 
underdevelopment of Venezuela's metal-transforming 
industry, and its growth prospects are therefore closely 
linked to the establishment of new enterprises whose 
characteristics and structure fit them for definitely pro- 
ductive activities. In this connexion, the contribution of 

the existing indtistiy. with its marked predominance o\' 
service and maintenance workshops and of primary 
metal-transforming activities, will be verv limned 

I \ \l I   VIIOS III    IMI   I'KOOKWIMI    V\l) Ml IIKVIIV VIIOS ill 

IMI  ( OKKISI'ONIMM, IM'I    s 

In order to evaluate the nations proposed manufac- 
turing programme, even if only on an overall basis, and 
to determine labour inputs and investment, a number of 
coefficients were established whereby the production 
goals could be expressed in terms of the inputs required. 
The coefficients correspond to average manufacturing 
conditions for the product structure and are based on the 
findings of various surveys undertaken in Venezuela, as 
well as on data collected by I CI A in several studies 
carried out in other Latin American countries. 

Once manufacturing projects have been determined 
at the product level, of course, these coellicients will have 
to be revised in the light of the scales of production 
adopted, the plant sizes selected and the manufacturing 
techniques chosen. But in the case of the great majority 
of the imported products whose replacement by domestic 
production is recommended, considerations of technology 
or scale of operations will not exert much influence in 
this connexion. 

As rcga.ds the value of production per operative the 
average ligure for the manufactures proposed was esti- 
mated at some 69.000 bolívares, which compares satis- 
factorily with the findings of the surveys. According It» 
the industrial survey carried out by COR DI IM AN in 
1961, the average for the metal-transforming industry 
was 53.522 bolívares; while the result obtained in the 
survey made by the Metallurgists' Association (i\snt lo- 
ción de Metalúrgicos) was about 56.000 bolívares. In 
view of the fact that at the dale in question the metal- 
transforming industry was operating at low performance 
levels, it may be concluded that the coefficient adopted 
is reasonably realistic 

Similarly, these surveys establish densities of fixed 
capital per operative in the neighbourhood of I6.JOO 
bolívares and 22.500 bolívares, respectively, which are 
regarded as too low for new activities. In the case of the 
Guyana Project.2 average investment works out at 
63.000 bolívares per operative, a ratio which, on account 
of the type of equipment that will be manufactured, cor- 
responds to a high category metal-transforming activity, 
It was thought that for the type of products under con- 
sideration investment coefficients ranging from 25,000 
to 50,000 bolívares per operative would be representa- 
tive, the over-all average thus being 36,000 bolívares. 

It can be shown that manpower requirements will 
amount lo 5,722 operatives, and that 204.9 million 
bolívares will have to be invested in fixed capital (see 
table 4). 

Consistently with this number of operatives, it may be 
estimated that the total personnel required will com- 
prise about 7.150 employees of whom approximately 70 

- Corpurarián Venezolana de (mvana (Joint Centre «uiyana 
Project), Preliminary Programme jor the Heavy Machinery HuiMinu 
Complex, Guyana Kegion, 162. 
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will be mechanical engineers and metallurgo  and some they will supply has been settled. Transport costs are a 
210 will be technicians and draughtsmen. It muy he reason- factor that will weigh heavily in decisions as to whether 
ably supposed that the skilled operatives will number some of the proposed lines of production should  be 
about 3.300. and that they can be tentatively classified integrated or whether certain units should be more 
in the following categories: widely scattered throughout the country, a matter which 

. , .„ will call for careful study. 
Metal-cutting machine operatives    I.S4U |f (hj¡.   manufaclur¡ng  programme  is evaluated   in 

Adjusters       ij?9 relation to the existing industry, the progress it will imply 
Toolmen       -00 js or)V¡ous yhc following points are worthy of emphasis: 
Foremen       -40 (<j)  Personnel  requirements  for the  manufacturing 
Others  programme represent 30 per cent of current employment 

Since the programme was meant to be carried out in the metal-transforming industry; 
within four or five years, it can be seen how great a (/» The new investment  will increase the existing 
manpower training effort will be requited; no fewer industry's fixed capital by about 80 per cent; 
than K00 workers will have to be trained every year. The (r) The value of production will rise by approximately 
annual investment figure will not be less than S10 or 50 per cent in relation to its present level. 
SI 2 million, to cover production equipment, construction Furthermore, the new manufacturing activities will 
and other ancillary services. indirectly   exert   a   favourable   influence,   difficult   to 

Raw material inputs were determined by direct refer- quantify, on the existing industry, since it will benefit 
enee to the volumes of production established. A point both by the manpower to be trained and by the products 
that emerges clearly from this evaluation is the import- to be manufactured, and will thus undoubtedly be an 
ance of castings for the implementation of the programme. incentive to improve current operational conditions as 
since the volume needed will slightly exceed 20,000 tons, well as to expand and diversify its lines of manufacture, 
which means that it will account for 30 per cent of the Lastly, production ratios bring to light the differences 
total weight of the products to be manufactured. In order between the two industrial groups as regards the structure 
to meet these requirements, the existing foundries will of production; the new enterprises call for more capital 
have to be expanded and new ones installed, equipped per employee and also show a higher level of productivity, 
with plant and techniques that will enable them to satisfy The low ratio between the value of production and fixed 
the demands of the new metal-transforming activities. capital indicates pre-eminently productive operational 

Table 4 
V»NK/l¡H.\:   MANPOWER  AND  INVESTMENT  NEEDS  um  THE  IMPORT  siasTiumoN 

PROGRAMME 
Output Fi.xrd PmbaNt 

capii"! mUHhfr 
rhtwamh           Sunihtr       {ihou\iintt\ of 

ul Mi- <il u/ Wi- ifiw- 
Tim\ r</riM xprrtUivt* Hire*) prise* 

Containers and tinware  9.5») 19,560 257 12.850 5 7 
Hot-forged and hot-pressed products  8.221 34,982 603 24.120 4 8 
Wire products  3.800 (..500 75 2,625 1-3 
Primarily stamped products  3.250 16.160 207 7.245 8 13 
Small producís and parts primarily 

machined  5.460 25,059 501 15.030 6 12 
Boiler shop products and melai structures 5.900 15,948 182 4.550 3-6 
Sheet melai work, wilh or without metal- 

spinning  11,550 57,522 770 ¿6,950 10-20 
Light machinery and machine parts  13.367 108.054 1,544 54.040 20 30 
Medium weight and heavy machinery and 

machine pans  9,532 75.478 1.161 40.632 20-30 
Other products  6.910 38.838 422 16,880 5 10 

Total   77.540      398,101 5,722      204.925        82-139 

T 

In table 4, an indication will be found of the number of 
enterprises that might be installed to cover the manufac- 
turing requirements shown for each group of products. It 
is intended merely as a rough guide, and the figures in 
question cannot be accurately established until the 
products have been specifically determined and manu- 
facturing costs have been fixed at the product level. As 
will he noted, many of these enterprises may be integrated 
in a single unit, but the advantages or disadvantages of 
this procedure can only be assessed once the possible 
geographical location of the plants and of the markets 

conditions, in contrast with the figure registered for the 
existing industry, greatly distorted as it is by the heavy 
incidence of service and maintenance activities. 

THE    METAL-TRANSFORMING    INDISTRY    AND   REGIONAL 
INTEGRATION PROSPECTS 

In the main, the immediate object of the study was to 
formulate a relatively short-term development plan for 
the metal-transforming sector, with the sole intention of 
offering a few pointers to possible new lines of domestic 
production that would help to raise the technological 
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level of the existing industry and In t'orni a met.tl- 
transforming infrastructure such as is indispensable for 
the consolidation oí the sector's future development. 
Finis, the selection oí products was essentialia based on 
two considerations deemed fundamental for this pre- 
liminary approach: the prevailing techniques used in 
their manufacture and the volti me of the domestic market 
evaluated through imports. The study of the existing 
industry, structurally weak, and under-productive, 
sufficed to suggest that it would be advisable to adopt a 
development plan directed towards the attainment oí 
certain levels of technological progress and training oí 
skilled workers rather than towards quantitative achieve- 
ments that would call for a srSstantial manufacturing 
effort or would have a powerful impact on the expansion 
of the gross domestic product. Consequently, in the 
programme presented here, economic considerations 
have played a secondary role in the sense that recom- 
mendations for the manufacture of new products are not 
backed by comparative cost studies. 

Broadly speaking, this procedure is justified by the 
convictions that the development of the metal-trans- 
forming soci or must be a gradual process and that it is 
impossible to move on to more complex manufactures 
until certain basic production methods have been 
introduced and that the vast range of products of the 
metal-transforming industry, especially durable consumer 
goods and building materials, includes a large number of 
articles which entail relatively simple manufacturing 
processes, which the developing countries should start to 
produce as they reach more advanced stages of industrial- 
isation, and which are the very means of introducing new 
techniques and manufacturing processes. In Venezuela's 
case, it could be seen that the metal-transforming sector is 
lagging far behind, since its manufacturing lines arc not 
in keeping with the country's level of industrialization, 
the size of its market and the per capila income available. 

The fact that the volume of the domestic market was 
the principal determinant of the production targets 
established for the initial phase of the development of the 
metal-transforming industry docs not mean that no 
thought was given to the possibilities that would be 
opened for this activity under a regional ¡migration 
programme. On the contrary, it was considered that the 
ultimate objective must be to equip the domestic industry 
with such production media as will enable it not only to 
provide the home market with adequate supplies of the 
products to be manufactured in Venezuela, but also to 
concert with other countries' complementarity of inte- 
gration agreements in connexion with manufacture of the 
more complex products of the metal-transforming 
industry, which will no doubt be those accounting for a 
major share of future intraregional trade. Moreover, 
manufacture for export will be vitally necessary for 
Venezuela if substantial and uninterrupted rates of 
industrial growth, which the domestic market alone will 
be capable of sustaining, are to be kept up over the long 
term. It must be borne in mind that, in ihe metal- 
transforming sector, production for export cannot be 
undertaken on a makeshift basis or over the short term 
since, apart from cost considerations, it entails a lengthy 

process o| manpower naming .nul adaptation o! tcch- 
uiques before products ean Iv mannt.ulmcd in con- 
lorniiiv v\;th the speciluaiions .nul quahi\ suud.iuls 
required lor this type ol tiade. espcci.tllv il thc\ .ne lo Iv 
exported loi the put pose ol lomplcmcntiug metal 
transforming activities in oihet ».ouniiics 

In this coulcM. shoi'l-lcim expoil piospeu may Iv 
described .is non-existent, except perhaps m the vase ol a 
few products which nia> Iv saleable on occasion to 
neighbouring countries where they are n<i vet inaimi.ic- 
lured or where domestic production is m-iilhcieni to meet 
requirements. Such a situation could not Iv olitei than 
temporary. I rom the standpoint ot die development ot 
the nietal-traiisfornimg sector, this would not icpieseiit 
an immediate obstacle, inasmuch as the domestic market 
affords opportunities favourable enough foi high growth 
rates to be attained, at least during the next live years. 

The solution oí the longer lenii problem has been 
engaging attention in Venezuela for years, and one of the 
studies that has been put forward in this connexion is the 
project for the formation in the luiyana area of a complex 
for the manufacture of heavy machinery and equipment 
The manufacturing lines envisaged in the preliminary 
project' comprise the construction, in horizontally 
integrated plants, of large machinery and equipment for 
mining and building, for the petroleum industry, for the 
transport of materials, for the wood and machine-tool 
industries, etc. By 1975, according to estimates, the 
output quantum might be about $47(>.4 million (at ll)57 
prices), of which SI50 million worth would be exported 
to other Latin American markets and might cover about 
21 per cent of domestic demand, which by that year 
would amount to $1,535.1 million. At the same time, it 
is estimated that the medium and light machinery con- 
structed in the rest of the country might represent about 
$347.6 million, i.e.. nearly 23 per cent of the domestic 
market. The invest meni required for the building of tins 
complex would be approximately $370 million and for 
its operation about 26.5(H) workers would be needed. 

The decision to locate this complex in the ( iiiyana area 
is justified in the preliminary project referred to by the 
existence of an integrated steel mill in this pari of 
Venezuela which, in addition, possesses an up-to-date 
machining shop and a big iron foundry ; by the fact that 
there is a project for an aluminium plant in the same 
locality; and by the availability of good transport com- 
munications with internal and external markets. The 
economic justification of the project, in its turn, and the 
expectation of low manufacturing costs, would derive 
from the reduction of investment which the location 
itself would facilitate; from the organization and structure 
of the complex in terms of horizontal integration, with 
many services in common and maximum utilization ol 
capacity; and from the considerable economies of scale 
that would be achieved. 

Irrespective of the volumes of demand and investment 
and the levels of productivity it is hoped to attain 
figures which in any event will require careful revision, 
particularly as regards the market for such large machinery 

J See Preliminary Pronrumme fur the Heavv Mat Innen lluihlmn 
Complex, Guyana Kenton, op. eit. 
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and the matter of investment. The execution of this 
project, which calls for such highly developed technical 
know-how, seems a »rifle premalure in view of the entre- 
preneurial and technological conditions prevailing in 
Venezuela. Probably, when the project was devised, it 
was thought lhal the rest of the metal-transforming 
industry, which from every point of view undoubtedly 
has a key role to play in the establishment of this complex, 
would develop on the lines contemplated in the National 
Plan. But. as previously pointed out. this has not 
happened for want of appropriate programming in this 
»ector. and in all likelihood, therefore, the Guyana 
project will have to be postponed or the time schedules 
and manufacturing programmes will have to be 
thoroughly overhauled. 

In the latter case, the Guyana programme ought not 
to be carried out in isolation, regardless of the develop- 
ment of the other metal-transforming activities. The 
mere observation of the evolution of this sector indicates 
that it is impossible to embark upon complex under- 
takings in the melal-lranslbrming industry without a 
certain amount of ballast in the shape of basic know-how 
and metal-transforming tradition. The building of heavy 
machinery and equipment of the type which it is intended 
tii manufacture in Guyana constitutes one of the most 
advanced states in the divelopment of the metal-trans- 
forming sector. Because of the constructional complexities 
und responsibilities it involves, it is not a suitable activity 
for the training of manpower, especially in the case of 
Guyana where such training would have to be given 
almost in its entirety and from the very start. Another 
aspect of this project which should be subjected to a more 
careful scrutiny is that relating lo the economies of scale 
which would be achieved, inasmuch as the equipment 
concerned is of the large and heavy type which is usually 
made on a unii basis, each piece virtually representing a 
new project, on account of the modifications that are 
generativ requested by the consumers lo suit their 
working requirements and procedures and also because 
of the technical innovations which are constantly being 
introduced in such machinery. 

The foregoing considerations give some idea of the 
tremendous gap between the existing industry and the 
demands implicit in the Guyana programme, a gap that 
will have lo be narrowed if the project in question is to 
materiali/c. In this connexion, the import substitution 
programme suggested in the present study plays an 
important role, and constitutes a basis for technical 
improvements and for the initial phases of manpower 
training. Nevertheless, other stages will have to be 
traversed before the linai objectives embodied in the 
Guyana industrial complex can be reached. To prevent 
the execution of this project from being held up, if in the 
course of its revision no situations emerge that might 
cast doubl on the practicability of the targets originally 
established, the manufacture of some of the products 
included in the prospective manufacturing lines of the 
Guyana complex should be started during the stages in 
question, as an integral part of the national programme 
for the development of the metal-transforming sector. 
Special consideration should be given to the production 

of   equipment    and   accessories   for   the   petroleum 
industry. 

Owing to the exceptional conditions and dimensions of 
this industry in Venezuela, the metal-transforming sector 
would do well to undertake the manufacture of products 
to meet its needs, particularly as many of them are 
common to other industrial activities, such as the petro- 
chemical industry. The wide variety of products used in 
this activity, ranging from the simplest, such as flanges 
and connexions, to the most complex, such as pumps, 
compressors, etc. makes it possible to graduate the 
programming of production in accordance with the 
progress made in technology and in the training of skilled 
workers. This is an activity for whose products, even in 
the case of those entailing the simplest manufacturing 
processes, intraregional export prospects might be very 
promising, so that steps could be taken to negotiate 
integration agreements with other Latin American 
countries. The most attractive feature of the manufacture 
of equipment for the petroleum industry undoubtedly 
consists in the fact that the internal market is in itself 
large enough to sustain an efficient domestic industry 
and therefore reliance upon external markets would not 
be necessary. 

Another activity which would be worth careful study 
in the light of this criterion, with a view to its incor- 
poration in Venezuela's plans for the metal-transforming 
industries, is the motor vehicle industry, especially as 
regards the manufacture of parts for vehicles. According 
to l%4 estimates Venezuela's motor vehicle inventory 
consisted of about 430.000 units, and the number 
comprised in assembly programmes probably exceeded 
40.000 units. Although these figures, especially those 
relating to assembly work, are not high enough to be 
described as optimum in countries where the manufacture 
of motor vehicles is traditional, they may be regarded 
as satisfactory starting-points for the manufacture of 
specific parts and spare parts at reasonable price levels. 

Apart from the fact thai domestic manufacture of 
spare parts for the maintenance of the inventory might 
come to constitute a significant import substitution item 
and might at the same time open up new opportunities 
for employment and for obtaining technical know-how, 
il would facilitate the establishment of a programme for 
the manufacture of motor vehicles, with the correspond- 
ing goals for the progressive increase of their domestically 
manufactured components. Once this activity had been 
developed for the home market, it might secure a footing 
in adjacent countries' markets and in those of other Latin 
American countries where the size of the motor vehicle 
inventories would not be equally favourable for the 
establishment of similar industries, or even where 
domestic manufacture already exists, in view of the wide 
variety of models in each country's motor vehicle 
inventory. 

To sum up. Venezuela's integration prospects in 
respect of the metal-transforming industry are closely 
linked to the formulation of a national development plan 
for the sector envisaging, in an initial phase, the rapid 
improvement of the industry's present technological 
status and the intensive training of skilled labour at all 
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levels. During this stage, the manufacture of simpler 
products of the metal-transforming activities should 
be included and initiated. These products would 
be those which, as pointed out above, not only enjoy 
significant export prospects but can also rely upon 
an internal market broad enough to sustain an 
efficient   domestic   industry.  Over   the  longer term, 

when this stage of development had been left 
behind, consideration should be given to the 
manufacture of the heavy equipment contemplated 
in the case of the Guyana complex, if this seems 
advisable in the light of the revision and verification 
of the data and the practical conditions for the execution 
of the project. 

lì 
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THE MANUFACTURE OF MACHINE TOOLS IN ARGENTINA 

Secretariat of the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America 

INTRODUCTION 

Machine tools will play what might be termed an 
almost fundamental role in the industrial development 
plans in which Latin American countries are engaged. 
This is due as much to the greater production volumes it 
will be necessary to reach in the future as to the require- 
ments of new production, since the continuation of the 
import substitution process must impinge primarily on 
products of increasingly greater complexity and produc- 
tive requirements. 

The increased rate of investment that these develop- 
ment programmes require and the limitations in the 
foreign purchasing power of these countries confronts 
the region's machine-tool industry with a serious 
responsibility: to meet qualitatively and quantitatively 
the demand which will arise within the next few years. 

The manufacture of machine tools in Latin America is 
at the highest level in Argentina and Brazil as a logical 
consequence of the larger markets available in these 
countries. Nevertheless, this activity has in general 
developed in a disorderly manner and with an almost 
complete lack of orientation in regard to market size and 
the nature of demand. It reveals serious gaps in its 
production structure which place it in a difficult position 
to face the qualitative requirements of future consump- 
tion. This does not mean that the advances during this 
period lack meaning or significance for the future. On the 
contrary, the industry in these countries, supplying their 
markets with an appreciable portion, of simple machines 
(more for maintenance than production), has completed 
an important stage in its development, thus establishing 
a base for a more advanced stage. 

It is evident, however, that the activity has lacked 
that characteristic of dynamic and vitality which 
distinguishes it in the more auvanced countries, in the 
sense of anticipating itself and foreseeing demand 
requirements. Lacking this dynamism, the industry will 
go on progressively losing its relative importance since, 
while demand for the machines that are being made will 
continue, it will be decreasing relatively within the total 
because of the greater requirements for more specialized 
and complex production machines. 

These conditions influence the objectives in this study: 
to provide the framework within which the Argentine 
machine-tool industry should be developed in the next 
ten years by a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of 
the market and to analyse the operating conditions of the 
industry and to identify the structural changes required to 
follow forecast demand trends. The Banco Industrial 
de la República Argentina (BIRA), the Cámara de 

Fabricantes de Máquinas-herramientas y Herramientas 
Afines, and the Consejo Nacional de Desarrollo 
(CONADIi) contributed much to this study. 

This report is limited principally to the machine-tool 
industry with regard to machine-tool construction itself, 
whether they be of the metal-cutting or melal-fonning 
type and exclusively for working metals. The industries 
complementary to this activity, such as accessories and 
parts, have not been considered. 

Owing to deficiencies in the basic statistics, it was 
necessary to make estimates to reconstruct the totality of 
the metal-transforming industries and their operating 
conditions in order to present a panorama of the machine- 
tool industry within the objectives of the study. Only 
when the data of the economic census become available 
will it be possible to know the real size of mechanical 
activities and the principal machine-tool consumers. 
Notwithstanding the preliminary character of this study, 
it is considered that the result of the research and the 
conclusions resulting from it concur sufficiently, in order 
of magnitude, with reality and that corrections in the 
future will not seriously affect the estimates made here, 
particularly in regard to the existing industry and the 
changes which should be introduced in it in the next lew 
years. It should be remembered that the machine-tool 
field is particularly complex, with numerous and varied 
problems, which preclude the generalized application of 
laws or criteria or the attempt to transplant them from 
one region to another without encountering factors 
diverse and difficult to assess. 

It! l RI   MAdllNI-!(*>!. KIQI IRIMINIS 

The analysis of the machine-tool market until 1975 
was carried out at the level of three large groups which 
show appreciable individual differences in the naiure of 
the factors determining demand as well as in the ch.ii.a- 
teristics of the required machines. These three gnnip- 
were production machines, maintenance machines tml 
replacement. In each group, the point of reference was 
the number and characteristics of machine tools on hand 
at the end of 1963. This had to be determined by special 
surveys at the national level: in the metal-transl'ormiug 
industries, the principal consumers of production 
machines, and in the remaining manufacturing activities. 
public services, the fiscal sector and various other 
activities with respect to maintenance machines. 

It was established that in 1963 the national machine- 
tool sector accounted for 201,700 units, of which 173,Kit) 
were in production  work  and 28,600 in  mechanical 
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maintenance anil services. The production machine 
figures reveal an industrial structure in which small- and 
medium-si/e establishments predominate and. in con- 
sequence, they have small production scries. This is 
corroborated by the high proportion of lathes, drills, 
shapers and saws, on the one hand, and the relatively low 
incidence of milling machines, grinding machines and 
tool grinders on the other Likewise, it is shown that the 
machines are relatively new. since units less than ten 
years old are nearly 55 percent of the total. 

Maintenance machines, as was to be expected, show a 
high incidence ol simple and universal units and a heavy 
predominance of machines more than ten years old 
which represent more than f>5 per cent of the total. 

Requirements of production machine tools were 
arrived at by a projection to l**75 of the value of the 
mechanical production as well as the personnel, trans- 
lating the values m terms of machine tools. In this way. 
it was estimated that in 1975 the sector would total some 
280.700 units, i.e.. 74 per cent higher than in l%l. 
showing an average annual growth rate of 4.5 per cent 
as against the 5 per cent established for gross domestic- 
product and 7 per cent for the metal-transforming 
industries. 

In regard to maintenance machines, the first approxi- 
mation was that the inventory would maintain the same 
proportion during this period in respect to the production 
inventory, raising the number of units in operation to 
46.700 in 1975. Thus, the 1975 total for the inventory 
would reach 327.400 machine tools and the requirements 
would be some 125.700 units from 1964 to 1975. both 
years inclusive The distribution would be 107.600 
machines for production and 18,100 for services and 
maintenance. 

Regarding replacement needs of the inventory, it has 
been conservatively estimated that only 20 per cent, some 
15.600 of the l%3 machines more than ten years old. 
would be substituted by 1975. 

In accordance with these predictions, it is concluded 
that the total machine-tool demand in the twelve-year 
period from l%4 to 1975 would reach 141.300 units. 
7ft per cent of which would arise from the metal-trans- 
forming industries. 13 per cent from the maintenance 
sector, and 11 per cent in replacements, the final percent- 
age corresponding almost entirely to the metal-trans- 
forming industry. 

Tltt   MM'IHNI-IOOI   IMH.VIKY .VI   FRISISI 

In order to obtain a more complete background of 
machine-tool manufacture, a survey of the country's 
manufacturers was undertaken by means of a personal 
visit to each establishment. As in other Latin American 
countries, this activity emerged in Argentina as a result 
of importation difficulties caused by the Second World 
War and showed a great expansion during the 1950's. 
achieving an annual production of almost 10.000 units. 
Later, and particularly until 1963. an appreciable 
reduction in manufacturing is evident as a consequence 
of the contraction of the domestic market. In that year, 
the  activity had declined to where it was represented 

by 86 manufacturers employing  1.700 persons, with a 
production of some 5.000 units weighing 5.000 tons. 

This activity is located near the most dynamic industrial 
development centres of the country, which is the reason 
why nearly 70 per cent are found in the federal capital 
and the Province of Buenos Aires, the remainder being 
found in the Provinces of Santa I c and Cordoba. 

During the survey it was possible to prove that not all 
the enterprises were dedicated exclusively to the manufac- 
ture of machine tools and that several maintained other 
lines of mechanical production. Similarly, it was also 
proved that the manufacturers preferred to multiply 
their machine-tool production lines, building several 
different machines instead of exploiting the numerous 
variants which exist for a certain type and model of 
machine. Nevertheless, a certain tendency toward 
specialization can be seen: in metal-forming machines. 
for example, there exists a high percentage of enterprises 
whose production is restricted to machine tools and. 
within the sector as a whole, nearly 65 per cent of the 
establishments are dedicated exclusively to the manufac- 
ture of only one line of machines. In addition, approxi- 
mately 55 per cent of the manufacturers contribute no 
less than 75 per cent of their annual output to the sector. 

As to distribution by si/e of establishment, nearly 91 
per cent have less than fifty employees and only three 
enterprises maintain a staff of more than 100. which is 
indicative of a structure little suited for the future 
development which this sector must confront in view of 
the general rise in demand for more complex machines. 
In this sense, this distribution would correspond rather 
to semi-artisan production than to an industry already 
established or in a growing stage. 

The machine-tool inventory in the hands of manufac- 
turers is about 2.000 units. It is relatively new. since 
70 per cent of the machines are less than ten years old, 
and. taken together, offer a favourable composition with 
an adequate proportion of boring, gear and grinding 
machines and tool grinders. This situation, nevertheless, 
is strongly influenced by the larger firms which are 
equipped with complete assortments of efficient and good 
quality machines which enable them to manufacture 
more complex products. 

The small enterprises do not have a very complete 
inventory and subcontract specialized machining services, 
with the aggravating factor of lacking adequate means 
for quality control of products farmed out. 

During the visits, it was also evident in almost all cases 
that the good quality of the labour force, often of very 
limited resources, overcame to a fair extent some of the 
machining complexities. 

Production figures which were possible to reconstruct 
since 1957 reveal that at that time the national industry 
had already achieved a significant manufacturing volume, 
showing a slight tendency toward growth until 1961 
when it registered production of 11,492 machines 
weighing 10.537 tons. Since then, owing to the deteriora- 
tion of the country's general economic conditions, 
production fell violently, and in 1963 only 4,767 machines 
weighing 4,714 tons were manufactured. The cumulative 
total during this period exceeded 64,000 units weighing 
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more than 55.0CX) tons. This effort has been a determining 
tactor accounting for the national inventory's main- 
taining 55 per cent of the machines of less than ten years 
of age in the metal-working industries. 

The products which the industry put on the market 
have tilled an important role in meeting domestic demand, 
especially in respect of simple and light machines with 
limited resources and of low unit price. Nevertheless, it 
should be pointed out that during the passage of these 
years a certain number of machine tools have made 
important progress and today show high quality and 
technological standards, which place them in a very 
favourable position regarding domestic demand as well 
as for entry into international markets. 

It is interesting to note that during this lapse oi' time 
national production displayed activity and speed enough 
to attend to the most elemental requirements of the 
market. The average unit weight of machines showed a 
32 per cent increase in the metal-cutting category, 
reaching an average of 644 kilogrammes per machine in 
1963. Metal-forming machines have maintained an 
average unit weight of slightly more than three tons. 
Similarly, it is possible to see in the composition of 
manufactured machines a certain trend that is in agree- 
ment with expectations for the structure of the future 
machine-tool inventory: relatively lower production of 
lathes, drilling machines and shapers. and higher produc- 
tion of milling, boring, threading, grinding and metal- 
forming machines. Although just beginning, this tendency 
should increase over the next few years and it is now the 
task of the sector to consolidate its position by means of 
more developed machines. This is necessary because 
staying in the present production line would seriously 
affect its taking part in meeting domestic demand which, 
according to predictions, will become steadily more 
difficult in terms of the complexity and quality of 
machines. 

In regard to the prices of national machines, it is 
difficult to establish the true level for the Various manu- 
factured products in the year of the survey and arrive at 
any opinions in respect to their competitive position in 
the international market, even though this by itself is not 
the decisive reason for determining export possibilities 
for this type of product. Nevertheless, exports registered 
in 1962 and particularly in l%3 appear to indicate that 
the price levels at those times were acceptable in certain 
foreign markets. 

POSSIBILITéS OF THF: NATIONAL INDUSTRY IN I HE I I I t RL 

MACHINE-TOOL MARKFT 

In broad terms, it can be said that local machine-tool 
manufacture contributed almost 85 per cent of the 
number of machines which were incorporated into 
inventory in the ten-year period of IV54 to 1963. Regard- 
ing weight, the national share fell to 59 per cent and even 
more if the value is taken into consideration. This came 
to only 45 per cent. These figures sum up clearly the role 
which national industry has played in supplying the 
market and at the same time reveals in a general way a 
difficulty in keeping up with the increasing technological 

requirements of demand, national as well as export. It i*. 
then evident that the future possibilities of the nudisti» 
will be closely linked to the changes which must take 
place in its productive structure and technical potential 
These aspects, although not the only ones, acquire 
especial importance in tins stage oi the industry's 
development. An analysis in this sense, based exclusively 
on past experience o\ its evolutionary process, would 
at this time be totally unrealistic. I he most determinant 
aspects for the development of the sector are principally 
related to perfecting the machines now being manufac- 
tured and starting to make new types o\ machines I or 
this, it will be necessary to lace a reorganization oí the 
small industries, rane the technological level, establish 
adequate lines of credit and financing and. finally, create 
an Argentine Machine-fool Institute which, among other 
functions, would give drive to and support the develop- 
ment of the activity. 

The recommendations and Ihe specific manufacturing 
programme which have been outlined would not in 
themselves constitute too ambitious a goal or a task too 
difficult to accomplish if viewed from the standpoint of 
time and the number of enterprises which c mid partici- 
pate. These, including enterprises now in operation, plus 
others which will eventually join them, come to around 
120 firms. The programme certainly implies important 
technical responsibilities which in order to be achieved 
will require great effort on the part of the manufacturers, 
a fact which could be interpreted as an obstacle to 
success. Nevertheless, if one takes into acetumi the level 
reached by national industry, ihe priHluctive elements 
with which it is equipped and the quality of workmanship 
employed and which can be made available, the technical 
aspect is not to be considered as a limiting or uiisilvagc- 
able factor. This is especially true when tuie considers that 
the possibilities of success will io a great extent depend 
on the facilities accorded lo the sector and the adoption 
of a stable and well delined promotion policy on the part 
of the government agencies and. also, on ihe measures 
taken within the sector itself to adapt its productive 
structure lo the conditions demanded hy the programme 

Once the recommendations and the programme out- 
lined have been carried out (which in practice correspond 
to increasing Ihe unit weight of the machines and their 
average value per kilogramme), it is expected lh:t local 
industry will be able to increase its share ol consumption 
tei 65 per cent in weight and 56 per cent m value. Us 
percentage contribution remaining more <>r less constant 
in relation to the number of machines. It is also con- 
sidered that improvement m future production along the 
lines pointed out would place the industry in an even 
more favourable export position than that seen until 
now, and it is foreseen that in the first period to 1970 
there will be exports of some 2.000 tons annually, which 
will rise to about 4.000 tons by 1975. In this way. national 
production in 1970 should reach 13.500 tons and. in 1975. 
22,000 tons. That is. 28 and 110 per cent higher, respec- 
tively, than the highest figure achieved in 1961 

To accomplish these goals, the personnel required 
should rise to 6,900 persons in 1975. that is, almost four 
times higher than the 1963 work torce. A great deal of 
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this increase corresponds to the greater need of indirect 
personnel to achieve higher productivity, the construction 
of new models, improving average quality and the 
manufacture of more technically complex machines. The 
investment required should come to about $14,350,000. 
principally for the construction of prototypes of new- 
machine models and for the acquisition of machine tools, 
both imported and national, to complement the manufac- 
turers' present inventory. 

Finally, there is the fundamental role which should be 
played in the execution of the programme and future 
development of this activity by an Argentine Machine- 
Tool Institute dedicated to the study and research of 
techniques related to the construction and functioning of 
machine tools. Getting this institute started would bring 
important benefits to the makers as well as to the users 
of the machines. For the former, it would help in meeting 
technical manufacturing requirements and, for the latter. 

the quality tests carried out by the institute would 
constitute a guarantee for manufacturing and bring more 
prestige to products for either the domestic or export 
market. Aside from the mainly technical functions which 
would be carried out by the institute, it is also thought 
that it should actively participate in the orientation of the 
development of this activity, advising «he competent 
agencies regarding credit which should be given to 
manufacturers for the acquisition of machinery and 
production equipment as well as for the study and 
building of prototypes. 

In view of the range of the programme, as well as the 
effort that must be exerted in order to achieve the goals it 
contemplates, it is necessary as soon as possible to adopt 
the measures outlined so that this activity may have art 
evolution which accompanies and, in a »nse, anticipates 
the needs which will stem from the development of the 
country's metal-working industrie*. 
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INTRODUTION 

The importance of expanding production of capital 
goods at the present stage of Latin America's economic 
development, when the capacity to import is severely 
limited and a high rate of investment must be maintained, 
is generally recognized. The machine-tool industry has a 
kev role to play in this expansion, since there is no branch 
of manufacture either of machinery and equipment or of 
durable consumer goods in which a high proportion of 
machines for metalworking is not used. Thus, the 
contribution to the economic development of Brazil 
made by the industry discussed in this report is of more 
vital significance than could be deduced from the number 
of enterprises or the labour employed in the sector. 

There is a close connexion between a country's degree 
of industrial development and the technical and economic 
structure of the machine-tool industry. In this respect, 
Brazil is ai a transitional stage. 

The structure of the Brazilian machine-tool industry 
todav is consonant with the country's requirements up 
to the present time, predominant among which have oeen 
machinery and equipment for maintenance and lines of 
manufacture which do not call for great precision or long 
production series. But as a result of Brazil's recent 
industrial development, there are signs of increasing 
demand for the more complex and heavier machinery 
used in more highly specialized branches of manufacture. 
To meet such requirements, the machine-tool industry 
will be obliged to supply the market with dilferent 
products and in order to manufacture these it will have 
to introduce radical changes both in its technical and 
economic structure and in its methods of work. It would 
therefore seem that the industry has reached a decisive 
phase in ils evolution, and needs overhauling and 
modernization so that it can continue to expand in the 
forthcoming decade. 

However, in view of operating conditions in the 
industry, it is unlikely that these changes w ill come about 
of their own accord in response to the stimulus of market 
demand. The small- and medium-scale entrepreneurs of 
whom the industry is chiefly comprised have not sufficient 
knowledge of the market as a whole, or. more important 
still, can they foresee the direction in which this market 
will develop and the new types and models of machinery 
that will be required by the metal-transforming industry 
during the next few years. To present a qualitative and 
quantitative appraisal of the market up to 1971, that is, 
to define the framework into which the Brazilian machine- 
tool industry will have to fit during the next stage of its 
development, is the primary purpose of this report. 

Detailed knowledge of the probable future market i> 
an essential prerequisite, but not the onlv one lor the 
introduction of structural changes m the industry I he 
latter's possibilities of spontaneous development are 
restricted by this small size and the difficulties which an 
incipient industry is likclv to encounter in absorbing the 
know-how available in the more advanced countries. 

Clearly, then, deliberate steps must be taken to create 
institutional conditions which will bring about the 
necessary transition towards a more balanced industrial 
structure and greater technical efficiency These con- 
ditions should be conducive, in the lirst place, to the 
development of new industrial undertakings in the sector 
and the consolidation of those alreadv in existence. 
through agreements on royalties in respect to technical 
assistance and the manufacture of new models. Secondly, 
they should be such as to encourage the creation, possiblv 
through a specialized institution, of national technical 
assistance facilities chiefly designed to help small- and 
medium-scale establishments in then efforts to modernize, 
expand and improve technical plant and manufacturing 
activities. 

Another purpose of this study is to indicate current 
conditions in the industry and the direction in which 
changes should take place, as well as to suggest basic 
lines of approach to the establishment of a national 
institution to provide technical assistance lor the machine- 
tool industry. 

Thus, the study covers two aspects of the background 
material on which development programming for the 
Brazilian machine-tool industry must be based: a quan- 
titative and qualitative evaluation of the market in the 
next decade, and an analysis of operational conditions 
in the industry as it exist « in Brazil, with an indication of 
the changes required. 

MI-THUDS «H   RtSI VR< H ASI> SIMMVKV Ol   MMN 

C( IN« I I SIONS 

The term machine tools, in its widest sense, is applied 
to a group of machines used lor cutting, forming, grinding 
and polishing metals, wood and other materials, and 
usually classified in two major categories: chip producing 
(lathes, milling machines, drills, boring machines etc ) 
and non-chip producing (presses, forge hammers, 
bending, cutting and forming machines etc.). Those in 
the second category are also frequently referred to by 
the general name of forming machines. The definition of 
machine tools, however, varies from one country to 
another, so that in practice there is no standard inter- 
pretation of the term indicating which machines it should 
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be taken to cover.1 For this study, machines used for 
melalworking. whether in cutting or forming operations, 
are regarded as machine tools. 

(iiven the objectives and scope of the study, intensive 
field work was required in order to collect the basic data 
needed for knowledge and analysis of demand for 
machine tools and domestic production. The study was 
prepared in close co-operation with the executive board 
of the Heavy Metal Transforming Industry (UFI M APR), 
the Machine Industry Syndicate of the Stale of SAo 
Paulo (SIMl SP) and the Brazilian Association for the 
Development of Basic Industries (ABI)IB) which pro- 
vided the facilities, and with two engineers from 
CHIMAPI and SIMl SP. 

This study is the tirsi of its kind in Brazil on machine 
tools, a sector in which there arc many complex prob- 
lems. It must therefore be regarded as provisional in 
some respects and subject to reservation. Certain 
situations, such as those relating to future demand for 
machine tools or to the average weight of the domestically 
produced or imported machines which will form the 
country's inventory in the future, can be evaluated only 
on the basis of assumptions which, while established on 
logical grounds and supported by the experience of other 
countries, are not guarantees. In this connexion, the field 
of machine tools is particularly complex, and does not 
seem to be governed by laws or criteria that can be 
universally applied or extended from one area to another. 

A primary concern of this paper is the study of the 
machine-U»oï industry's actual construction of machines: 
complementary industries, such as accessories and spare 
parts, are not included. Similarly, owing to lack of time 
and resources for research, no attempt has been made to 
deal with production of the corresponding tools. These 
aspects are closely linked to the machine-tool sector and 
undoubtedly should be tackled in future studies. 

Mm him'-HHtl requirements 
In order to establish machine-tool requirements for 

the nest ten years, consideration was given to the needs 
deriving from the country's industrial development and 
to machines for replacement purposes. The basis for 
estimating the former was Brazil's total stock of machine 
tools in I960, which had to be determined by a survey. 
The inventory was taken in the metal-transforming 
industries.: the loading consumers of the machines, in 
the State of Sào Paulo, where almost 70 per cent of these 
industries' labour force is employed. By extrapolation, 
this result was extended to the rest of the country, and 
the machine tools used for maintenance work in other 
sectors (for example, the textile, food processing, 
chemicals and rubber industries) were added, for which 
an estimate was prepared on the basis of the experience 
recorded in other countries. 

1 In the I mied Staus, lor example, the term relates onl> to metal- 
cutting machines, while in t ranee both cutting and forming mach- 
ine», for working both metal ami wood, are comprised under the 
heading of nuithmt-outtl. 

'Manufacture of metal products: machine industrs. excluding 
the manufacture of eleuinal apparatus: manufacture •>! electrical 
and communications mjn-n.il   and transport material industry. 

It was determined that the national inventory of 
machine tools in I960 was 205.654 units. This inventory- 
displays two interesting characteristics. In the tirsi place, 
the high proportion ^( simple universal machines would 
seem to indicale a typical industrial structure in which 
activities with low volumes of output predominate: in the 
second place, it is a fairly new collection of machines in 
which those under ten years old represent 55 per cent of 
the total: only 24 per cent are over twenty years old. 

from study of each of the various branches comprised 
by the metal-transforming industries, an estimate of 
individual machine-tool requirements up to 1971 was 
calculated on the basis both of growth trends in the past 
and of projects for developing new activities in the sector 
and demand prospects in respect to the tinal goods. 
Thus, with the inclusion of an estimate of machines for 
maintenance, it was computed that by 1971 the country's 
inventory of machine tools would total 369,146 units. 
i.e.. it would exceed the I960 ligure by 80 per cent. This 
would imply an average annual growth rate of 5.5 per 
cent, which compares reasonably well with the growth 
prospects established for the gross domestic product 
(5.7 per cent a year) and for the metal-transforming 
industries (10.2 percent). 

In estimating the number of machines for replacement 
purposes,' a conservative assumption was adopted, to 
the effect that a third of the machines which were over 
twenty years old in I960, i.e. 8 per cent of the I960 
inventory, would be replaced in 1971. 

By this method, demand for machine tools from 1961 
onwards was established at 179,947 units, and after 
subtraction of the machines incorporated into the 
inventory in that year the conclusion was reached that 
requirements for 1962 71 would be 158,826 machine 
tools. 

The existing machine-tool industry 
Concurrently with the inventory of existing machines, 

a survey of the domestic machine-tool industry was 
carried out. This activity, which started in Brazil during 
the Second World War in response to the need to supply 
those internal requirements which were seriously affected 
by import difficulties, has made striking progress in the 
past twenty years and especially since 1956. At present, 
it constitutes an industrial complex of 114 establish- 
ments employing about 5.000 persons and producing an 
annual output of more than 13.000 tons. 

Of those establishments. 88.8 per cent are in the State 
of Sâo Paulo, which clearly indicates that this activity 
has been linked very closely to the expansion of the 
metal-transforming industries. 

Not all the enterprises are engaged exclusively in 
manufacturing machine tools; it is common to find them 
undertaking other lines of metal-transforming produc- 
tion. According to the survey, the proportion of the 
establishments which manufacture items other than 
machine tools ranges from 46.5 to 100 per <-ent, according 
to the kind of machine. In terms of trade activity, the 

' The term replacement here relates to the final scrapping of a 
machine because it is no longer fit to perform any operation, so 
that the figures indicated represent net substitution requirements. 
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machine-tool industry's share in the annual invoicing of 
62.5 per cent of the enterprises is not less than 75 per cent. 

A point worth mentioning related to the breakdown of 
this group of establishments by size. Three fourths of the 
enterprises manufacturing machine tools employ fewer 
than 50 persons, only 7.8 per cent employ between I(X) 
and 500, and only one employs more than 1,000. Such a 
structure is patently not the most appropriate for coping 
with larger manufacturing tonnages and with the 
demands in respect to quality and the range of types 
which the consumer industries will make the next few 
years. Consequently, the evolution of this structure 
towards a breakdown by size which is better adapted to 
future demand conditions will be one of the essential 
elements in the development of the industry if it is to 
secure a larger share in satisfying consumption in Brazil. 

The manufacturing enterprises have an inventory of 
2.527 machine tools at their disposal. In this connexion, 
it is of interest to point out that the eight establishments 
which employ more than 100 persons, 8.9 per cent of the 
total, own nearly 30 per cent of these machines. This 
group possesses complete, efficient and up-to-date 
production equipment, and at the same lime the technical 
knowledge required for the proper use of the machines; 
and its projects and manufacturing lines keep pace with 
domestic market requirements and with the constant 
technological advances in the sector. In marked contrast 
with the situation of this group is that of the small 
enterprises whose manufacturing equipment is too light 
and too incomplete to be satisfactory, while at the same 
time indirect technical services arc neglected. 

Market requirements, however, differ sharply in 
relation to quality, types and prices according to whether 
the machines are for use in the technically more advanced 
industries or in the small- and medium-scale establish- 
ments whose level of technological development is lower 
and whose capital resources are very limited. As the 
national inventory of machine tools grows and with it 
the demand made in relation to quality, variety and low 
costs, production technology will be forced to develop, 
and some of the small- and medium-scale manufacturers 
will also have to take part in this process. 

In relation to volumes of manufacturing output, the 
data and information afford clear evidence of the colossal 
effort made by the manufacturers of machine tools since 
1956. In fact, in only six years the number of tons 
produced annually increased by 260 per cent, reaching in 
the course of that period cumulative figures exceeding 
60.000 tons, the equivalent of more than 62.000 machines. 
In 1961 the industry managed to produce 15,517 units, 
with a weight of 13,250 tons. This substantial increase in 
domestic production finds justification in the powerful 
upswing of demand registered between 1956 and 1961 as 
a result of the establishment of the motor vehicle industry 
and the expansion of the various branches of the metal- 
transforming sector. 

Today, the industry offers the market fifty-two types 
of machine tools in about 150 leading models, which 
represents a fairly satisfactory situation. Nevertheless, 
production is not altogether commensurate with the 
numerical size of the national inventory and its range of 

types and models; and some machines are poor qualm 
This is another aspect of development to which the 
sector will have to devote attention : the task of improv me 
machine quality and gradually increasing the number of 
models and types in order to maintain some degree of 
balance between evolution of the inventory and domestic 
supplies oí basic types. 

I rom 1955 onwards, a gradual decrease in the average 
weight of the machines manufactured (from 1.136 to 
K54 kg) is observable in this sector, chiefly owing to 
reductions in the metal-cutting machines which dropped 
from 960 to 650 kg. forming machines stood at ait 
average of 1.800 kg. It must be stressed, however, thai 
this decline in unit weight does not mean thai lhe weight 
of the traditionally heavier types of machines has been 
reduced, but is attributable to the fact thai in the last 
few years new models have been put out in smaller sizes 
while at the same lime construction of light machines has 
been intensified to meet the demand deriving from the 
manufacture of light articles, as well as from the emer- 
gence of small establishments. The perfecting of these 
machines and the incorporation of new types which are 
missing from the lines of manufacture will be bound to 
entail a rise in the average weight of domestic products 
In this connexion, those machines which show develop- 
ment in respect to models and an increase in weight have 
secured a larger share percentage in the supply of the- 
market, especially as to lathes, saws, milling machines 
and presses. 

Price levels, broadly speaking, fluctuate around an 
average of $2 per kilogramme, which may he considered 
satisfactory. Furthermore, since the export of certain 
types of lathes and presses has been laking place for 
several years and interest in purchasing Brazilian machine 
tools exists in some of the Latin American countries, n 
would seem that their prices are acceptable. 

Prospects for the donn'slic industry, 1962 71 
The interval between 1955 and 1961 was characterized 

by an exceptional increase in domestic consumption, 
attributable to the causes just indicated, which was 
reflected in the installation in Brazil of 158.719 tons of 
machine tools, equivalent to some 101.7(H) units, the 
Brazilian inventory being almost doubled during that 
period. The domestic industry was not dissociated from 
this trend, and developed during the years in question 
at a cumulative annual rate of about 14.7 per cent (in 
terms of weight), expanding from 5,085.6 tons in 1955 to 
13,249.9 tons in 1961. This meant that on an average 
approximately 40 per cent of consumption in the period 
referred to was satisfied by means of domestically 
produced machines, the proportion varying between a 
maximum of 54 per cent and a minimum of 25 per cent 
in consequence of marked changes in imports. 

However, as already pointed out, this industry's 
contribution to the inventory consisted of simple, light- 
weight machines, and both in its structure and in its 
technical potential it displayed certain deficiencies which 
assume decided importance in relation to the analysis 
of future possibilities. If no attention is paid to these 
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technical shortcoming», which must necessarily be 
remedied if the industry is to develop, a mere study of ils 
evolution in the light of statistical data would be divorced 
from reality. 

On the assumption that the machine-tool industry: 
(n) will develop structurally in such a way that by the end 
of the period under study from 15 to 20 per cent of its 
establishments will be employing between 100 and 500 
persons; (/>) will increase and supplement its existing 
stock of machines; (c) will improve upon some of the 
machines currently manufactured; (</) will start produc- 
tion of forty-one new models of machines for chip 
producing operations; and (e) will raise the unit weight 
by about 300 kg in relation to 1961. the conclusion may 
be reached thai in 1966 71 it will be able to supply about 
65 per cent of the domestic market, in terms of weight, 
and will be in a position to export a substantial proportion 
of its output. In such circumstances, a volume of produc- 
tion amounting to about 20.000 tons. i.e. 50 per cent 
more than in 1961, might be expected in 1971 ; this would 
cover approximately 70 per cent of consumption, leaving 
an exportable surplus of about 10 per cent. 

To attain these goals, as regards the increase in the 
volume of production and improved quality and the 
incorporation of new machine types, machinery that can 
meet the technical demands involved will have to be 
available. Success will therefore also depend in part upon 
the incentives and facilities with which government 
agencies are able to provide this sector. A rough estimate 
of the investment which such a programme would entail, 
solely in relation to the machines that would have to be 
imported, gives a figure close to S6 million which might 
he subject to modification according to the quality of the 
machine tools to be constructed. 

To enable the industry to solve the financial problems 
which the foregoing programme implies, the following 
would have to he available: 

(</) long-term financing for the purchase of heavy 
machines, all of which would be imported: 

ih) Medium- and short-term financing for the purchase 
of lighter machines, most of which would also be of 
foreign origin; 

(<•) financing for studies and construction of proto- 
types of new machine tools. 

Given the many complex problems involved in the 
future development of this industry, structurally and 
technically, problems whose solution will have to be 
sought by programmed and co-ordinated effort, it is of 
fundamental importance that there should be an agency 
in Brazil which would guide and direct the development 
of the industry, at the same time rendering the necessary 
technical assistance, so as to channel it properly into 
suitable lines of manufacture and enable it to play its 
role in Brazil's industrialization process as efficiently as 
possible. 

PRODI tHON oi MUHINK TOOLS 

The manufacture of machine tools in general began in 
Brazil during the Second World War. At that time, the 
difficulties of importing constituted a powerful incentive 

to the recrudescence of various undertakings in this 
sector and the emergence of new enterprises, whereby 
the most urgent requirements could be met, particularly 
in respect to machines for maintenance purposes. 

The war once over, however, with the lifting of import 
restrictions, and in the face of certain instability of 
demand for domestically produced machine tools, some 
industries which a stale of emergency and a series of 
noteworthy efforts had called into being no longer found 
sufficient inducement to continue in the same branch of 
manufacture, and changed over to other activities. On 
the other hand, the metal-transforming industries were 
progressively consolidated and strengthened until by 
1950 an embryo market had been created which held out 
prospects of significant development. It was thus that 
machine tools, which until then had been associated 
mainly with maintenance operations, began to assume 
importance in the manufacturing process. Interest in 
local production of machine tools was thus reawakened, 
so that by 1955 domestic output had exceeded 5,000 tons. 

The subsequent establishment of the Executive Group 
of the Motor Vehicle Industry (GEIA), with the ensuing 
application of its plans and its dynamic effects on other 
sectors, should be regarded as the true prelude to the 
consolidation of a large, up-to-date and diversified 
machine-tool market such as is in Brazil today: in the 
seven vears preceding 1961, the domestic market absorbed 
from 90,000 to 100.000 machines. 

This new incentive gave rise to new undertakings in 
addition to those which since the Second World War 
had successfully withstood critical periods and continued 
to supply the domestic market. At present, the machine- 
tool industry comprises about 114 establishments, 
employs nearly 5,000 persons and produces an annual 
output which has exceeded 13,000 tons, with an approxi- 
mate value of $26 million. 

TNI  PRO»It HON SIRVLY 
Owing to the lack of adequate statistical data on the 

manufacture of machine tools, a survey had to be 
carried out among the manufacturers operating in Brazil, 
the number of enterprises totalling, as far as could be 
ascertained. 114 establishments. This survey was carried 
out by visits to the factories, and specially prepared 
questionnaires were used whereby general data could be 
obtained on the industrial establishments and on the 
machines in use, as well as on the quantities of each type 
manufactured since S955 (in terms of units and of weight), 
the main characteristics of the machines manufactured, 
and the entrepreneurs' plans for the future. 

Out of the 114 establishments, 104 were classified, 
including five which in 1961 were perfecting prototypes of 
machine tools to be put on the market in 1962. The 
establishments analysed are those in which production of 
machine tools is either the sole activity or supplementary 
to other lines of manufacture; excluded are a few of an 
artisan nature which only occasionally produce a short 
series of machines, usually of a simple type, for con- 
sumers mpking no great demands for quality and 
precision. Among those covered by the survey are nine 
whose activity in this branch of industry represents less 
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than 5 per cent of the value of total sales, and which 
were excluded from some comparisons. 

Thus, the considerations formulated below relate to 
ninety manufacturers, in regard to geographical distri- 
bution and number of machines in use; to ninety-nine 
where manufacturing data are concerned; and to 104 in 
respect to the types of machines currently produced. 

The domestic machine-tool industry 

General characteristics 

Location. The data clearly show that the choice of sites 
for the industrial establishments manufacturing machine 
tools was closely associated with the expansion of the 
metal-transforming industries. The State of Sâo Paulo is 
where 88.8 per cent of these establishments arc situated, 
while the same state absorbs 72 per cent of the domestic- 
labour force in the metal-transforming sectors (see table 
1). 

Table I 

CÌHKìRAPHK Al  DISTRIHl THIN Ot tsl AHUSHMENTS 
MANUFACTURING MACHINE TOOLS, 1961 

Sialr 

Pfr\t>n\ vmphtvrtl 

VH/H/NT     PrrtfnitiM? 
•ft Urtai 

Ifktmttittl i*HttMt\hmitni* 

Sao Pauto  4,527 94.7 
Rio (¡rande do Sul. 176 .1.7 
Hanta Catarina  40 0.8 
tìuanahara  37 0.8 

Total 4.780 100.0 

HO 
6 
i 
i 

m 

Ptnettíttw 

88.8 
6.6 
2.3 
2.3 

100.0 

Within the State of Säo Paulo, the greatest concen- 
tration of machine-tool manufacturers is observable in 
the state capital itself and in the municipalities of Santo 
André. Sào Bernardo do Campo and Säo Cuciano do Sul 
(ABC), where the proportion is 83.7 per cent, with 67 
establishments. In the interior of the state, the factories 
arc mainly along the Jundiai-SAo Carlos line, and it is in 
this area that the highest production capacity per 
establishment is registered. These enterprises number 
thirteen and employ 2,437 persons in all. i.e. 51 per cent 
of the total for the country. Communications between 
this area and the leading consumer centres arc good, and 
transport of the heavy tonnages produced presents no 
difficulties. 

The plants in the capital and in the ABC area employ 
2.090 persons. 43.7 per cent of the total for Brazil, in 
sixty-seven establishments which are a good deal smaller 
than those in the interior. From the point of view of 
expansion, the location of some of these implies serious 
drawbacks in space both for increasingcurrent production 
lines and for manufacturing heavier machinery, since 
adjacent lots are not available and, even if they were, 
anti-economic investment would be entailed. Decentral- 
ization of these establishments in the direction of the 
outskirts of Greater Säo Paulo should therefore be 
contemplated for more efficient organization and layout. 

This does not apply to the lirms in the interior of (he 
state, which, from the point of \iew of the space lot- 
future expansion, are in a more privileged position 

In the south of Brazil, the manufacturers of machine 
tools in Rio Cirande do Sul and Santa Catarina have NO 

far supplied most of (he requirements of the- local market 
which, together with that of Sào Paulo, ranks as the 
oldest in the country. 

The participation of the south of Brazil which at 
present is modest, since the area accounts for only N.9 per 
cent of the total establishments and 4.5 per cent of the 
total personnel, will increase in the course of the next 
few years through the operation of various favourable 
factors which are beginning lo make their influence fell. 
These include the quality of the labour, whose cftìcicncv 
and low turnover play an important pari; the develop- 
ment of local industries; (he ease with which technical 
and commercial contacts with the Stale of Sào Paulo can 
be maintained; and the improvement of communications 
between the south and the other consumer centres. To 
judge from (he new projects under way and (he proto- 
types already tried out. a dynamic spirit prevails, 
especially in (he Porlo Alegre area. As in other countries 
that have had to tackle th • same problems in the past, ihe 
decentralization of »his b anch of the mclal-transforming 
industry is generally a fictor making for progress and 
encouragement. 

The factories in area; other than those mentioned 
concentrate on specialized lines of production or supply 
the local market. 

To sum up. the principal areas in Brazil in which this 
sector is significant arc three: the first is along Ihe 
Jtindiai-Sào Carlos line in the Siale of Sat» Paulo; lite 
second is the state capital and the ABC area: and the 
third is lhal pari of the Porlo Alegre district which falls 
within a radius of 200 km from the capital. 

Structure. Not all the establishments manufacturing 
machine tools devote their entire efforts to this activity, 
and other products of (he metal-transforming industries 
appear in their manufacturing programmes in varying 
proportions. One reason for this is that most of the 
enterprise« first became interested in the production of 
machine tools when (hey had already developed a certain 
tradition in other metal-transforming sectors which they 
did not wish to abandon; and another is that in some 
cases the consumers of these machines have themselves 
begun taking steps m produce them, as is not surprising 
in view of the rapidity with which Ihe machine-tool sector 
has increased in recent years, [his last category includes 
five enterprises covered by the survey which in I9M were 
engaged in perfecting machine-tool prototypes to be 
put on the market in 1962. 

This situation is clearly reflected in (able 2, which 
presents a breakdown of establishments by iheir exlia- 
and intra-secloral activities and by types of machines. It 
reveals how high a proportion of the establishments 
classified as manufacturing machine tools maintain other 
lines of production : from 46.5 to 100 per cent, according 
to the type of machine concerned. In the table, references 
to lines of manufacture within the sector reíale lo 
different categories of machines, not  to  the machine 
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Table 2 

ORGANIZATION »r PRODI ti ION OI MACHINE IOOLS, 1961 

Hnukihun «/'rihiWnA»u-»f> '" "• tirilfc 

1 vpc t>l mat hint- 

\umhir 

f\Uihtnh- 

Prinim Inni 

Lathes  24 
Milling machines  14 
Drilling machines  17 
Shapers and planers  IH 
Threading machines  3 
Cui t ing machines (saws ).. 12 
Grinding machines  4 
Tool-grinding machines.. 4 
Presses  22 
Pneumatic hammers  I 
Machines for sheet  15 

5.265.0 
289.8 
794.9 

1,369.4 
35.0 

342.4 
57.1 
69.3 

3.890.0 
24.8 

1.071.2 

4.638 
278 

5.311 
937 

53 
1.296 

79 
101 

2.139 
7 

667 

1)1 llllltlll' 

ill,' 
\<i tar 

16 
7 
5 

ut maini- 

li«' 

I 
7 
2 
I 

15 
I 
6 

\fttrr than 

nt »ninn- 

ine 
MI tut 

One or 

munnitu tare 

fhi- wctnr 

16 
9 

13 
10 
3 
8 
3 
3 

12 
I 
7 

Hork\ 

Jotithtrt 

specified; in other words, if four of the establishments 
manufacturing shapers and planers are said to maintain 
two lines of production, this must he taken to mean that 
they produce another type of machine h>ol alongside 
shapers and planers, rather than that they make two 
models of the latter. It may also be seen from the lable 
that seventy-two of the ninety-two firms manufacture a 
single type of machine tool, while the remaining twenty- 
seven maintain two or more lines of production within 
this sector. 

Of the ninety-nine industrial establishments con- 
sidered. 62.5 per cent accounted for no less than 75 per 
cent of this activity's trade transactions; the remaining 
37,5 per cent contributed smaller proportions (see table 
3). 

Table Ì 

BRI \KIX)WN OF INDUSTRIAL ESTABLISHMENTS BY 

PTR< IMAGE OF ACTIVITY IMVOFH) IO MACHINE TOOLS, 
MUSI RI O IN TERMS OF ANNI AL, 

SALES TURNOVER, 1961 

Indmt rku e\t*ihtt\ftmrm% Ktiinuftu'ture »t machine umi» 

S'Hmher Pen <-«/«vf 
(ÍVfKWtítfC*) 

62 62.5 75-100 
14 14.2 50-74 
8 8.1 25 49 
6 6.1 5-24 
9 9.1 under 5 

99 100.0 

The distribution of these establishments by size 
constitutes another interesting feature of the activity 
under consideration. The figures given in table 4 relate 
to the number of persons employed in »he manufacture of 
machine tools and therefore exclude personnel employed 
in the manufacture of other products within the same 
enterprise. 

Table 4 

BREAKDOWN OF ESTABLISHMENTS MANUFACTURING 
MAC MINE TTJOLS, BY SIZE," 1961 

Si:e of eutihtishmemi \ umher Sumbrr «/ 
tXtíitthfr >it pt'rutti* Pervenirne pertom Perienlaxe 

empiisciti fishftteni\ employed 

More than 1,000 i i.i 1,290 27.0 
500999 ... — — — 
250-499 i I.I 402 8.4 
100-249 6 6.7 954 20.0 
50 99 14 15.6 976 20.4 
25 49 18 20.0 580 12.1 
10 24 30 33.3 459 9.6 

Fewer than 9 20 22.2 119 2.5 
Total 90 100.0 4,780 100.0 

'• Ficluding nine enterprises whose production of machine tools represent« le» 
than 5 per ce« of their annual sales turnover. Data as of 31 December lu6l. 

A comparison between Brazil and other countries in 
respect to the breakdown of establishments by size reveals 
the trend of this sector's evolution ¡is a consequence of 
the increase in the tonnage produced, especially where 
the smaller establishments are concerned (figure 1, 
table 5). 

Experience shows that a high level of productive 
efficiency in this sector is beginning to be obtained in 
lactones employing 100 persons or more, where the 
products manufactured have a certain degree of com- 
plexity and a high standard of quality. This would seem 
to be the case in France, the United Kingdom and the 
United States, where between 20 and 30 pei cent of the 
factories fall within the 100-500 size range. These 
percentages apparently remain stable, in association with 
outputs of about 40,000 to 50,000 tons and more. 

The structure of the machine-tool industry in Brazil, 
where only 7.8 per cent of the establishments under con- 
sideration fall within the size range indicated, will have 
to develop along new lines if output tonnages are to be 
higher than at present and the demands of the consumer 
industries with respect to quality and diversity of types 
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Table 5 
BRAZIL AND SELECTED COI NTRIES: I'ERCIMUìI DISI RHUMON Oí I SI UMISHMIVIS MIMI \CM RISI. MU HIM KMHS 

SI-I-ut e\tah-                            Hriiztl                                               t r,,n,, t nihil Si.i/.-i                                                                  I mi, ,i »H.,M,>II 

lishnwnH Ummbir 
nt iH'r\nn\           Sumht-r nf                                          Stttnht'r ni \ittntu-r >>t                                                                     Swi'u • ,-i 
.•»l/»/mn/>         f\lilhll\tililfin%        Pt'rti-nhitít'         c\luHt\ltnifitt\      t\-ra tihias rM,ihlisimifiil\        i\ -í , /í/./C¡                    V V               , Wii''m/zm( Ií;>         /',',,<¡;.KV 

0 49               68                 75.5                  60                 50.(1 431                 T >                0 49                KM                 4<> -I 
50 99               14                 15.6                  .10                25.0 95                 I2.S              50 99                 Is                 17.0 

|(X) 249                6                    6.7                   16                 13.4 106                 14.2             100 299                «                  24,, 
250499               I                    l.l                    X                  6.6 53                  7.1             300 499               13                  5.K 
500 999                                                              6                  5.0 34                  4.6             500 ^49                 3                   1.3 

1,000 2,499            I                   l.l 20                 2.7         750oinuirc          II                  4» 
2,500 or more 5                 0.7 

Tolal         90              100.0               120              100.0 744             100.0                                    224              100.0 

Sourcil   I or Bni/Ü: Unding of ih« ll>6l \ur\e> ; lor I ranee. I "Ml: Minimi mi\ I'IM\-1 m* Je t'imlmin, ,t¡ l,i m,i, hin,-,•mil. N.ncmbct I'M1' 
Januun litt); lor Ihc United Slalts: (Vntui <>/ MumUmiwes IV47: fur ihc United Kingdom. I')47: A. li.ii.ingi-i, up. , n 

are to be met. According to the projections formulated characteristic dala relating to the industrial establish- 
in the present study. Brazil should produce a yearly menls concerned are: 
output of about 20,000 tons by 1970-71, and should Number of persons employed4....      4.7*0 
therefore aim at remodelling the size structure ol the Installed capacity                              12.571      h.p 
mdustry so that it more closely approaches that found Value of production. I%1....             ~" 26.5   I million 
in the more highly industrialized countries. At this stage. Annual per capila production ....      5.544     dollars 
it might be considered that satisfactory progress had been Per capila capacity available             2.6J h.p 
made if by the time the above-mentioned level ol pro- Numher 0r persons employed per 
duction had been reached, about 15 to 20 per cent of the establishment                                     5.V I 
establishments employed more than the minimum of 100 |„balled capacity per establishment        I !w.7  h.p. 
persons, with an average of 200 persons per establish- Va|ue of pfodlK:tion per establish- 
ment- ment       2«*4.Ü00     dollars 

General data fur the sector. To give an over-all idea of 
the sector's production potential, some of the most 4 including operative! and lechnkal »nd «dministruivc pctsomwl. 
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Prices per kilogramme vary a good deal in the case of 
domestically manufactured machines, partly because of 
the different types produced and partly because of the 
divergent sales methods adopted (through distributors, 
directly to the consumer, for cash down or on deferred 
payment terms). Moreover, the continual fluctuations in 
internal prices and the time lag before exchange rates are 
brought up to date cause sharp variations in the cruzeiro 
dollar relationship. Thus, in order to estimate the value 
of domestic production, an average price of S2 per kg 
was adopted. 

In view of the heterogeneous sizes of the industrial 
establishments in this sector, a few remarks must be 
made on the average values per establishment, since 
there is one group of enterprises whose size, organization, 
efficiency and technical level put a considerable distance 
between it and the over-all averages in question. The 
eight establishments which employ more than 100 persons 
together account for 55.4 per cent of total employment 
and 63.6 per cent of installed capacity, which means thai 
the per capila capacity available is about 3 h.p., whereas 
in the other eighty-two establishments it is only 2.1 h.p. 
The capacity available per direct operative is even higher 
in the former group, because of the lower direct indirect 
labour ratio. On the assumption that direct operatives 
constitute about 55 per cent of the personnel employed, 
available capacity amounts to about 5.5 h.p. per operative, 
almost twice as much as in the smaller establishments. 
This advantage is reflected, inter alia, in a satisfactory 
level of production capacity, in contrast with the situation 
in the other group. 

Machine-tool manufacturers' inventories 

Table 5 presents an inventory of the equipment used in 
domestic manufacture of machine tools by the ninety 
producers whose share in the sector's activity constitutes 
more than 5 pet cent of their annual sales turnover. 

In addition, there are sixty-one forming machines 
installed in these establishments in the aggregate, bringing 
the total up to 2,527. The linns employing mote than 100 
persons possess twenty-eight units of this type. 

As the size distribution of the enterprises in question is 
so irregular and the proportion of firms employing fewer 
than fifty persons is high, it is difficult to make an o\er-all 
analysis of this inventory in such a way as to give a 
faithful interpretation of the machine-tool industry's real 
situation. The equipment to be found in about 9 per cent 
of the establishments, representing approximately 29 per 
cent of the total number of machines, is comparable to 
that of manufacturers in more highly industrialized 
countries; most of the remaining firms, in contrast, have 
only unsatisfactory and makeshift production facilities 
at their disposal. The eight establishments employing 
more than 100 persons belong to the first group. 

In the case of this group, production equipment is 
complete, efficient and up-to-date, as can easily be seen 
from the high figures relating to the use of boring 
machines, milling machines of various types, threading 
machines, broaching machines, grinding machines, gear- 
cutting machines and special machine tools. There is no 
lack of technical knowledge of the kind required for 

correct utilization of the machines, and it is thus possible 
to overcome those machining difficulties which charac- 
terize the manufacture of machine tools once the 
Schlesinger or Salmon standards are the goal. 

In addition to the satisfactory equipment situation, 
jigs fixtures, special tools, and metrologica! and control 
instruments are used, both in the intermediate stages of 
machining and during the (inai process of assembly, in 
accordance with the standards referred to above. Con- 
sequently, the designs of the machines are more complex, 
and those manufactured by the group under discussion 
differ from the rest in that they are more complete, offer 
better working facilities, have higher power, bigger 
transmission fields and superior productivity in relation 
to others of the same type. 

It may also be noted that in these enterprises which 
employ 2.646 persons in all, the proportion of indirect 
personnel ranges from 30 to 52 per cent, i.e.. it is within 
the limits mat should be considered essential for success 
in this difficult specialty. The manufacture of machine 
tools of more advanced and complex design calls for 
more project engineering and research and, consequently, 
for a greater number of indirect personnel working on 
the planning of production, quality controls and the 
making of tools and jigs (table 6). 

Lastly, stress must be laid on the marked creative 
vitality displayed by this group of firms whose projects 
keep pace with the requirements of the domestic market 
and the constant technological advances in the sector. 
Studies aimed at perfecting machine parts, to which the 
patents registered and experiments with new models bear 
witness, are commonplace today, and have indeed been 
so since 1950. 

In contrast, the position of the smaller enterprises 
leaves a good deal to be desired as regards their manu- 
facturing equipment which is lightweight and incomplete, 
indirect technical services are neglected. This is sufficient 
indication of the category and quality of the machine 
tools manufactured. 

Hitherto, however, market requirements in respect to 
quality, types and prices of machine tools have also 
assumed two very different forms, according to whether 
the prospective consumers are industries at a more 
advanced stage of technical development or establish- 
ments, usually on a small or medium scale, whose 
technological level is lower and whose supply of capital 
is limited. 

To meet the needs of the former, the more advanced 
group of domestic manufacturers is in a position to 
deliver high-quality goods conforming to the specifi- 
cations required, within their current lines of manufac- 
ture; the latter, on the other hand, preferring as they do 
machines of low cost (less than $2 per kg as a rule) and 
hence also low in weight, power and precision are 
supplied, in the main, by the small manufacturers. Thus, 
some justification for such producers' limited manufac- 
turing resources is to be found in the nature of market 
demand, at least to the present. 

But as the Brazilian machine-tool inventory approaches 
300,000 units, in order to attain low production costs 
together with an improvement in the quality of the final 
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product it will be essential for the technology of produc- 
tion to develop as well and, consequently, for most of 
the small establishments manufacturing machine tools 
to progress along the same lines. 

The technical and manufacturing potential achieved by 
the leading group in this sector, and by the manufac- 
turers of lathes and presses in particular, reaches inter- 
national standards comparable with those registered in 
the more highly industrialized countries for manufac- 
turers capable of supplying substantial machine-tool 
inventories. 

The considerable size of the Brazilian inventory, 
together with its annual natural growth rate of about 
5.5 per cent, suggests the need for at least some of the 
small-scale enterprises to increase their dimensions, with 
all the structural changes which this implies. 

What has been said of the small enterprises and the 
equipment they use should be regarded rather as a 
warning for the near future than as criticism. The 

design of the planer and the work bench. Significant de- 
formation may thus take place in the course of 
machining. 

Other machine tools and equipment which, to .judge 
from the survey, are not usually found among the 
machining plant of the smaller establishments are gcar- 
cutting machines of the l-'cllous ami Maag Types, and 
with gear generators; gear-grinding machines; milling 
machines for slol axles; grinding machines for grooved 
shapes; broaching machines for internal grooved shapes; 
special machines for long thread culling; heavy drilling 
machines; grinding machines for long bed rails: 
dynamic balancers; group of units for tempering bed 
rails and benches; measuring instruments for testing 
Schlesinger and Salmon standards. 

These machines and equipment usually are essential 
requisites for the production of good quality machine 
tools, especially those in the chip producing category 
The latter, which also include finishing machines, offer 

Table 6 
INVENTORIED OF MACHINL-TOOI. MANU-A< URIRS, l%l 

Type of intuitine 

Lathes  
Milling machines  
Drilling machines  
Boring machines  
Shapets and planers  
Threading machines  
Broaching machines  
Gear-cutting machines  
Cutting machines (saws)  
Grinding machines  
Tool-grinding machines  

Total 

S umber 

89.1 
225 
459 
6J 

37? 
1« 

5 
55 

I5K 
IV» 
77 

2,466 

.-W/rifuMltAmt'fif« 

/YfttltM«!' 

J6.2 
*.l 

18.6 
2.6 

I S.J 
0.» 
0 2 
2.2 
64 
55 
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100(1 
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comments which follow are valid for most of the small 
establishments, and afford some justification for such an 
attitude. 

Boring machines, for example, with which heavy 
asymmetrical parts can be machined at different levels, 
are replaced by devices which do not permit attainment 
of the close tolerances acceptable for internal diameters 
and distances between axles. Again, the very limited use 
of cylindrical grinding machines for internal and external 
diameters suggests that series couplings are unlikely to 
achieve ISO 6 and 7 quality, obviously to the detriment 
of both surface finish and the precision of the couplings 
themselves. 

Similarly, the problem of machining small and large 
flats is generally tackled with unsuitable machine tools. 
Limited use is made of milling machines for which 
shapers are usually substituted with poor results in 
production time, precision and quality of surface finish. 
For machining larger parts, the table planers used, 
besides offering few facilities, are so light that the weight 
of the part being machined is disproportionate to the 

a wider range of types and designs than forming machines; 
their manufacture calls lor a more varied inventory of 
machine tools. Furthermore, the acceleration of culling 
speeds of both rotary and alternating machine tools is 
compelling manufacturers to UM: increasingly diMictiit 
and complex manufacturing techniques applicable only 
if special and costly equipment is available. 

In the manufacture of machine tools, more perhaps 
than in other sectors of the metal-transforming industry, 
the relationship between minimum si/e of establishment 
and quality and complexity of product lakes precedence 
over the relationship between si/e of establishment ami 
series produced. 

This, taken in conjunction with the domestic manufac- 
ture projections in this study, makes ii plain how neces- 
sary it is that by the end of the period under study the 
proportion of machine-tool enterprises employing, on an 
average, some 200 persons each should be about 15 to 
20 per cent, either as a result of the expansion and 
modernization of the industries already established or by 
virtue of the installation of new enterprises. 
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I \fn;\ <>l mat hint- tools manufacturai in Brazil 
In compiling the list of machine tools manufactured in 

Hra/il. the output taken into account was that of 104 
firms, i.e. including the live which in l%l were engaged 
in perfecting prototypes of machines to be put on the 
market in l%2 The dimensions represent each machine's 
maximum working capacity: 

Machines for chip producing 
(a) Bench lathes (diameter, up to 250 mm: distance 

between centres, 600 mm): 
ih) Single-pulley lathes (distance between centres, 

up to 4,000 mm ) : 
(< I b.nginc lathes (diameter, up to 600 mm : distance 

between centres. 2.000 mm): 
((/) Medium weight engine lathes (distance between 

centres. 2.000 to 4,000 mm); 
(<-) Heavy engine lathes (up to 15 tons: distance 

between centres. 4.000 to 7,500 mm): 
(/) Fxtni heavy engine lathes (up to 61 tons: 

distance between centres. 10.000 mm. There are possi- 
bilities of manufacturing these lathes with higher tonnages 
and longer distances between centres): 

(j?)     Bench turret lathes: 
ih) Hand feci, single-pulley, hexagon turret lathes 

(spindle bore diameter, up to 2 in.: weight, I ton): 
(i) Hand fed. single-pulley, frontal turret lathes 

(spinole bore diameter, up to 2 in.): 
il) Light hand fed hexagon turret lathes (up to 1.5 

tons): 
(A) Medium weight hand fed hexagon turret lathes 

(up to 3.2 tons: lathe swing, 500 mm. and length 940 
mm): 

(/) Heavy hand fed hexagon turret lathes (up to 11 
tons; lathe swing. M00 mm. and length up to 1,780 mm): 

(m) Frontal or plateau lathes (lathe swing, 2,500 
mm; 5 h.p.. and weight up to 6 tons): 

in) Special semi-automatic lathes for small parts 
(up to 2 in.): 

(0) Automatic lathes with radical slides (spindle bore 
diameter, up to I in.; weight up to I ton): 

ip)     Semi-automatic lathes for second operations; 
(9) Universal bench drilling machines (up to 0.3 

tons): 
(r) Light universal milling machines (up to 0.8 tons 

and 1.5 h.p.): 
(v| Universal milling machines with Morse cones 

No. 4 and 5 (up to 5 h.p.. and weight between 1.5 aifd 
3 tons): 

(/) Milling machines with automatic work cycle 
(table), simplex and duplex types (up to 3 h.p. and weight 
1.5 tons): 

(M)     Hand fed bench drilling machines; 
(1) Bench drilling machines with automatic feed; 
(it I     Hand fed pedestal drilling machines (diameter 

capacity up to 1.5 in.): 
(v) Pedestal drilling machines with automatic feed 

(maximum diameter 1.5 in); 
( r> Multisptndle bench and pedestal drilling mach- 

ines (up to 2 h.p). 

(.-) Radical drilling machines with arm length up to 
1.250 mm (maximum diameter. 25 mm for steel): 

iaa) Shapers with stroke length from 300 to 1.200 
mm. including a hydraulic model: 

(hb) Table planers (up to 5 h.p.: table 1.000 • 3,400 
mm, or over; weight 7.5 tons. Hydraulic models arc also 
manufactured in a smaller si/e); 

ice) Semi-automatic and automatic threading mach- 
ines for internal threads (diameter, up to 0.5 in.); 

(</(/)   Threading machines with flat dies (up to 1.5 in.): 
ice) Threading machines with cylindrical die (work- 

ing pressure up to 20 tons): 
iff) Hydraulic broaching machines, simple hori- 

zontal type (up to 20 tons): 
igg)   Alternating saws for metal cutting: 
ihh) Partially hydraulic alternating saws for metal 

cutting (up to 12  -  12 in.): 
(/'/') Completely hydraulic circular saws with auto- 

matic feed (diameter, up to 130 mm); 
( //>    Band saws, horizontal and vertical types: 
ikk) Hand and semi-automatic universal grinding 

machines, with mechanical and hydraulic controls 
(distance between centres, up to 1.500 mm); 

(//) Grinding machines for flats (table, 135 • 600 
mm: up to 3.5 h.p., also with electromagnetic table); 

[nun) Universal tool-grinding machines: 
inn) Special grinding machines for tungsten carbide 

tools: 
(mi) Special machine tools for long series composed 

of machining units up to 5 h.p. One stage or revolving 
table type: 

ipp)   Axle centerers. 

Machines for forming 
(a) Hydraulic presses (up to 1,600 tons); 
ih) Fccentric presses, inclinable (up to 100 tons); 
<( ) Eccentric presses, fixed, with intermediate gears 

(up to 160 tons); 
id) Friction presses (up to 400 tons); 
U) Pneumatic forging machines (up to 500 kg); 
if) Forging machines (up to 150 kg); 
ig) Drop forging machines (up to 250 kg); 
ih) Shears (length, up to 3,000 mm: thickness, 0.5 in.); 
(i) Bending presses (length, up to 3,600 mm; thickness, 

5 mm: pressure, up to 75 tons); 
( ¡) Machines for cutting shapes, universal type. 

The list of variants of the types of machine tools is 
particularly long in respect to lathes, drilling machines 
and saws and forming machines 11 general. It should 
he taken for granted, for example that, as regards 
presses, a wide range of capacities is manufactured: from 
2.5 tons to a maximum of 100 tons, and the same applies 
to the other machines. In the categories of chip producing 
and forming machines, respectively, lathes and presses 
are the most highly developed and the most advanced 
from the technical standpoint in respect to types, models, 
weight and power per unit, quality and productivity. 
The progress achieved in the manufacturing of these 
machines during the past decade was so remarkable that 
for several years exports have been registered; this 
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applies particularly to lathes, which have found a market 
not only in Latin America and the Middle East, but also 
in European countries with long-standing traditions in 
manufacturing machine tools. 

Milling machines are important items whose share in 
the composition of machine-tool inventories is usually 
about 8 to 10 per cent. Although a great variety of types 
and models of machines of this kind exists, domestic 
manufacture is confined to six models. It should be 
stressed here not only that the manufacturers are lagging 
behind in this sector, but that the national inventory too 
\< dciicient. milling machines being little used in Brazil. 

Next in importance to milling machines come grinding 
machines of which only a few models are manufactured, 
whereas a wide and varied range is available on the world 
market. A comparison between the Brazilian inventory 
and that of other countries reveals an anomalous situation 
which suggests the urgency of the need to embark upon 
local manufacture of several basic models. Boring 
machines and gear-cutting machine» arc not manufac- 
tured in Brazil, and have to be imported. 

Generally speaking, the list of the types of machine 
tools currently manufactured in Brazil is somewhat 
incomplete in relation to the significance already attained 
by the national inventory in respect to numbers and 
variety of types. Nevertheless, considering that the 
sector is in some instances very young and inexperienced 
and that the annual volume of output is a little over 
10.000 tons, the manufacture of fifty-two types of 
machine tools in about I SO leading models represents a 
fairly satisfactory situation. 

Given the country's stage of development and the 
growth projections for the next few years formulated in 
relation to the various sectors of the metal-transforming 
industry, the Brazilian inventory will exceed 300,000 
units in 1971. Clearly, then, the sector will need to 
increase the number of miniéis progressively year by year 
so that some balance is maintained between the evolution 
of the inventory and the domestic supply of basic types. 
Otherwise, if Brazil's own technological resources would 
not suffice to feed the inventory of machine tools, a 
difficult situation might arise because of the amount of 
foreign exchange that would be needed to import the 
requisite machines and the expansion of the metal- 
transforming industries would be slowed up. 

It must be borne in mind, however, that no country is 
completely independent as regards the manufacture of all 
types of machine tools, not even those with inventories 
of over two million machines, and that the necessity for 
international trade in this field is almost a basic principle. 
The items concerned, however, are as a rule specialized 
machine tools, domestic production of which has no 
attractions from the economic or technical standpoint, 
and are very seldom the simpler basic types manufac- 
tured in longer production series. 

Volume of out pul 

The survey of Brazilian production of machine tools 
presented here, and covering the period between 1955 
and 1961. is the firs» in the country. 

si 

The figures for the years 1955. 1956 and I9S7 muM he 
regarded as approximate, since in some cases the ansvuis 
to the questionnaire were incomplete and either the 
number or the weight of the machines had to be estimated 
In any even« these estimates do not greatly alVect Ilk- 
conclusions. 

The findings of the survey with regard to chip-produc- 
ing machines, forming machines, and the total accumu- 
lated during the period 1955 61 are given in tables i, K 
and 9. respectively. 

The tables give a clear idea of the tremendous effort 
put forth by the manufacturers of machine tools, since 
in only six years the annual tonnage was increased by 
260 per cent, reaching cumulative figures of more than 
60.000 tons, and equivalent to more than 62.000 units. 
This volume of production undoubtedly did much to 
account for the fact that the Brazilian inventory almost 
doubled between 1955 and 1961. 

The data on the percentage distribution of the 
machines used for chip producing and for forming 
operations are worth analysing. During the period 
1955 61. the average figures were 79.7 and 20.3 per cent. 
respectively. In I960. Brazil's total slock of machine 
tools, including those used for maintenance purposes but 
excluding those not inventoried showed a very similar 
distribution, 78.2 and 21.8 per ceni, which suggests that 
domestic production kept closely parallel to the com- 
position of the total slock as regards the two categories. 
It must be pointed out. however, that during the period 
under discussion the proportion of output represented 
by chip-producing machines showed a decided upward 
trend, rising from 77.3 per cent in 1955 to 81.9 per ceni 
in 1961. If similar comparisons are made on the basis of 
the tonnages produced, the position is reversed, and the 
share of chip-producing machines falls from 65.7 m 
1955 to 62.3 per cent in 1961. The explanation lies in the 
fact that during this period a beginning was made on 
manufacture of some new types »if machine tools (such 
as grinding machines, tool-grinding machines etc.). in 
the smaller sizes, while at the same time the manufacture 
of light machine tools such as lathes and bench drills, 
shapers and alternating saws was intensified with the aim 
of meeting the demand deriving from the manufacture 
of a great many light articles as well as the requirements 
of small establishments which came into being al thai 
time. Thus, the average unit weight of the machines 
manufactured dropped from 960 to 650 kg The unit 
weight »if forming machines was maintained at about 
1.8(H) kg. 

While the changes registered in relation t<> these two 
major groups of machine tools are broadly indicative o| 
a gradual adjustment of dornest i.- production to internal 
market requirements, it is inieresi.ng io noie the much 
more striking modifications that have taken place within 
the gniups themselves as this industrial activity has 
gradually developed 

Eor example, the proportion of output represented by 
the manufacture of lathes, which m I9S5 was 54.6 per 
cent in terms of units, had lallen lo about 30 per cent by 
1961. The manufacture of drilling machines has increased 
to such an extent, more than eight times over in the 
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Itthlc «y 

loi M   Ol  UM  I Ol   MM MIM   UHUS.  1955  (il 

I alius  22,7<M V» j 25.9JM.K 42.9 
Milling machines I .«94 1.7 950.7 l.fi 
I »nllmt! machines  15.994 25.6 I.WV4 4.7 
Shapei s and planers  J.605 VX 5.62J.O 9. J 
I hrvailmit machines  224 ll.-i 40.1» 01 
tuiiiim machines (saws! VMS 9.0 1.745.0 2 9 
tinndintt machines  232 04 1790 0.J 
tiH»l-(HiiKlin|i machines  2<0 0.4 180.0 0.J 
Special machines     5X 0.1 59.0 0.1 

Tolal loi chip-producinií 
machines  49.75s» 7s».7 J7.592.K 62.2 

Presses  10.107 16 2 18.125.7 JO.O 
I orging machines 

(pneumatic hammers) JO 107 6 0.2 
Machine» for sheet  2.55K 4.1 4.601.0 7.6 

Tola! for forming 
machines  12.695 20 J 22.KJ4.J J7.K 

Grand total 62.454 100.0 60.427 1 I MM) 

course of the period, «hai the share of this, line of produc- 
tion has risen to 34 per cent as against 1.1.7 per cent in 
1955. The reason lies in the heavy demand deriving from 
the production of light manufactured goods for which 
hand drills arc generally used, and also in the tact that 
the use ol high output drilling machines such as. for 
example, the multi-spindle type, is not very common in 
Hi .i/i I 

As may logically be inferred from I he low percentage 
of milling machines both in the Brazilian inventory and 
in domestic production of machine tools, output of 
shapers and planers expanded considerably, attaining a 
ligure lhat should be considered the maximum in per- 
centage terms. As the manufacture of new types of 
milling machines is consolidated, these will come to 
predominate over shapers and planers, and the position 
will thus be reversed. 

Outputs of saws increased more than tenfold between 
1955 and l%l. which meant that their share in total 
production rose from 2.5 to K.4 per cent in that period. 
This slate of affairs is attributable to the widespread use 
of these machines in maintenance workshops and small 
establishments, and also, as would seem to be the case 
with circular saws, to the very limited use of higher yield 
machine tools. 

Production of presses was approximately trebled, but 
their share too. like that of lathes, dropped from 18.3 to 
I3.K per cent. 

IX'spitc the substantial increments registered, there is 
remarkably little manufacturing activity in Ihe Held of 
grinding machines, tool-grinding machines, threading 
machines and special machine tools, which already 
represent a considerable proportion of the domestic 
inventory, although the percentage is lower than in other 
countries. 

The average weight of the machine tools has fluctuated 

signilicantly in the course of the period. Worthy of special 
mention is the progress achieved in respect to lathes, the 
average weight of which has risen by about 3(X) kg in the 
past si* years; this was one of the factors responsible for 
the acceptance of Brazilian lathes on external markets 
(tables 10. II and 12) 

Noteworthy, too. is the increase of almost 900 kg in 
Ihe unit weight of hydraulic presses, although this is not 
clearly reflected in the over-all average for presses, 
because the expansion of capacity to manufacture heavier 
machinery is offset by an increase in output of other 
types, chiefly eccentric presses, in respect of which 
domestic industry has for many years been supplying 
internal requirements of ihe models and sizes in most 
general use. 

Since the milling machines manufactured in 1955 were 
simple models, their weight had almost doubled six years 
later. But this progress musi not be regarded as sufficient, 
since the average weight of these machines recommend- 
able at the country's present stage of industrialization 
should be in the neighbourhood of 1.500 to 1,700 kg. The 
introduction of new types will probably permit the 
attainment of this target in the next ten years. 

The heavy consumption of bench drills accounts for 
a decrease in the average weight of the drilling machine 
group, which was 150 kg per machine in 1961. Here too 
the modest share of domestic production may he noted 
in relation lo the heavier types, for example those with 
capacities of up to 2 in., the pedestal type, multi-spindle 
drills and radial drills. 

The figures for shapers. planers and saws fluctuate 
mainly on account of ihe influence of production of the 
lighter types, demand for which varies greatly. Within 
these categories, machines of higher capacity and weight 
have been manufactured in Brazil. 

Despite (he progress achieved as regards volumes of 
manufacturing output and the fairly high level reached 
in 1961. the phase under review might be defined as the 
formative stage of Brazil's machine-tool sector, on the 
basis of an over-all evaluation, and in the sense lhat a 
considerable proportion of the establishments are 
equipped to cope with production in terms of quantity 
rather than of quality. What has been said of the manu- 
facturers' own inventory of machine tools is fairly con- 
clusive in this respect. 

Thus, while certain types of machine tools, such as 
engine lathes, medium weight hexagonal turret lathes and 
presses have already reached a high level of quality and 
productivity, many of the other machines are deficient 
on the technical side. This is because most of the small 
manufacturers, owing to their limited production 
facilities, have to make the simplest models. The only 
advantage of such a situation is the low price of the 
machine tools which in the last analysis proves anti- 
economic in terms of productivity. 

One obvious result of the production of a large number 
of simple machine tools is the lack of extrasectoral 
manufacturing enterprise in supplementary equipment 
and accessories which are important factors in the 
development of the machine-tool sector. It must be 
acknowledged, however, that interest in the manufacture 
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Table 10 

TREND OF AVERAGE WEIGHT OF SELECTED CHIP-PRODI <IN<; MACHINE IOOI.S. 1955-61 
<kituunwitm ,) 

Type oí mu, hin, s                          ivif           ivsn           ;g.<- /ys> ;K<« /VAII /U„/ 

Lathes (excluding bench lathes)    1,098      1,082      1,093 1,170 1,278 1.312 1122 
Milling machines      586        627        544 905 887 lililí. |'o4' 
Drilling machines      269        205        187 176 184 187 150 
Shapers and planers  2,042      1,445      1,569 1,658 1.771 |,4|| 14M 
Cutting machines (saws)      173        300        .157 3IK 353 320 264 

Total for chip-producing 
machines      960        789        759 776 816 740 65« 
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Table il 

EVOLUTION OF AVíEAGE WEIGHT OF SELECTED MACHINE Toots ET* FORMING OPERA- 

TIONS, 1955-61 

iK ¡Ingranimi \) 

Machines I9SS 1Kb m? ma m»       ¡mi mi 

Total for presses  1,700 1,732 1,883 1,735 1.813 1,128 1,819 

Hydraulic presses  6J7 648 555 578 993 1,536 1,533 
Eccentric presses  1,641 1,715 1,938 1,851 1,770 1,672 1,656 
SNl»  2458 1,986 2,157 1,840 2,351 1,976 1,73» 

Totti for forming machines  1,736 1,725 1,881 1,749 1,870 1,846 1.772 

Average weight of total machine- 
tool output  1,136 1,003 996 980 1,022 965 854 

Table 12 

COMPOSITION OF WíODUCTION op MACHINE TOOLS IN 1955 AND J96I 

{Pcrfrntatfi) 

Type of machine 

Lathes  
Milling machines  
EMM« machines  
Shapers and planers  
Threading machines  
Cutting machines (saws). 
Grinding machines  
Tool-grinding machines. 
Special machine tools... 

Total for chip-producing 
machines   

Prestes  
Forging machines.. 
Machines for sheet. 

Total for forming machines.... 

Grand total 

In terms ol'units 

I9SS mi 

54.6 29.9 
1.6 1.8 

13.7 34.2 
4.5 6.0 
0,4 0.3 
15 8.4 
— 0.5 
— 0.7 
— 0.1 

77.3 81.9 

18.3 13.8 

4.4 4.3 

22.7 18.1 

100.0 100.0 

In terms ef weight 

ms mi 

52.7 J»,7 
0,8 2.2 
3.2 6,0 
8.1 10.3 
0.1 0.3 
0.4 2.6 
0.1 0,4 
— 0.5 
— 0.3 

65.4 

27.3 
0.1 
7.2 

34.6 

100,0 

62.3 

29.4 
0.2 
8.1 

37,7 

100.0 
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of highly specialized items is warranted only when the 
consumer market reaches a certain minimum level. By 
way of illustration, a list follows of some of the acces- 
sories which may he legarded as basic for the manufac- 
ture of good quality machine tools with a high produc- 
tivity, which at present are difficult to find on the market : 

Component parts for low-, medium- and high-pressure 
hydraulic circuits; 
Elcctrohydraulic. pncumohydiaulicandelectropneumo- 
hydratilie equipment; 
Component parts for pneumatic circuits; 
Electric motors with brakes. 
Continuous speed variators, mechanical, electric and 
hydraulic; 
Electromagnetic, pneumatic, hydraulic and mechanical 
clutches, simple and compound, dry or oil bath types; 
Revolving tables with hand dividers; 
Hand   and  automatic   high   precision  dividers  for 
milling machines; 
Electromagnetic tables, higher powered than those 
currently manufactured; 
Hydraulic plates for lathes. 

manufactured. This is one of the most important targets 
to be attained by domestic industry. In addition, as has 
already been pointed out. the nature of the problems 
connected with the technological evolution of machine 
tools is such that, generally speaking, they could not be 
tackled competently enough by the smaller firms unless 
they undertake the task o( carrying out more advanced 
projects studied by third parties, or by an agency with 
the necessary technical qualifications, such as the Brazilian 
machine-tools institute. 

In conclusion, the quality and types of the machine 
tools manufactured must in future keep up more closely 
with the increasing needs of the Brazilian machine-tool 
inventory (table 13), as the more advanced manufac- 
turers have done hitherto, so that definitive consolidation 
of the sector may be achieved. 

As regards price levels in the domestic machine-tools 
industry and its competitive positions vis-à-vis foreign 
marnine tools, it is difficult at present to put forward 
conclusive data reflecting the real situation for each 
machine. In this type of industry, such factors as quality, 
complexity, and manufacturing characteristics and tech- 
niques exert a powerful influence on manufacturing costs 

Table ¡3 

TOTAL INVENTORY OF MACHíN* HUMS, I960 

it 

Mofot gmups 

III IV Tola! 

Ï0fK' at ttkit htm- 

htumtlatttm f*f 
mm him'rv Mwmtm tart- of 

MiimiltHtMt   tXittttHttii rU'iitnal ami   Munttlttt utw 
,#/ mt'tal      rUtttHttl tommìmktil'tmi   <>ì trtm\iH>rt 
tiFf»hiit\     mmlnm-rv muti'ritti tmuriai      \umlwr Prnnnagr 

Lathes  I »,»8 
Milling machines  884 
Drilling machines  7,834 
Boring machines  83 
Shapers and planers  2,653 
Threading machines  557 
Broaching machines  38 
Gear-cutting machines  « 
Metal-cutting machines l«*s) 2,6.31 
Grinding machines  453 
Tool-grinding machines  276 

Total for chip-producing 
machines  26,707 

Presses  14,140 
Forging machines  8| 
Machines for forming, bending 

and cutting sheet  2.348 

Total for forming machines 16,564 

Grand total  43.276 

•' I e»er (tun 10 untiv 

9.860 4,263 15,104 40,525 29.5 
2.155 572 2.937 6.548 4.8 
6,1167 3.45V 9.401 26.761 19.5 

218 5V 597 957 0.7 
2,112 724 2,139 7,620 5.6 

35V 332 1.1)77 2,325 1.7 
5« 33 510 691 0.4 

270 36 718 1,033 0.8 
1,842 90V 3,046 8,428 6.1 
1,07V 470 2,970 4,072 3.6 

542 225 1,183 2.226 1.6 

24,563 11.082 39,682 102.034 74.3 

2.240 4.242 8,191 28,813 20.9 
54 " 382 517 0.4 

1,455 1.062 1,135 6.000 4.4 

3,74V 5,304 9.708 35.330 25.7 

28.312 16,386 49,390 157,364 100.0 

If suitable undertakings are to be set up to supplement 
and support the manufacture of machine tools, the prime 
requisite is that domestic manufacturers should interest 
themselves in producing more fully equipped machine 
tools and duly exploiting the resources offered bv semi- 
automation to improve the productivity of the machines 

and cannot be ignored in such comparisons which as a 
result become immensely difficult and in some cases even 
impossible or, if a strictly comparable counterpart 
cannot be found, virtually devoid of significance. Locally 
manufactured machine tools show a wide range of prices 
according to the greater or lesser incidence of these on 
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their manufacture, and this would make for unrealistic 
or meaningless results if a comparison at the level of the 
broad classification of machine tools were attempted; 
such an undertaking would have to be carried out in 
relation to each individual type of machine and for this 
insufficient data are available, besides which, it would be 
outside the scope of the present study. 

Despite the price differences observable in domestic 

machine tools, quotations fluctuate, broadlv speaking, 
around an average of $2 per kg. which mav he considered 
satisfactory. 

Again, since exports of particular machines. Mich as 
certain types of lathes and presses, have been achieved 
and some Latin American countries are displaving 
interest in purchasing Brazilian machine tools, it may be de- 
duced that their price levels fall within an accept a ble range. 

I 





METALWORKING INDUSTRIES IN SOUTHERN ITALY 

Vittorio Yaiitttm. Homrmry President. FIAT, My 

The evolution of melalworking industries in Italy's 
northern section offers no features of immediate interest 
to the developing countries. But the effort under way 
towards the industrialization of the southern regions, 
known as "Mezzogiorno," offers experiences that may 
be useful to most. 

As in these countries, in the Mezzogiorno ite per capita 
income is still low, farming the prevalent occupation and 
industrial activities little developed. Melalworking 
industries, if numerous small repair and maintenance 
workshops are excluded, represent a modest part of 
over-all manufacturing activities. Notwithstanding that 
there are already in operation some considerably large 
plants, the melalworking industries of the Mezzogiorno, 
in per capita terms, represent less than 10 percent of the 
level existing in the northern industrial triangle (Turin- 
Milan-Genoa). 

White in the Mezzogiorno the local-market oriented 
industries (standard foods, soft drinks, woodworking) 
and certain base industries (petrochemicals, steel) have 
already reached a notable degree of development, the 
same cannot be said for melalworking. Accordingly, 
further industrial expansion must be focused on the 
melalworking industries whose market opportunities 
may expand at national and international levels, with 
large labour employment opportunities. 

Similar problems and approaches to industrial ex- 
pansion are found in the developing countries. 

The main characteristic of the melalworking industry 
in these countries is production almost exclusively 
intended for local markets. In the larger countries, pro- 
duction (assembly and manufacture of relatively simple 
products) can cover about half the domestic demand, 
although at high costs; in smaller countries, the melal- 
working activities concentrate essentially on repair work. 

If the development of melalworking industries is to be 
one of the aims of industrialization in the developing 
countries, realization clearly entails sales in wider markets. 
This, in turn, entails the attainment of competitive cost 
and quality levels. 

The problems of competitiveness are still there even 
when a wider market is achieved through economic inte- 
gration agreements with other countries. Here again, the 
Mezzogiorno offers an interesting case study for the 
developing countries, as it is part of the European 
Economic Community; its melalworking industries must 
compele with those of the major industrial concentrations 
in Western Europe. 

Attainment of efficiency and competitiveness at 
European levels is a central problem of the industrial 

policy of the Mezzogiorno. Spevittcalh, such policy aims 
al creating in the new industrial areas of the South ihov 
"external economies" of which the melalworking 
industries of the great industrial centres of the North are 
benefiting in terms of: effective technical and social 
infrastructures; skilled labour: interindustry relations. 

To foster the establishment of such an environment, 
"areas of industrial growth" have been mapped out, 
endowed with the necessary infrastructures and backed 
by large public works through which they are connected, 
or soon will be, directly to the major production and 
consumption areas in northern Italy and the European 
Common Market. An adequate infrastructure system, 
especially transporl facilities, is one of the very necessary 
requisites of industrialization. 

The problem of local shortage of skilled labour was 
tackled in the Mezzogiorno through various programmes. 
In addition to strengthening and expanding primary 
education in general, special vocational courses were sel 
up by public bodies to give an initial training which is 
then completed in the factory. To assist businesses in this 
direction, the Government grants funds to help run 
interttrm schools organized by industries operating in 
the same area. This is particularly helpful for the smaller 
firms that cannot afford lo Irain their own employees 

Screening and (raining locally hired manpower is 
perhaps ihe most dilticult of the many tasks thai any 
production plant starting operations in the Mezzogiorno 
has to handle. Experience teaches, however, (hai the men 
learn quickly and well : and if (he operation is effectively 
organized, the time required for local labour training, 
plani erection and production run-in can be kepi within 
reasonable limits. 

Experience in manpower training in southern Italy can, 
to some exlenl, benefit developing countries still un- 
equipped with appropriate vocational training systems 
Conversely, technical and supervisory personnel should 
be trained, at least in the early stages of 'industrialization, 
in foreign industrialized countries. I his oilers oppor- 
tunities for interesting and feasible technical cooperation 
between developing countries and economically more 
advanced countries, as well as with international organ- 
izations. A successful example of this can he seen in the 
International Labour Organisation training ( entre at 
Turin. 

Lastly, fundamental importance attaches to the 
complex industrial interrelations which melalworking 
industries need and can be provided only in highly 
industrialized areas. 

In these areas, the melalworking industries lind the 
m 
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specialized firms that provide maintenance and over- 
hauling services for their machinery and equipment; 
firms that manufacture on order components and 
assemblies to become part of their end products; stores 
of industrial standard and catalogued products, and all 
the specific services required by the industry. 

The existence of all these ancillary and supporting 
activities und services embodies that technological 
specialization which is the hallmark of the modern metal- 
working industry. It enables the firms availing themselves 
of such co-operation to reduce investments in plants and 
machinery, to attain higher degrees of saturation of 
equipment capacity, to reduce the rates of skilled labour, 
to use manpower more efficiently, to keep material 
inventories down, and generally boost productivity. 

It is clear that supporting and allied activities can be 
established and operated economically only if they have 
enough customers, and this explains why they developed 
to a lesser extent in areas where the metalworking 
industry is still in its initial stage. 

This basic problem has been investigated, with actual 
reference to the Mezzogiorno, in a recent survey con- 
ducted for the European Economic Community by 
ITALCONSULT under the direction of Professor E. 
Tosco. In its conclusions, the case study proposes for the 
Bari Taranto industrial arca the promotion at the same 
time of a number of new major metalworking industries. 
Such industries would be sized to compete on a European 
level and tailored to a minimum input demand to support 
a whole rang*: of tool manufacturers, maintenance and 
repair workshops, und manufacturing and processing 
subcontractors, to be themselves sponsored and estab- 
lished in the area. The over-all dimension of such an 

industrial set-up would justify also the establishment of 
several other industrial services. For the first time, the 
industries there established would enjoy, in addition to 
the customary tax and financing incentives, the basic 
benefits of that milieu industriel that now can be found 
only in the areas of high industrial concentration. 

The study has been approved by the Italian Govern- 
ment and has already entered the promotional phase. 
The implementation of its recommendations, not un- 
attended by difficulties, is an experiment to be followed 
with interest by the developing countries that must tackle 
comparable problems. 

Obviously, a distinction should be drawn between 
countries where metalworking industries are in their 
early stages and those where they have reached some 
measure of growth. In the first, an initial nucleus of 
integrated, up-to-date metalworking industries should be 
established to become a future pole of industrial de- 
velopment. The major industries of such a nucleus should 
be selected from those that, while calling for not overly 
large facilities, and a relatively low rate of skilled labour, 
would as a whole generate sufficient demand for goods 
and services to promote and support the most essential 
ancillary industries. 

In countries where mechanical engineering has already 
made some progress, even if not along well balanced or 
integrated lines, the current Italian experiment might 
offer ideas for completing the ancillary industries system 
by promoting major metalworking industries with high 
requirements for ancillary materials and services, this in 
order to attain such structural balance without which no 
acceptable levels of efficiency and competitiveness can be 
achieved. 



Part Two 

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT Of 
METALWORKING INDUSTRIES 





DECISION »ULES FOR EQUIPMENT INVESTMENTS IN METAL-PRODUCT IN- 
LH STRIES  WITH  SPECIAL  REFERENCE TO  METAL-CHIPPING   AND  METAI- 

CUTTING MACHINES 

G. K. AM*, Cornatala*, Selkerhutés 

I. Til-NDS ANO FKil R» 
Productivity ranking (/) 

Fim, m will try to rank th* metal-product industries 
by world regions, according to a productivity criterion. 
From the United Nations Statistical Yearhook, IMS, we 
obtain a percentage breakdown, by region, of the total 
value added in the metal-product industries in 195« Alvo 
from the same source, we obtain the percentage break- 
down of the total number of persons in the group in the 
»ame regions. By taking the ratio of the percentage 
distribution of value added over the percentage distribu- 
tion of the number of persons engaged in this activity, a 
ranking of regional productivity is possible by using the 
ratio as a productivity indicator. 

Productivity in the North American continent, accord- 
ing to our ranking procedure, is highest: in succession 
come the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, and Oceania 
(primarily Australia and New Zealand). Europe (mainly 
Western Europe» is only in fourth place. Africa and the 
Middle East, Latin America and Asia (East and South- 
east), take fifth, sixth and seventh places in the ranking 
order (table I). 

Produttivi»} ranking [2) 
A second productivity comparison will be made by 

relating index numbers of industrial production for 
certain industrial activities with the index number of 
industrial employment. We will compare the individual 

index numbers among industries per region. In addition, 
we will take the ratio of the index number of industrial 
production over the index number of i ml IM ria I employ- 
ment as an indicator for labour productivity in a specific 
year for a certain industrial activity per region The rati»» 
for 1955 is A; for 1962. B. The same regions as indicated 
in table I are participating in the comparisons. The 
indices and ratio A are presented in table 3 lor ten 
industrial activities as defined in table 2 

If we compare among industries per region, using the 
industrial production indices from table 3, we notice that 
the index for the metal-product industries (JSIC 35 38) 
has the highest value, compared to all other industry 
groups, for the following regions: World. Soviet Union 
and Eastern Europe, North America, Latin America and 
Asia. For Europe, the index is the third highest and for 
the European Economic Community it is second. 

Looking now at the industrial employment index in 
labte 3, we notice that this industry has the highest value 
compared to all other industry groups for the I 'SSR and 
Eastern Europe, North America, East and South-east 
Ask, Europe and the European Economic Community. 
For Latin America the index is second highest, and for 
the world only seventh highest (together with ISK 23, 24. 
29). 

This comparison shows that the melai-product 
industries are of outstanding importance from a produc- 
tion as well as an employment point of view. 

Table I 

PotCÉNTAGÍ DISTRIRt TKIN tN I95S Í» MHAI -PHOOI ( T 
iNDUSttv flSIC 35 3S> 

Jtnrfnm 
ti//«- itäeeä 
in imtmtrx 

Sumher til pertam 
M méntri 

Kulm 

Africa and Middle East .. 0.6 
North America     31.7 
Latta America  |.j 
Asia (East and 

South-east)        3,1 
Excluding Japan     0.6 

Europe     2«.? 
E.E.C         15,6 
F.T.A        »1.5 

USSR and Lastern 
Europe     26.5 

Oceania   1.2 

T&ml too 

*.? 

20 
I3.S 

1.1 
17.« 
J. I 

12.2 

27.3 
1.4 

100 

0.1 

0.8 
0.« 

OS 
2.2 
0.4 

0.3 

Ott 

I 
0.» 

S 
I 
6 

7 

4 

93 
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Table 2 
DtHNIIION Of INIH SIHY (iROL'PS 

Imlrriulinnal Sl¡t*J<ir,l HfuriptUm lit 
Imhurtal i imithiiêlit'it mttuur\ 

¡ISK ) Humbrr 

• 1   3, 511, 512 Milling, manufacturing, electricity 
and gas 

2 2« 22 Fond, beverages and tobacco 
J 23. 24, 2<* Textiles, clothing and leather pro- 

ducts 
4 25 26 Wood products and furniture 
5 27 Paper and paper products 
* il, Iî, 30 n Coal and crude petroleum, chemical, 

coal, petroleum and rubber pro- 
ducts 

1 14 19 VI Non-metallic minerals and products 
8 12,34 Metal mining and bask metals 
» 35-» Metal products 

IO 511,512 1 lectncitj and gas 

If we now look at the ratio of index I over index 2, 
ratio A a» a kind or indicator for labour productivity, 
we notice that, tor the following regions, this ratio is 
higher lor the metal-product industries than for any 
other industry group: World. USSR and Eastern 
Europe (together with IS1C 14 19, 33), East and South- 
east Asia. 

For North America the ratio comes at the third place 
(behind ISIC groups 51 512 and II, 13, 30-32). For 
Latin America the ratio also comes at the third place, for 
Europe at the seventh place and for the European 
Economic Community at the sixth place. 

From »his we may conclude that the growth of the index 
of industrial production for the metal-product industries 
has been less than the growth in the index of industrial 
employment. Of the seven regions distinguished, the 
industrial index was highest in five and the employment 
index was highest, also, for live (but different regions) of 
the seven, but the ratio of the two indices, however, is 
highest only in three of the seven regions. Table 4 sum- 
marises the results of the ranking procedure. 

This gives evidence of the following : 
(a) The metal-product industry is a labour intensive 

industry; 
(b) Mechanization and automation are more limited 

than in certain other industries; 
(c) Choices in equipment with different levels of 

mechanization exist but are presumably not made in an 
optimal way in many cases. 

An optimal choice is not necessarily a choice for tile 
most mechanized equipment. Elwwher*, this author has 
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Table 4 
RANKING ACCORDING TO THE HEIGHT OF INDICES AND 

RATIO A INTFR-INDL STRY PER REGION FOR METAL- 
WTODUCT INDUSTRIES 

World  1%| 
USSR and 

hastern Europe 1962 
North America .. 1962 
Latin America .. 1961 
East, South- 

east Asia    1961 
Europe      1962 
European Economic 

Commutili) ... J962 

Hanking minutimi m htiiiht 
<>) index H/ imluwiul 

( I ) prmlucium   {.') rmpfaymtnt 

I 

Kali« A 
112 

« Relame r*»««'«! thared »uh ISK 2J, J«. & 
^ Relative rwwitiim shared ttith IMC 14. I». J1. 
' Relatite position shared «uh ISIt  27. 

shown that (he choice of equipment in the metal-product 
industries depends on : the wage rale and the interés! rale : 
annual production (size of market I. and the homogeneity 
of production (the si, e of production runs or lots). 

in the second part of this study we will use an atomistic 
approach, in the sense that we will use highly disaggre- 
gated data lo explore lor which metal-chipping and metal- 
cutting operations there are choices or no choice in 
equipment with various degrees of mechanization, and 
how the optimal choice depends on the variation of such 
parameters as wage and interest rale and size of lots. 

The aim of this first part of our study is only to show 
Mtme trends and tendencies by comparison with highly 
aggregated figures. 

Prothttlivin ranking U) 
The same procedure as carried out in table 3 for the 

years 1961 or l%2 was done for the year 1955. yielding 
ratio B. 

Table 5 presents both cross-region ranking and inter- 
industry per regit»« ranking order. 

Noteworthy is the low ranking among industries of the 
metal-product industries in Europe. Cross-region, the 
metal-product industries in Europe rank low, especially 

RANKING A< C<>RIHV<, TO INCREASE IN I AHOIR 
MOtHCTIVITY INOK ATt» M* METAI -M04M CI INOI STRIES 

1955 I%1<62>: ISK 35 38 

Wor W  
I SSR and 

Eastern Europe .. 
North America  
latin America  
I asi, South-east 

Asia    
Europe   
I uropean Economic 

Community   

1*55 19*1 

I9S5 ima 
1955 19*2 
1955 1961 

1955 19*1 
1955 19*2 

1955 19*2 

5" 
2 
6 

95 

compared to North America. Some improvements in the 
efficiency of the group for Europe seem urgent on the 
basis of this comparison. 

Annual production growth rales 
For a number of countries, the average annual rate of 

growth in the industrial production index of the metal- 
product industries is computed for the period 1953 1962. 
Table 6 shows the results. Some countries have amazingly 
high annual growth rates, such as Japan. 72.22 per cent, 
Taiwan, 42.59 per cent and Venezuela. 35.29 per cent, to 
mention only some countries with a growth rate higher 
than 30 per cent a year. Countries with a lower than 5 
per cent annual growth rate during this period are: 
Argentina, Canada, the United Stales and the United 
Kingdom. 

Tabic 6 
AVERAGE ANNI AI RATE IM GROWTH, MI-I AI. PRIM H < is 

(PER (INI VI ARM 1958       100, 
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tiitrut (Taiwan)  56 
Belgium   79 
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Comparing the relative positions of the Untied States 
and Canada in table 6 with the relative position ol North 
America in ta We 5. some evidence is (bund that efficiency 
increases have materialized, possibly by increased 
mechanization and automation. 

Sonw further <mutations 
In trying to interpret the height of the average annual 

growth rate of the index of the industrial production in 
the metal-product industry, the average annual growth 
rale in the index of per tnpiia produci l'or the same period 
was. used as an indicator of over-all economic growth, 
assuming that countries with rapid economic giowth 
would also experience r¡,>id growth rates m (he metal 
product industries. 

Table 7 shows the sample where the dependent variable 
i Hands for the average annual growth rale in the 
industrial index of the metal-product industry and » 
stands for the average annual growth rate in the index ol 
per capita product. The correlation coefficient is not 
high, 0 5944, with a standard error of 14 K246 
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Table 7 
AVERA<;I ANNI AI. (.Rowiii RA ir «>i per capila PRODITT 

INDI*   (V)   ANI)  INDISTKIAI.   PKODK 1    INUIX (»')  Ol 
MI lAI.-l'RODK I   INDI STRHS 

Í iMHtrirs \ )•< 

I nileil Stales  1.10 2.40 
Cunaila  I),<J| 1.67 
Argentimi  I .Kl 1.36 
Bra/il   3.58 12.04 
Vene/nein  3.02 35.2t 
Hungary      5.K2 I2.7H 
Czechoslovakia      6.KI 19.21 
Pillami    6.3V 30.55 
Soviet (mon   «».74 25.71 
India  1.17 35.56 
Japan    11.54 72.22 
China (Taiwan»  3.KH 42.5«* 
Belgium    2.7K 6.61 
trance   4.37 11.11 
Germany If ft.)  6.% 16.47 
Netlierlamlo  3.70 11.27 
Italy     6.53 14.76 
Sweden  3.M3 5.76 
I mied kingdom  .... 2.17 1.15 

« S« iahte 6. 

Finally, an effort was made to explain y, the average 
annual growth rate of the industrial index in the metal- 
products industries, using four independent variables: 
(a) the income per capita, (r>) the size of the population; 
<<•) the product of (a) and (/>). and the average growth rate 
of the index in per capila product. 

More independent variables were introduced, and the 
sample size then reduced to fifteen countries due to lack 
of information. The countries are: United States, 
Canada. Argentina. Brazil. Venezuela, India. Japan, 
China (Taiwan). Belgium. France. Germany (F.R.). 
the Netherlands. Italy. Sweden and the United King- 
dom. 

A multiple correlation coefHcieni of 0.WXI5 was ob- 
tained to which the variables of per capi m income and 
the average annual rate of growth of the pt't apim product 
index contributed most. As the size of the market is not 
only the home market but also the foreign market, the 
introduction of an appropriate variable for the foreign 
market would, undoubtedly, have improved the results. 
Further work is intended lo improve the sample and to 
•ind the hest combination of independent variables. 

II. Tttf AN At VSIS 

In this section, we intend to make the analysis from 
which we will derive decision rules in the last part. 

Aim 
The aim of the anulvsis t», a» the title of this study 

suggests, the derivation of decision rules for equipment 
investment* in metal-chipping and metal-cutting machines 
for a developing metalworking industry. 

It is also suggested thai there is something to decide. 
that a choice among alternative equipment types can be 
made F very hod) who has some experience with the 
metalworking industrv  knows  that, for many metal- 

working operations (tasks) a choice among alternative 
machines docs indeed exist. Even the highly aggregated 
data used in part I suggest the possibility of choices in 
metalworking equipment. If choices must be made, they 
should preferably be made in an optimal way and the 
present study thus should give answers to such questions 
as: which variables determine the optimum choice in 
metalworking cquipmenl and how do these variables 
influence the optimum choice in metalworking equip- 
ment '.' 

The practical questions follow directly: which type of 
analysis must be used to answer the first two questions 
most adequately and, subsequently, to whom are we 
going to direct ourselves, to private or to public decision 
makers? The last question is of importance because, in 
practical life, optimal choices for private or public 
authorities may mean different things. For this reason, we 
state as an additional aim of our analysis that it should 
yield results from which general rules can be derived, 
rules applicable to private as well as public decision 
makers. Hence, the final aim of our analysis can now be 
formulated : the derivation of decision rules on equip- 
ment investments in establishing or expanding a metal- 
product industries for private and or public decision 
makers. 

Scope 
The scope of the analysis should be broad, in the teme 

that its results should cover: 

(a) All countries in the world; 
(A) All scales of production operation; 
(i I All types of metal-products industries; 
id) All types of decision makers. 

In order to achieve this, the analysts must take into 
account the production circumstances which simulate the 
real production characteristics for countries in various 
stages of economic development. To this end a model 
should he developed in which : 

ia) Prices of primary inputs (stock and or flow) can he 
varied in a discrete way simulating the relative scarcity 
relationship of capital and labour (and possiMy of 
foreign exchange) for most-highly. highly, semi- and 
under-developed countries. 

<r>) lot sizes or production runs (defined as the number 
of identical pails produced with a single setup! can he 
varied, simulating small-, medium-, and large-scale pro- 
duction characteristics. 

(i I A number of production tasks should he defined 
which vary according io shape, si*e. and precision, 
simulating in this wav characteristics of all possible type» 
of metal products. 

The v,«nations in wage and interest rates can he con- 
sidered to reflect actual market prices or equilibrium 
prices. gn*ss or net of inflation. Private decision makers 
will be inclined to work with market prices, gross 
of inflation: public decision makers should preferably 
make use of estimated equilibrium pr»«s. net of in- 
flation 
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Type 
We now have to decide on the type of analysis that will 

best meet our previously formulated aims and scope. 
Best fitted for our purposes is a sensitivity analysis: 
basically, we want to know how sensitive machine-tool 
optimalily is when certain parameters are varied. 

A machine is considered to be optimal if it can produce 
a given unit of output at lower total capital and labour 
costs than any alternative machine. 

The sensitivity of which parameters on machine-tool 
optimality do we want to explore? First, of the wage- 
and interest-rale parameters (parameters are given 
exogeneously). Economically, the most-highly developed 
countries will be characterized by a relatively high wage 
rale and relatively low interest rate, under the assumption 
lhal in such countries capital is abundant relative to 
labour, while under-developed countries will be charac- 
terized with a reverse factor-price relationship -that is. a 
high interest rale and a relatively low wage rale under 
the assumption that labour is abundant relative to 
capital. The prices of labour and capital for the middle 
group, highly developed countries and semideveloped 
countries, will be set between the extremes of the most- 
highly and under-developed countries. 

The next parameter that will he varied is the size of 
lois; the variation will be such that all the possible 
scales of production will be simulated. 

The variation of interest rates for equipment capital 
and wage rales for labour and the variation in size of lots 
will be called sensitivity analysis A. 

The introdrction of costs of structures, a type of 
capital, and the introduction of a variation in equipment 
prices (e.g., transportation costs for equipment and the 
application of an equilibrium exchange rate instead of an 
over-valued official exchange rate causes equipment prices 
to be higher in under-developed countries) will be ex- 
plored in sensitivity analysis B. In this analysis, ihe 
efficiency rate of labour will be varied under the assump- 
tion that, in under-developed countries, this rate, as a 
result of such factors as less skill and less work discipline, 
will be lower than the efficiency rate in developed coun- 
tries. 

For the sensitivity analyses we will formulate to'al- 
cost functions, where t>tal costs are a function o'. the 
equipment price, the interest rate, the labour time and the 
price of labour, the size of lots and the efficiency rate, 
from which unit-cost functions will be derived. Hence, as 
machine-tool optimality is defined as that machine with 
the lowest total capital and labour cost per unit, we will 
analyse h«w the variation of the above parameters 
influences the machine-tool optimality. As soon as we 
havc established the sensitivity behaviour of machine-tool 
optimality we can then derive our general decision rules. 

As we have now broadly indicated which type of 
analysis we will apply, something should be said aboul 
the level of aggregation on which the analysis will be 
carried out and which type of data will be applied. The 
analysis will be carried out at the most disaggregated 
level possible by applying engineering estimates of time 
data for metal-machining tasks which are defined for 
certain shapes,  sizes, and precisions.  For each task 

are listed alternative machines capable of earning it out 
Time data for each task on each alternative machine are 
used: time data consist of piece time (machine time and 
hand time) and setup time. Tasks arc also used as the unit 
quantity of output: consequently a task unit is defined 
as an elementary machining operation with a particular 
shape, size and precision for a specific metal. 

By assigning an investment cost to each machine and 
assuming that this study. a> a tirsi approximation, deals 
with only a one-machine one-man relation, we know 
capital and labour requirements (piece times) per task per 
alternative machine. 

By varying the prices of capital and labour in a discrete 
way. and by varying the lot sizes, we can analyse Ka- 
price effect and the lot size effect on the optimal machine 
(sensitivity analysis A). The upper and lower sections of 
figure I illustrate respectively the lot size and the price 
effects on the total-cost function of one machine. The 
effect of a lot size increase on the lolal-cost function of the 
individual machine, for fixed and given prices of capital 
and labour, is two-fold: 

(a) The slope of the curve is affected as the labour 
requirements per unit of output decrease (the fixed setup 
time is divided by a larger number of units in the 
lot): 

ib) The annual productive capacity of the machine is 
increased. In a fixed, given number of annual productive 
machine and man-hours (which are identical under ihe 
assumption of a one-man one-machine relationship) 
more units can be produced as the production lime per 
unit is decreased by producing larger batches. Note that 
within each lot size there are constant returns to scale, as 
can be easily observed in figure I. Shifting from loi size I 
to lot sizes 2 and 3 causes increasing returns lo scale. This 
laller effect is one of the subjects of investigation. 

The unit costs will be measured at Ihe lull utilization 
level expressed in lime units on a one-shift basis of the 
machine. This assumption of full utilization is justified 
as we think in highly aggregaled terms ral her than at the 
level of the individual firm. 

It could be argued that the various sizes of firms sland 
between the individual pieces of equipment and the 
aggregate output and that, al the firm level, the utilization 
is not necessarily 100 per cent; however, this author 
believes that, by varying the loi sizes between extreme 
boundaries, the variation in "productive utilization'* of 
equipment covers all practical cases. 

Figure I also shows whal happens at Ihe individual 
firm level, where the indivisibilities of machines are 
relevant. In an aggregate sense, the indivisibility aspect of 
the individual machines levels out. For ihis reason, wc 
measure the lot size effect at the points of full utilization 
of the machines. Connecting Ihe origin with the points of 
full utilization of a particular machine for a specified lot 
SìA, we obtain straight curves, as shown in the ligure. 

In figure IB we illustrate the effect of price changes of 
capital and labour on the lolal-cost function of the 
individual machine for a given, fixed lot size. The annual 
productive capacity is now constant as the lot size is 
kept constant. Increasing Ihe price of capital and de- 
creasing the wage rate also has a twofold effect: 
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Y'm<ff)Vro(Z2)Vm(23) 
V (Production por year) 

V'm(t,)       lY'mit,)      iVmii»)    4rmd,) 
Y (Production por year) 

Figure I 

EFFECT OF INCREASING RETURNS TO SCALE ON TOTAL COST 
FUNCTION FOR ONE MACHINE FOR A GIVEN AND FIXED PRICE 

OF CAPITAL AND LABOUR 

(a) The intercept, which measures the Axed cost, 
increases from F, to F2 to F3 in our example. 

(n) The slope decreases as the price of labour is dis- 
cretely lowered at the same lime the price of capital is 
increased in a discrete way. 

Unit cost will be measured at ym for each capital- 
labour price set (figure IB). and at each lot size zé (;,, :2, 
;it etc.. figure I A). 

For reasons of simplification, the figure shows only 
the total-cost function for one machine. In fact, for each 
individual task, there are as many cost functions as there 
are economically feasible machines to produce the task 
unit. 

Analysis B is identical to analysis A except for the 
variations in the parameters mentioned earlier. By 
comparing the machine optimality in analysis B with the 

machine optimality obtained in analysis A, the sensitivity 
of machine optimality to the varied parameters as a 
group can be observed. 

The analyses outlined above can best be characterized 
by the term sensitivity analyses, as they compare total 
capital and labour cost per task by keeping certain 
parameters constant and by varying certain others. From 
the changes in total unit cost, which lead to changes in 
optimality, the sensitivity of each parameter or group of 
parameters can be established. 

Assumptions 
The assumptions on which this analysis are based are: 

(a) Complementary or intermediate inputs for each 
machine per unit of product are the same and conse- 
quently omitted. Hence, the analysis counts only the 
capital (in analysis A only the equipment capital, in 
analysis B the equipment capital and the capital invested 
in structures) and labour cost per task unit per alternative 
machine. 

{h) It is assumed that equipment is used 2,000 hours a 
year. Effective utilization, measured in physical output 
per year per machine, varies considerably as a function 
of lot size variation. It is assumed that the fluctuations in 
physical output per year reflect reasonably well the 
fluctuations in annual capacity utilization in actual 
production circumstances. 

(c) The annual potential productive capacity of the 
machines remains constant over the years and is measured 
in physical units, in other words, gross benefits remata 
constant. 

(d) The lifetimes of all the machines are equal ami 
constant. 

(<•) The cost of capital includes interest and deprecia- 
tion. The interest rate is assumed constant throughout 
the lifetime of the equipment. Interest and depreciation 
are maintained constant per year by applying a capital 
recovery factor (CRF) in computation. 

(/) Labour is considered a variable input, but the price 
of labour remains constant over the lifetime of the 
equipment. Under these assumptions, benefits and costs 
are constant over the lifetime of the equipment and there 
is no need to introduce a discounting procedure in the 
calculation. Total costs can be computed on an annual 
basis and remain constant for a given price of capital and 
labour. 

{g) The cost functions are linear step functions under 
the assumption that, for a given lot size, labour inputs 
are constant per unit of output. 

(A) Prices of capital and labour are exogenously given. 
Each set of capital and labour prices is assumed to be 
representative for a specified geographical area with a 
certain degree of industrial maturity. 

(/) For reasons of simplification, we assume that the 
same task unit is produced the year around, varying the 
size of lots. In reality, not the same but comparable task 
units are produced the year around; however, this 
assumption of a uniform task unit in production simplifies 
the analysis considerably and does not affect the con- 
clusions. 
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(¡) Lot sizes are exogenously given under ihe assump- 
tion that they are dictated to the entrepreneurs by size 
and composition of demand. 

The model 
We will now present some of the most essential 

equations of the model, which all refer to one task unit,/ 
The following symbols are introduced: 

c total capital and labour costs for task /on optimal 
machine 

c' total capital and labour costs for task ./' on 
machine / 

k equipment capital for task j on machine / for a 
given lot size zd 

j task unit (> - 1 ... 51); subscripts/ however, 
will generally be omitted: the model refers to 
one task unit, / 

l'(z) labour-output ratio for operator on machine /, 
task/ for a given lot size zä 

m subscript for annual capacity output of a machine 
n number of shifts 
/>' piece time on machine i 
r* price of capital (including depreciation) per year 

(A - I ... 4) 
s' letup time on machine t 
M *       price of labour, per unit of time 
z*       lot size (d    I... 7) 
O total capital and labour cost for annual produc- 

tion on machine / 
E        highest integral number smaller than V (if V 

0,E    -I) 
F efficiency factors 

Fa for illness, holidays, etc. 
FB for allowances for rest and personal care 
Fy for general efficiency level inside and out- 
side the factory, to the extent that it influences 
the productivity of the individual operator (F, is 
assumed to be I in analysis A) 

H potential maximum annual number of machine 
working hours on a one-shift basis 

/' alternative machine, to produce a given task unit 
(superscript i •   I ... 5) 

H' efficient annual number of machine working 
hours 

A new price of machine i capable of producing task 
/' in a given year and country, expressed in 
United States dollars 

V'm       degree of utilization at capacity output 
K¿ annual capacity-output level of machine i 

expressed in tasks / for a specified shift pattern, 
lot size, and efficiency parameters ( K¿ indicates 
a side condition) 

Starting point of the model is a function for total cost : 

C(r,H) - K<[E(U) i  I] r < [Hz)) K> il) 

• The symbols r, w, and i represent continuous variable«; we 
consider only discrete values of these variables, indicated by 
subscripts d and A; however, in the model, these subscripts will be 
omitted in order to simplify the notation. 

where 

and 

and 

then 

/'(:)    ".     ft 

H     h„hHh\H 

nVL H 
>'¿<-*> uz) 

/•o 

where 

and 

then 

0(r.Mj      r K> 
M 

<V.tr) w c'ir,w,z) 

K 

VLU) 
ll.\      "„(í) 

(I.I) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(2) 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

f^z+W*) •-. min [kfa)] r„ !  [l\zd\] w„.      (3) 

d     I... 7      h     I ... 4. 

Equation (I) gives the total unit cost equation with 
definitions of the basic relations in equations (I.I, 1.2, 
and 1.3). 

Equations (2) give two versions of the unit-cost equa- 
tion, with partial relations further explained in equations 
(2.1) and (2.2). 

Finally, from equation (3). the solution of our problem 
comes as it stales that the total capital and labour cost <: 

for the optimal machine is a function of za, rh, and it,,. 
By varying d from I to 7 and keeping h constant, changes 
in optimality of machines can be observed, which are due 
to lot size variation. By varying h from I to 4 and keeping 
d constant, changes in optimality that arc due to price 
variation can be observed. 

The foregoing refers to sensitivity analysis A. lor 
analysis B„ only minor changes in the basic model are 
needed. A new symbol is introduced ¿-', which indicates 
investments in space requirements needed lor worksite 
around machine /: hence, the total investment for 
machine * is (K'     A'). Equation (1.2) is revised as 

H,    Vr\lFBFtU (1.2.1) 
Finally, instead of A', 2A' is used in the equations fur 

analysis B. as the machine investment is assumed as 
doubled. 

Sources ami sixniticamc of dota used 
The ¡asks 

So far, we have only occasionally referred to the data. 
The basic sample was collected in 1955. The sample is 
complete in so far as it includes all the conventional 
metal-chipping and metal-cutting machines. The more 
recently developed numerically or tape controlled metal- 
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working machines arc not included in the sample. With 
the conventional machines we mean all the metal- 
cutting and metal-chipping machine tools excluding 
electronically controlled machine tools. 

As stated, (he analysis is on the task level. How repre- 
sentative is such an analysis lor the derivation of general 
conclusions? The point is that, in actual production 
circumstances, one works with parts. Very seldom does a 
part require only one machining task. Most commonly, 
multiple machining tasks have to be carried out on a part. 
If the lime data by task, supplied by our basic sample, 
can just be added, yielding the same production time 
requirements as a part analysis could have given, there 
is no problem. In that case, one simply analyses which 
basic tasks have to be performed on whatever part one 
might be interested in and. alter having determined the 
magnitude of the relevant parameters, the conclusions of 
our analysis are directly applicable. 

After a careful investigation on this question, the 
conclusion is that for eleven tasks, except those involving 
the lathe family of machine tools, there is no significant 
difference between task and part analysis. For tasks 
involving lathing, there might be a difference because in 
lathes successive steps of mechanization can be dis- 
tinguished most clearly. This means that, by carrying out 
a number of tasks in which a lathe is involved, one 
economizes on production times whenever, because of 
mechanization, tasks can be automatically changed, in 
various degrees, without interference by the operator. 

For this reason, translating the task analysis into a part 
analysis will yield production times somewhat high for 
tasks involving turret lathes and automatic screw 
machines. However, after several trials with modified 
time data, our conclusion must be that the above 
indicated fact affects the outcome of our results in 
only a minor way. 

Task characteristics 
Tasks are characterized by shapes, size, and precision. 

Thirteen shapes, live sizes and three precision classes of 
the work piece were distinguished, as shown in table 8. 

Table S 
CATWHWIFS OF TASK CMARACTFRISTKS 

.V». ( 'iirt'ifiwr / 
(¡enmetrit %httpe 

tu/ni"''»' it 
Size t>t piece 

Catenary Iff. 
Preehitw 

1 
2 

f-'lat surfaces, no contour 
Hat surfaces, external 

contour 

Very small 
Small 

Semi-precision 
Precision 

1 Flat surfaces, internal 

4 
contour 

Cylindrical surfaces. 
Medium High precision 

5 
esternal 

Cylindrical surfaces, 
Large 

6 
li.:'rior 

Drilled holes 
Very large 

7 CMindricul forms, external 
8 Standard screw threads 
9 Standard gear shanes 

10 
II 

Complex shapes 
Irregular periphery, flat 

surface 
12 
13 

Multiple surfaces 
Multiple holes, drilled 

Prices 
Four discrete values of h (price set of production 

factors) arc used which can be roughly identified as those 
prevailing in North America, Western Europe, the semi- 
industrialized countries, and the under-industrialized 
countries. A price set is defined as a wage rate and a 
capital rate that are used in conjunction. The prices are 
presented in table 9. 

Table 9 
CAPITAI, ANO I.ABOI R PRICKS 

l'riii U'I 

«,,,„„ 31 
lifetime 

r»/ 

equipment 

( upilal Haiti' rute 
in í V S/Ar 

North America ... 
Western hurope .. 
Scmi-industrial- 

5 
5 

10 
10 

0.12950 
0.12950 

3.6 
2.0 

i/cd countries .. 
Under-industrial- 

10 10 0.16275 0.45 

i/ed countries ... 15 10 0.19925 0.20 

Lot sizes 

For all tasks, seven lot sizes will be taken into account: 
5, 10, 50. 100,200, 300, and infinite. It is believed that the 
indicated lot size ranges cover all scales of possible 
production operations, that is, small-scale, medium-scale 
and large-scale production. 

Efficiency rate 

The basic data are corrected by certain allowances for 
fatigue and delay, varying with the type of machine, the 
degree of precision and the size of lots. In sensitivity 
analysis A they reflect normal annual production allow- 
ances common in the United States. In sensitivity 
analysis B. the allowances are doubled under the assump- 
tion that, because of differences in skill, differences in 
internal organization and differences in the organization 
of the economy at large, only half the efficiency can be 
obtained from those prevailing in the country with the 
highest industrial efficiency. 

Sample size 

Two sample sizes are distinguished. Sample size I 
includes all tasks for which (economical) feasible 
alternative machines are listed. 

Sample size 2 includes tasks for very large pieces (size 
characteristics, category I!, 5) and single observations. By 
single observations we mean tasks for which no alterna- 
tive machines, no choice in equipment (or capital 
intensity or level of mechanization) exists. Sample size 
I includes fifty-one tasks; sample size 2, thirty-seven 
tasks of which four refer to size 5; and thirty-three to 
single observations. With the latter term we mean that 
for these tasks only one machine is listed as feasible and 
consequently no alternative can be chosen. 

Summary for parameter values 

In summarizing this section we present in table 10 the 
numerical values of the parameters that are varied in the 
analysis. 
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Table 10 
Nl'MKRKAI. VAI.ITSOI  PARAMI 11 HS 

fri,.'»; 
t'rii e i itrttilum 

h 

1 

Hiw 
(«»1 

3.6 

Julian í iipittll r,ift- 

0.12950 
2 2.0 0.12950 
3 0.45 0.16275 
4 0.20 0.19975 

¡til \i:e vurttitiim 
•1 ltu\k unit*] 

1 5 
2 10 
3 50 
4 100 
5 200 
6 300 

As stated, the parameters tor sensitivity analyses A 
and B are the same; however, in analysis B. capital 
includes the amount invested in floor space: fatigue and 
personal and work delay allowances arc doubled and 
equipment capital for all machines is uniformly doubled 
also. 

Problem formulât km 
Sensitivity analysis A 

ProNem: Separate the influences of the following 
parameters on the optimum technique: 

1. The variation of the prices of capital and labour 
(respectively rh and wk, h     I ... 4). 

2. The variation of the sizes of lots (batches or pro- 
duction runs) zd. {d     I ... 7). 

Given: The given parameters can be divided into two 
categories: 

1. Parameters that are kept constant 
(a) Equipment prices for alternative machines /; 
(b) Potential maximum number of machine working 

hours per machine per year; 
(c) Time data—for each task /', piece time (p 

machine • labour time per task unit), and setup 
time (a     make-ready time)—for a number of 
identical task units on each alternative machine; 

(d) Shift pattern, degree of utilization, efficiency, etc. 

2. Exogenously given, parameters that are varied in a 
discrete way—e.g.. parameters for lot size, wage 
rate, and capital rate. 

Procedure: 
I. Find the optimal capital intensity of the machine 

(Ac decision or independent variable) by determin- 
ing the minimum total capital and labour costs 
ic dependent variable) per task unit for each 
machine /'. 
(a) Compute unit cost by equation (2) for each 

machine / for each value of rA and \\h for a given 
and constant zd. 

(b) Determine /* by equation (3) for each value of 
rh and wh for constant zd. 

(c) Determine if / is changing, giving >•,, and n-,, 
different values as h 1.2. 3. 4. tor given and 
constant zd. 

2. Determine whether or not and to what extent a 
variation in lot M/e affects the optimum technique. 
Ut) Compute equation (2f for each machine / lor 

each value of r(/ lor given and constant rh and 

(h) Determine / bv equation (M for each value of :,, 
for given and constant r„ and w,,. 

U) Determine if /' is changing, giving :d its values as 
d     1.2, 3. 4. 5, 6. 7 for each given and constant 
rH and u „. 

Sensitivity analysis B 
Sensitivity analysis B is essentially the same as analysis 

A. Only parameters kept constant in analysis A. such as 
the equipment price and the allowances for labour, are 
varied in analysis B. In analysis B. the costs of structures 
for the worksite oí the operator and the machine are 
included in the capital investment in addition to the price 
of the machine. 

Results 
By having discussed the model and the data we are no* 

ready to feed the data into the model: 
Labour-output ratios are computed with equation I.I ; 
Annual capacity outputs per machine are computed with 

equation 1.3: 
Capital-output ratios are computed with equation 2.2; 
Total unit costs are computed with equation 2. 
Equation 3 yields the result. 

Results of analysis A 
(a) Price effects of capital and labour occur whenever C 

shifts as a result of varying values of r,, and H é for each 
given and constant value of:,,. 

(b) Lot size effects occur whenever ê shifts as a result of 
varying values of zd for given and constant values of rh 

and wh. 
Table 11 summarizes the degree of sensitivity to 

variation in the lot size parameters and indicates the 
variation in capital and labour prices for each task. The 
sensitivity to variation in lot size is defined as follows: 
for each task, for a given and fixed price set. the maximum 
number of changes in machine optimally »lue to lot size 
variation is equal to the number of economically feasible 
machines minus one, multiplied by four (the number of 
price sets). 

Table II 
SENSITIVITY n ASSIIK ATION TO VARIATION IN LOT SIZ*: 

P<VKAMIT|R 

\r». of 
alterna' 

live 
nuickines 

Maximum 

¡hanget 
\(Hí*»P I 

Senuliiltv 
la 

li hm) 

etatiet IH »umher ni ihttnttet 
k m min hiñe iiptimaliti 

hf< mi illuni)      Mkwh) 

per 

\irrt*tï*l 

t 0 0 — 
2 4 0 1 2 3 4 
3 H 0 1.2 3.4 5.6 7,8 
4 12 0 13 4 6 7 9 10 12 
5 16 0 16 7 9 10 12 13 16 
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The sensitivity to variation in capital and labour prices 
is defined below. We distinguish the following optimality 
patterns, per task for each lot size, due to price variation. 
Each pattern or Tour X markings, as listed in table 13, 
has to be analysed independent of any preceding or 
following pattern. 

Depending on the number of economically feasible 
machines, we classify the degree of sensitivity to price 
variation as in table 12. 

Table 12 

SENSITIVITY CLASSIFICATION TO VARIATION IN CAPITAL- 
LABOUR PRICE PARAMETERS 

ITIKIPT»   *W  *•• 11 r Wl       "WMWIP'^nPI'•' 
Uve mmmms 9ft       afrkamige* t* 

lütt é&ttilM&i BWatarÉiaM* 

Smsflhll) dntree 

I 
2 
Î 
4 
5 

14 
21 
2ti 
28 

33 3 66-10 I   II 
$10 11-1* 17 
7 12 13-20 21 
8 14 14-25 26 

• The number of prie* variaüam In the analytn ñ 4; the number of toi ti« 
WMM ta 7. The nun*«» of chañan in machine optimalhy. owing to price 
varialHW. tkptmh mi the number at aMernetitf machine« per task. The maximum 
munhtl « chaaajes i» the number of price vartaiior» mtifttpNed by the numbtr or 
lot «I« variation». 

Table lì 

Opiimtitity pattern 

X    X    X     X 

XXX 

X   X 
X   X 

X   X 

Ximbrr of variaikm M upltmal 
imthinei ft» firm und fixed fa 

XXX 

X   X 

X   X 

In table 14, each task is classified according to its 
degree of sensitivity for lot size and capital and labour 
price variation. For sample size 2, there is no sensitivity 
to either lot size and price variation, except for task 52, 
which shows some sensitivity to lot size variation. 

Table M 

SENSITIVITY OF MACHINE OPTIMALITY TO LOT SIZE VARIATION 
AND CAPITAL AND LABOUR PRICE VARIATION 

Analysis A 

Tmk mi.    Lnt tire varkiliim 

S    I.     M    H    • 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
? 
8 
9 
to 
II 
12 
13 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2« 
27 
28 
29 
SO 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
M 
37 
38 
39 
40 

4 
2 
2 

Prive vorteilt* 

N    I,     M    Hi 

12 
6 

10 
16 

ViiwiVr »/ etnmmkallv 
fnuKilt mmMrnti 

4 
4 

4 
4 

12 

13 

6 
10 

0 
0 

0 
0 

10 

9 

10 

10 

12 
8 

10 
10 

12 
15 

3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
I 
« 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
S 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 

12 2 
13 2 

3 
3 

14 2 
1 

12 2 
14 2 

Remits of analysis B 

Machine price and efficiency rate effects do occur 
whenever «? shifts as a result of doubling the machine 
price and reducing the efficiency rate of labour, keeping 
all other parameters and variations in parameters identi- 
cal to analysis A. 

The sensitivity of machine optimality to variation in the 
efficiency rate and variation in the equipment prices can 
be determined by comparing the optimality markings in 
analysis B with those of analysis A. Any change in 
machine optimality in analysis B compared to analysis A 
is the combined effect of the variation in the parameter 
values changed. 

Table 15 indicates the sensitivity ranking for each task. 
For no task is a high or very high sensitivity observed. 
Considering sample size I from the fifty-one tasks, 
fourteen do not show sensitivity, twenty-six show low 
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Table 15 
SENSITIVITY CLASSIFICATION TO VARIATION IN EFFICIENCY 

RATE AND MACHINE PRICE 

Sfinitivi!}- Numhtr of •hangt* ptr tmk 

None    (N) 
  

in machiiw-ttHil up limali!} 

Low (L) 1 or 2 
«tedium   <M) 2 to 7 
High (H) 7 to 14 
Very high (V) 14 

Table 16 

SENSITIVITY OF MACHINE OPTIMALITY TO MACHINE PRICE 

AND EFFICIENCY RATE VARIATION 

Analysis B 

Task t^mipmtml prkri and Tart Eqiripmrnl prkrt orni 
fficitmv nut rarkukm rßkh-my tait vartaikm 

s l.       M 

2 

H      V 

26 

S L MHi 

1 I 
2 — 27 3 
3   2S 3 
4 2 29 — 
5 1 30 2 
6 6 31 2 
7   32 4 
8 1 33 3 
9 1 34 2 

10   35 2 
II   36 4 
12 2 37 2 
13 2 38 — 
14 — 39 1 
IS — 40 1 
16 I 41 2 
17 — 42 3 
18 1 43 1 
19 — 44 __ 
20 — 45 3 
21 1 46 2 
22 1 47 3 
23 1 48 2 
24 5 49 S 
23 3 SO 

St " 2 

sensitivity and eleven show medium sensitivity. The 
additional thirty-seven tasks or sample size 2 show no 
sensitivity to variation or the relevant parameters. 

111. DECISION RULES 

From the results of the preceding, we can derive 
decision rules ora specific or a general character. We will 
first discuss the specific approach, then the general rules 
for decision on equipment purchases. 

Specific procedure 
One has first to decide whether analysis A or B best 

fits the country under analysis. (It was made sure that the 
omission of structure costs for work sites in analysis A 
had only a minor effect on the optimality patterns.) For 
example, because of transportation cost and the extreme 
scarcity of foreign exchange, an equipment price twice 
the one prevailing in the United States might indicate 
an equipment investment better in many countries than 

the price on the internal United States market. Also, the 
efficiency of many workers in the newly industrializing 
countries cannot yet match that of «he operators in 
mature industrialized countries. Although applicatimi of 
double work allowances in analysis H is somewhat 
exaggerated, in the context of this analysis it is better to 
overestimate rather than to underestimate the variations. 
The results of analysis B may then be considered as ihc 
least favourable limit, and analysis A as the most favour- 
able limit of efficiency and equipment price variation. By 
presenting the upper and lower boundaries of machine- 
tool optimality patterns in this analysis, it is believed thai 
worthwhile insight is supplied, the more so as this refers 
only to efficiency variati tn and equipment price variation, 
while the variations in capital-labour prices and lot sizes 
cover all possible production circumstances. 

Generally speaking, analysis A refers to industrialized 
countries, analysis B to underindustriali/ed countries. 

The next step for the decision makers is to determine, 
in detail, the task characteristics of their product mix. 
Hence, what kinds of shapes do we produce, which piece 
sizes, and what degree of precision do we need? If the 
annual product mix is roughly translated into tasks, as 
defined in this report, an estimate must be made about 
the average size of lots in which production will be 
carried out, say, in the next ten years. Also, the trend in 
the capital and labour prices has to be estimated. As 
equipment may last for ten to twenty years, we should 
make an optimal choice not on the production circum- 
stances of today, but on some period that will be more 
representative in the future. This means, in general, that 
we have to count on a higher wage rale and a snmcwhal 
lower interest rate than the one prevailing Unlay. 

General procedure 
The more general approach for a decision procedure on 

machine optimality is to list which tasks are sensitive to 
which parameters and to maUe some generalizations from 
this. This information is useful as a basis for decisions on 
machine-tool optimality. 

Generalisations from analysis A 
In table 14, the degree of sensitivity was indicated for 

lot size variation and for variation into the price of 
capital and labour for each task. Prom «able 14 we derive 
table 17. In table 17 we distinguish ten categories of 
sensitivity for the effect of capital and labour price 
variation and for lot size variation on machine optimality. 

Table 17 also can be aggregated i nto four major groups 
A. B. C and D. 

Group A consists of categories a. d and c. These are the 
subgroups which show a very high, or high, price 
sensitivity and respectively none, low and medium lot 
size sensitivity. Hence, the sensitivity to price is pre- 
dominant in this group. 

The practical implication is that, for tasks falling into 
this group, one should be alert to the level of capital 
intensity optimal in each country, as one may expect 
optimality to change for the four capital labour price 
areas, which we distinguished. 

However, as the tasks involved arc not very sensitive to 
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Table 17 

SENSITIVITY CATéGORIES FOR PRICE AND LOT SIZE VARIATION ON MACHINE OPTIMALITY 

Ar». t*t imks Definition of etttestorv semitivitv 
ranking Definition ill M>* 

ftr Tmk 
I aftg ity Ahmt Hit («<( Prke IMI the 

""• 
Simpe Siie Precision 

a 10 Very high (None) low 34 7 3 ì 
5 10 J7 

39 
40 
49 

6 

8 
9 
9 

12 

2 

2 
2 
3 
3 

2 

1 
2 
1 
2 

t 
Hiih (Very) high 8 2 2 I 

b 13 a 2 1 
7 13 24 

25 
21 
45 

1 
2 

s 
s 
$ 

12 

1 
1 

2 
2 
3 
1 

1 
2 

2 
3 
3 
1 

1 
2 

(Very) high Medium 3 1 i 1 
c »0 If 12 

20 
» 

•Jl 
33 
33 
M 

4 
42 

2 
4 
* 
« 
7 
7 
8 

1 
to 

4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
1 

3 
4 

2 
i 
t 
I 
î 
2 
1 

2 
2 

4 2 4 Utah Low 

« t 4 Medium nw^torn 32 7 2 I 
Medium Lew 41 9 1 2 

1 Low Very hi|h s 
10 

1 
2 

4 
I 

1 
i 

? 14 w 
19 
21 
» 
SB 

9 
16 

3 
à 
4 
S 

13 

2 
3 

3 
2 
3 
2 
1 

3 
3 

t 
2 
i 
1 
1 

1 
I 

a fwJMÍI II IH (Very) high » 4 2 1 
t 1» 2» 

27 
46 
47 
48 
51 

29 

S 
5 

12 
12 
12 
13 

6 

3 
3 
I 
2 
2 
1 

1 

i 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 

1 
h 2 4 Low Low 43 

14 

11 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 
' None None 15 

22 
3 
4 

2 
3 

3 
3 

S 10 38 
44 

7 

9 
11 

2 

2 
3 

2 

1 
2 

2 
J 2 4 None VeryW§h II 2 4 1 
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Table /« 
SENSITIVITY CATEGORIES AND TASK CHARACTEMISI ICS 

(Analysts A) 

Shitpet Si-,- 
Urtmp     i'aiegiirv      \<t. n/       —- 

»t(«*i        I      2     J     4     5     ft     T     *     •»     111    II    i:   IJ I     :     .1     4 

10* 

a S 1 1 t 1 i .1 
A d 2 1 I 1 1 

c IO 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 !< J 1 S   5 

IT 4 1 1 2 î 2 2 1 1 1 ? ? î 8   M 

b 7 2 1 3 1 » <î J J    I    3 
R c 2 1 t 1 » I    t 

9 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 f> 2 4 2 y 

f 7 1 1 1 <» 1 1 1 *» J 1 y 4 
C j 2 2 1 I i  i 

1 9 1 1 1 2 J » 2 î 4 S   4 

18 1 4 2 J ) J 2 J è ? 2 »   «» 

h 2 1 1 1 1 I    I 
D i S 2 1 1 1 3 2 t   2   2 

? 2 1 1 1 2 1 4 2 2   î  2 

lot size variation, there will be not much choice anioni 
optimal machines as to scale of operation such as between 
small, medium and large, within one price area. 

In respect to generalization of task characteristics we 
can state that tasks, which involve shapes 7, 8. 9. IO and 
12 give very high and high price sensitivity and low lot 
size sensitivity. Shapes I. 2. 4. 6, 7 and 8 give, also, very 
high price sensitivity, but now there is also a medium 
sensitivity to lot size. See table 18 for more details. 

Group B consists of categories b and c. The tasks in 
these subgroups show a high or medium sensitivity to 
both lot size and price variation. The practical implication 
is that the optimally of the machines producing these 
tasks is, for areas with different levels of economic 
development, sensitive to the various price values of 
capital and labour and, within each area, sensitive to the 
scale of operation. 

Primarily, shapes 2. S and 12 are involved with small 
piece sizes. 

Group C consists of categories f. j and g. The tasks in 
these subgroups are predominantly sensitive to tot si« 
variation. 

Of the eighteen tasks involved in the three categories 
f. j and g, thirteen concern cases in which only two 
machines became optimal. 

According to our sensitivity classes, when there are 
four changes because of lot si/e. I hey fall in the class of 
very high lot si/e sensitivity. 

In all these cases a phenomenon occurs that we like to 
call an optimally break, which means that for all price 
sets a certain lot si/e variation causes a uniform shift in 
optimality. for other tusks, this optimality break occurs 
in two or three steps. We indicate below for which tasks 
this optimality break occurs respectively for I, 2, $ lot 
size steps. 

The practical implication of this phenomenon is that 
for certain tasks, anywhere in the world above a certain 
critical lot size the same machine is optimal, independent 

Jrfmiliim 
Oplimaliii brnik Jw ,.„.., >„-, ti#ri*i#|..fi 

Tmk 
Shape Vtór Pm. 

lm li» 
ffWÄJfF? 

1 tu M« %.. w So ni 

5 J 4 , IO 1 so 3 
7 2 i 2 ..„ so 4 
9 2 3 1 IO 2 so 2 

to 2 3 2 — _. so 2 IO» ' 2 
II 2 4 i — so 4 
I6 J î 1 IO 1 so 2 
I7 3 3 2 IO 2 so 2 
I9 4 2 2 IO 2 so 2 
2I 4 3 2 IO 2 so 2 
23 S 2 1 — — so 3 IO» I 
SO I 

' 
1 — — so J too 1 
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or the price variation. For lower lot sizes than a critical 
range there is lot size and price sensitivity, hence for the 
smaller scale production processes. Although all these 
tasks are classified as highly sensitive to lot size variation, 
the variation itself is concentrated ina narrow range, mostly 
between lot sizes 10-I0U. From then on there is no, or 
very little, sensitivity to lot size,as well asto price variation. 

Group D consists of categories h and i. The tasks in 
these groups show no or low sensitivity to both lot size 
and price variation. The practical implication is that 
metalworking tasks within these two sub-groups have to 
be carried out by the same level of r .hanization any- 
where in the world. 

Generalizing further, we can say that the smaller the 
work pieces (task units), the lower the precision require- 
ments; the more common the shapes of especially flat, 
cylindrical and multiple surfaces, the higher the price and 
lot size sensitivity will be. 

The findings for sample size 2, the thirty-seven tasks 
with no price and lot size sensitivity confirms, in a sense, 
our generalization based on sample size I. 

In sample size 2, for example, eleven tasks concern 
very large pieces, nine tasks concern large pieces; eight 
tasks require high precision, fourteen tasks require 
precision, and eight tasks concern complex shapes and 
irregular periphery flat surfaces. Here we find, in general, 
larger sizes, higher precision requirements and less 
common shapes which tend to reduce the number of 
economically feasible machines and consequently the 
possibility of price and lot size sensitivity. 

Generalizations from analysis B 
As to variation in the efficiency rate and the price of the 

machine, we notice from table 16 that no single task 
shows high or very high sensitivity. 

From tables 19 and 20 we may conclude that primarily 
tasks (sensitivity ranking M) with shape 5 (cylindrical 
surfaces, interior), shape 7 (cylindrical forms, external) 
and shape 12 (multiple surfaces) show medium as well 
as low sensitivity. 

Certain tasks (sensitivity ranking L,N) with flat surfaces 
(1,2, 3), cylindrical surfaces (4, 5). drilled holes (6, 13), 
and standard gear shapes (9), show low sensitivity, 
certain others with the saine task characteristics show no 
sensitivity. 

In general, one can say that all tasks sensitive to price 
variation will be, in principle, also sensitive to a doubling 
of the equipment price. 

Reducing the efficiency rate will favour the more 
mechanized equipment types relative to the less mechan- 
ized equipment types as, with the former, the speed of 
work is dictated more by the machine. This will, in 
principle, reinforce the lot size sensitivity. The combined 
effect of equipment price doubling, which favours the less 
capital-intensive alternative machines, and reducing of 
the efficiency rute, which favours the more capital- 
intensive alternative machines is, to a certain extent, 
compensatory. 

Concluding remark 
The general decision rules are necessarily less precise. 

Most important is: what kind of tasks will be most 
frequently produced? In part III of this study we have 
indicated for which kind of tasks one may expect various 
degrees of sensitivity in machine optimality, for variation 
in the prices of capital and labour and in lot size (analysis 
A), and the sensitivity to variation in the price of the 
machine and the efficiency rate (analysis B). As soon as 
one, on the basis of this general information, may expect 
sensitivity, more accurate information can be obtained 
by following the decision rules outlined in the first 
section of part III. 

Table 19 
SENSITIVITY CATEGORIES FOR EQUIPMENT PRICE AND 
EFFICIENCY RATE VARIATION ON MACHINE OPTIMALITY 

So. Definition nfcaleitory Task Definition ol task 

of sensitivity ranking Ml,  — 
talks Shape Sin Precision 

6 2 1 
24 2 2 
25 2 3 

II Medium (M> 27 3 2 
28 3 3 
32 2 1 
33 2 2 
36 1 1 
45 12 1 1 
47 12 2 1 
49 12 3 2 

1 2 1 
4 3 2 
S 4 1 
• 2 3 
f 3 1 

12 4 2 
13 2 1 
16 3 1 
18 2 1 

21 Low(L) 21 3 2 
22 3 3 
23 2 I 
26 3 1 
» 2 1 
31 2 2 
34 3 1 
3S 3 2 
37 8 2 1 
39 9 2 2 
40 9 3 t 
41 9 3 2 
42 10 4 2 
43 tl 2 2 
m 12 1 2 
m 12 2 2 
st 13 1 2 

2 1 2 2 
3 1 3 1 
7 2 2 2 

14 None(N) to 2 3 2 
It 2 4 1 
14 3 2 2 
IS 3 2 3 
17 i 3 2 
19 4 2 2 
20 4 3 1 
29 6 1 1 
38 9 2 1 
44 11 3 2 
50 13 1 Î 
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ORGANIZATION OF A MACHINERY CENSUS AND USE OF CENSUS DATA WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO INDUSTRIALLY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Améerton Aûémn, Editor. American Machinist 

l\TROtU< tKIN 
An inventory, or census, of machine tools and other 

production equipment uied by the metal working indus- 
tries is taken in a number of countncv In some countries 
this ha» been done only once, in others the studies have 
been repeated at fairly regular intervals. 

All of the studies hjve certain feature» in common. This 
i« fori tinaie because it permits a nation starling such a 
study for the first time to (imi report* with which useful 
comparisons can be made It als*» suggests that any 
country about to plan such a census would do well to 
tollt m the general pattern. 

The first known national count of production equipment 
was in the United State* in I »2$ by American M m hinìst. a 
maga/ine published by McCiraw Hill Inc. of New York. 
Tbc editor at that lime »as Kenneth H. Condii and the 
general manager »a» Mason aVitton They developed 
the concept The Mud\ was directed by William K Irish, 
¿»•untate editor 

The reason for that tirsi inventory wat plainly slated: 
"lor fifty yttts the 4mcn,am Moihmist hat served the 
makers and users nf metal» »ri ing equipment of all kinds, 
r r«wa it* ttrst i»*ue it ha« urged the une of the most 
modern equipment and the wrapping of obsolete tools. 
Now. to advice and exhortation, it take» pride in adding 
actual figures on the entent to which modern equipment 
m in ute. It is hoped that users »>f equipment of this type 
will study the figures to make sure that their own equip- 
ment in in better shape than the average, and that 
builder« »ill Hm! in the figure* texts for sate* arguments to 
present to ultra-conservative buyer«." 

The original purpt «c ¿hen was to provide a measure of 
the degree of modei ni/ation in industry. It was obvious 
that some yardstick was needed for measuring obsoles- 
cence and the yardstick chosen was age. with the dividing 
line being an age of ten years. 

The originators recognized that it would be more 
logical to apply different age standards to different types 
of equipment or to evaluate the productivity of each 
individual machine, but they also recognized that neither 
course was practical. They said that a "survey like this 
one would fall of its own weight if it attempted to be too 
precise and in so doing introduced into the questionnaire 
a mass of complication so forbidding that no one in his 
senses would attempt to answer it. Furthermore, the task 
of analysing data based on different standards of machine 
life would be quite beyond the bounds of practicability." 

Although the ten-year yardstick has to be used with 
understanding, it proved so satisfactory that it has been 

adopted by the organizers of every other census in which 
any effort is mude to measure modernization. 

But even that first inventory had important uses besides 
the stimulus to modernization. The lads about the dis- 
tribution of different kinds of equipment in different 
industries proved different from what most people 
concerned with industry had thought, li turned out that 
not nearly so much concentration of specialized machines 
in certain industries existed as had been generally 
thought. Thus, the screw-machine products industry had 
scarcely 6 per cent (in 1925) of the screw machines, the 
bulk of the machines actually being used to make parts 
in other industries. 

The first inventory also pointed up the problem of a 
lack of a well-defined distinction between different 
classifications of equipment. This led lo a study of how 
to classify machine tools. A Subcommittee on American 
Machinist's Questionnaire, in the Durable (ioods 
Industries Committee of the United Stales (iovernmcnl. 
was formed. The problems of nomenclature for machine- 
tools will always be with us. but Unlay we have general 
agreement on most of the older types of machines. 

The results of that 1925 inventory were published on 
12 May 192?. It may be of interest that they showed that 
44 per cent of the equipment was at least ten years old. 
The total number of machine tools reported in metal- 
working plants in the United States was 920,000, and 
the estimated total in the country in all industries was 
1.2 million machine tools. 

Interest in the inventory was so great that it became a 
regular part of American Machinist operations. That first 
inventory included sixteen different industrial classifica- 
tions but did not include any geographic breakdown. The 
1930 inventory was made on the same industrial basis 
but added a geographic split into eight areas. 

Basic changes were made in 1935. Division mio twenty 
industrial categories was made and the geographic- 
division was enlarged. This arrangement was continued 
in 1940 and 1945. 

Extensive changes also were made in the fifth inventory 
in 1949. The industrial and geographic breakdowns were 
revised and there was an added age category to show 
equipment more than twenty years old. The geographic 
pattern was revised again in 1963 but has remained 
unchanged since then. The industrial division has been 
refined almost at each new inventory. The most recent 
inventory, the ninth, taken in 1963 reports on equipment 
in forty-four industry categories, twenty-four geographic 
areas, and three age classifications. 
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The types of equipment studied, and the method of 
classifying them, huve also been changed. In the first 
inventory 117 types of equipment were charted. A number 
of peripheral types have since been dropped and other 
types have been subdivided. Currently, the inventory 
covers 166. 

Many of these changes have been made reluctantly 
because of the problems they create in comparability of 
one study with the next. They were made because 
experience in using the studies or changes in the structure 
of the machine-tool park made them desirable. Some 
changes can be made without creating a problem. To 
subdivide a type of equipment, an industry, a geographic 
area, or an age period does no harm. It provides more 
detail, without damaging comparability. Thus, a classifi- 
cation of automatic bar machines can be subdivided into 
single- and multiple-spindle with no loss of the ability to 
make comparisons with previous years, but with a clear 
gain in information. However, if two geographic areas 
are divided into three along different lines, there is a clear 
loss in comparability. 

Currently, basic changes in the approach will have to 
be made to accommodate the basic changes in equip- 
ment created by the rapid spread of numerical control. 

The next country to undertake a comparable study on 
a regular basis was Japan. The first Japanese census of 
machine tools was made in 1952. A second was made 
in 1958 and a third in 1963. I believe it is the current 
intention to repeal the study at five-year intervals. The 
Japanese study is made by the Machine Tool Equipment 
Croup, Machinery Statistics and Survey Department. 
Survey and Statistics Bureau, Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry (MITI). 

The Japanese study gives results for seventeen types of 
metal-cutting and metal-forming machine tools a: d for 
welding equipment. Classifications arc by size of plant 
(six), by type of industry (eight), by area, and by age 
(under live years, five ten, ten-fifteen, fifteen twenty, 
more than twenty years). 

France was the next country to undertake the study on 
a regular basis. The first French study was in 1955 and 
subsequent studies were made in I960 and 1965. At the 
time of this writing, the 1965 report had not yet been 
issued, so the I960 report is here treated as the latest. 
The studies arc by the Department of Electrical and 
Mechanical Industries of the Ministry of Industry. 

The I960 study reports on twenty-four types of metal- 
cutting and metal-forming machine tools. It covers nine 
industries and provides a detailed age breakdown. The 
original study broke ages into five, ten, twenty and 
thirty years. The second study made it five, ten, fifteen, 
twenty-five and thirty-five years. The third study will 
cover five, ten. fifteen, twenty, thirty and forty years. The 
reason for this approach is that the study is tied to fixed 
calendar years of acquisition (before 1925, 1926 to 1935. 
etc.) No geographic breakdown is considered necessary 
by the French. 

There was discussion for some time of a census in 
Canada, ano various groups approached American 
Machinist about enlarging its inventory to include 
Canada. American Machinist felt that such a study should 

be made by a local organization and offered to assist such 
an organization in establishing procedures. 

The first Canadian census was made in 1958 by 
Canadian Machinery and Mela/working, a magazine 
published by MacLean-Hunter in Toronto. The procedure 
was essentially the same as in the United States, except 
that no area dix ision was made. The study is scheduled 
for five-year intervals and was repeated in 1963. At that 
time it covered sixteen industries and 159 types of equip- 
ment. 

In Italy, a census was made to cover the status of 
machine tools at the end of 1958. ISTAT (Instituto 
Centrale di Statistica), the officiai Government statistical 
agency, made the study at the request of UCIMU 
(l'Unione Costruttori Italiani Macchine Utensile), the 
Italian machine-tool builders' association. It was ori- 
ginally planned to make the study every five years. 

The Italian study was extremely detailed. It covered 
sixty-five types of equipment, fifty-nine industries and 
ninety-one geographic areas. Equipment was classified 
into age categories with divisions at five, ten and twenty 
years. Equipment in all classifications is reported as of 
domestic or foreign origin. 

There was an earlier study made in Italy, in 1938 by 
ISTAT, but it was not made public. 

A similar study was also made in Germany in l°38, but 
not published. In 1953, a study was made in West 
Germany by VDMA (Verein Deutscher Maschinenbau- 
Anstalten), the machinery association with headquarters 
in Frankfurt-Main. This study has not been repeated. 

In I960, a report on the steps needed to increase 
productivity in Great Britain was made by a Royal 
Commission. Known as the Mitchell Report, it recom- 
mended that a regular count be made of machine tools in 
Britain similar to American Machinist's. 

A McGraw-Hill company in Britain was selected for 
the work by the Machine Tool Trades Association. The 
survey was made in 1961 by Metalworker Production, 
published near London. 

A second British census was taken early in 1966 and 
published during the summer of 1966, but was not 
available when this paper was prepared. That census 
covers sixteen industries und 174 kinds of equipment. In 
addition to reporting on i'ge groups divided at ten and 
twenty years, it reports on whether the machines are of 
domestic or foreign origin. 

The Economic Commission for Latin America 
(ECLA), an agency of the United Nations, has been 
instrumental in three censuses. The first, in I960, was in 
Brazil and reported on forty-four types of equipment in 
four industries. No age data was included. This study 
was made in co-operation with the National Development 
Council. 

A more detailed study was made in Chile in 1962. This 
included thirty-six types of equipment, fifteen industries, 
four plant size categories, three areas, and age groups 
dividing at ten and twenty years. This study was made 
by the Instituto Chileno del Acero (Chilean Steel 
Institute). 

In 1963, a census was made in Argentina by ECLA in 
co-operation with CONADE (Argentine National Deve- 
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lopment Council). At the time of writing, copies of the 
Argentine study were not published, although some data 
from it was available. One previous study had been 
made in Argentina in 1957 by the Chamber of Machine 
Tools, but it was based only on estimates provided by 
machine-tool builders. The 1963 study included some 
2,000 plants using machine tools. 

In addition to the censuses that have been described, 
most of which are published and made available to plant 
managers, engineers and others, there are a number of 
countries in which the governments, often through 
machine-tool research institutes, conduct periodic cen- 
suses of machine tools used by central planning organiza- 
tions but not made generally available. Such studies are 
generally similar in nature to the public censuses de- 
scribed here. However, because they cannot be used on a 
broad basis by plant personnel for evaluating perform- 
ance or for determining market requirements, their 
usefulness is limited. They are, therefore, outside the 
scope of this paper. 

To summarize this historical introduction, there are 
now nine nations which have relatively current censuses 
of machinery installed in production plants. It may be 
interesting to note that in three (Canada, Great Britain 
and the United States)a census is made on a regular basis 
by a private publishing company. Three others (France, 
Italy, and Japan) have censuses taken on a regular basis 
by a Government agency. The other three nations 
(Argentina, Brazil and Chile) have censuses taken co- 
operatively by an agency of the United Nations and 
agencies of the Governments. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE CENSUSES 

Now a closer look at the method of operation of these 
censuses: Because American Machinist Inventory of 
Metalworking Equipment is the original census, having 
been taken nine times since I92S, and has set a general 
pattern for all the others, and also because it is the one 
with which I am most familiar. I will describe the proce- 
dure in some detail and then comment briefly on the 
variations in the other countries. 

The current procedure for a census begins with a 
careful review of the types of equipment to be included. 
Suggestions are invited from many quarters—government 
agencies, marketing consultants, and users and manu- 
facturers of machine tools. All the suggestions are 
arranged in the order of types of the last previous 
inventory; then, a group of experienced senior editors 
reviews each proposal in turn. Consideration must be 
given to developments in types of equipment since the 
last inventory, but changes must be held to a minimum to 
preserve continuity. 

The American Machinist inventory is confined to plant 
equipment in the «net al working industries. Note that it 
includes equipment used for maintenance purposes in 
these industries and equipment used in toolrooms as well 
as production equipment. But it does not include 
machine tools used for maintenance or toolroom work in 
other industries such as chemical, tobacco or wood, or in 
transportation or service operations. It has never been felt 
that the need for accurate information in these areas 

was great enough to justify the time and expense ol 
collecting the dala. 

The United States Government has dcu'lnncd a 
classification system for machine tools, called the "Pro- 
duction equipment code". Similar coding systems hau* 
been developed in a number of countries. This system is 
followed, in selecting the classification of types of 
equipment, as closely as seems practical. At the time of 
any given inventory, there always seems io be some 
significant types for which code numbers have not been 
developed, and in these cases we depart from the code. 

The major problem with the next Inventory is how to 
integrate data on numerically controlled machines. 
Several methods have been proposed, but none meets all 
the requirements. 

During the same planning stage, final determination is 
made on the other classifications. No change has been 
made in the age classification since 1949. Originally, the 
inventory provided two categories: less than ten years 
old and older. No date could possibly be selected on 
which all machines would suddenly become obsolete, but 
a uniform standard of some kind is essential. 

Because many types of machine tools have considerable 
useful life after their tenth year, there were pleas to 
broaden the yardstick. This was done in 1949 when the 
twenty-year division was added. 

It has been suggested from time to lime thai a five-year 
measure should also be added, but this is not considered 
necessary; with data divided into three groups al the 
ten- and twenty-year marks and with detailed data on 
the yei'rlv shipments of machine tools available, it is 
possible to make interpolations of equipment holdings 
that are accurate enough for most purposes. 

Industrial classification is a more difficult problem. 
Every manufacturer would like lo see a classification that 
included only his plant and his direct und close com- 
petitors. Thus he would be able to make studies of his 
own capability. The tendency over the years has been lo 
provide ever more detailed industrial breakdowns. In the 
1963 inventory, the data was broken into nine major 
industries and these were in turn divided into subgroups 
to make a total ol forty-four separate industry groups on 
which data was tabulated. These groups follow the 
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) formal. Geo- 
graphic classification has not been changed since I9S3. A 
division into twenty-four areas that follow natural trading 
habits within the country has been developed. This proves 
satisfactory to most people, though there are always some 
who would like to see a finer geographic breakdown. 

No classification of the data has ever been made on 
size of plant other than to run small demonstration 
studies to give an indication of the relationship. I)ai< 
on size of plant is available, of course, so that such a 
study could be made. 

The method of tabulation that is going to he used 
should be fully developed during the planning stage and 
the questionnaire should then be designed to suit it. In 
the case of the American Machinist inventories, the early 
ones were tabulated with adding machines. Later, ten or a 
dozen plant reports at a time were summarized by high- 
speed electric equipment after the data was punched on 
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cards. It has not yet been determined whether the data 
will be handled by tard or by tape for the next inventory 
With each change, the form and spacing of the question- 
naire has been adjusted to suit the changed methods of 
tabulation. 

The questionnaire is complex, and in the case of a large 
plant requires much time to till out. filling out the forms 
for the Ameritan Machinist inventory is. of course, not 
compulsory. Therefore, the inventory represents an 
expansion of a sample. 

To obtain the sample, questionnaires are sent to each 
plant, in the melalworking industries, that has twenty or 
more employees. Mcíiraw Hill maintains a census of 
manufacturing plants that is used as the mailing list for 
the 1963 inventory, «his census contained 34.266 plants 
in the melalworking industries. Repeat mailings were 
made to all the plants that did not reply Three mailings 
were made in all. A total of 7.370 plants returned 
questionnaires thai could he used in the tabulations 
These plants represented 21 per cent of the plants in 
melalworking and employed 27 per cent of the 7.448,000 
production workers. 

bach questionnaire was classified according to industry 
(forty-four) and area <twenty-lour». Thus, questionnaires 
were sorted into 1.056 cells, bach of these cells was ex- 
panded individually by data processing equipment, 
incidentally, in placing the data on cards it was necessary 
to use one punched card for each type of equipment in 
each plant. While the cards used for the 1963 inventory 
were never counted, there were an estimated million. 

I xpansion is based upon employment ratios. In each 
cell, containing plants in one industry and one geographic- 
area, it is assumed that there will be a consistent ratio 
between workers and each type of machine In addition 
to Ihe expansion based on si/e of sample, a small correc- 
tion is put into each industry, varying for each, to correct 
for the omission of plants with less than twenty employees. 

In addition to a single summary table that reports the 
total amount of each type of equipment, by age group, 
tables are prepared and published showing the totals for 
each industry ;>nd lor each area. Because this is the f».rm 
in which most planners in plants would use the data, these 
tables are given wide distribution through publication in 
the maga/ine and through distribution of reprints, bor 
some purposes, it is more con» ritieni to have the data 
arranged by type of equipment ruhe, than by industry 
and area: thus, the same data is also assembled into 
equipment tables. A single table, for example, shows the 
number of each type of boring machine in each industry 
and. in each area, by age group. Because these tables 
present Ihe same data, they are not published in the 
maga/ine but are available to those who find this 
arrangement more convenient. 

The I%3 inventory was to represent conditions in 
January 1963. The first mailing of data forms was in 
December 1962. with the second and third mailings in 
January and bebruary. Data collection was complete in 
March. The results were published in June 1963. 

The latest Japanese study covered equipment in the 
following basic classifications: lathes, drilling machines. 
boring machines, milling machines, planers, grinders. 

transfer machines and »>lher cutting types: bending 
machines, hydraulic and mechanical presses, shearing 
machines, forging machines, wire forming, die casting, 
and arc and resistance welding. 

Plants are classified into eight industries in the 
Japanese study: iron and steel, non-ferrous, metal 
products, machinery.electrical machinery, transportation 
equipment, precision instruments, and ordnance. 

MITI prepares ihe survey forms and distributes them 
to local government offices. The local ornees hire people 
to call at the plants with the forms. MITI reports that it 
surveys all plants with thirty or more workers and 
samples every sixth plant with four to twenty-nine 
workers. 

The I rent h study is done on a sample basis, expanded 
by the use of data on the number of workers. The original 
brench study, done in 1955. had considerably more 
detail in both type of equipment and industry than did 
the I960 study The reason for the reduction seems to 
have been that "particular difficulties were encountered, 
coming not only from the inherent imprecision of studies 
by sample when individual cases offer great disparity, bul 
also from errors concerning the age of the machines, 
errors made rather frequently, it seems, in answering the 
poll, and resulting in certain contradictions in the results", 
according to Henri Ournac. chief engineer, of the 
Ministry of Industry, in his introduction to the I960 
study. 

Because of this problem, the brench have undertaken 
an interesting study to see if it is possible to develop 
mortality tables ila hi de rihUmnage) predicting the 
number of machines that will be kept in service at any 
given time. The brench do not propose to replace the 
five-year census with the mortality study -they intend to 
tont mue and to try to improve the census. Howe- cr. they 
Ilei that with the new law serving as a bridge between 
the censuses and the annual reports on new machines 
placed in service, more continuous data on industry 
would be available. There is also the possibility of using 
the mortality law. if it can be developed, to forecast 
future trends 

By far the most complete and detailed census of 
machine tools I have ever seen is the one made in Italy in 
1958. 1ST AT reports that it gets data from more than 
90 per cent of the machine tool users and it reports in 
great geographic detail dividing the country into 
ninety-one areas. The detail on types of equipment is not 
as great as in the United Stales, but the detail on industry 
and age is greater. Perhaps the work involved i.i such 
detail is the reason that the census has not been repeated 
on the planned five-year schedule. 

The Canadian and British censuses are very much like 
the one in the United States, both in terms of the detail 
they include and the manner in which they are handled. 

The censuses in La;in America are probably more 
similar to the first census thai would he made by any 
developing nation than are any of the ones we have 
discussed so far. In each case ECLA, familiar with the 
American Machinist inventory, has provided technical 
assistance and encouragement. 

In Brazil. F.CLA actually did the entire job in co- 
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operation with local government agencies. The first 
requirement for any such census is details on the number, 
type, size and location of the manufacturing plants. In 
Brazil in I960, this information existed only in the Slate 
of Säo Paulo. As a result, the Brazilian census is really a 
sample study of the State of Sâo Paulo which has after- 
wards been extrapolated to cover the entire country. 
Although ECLA has not indicated any intention of 
continuing the study in Brazil, the Brazilian Association 
for the Development of Basic Industry (ABDIB) is 
reported to be planning the continuation of the census 
on a regular basis. 

In Chile, data was first collected by mail, followed by a 
personal canvas by students at the universities. Alto- 
gether, it was estimated that 75 per cent of the industry 
of the country was covered. All the tabulations were 
handled by punched card (the people handling the census 
were following in detail the procedures followed by 
American Machinist). However, details by industry and 
area were given as reported and only the grand total was 
expanded to represent the probable total for the entire 
country. 

UTILIZINO INVENTORY DATA 

As with any basic set of statistics, many uses can be 
made of the information in a machine-tool inventory. 
There are four basic groups that can use this data to 
advantage. 

Simple, direct comparisons can be made by the 
managers of individual plants. This is easiest to do when 
the plant has retained a copy of the report it has tiled 
on the machines in the plant. This report can be compared 
with various classifications of the finished inventory. 

One of the most effective tools of modern management 
is to gauge performance of a plant in comparison with 
other plants of similar nature, using various factors and 
ratios that can be precisely measured. With the machine- 
tool inventory, the manager can measure the ratios of 
new to old equipment, of distribution among various 
types of equipment and of proportion between workers 
and machines. In the United States, a number of large 
companies with multiple plants prepare studies com- 
paring the various plants with each other and with other 
plants doing similar work. 

There have been cases in which such comparisons have 
revealed that a plant was falling behind in equipment 
modernization. This may be revealed either by a declining 
percentage of new machines, by a significant shift by the 
rest of the industry to new types of machines, or by a 
sharp difference in the ratio of machines to workers in the 
plant. 

In a period when international trade competition is 
growing, the plant manager may also find it worth his 
while to see how his plant stands in comparison with 
competitors in other countries. 

The second group that can make effective use of a 
machine-tool inventory is made up of firms that manu- 
facture machine tools. Such a study will give a more 
detailed picture of the nature and location of the markets 
for machine tools than can be obtained in any other way. 

The third group that can use the inventory is made up 

of the firms that manufacture products used in con- 
junction with machine tools. These may be cutting tools. 
holding devices, electric motors, bearings, other parts or 
accessories, or they may be materials processed by the 
machines. For all these firms, data on machine tools 
provides much the same type of information on the 
nature and location of markets in an indirect fashion that 
are provided directly for machine-tool builders 

For example, a plant that manufactures dies for thread- 
rolling machines will find that data on the number and 
location of thread-rolling machines will be of great help 
both in planning the distribution method and in evaluat- 
ing the performance of the people responsible for 
distribution. 

Both of these groups will need data that is detailed as 
to type of machine and industry classification and (if the 
country is large) which divides the country into logical 
areas. 

Finally, the data contained in such inventories is 
valuable for national planning by government agencies 
and by associations or groups of firms. The data helps 
measure the direction and extent of changes that arc 
taking place in the production capability of the natii n. 
Such data gains in value as it becomes available at 
repeated intervals. 

On the national level, such data can be of particular 
value in discovering whether particular industries need 
additional incentives for development. In the United 
States, for example, the American Machinist inventories 
have provided evidence that was influential in the revision 
of tax policy as it related to capital equipment. 

INVENTORY ni-:oriKtMINIS 

Any country that plans to conduct a census or inven- 
tory of metalworking equipment must start with a list of 
the plants using such equipment. If a good list does not 
exist, the first step is to compile one. 

In many countries, such a census of manufacturing 
plants is taken and maintained by the government. In 
some countries, such a census is also maintained on a 
continuing basis by a publishing company. Il makes no 
difference what source is used for the list if it is a good 
one. 

The next step is to select the types of equipment that 
will be covered. A comparison of the lists of equipment 
used in other censuses, as well as some knowledge of the 
type of manufacturing done in the country, will be helpful 
in developing this iisi. 

In selecting the list of equipment it must be remem- 
bered that the shorter and more general the list the easier 
it will be to collect the data. On Ihe other hand, the 
longer and more detailed the list the more useful and 
informative will be the resulting statistics. The list must 
be selected to balance these conflicting requirements. 

The method by which the data will be collected should 
be selected and the method of tabulation should also re- 
determined before the questionnaire is prepared. 

In general, the data can be collected by sending a form 
through the mail, or by individual visits to plants. 
Usually, a developed country will find the mail satisfac- 
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levy. If there are particular problems in getting question- 
naires delivered to plants or in getting them filled out, the 
slower and more expensive use or interviewers may be 
necessary. 

Decisions must also be made at an early stage as to 
which industries will be covered and in what detail they 
will be reported. All of the existing studies concentrate 
on those industries that use machine tools as a major 
factor in making a product—the metalworking industries. 
They usually include equipment in toolrooms and that 
used for maintenance purposes in these industries, but 
they do not generally include the equipment used for 
maintenance in other industries (such as chemical, food 
processing and textile) or in service shops. 

TN reason is two-fold: first, the usefulness of the 
studies of equipment used for production is much greater 
than the usefulness of a study of equipment used for 
maintenance; second, if the study is expanded from a 
sample, there is a reliable base for expansion of pro- 
duction equipment but not of maintenance equip- 
ment. 

All of the census studies that are expanded from a 
sample arc extended on the basis of employment on an 
industry basis. They assume that there is a reasonably 
consistent relationship between employment and equip- 
ment among the plants in an industry. This method seems 
to work satisfactorily if the sample is large enough. There 
is no such consistency in the matter of maintenance 
equipment in non-metalworking  plants, however,  so 

there is no reliable basis for a detailed extension of data 
in non-metalworking plants. 

If an area breakdown of the data is to be included, it 
should be determined before the data collection begins. 
A good area breakdown, like a good industry breakdown, 
will not necessarily divide the total into units of about 
equal size, but will make divisions where there are logical 
differences in method or approach. 

A choice may exist as to how data is to be collected. If 
it is done by a government agency, it is possible to have 
nearly complete returns because the agency can compel 
plants to fill out the forms. If it is done by a private 
organization and there is no compulsion, it will be neces- 
sary to achieve the final results by expansion of a large 
sample. 

Based on the existing examples, the studies made by 
government agencies obtain larger samples but the ones 
done privately are done much faster and less expensive. 
There is no way to gauge the relative accuracy of the two 
approaches. Experience in these matters would suggest 
that neither method is entirely accurate but that each is 
adequate for the purposes. 

As more and more nations begin to prepare such 
reports and publish them for use at home and abroad, 
our knowledge and understanding of the manufacturing 
facilities of the metalworking industries in the world 
will increase and the yardsticks for measuring the 
performance of individual plants, industries or nations 
will be enhanced. 



THE PROBLEMS AND SIGNIFICANCE OF INDUSTRIAL STANDARDIZATION IN 
METALWORKING INDUSTRIES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

John E. Wilton. Vke-prtùitnt for Manufacturing. SC M Corporation 

Industrial success in today's world demands careful 
planning and a broad knowledge of modern manufactur- 
ing techniques and practices. It is no longer enough to 
design a satisfactory product ; the manufacturing process 
itself must be designed so that the product can be made 
economically enough to be competitive in world trade or 
locally. Industrial success, whether local or world-wide, 
is predicated on the capability to produce with economy, 
whether five or live thousand items are manufac- 
tured. 

Integral to economical production is the implementa- 
tion of a system of standards, particularly in the metal- 
working industry. These standards provide a common 
unit of reference that enables the industry to produce 
parts that are interchangeable, a necessity for efficient 
production, and enables more time to be devoted to 
creative efforts in determining new product appli- 
cations. 

When a designer can specify a type of screw, nut, or 
bolt by a number or letter designation that signifies its 
exact composition and dimensions, his time is then free 
for more exacting technical work. In one United States 
typewriter manufacturing plant, for example, the same 
screw is used forty-six times in one style of typewriter: 
the designers and production planners need only specify 
a number. Engineering time that might be spent on 
individual design for each screw is more appropriately 
spent on devising better designs and production methods. 

By using a number of standardized parts in a product, 
production costs are kept to a minimum and maximum 
use is obtained for each part. If each of the forty-six 
screws in the example was of different design, production 
costs would be almost doubled. Materials can be pur- 
chased at lower costs when the quantity is increased, 
storage problems are minimized, similar machines can be 
used to produce the part and similar training can be 
given to machine operators. 

The important role of standards in industry was ex- 
pressed by Dickson Reck, editor of the book Saturnal 
Standards in a Mndern Eitmmy:y 

"The partnership between science and standards 
holds the secret to the extraordinary dynamism and 
productivity of modern industrial technology. This 
partnership begins at the laboratory door; it pervades 
all processes of production ; it comes to rest only when 

1 Reck. Dickson: Salumai Standards ina Modern llcommtvi\c* 
York. Harper Brother», N56), p. 9. 

the goods are used up in the hands of the ultimate 
consumer." 

This paper examines this partnership and provides a 
knowledge of how standards can help any country in 
developing its metalworking industry. The paper des- 
cribes the complex nature of standards and the means 
through which standards are developed and implemented, 
stressing the importance of a national set of standards as 
a necessary ingredient in a successful metalworking 
industry. 

In addition, the paper summarizes the existing sources 
available to a developing country for use in preparing 
its own standards system, with the recommendation that 
this be done at an early dale. Libraries throughout the 
world contain documentation of the standards experi- 
ences of other countries, published in several languages. 
Most of the national standards organizations already in 
existence provide material, on their experiences in 
implementing and devising standards, to other countries 
requesting it. 

Some national governments also help developing 
countries in standardization. The Agency for Inter- 
national Development of the United States (iovernment, 
for example, sends such aid to countries requesting it. 

International organizations also provide assistance. 
The United Nations, sponsor of this and other symposia 
in industrialization, plans to increase its work in the field 
of standards. Plans call for expansion of research and 
information facilities and technical assistance through 
meetings, the establishment of standards institutes, ihe 
sponsoring of fellowships and assignment abroad of 
experts. 

The United Nations also plans to work more closely 
with the International Organization for Standardization, 
a group of fifty-one nations whose co-operative work 
results in standards which may be used by all to facilitate 
international trade and to improve local production 
Other regional groups, such as the Pan American Stan- 
dards Committee and the huronean Committee on the 
Co-ordination of Standards, also facilitate the imple- 
mentation of standards by a developing country The 
results of the applications of standards to modern 
industry are thus readily available lo developing countries 

The necessity of standards in industry is widely accep- 
ted today, after decades of experience. Standards, how- 
ever, have long been prevalent in all forms of social 
relationships, much longer, in fact, than they have been 
used in industrial production. 
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They arc so interwoven in ihe daily pattern of life that 
they are sometimes difficult to recognize. Language itself 
is a type of standard. The words defined in a dictionary 
must be combined in patterns that are recognizable in 
order to convey a thought. Without accepted standardiza- 
tion of these patterns, their meanings would not be 
understood. 

Standards of measurement have been used since Man 
found it necessary to calculate dimensions and distances. 
At first, the standards consisted of the natural elements, 
but as civilization became more sophisticated, standards 
did also. There was io need in antiquity for a standard 
specifying the number of inches in a foot or centimetres 
in a metre, but this is a requisite of a modern industrial 
age. 

Standards thus ure necessary in all phases of life as 
models or examples. Their application to modern 
industry is particularly crucial for. in industry, they 
represent solutions to problems which continually re- 
occur. Modern industrial standards provide a guide for 
design, manufacture, and use of an item by stating specific 
requirements for acceptability and implementation. 
Standards describe the item or an action pertaining to it 
in such a way that misunderstanding is not possible. In 
addition, a measuring method for conformation is an 
integral part of the standard. 

Standards are written to provide consistency and uni- 
formity for any item at any stage of production, as raw 
material or as a finished product, and can describe any 
process involved in produci ion or use. Since standards 
are essential to producing identical parts that can be 
interchanged, they are essential to modern metalworking 
industries which convert metallic materials into parts or 
products. The artisan who made bows and arrows did not 
have to be concerned with keeping each sei he made 
consistently uniform, but the factory that manufactures 
typewriter parts today must ensure that each part of a 
certain kind is uniform and can be used in place of another 
like it a task that can be accomplished only if standards 
are maintained to measure the uniformity. 

Industrial standards may be established to encompass 
a company, an industry, a nation or even a group of 
nations. Regardless o\ the intended scope, those stand- 
ards whose impact in a country is more than company- 
wide should be co-ordinated through a national stand- 
ards organization. Also, it is through national standards 
bodies that representation in international standards 
organizations is effected. 

Much can be gained from a thorough study of the 
standards systems in effect in the older, more developed 
countries and of those that result from the work of 
international gioups. These systems look much time to 
develop and. although certain national specifics must be 
considered, the developing country can benefit by 
adapting these standards 

The importance of the early implementation of a 
standards system cajinoi be overemphasized. In some 
cases, an agreement on a standard method is a necessity 
before industrial development can begin, let alone 
progress. Standards for a measurement system and 
electrical power, for inM.iiue  musi be in use before an 

industry can flourish and survive in today's complex and 
competitive commercial environment. 

H()W STANDARDS ARE MADE 

The establishment of a standard, whether it be for use 
in the metalworking industry or another, may be effected 
through voluntary or compulsory methods. When a 
voluntary standard is enacted, a manufacturer may 
decide whether it is in his best interests to use it, deter- 
mining whether the standard is compatible with his 
production methods or whether it is not. These standards 
are usually produced by a body of representatives of 
trade associations, user groups, engineering societies and 
the like, on a national, industrial or international level. A 
compulsory standard, on the other hand, is usually 
produced by a political or governmental group such as a 
legislative or administrative body: laws or other regula- 
tions mandate using the standard and often impose 
punishment for not using it. 

It is through the employment of a flexible standards 
system that considers the views and ideas of all concerned 
that the United States economy and others like it have 
achieved industrial success. Views are not frustrated by 
legislative entanglement and the dictates of a small 
political group: rather, they are accelerated by the free 
interchange of ideas. In much the same way as informa- 
tion is exchanged at international meetings, the voluntary 
means of producing standards bring representatives from 
all groups concerned about a problem together to find an 
effective solution. All aspects of the problem are con- 
sidered and a solution that brings each aspect into proper 
focus results in better products for the consumer at lower 
costs. 

However, the exclusive use of either the voluntary or 
the compulsory method of standardization does not 
provide results as effective as does a combination. 
Voluntary standards stimulate the production of better, 
less expensive goods for internal and external trade. 
Compulsory standards, however, provide the best means 
for regulating facets of manufacturing that concern safety 
or general public welfare. 

In the United Slates, for example, an existing voluntary 
standard provides a series of guidelines and rules for 
industries that w.int to avoid fractions and use decimals. 
Those manufacturers that see disadvantages in changing 
from one system to the other have the choice of not using 
the standard: however, those who feel the advantages 
outweigh the disadvantages are provided with a uniform 
system that has been given careful and thorough con- 
sideration. Since this mailer does not concern the general 
public, industries themselves can best determine whether 
it IN to their advantage to implement the standard or 
whether implementation would increase their production 
costs 100 greatly and thus increase the consumer price. 

On the other hand, members of the metalworking 
industry in the United States are bound, by state and 
federal laws, to provide certain safety features for 
employees. In most states, for example, the law stipulates 
that power presses for trimning. forming, stamping or 
assembling metals must be equipped with guards that 
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keep the operator's fingers out of a Junger /one when the 
press is in operation. These guards may actually enclose 
the area in which the punch press moves downwards to 
form the metal or they may provide some means for 
moving the operator's hands out of the way. 

One type of guard actually sweeps the operator's hands 
away if they are in the path of the ram of the press as it 
comes ùown. Another pulls the operator's hands back 
if they are in the danger zone. A nylon band connected 
by a cable to the ram of the press is worn by the operator. 
If he does not remove his hands before the press begins 
its downward movement, the cables automatically pull 
his hands back out of the way. Some machines must be 
equipped with a switch that requires the simultaneous 
action of both the operator's hands to activate the press. 
On others, foot treadles that activate the press must be 
shielded so that they cannot be accidentally struck. In 
these instances safety, not cost, is the prime consideration 
and the manufacturer ha. no choice but to implement 
the standards. 

However, the intent of the law is to safeguard em- 
ployees, not to handicap the manufacturer by requiring 
unreasonable expenses for safety mechanisms. Thus, if a 
law stipulates a certain type of guard and a manufacturer 
feels that another type would be better, he usually may 
apply to change the prescribed procedure. 

Standards may also be prepared by company manage- 
ment for use within a single company. They standardize 
methods which have only an internal effect; that is. they 
make the company's production more efficient. These 
company standards should always be compatible with 
existing national and international standards to provide a 
consistent approach and to make the product as market- 
able as possible. 

I uluntary standards 

Voluntary standards usually arise because a group with 
common interests is able to see that economies, higher 
quality products, or both can result from adoption of a 
standard procedure or part. Standardization of certain 
parts, for example, results in a substantial reduction in 
inventory and thus effects a reduction in operation costs; 
commonly used parts do not have to be designed again 
and again. The resultant economies enable the sale of 
an item at a more competitive price, and thus make the 
standard more appealing to the producer. 

Moreover, because standards set up only minimum 
qualifications for a product, they encourage the manu- 
facture of better products. When most manufacturers in 
an industry agree to conform to certain minimum 
standards, those whose products do not measure up to 
these standards will not have consumer acceptance. In 
addition, manufacturers will be motivated to improve 
their products beyond the minimum standards in efforts 
to capture more of the consumer market. When more 
than one manufacturer produces a product, the con- 
sumer compares the qualities and prices of the products 
before buying. If the consumer can obtain a higher 
quality product at a comparable prie«, it is natural that 
he will choose the better product. Sine« the manufacturer 

tries to provide the consumer with what he wants, it 
follows that better gottds will be continually produced. 

Sometimes, too. safety acts as motivation for volun- 
tarily establishing a standard. The standard in the United 
States that provides a numbered identification system foi 
outlet and inlet sy stems for compressed pas cylinders is an 
example. Originally a volur.ary standard, but now 
incorporated in many state laws, this safety method 
involves a relatively simple mechanical device that 
prevents inadvertent mixing of gases. A number value is 
assigned for use with a specific gas, A cylinder containing 
one gas cannot he connected to a line meant for another 
since each gas has a separate type of connexion Internal 
and internal threads, right-hand and left-hand threads as 
well as threads of different sizes prevent interchange- 
ability. Because the standard is generally used throughout 
the industry, a manufacturer can obtain the gas he needs, 
confident (hat it is compatible with the connexions 
already in use in his factory. 

Once the need for a standard has been agreed upon, a 
draft is formulated by a committee of representatives 
from all of the groups concerned: leaders in design, 
manufacture, and use. This committee determines what 
the standard should accomplish, what industrial ind 
geographical areas would be involved, and what con- 
flicting interests and requirements are to he considered. 
A careful balance between divergent factions should he 
maintained on the committee for the establishment of a 
standard that is most effective. 

A subcommittee then prepares a draft of the standard 
and submits it to the committee for comment. Revisions 
are made and considered, and the revised draft is sent 
to a broad group of interested individuals and organiza- 
tions. The committee considers all comments received, 
making changes in the draft where needed, betöre voting 
on a tinal draft. If approved, this draft would be adopted 
and made available for implementation (A detailed 
explanation of committee workings in a specilic voluntary 
standards organization is in pamphlet PR-27. "The 
Organization and Work of Sectional Committees Operat- 
ing under the Constitution. By-I.aws. and Procedure of 
the American Standards Association", available through 
the American Standards Association, Iti I asi 40th 
Street. New York, New York 10016.) 

There are some cases in which a voluntary standard 
may be prepared by a government agency. Because of its 
unique position, a government may perceive the need 
for a standard before the industries concerned do or may 
even he requested by an industry to provide a standard. 
A period of research and orientation would then ensue 
in which a competent government engineer familiarizes 
himself with the situation. He may arrange personal 
consultations with product producers and users, or he 
may confer with them by telephone or mail. Once 
sufficient data has been compiled, he prepares a draft of 
the standard which is distributed to as many concerned 
•parties as practical lor criticism and comment. 

In order to make the final draft as universally accept- 
able as possible, all comments are thoroughly and 
carefully reviewed. Changes that improve the standard 
are made in the draft which is again sent out for review 
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and comments. The procedure is repeated until substantial 
agreement is attained. When a standard is linai, it is 
issued as a government document that may be used by 
manufacturers. 

The group originating a voluntary standard should 
retain responsibility for it. Periodically, it should be 
reviewed and changes to keep it up-to-date should be 
recommended. It might seem that continually revising a 
standard would impose undue difficulties on the manu- 
facturers, but the experience in the United States has 
shown that this reviewing and updating actually bring the 
manufactured object closer and closer to the consumer's 
ideal. As producers continually improve their product to 
meet competition, higher requirements in approved 
standards are compatible with their own facilities. 

If changes are necessary to keep the standard consistent 
with technological, sociological, or other advances, they 
must be made. Since the manufacturer is constantly 
improving his product to meet consumer demands, a 
standard becomes virtually useless if it does not keep 
pace. Information gained from the practical use of the 
standard is also of importance in determining changes. 
Some part of a standard may have appeared usable while 
it was being written, but field experience may prove 
otherwise. 

When voluntary standards arc as successful as they are 
in the United States, certain conditions must exist. Since 
adherence is nonobligatory, the standards must be 
acceptable to many different groups. This necessitates 
the inclusion of compromises between conflicting desires 
so that the standard can be widely used. All major 
interests must be given the opportunity to help in pre- 
paring the standard. Even a single negative vote in the 
balloting for adoption must be given careful considera- 
tion and must result in action acceptable to all members 
of the committee. 

In many countries—the United States for one-groups 
issuing voluntary standards must ensure that they con- 
form to existing laws. For example, voluntary standards 
in the United States must not be adopted which act in 
restraint of trade. Manufacturers must not conspire to 
lix prices, for instance, since this would be unfair to those 
not included. In other countries, however, such practices 
are within the limits of the law und are even encouraged. 
Giant steel cartels are legal in Europe, prohibited in the 
United States. 

It is important, too. that producer and consumer 
interests are balanced when a voluntary standard is 
established. The producer wants to keep costs down and 
sell his goods at the highest prices they can command. 
The less it costs him to produce an item and the more 
he sells it for. the greater his profits will be. whether he 
receives them in monetary form or whether he receives 
more or better goods through bartering. The consumer, 
on the other hand, wants high quality goods as cheap as 
possible. Since the standard provides minimum require- 
ments, (he views of both must be reconciled for optimum 
effectiveness. 

The means by which voluntary standards are produced 
provides a distinct advantage. Because so many interests 
must be consulted and because all are considered, the 

standard that is issued is generally more usable and 
practical than if just one group or agency was responsible 
for the formulation. There is, in a way, a cross-fertilization 
of ideas that results in a more complete document. 
Pooling their ideas, many leaders can formulate a better 
standard than just one working alone. Often more ideas 
result when several people meet together. Individual ideas 
are mutually shared and used, and the proposals by one 
sometimes trigger new ideas from someone else. The very 
fact of meeting and discussing a problem together acts 
as a catalyst for new ideas. 

The fact that so many are involved in the production 
of a standard also means that a selfish proposal has little 
chance of adoption. A political group, for example, 
which desired a standard to promote its own interests 
would be foiled unless the standard had universal merit; 
only those standards which are truly desired and needed 
will be adopted. 

Since voluntary standards usually arise, in part at 
least, from manufacturers and those most knowledgeable 
in the area of technological advances, little time will be 
lost in updating. 

Voluntary standards in no way restrict the adoption of 
laws to protect public health, safety, and welfare. If a 
government feels that a voluntary standard does not have 
enough safety features, it can mandate a standard that 
does. Likewise, if a private group feels that a govern- 
mental standard is not strong enough, it can adopt a 
stronger one. 

Because private manufacturers produce voluntary 
standards, their businesses remain less affected by 
government restrictions and controls and, in effect, 
regulate themselves. New ideas are encouraged and can 
be quickly implemented when governmental machinery 
does not have to be activated. 

Progress can be accomplished more rapidly in a non- 
restrictive environment. The phenomenal achievements 
made by Japanese industry in such a situation are proof 
of this. The slow legislative proceedings that institute 
compulsory standards often hinder a manufacturer. His 
methods of production are tightly regulated through 
centralized control. If he wishes to deviate from the 
prescribed method, a complex legislative procedure must 
be followed. Knowing this, his incentive for implementing 
new and better procedures diminishes. 

Despite the advantages that diverse interests provide in 
standard making, certain disadvantages also are inherent. 
A variety of groups naturally will have a variety of 
opinions, making a consensus difficult. It has already 
been noted that the committee promulgating a voluntary 
standard considers all criticisms and comments. When 
negative viewpoints persist even after revisions have been 
made, issuance of the standard will be delayed. A manu- 
facturer, for example, might feel that he must divulge 
trade or company secrets to release enough information 
to prepare a standard. Or he may feel that the standard 
would require quality that would be overlooked by the 
consumer and thus would not justify higher production 
costs. 

Sometimes a standard will be delayed because a 
manufacturer feels that advances are being made so fast 
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that the standard will become obsolete before or soon 
after it is issued. It should be emphasized, however, that 
voluntary standards are not binding; the manufacturer 
can offer more than the standard requires, and the 
consumer can demand more. Voluntary standards are 
thus less limiting and more adaptable to specific needs. 

Since voluntary standards involve compromises, it is 
doubtful that the perfect standard from both consumer 
and producer viewpoints could be formulated. Some 
consumers, for example, might desire a feature that the 
producer felt added too much to the manufacturing cost. 
A compromise would have to be reached. The power 
of public opinion, however, cannot be overlooked. If 
enough consumers want added quality in the form of 
extra features, producéis would have to yield in some 
way. Often, several lines of value will be offered. In the 
automobile industry, for example, it is a common practice 
to produce several variations of a specific car : some offer 
merely basic transportation—while others provide added 
features. 

Compromises are also necessary when two or more 
producers or two or more consumers have differing 
views. A standard involving "deep-drawing" steel, for 
example, would have to be acceptable to all users of such 
steel, whether manufacturers of automobiles, truck 
bodies or house trailers. The voluntary standard there- 
fore, embodies a usable plan rather than a theoretically 
perfect one. 

Compulsory standards 
Implementation of a compulsory standard is manda- 

tory. Neither manufacturing nor consumer interests are 
given the choice of whether to adhere to the standard. 
On a national or State level, these standards are usually 
issued as laws, or as regulations based on laws, and 
disciplinary action can be taken if they are not used as 
and when prescribed. 

Compulsory standards are usually created by a govern- 
ing political body or some regulatory group functioning 
under authority of a law or edict issued by the political 
body. The standard may be written by an individual or 
committee appointed by the political body or even by »he 
political body as a whole. Producer and consumer 
groups concerned may not be consulted and criticisms or 
comments do not have to be considered. The standards, 
thus, might noi allow for varying interests. 

When compulsory standards are used in all areas, they 
tend to limit innovations. The legislative process is slower 
than the voluntary and can deter the implementation of 
better, more efficient standards. Moreover, a govern- 
mental group -.annoi be as knowledgeable about manu- 
facturing techniques as manufacturers themselves: since 
it is not directly involved in production, a government 
cannot be aware of all production complexities. 

However, compulsory standards have great value for 
safeguarding the health, safety, and welfare of the public. 
It is in the best interests of the public, for example, if 
there is no option allowed for a manufacturer to ignore a 
standard that establishes the number of emergency fire 
exits in a building. 

In the United States, many safety standards are issued 

as regulations by agencies established by law which arc 
specifically given the authority to direct operations in a 
certain area; 'he Atomic Energy Commission and the 
Federal Aviation Agency arc examples. The Federal 
Aviation Agency, among other duties, limits the number 
of hours a pilot can fly. 

Numerous local governmental groups are also in 
operation to set up local regulations. In l.os Angeles, 
California, certain types of products may not be sold 
unless they meet specified safely requirements. Electrical 
products, for instance, must be certified that they have 
been tested for safe operation. 

The very basic standard designating system«, of 
measurement is compulsory in most comunes Only 
confusion could result if there would be no common 
agreement on the meaning of measurement terms. By 
standardizing the exact unit of measurement, the govern- 
ment ensures that it has a common meaning whenever il 
is used. 

HOW    STANDARDS    ARI     l SI 11   l\    llll     Ml I M WOKKIM, 
IMHSIKY 

The importance and use of both voluntary and com- 
pulsory standards in ihe melalworking industry is broad 
and basic, encompassing not only the actual production 
phases, but also the planning and construction that musi 
precede. 

Company standards for internal use enable common 
references by all departments and facilitate production 
procedures by eliminating misunderstandings. Standards 
for use throughout the metal-working industry provide a 
means for maintaining quality producís and encouraging 
continued produci improvement. Moreover, individual 
companies can benefit from sharing common experiences 
and join'ly solving common problems. National standards 
provide for common solving of problems that arc not 
peculiar to a single company or industry. Eoi "imitating 
such standards means that an orderly approach to basic 
issues can be taken. International standards, likewise. 
provide a basis for trade between countries. 

All four levels of standardization   company, indus 
trial,  national and international   contribute  much to 
the development of a melalworking industry 

The extent of standards usage in each area, of coure, 
is predicated on the degree «if sophistication and develop- 
ment of the country and Ihe industry. Although total 
standardization might noi be required in the beginning. 
knowledge of it can facilitate planning for when il will 
be necessary. 

Html construction 
In the United States and in many other countries. 

Slate or local laws set requirements for permissible huild- 
ing occupancy; si/e. location and number of exits; 
stairwell; fireprooling; exhaust systems; etc. 

Without such standards, individual companies would 
have to design factories incorporating safety leaiurcs 
which mighl or might noi be adequate. A tragic occur- 
rence in New York City some fifty years ago led to 
mandatory State safety standards for fire exits. At that 
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time, a lire in a building in the garment district resulted in 
many deaths when inadequate exits prevented many of 
the workers from escaping. Had safety standards been 
in force at that time, the tragedy could have been avoided. 

National electrical standards are extremely important 
to an industrial nation. Without a uniform system of 
establishing and using power sources, the task of develop- 
ing mdust.y is greatly hindered. Likewise, adherence to 
standards when installing the electrical system of a new 
factory is essential if the factory is to be able to use the 
power. 

In addition, standards for proper lighting for particular 
kinds of factory operations facilitate planning and ensure 
that an employee has sufficient light to perform a task. 
Emergency lighting procedures should also be considered. 

State and national standards regulate certain plumbing 
facilities, detailing minimum requirements for size and 
location of rest rooms, screening of exits, washing facili- 
ties, and the like. These, of course, must be considered 
in factory construction. Again, the existence of broad 
requirements on a national or industrial level facilitates 
construction planning and ensures at least minimum 
requirements. 

The problem of waste disposal and sewage treatment 
grows as industrialization increases. and often becomes 
almost impossible to solve if it reaches serious pro- 
portions. National. Male, or local standards regulating 
this phase of industry should be given careful considera- 
tion at an early phase of industrial development. Ex- 
perience in the more developed countries has shown that 
the time to act on industrial pollution is before it begins. 
Specified limits and procedures should be agreed upon 
before pollution becomes a serious problem. 

Standards for testing water purity can ensure that 
enough safe water exists at a proposed site for normal 
supply requirements and for a reserve supply for fire 
protection. 

Although standards do not usually mandate the 
temperatures to he maintained by heating and cooling 
systems, standard practices should be kept in mind when 
designing the systems. For example, in the United Slates, 
northern factories are heated to 72 E.. and southern 
factories are air-conditioned to abtun the same tem- 
perature. In English factories, however, the custom is to 
heat to 60 E. Heating and cooling thus must be suited 
to local practices. 

Plant equipment 
Machine tools selected for the metalworking industry 

should be built under a standards programme to restrict 
machine varieties to as few us possible. Investment in 
the toolroom and production areas is thus decreased, 
setting up the plant is more convenient and maintenance 
is easier since fewer kinds of replacement parts arc 
required. Machine tools should be purchased only if 
they accept standard spindles, tapers, chucks, taps, and 
dies. Safety standards mandated by slate or local govern- 
ments and used by the equipment builder ensure maxi- 
mum operator protection Standards for placement of 
equipment ensure correct spacing and aisle widths. 

Production tooling 
Whenever possible, tool designers should make use of 

slandard items such as die sets, dowel pins, nuts, bolts, 
drill bushings, drills, reamers and cutting tools. This cuts 
time and money for special designs each time the part is 
to be used. It is much more expedient to agree upon 
uniformity in commonly used items and to document the 
agreement for additional uses. A screw, for instance, can 
be designated by a series of numbers and letters that 
indicate all its specific characteristics to anyone who 
knows the standard. Using a standard item thus frees 
the tool designer for work on improving tooling equip- 
ment and its uses. 

Using standardized steel in tool designing ensures 
uniform machining and heat treating results regardless of 
the supplier. A standard grade of steel is also less expen- 
sive to use, since a steel company can depend upon 
greater quantity sales and thus produce at a reduced 
unit cost. Inventory expenses are also reduced since 
fewer types must be stocked. 

Product engineering 
Standards facilitate product engineering in the areas 

of product development, manufacturing drawing», 
patents, and testing. Product development engineering 
must take into account product standards established by 
industries, customer requirements, recognized testing 
laboratories, and state and federal laws. 

Industry-wide consensus is sometimes a prerequisite 
for product development and design. The United States 
television industry, for example, found it necessary to 
agree on standards for frequency, number of frames per 
second, number of lines per frame, degree of definition 
and other technical matters before it could present the 
product to the consumer. This ensured that all receivers 
regardless of (he manufacturer would receive television 
images from any transmitters built by any manufacturer. 
Without this standardization, television could not have 
begun as a commercial enterprise. 

Another example illustrates the advantage of early 
standardization by showing what happens without 
planning. In 1875. Sholes. Glidden and Densmore. 
inventors of the tirsi successful typewriter, conceived the 
keyboard arrangement that is still in common use for 
the English language. Although their design was based 
on the frequency of letter usage and the most common 
character sequences, it gave little if any attention to the 
arrangement that would provide maximum ease, speed 
of operation and even loading for the two hands. They 
made a list of the frequency of juxtaposition with which 
letters in the language occurred, and the letters which 
occurred together most frequently were placed as far 
apart as possible to eliminate key jamming. 

Eor the next ninety years, there were many suggestions 
for a new keyboard: double keyboards, the arcuate 
keyboard, the six-row keyboard, the "ideal" keyboard 
of 1X90^ 1900. the Dvorak keyboard of 1935-1945. and 
others. In the latter period, serious attention was given 
to keyboard arrangement from the standpoint of ease 
and speed of operation. By then, however, it was im- 
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possible to effect a change. So the basic typewriter key- 
board for the English language is still the straight-row 
keyboard developed by Sholes almost a century ago. If 
the policy of standardization by consensus had been 
known and used then, a more efficient typewriter k.y- 
board would have resulted. 

Standards must be carefully considered in the develop- 
ment of electrically powered products. Appropriate 
changes must be made for domestic and foreign markets 
allowing for variances in voltages and power outlets. 
National standards of measurement are also important in 
ihe design and calibration of machine tools. A dial 
calibrated for inches, for example, would have little use 
if the basic national standard was of a different system. 

The development engineer should be trained to make 
maximum use of standard stock parts, such as screws, 
nuts, rivets, and ball, roller, and plain bearings, to get 
maximum use of time, money and materials. For the 
same reasons, he should use materials that have been 
manufactured to standards regulating physical pro- 
perties such as thickness, hardness, and composition. 
Reducing the total kinds of parts means, too, that replace- 
ment parts can be stocked easily throughout a country. 

Development engineering must provide for inter- 
changeability by establishing the proper tolerances and 
specifications for use in manufacturing. The practice of 
tolerances is well established and is used in accordance 
with product requirements to maintain interchange- 
ability, quality performance, long life and reliability. 

Manufacturing drawings are the communications 
medium for the mctalworking engineering department. 
The drawings convey detailed specifications such as heat 
treating, plating, polishing and painting and include 
special instruction for adjusting, testing, etc. Drawings 
must be understood easily, completely and uniformly 
expressed, and as brief as possible. Drawing standards 
ensure this by setting up a uniform system of drawing 
sizes, line conventions, lettering, scale, projection, 
dimensioning, tolerances, surface finish, etc. Preparation 
of basic drafting standards by the national standards 
group can smooth the standardization process of 
companies and industries. 

Patent applications and drawings should conform to 
standard practices regulating format and processing. 
These standards are often compulsory and are usually 
issued by governmental sources, fn the United States, 
the Department of Commerce through its Patent Office is 
the source of patent procedures, tf applications are made 
in other countries which participate in the International 
Patent Convention, they must be processed according 
to procedures established by the convention. 

In some countries, national or private laboratories 
test products for performance against established stan- 
dards. Acceptance by the laboratories assures the cus- 
tomer that the product has passed certain safety and 
reliability tests. Approved by these laboratories is accep- 
ted in some instances instead of approval by local 
inspectors. An example in the United States is the Under- 
writers Laboratories which tests electrical products for 
safety. Although this is a privately operated testing 
facility, its approval is accepted in all areas in the 
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Unilcd Stales. A similar organization is the Canadian 
Standards Association which oversees electrical instal- 
lations and safety features of electrical equipment 
throughout Canada. 

Manutaclnhng 

Almost two centuries ago. the application oi inter- 
changeable parts manufacture revolutionized manu- 
facturing practices. About 1X00. Ili Whitney, a famed 
American inventor, began manufacturing muskets for 
the Government so that the parts could be used inter- 
changeably. Until that time, products were individuali) 
made and repair parts had to be specially titled. 

The benefits of interchangcability. however, are lost 
without the use of standards to measure component 
uniformity. Standards, in fact, make inlerchangeability 
possible. Today, the application of tolerance standards 
establishing allowable variations is a prime requirement 
in all companies in the metalworking industry. Tolerances 
are selected to provide a given function at the proper 
cost, performance and reliability. Most tolerance 
standards are established by the individual company to 
suit a particular product. Generally, the wider the toler- 
ance the less expensive the product; the closer the 
tolerance the more precise the product and the higher the 
cost. 

Tolerance standards coupled with modern processes 
and equipment are the basic requirements for low-cost 
mass production. As an example, the cost of a manual 
portable typewriter made by hand by skilled mechanics 
in a model room would be approximately S16.000. After 
high production tooling and the use «tf standards, 
however, the same machine in volume production would 
cost less than SSO. 

Work standards in manufacturing engineering establish 
the time standard for all operations and the method for 
performing each operation. Adjustment and inspection 
operations must also he standardized. 

Manufacturing specifications detailing these require- 
ments should be expressed briefly and simply, but should 
be complete and to the point. These spécifications protect 
all concerned: they give management Ihe desired produci 
at the proper cost and protect ihe workman from unjust 
criticism if he has followed the specifications. 

Purchasing 

Purchasing is no longer just a mutter of placing an 
order for goods. A request for three tons of steel means 
little to a supplier without an exact description of the 
desired composition, strength, etc. No manufacturer can 
succeed unless he can he assured of the raw materials he 
needs al a price that will allow him to produce at a profit. 
If the materials are of higher quality or of closer toler- 
ances than needed, production COM s will rise If ihey are 
of lower quality, product quality will suffer because of 
frequent breakdowns and repairs. 

Using a standard not only results in the acquisition of 
the right materials, but also in saving time, since the 
next time the goods are purchased the standard can be 
used again. Consistency is maintained, and a new 
description does not have to be prepared. 

. 
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When a company adopts a standard stock catalogue 
from which basic supplies are ordered, company decisions 
are co-ordinated and simplified. Lower inventories 
result, since fewer kinds of parts arc needed and goods 
can be purchased at the lower rates for quantity buying. 
Maintenance is simpler, inspection easier and workman- 
ship better. One company, for instance, purchases one 
type of cold-rolled steel from which it makes almost 
eighty different parts. The characteristics of the steel are 
thoroughly known and fewer types of machines are 
required to manufacture the parts. 

Large quantity purchasing helps not only the manu- 
facturer but also his supplier who can produce more and 
sell at lower costs. 

Similar savings can be effected through an industry- 
wide purchasing standard. For example. United States 
oil companies were plagued with a common problem 
involving the purchasing of underground gasolene tanks 
for use by service stations. Each company had its own 
type of tank. A meeting involving representatives from 
all concerned resulted in an agreement on a standard 
underground tank, thus benefiting both purchaser and 
supplier. 

National standards in purchasing have increased in 
importance and acceptance as industrial technology has 
increased. Use of a national standard which is revised 
periodically can often effect a savings. In one instance, a 
company discovered that its own internal specifications 
for steel purchasing were not only outdated but were 
increasing costs by calling for a type of steel processing 
no longer in common use. The specification had been 
valid and even necessary years before, but had no 
application in modem industry. Adopting an existing 
national standard resulted in immediate savings. 

Production and inventory controls 

There are many standard procedures by which a melai- 
working company can control procurement of materials, 
manufacture or purchase of parts and production of 
final units. The procedures depend on the volume of 
material, parts and units required in a given time. 
Low-voiumc production can be handled with a few simple 
controls, while high-volume production requires sophisti- 
cated controls. 

A simple system would include such information as lot 
si/es, reorder points and inventory records. A lot si/e 
is the amount of material or parts manufactured or 
purchased in one order. The size of the lot is established 
alier study of the unit cost, monthly usage and time 
required to make or buy. 

A reorder point is the minimum quantity of material or 
parts on hand at the time of a replacement order. Reorder 
points are based on rate of usage and lime required to 
obtain the next order. 

Inventory records are maintained showing orders 
received, withdrawals, and current inventory for all 
parts, supplies   and raw materials. 

Control of product quality 

At each phase of the manufacturing process, product 
quality must be carefully checked, a task that can be 

accomplished only if a basis for evaluation in the form of 
standards has been documented and agreed upon. This 
control begins with purchasing of raw mate ils and 
continues to a final check of the finished prodi. 

Like all standards, those in purchasing include a means 
by which incoming goods can be evaluated for accept- 
ability. In the production phase, when raw materials are 
converted to finished goods, quality standards again 
provide a means for measuring the goods against an 
acceptable norm. It should be noted that the standards 
for quality in manufacturing are somewhat flexible: they 
allow for some deviation from the tolerances specified in 
the standard when it is wholly impractical to do otherwise. 

The standards for manufacturing product components 
are generally set a bit higher than really needed to main- 
tain the desired quality of the finished product. Thus, 
some leeway is allowed to accommodate production 
problems, and a set procedure is generally established 
through which all those concerned are notified, in 
writing, of the plan to deviate from the standard. 

Because of these provisions for variances, the standard 
allows some creativity in the production process. A new 
way can be tried as an experiment and if it proves feasible 
and more practical it can be implemented by revising the 
standard. 

Standards must also be used to sample the finished 
product to ensure that the desired quality is met and that 
the product performs as desired. Again, certain toler- 
ances should be allowable to provide for the proper 
balance between the perfect product that the sales unit 
might desire, and the need for expediting production to 
keep manufacturing costs at a minimum. Safety features, 
product use. the cost of replacing parts whose perform- 
ance is guaranteed, and many other considerations must 
be made to arrive at a suitable product quality. 

Product testing must be performed under conditions 
comparable to those under which the item is designed to 
function. A product to be used on a boat, for example, 
should be tested in a marine environment. 

Since it is usually impracticable to test each article, 
a method must be defined for selecting test specimens. 
Special care must be taken that the sample is truly 
representative of the final product. Some raw materials, 
for example, are purchased in bulk lots and vary in 
quality at different points in the lots. The test specimen 
must be made up of a combination of raw materials 
taken from various parts of the lot purchased. 

The role of statistical analyses in selecting test speci- 
mens should be carefully considered. Many textbooks 
explain this concept in detail; in addition, the American 
Society for Testing and Materials has available several 
booklets on sampling and probability. 

Personnel administration 

Personnel administration in metalworking industries 
includes several responsibilities that make use of estab- 
lished national, industrial and company standards. 
National and local safety standards apply to guarding 
machines, plant housekeeping, elevator designs,stairwells, 
exits, fire hazards, fire alarm and sprinkler systems, 
ventilating systems, water supply etc. 
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In larger manufacturing operations, company stan- 
dards are established lor wage and salary administrations. 
In general, they include job descriptions, job evaluations, 
labour grades and wages or salaries. 

Labour standards are usually established for different 
jobs by national or local regulation or by the individual 
cumpany. 

It is the responsibility of the medical department to 
measure the physical fitness of new employees in a 
company against established standards, to make periodic 
examinations when required by law and to provide medi- 
cal attention. 

Cosi accounting 

Company standards are used in factory accounting for 
controlling and measuring the manufacturing operation. 
A standard cost representing an estimate of the total 
cost of producing an item is established before production 
is begun. Once the item is manufactured, the estimate is 
compared with the actual cost to determine whether the 
production is profitable. 

An annual operating budget to plan company financing 
provides a similar measurement for the operation of the 
company as a whole. Expenses for salaries, supplies, 
taxes, telephone, rent, etc., are estimated for a yearly 
period. Later, the actual cost of each item is compared 
with the budget to determine efficiency. 

In addition, factory accounting establishes standard 
procedures for inventory and operating records. Other 
audits include accounts payable, payrolls, fixed assets, 
and expense items. 

PROM iMS OI IHK I>I VI I.OPINC; < <n NTRIIS 

The problem of standardization in the melalworking 
industries of developing countries is part of the over-all 
process of industrialization that is often stymied by the 
political, economic and social environments. Funda- 
mentals such as national language, resources, and tech- 
nological experience are sometimes not as sophisticated 
in a developing country as modern technology requires. 
The obstacles, however, are not dissimilar to those that 
have faced other nations at similar stages in their deve- 
lopment. Once the problems have been identified, the 
approaches to solving them can be illumined by the ex- 
periences of other countries. 

The description of standards usage in modem metal- 
working industries shows that much experience is re- 
quired to analyse technological areas for standards 
application. Experience indicates areas in which standard- 
ization is an impediment rather than an aid and those in 
which standardization is permissible but not required. 
The pace required for industrial success leaves little time 
for a developing country to develop this experience as 
some of the older countries did through decades of 
industrial evolution. Other sources must be consulted if 
industry is to be developed fast enough to take a pro- 
minent place in the industrial world. 

The limited number of skilled technicians in developing 
countries is a handicap in producing a standards pro- 
gramme. However, international assistance is readily 
available. 

National vocabularies of developing countries are 
often not adequate to express accuiaicU the complex 
ideas involved in standards, I ven moie lughlv developed 
countries sometimes have difficulty writing standards 
that are completely acculale and understandable. Inter 
prelation problems could defeat one o[' the pinne pur- 
poses t>fa standard: to ensure uniformity Special care 
must be taken to make standards conform despite 
language inadequacies. 

The limited extent to which developing countries have 
participated in international commerce is a disadvantage 
in implementing their own standards. Through wide 
participation, a knowledge of standards use m other 
countries is obtained as well as an appreciation o\ the 
importance o\' standards io both buyer and seller This 
knowledge is beneficial in preparing internal standards 
and is essential in arranging trade with other countries. 

Because melalworking industries arc only minimally 
developed in many countries, widespread support lor a 
national standards programme is often haul to obtain. 

Careful analysis will ensure that the standards pro- 
gramme is compatible with the degree of industrial 
development. It would be foolish lor a country to accept 
standards that are beyond the capabilities of an infant 
industry: this would only further deter acceptance. Once 
a proper evaluation has been made, convincing others 
will be easier. 

The information in the following section outlines the 
sources from which the developing countries can obtain 
assistance in preparing a standards program me that will 
benefit melalworking industries. 

WHAT IS WVII vnn io ini DIVIIUI'IM. KM VIRUS.' 

formulating industrial melalworking standards is a 
formidable job for developing countries, but one that 
becomes easier with the availability of existing standards 
which can be adapted. Almost all of the standards 
experience of the world is available to the developing 
nations. This experience is documented in thousands ut 
published standards in several languages and in minicious 
technical works, from short papers to honks 

The developing countries may procure standards from 
national standards organizations in many other countries 
The American Standards Association automatically sends 
copies of American standards to more than IM) standards 
groups in other countries. 

The United Nations, through its symposia, is another 
source of standards assistance Bv bunging countries 
which have established standards systems together with 
those which do not and by providing a wealth of technical 
information at these meetings, the United Nations 
emphasizes the importance of standardization ,md 
stimulates the creation of national systems The proceed 
ings and recommendations of United Nations meetings 
are readily available in several languages, as are a great 
number of its other publications dealing with industrial- 
ization. For example, a series of manuals, containing 
technical information about the establishment <»l new 
industrial projects has, been prepared 

The United Nations Industrial Development Organiza- 
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tum ¡s responsible for United Nations activities in 
standardization. Besides giving technical assistance 
through meetings and seminars. United Nations aid 
includes helping establish standardization institutes 
throughout the world. The Technical Standards National 
Institute in Paraguay, lor example, prepares standards 
aid research dealing with quality in products. Its services 
are available to the governments and industries of 
developing countries. 

Through the United Nations, some twenty countries 
in recent years have received assistance through studies 
made by United Nations experts. The reports from the 
experts are transmitted through the United Nations. 

Trainingand fellowship programmes in standardization 
and quality control are also sponsored by the United 
Nations and arc available to any of the developing 
countries. 

future plans call for an expansion of programmes as 
well as increased co-operation with international 
standards groups. These international standards organiza- 
tions have provisions for helping developing nations to 
establish standards systems. They include the Inter- 
national Organization for Standardization (ISO), the 
International Electro-technical Commission (IEC), the 
International Bureau of Weights and Measures, and the 
International Commission on Rules for the Approval ot 
Electrical Equipment (CEE) 

One of the most influential .i these groups m the 
general fields of industry and engineering is the Inter- 
national Organization for Standardization, a non- 
governmental body which prepares standards for its 
members and publishes them in I nglish. French and 
Russian. Its purpose, as stated in part in its constitution, 
is to "promote the development of standards in the world 
with a view to facilitating international exchange of 
goods and services and to developing mutual co-operation 
in the sphere of intellectual, scientific, technological, and 
economic activity". These are voluntary standards. 
However, because the recommendations represent a 
consolidated opinion of important trading nations, the 
standards arc especially worthy of note by developing 
nations who wish to enhance their position in world 
commerce. 

The ISO is comprised of national standards organiza- 
tions from fifty-one countries who work together to 
produce standards acceptable to all members to facilitate 
international commerce Standards (¡roups representing 
some nations are voluntary and non-governmental in 
nature, such as the American Standards Association of 
the United States; others are governmental, such as the 
Korean Standards Association. Ministry o( Com merce 
and Industry tor Korea It should be noted thai the ISO 
has made it possible for developing countries who have 
not yet organized a national standards group to obtain 
correspondent membership. Upon payment ol annual 
dues, correspondent members may attend any ISO 
technical meetings and may receive, free. ISO publications 
to a certain total face value Additional publications 
may be purchased at a discount 

The ISO is now considering more than a hundred 
projects through the work .»(" its active technical com 

miltecs which are responsible for developing recom- 
mendations for international standards. Any ISO 
member may request that a technical committee be 
established to consider an international standard. The 
committee is made up of ISO members appointed on 
the basis of technical interest. Members who do not wish 
to participate actively in a project may be designated as 
observers so that they can be kept informed of the 
project's progress. 

Once a draft has been drawn up by a committee, it is 
circulated to all member groups for comments. If 60 
per cent of the members voting approve the draft, it is 
sent to the ISO governing council and, if the council 
approves, it becomes an official ISO recommended 
standard. 

That so many nations with divergent industrial uses 
and customs must accept the standard means that the 
intent of ISO standards is to establish minimum require- 
ments. Still, they are beneficial to developing countries 
for use in international trade or as a guide for preparing 
national standards. Some twenty-two nations, for 
example, have been able to work out an international 
code for boilers with jackets of carbon steel. The code 
establishes uniform material specifications, rules of 
construction, methods of inspection and certification. 
Developing nations which import equipment will benefit 
from this standard in particular because it provides a 
common basis for commercial competition. 

Preliminary approval has also been given to an ISO 
recommendation on standards for freight containers. The 
standard would enable freight containers to be trans- 
ferred between land and sea carriers without rehandling 
the contents. 

Regional groups have also made significant contribu- 
tions in standards implementation. 

The Pan American Standards Committee (PASC), for 
example, has brought together representatives of 
Argentina. Brazil. Chile, Mexico, Peru. Uruguay. 
Venezuela. United Stales, Costa Rica. Guatemala. 
Honduras. Nicaragua, Panama and El Salvador. Their 
aim is to propose continent-wide standards to stimulate 
internal and external trade in Latin America. The 
committee works towards basic standards in fundamental 
symbols, units and magnitudes; ferrous metallurgy; 
building materials: electrical engineering; rail and road 
transportation: textiles, and food and cattle products. It 
is significant that the PASC has received vital assistance 
and co-operation from the International Standards 
Organization, the International Electrotechnical Com- 
mission, the American Standards Association and United 
States industry. 

The standards used in the older, more developed 
countries can be examined through several other means 
besides active participation in an international organiza- 
tion. Through educational exchange programmes, for 
example, young engineers can study in countries which 
have advanced systems of standardization. Often, these 
young people are given the opportunity to apply what 
they have learned by working in the country in which 
they were educated. In this way. they can acquire a 
practical knowledge of the application of standards in a 
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particular field. Since many of ihese young people are 
sponsored by their governments, they can be directed to 
obtain proficiency in an area such as standards to ensure 
that information is brought home for use in preparing a 
national standards system. 

The Indian Standards Institution provides training in 
the field of standards engineering that is open to develop- 
ing nations; in France, the Association pour l'organi- 
sation des stages en France and the Association Française 
de normalisation provide group training in standard- 
ization. 

Since one reason for instituting national standards is to 
become better equipped for world trade, a developing 
country can send a commission to study the standards 
system of a country with which it expects to have com- 
mercial relations. If it is feasible for the developing 
country to make its standards of production compatible 
with those of another country, the materials it produces 
will be immediately usable by that country and a basis for 
trade will be established. 

Many of the highly developed countries will sponsor 
study groups from developing nations, providing in- 
formation and assistance that can be used for establishing 
standards for international trade or internal use. 

It is also possible for a developing nation to contract 
with a private consultant for various studies and for 
recommendations on how to proceed with a programme 
of national standards. At least one country has already 
used this means for producing a national bureau of 
standards. 

The developing country, too. can benefit from having 
its plants established by manufacturers from older, more 
advanced nations. The manufacturer will bring with him 
a broad knowledge of standards and a knowledge of how 
to adapt them. 

Although there are many resources at the disposal of 
developing countries for preparing national standards in 
metalworking, care should be exercised before standards 
of other countries are adopted in their entirety. Each 
country and often each area of a country has special 
conditions that may have precipitated one or more of 
the detailed requirements of a standard. If these con- 
ditions do not exist in the developing country, conformity 
to the standard may be difficult and may cause problems 
rather than solve them. 

Voltage requirements for electricity, for example, vary 
from country to country. A 120 volt, alternating current, 
60 cycle appliance can be used anywhere in the United 
States, but not in some fifty other countries, tf a deve- 
loping nation adopted a standard from a country with a 
different voltage system without taking the difference 
into consideration, the standard would be virtually 
useless. Likewise, a standard for a metal product contain- 
ing bearings produced for a temperate region would be 
valueless for a tropical climate. 

Each country should therefore carefully determine its 
standards. For international trade, it must obtain 
knowledge of the standards of other countries to establish 
a common basis for buying and selling. For internal 
consumption, it must develop standards that give its 
citizens what they need and want and at the same time 
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provide the metalworking industry with standards it can 
accept practicably. It is important that standards he 
adopted that will encourage the development of a 
healthy and profitable manufacturing industry and that 
will not be a hindrance later. 

CON( USIONS AND Hl( OVIV1I NI) V I HINS 

If developing nations are to achieve the degree of 
industrialization in metalworking ih.it is required to 
provide goods for both internal and external consump- 
tion, they must have a system of standards, I xperience 
has shown that production methods become harder to 
change as the industry becomes more complex. A 
comprehensive study in the beginning phases o( industrial 
development will net fewer costly mistakes. Perhaps an 
example of the delay caused by a lack o\' adequate 
standardization proves this best: the manufacture of the 
first rotary steam engine in the United Slates was hin- 
dered for almost ten years because its developers were 
unable to get pistons and cylinders that titled each other. 

The early adoption of standard sizes of metalworking 
materials will allow the design of many products, based 
generally on a limited number of sizes of rounds, squares. 
and other standard shapes; a limited number of thick- 
nesses and widths of sheet, strip, and plate; and a limited 
number of finishes. Time and money will not be wasted 
on the constant resolving of common problems. An 
engineer in company A need not spend lime developing 
a screw thai will fit a part provided by company B if both 
companies adhere to a common standard. By establishing 
and using a system of national standards, it is possible to 
ensure that a bolt will match a nut. that an electrical plug 
will fit an outlet, and that a lamp bulb will screw mio a 
socket regardless of what company manufactures the 
product or where and how in the country it is used. 
Engineering time can be more efficiently utilized to 
provide better products and belter product uses, and 
duplication of effort will be minimized. 

A nation's industry will benefit from the exchange of 
information resulting from discussions for establishing 
standards. A more adequate and more complete solulioa 
will be effected when many are involved in developing 
it. Problems that may be pending in the future for one 
company may already be present in another: an informa- 
tion exchange through standards meetings can often 
provide an expedient means for solving the problems. 
Sometimes, loo, the exchange of information benefits 
not only the standards piohlem but also problems in 
other industrial areas, as standards are so basic and 
fundamental. 

Standards in the metalworking industry are requisite 
to three basic phases of industrial production io modern 
production methods, because they provide for tnler- 
changeability and economy; to trade within a country, 
because they enable consumers in all paris of the country 
to use a product; and to trade with other countries, 
because they provide a common basis on which to 
communicate. 

The difficulties of running a manufacturing plant 
would be compounded immensely if drill shanks came in 
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assorted sizes, if fuses were of non-standard sizes and 
electrical characteristics, if paint were not uniform in 
consistency and colour: in general, if standards were not 
used. 

Standards, too, facilitate international commerce. For 
developing nations, the task of establishing an industry 
is eased considerably if the necessary goods and raw 
materials and procedures can be adapted from the 
experience of other nations. Problems can be alleviated 
and equipment more readily obtained. 

A dramatic illustration of the value of standards in 
public safety and welfare is the tragedy of the fire that 
occurred in Baltimore, Maryland, in 1904. A large part 
of the city was destroyed because firetighting equipment 
from Philadelphia and New York was unusable: the 
hose couplings did not tit and the equipment could not 
be connected to the water lines. The experience of the 
past may not always provide such clear and dramatic 
reasons for the early implementation of standards, but a 
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careful study of the past shows the many tangible and 
intangible benefits that result. 

The ultimate goal of standards as expressed by the 
American Standards Association is "to make life in our 
machine age simpler, richer, and safer". This truism took 
decades to gain acceptance in the older, more developed 
countries. Today's greatest industrial nations have 
proved the necessity of standards in industrial success, 
or just for existence in the modern economic structure 
All technical analyses have shown that the benefits ol 
standardization spread throughout the economy. The 
nature of the metalworking industry makes standards 
especially important in its development. 

The knowledge and study of previous mistakes as well 
as successes will prove beneficial to nations on the brink 
of modern industrial development today. The pace now 
will not allow for a long evolutionary process with its 
lessons of trial and error; the need is immediate «nd 
must not be ignored. 
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Industrially developing nations which are starting the 
expansion of their traditional industries must evaluate 
the extent to which capital goods and. within this vast 
branch, machine tools, should he manufactured in the 
country. 

This problem has not been posed with a view to attain- 
ing total national autonomy as regards the elaboration of 
capital goods, but rather to determine, quantify and 
qualify the type of domestic effort to be realized in front 
of global demand, a relationship which should be 
considered under a certain discipline. 

One method of tackling the subject might consist of 
finding out whether there exists a useful historical 
correlation between national manufacture of machine 
tools and the size of the machine inventory used by the 
mechanical industries. 

This should be followed by broad consideration of the 
predominant characteristics of the products, showing 
which are the means available to this industry for obtain- 
ing specific technical and economic results. 

Both methods comprise aspects of diverse natures, not 
always easy to separate and ponder, as a more detailed 
analysis would require. In practice, different solutions 
may be applied to the same problem. 

Because machine tools constitute the most significant 
investment within the mechanical industries (from 50 to 
65 per cent of total fixed investment), they have now 
become the most popular work instrument, as were 
manual tools in earlier times. It seems therefore con- 
venient to take into account their elaboration in expand- 
ing areas, paying attention also to the strategic role they 
have been acquiring within today's technical and 
economic evolution. 

Thus, fin»t in these notes, an analysis is made of some 
dynamic factors determining the importance of national 
manufacture of machine tools and of the magnitude of 
the inventories operating on the mechanical industries: 
this indirectly shows an aspect of domestic participation 
on apparent consumption. The successive sections deal 
with the industry in charge of the construction of these 
machines, summing up its peculiar technical problems 
equivalent to the various stages of development. The last 
section is about the usually admitted dependency 
between the machine-tool manufacturer and the rest of 
the mechanical industry, that dependency increasing in 
quality, volume and technique as progress is made on 
the construction of more complex units. 

It should be pointed out that the conclusions of this 
essay must be interpreted as global, because though a 

great number of the variables in the construction ol 
machine tools have been taken into account, there are 
stilt many more. However, once the results of the follow 
ing preliminary estimates are deemed satisfactory, they 
can serve as a basis for carrying out the detailed study of 
one or more specific factors for products of a given design 
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Classification of nuuiiiiif tools 

Because of the great number of divergent interpreta- 
tions with regard to the types of machines included as 
such, machine tools are here defined as metalworkuig 
machines in cold and in hot. and the metal-cutting as 
well as metal-forming machines, leaving aside those for 
working wotnl. plastics and non-metallic materials 
Within the category of metalworkuig machines, those 
indicated in table I have been selected because, though 
not representing the total means available to the mechani- 
cal industry for the manufacture of Us products, they 
constitute a significant majority. 

In practice, for the user as well as for the construct«, 
the denomination of lathes, milling and dulling machines, 
etc., is too generic, as each category has numerous 
variables widely differing in outline, controls, pi milk - 
tivity. size and other factors In ordei to establish an 
order of magnitude concerning the numbei of variables 
applicable to each machine, two entena have been 
adopted : 

(ti) Assume for each type of machine, lathes for ex- 
ample, certain variables sufficiently differentiated to 
individualize the operational as much as the structural 
and constructive characteristics; 

O) Relate each of those variables to tour basic con- 
ditions of utilization : micro-mechanics, light and current 
mechanics and medium, semi-heavy, and super-heavy 
mechanics, which do not exist necessarily in all the 
variables. 

On the basis of these criteria, it has been possible to 
quantify, for each machine, the most important types 
and models which together constitute the large far ily of 
machine tools in thè constructors' vast world supply 
Table I shows the results obtained: 1.0." main variants. 
776 of which (75 per cent ) correspond to the category ol 
metal cutting machines, and 2ftl (2^ per vent» t<> metal- 
forming machines 

The information in table I cannot Ix- (ree In.ni subjec- 
tive interpretations and, also, from incomplete data 
regarding some of the variables, in which case figures 
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should he taken rather by default. But even with all the 
limitations, the data appear acceptable for the purpose. 

Another important factor which might have been 
added in combination with the above figures, to obtain 
a greater number of variables, is quality. However, at 
this stage of the analysis, it has been deemed advisable 
to omit it as inclusion would not alter substantially the 
determination of an indicator that points out the percent- 
ape of national manufacture of the variables in front of 
their statistical universe, as a function of the numerical 
value of »he machine-tools inventory. 

PmlkifHiium of naiitmal manttfactiiie in relation to 
installed inventory of machine loots 

Within the order of ideas mentioned, an ondeas our wilt 
he made to determine national constructors' possible 
react tonal behaviour, measured in the variety of types 
and models as a function of the mimetica I value of the 
inventory. Conceptually, iwo different aspects exist 
simultaneously within an inventory the serial factor 
(purchasing power, high population, both. etc.). and the 
variety and complexity o( the mechanical and electro- 
mechanical products manufactured In the measure that 
these factors arc considered to be growing, the one as 
well as the other «ill urge lor the utilization of more 
improved technological productive means which in 
practice «ill be translated into a progressive increase in 
ihe variety of types and models of machines in use This 
evolutionary process takes place under different com- 
binations of the elements taken into account, «uh direct 
impact upon national industry This implies admitting 
a priori that to equal numencal values of inventories 
different actions may  concspoiul on Ihe part of the 

constructors. Nevertheless, it does not seem arbitrary to 
assume that national manufacture of machine tools 
participates within minimum and maximum limits, 
susceptible of definition for the various situations. 

To this end. it has been possible lo reconstruct the 
number of types and models of machines elaborated in 
some countries, thus establishing percentual relationships 
«ith the previously fixed statistical universe. Interest in 
such an analysis is now circumscribed by knowing the 
behaviour of supply for countries with inventories of less 
than 500.000 units. 

Almost all the available information derives from 
studies being systematically carried oui in the region by 
the Kconomic Commission for Latin America (ECLAl 
on the mechanical industries in general and especially 
on machine tools. Figure I shows a summary of the data, 
as well as an interpretation of its irend adjusted to 
Ciompertz' curve (curve I ). It may be observed that in 
Latin America, when inventories are of less than 10,000 
units, no construction activities of machine tools have 
occurred, a fact which is apparent. But when inventories 
comprise from 10.000 to 20.000. the first local initiatives 
are already starting, naturally polarized on the manu- 
facture of simple machines of still deficient quality. 

To attain the elaboration of forty to sixty variables of 
low-cost and low unit-weight machines does not alto- 
gether constitute a very significant step towards mastering 
this difficult technique, and its achievement is generally 
possible without the support of an important techno- 
logical infrastructure on the rest of the industry. This 
first stage of supply of elementary machines, practically 
abandoned in countries with a high industrialization 
index, is in great part the result of the strong incidence of 
small industry and the many artisans who have prolifera- 
ted in this area due to rather peculiar conditions. At any 
rate, it is perhaps convenient to accept, as a characteristic 
sign of underdeveloped countries, the fact of an opera- 
tional co-existence within the same inventory, of machines 
with a limited technical capacity and few years use, 
together with others of medium and elevated category, the 
first ones in high proportions. 

Starting from a given situation of supply, for example 
forty to sixty variables, or inventories of 80.000 to 100,000 
units, this becomes progressively complex as the increase 
in the variety of types and models implies almost system- 
atically higher standards of quality within an international 
pattern. In order to reach those qualitative demands. 
technically well-structured factories and efficient auxiliary 
industries are required. 

Along curve I, a position that might be called of high 
national effort is clearly discernible exactly between 
points A and B. Should this position be related to the 
Latin Nmcrican panorama, it would broadly represent 
the transition from under development to a satisfactory 
development of the mechanical industries, comprising 
under the concept of development the serial aspect as 
well as ihe diversification of mechanical products. It 
now seems advisable to admit that especially between 
points \ and B different ways may exist in connexion with 
the position of supply and that the previous and sub- 
sequent situations to these points would present further 
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stability. Such way» would explain. as already said, that 
not always equal technological potential* correspond to 
equal magnitudes of inventories, with obvious repercus- 
sions upon supply: and also, that the observable differ- 
ences would derive from those existing between a deve- 
loped country and another in the process of development. 
This is clearly confirmed by comparing Argentina's and 
Brazil's position (less than 200.000 units installed) with 

dynamism in front of a given inventory. I he comple- 
mentation and refinement of data to be obtained m 
the near future will confirm whether the limit-, established 
in figure I through curves I and 2 are real and applicable 
to a great number of cases for countries in the process of 
development. Attention then will he drawn to the dis- 
tortions resulting when the structure of machine tools 
national manufacture is bulky due to exportation of some 
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that of Italy and France when they had a similar number 
of machines which served such important sectors as 
aeronautic construction, that of ships of more than 
10 000 tons, and the manufacture of other diversified and 
complex capital goods not being developed in the two 
Latin American countries. The machine-tool supply 
accompanied this pr»>cess, with a consequent further 
diversification of types and models than those elaborated 
by Argentina und Brazil. 

This and other examples would be better represented 
by curve 2 laid out empirically to illustrate those cases in 
which the behaviour of supply maintains its maximum 

of its products, a fact which was not taken info account 
in this preliminary outline. 

Starting from situations of more than 5(X),0OÜ installed 
units, it is easy to understand that, though the technical 
problems the constructors must face continue to grow, 
th: magnitude of the market and the infrastructure that 
should exist in the rest of the industry constitute factors 
sufficiently attractive that supply ; Ijusts itself to the 
requirements of internal consumption in an increasing 
and varying manner. 

rX'spitc the fact that the preceding notes do not intend 
to lead towards the formulation of exact decisions on the 
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problem under analysis, they are explanatory enough in 
regard to the philosophy to be followed by those countries 
whose development depends upon significant apparent 
consumption of machine tools. There could not be 
important and prolonged expansion of the mechanical 
industry without a gradually increasing contribution 
from local industries constructing machine tools. The 
framing of an even partial attitude of participation in the 
domestic manufacture of the capital goods in question is 
of vital importance not only for improving the balance of 
payment of this item, but also for familiarization with 
every characteristic problem in the elaboration of 
machines. Manufacturers must be responsible and offer 
users the possibility of direct contact. 

When dealing with machine-tool manufacture, different 
stages of supply development will be considered in an 
indirect manner, that is, showing which qualitative and 
varying production potentials may be attributed to a 
specific number of enterprises typified by diverse struc- 
tures, from the humblest to the well-equipped, generally 
knowing that such initiatives get consolidated in the 
measure that the inventory improves in its numerical and 
technological aspects. 

CHARACTERISTIC  PRORLIMS OI MACHINE-TOOL 

MANHACTl'KI 

Intrmhution to the subject 

To facilitate research inlo some general laws, it seems 
advisable to apply a restrictive criterion to the universe 
of types and models of* machines, selecting those with 
more homogeneous and similar fabrication problems. 
The machines used in micro-mechanics, heavy and super- 
heavy mechanics are thus excluded, incorporating instead 
the ones used in current, medium and semi-heavy 
mechanics, which are more popular. 

The unit weight of the machines is limited to approxi- 
mately ten tons; the highly specialized types, such a-, the 
jig boring machines, machined units and others, arc not 
taken inlo account. The same happens with the machines 
using numerical control programmers, etc. Despite these 
restrictions, the rest comprise the majority of existing 
variables in the world market and cover to a great extent 
the fabrication interests of countries with relatively small 
demand, concentrated on the most current types of 
machine tools. 

The linai objective oí this outline is the analysis of 
global machine-tool manufacturing, trying to frame the 
technical, practical and economic fields of action of the 
construction enterprises. Al the same time, it is intended 
to indicate how the "economy of scale" concept, so 
closely connected to the applicative effects of the machines 
once they have been installed in the workshops, has a 
different meaning when referred to the elaboration of 
those machines. 

Unlike other sectors of the mechanical industries where 
the same product may be elaborated for a long time, 
machine-tool manufacture, with the exception of some 
simple types, is constantly evolving in details as well as 
in general composition, because of the need for more 
productivity at the same price, weight or power. This 

situation is reflected in the fabrication series of identical 
products, reducing them in a sensible manner. Because 
composition of machine-tool inventories is related to 
the quality, the variciv and the series of products, when 
development »if the mechanical industry starts, the 
demand for machines corresponds to elementary types 
for maintenance and fabrication of simple articles. As in 
this stage of development demand is scarcely diversified 
in types and models, lav ourable conditions are present for 
construction in series, above a hundred, for example, 
which represents a high scale in machine-tool manufacture 
on the order of one ton weight. However, while the 
number of machine tools integrating an inventory 
increases and new products are launched into the market, 
a substantial change takes place in the requirements of 
users who first try to obtain the type of machine best 
suited from the standpoint of operation technology 
(more variety) and '.hen, according to the serial size, the 
most productive machine. 

It is difficult to reconcile the interests of a very diversi- 
lied demand with those of machine-tool construction in 
important series. Here it must be recalled that, during a 
period shortly before the Second World War, different 
production scales of mechanical manufactures were 
generally attained through the installation of larger or 
smaller numbers of equal machines. The technology 
trend prevailing at present, far from eliminating the 
multiplicity of types and models of machines, tries to 
find the most adequate solution to the problems. As an 
extreme, it might be said that for some articles maximum 
productivity is only achieved by means of special and 
complex machines, elaborated to order. In other words, 
the maximum production scale for the users would 
correspond to the minimum scale for the constructors. 
This indicates a certain relationship of inverse propor- 
tionality between the user's series and that of the machine- 
tool manufacturer. 

In order to condense the peculiar operative condi- 
tions upon which the sector must rely, the producers' 
main problems have been typified through five sizes of 
machine-tool construction enterprises, assigning to them 
beforehand the equipment together with direct and 
indirect labour corresponding to predetermined manu- 
facturing structures to produce a wide variety of types 
and models of machines. The possibility and convenience 
of elaborating given types related to each size of enter- 
prise is then examined, considering the greatest possible 
number oí variables in order to synthesize the most 
characteristic technical and economic problems of the 
sector. 

The first two sizes of enterprise represent embryonic 
technical situations of an artisan type which are specially 
useful in countries with low industrialization indices. The 
last two sizes denote more advanced structures of 
specialized factories already able to produce complex 
machines for more demanding and developed markets. 
The other type of enterprise constitutes a sort of transition 
from artisan production to production of great industrial 
significance. 

The values assumed as well as the conclusions are 
always indicative of intermediate situations. The basic 
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data related to the first three sizes of enterprise have been 
obtained from studies of the machine-tool industries of 
Argentina and Brazil. Information for the other enter- 
prise derives from some Western European firms. 

The method took account, simultaneously, of a vast 
ensemble of products and factories of diverse technical 
operative characteristics and represents ;;n approach the 
ultim«te objective of which is to favour the formation 
and selection of basic ideas with regard to the new 
initiatives frequently emerging from this sector in 
countries with mechanical industries in the process of 
development. 

Variables 
Machine, type, model, accessory 

The term "machine" designates a lathe, a milling 
machine or an eccentric press. The type determines one 
of the probable variables in the construction of a machine; 
in milling machines, for example, there are the universal, 
horizontal, vertical, simplex, duplex, for splines and 
copying types. In its turn, the model indicates mainly the 
size of each type and is directly related to work capacity, 
installed power and other characteristics. 

The type and model are usually accompanied by a 
series of accessories diversified in form, complexity and 
weight so as to offer greater utilization capacity. Pro- 
duction machine equipment is studied and adapted 
especially for specific applications such as feeders of 
pieces. When the producers design, manufacture and 
supply equipment, they are compelled to involve them- 
selves with the production problems of the user in a much 
more intense way than the constructor of universal 
machines. At any rate, the inclusion of standard and 
special accessories to the normal line of production 
implies supplementary series of fabrication which overlap 
the basic problems, thus augmenting the variable factors 
that affect the producers. 

Complexity index 
One of the obstacles met in this study is that of classi- 

fying and comparing even approximately the difficulties 
of construction of the great number of machines, types 
and models in existence. To assert, for instance, that 
the elaboration of a parallel lathe is easier than that of a 
turret lathe of the same power, is not always true. 

In order that the machines may be comparable by 
fabrication, it is necessary to introduce an index number 
k called "complexity index" which represents the most 
significant and characteristic quantity of the machining 
difficulties. 

This le index may be defined as the sum of various 
categories of simple or compound machine elements, as: 

Ic     ax -f a2 -;- a¡ + a4 + «r5 

where: 

at Indicator number of the quantity of gears, internal 
and external splined profiles, pulleys and flywheels; 

d] Indicator number of transmission shafts, racks, 
movement screws and motors. The transmission 
shafts are related to the bearings and consequently 

to the precision borers for the hearings .nul bushes 
seat; 

a, Indicator number of the quantity of couplings, 
clutches, brakes, internal and external lexers, all sorts 
of cams, and other programmers of a kinematic type 
This group of elements is indicative of the degree of 
mechanical automatism attained by the power and 
control or programming transmissions; 

«4 Number of plane surfaces and slides that support 
those parts which being either in movement or 
blockaded are indispensable to determine a work 
cycle ; 

</, Number of final and intermediate apparatus, tillers, 
pumps and tanks belonging to the circuits of lubrica- 
tion, refrigeration, pneumatic, hydraulic and mixed;1 

ay Number of pistons and rotors.' 

It is obvious that on counting the different parts and 
pieces from at to </, abstraction has been made of the 
varying degrees of machining difficulty among the 
elements; but it is also true that the simplification 
facilitates equationing the problem without altering ils 
nature. 

Figure 2 presents the estimated Ic indices for some 
machines; the great Ic variation occurring on the same 
type of machine is observable. On the basis of the 
estimated results of Ic indices for different machine 
models (without accessories or auxiliary equipments), it 
is possible to subdiv¡de the variation field of Ic into live 
groups (/<•,, le,, h,. /r4 and /<•,) which would be equiva- 
lent to: 
/r, Kincmutically very simple machines; 
hi Kincmatically semi-complicated machines; 
Icy Kincmatically complicated machines: 
lc4 Machines with complicateti kinematic, hydraulic, 

pneumatic and lubrication circuits; 
/r. The same machines as /<4 but with programming of 

the work cycle through perforated, magnetic band 
and other advanced methods not dealt with here. 

In numerical terms, the four groups could be frac- 
tionated as: 

Ic, from 10 to 50 
/<, from 50 to 100 
/r¡ from 100 to 200 
lc4 from 200 to 400 

Weight of machines 
The weight of machines is another variable factor 

which constitutes an important characteristic for the 
manufacturers. As already demonstrated by practice, at 
equal complexity the machining of large pieces with a 
high degree of accuracy is in some ways more difficult 
than the smaller pieces. Actually, the heavier machines 
present specific problems of deformation, alignment, 
perpendicularity and others, proving arduous lor ihc 
producer despite the implicit admission that when 
augmenting its size the machine tool loses in precision as 
compared with the smaller ones. 

i for ay and a< •• 0.5 of each clement is considered when lhe> »re 
bought from third parties, and 2 for those machined by the saine 
producer. 
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Of course il is evident that lor each size of enterprise 
considered further on. the same productive capacity as 
regards the average weight of machines cannot be 
assumed, as the heavier ones need a determined mana- 
gerial infrastructure on equipment, technical experts and 
transport which can only be found in factories of certain 
dimensions. Practice suggests then to attribute the 
maximum weight of the machines they are able to 
produce to the different manufacturing structures. This 
limitation is particularly valid and applicable to the small 
enterprises. 

Quality of machines 
The quality factor is also a significant variable that 

should not be ignored when analysing this sector. The 
verification of the quality of a machine according to 
Schlesinger and Salmon standards constitutes the most 
accepted method. It is only by means of such standards 
that it will be known afterwards whether the machine was 
manufactured within or outside the specifications. This 
checking is. however, not sufficient for the purpose of 
these notes, as no account is taken of the degrees of 
difficulty the constructor confronts when producing at 
different quality levels. 

It is convenient in the lirst place to separate the quality 
of machines into four possible and real classes: 

Qt Quality of those machines in which the results of the 
tests are always inferior to the recommendations of 
maximum error in the standards: 

Q, Quality of those machines satisfactorily passing only 
one part of the standards tests or which, owing to 
inadequate materials or deficient design as a whole or 
in detail, work with their initial precision for only a 
short time: 

Qy Quality of machines always in accord with the stan- 
dards and in condition to maintain the initial pre- 
cision for a long time, requiring only normal main- 
tenance : 

QA Quality of high precision machines such as the jig 
boring machines, not included in this outline. 

A criterion might be established right away to deter- 
mine the existing relationship between the final quality 
of the product and the technical attention to which its 
components would be subject, taking as an example the 
number of controls performed on each machined part. 

It is a well-known fact that in order to achieve Q{ 

quality the use of calibres with a range from I 20 to 1 50 
millimetre is enough: also that the accuracy on the 
elaboration of couplings or plane surfaces is generally 
left to the operator. Category Q, demands further 
knowledge on the part of the constructor with regard to 
metrology, the greater number of measuring instruments 
and a minimum of quality controls including even the 
phase of elaboration of pieces. So as to attain category 
Q) manufacturers must make significant efforts, as in 
general the control of all machining operations is carried 
out in the section of specialized metrology. Naturally 
these three cases differ in the instrument utilized, person- 
nel technical level and the indirect hours employed on the 
quality controls. 

Taking now as a point of reference the number of 
controls the manufacturer usually performs on the 
components and considering tentatively that the opera- 
tions may range between 4 to 6 for each part, the result is: 
for Q, one control per piece: for Qy~from two to three 
controls per piece; for Qy—from four to six controls per 
piece. 

These data may also be transcribed thus: 

one piece of four operations 1    2   4  controls 
one piece of six operations    1    3   6  controls 

The number of controls reflects in good measure the 
final result envisaged once the pieces are assembled, as 
well as that stricter control corresponds to more rigorous 
design specifications which must be verified. 

from another point of view, a certain correlation may 
be admitted between Q qualities of the machines and ISO 
work tolerances with regard to the more responsible parts 
and pieces forming the product. According to information 
gathered from various producers, that correlation could 
be approximately: (?, quality corresponding to grades 
10 and 11 of ISO tolerances; Q2 quality corresponding 
to grade H of ISO tolerances; (),—quality corresponding 
to grade 7 of ISO tolerances. 

To pass from precision degree 7 to degree 8, the field of 
tolerance of the first piece must be multiplied by 1.56, 
and from degree 7 to degrees 10 and 11 by multiplying 
by 4.0 and 6.2 respectively. Supposing now a certain 
identification among the tolerance degrees and the 
manufacturing difficulties for obtaining the pieces under 
consideration, which in practice is partly confirmed, it 
might be said that other factors being equal, quality Q{ 

is 4.0 or 6.2 times easier to obtain than quality Q¡ and 
2.6 or 4.0 times easier to obtain than Q,. If the tolerance 
criterion is combined with that of the control of pieces 
with similar values, and adopting intermediate situations, 
it will he possible to formulate comparisons, which though 
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abstract, lead lo the meaning of starting the manufacture 
of products of different quality. 

On the basis of the above it may broadly be admitted 
that: Q¡ is three limes easier to machine than Q:; 
Qx is live times easier to machine than Qy. Q, is 1.7 times 
easier to machine than Qs. 

This preliminary equation of the problem has been 
made with the sole purpose of illuminating how difficult 
it is in practice to advance on the qualitative held from 
an inferior quality towards another of internalional level. 
Also, that it is not possible to pass from a qualitative 
situation of elaboration to a superior one without 
changing the structure of the manufacturing equipmenl 
or extending the corresponding technical services. 

Size of enterprises 
With a view to analysing the sector in its most general 

aspect, it seems advisable to consider different sin» of 
manufacturing enterprises from the artisan to a factory 
with adequate technical resources available lor the 
production of various types and models of machines. 

Five typical sizes of enterprises ( Te) have been selected. 
The tìrst two (7V, and Tf2> with 20 and 50 persons occu- 
pied, are characterized by the high percentage of direct 
or productive hours in relation to indirect or unproduc- 
tive ones. They dispose of precarious production means 
and may therefore manufacture simple articles of low 
quality and low price per kilogramme. These enterprises 
are justified especially in those consumption areas where 
the demand for machine tools is still at a primary stage 
and maintenance and manufacture of metallic devices of 
elementary composition are predominant. Size TV, with 

a hundred persons, has greater technical capacitv than ilk- 
previous and may elaborate (/, machines of low /< index. 
In this dimension, the proportion o( indirect personnel 
may even reach 2K per cent of all the personnel, faxounug 
the quality of the product as well as the organizational 
structure. This size. /<•,. represents, however, a stage of 
transition in the evolution of the enterprises, rather than 
a well-delined point ot techno-economic equilibrium It 
is through sizes /('4 and /<< with 2.MI and 50(1 persons 
lhat more complete manufacturing structures are feasible 
from a technical and organizational point of view Ilk- 
percentage of indirect labour increases as referred to /'<•, 
thus enabling the projection, study, testine and construc- 
tion of complex products of high rcsponsihilitx in (J, 
quality. 

l-or si/es above 7i\ not dealt with in these notes, it 
musi be thought lhat the increase in the number of 
persons and machines would be related to more important 
and diversified production volumes rather than to the 
weight, quality and complexity factors already indicated. 
Certain observations and results regarding 7<\ may then 
be valid for these enterprises. 

The subdivision of direct and indirect personnel 
derives from data collected in Argentina. Brazil and 
Western Kurope from enterprises that concentrate their 
activity on machine-tool elaboration and work exclusively 
by means of their own designs and research, as shown in 
table 2 and figure .V 

The lack of a classification lhat allows for the exact 
differentiation between direct and indirect personnel 
might lead to various interpretations. 1 his is the reason 
why in table 3 the activities here considered as indirect 
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Table 2 
DIRECT AND INDIRECT PERSONNEL IN THE UVE SIZES OF ENTERPRISES 

Dirt'tl personnel 

With WliSmi Indirect 
machine muehine\ /../«/ prrstmrtf 

li.lal Per Per Per Per 
Te perutnnel Sumher ""< \umber         .uni \iimber ¡ein \ umber ''"" 

/«'I 20 17 «5 2            10 19 95 i 5 
Tf 50 32 64 9             IK 41 82 9 18 
7V, 100 52 52 20           20 72 72 2« 28 
r,4 250 98 39 57            23 155 62 95 38 
TiK 500 160 32 115           23 275 55 225 45 

have been classi lied, pointing out the existence or absence 
in each size of enterprise. The other activities have been 
taken as direct or productive and arc so accounted in 
order to know the real time of elaboration by pieces, 
assemblies and machines. 

Table 3 
DESCRIPTION or INDIRECT ACTIVITIES 

iieiiitntitititit'ti /rt        fe:      7V*      ft 4     /'e 

Horksktip (workers ami foremen) 
Assistimi machine operator   ... \      \ 
Preparation of work on machines x 
Manual internal transports     .. \       x      x       \ 
Mechanized internal transports. x       x      x 
Maintenance   "       "      x       x      x 
Tools    "       "       x       x      x 
Construction of jigs  ''       '*       x       x 
Tool warehouse    x       x      x 
General warehouse  x       x      x 
Metrology section  x      x 
Haling and packing    x      x 
Delivery   '        '        '       *      * 
Person in charge of auxiliary 

services  x       x       x 
Foreman     x       x       x       x      x 
Labour foreman   x      x       x      x 

H oik shop {employees ) 
engineers     x      x 
Technical ollice for piecework 

estimate   x 
Technical ollice for jigs design . "      x 
Office for production planning . x      x 
Office for distribution of 

production cards  »                        x      x 
Co-ordination of purchases  ... x      x 
Tests, laboratory and research x 

O/fiev (employées) 
Technical   '        '       x       x      x 
Accounting    '       x       x       x      x 
Costs  *       x       x 
Administration   '       '      x       x      x 
Sales  i\      f     %      x      x 
Purchases  '       '      \       x      x 
I'xports  x 
Management   x      x      x 

General seniees 
Cleaning  "      *'      x      x      x 
Conciergerie   x      x 
Outside services    x      x 
Outside transport  x      x 
Guards     x      x 

« Operation* I" Ihc »ime worker »ho perform» produci»« function*. 
* Work executed hy direct operators. 
' I'se* the same assembli personnel 
d t'uahoratcU hy the employees of the crntral technical office. 
• Collaboration of third parties parl-tmic 
( Activities personally executed b> the ••«mi 

In this way the profound structural differences of the 
diverse Te sizes stand out, and consequently the diverse 
human technical potentials they have available to operate. 
Thus, after establishing criteria to define the Q qualities, 
lc complexity indices and Te sizes of enterprise, and also 
taking into account the machines and equipment men- 
tioned elsewhere, it is possible to delimit the most ade- 
quate field of action for each industry, using logic 
compatibility and practical experience as co-ordinating 
elements among the multiple variables considered. 

Table 4 summarizes the most probable situations 
which may actually happen. 

Data registered in table 4 may be transcribed in the 
following way, bringing out the limit values of lc in- 
formation of Q. 

h values ¡or 

Te 

KH25 

0: UJ 

Te, 10- 62 _- 
le. 10-200 IO too 10   50 
Te, 101) 250 10-175 10 125 
Te, 100 300 50250 
Te, 100400 

Another observation derives from the work field of 
the enterprises: that it is necessary to differentiate 
between the possibility and the convenience of elaborat- 
ing certain products. This situation is modified according 
to the size of the enterprise; relating it to the quality 
factor it might be said that: 

7V| may manufacture products Qt Q2 — 
Te2 may manufacture products Qt Q2 <?3 
7Vj may manufacture products Q. Q2 Qs 
7>4 is only interested in products — Q2 {?, 
Te< is only interested in products Q3 

within the previously determined lc complexity indices. 
It is understood that Te* and Te< are manufacturing 

the products of the smaller enterprises though it does 
not seem advisable as their prefixed structure would 
render this uneconomical given their high operational 
cost. On the contrary, the field of action defined for the 
first three Te corresponds to the maximum technological 
limits they may achieve as functions of Q and lc. 

Production series 

Among the factors analysed, production series are 
perhaps the most variable, as in practice they are in- 
fluenced by innumerable causes. Attention has already 
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been drawn to the fact that the order of magnitude of the 
series is maintained low even for Te enterprises. The 
diversification of types and models together with the 
number of different pieces comprising the machines 
constitute elements so characteristic of the construction 
of capital goods alid of this sector in particular, that they 
prevent the serial factor from receiving the same ap- 
proach is, for example, the durable consumer goods. 

In order to furnish some arguments on the subject 
which may be applicable to several producers, the 
factors indicating the elasticity with which this sector 
should operate are: 

(a) During the past fifty years, statistics have system- 
atically shown that in diverse countries the machine-tool 
demand has almost always been variable in weight and in 
quantity: 

{b) Each lime, the producer tends to study the most 
adequate machine for the user's different "economies of 
scale" : 

in different models which IN obviously icllectcd upon ihe 
annual series of fabrication. It max also be added thai .is 
u rule this sector tends to fractionate Us total ptoduciion 
many times in the course oí the xcar. which natmallv 
reduces the order of magnitude of the repetitive senes 
As a matter o\ fact, the manufactuicr alwaxs tucs I«> 
defend himself against the loo low series, on ihe basis (»l 

(a) Launching the fabrication o\ small pieces once 01 
twice a year. The storage o\ such pieces does not involve 
a significant immobilization of capital. 

(b) Studying the products in order that the small 
mechanical pieces are common to various lypes and 
models of machines (internal unification). 

(<•) Maximum standardization o\ pieces bought horn 
third parties (less variety oí tools foi then applications». 
including electrical material: 

(</) I 'nifying as much as possible diametrical measures. 
screws, sptined profiles, threads, tolerances and pid.es ol 
all types: 

Table 4 
WORK HELD OF THK tNTLRPRISIS 

( Awragi' tiHHtilitm*t 

/«i '< /., if. 

SUe O. <?2 í/j Oí 

50-100 

0: 

50- 62 

y.         y. y t». t»f           o           y. 

Tex 10-50 10-50 ._ 100-125 
Te¡ 10-50 10-50 IfrSO 50-IOO 50 100 100 200 
Te, — 10-50 10-50 -_ 50 100 50-100    100 200 100 175 »«1 125 2tll» 250 
Te4 

— — — 50-100 IO!) 200 100 20» m Mw s» ;*» 
Te* — — — -- im 2<m SUI *»> 

(c) As a consequence, the manufacture of complemen- 
tary and special equipment, sometimes more complicated 
than the machines themselves, assumes an increasing im- 
portance since the constructor will have to take care of 
them in some way, even if he does not integrate them in 
his production; 

(</) In front of a fluctuating demand, the manufacturer 
shows his interest on the elaboration of different models 
of the same type of machine, thus ensuring a more 
regular sale; 

(e) For the same reason, the producer's preference may 
be inclined towards the fabrication of more than one type 
of machine: 

(/) The elaboration of one type of machine in various 
models gives the user the impression that the manu- 
facturer has a more thorough knowledge of his field 
of specialization and that therefore he is not improvising; 

(g) When manufacture is divided into several models 
it constitutes a much stronger incentive towards the 
introduction of structural or marginal modifications and 
innovations on the products than if the case were of 
elaborating a unique model, since then it is not necessary 
to intervene on the whole production; 

ih) Lastly, it may be said that the construction of one 
type of machine in more than one model is always a 
sign of prestige for its manufacturer. 

From the above it is apparent that the machine-tool 
producer should elaborate at least one type of machine 

ie) Unifying at a maximum the modules and numbers «if 
teeth of gears; 

(0 Conceiving the machines as a composition <»f 
compact groups and subgroups lor the power transmis 
sion chain as well as for that of the controls, tv they 
kinematic, hydraulic, pneumatic, of lubrication, eu , 
which may be joined to a carrying and I um in »nal 
structure having in mind their eventual adaptation t«> 
machines manufactured in different models but within 
the same technical line; 

(g) Abandoning the traditional idea of incorporating 
into one-piece structures all the non-powered transmis- 
sions, that is, of low potential, to apply them external!* 
This would simplify in a sensible manner the machining 
of heavy pieces, giving at the same tune more scope f«»t 
possible modifications; 

(h) Reducing the use of the unique source of power ami 
installing various motors, giving among other advantage* 
simplification derived from Ihe diminution o! distance 
transmissions; 

(0 Designing similar pieces lo perlorm ihe same- 
function with different potentials. 

The   production   means   generally   ulili/ed   on   the 
construction of machines are almost always of a universal 
type. Consequently, in order that the products may he 
elaborated within a reasonable number of direct man 
hours per 100 kilogrammes (Hs 100). the manufacturer 
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al«>t> is compelled lo give maximum attention to the 
auxiliary production equipment and tools. 

The difficulties met when Irving to establish a criterion 
to determine the minimum economic series o!'fabrication 
which may he equally valid l'or the different product 
levels thus are revealed clearly The estimate methods 
adopted for this purpose would only be applicable to 
homogeneous groups of machines and specific manu- 
facturing situations, furthermore, in practice, several 
combinations are offered to the same constructor 
(produce, lor example various types or trunk I s of 
machines, each one »uh a different senesi. 

As an illustration, some data are transcribed which have 
been provided by machine-tool manufacturers in con- 
nexion with the minimum production series for machines 
up to five ton*. It i, understood that these values do not 
prevail for the total production of the enterprise but 
only for one or a few type* i»r mtnkls of machines 
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It is posstbk to estimate the annual tonnage of finished 
products for each enterprise. Consider on one side, the 
total number of direct rrwtn-htHtr* (Hsi avallante during 
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one year in each Tv enterprise and. on the other, the 
number of direct man-hours necessary to manufacture 
100 kilogrammes of product (Hs UK)). 

Purposely, no specification has been made previously 
in order to do it now. The activities considered as 
direct owing to their closer linkage lo the Hs 100 are 
examined herein These are summed up for each enter- 
prise in table 5. 

Table 5 
Dt-SCRIPIHrs Of  l»IRK 1   V< 1IVIIH-.S 

(M    minimum: S    warce: R    regular: N    normal» 

ih ttttmiHu: <>H 
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The annual production right line» P marked as a 
function of Hs 100 are indicated in ligure 4. The extension 
covered by them is observank a» well as the superposition 
on the tonnage produced between one enterprise and 
another, which in practice i» difficult to admit. Mean- 
while, considering that it ha» been verified that the 
production per occupied person (direct and indirect 
personnel) and per year normally fluctuate* between 
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Logarithmic scale 
Number of machine tools produced annually Up to 10 

40        60    10   100      150   200      300   400 600   700    1.000     2000 3.000  tons 
MM- hours per 100 kilograms 

Ion» per pertoft 
Productivity 2 3      4     2 3     4 2        3      4     2        3    42        3     4 

•JLMAMJM  JIN       illl   1.1 X Ju. 

HlfUre 5     - Nl'MWft  **D WFIGHÎ OK MM HIM H It Hü UKRIVID FROM ANNUI   MMM1H HON 

two and four ions, it is possible to delimit the production 
(kid of the enterprise*. It will then he enough to overlap 
to the rifhl lines P a faggot of right lines /> representing 
the different production values per person and per year 
that, when located between two and four tons, leads to 
the elimination of production interference between one 
enterprise and another. The problem thus defined gives a 
clear idea as a »hole, enabling at the same time a glimpse 
of the panorama presented by those sizes above /«•<. 

Different observations may he formulated in connexion 
with figure 4. In the tirsi place, it may be supposed that 
one g»»es from a to b along right lines P »hen the /<• and 
Q indices increase. The same happens assuming that It 
and Q remain constant if bud use is mude of machines 

and installations, or a production is fractionated in I»H> 

many types and models of machines, or both things at a 
time. Going from h lo a. the appreciations arc equal ami 
opposite. Attention should also be drawn I*» the fact thai 
2,200 effective work hours per year have been admitted 
for each direct person, which is equivalent to one work 
shift. 

Protltitthc caputili t\prt\ud in ntnnhtr of 
nun hints pa iw 

If a determined »eight unit is attributed to machines, 
it is easy to esumate the number It ma> elaborate on the 
basis of already available production dala in tons per 

vear. 
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This situation is illustrated in figure 5 where Hs 100 
scales and those of productivity per person have also 
been adapted for each enterprise. The action field of the 
enterprises is defined when possibility or convenience 
limits are established regarding the weight of machines, 
in accordance with the si/e of industries and taking into 
account : 

Ti'\ 
(a) The means for lifting and for internal transport are 

exclusively manual, thus making it difficult lo remove 
heavy volumes such as cast iron bodies of machines of 
more than one ton: 

ib) The machines used are more adequate for light 
production ; 

(c) Should the constructed machines weigh more than 
one ton. their fabrication number per year would be low. 
In that case, annual invoicing would be subdivided into a 
few fractions, which is incompatible with the economic- 
financial structure of the manufacturing artisan: 

(</) In order to ensure a more regular invoicing. Te{ 

should elaborate larger quantities of light products 
susceptible of being launched into production twelve 
times a year (monthly frequency): 

(*j) It may be noted that 7V, has possibilities of pro- 
ducing Q2 machines only if their unit weight is reduced. 

In view of the above, the manufacture of products with 
a unii weight of more than one ton does not seem 
advisable for 7V,. 

tt'i 
Cicnerully speaking, the observations made for the 

former enterprise are also valid fur 7V>. 

(a) However, unlike /«•,. this enterprise is able to 
produce (J, machines provided their weight is not high, 
for example up to 0.5 0.75 ton. 

(M It seems convenient that when this enterprise 
elaborates its products in two models, the maximum 
weight be limited lo around 1.25 tons. 

7«. 
Ui) I igtirc 5 indicates lhe existence of a wider held of 

manufacturing possibilities as regards the weight of 
machines. It is assumed that 7c, is interested in the con- 
struction of al leasi three models of machines and for 
that reason Ihe production oí machines above 1.5 tons 
is noi desirable. 

(/>> The technical capacity of the enterprise might 
allow for even heavier manufactures but wiih (_), quality. 

(ri I or financial motives, the lauivchings should not 
be fewer than st\ per ve.ii when it is the case oí 
producing onl> one model: for other c;'se*. eight launch- 
ings would be recommended. 

7i'4 and 7i < 

Within the high It and (J patterns assigned to them, 
these enterprises permit the most varied conditions of 
operahtliiy in respect of weight and number of machines 
The limitations on the unit weight of products for these 
si/es refer to the  minimum  weight  of the machine* 

they are interested in constructing. Otherwise, should 
this weight be reduced in extreme, productions would 
result in less technical and commercial significance in 
contrast to prelixed structures which are considered 
normal within the sector. 

Répétitive series 

By repetitive series of manufacture is understood the 
results from the division into fractions of the annual 
production of a given type or model of machine a» a 
consequence of the number of launchmgs in the courue 
of a year. 

Machine-tool fabrication, as with other capital good*. 
is characterized by discontinuity which derives from the 
number of times the series is repeated during the year. 
The most frequent quantity of launching» is in practice 
exactly one. two. three, four, six, eight and twelve, 
figures deserving some additional comments. 

Generally speaking, launchings of one. two and three 
times a year are not acceptable for the production as a 
whole because the circulating capital would in such cate» 
attain excessively high values in comparison with the 
economic structure of the enterprise, altering costs in a 
sensible manner. 

For Te4 and Te< the most usual frequencies are four, 
six and eight, white eight and twelve seem more suitable 
for 7Vt. Te2 and 7V,. Due to a series of variable factors, 
among them demand which may differ according to the 
type and model elaborated by a single constructor, 
different launching frequencies may coexist within a 
given factory. Hence it becomes practically impossible 
to take into account all the probable combinations that 
may occur. 

Nevertheless, starting from already known data 
in figure 6 permits calculation of the magnitude of the 
construction series as a function of the number of 
launchings and the quantity of models. 

This is of course valid for estimating the average of a 
manufacturing situation as well as for facilitating some 
of the combinations which may derive from the sub- 
division of total annual production for each Te. 

ISVIStMtM  AM» C <WIS 

Investment <w mat tunes for the five enterprises 

Machine tools represent the greatest part of fixed total 
investment. The number of direct operators working 
with machines has already been determined for each st«e 
oi enterprise ; as usual, they have been assigned a machine 
per person. If this relationship is taken as starting-point, 
it is easy lo compile an inventory for each enterprise 
which although hypothetical may be sufficiently rep- 
resentative regarding the form oí operation of the 
sector. I ven il noi referred to the construction of given 
types or models of machines, n must be acknowledged 
thai these conditions are nearer the ideal equipment for 
the manufacture of metal-cutting machines than for that 
oí metal-forming machines, since the first ones exist in a 
larger vanelv of types and models 

The selection of the production equipment is also 
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made, taking into account the factors», quality, complexity 
and weight of the machines, in agreement with the posi- 
tions adopted in this outline. Generally, the smaller 
firms use machines of low price and less technical 
resource». 7V, utilizes machines of medium value together 
with others of inferior quality, white for 7V4 and 7V» the 
category of the machines integrating the inventories is of 
high level in terms of quality, operative resources and 

l»'t 

It and Q and with equal equipment ami investment. H is 
possible to achieve ditferent lis KM) values onlv through 
the more or less rational utilization ol the auxiliarv 
production equipment which in its turn depends upon the 
technical, imaginative and creative capacitv oí the 
indirect personnel in charge of this task 

It also may he said that if a smaller percentage ol 
indirects is admitted for 7c\, and /«•«. numertcallv more 
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pnce». Itale an almo« always valed observation concern- 
ing the sector under analysis should he pointed out: As 
Ike importance of the series is variable at least between 
the limiti considered, the machine* do not differ much 
from the universal typet. Hence, automatic and semi- 
automatic machines are not included in the manu- 
facturers' inventory. This is eawly understood when 
account is taken of the great variety of pieces and the 
large number of different operations required by the 
fabrication of a machine in respect to the repetitive series. 
Standing out once more is the importance that must he 
attributed to the quality of tools and to a wider use of 
jigs and special equipment for obtaining Urn Hs 100 
values. This is equivalent to asserting that at parity of 

important inventories than those selected can tv con- 
ceived. Such would be the vase, among others, ol enter- 
prise* working exclusively or partially through licences ol 
foreign firms, since then the indirect personnel devoted 
to research studies, product and equipment pi OK* is 
might be replaced by productive personne! mut these 
services would he in the charge ol the industrv pm\ ulii^ 
the licence. Thus the number of direct hours available 
in one year could be increased between 15 ami * per cent 
over the values adopted As these cases fall out o| the 
icope ol (he present outline, ihey have not hem con 
sidered further. However, it would not he diihcult lo 
adjust the respective corrections within the context ol 

these notes 
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The variety of the machines usually utili/cii in those 
manufactures may be appreciated in table 6. together 
with the distribution lor the different enterprises Mere it 
is naturally understood that the displacement of 7V, 
towards /<•< implies an improvement of its quality with 
repercussions over the price 

In order to facilitate the interpretation of the table, 
some comments are added in connexion with each type of 
enterprise, 

Miuhims for /ir, enter/uiu 

The list of the machines required by this enterprise is 
extremely simple and oilers few variants. As in this si/e 
there are no specialized sections, machines are used for 
direct as well as for indirect services There are no 
machines lu carry «»ut special services: this is a workshop 
where labour is exclusively artisanal and where it is 
normal that the same worker executes différent functions, 
passing from one to the other with relative facility. 

Mm hint's for /<s enlerpriw 

This si/e is also characterized by the employment of a 
reduced number of indirect personnel. Its inventory of 
machinery is of some importance and allows it to con- 
struct machines with /< and Q features which favourably 
meet the demands of the industrial inventories of such 
countries which are just starting to develop nv-chanicul 
industries. As a rule, the technical and commercial 
guarantees which this type of enterprise may provide are 
not in sufficient demand to subscribe fabrication agree- 
ments through licences from foreign firms, lor them 
it is more common to subcontract some project services 
The equipment itself as well as methods of utilization still 
reflect elementary technical levels. 

Mtuhim's for 7V, enterprise 

The evolution of enterprises from 7V, to le4 and 7V< 
is accompanied by increasing technical and organizational 
capacities, starting from the artisanal system for 7V, 
and progressing >*' •' complete structure, already possible 
tor 7V4 and consolidated for 7V<. 7V, offering diverse 
interpretations of machines, equipment and organization. 
This means that 7V, may represent as much of an enter- 
prise of le: type.though somewhat larger,as an enterprise 
which is trying to develop its general structure taking as 
a point of reference the organization and the techno- 
produclive results that may be achieved in superior sizes. 
In the present case, the selection is made with a v iew to the 
latter hypothesis which implies that beginning by 7Vi it 
is interesting and feasible to work with licences from 
specialized linns 

Machines for 7V4 enterprise 

When a machine-tool enterprise reaches 7t4 size, the 
structure of almost all its sections is well delineated and 
the firm is in a position to elaborate products of a 
certain complexity and of its own design. Such an 
enterprise may therefore contribute in some measure 
to the technological evolution of the sector. 

Machines for 7V« enterprise 

In this size of enterprise, the preferential selection of 
equipment for the manufacture of metal-cutting machines 
is more evident. It may also be observed that in 7«« 
enterprises indirect machines can attain almost *t per 
cent of the total, which allows internal construction of 
complex auxiliary production equipment I nder these 
conditions, rational employment of installed machinery, 
together with ellicient administration and organization 
of the different sections, make possible productions with 
low Ms KM) values although l< and <J might be high 

Other m vestment s 

This denomination covers mainly the following items: 

(»I Indirect and complementary  production equip- 
ment; 

ih) Internal mechanized means of transport, 
(< I Trucks and vehicles: 
Uh Furniture and office machines: 
(<•) Equipment for laboratories; 
(ft Industrial installations: 
ig) Terrain: 
ih) Buildings. 

Before evaluating the probante amount of investment. 
the position of every enterprise with regard to these 
points should be defined. This is summarized in table 7. 

This scheme expedites the discrimination on capital 
density among the different TV. On the basis of available 
information and taking average conditions within those 
normally registered in practice, it has been possible to 
estimate total investment by types of enterprise, as 
indie, ted in table K. 

In practice, within the same size of enterprise varied 
situations coexist especially as to terrain, buildings ami 
installation values Moreover, these values differ between 
one /one and another within the same country, as well 
as in the different countries. It is estimated, however, that 
the values adopted for total investment in table 8 are 
sufficiently indicative of the structural differences that 
»eparate the several enterprises. 

< osi of direct man-hour 

One of the more accepted methods for calculating 
hourly costs consists of relating all fixed expenses 
registered in one year with direct or productive man-hours 
actually available. Given its simple structure, in the 
smaller enterprises it is enough to assume for the direct 
hour an average value equal for all sectors of the factory. 
I or 7V4 and 7V,, it is preferable to establish average 
values for the direct hour for each group of similar 
machines and for the different production sections, as 
in these cases the hourly cost is diverse either owing tit 
the stronger or weaker incidence of labour or to the 
degree of intensity of the applied capital. 

According to the purpose of this outline, it is enough 
to present the average cost of direct hour for each 
enterprise so as to reduce the number of variables, al- 
ready high. In this respect, the following should be kept 
in mind : 
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7aMt> 6 

KwVMHn «*  MM MIM-RY ttlljl IM l> BY  I Hr 1)111 r K» \ 1  IVWSOI t-'MIRPRISrS 

Ptiittmiton mm htm-« 

Parallel («he* »>* vaf*Hi* dtnwmmm    . h 
fcfVw-kuMinf lathe 
Ven it. a I toiht   
Turret lathe   
Copying lathe    
I mu-ría I milling   I 
Vertical m*Mtng 
Special milling 
HwiftMH*] milting    
Screw-cutiing milling ..,,,, 
  I 

lin«  
Wotting  
Snaptng          J 
Horizontal boring  
Vertical biirmfl    
MMtr ami ham« drifting         J 
Column «killing    

Lntvenal cylindrical grmdmg   
Internal cylmdricdl grinding     
Wain grinding  
Nwi grinding for »Ink» and 

tup MwfiK**        "— 
flritârtina fkv stiiiilettf UTOIÍIBé — 

Gear cutting, reHouc type  
Ciear cutting. MM« type  
Gear cutting. Pfituter type    
Gear cullila. Barher-C ivlman type    ... 
I onical pear cutting ,  
Ci rinding for few«   
•evetltng gear*  
•roaching  
Threading. CUMIAN type  
Straiïhtenmg for shafts     
few»  I 
Machine for úmt*  I 
Wetting  
Hydraulk. pre**  
Honing and lapping  
Oyiiaiitii.' iNatancing  .... »        ....... 
Cínife tuvi* aorta^ìiìa                      .., — 

Centring Uwft* ,  

fJtlwF* ,..,.,..,... 

Toteékwt mmhim\...............        It 

tmttmeimi <>f jitr* ima «ferM ¿raA«-f«Mi 

lit taring  
PnxiMon milling  
Universal milling    
IMivenal grinding   
Precisktn parallel lathe     
Tool grinding  ,  
Shaping    
Drilling  
Welding     

TiMirf imHrrcl «arAwr» 

Total inventory' 

Total value of machines' 
Average value of machinev' 

I» 
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32 

Ì 
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I 
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is 
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I (IK 35 5« 
(l mm/ Stair > Jt4hir' I 
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3,0110 4.200 6.140 
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4 7 
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I 2 
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I I I 
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2 % 4 
I I 1 
I I 2 

15 

175 

i.m.noo 
7.750 

• Ctmurueted i>r adapted in Ihe vum imlu.tr > 
» For »mit* machin«, the ivne» and ptnt prevailing un the Ar» 
• for machine* ol noni aim American origin, an ovefvrMtrge ol  Id 

Argentine and Brairilian market« have heen tumrfeitd 
  n,tnl aim Anwfuan origin, an .»vekharg« »1  10 per cent nter Ihe I .. K value r..r Hjmi»>rt and in- 

Hirana. and another «»t 20 per tew for internmenl c.pendilurev and irtrier» have Been t.mvidefed 
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(a) Accounting of all direct man-hours already deter- 
mined, that is those considered as productive; this is done 
by means of the cards enclosed with the work during its 
execution. The sum of all direct hours accumulated in 
the course of a year should coincide with the theoretical 
hours available, which are deduced in accord with the 
number of direct persons working in an enterprise. It is 
understood that passive times of work preparation as 
well as of the operational cycle proper should also be 
accounted for, charging them to the respective piece or 
machine; 

Evidently each Te will be characterized by a different Ch 
value that will increase as long as Te augments. 

Table 9 presents relevant data that should be kept in 
mind when calculating the cost of direct man-hour on 
the basis of average situations occurring in the Latin 
American countries, with special reference to Argentina 
and Brazil. Once CVi has been determined, it is easy to 
arrive at the fixed cost per 100 kilogrammes of finished 
product Co/100, which if other conditions are maintained 
equal will be different and variable according to its 
productivity in each size of enterprise. In agreement 

Table 7 
SCHEMATIC DISTRIBUTION OK INVESTMENT, EXC LLDING MACHINE TOOLS 

turn r.'. Te? Te, r,. 7V< 

(«) almost nil scarce medium complete complete 
</» — tackles tackles bridge crane and 

lifting tackles 
complete 

u\ _.... yes yes 
Uli negligible scarce medium compiete complete 
M — .._ medium 
if) almost nil primary scarce medium complete 
U'> yes yes yes yes yes 
III) yes yes yes yes yes 

Table H 
ESTIMATE OE TOTAL INVESTMENT BY TYPES OE ENTERPRISE 

I Ytilitv* in thoiiMtttii thllur\ ) 

Ih-ihiimnatUm I, /.' 

1. Direct and indirect machines 
(see table 6)  36.0 

2. Other investment (see table 7)  5.4 

3. Total investment    41.4 
4. Relationship of I over 3     87"„ 
5. Investment per occupied person    2.07 
6. Investment per direct person   2.18 

105.0 244.0 663.0 1,356.0 
23.0 69.0 «7.0 984.0 

I2S.0 313.0 1,050.0 2.34Ü.O 
82 "„ 78",, 63",, 58",, 

2.56 3.13 4.20 4.68 
3.12 4.35 6.78 8.50 

(b) Accounting of all expenses during the year in 
connexion with wages and salaries, social taxes, general 
expenses of operation and indirect material for consump- 
tion by the oWice and the workshop, as well as other 
expenses except raw materials, sales and banking 
expenditures; 

(<•) Amortization of all investments. In the following 
estimates an annual amortization of 10 per cent over the 
total value of investment has been considered. In fact, 
part of the amortization, that of indirect manufacturing 
equipment relative to a determined model, measurement 
calibres, cast iron models and others, should refer to 
inferior times, while the other, that of buildings and 
installations, allows for longer periods. 

It derives »hat the cost of direct man-hour (Ch) will be: 

Ch 
h     c 

with the average figures adopted, it may be pointed out 
that Co 100 values fluctuate between $45 and $150. 
Owinc to the method followed to estimate Co/100, this 
represents only part of the cost, the rest being constituted 
by: 

(a) Raw materials (cast iron, steel bars, sheet, etc.); 
(/>) Eventual machining subcontracted to third parties; 
(r) Parts and pieces bought in the market and used 

directly on the assembly line; 
l<7) Propaganda and sales expenditures; 
(e) Banking expenditures. 

The sales value is obtained through the addition of 
gross profit to these expenses and to those indicated in 
table 7. 

If Co 100 cost is related to the sales value of 100 kilo- 
grammes of product (Vv 100). it follows that although an 
optimum unique value cannot be attributed to this rela- 
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Table 9 

BACKGROUND DATA KOR CALCI LATINO DIRECT MAN-HOI RS 
( i'ülwi in iloliars) 

Ofnominalivn                                                 /*'i ÍV; ''i '•'<* 

1. Persons occupied in the enterprise   ..          20 5« UK) 250 
2. Directs (with and without machines) .          19 41 72 155 
3. Indirects              I >> 28 95 
4. Annual hours per direct person         2,220 2.200 2.200 2,200 
5. Total direct man-hours per year     41,800 90.200 158,400 341.000 
6. Annual «ages of direct labour        10.500 27.000 55,400 126.000 
7. Annual wages of indirect labour       2,400 9.000 28,000 114.000 
8. Total wages (6-7)        12.900 36,000 83.400 240.000 
9. Social taxes and insurance 

(percentage of 8)            60 60 60 60 
10. Total annual expenditure on personnel   20,640 57.600 133.440 384.000 
11. Annual amortization 

(see table 8, 10 per cent!          4.140 12,800 31.400 103.000 
12. Fixed general expenses per year       6.000 20,000 45.000 100.000 
13. Consumption material per year          5.000 12.000 30.000 70.000 
14. Total fixed expenditure per year 

( 10 + II  r 12 + 131      35.780 I02.4<10 239,840 659,000 
15. Cost of direct man-hour (14:5)        0.86 1.14 1.51 1.93 
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5«) 
275 
225 

2.2(H) 
605,000 
242.000 
313.1100 
557.000 

60 
891.200 

234,000 
250.000 
140.000 

1,525.200 
2.52 

tionship, given the general terms under which the problem 
is framed, it is true that such a relationship keeps within 
practical limits of further operative feasibility of the 
order of 30 to 50 per cent. These are applied in figure 7 
to each Te, together with the already defined data on 
total annual production in tons, Hs 100, le and Q. Thus, 
starting from favourable and/or possible factors, the 
field of action of the five enterprises is clearly delimited. 

As regards the correlations among quality, complexity of 
the product and sales value of the sume, it is evident us 
illustrated in figure 7 that this is an empirical accom- 
modation whose objective is to gather into a single 
panorama the free play of the several tech no-economic 
variables characteristic of the sector. Furthermore, it may 
easily be seen that the right lines which define the 
percentual relationship between Co/100 and Vv/100 are 

Logarithmic teilt 

Annual production    40 

Co /100 
Dollar* par 100 kg     90807010 SO  40 

60    80100      160   200      300   400 500    7t»    1000     1.500 2,000 

120 100 807080 80 W) 120 BO 80 7060 

120 «O 80 7060 gOWOOWO 80 70 
i     i       I Itili ni ni Ttiiiii   i   11 * 

Tons 

Ht/100 
Man-hours par no kg    «0.8070 60 80 

100 807080 60  40 8070 60 60  40    30 
Xl   I    I     I      I        I I Ii    III 4 

60 60  40     30 
II     i       *. 807080 60  40 

i^-á. i     in 
2        3     4 2        3     4 

Productivity •——1—1—^4 11   1   1J 
IbMparparaon *    ,   j   , * ?    ,   ?  , 7 ?    .   T   1 1  . 

par yaar 
Figure 7 

TlCHNtCO-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF ENTERPRISE OPERATIONS 

1 
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lines of "cqui-invoicing", thai is. of equal economic effect 
for different technical conditions of operation. 

An observation here is that 7'e, and 7V2 enterprises 
would lind obstacles to productivities of the order of 
four tons a year per person, and this in practice is con- 
firmed by the Argentine and Brazilian cases. In return, 
the other sizes of enterprise offer possibilities in this field, 
which is in agreement with the structures assigned to them. 

Rll.AIIONSHIP  HKIWH-.N   MAI MINI-UHM.  MANI I A( 11 RING 
INTIRI'RISIS ANI! THh INI RASI Kl ( 11 Kt Ol   IUI 

RISI 111-  IUI  MM HANK Al  INDI SI RY 

Il is usually admitted as a general rule that the pro- 
ducer depends to a greater or lesser extent upon auxiliary 
industries that  provide him with services, specialized 

But for the products attributed as feasible by the rest of 
the enterprises, the assistance of other specialized enter- 
prises is imperative. 

It is understood that the comparison among different 
Hs 100 will be valid as long as the manufacture is inte- 
grated in the same manner. It must be pointed out that in 
practice the integration variables are not many, as the 
producers usually buy the cast iron material, machine it, 
purchase in the market the parts and pieces indicated on 
table 10, and machine the remaining pieces. 

The group of raw materials and services mentioned in 
that table constitutes a point of reference about thai 
which has been defined as infrastructure and which should 
consequently be considered as a domestic activity. In 
accordance with ine qualitative hypotheses connected 
with the size of the constructor, the quality demands of 

Table 10 
LISI W MAIN INTKIU ONNKXIONS BHWHN MACHINE-TOOL 

MANI I A< TIRING AND AT'XIUARY INW'STMES 

Ih-HimtiiHttiiw h r., r«. 

Haw materials and \vr\fcvs 
Casi iron (quality!  medium 
Relief of stresses    m> 
Variety of casi irons   scarce 
Hardness demand of cast iron  scarce 
foundry of non-ferrous (quality)  medium 
11 se of common steels  scarce 
Use oí special steels     different 
Heal treatments     vers scarce 

("omnwrcialpints amipiccv* 
I lectric motors        common 
Himple elements for electric circuits           medium 
Complex elements for electric circuits  
llcmcnts for hydraulic circuits  
llcmcnts for pneumatic circuits   
Ilonents for circuits of lubrication        elementary 
I lemenls for circuits of refrigeration        elementary 
Clutches, brakes, torsional, couplings, etc. . 
Screws, screw nuts, »ashers and 

similar items      elementary 
I lie of precision hearings  no 
Springs of every type (quality and variety) . scarce 
Non-melallic accessories (use)  scarce 
Non-electric accessories of machines 

(quality I        medium 
I lectric accesMwies such as magnetic 

piales, etc  
Simple non-metallic element» (use)  scarce 

regular good perfect perfect 
sometimes sometimes al« ay* alway* 

scarce sometime» high high 
scarce sometimes rigorous rigorous 
regular good perfect perfect 
»earce reguter normal normal 

reduced reduced normal normal 
scarce insufficient normal non,val 

common common special special 
almost regular regular      . good good 

sometimes normal frequent 
sometime» correct good 
sometimes correct giHHi 

elementary almost normal good compiete 
almost regular nt*rmal good good 

elementary scarce sufficient complete 

almost regular normal good good 
no irregular normal normal 

scarce almost regular complete complete 
scarce regular complete compiete 

elementary almost normal normal complete 

sometime» normal complete 
almost regular regular complete complete 

parts and pieces for ihe manufacture of his products, 
whose existence has been transformed into an indispens- 
able infrastructure for Ihe development of the sector. It 
is obvious that ihe magnitude of such a structure as a 
supporting element for machine-tool construction is en- 
larged, complemented and complicated in the measure 
that quality, complexity and sometimes even the weight 
of the machines increase: in other words, on direct 
account of the installation of firms of growing size. 

Thus, the presence of factories of type 7V, and 7V; din.'s 
inn necessarily imply the existence of an important 
auxiliary industry as they pioduce quite simple machines. 

cast iron material go together with the increase of Te. 
Hence, the importan«« of an iron foundry, m ea*t iron it 
the basic raw material for the manufacture of machines 
(from 50 to 80 per cent in gross weight with regard to the 
weight of the finished machine). The second pnMtp of 
parts and pieces presented in taWe 10 and its respective 
qualitative appreciations in relation to the enterprises, 
deserve further comment. 

In ihe first place, it is not indispensable thai ihe avail- 
ability in the market of all the items is conditioned by 
their being nationally manufactured. On ihe contrary, it 
is admissible that  some of them   bearings, complex 
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elements tor electric unti hydraulic circuits, clutches and 
others highly specialised, for example depend upon 
importation. In this group, several less complicated 
products may also be included which are bought from 
local industries. Nevertheless, it is interesting that 
the exaggerated dependency of domestic industry upon 
the incorporation of certain accessories for machines 
would «fleet the elasticity of the productive process up 
to the point that it would he more convenient lor the 
producers to take charge of the manufacture of parts of 
such elements until finding someone who could elaborate 
them. Simitar situations have occurred in Argentina and 
•razil where, only recently, firms capante of designing 
and constructing accessories under strict specifications 
•re starting to emerge from the mechanical industry. 

Owing to the limited equipment available to TV,. Fr3 
and 7>j. it is a normal practice for these enterprises to 
subcontract services for specintited machining such as 

gears, splmed shafts and machining of heavy piece» 
Within the flexibility with which H ha» been intended to 
define the most probable lield of action of the dtlVerent 
7V, minor cases »»I subcontracting of services other than 
usually considered would be contemplated In (¡encrai, 
elementary and simple machines do not need the addition 
of highly specialised and technically advanced elements, 
and that their respective unit values of sale are not too 
influenced by the pieces bought in the market However, 
as long as the machine becomes con.,dieted in its diverse 
aspects, the producer will certainty begin adding to it. in 
growing quantities, complements from other specialised 
machines, thus substantially alterine the relationship 
between his work and the value of pieces and equipment 
purchased from third parties: in some very compte« 
machines, the correspondingly high value» of Vv MM are 
achieved through the important contribution by other 
provider industries of parts and pieces 





MINIMUM NOMENCLATIVE OF METAL-Cl IHN« EQUIPMENT 
RECOMMENDED FOR PRODUCTION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

P. P. Somlev. Directm. Machitte-Tinti Betrank Institute. S»fia. totfauru 

Technical resolution«» are characteristic features of the 
present epoch. Countries which are technically developed 
achieve ne» success by continuously developing pro- 
ductive forces and improving the means of production 
New means of mechanization and automation of work 
processes have been widely adopted by all branches of 
industry. During the past fifteen to twenty years, industrial 
production has acquired a new form and new contents. 
Advances also have been made by some countries which 
until recently were considered to be lagging in industrial 
development. Humanity has not known any other perim! 
in its thousand-year history during which productive 
forces, means of production and techniques developed so 
rapidly, widely and comprehensively. This is why we call 
the occurring industrial development a real technical 
revolution. 

Science and technology occupy special places in this 
development of industry. Science practically becomes the 
motivating power of the technical progress which would 
be impossible without the latest and newest discoveries. 
Rapid development would be impossible if countries 
were isolated from the experience and achievements of 
others. This is especially clear in industrially backward 
countries with small populations. Rapid technical pro- 
gress is possible only on the basi* oi mutually beneficial 
scientific and technical collaboration and production co- 
operation among individual countries. 

The machine-tool industry is most important in the 
development oi machine construction because it produces 
machines for the manufacturing of machines. As the 
decisive factor, machine-tool equipment determines the 
technical culture of machine construction and dictates 
the rale of its technical development. 

On this basis, it is possible to say that the development 
of any national industry leads to the creation of national 
machine and machine repair industrie. The latter cannot 
exist without a national machine-tool industry. The 
development of a machine-tool industry is an objective 
necessity for every developing country. This has been 
proved to us by history and current practice. It is 
explained by the fact that the availability of a machine- 
tool industry allows a nation to realize its potentialities 
with new machines and construction and to modernize 
existing equipment. This is the most reliable guarantee ot 
continuous technical progress. It is considered correct 
that the rate of growth of the muchinc-tool construction 
sector should he greater than the rate of growth of the 
machine construction sector. 

MAIN MM» IH VU I M WOHMN«, VIM MINIS HUM IBI I» 

BV INI1IVIIM M   HR ANI'HI S « »I  IMHSIKV  IN IMVIHMMM, 

( OI NI KU S 

It is typical in the economics ol mosi developing coun- 
tries that there exist simultaneously both small and 
handicraft production of a wide assortment of machines 
and industrial production of machines for industry. I tie 
necessity to repair and maintain machities (which as ,i ink 
are supplied by different manufacturing limisi leads to the 
use in various branches of industry of a wide assortment 
of metalworking machines 

It is expected that till I WO individual and handtctatt 
mach i ne production will continue to furnish a consider 
able part of the total production of the developing coun- 
tries. As a rule, the sector needs the so-called standard 
types or universal machine tools and tnetalworktiig 
machinery, such as: universal lathes: dulling and radiai 
drilling machines; plain cutting-off machines, h.tck- 
sawing machines: shapers and planers, universal sui face 
and cylindrical grinding machines gear-cutting ami gvai - 
finishing machines: eccentric ami friction passes, ami 
spring and pneumatic hammers of small and medium 
sizes. 

In the machine branch, the most tmpoiiant tactor to» 
the selection of machines is the kind « »I .miele ttcfngcia 
tors or television sets, wireless wis. ttaitors ami othci 
agricultural machines) and vearly production llowevvi 
general purpose machines of the so vailed standard t«, pi- 
are required at the initial stages ot production in »H 
cases Special and specialized machine tools with pio 
grammed controls should be used onh attet additional 
calculations of their cmciciKy in each speeds caw 

Despite the diverse nomenclature ol machines maim 
factured in the sphere of individual and small pioduction. 
the quantity of machine tools (by types ami SIAM HH-II 

in machine construction ot the it*, \elopmg t outlines mav 
he reduced toa certain minimum with the helpol iati »nal 
planning 

As for the other branches ot the economy which need 
machine tools, the situation becomes mote compta .tied 
because of their unequal development in dtllcrciit c<>un 
tries   Most of the countries have one sided économie- 
and partially developed testile industnes. 

In the developing countries, machine tooK aie «wd in 
all brunches except machine production umludiiu» tin- 
electrical industry I m«.inly lor the repair and maintenance 
of basic equipment and ijielv toi the mamilaittne 
of complete  equipment     I his  makes   it   ditta tilt   t" 

14? 
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recommend  the  necessary   machine  '..   !'   '•• '1»"crcni 
brunches. 

I «it example, such branches ol the textile mdustr> as 
those dealing with processing flax, cotton, hemp, etc 
and   knitting   enterprises   need   mainly   light,   general 
purpose, standard machine tools 

On the contrary, mining, power, metallurgical and 
paper industries need large machine tools of Km efficient} 
hut notable lor a wide technological range (chucking 
machines and lurning-and-boring mills, machines for 
reg rind mg rolls for metallurgical works) 

As a rule, the repair workshops of these branches ncel 
both universal standard type machines of medium weight 
and some special and large size machines, recommended 
by specialists 

MAIN <.*<M PS IN   MM HIM   KNNS inowtsutti urn 
CK<HM4 ININ IS IHMIOflV«, (Ol Mülls 

Among the most important fat MIS determining the 
main groups of machine lotti* to be reownmended to 
developing countries are 

(<K Requirements of the country must determine the 
prohlability of production. The lower limit of profitable 
production of universal standard type machines may he 
comtdcred fifty to sixty pieces per year 

ih) Availability of native raw materials and finished 
and half-hnt*hed products (suth a* electm mot»»rs, 
electrical equipment, hydraulic elements, castings, etti. 
It follows thai from the economic p»»tnt of view the most 
expedient method is mastering universal machines of the 
mam standard types shown in tank I 

1 t inversai lathes with the maximum machtm«* ilumewi up to 
Mftmm 

2 IHlttm* Uolitmn l>pi' ami  htm.h txpel nwtttmes with the 
müvimiiiii »lull itumeici up 10 5 mm 

»    MMtng machines w tth the maximum »lAh «f Mhk- fnm» Ml to 
iflft mm 

4.   Ihapers »uh ine maximum length <»f stroke up H> *>*' mm 
v    Mam upes ot haiksitvMng iivavhmcs t«tr suiting tiff nwu-rwl 

has mg dMHwiers t* I«». 2Mt am) 4t» mm 
6 t mvvrsal and ptain cutter and Itn4-armdmg machines 
7 (torma machines for repair of engines 
M    l inversât ivlinttns.il granting and surface grtmtmg uwemncs 
si    Hurt/ontul tutrmg «whines 

Ths mastering of these main groups of machines is a 
natural road to development in the held of machine-ttn»! 
construe!ion Besides, all this is hound up with the 
following , 

tal I fíese machines are necessary lor machine con- 
struction and machine refunr in different branches »>f 
industry of the developing countries They can make up 
about 65 7S per cent of all required machines Therefore, 
it is expedient to manufacture them within the country . 

ih) Accumulation of experience in manufacturing 
these machines makes it possible to pass in the future to 
the production of machine li»ols having higher per- 
formance 

Bvsis urn < tu««INCi MXIS I'VHVMt URS 

T he designing of new machine tools of any kind (except 
unique ones) should be preceded by the typilication ot 
these machines. The lypilication is accomplished on the 
basis oi a genera! analysis of existing machines of a 
similar type which have been manufactured during the 
last three lo live years Typiftcation is necessary because 
the practical operational range of a kind should be 
covered by a minimum number of si/cs. Among the 
aspects oi tynification are construction, technological, 
operational and repair likenesses and the possibilities of 
vertical and horizontal unification of some constructional 
elements and eventual use of the assembly principle for 
general purpose machines; nomenclature limitation* of 
production programme: and organization of serial pro- 
duetion with all ensuing economic advantages. 

It is necessary to determine the limits of the whole 
scope of machine-tool series with respect to basic para- 
meter and eventually with respect to parameters following 
it. to classify the necessary sizes within the whole sc«vpe, 
to determine basic technological data. e.g.. geometrical 
dimensions of an article manufactured with the help of 
the given machine, connecting »w fastening surface»!. 

Parameters and sizes are selected in conformity with a 
sr -ie» of recommended numbers according to the standard 
used m the country «eg. TOCT 8032 *0> The recom- 
rpended numbers form the basis of a series «if linear 
dimensions <e g.. TOCT of« Jf» <0| which arc decimal teries 
of geometrical progressions with the following exponents: 

Tor scries 115 

Tor series RIO 

Tor series RÎO 

Tor nenes R40 

Parametric series and dimensional scries arc determined 
for each wind of new machine tool. The parametric senes 
is a series of numerical value« of one or several para- 
meters of a machine The dimensionai scries is a series 
of baste parameters of machines of the same type. 

The problem of the density of series of basic parameters 
for machine toots of the same type is important. A series 
too dense results m a large nomenclature of machines 
similar by parameters. A greatly rarefied series deterio- 
rates the technical an<1 economic indices oí machine 
operation since it is necessary to use larger machines 
instead of the excluded small ones. Determination of the 
optimum series of basic parameters is an important task 
which demands a detailed technical and economic 
grounding. The optimum series is a scries of machine 
dimensions which always ensures that losses are mini- 
mized during the manufacture of machines and during 
their operation. 

When creating a new series of machines of the given 
type, n is profitable to begin with a rarefied series which 
may become more dense when necessary. Thus, the 
common shortcomings of the stries arc eliminated by a 
small number of sizes, and improvements connected with 
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experiments are also performed with the help of a «.mall 
number ot machines 

In grounding the selection ot series, it is necessary to 
consider in succession the following factors overhead 
expenses change, annual programme in pieces, material 
expenditures, machine cost price, annual programme cost 
price, annual amortization assignments, additional 
expenditures during operation and total annual expendi- 
tures. 

Countries belonging to IMI A have agreed to adopt 
common basic parameters and series of numerical values 
of parameters of machine tools for instance, adopted 
as the basic parameter of universal lathes is the maxi- 
mum machining diameter, numerical values series being 
according to RIO with exponent f I 25. The range 
front 100 to 630 mm is covered by nineteen machine». 

The husk parameter chosen for drilling machines is the 
maximum drill diameter in steel with »h SO 60 
kg mm*. Numerical valu«!» series are: 

Bench-type drilling machines: 1.5. 3. 6. 10. 12. 16. 20. 
25: 

Vertical drilling machine*: 12. 16. 20. 25. 32.40. 50.63, 
75 -13. 100. 

The series of bench-type drilling machine» from 1.5 to 6 
inclusive is rarefied after two numerical value» and cor- 
responds to serie» RIO: from 10 to 25, »eric« RIO is 
complete. The aerie» of vertical drilling machines is in 
conformity with the complete serie» RIO. 

Universal lathes manufactured in the People'» Republic 
of Bulgaria have the following numerical value» of the 
hatte parameter: 200, 320. 400, 500 and 630 mm. This 
corresponds to »erte» R10. ( Lathe with basic parameter of 
250 mm i» not mustered.) 

In order to ascertain the mastering of serte» it is 
necessary to compare the basic parameters of mastered 
lathes and then to compare basic parameters of lathe» 
which are being mastered at present. 

There are two parallel series of mastered machines 
differing in their completeness and additional parameters. 

Models of lathes 
Basic- 
parameter         200        320        400 500 630 
Basic series CY20I   CY32I     €11M CIOM CUM 
Additional 
semi                             Ci         C5 — — 

Lathes of the basic series are more powerful. They are 
intended for heavy duty operation in main workshops 
with a high degree of organization. Lathes of the addi- 
tional series are intended for auxiliary use. 

The basic series was masterei after the additional one 
on the basis of experience. 

M H HODS t IF MASTFRINt. MINIMI M NOMF.M LATI Rh 
m MA< MINI mus 

There are mainly four ways of creating and developing 
machine tools: 

(0) By individual  scientific  and technical  research, 
design and technological work : 

</>) By joint scientific research, design and technologi- 
cal work: 

(i I By documentation or samples ol"existing machines. 
(</) Bv buying licences. 

The lirst method is typical of all countries, hut mainly 
lor those which in addition to many years of experience 
and with traditions in production, laboratory and opera- 
lion research, possess great engineering technical and 
economic potential. 

The second method of development is used almost by all 
countries regardless of technical level in the given branch. 
However, it is characteristic that this method of solving 
scientific research and design problems is selected by 
those countries which have equal or similar achievements 
in ihe given sphere and common technical and economic 
interest». 

The third way of gaining results in this field is typical of 
countries which are backward qualitatively or quantita- 
tively when they design and manufacture machine tools. 
This method also is characteristic of some socialist and 
developing countries. 

The fourth method of development is used almost by 
all countries wishing to miss some stages which are 
necessary for making articles at a high technical level but 
would entail considerable losses in lime and means. I or 
many countries with the material and technical base» for 
the timely and effective mastering of a new article in full 
compliance wilh the licence bought, this is the only way of 
quick achieving a high standard of manufactured produce 
which would meet all competition in domestic and world 
markets. 

The third and fourth methods are most important for 
developing countries. Therefore, they will be discussed in 
more detail. 

Documentation or samples are given by countries 
advanced in the branch. They are chiefly used by those 
countries which are backward in the sphere of develop- 
ment and mastering of machines. 

The use of documentation bought at low prices re- 
present» great advantages for the developing countries 
Making documentation which is sold at seller's prices also 
ha» advantages for the developing countries, but docu- 
mentation can be made al a high level only by organiza- 
tion» which have great experience. Such organizations 
are not available in the developing countries. When using 
documentation, the specialists of a new plant use specilli 
experience and quickly raise their qualification. Machine 
flow sheets help to organize production better, more 
easily and in conformity with existing conditions and to 
use the available equipment, experience and traditions to 
a greater extent. There is considerable reduction of tin- 
tola I time required for the mastering of the machine, 
because no time is spent on designing, making and 
testing the pilot model and it is possible to start the 
adoption of the zen» series immediately. 

In Yugoslavia, the production of machine tools was 
mastered in a comparatively short time using documenta- 
tion supplied by the Soviet Union In that way. such 
machines as horizontal boring machines, models 2620A, 
and  2630, planer type milling machine,  ¡,iodel 6642, 
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vertical boring nulls and lathes with basic parameters of 

I.(KM and .1.1100mm. were mastered 
In the I niled Arab Republic, on the basis oi docu- 

mentation received from the Soviet l mon. the produc- 
tion of a universal lathe, movici IVO. and a suri ace 
grinding machine, model 1 i»722 with a basic parameter 
ol .120 mm. was mastered Considerable assistance m the 
rational designing ol cylindrical grinding machines, 
surface grinding machines and planer type nulling 
machines was rendered to the Peoples Republic ol 
Bulgaria which received corresponding technical docu- 
mentation trom the Soviet I'mon and Czechoslovakia. 

I ranee occupies lirst place among countries which sell 

licences, followed b> Switzerland, the I niled States. 
West Oermam. the I niled Kingdom, and Italy Japan 
is first among countries buying licences India. Iugo- 
slavia. Hungary and Spam come next in that order 

Ihe purchase ot licences is especially profitable for ihe 
developing countries I stially, when drawing a licence 
purchase contract, they stipulate conditions ensuring that 
the technical level ol the buver will be raised by the tin» 
selling Ihe licence. Ibis is done by means ol supplying 

ihe necessary equipment and machinery, bv training 
personnel and bv passing on production experience or 
know-how. The buyer gets the right ol know-how. Hits 

allows a new enterprise to quickly gain that which lakes 
tens of years in other countries. Machines manufactured 
by licence sell better in domestic and world markets 
because the lirms possessing rich experience and tradi- 

tions enjoy conlidencc. 
On tin; basis of studying the mastering of new machine- 

tools, it is possible to draw the following conclusions 
<«» Most developed countries make progress in 

designing and developing machine tools mainly through 
their own scientific and technical research and designs 
Joint scientilic-reseaich works and designs come second. 

mainly used by partners equally developed in the given 
sphere, whose- joint activity is caused by common 
economic interests \lthough the buying of licences is m» 
a principal method of development for these countries it 
is used lor the sake of maintaining continuously high 

technical levels in the branch. 
(/»> Countries which are backward in the produciion of 

machine tools more often use the third way of develop- 
ment, i.e.. documentation or samples. Ihe purchase of 
licences is also very i »portant to these countries, 

{( I The majority of countries winch buy licences do so 

because ol the absence or shortage o\ engineering stall 
(e.g. India. Nuuoslavia. Hungary and Spain». If the 
engineering stall and material and technical basis in- 
adequate, licences are bought for the sake of quickly and 
etliciently mastering new articles. Other countries iniy 
licences mainly to ensure the highest technical level in all 
fields o! the branch so as to secure domination in home 
and world markets \ typical example in this respect is 
Japan Ihe developing countries buy licences which 

ensure ihe dehverx of required equipment and machinery 
and assistance in trainine personnel. This is the shortest 
and most reliable way o\' qtuekly mastering machine 

production. 
Regardless oi  ihe method selected. H  is possible '..> 

master a minimum nomenclature of machine tools only 
in case there is available an industrial enterprise with 
necessary machines and equipment The minimum sel 
of equipment depends to a great extent on the possibilities 
of co-operation inside the country and abroad. The 
machines mentioned below are necessary in case the 
enterprise operates in the conditions of limited possi- 
bilities otco-opcralion I siially ihe developing countries 

have such conditions. 
When selecting an initial set of machines, it is necessary 

to select those most suitable for every purpose. This 
should be done on the bases of the scale of production, 
possibility of delivery and successful use of new and high- 

ethciency machines. 
I oi the machining of frame works n is necessary to use 

milling machines with a table width ol 350 mm. planer- 
type milling machines and planing machines Hut 
depending on the stale of pr**duclion it is pv»ssibte to 
have only some of these machines. In a larger series, the 
group of machines for processing frame works must 

include special grinding machines foi guides 
Horizontal boring machines are necessary for process- 

ing openings and faces of frame works. \l small enter- 
prises, it is possible to use radial drilling machines lilted 

with suitable conducuwv It is expedient to use such 
machines at large enterprises as well in addition to 

horizontal boring machines. 
I or machining such articles as antes, shafts, gear* and 

rings it is necessary to have universal lathe* and abo 

turret and copying machines 
for the machining of drive screws tl is possible lo use 

high-accuracy screw cutting lathes. But in most cases it is 
necessary to have special lathes or milling machines 

I or ihe manufacturing of main spindles use is made ol 
precision cylindrical grinding machines for external and 
internal grinding It is advisable «hat grinding machines 
used for machining main spindles should not be used for 

'jrindtng other articles 
Machine-tool production needs a great number ol" 

gears, most of which are ground. Therefore, it is e*- 
pedtent to master the technology of grinding gears, t-or 
processing geais. it is necessary to have basic gear 
hobhing, gear tooth rounding and gear grinding machine*. 

Depending on the scale of production and kind «*f 
mastered machines, a number of additional machines is 
added to the basic set of machines to increase the efHci- 

eiwy and accuracy of machining. 
I oi the processing of precise openings, it is recom- 

mended to have a precision boring machine. Keyways 
nul spimed openings of gears are machined with the help 
ol broaching machines. 

Auxiliary departments are of great importance lor the 
development KA an enterprise They include tool, forge. 
loi aing. thermal, maintenance and other shops. It is 
necessary to have them m the plant or constant and 
stable co-operation with other plants or sirops. 

Ihe machines and equipment recommended for a 
complete small machine-tool plant cannot have equal 
produciion loads, especially when the scale of production 
is minimal. In view of this, some machines are to be used 
with reduced efficiency and foi  unusual operations. In 
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order lo keep special machines running at full capacity, 
it i* practical lo accept order?» from other enterprise1». 
e%peci¡tlh ihose dealing with machine-tool repair. 

Sim (ii m m MM HIN*-torn PWMUI IH>\ I\ IN X H OPINO 

« Ol S I «IH 

The ¡«nalysis of machine-loo* application in developing 
countries *no*x that besides the machine industry. these 
machines are tiied in light and extractive industrie* and 
motor transport mainly for repair »ori. The requirement!» 

\t>l**OVIMAII    MHI< HM   4*   M\< IIIM-KKH    «(INK   IS 

otvf iiirtMi ort Mutts. 1970 1975 

Lathe* 44"„ 
Copying  
Turninc-aml-(v<ilinf  
I mversaI   
tlHwkmg   

Wiffmg mmhmn. <«"',, 
Knee t>ne. inmortal. ttortMNHal ami vcrt&at  ., 
Katwr typ*    -  
Copying and cngraxnig   
Srsis lai pwrpiwe  

/ÍÜ /friIUI ¿ml Will ÍMi> MüSlÉ',ÁÉMj^t   Jrï " 

Vertical drilling  
Radial drfttfWg  
Horizontal boring  
Jtg boring  

tirimtmg nmrhmei ¥"„ 
t ntvemt cximdrKal     
internal    
t"vüfutrical internal       
Surface   ... -  

Ihrnrng. kfpmn mil kmtt mmt cMter çrimling mutarne* f..*' 
Honing     
t apfung    
Tont and cutter grinding  

Shaft im. \kiii :m mut ht litichiti)/ mmlmes V\, 
flatting  
aïaptflg     ,,...,.     .... 
JWotting  

fkwfutime ami tkrtmt-ortfm' ¡wmriMw* $*„ 
ima vulturi «ml fear shaping     
Gear nulling and spline mttttng  

€attim*a0 *mràénn 5"« 
(fiêrr mmém'ì »J*'„ 

2« 
1.5 

•15.5 
1.0 

SM».? 
«I 
2.5 
0.5 

«5.5 
Î.5 
»5 
OS 

4.V0 
15« 
7.« 

J5« 

mm 
so 

.15.« 

10.0 
50,0 
311,0 

24.0 
no 

of these branches, which arc key ones m developing 
countries. determiiH* ihe necessary composition ot the 
stock of machine tools in operation 

Proceeding from the experience ><l Hulearía pet lamine 
to the same stage of development at which at present are 
some developing countries, we can accept an approximate 
structure of the stock o\ machine tools which will tv in 
operation in the developing comunes In I^TO I his 
structure is shown in table - 

At the lirsl stage o\ development, the production of 
machine tools sho.ild he organized on the basis ot internal 
needs of »he country It is also necessary to take into 
consideration the fact that it is most economically elice 
live to master those machine tools which are tn the 
greatest demand in the domestic market 

It should not be forgotten that at the initial stage some 
countries will noi have enough skilled personnel and ex 
perience. Consequently. these countries must begin with 
mastering   those  machines   which   are  comparatively 
simple. 

We consider it to be most expédient and profitable for 
the develotstng countries to have by 1970 1975. the 
approximate structure ot machine-tool production as 
found in table 3. 

I«**-.* 

§wt<TI» *# MMmm-mm MKWM t I*«N 

IN HtvnilWNt, i Ot MUMS BY 1970 1975 

I'»Hers»!              
¡ff'H»i 

MM» 0 

\titltm: mméém'i ?"., 
Kn«e t>pe, «nixersal and xvrttcal («Ml 

DriiiiHi: MM«/ fonimi nmrktttr* 4H"., 
Vertical drilling  <Mil 
Precision taring  Mi 

tumémit nmrhm <• 4"„ 
t nivcrsat cylindrical 
t.sternal  

ss.« 

Mumm- Inf pini; fill hut! umi tttíhi 
grmttmt «MrMwv !",. 
tout and cutter grinding     Itti 1» 

Sfaipttit: uml skating mm hi» •> .*" 
Supini   -  
Slot ime  

«0 
IMI 

{Httm/fuM Maritar» 4"„ 





THE PORTION Or METALWORKING INDUSTRIES IN THE STRUCTURE OF AN 
INDUSTRIALIZING ECONOMY 

Amte I*. Cernir mié Hanxity W. Ltomkf. Hmruré Economie Meiemrcà Project. Harvard l itirersity. Cambridge. Masa,. 
I mitré Stmts of America 

In this report arc described the relationship», io each 
other and tu all other ¡lectors of an industrial economy, 
of Industrie« in the metalworking complex Systematic 
quantitative information should facilitale translation of 
the preliminary aggregative outlines of a national 
development plan into specific industrial programmes 
which, in turn. should provide a firm basis for detailed 
design and assessment of individual investment projects. 

The emphasis in this intermediate stage of develop- 
mental planning is on intenndustrial balance on the 
provision, lor each newly established branch of pro- 
duction, of an appropriate supply of raw and semi* 
finished material«, of power, and of other kinds of input« 
on the one hand, «ad of a properly assured outlet for its 
output cm the other. The analytical procedures and the 
factual informati«*! are intended to facilitate planning the 
expansion of metalworking industrie» within a frame- 
work asutring halanced growth of all sectors in a deve- 
loping economy. 

In an industrial economy, metalworking industries 
function as the chief suppliers of durable capital good» to 
aH sectors Indeed, metalworking and construction sectors 
aft the only major suppliers of durable capital goods. In 
1*51. tinned State» metalworker*contributed 31 percent 
of all gross private capital formation, the hulk of the 
remainder coming from the construction industry. In 
contrast, their contribution of current account >nputv 
that i«, materials, parts and components, and services to 
other industries in the economy, was relatively small. 
lecause of the special interest here in capital-producing 
sectors, particular attention must he given to problems of 
capital accumulation, of growth and replacement, if the 
economic function« of the metalworiinf industries ate 
to ht understood 

CtlalSil  MXtH'NT tWt'MM TH1 I AW IS 

The presentation will he organised around a series of 
tables, each designed to iHuttrale a particular aspect of 
industrial interdependence Table I is an input-output 
table for the United State» in If». It shows the dollar 
value of tales by establishment* in each of the eighty-one 
industrie* of the economy in relation to each other and 
to final consumers, housenotdt, Government, exports 
and imports, net change in inventories and gross capital 
formation Imports are shown as negative entries, i.e.. 
as an offset to other final demand item«, bach row 
describes the industrial destinations of an industry's 

l IS.« 

products: each column details an industry's purchases 
from the other sectors. If we divide the purchases by 
each industry (in a given column) by that industry's 
output, we obtain a set of input-output coellicients. 
These are shown in table 2. The coellicients in each 
column are essentially a recipe for a unit of its output. 
They show, for example, how much coal, ore and scrap 
are purchased by the steel industry per unii of steel output. 

Throughout the world, input-output tables hase been 
made for more than titty countries varying in stages of 
industrial development and types of economic Organiza- 
tion. Economies differ quite a bit. and so. naturally, do 
the input-output tables which describe them. Look, lor 
example, at the input-output tables for India and Japan, 
tables 3 and 4. While it is not easy to compare them (the 
transactions are in düTerenl currencies, and prices and 
the sectoring plans are not the same), important re- 
semblances and difference*- are apparent. Sales and 
purchases by manufacturing and particularly by metal- 
working seettm. have much greater relative importance 
in Japan than in India. In both countries, however. 
primary metals producers and other metalworking 
sectors .uppfy the bulk of metalworkers' inputs. 

A country which is formulating its development plan 
will want, naturally, to base its analysis on Us own 
input-output table in so far as possible. In the discussion 
which follows, we shall refer most often to the most 
recent material for the United States economy, since this 
is the material most readily available to us. Hecause the 
United States already has a highly developed metalwork- 
ing complex, we can use it to provide examples of the 
interrelationships among metalworking and other sectors. 
Later, imports are introduced as an alternative source iM 
metalworking products. The analytical procedures which 
are presented can, and indeed should, he applied to data 
for other economies as well 

In tables I and 2. sectors have been arranged roughly 
in "triangular order", i.e. the industrie^ producing 
primarily Hnal goods (machinery, cloth tig. processed 
foods) are placed at the top of the chart, followed by the 
producers of intermediate products (engines and turbines, 
electronic components, machine shop products), and still 
below that by producers of raw materials, energy, etc If 
production were always a "one-way street", the arrange- 
ment would be perfectly triangular there would be no 
transactions in the upper triangle «»I the input-output 
table. Hut this is not the case Chemicals are used to 
make paper, but paper is used to package chemicals 
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Steel is used to make blasl furnaces, but blast furnaces are 
used to make steel. Nuls, bolts, and screws go into 
machines, but arc also made by machines, etc. These 
circular or hackfecding aspects are very important in a 
complex industrialized economy. It is important to 
insure balance, among these interdependent processes, in 
planning or forecasting economi.; development. 

A standard input-output computation permits us lo 
trace the impaci of any given change in deliveries to final 
demand on all inler-industry flows on current account, 
and hence on all industries' outpuls. If more automobiles 
are to be produced for consumers or for export, then the 
economy will have to deliver more steel, metal products, 
textiles, and power lo the automobile industry. To supply 
these additional inputs to automobiles, the steel industry 
will have to consume more coal, ore, and scrap, the metal 
products industry still more steel, the textile industry 
more chemicals and natural fibres. To supply this second 
round of additional inputs, still more ore. coal and scrap, 
more chemicals, more coal, and so on. are needed. To 
compute all the direct and indirect requirements of a 
given change in final demand, we compute (he so-called 
"inverse coefficient matrix."' Table 5 is such an inverse 
matrix. Kach element tells how much of the products of 
the industry on the left are required per unit increase in 
final demand for the product listed at the top. The inverse 
coefficient for steel into automobiles tells how much the 
total production of steel in the economy must increase 
per dollar increase in deliveries of automobiles to final 
demand. Inverse coefficients will always be equal to or 
larger than direct input-output coefficients (table 2) 
because they include indirect, in addition to direct, 
production requirements. 

l-OKKKiN IK AIM   AN» IMPORT SUBSTITl'TION 

In tracing the direct and indirect effects of changes in 
the UK of final demand on domestic outputs, exports must 
be added lo the other items included in the final demand, 
while imports have to be entered in it as a column of 
negative figures. If. for example, a country were to 
increase its export of electric motors, the output of the 
electric motors industry and of its various direct and 
indirect suppliers would have to increase by ihe same 
amount by which they would have to be raised if the 
additional motors were produced for domestic use. 
Increased imports of electric minors would have just the 
opposite effect. 

Import substitution is nothing but a combination of a 
cut in imports and an equal rise in domestic output (with 
tin* level of domestic final demand remaining the same 
as a was before). The combined direct and indirect 
impaci of the two shifts on every sector oi the economy 

1 (I A) i. where A IN the maim of flow coerttcients 

¡in    a i.' .tin 

.«vili-    a-' 
e tents: ;»N exemplified in tabic 5 

¡In 

can be estimated through simple summation of the 
separate effects of each of them. I*i general, given a com- 
plete export programme and a corresponding import 
programme of a country, their total effect on the level of 
output in each branch of domestic industry can be esti- 
mated through subtraction of the direct and indirect 
effects of all types of imports from the combined (positive) 
effects of all Ihe different kinds of exports. 

Using the table of technical input coefficients, it is even 
simpler to compute ihe import requirements for raw 
material, semi-finished and finished goods or the 
export surpluses—corresponding to any combination of 
projected output levels of domestic industries with given 
quantities of their respective products allocated to 
exports and absorbed in final domestic use. The inputs 
required by each industry to attain the projected level of 
output can be determined on the basis of the appropriate 
input coefficients. These inputs combined with projected 
deliveries to final use will yield estimates of total domestic 
demand for each type of goods. Comparing these with 
the projected total domestic outputs, we arrive al the 
figures of required imports or exportable surpluses. 

LAROI'R  AM) ( APITAL ('OEr'HriENTS; AGGREGATION TO A 

38-SEÍ TOR ( I.ASSIHC ATION 

Large coefficients in Ihe United States coefficient table 
and in the inverse coefficients table are shaded. They 
represent relatively important direct or indirect linkages 
between a given selling industry (identified on the left) 
and purchasing industry (identified at the top). Sectors 
9-35 (sector 15 can be excluded) in tables I, 2, and 5 are 
metalworking sectors. 

With large capacity high-speed computing equipment, 
it is not difficult to deal with eighty-odd sector input- 
output tables, or even much larger ones. On the other 
hand, it is still very clumsy to print and reproduce large 
matrices on a single page of paper. To facilitate presenta- 
tion here, we have chosen to consolidate, or aggregate, the 
United States input-output materials to a thirty-eight- 
order classification. The consolidated flow and co- 
efficient tables are given as tables 6 and 7. Since we are 
concentrating on the metalworking sectors, we have kept 
full detail in the twenty-five metalworking industries, but 
aggregated the non-melalworking sectors into only 
thirteen sectors. Metalworking sectors are renumbered 
I 25. The last five rows in the coefficient table. 7. show 
total fixed capital requirements (dollars per dollar of 
output), labour requirements in man-years per thousand 
dollars of output, for three different types of labour skills, 
and total labour requirements. Multiplying the output 
levels for each of the thirty-eight industries by these 
labour coefficients, we can obtain estimates of each of 
the ihree types of labour required in each producing 
sector. Comparison of these estimates of labour require- 
menls with projections of skilled labour supplv or man- 
power training plans will tell whether a given sel of 
output levels is feasible. 

Supplies of other factors of production which may 
introduce bottlenecks can be treated analogously. If an 
economy has only a limited supply of. for instance, an 
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Metalworking Industries in the Structure of an Industrializing Economy 

ore, or petroleum, which cannot be increased in the short 
run. then their requirements can be computed as in the 
case of skilled labour, and the feasibility of a given 
programme evaluated. Imports can sometimes fill the gap. 

Capital requirements should be treated in exactly the 
same way in the short run. Given sufficient time, of 
course, skilled labour can be "produced" through 
education and industrial training programmes and 
capital goods can be manufactured. The role of metal- 
working industries in the investment process is con- 
sidered in detail later on. 

A line is drawn around the industries in the metal- 
working bloc in tables 6 and 7. Note that there are very 
few sizeable entries beyond 26 (construction) in the I 25 
band of metalworking suppliers. Within the bloc, 
however, there are strong elements of interdependence. 
Before going further into the relation of metalworking 
to other sectors, let us survey the internal structure of 
metalworking more carefully. 

INTERNAL STRLCTI RE OF THE METALWORKING COMPLEX 

Summing the transactions within the box fiable 6), we 
observe that the total value of transaction: among the 
metalworkers themselves is 28 per cent of their combined 
total output. Thus, a fair proportion of metalworking 
activity is "taking in each other's wash". Makers of, for 
instance, engines and turbines, purchase bolts and nuts 
and stampings from other metalworkers and. in turn, 
furnish marine engines to boat builders. Intra-industry 
transactions along the "diagonal" may often consist of 
sales of specialized parts made in one establishment to 
assembling plants included in the same industry. Thus, 
for example, the very large volume of sales among auto- 
mobile establishments reflects the United Slates practice 
of decentralizing automobile assembly plants throughout 
the country. 

Table 8 presents direct input-outpul coefficients for the 
metalworking sectors alone li.r the United States in I958.2 

Metalworking industries are specially arranged in that 
table to highlight their internal organization: industries 
which specialize in components for other metalworking 
industries are placed near the bottom of the table, and 
producers who specialize primarily in final metal pro- 
ducts are located near the top. 

Final metal products are divided into three major 
groups: transportation equipment (automobiles, aircraft, 
railroad equipment, cycles, etc.). electrical equipment 
(electrical transmission equipment, radio and television 
sets, household appliances, office and computing 
machines) and non-electrical equipment (industrial pro- 
cessing equipment, farm machinery, materials-handling 
equipment, metalworking machinery, etc.). Industries 
listed near the top of each final product group or "bloc", 
such ;i> office, computing and accounting machinery, and 
materials-handling machinery, sell little or nothing to 
other metalworking sectors on current account. Below 
them arc listed sectors such as electronic components and 

•' C'oeftkiems in tables N and V exclude some fictitious "secondary 
product" transfers included in tables 2 and 7. 

I ss 

electric lighting and wiring equipment, which provide 
current inputs to electrical machinery producers at later 
stages, or engines and turbines, which produce compo- 
nents for industrial and transportation equipment manu- 
facturers. The bottom rows of the table consist of indus- 
tries which perform more general metalworking functions 
not specialized to a particular final metal produci 
stampers, makers of ball and roller bearings, etc. These 
provide components for all the later stages of mcial- 
working production. 

Note the bloc character of the electrical and non- 
electrical machinery sectors. These blocs buy relatively 
little from each other, although both groups purchase 
from the "general intermediate" metalworkers detailed 
at the bottom of the table. Transportation equipment 
manufacturers do not form a self-contained bloc. They 
purchase from both the electrical and the nonelectrical 
blocs as well as from each other.-' 

One should not, of course, expect metalworking 
complexes to be fully developed in all economies. 
Relatively few metalworking activities will be represented 
in the input-output table for a developing economy, and 
within each input-output category the mix of such 
activities will be very different. The expansion, prolifera- 
tion, and balancing of these activities is an essential part 
of economic development, riven among highly industrial- 
ized countries, specialization patterns vary to some 
extent. 

Some variations in the division of labour within the 
metalworking bloc appear from a comparison of tables 
8, 9, and 10. Table 8 shows the interdependence of 
metalworking sectors for the United Stales in 1958. Table 
9 shows the same kind of picture lor the lIniled States in 
1947. Although we know that there were many dramatic- 
changes in metalworking techniques used during the 
period 1947 1958. the over-all pictures are similar: tin- 
relative dependence of each of the sub-blocs on the others 
does not change substantially, and the importance of 
general intermediate metalworkers in the overall picture 
remains about the same. This paradox of input-output 
coefficient stability in ihe face of known instances of 
changing techniques should not be surprising. New 
cutting techniques, for example, are introduced gradually, 
affecting only a very small portion of actual operation at 
first. Some qualitative changes in the design of com- 
ponents may not be discernible in terms of the present 
industry classification. 

Table 9 describes the Japanese metalworking complex 
for I960. While the basic industrial classification is 
different from lhat of Ihe United States, it was possible 

•' The specialization pattern observed in the 1'nitcd Slates input • 
output table for metalworking must be interpreted in ihe light of the 
conventions of the input-output accounting. I he statistics are com- 
piled for establishment units anil classified m lerms ol the principal 
activity of each establishment. Common mctal-.mikmg proicsscs 
such as stamping, shcct-mctal work, die making, wire work, etc . 
are actually performed within mans pioduu specialized metal- 
working establishments, but are "Iransfencd" liUitiously to the 
special processing sectors in the input-oui put accounts I m t her moie, 
where several processing stages are integrated within an establish- 
ment. I hc> ma> never appear as transactions at all. thus, tabic hand 
¡he derived coefficients in table 7 ilo noi tell us exactly how much 
stamping activity »as actually performed m the I'nitcd States 
economy, but only what stamping products were purchased or sold 
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Table 

INPUT-OUTPUT FOR 

Current account inter-industry 

{Ten milium 

Construction, urban and industrial 
Construction, rural 
Electrical equipment 
Transport equipment 
Noo-elecîrkal equipment 
Iron and steel 
Iron ore 
Clement 
Other metals 
*äIHK muterais # 
Plantations 
Lea titer and leather products 
Animal husbandry 
Food industries 
Food grams 
Cotton and other textiles 
&SÍÉ0 Éaww#«Ws 

Other asricuUure 
Chemical fertilizers 
Otas», wooden, «id non-metallic 

mineral product» 
Forestry products 
Motor transport 
Petroleum products' 
Crude oil 
Rubber products 
Rubber 
Cfiomicafs 
Hallways 
Electricity 
Owl 
Others 

10     II     12     13     H     IS I* 

Intermediate sum 

Value added 

Value of output 

Hum 
«H 

mwhi 1 milllpn 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
f 

10 
11 
If 
13 
M 
I» 
M 
17 
It 
It 

M 
21 
22 
33 
I« 
23 
» 
27 
IS 
29 
30 
31 

32 

33 
34 

33 

23 
214 

44 

3 
2« 

2»    %$ 
it      1 

14 

6 
4 

10 
0 

7 
I 

22 

I 
II 

2 
I 

1 2 

0 g 

3 4 

2 3 
0 0 

*» 27 

6      3 
71    4Í 

3     44 

I 

0 

3 

4 
3 

2t 

12 
7 

6 
II 
14 

M*    r>    72    90   |*$   112 

314   3W    43    91   130   111 
2«    »      9    20    50    47 

0 

0 

T 
7 
0 

e 

3 
i 
4 

20 
7 

4» 
m 
2 53 m 

9f m m 

i 

0      3 

0      t 

I 
0 
0 

1 

2 

0 
1 

II 

2    12    » 

I 
0 
é 

• 

3 
m 

3 
3 

19 

12 

4 
M 
• 

M 
4 

6     22 
0      • 
t   n 

27     14 

13 
4 

1201   416   12«   201   344   269      f    JJ     J2 

4 24 1»   171   9M   47$ 449 
41 

1 
1« 

3 
47  932   271 34Ü 
23    27    67     13 

277 
34 

45 196 m 1130 1323 3974 t» 
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INDIAN ECONOMY, 1960-1961 

transactions (HW-öO prices) 
rupee t) 

17     18    I»    20    21     22     23    24   25   2«   27   21   29   » 
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1 
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Table 

INPUT-OUTPUT FOR 

Current account ¡nter- 

(BHIitms 

10     II        12     13     14 IS 

Apiculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
Coal. Petroleum and Natural Gas 
Metal and Other Mining 
Food Products and Tobacco 
Textiles and Apparel 
Wood Products and Furniture 
Pulp. Paper, etc. 
Printing and Publishing 
Leather Products 
Rubber Products 
Chemicals 
Petroleum and Coal Products 
Ceramk., Stone, and Clay Products 
Primary Metals 
Machinery, except Transportation Equip. 
Transportation Equipment 
Precision Instruments 
Miscellaneous Manufacturing 
Construction 
Fleetrieity and Gas 
Trade 
Real » Mate 
Transportation and Communication 
Services 
Undistributed 
Intermediate Total 

I 
2 
3 
4 
3 
6 
? 
8 
9 

10 
11 
»2 
13 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
3» 
21 
22 
23 
24 
23 

490 
0 

12: 

0 
2 

149 
41 
4 
8 

21 
14 
0 
7 

16 
6 

34 
0 

26 
28 
21 

Business Consumption 
Wages ami Salaries 
Profit 
Depreciation 
Indirect Taxes 
Subsidies 
Value Added 
Total Production 

26 | 1036 

to 
3 
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0 
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1 
0 
0 
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17 
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0 
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• 2 
17 
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0 
64 
48 
114 

52 2710 

33 
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176 
47 
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29 

919" 
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56 
32 
13 
4 
0 
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II 
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I 
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30 20 
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9 
10 

0  I 
0 
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0 18 
2  4 
I 
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0 

15 
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2 
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0 0 
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2 
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0 0 
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0 
3 

20 
12 
19 

1 
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0 
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0 
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26 
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2 
I 

' 2 

0 
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3 

II 
0 
4 
3 
6 
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25 255 
33  0 
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7 

21 
70 
5 
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I 

468 
55 
8 

22 
13 
0 
0 
I 
8 

53 
57 
0 

48 
52 
54 

7 
19 
0 
5 
5 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
8 
0 
15 
5 

34 

2 
22 
46 
0 
2 
2 
16 
2 

0 
11 
24 
44 

3 
I 
0 
0 
5 

23 
27 
0 

34 
12 
I. 

2 
5 

176 

5 
6 
5 

10 
0 
4 

26 
125 
27 

15 2186 
40 
2 
1 
I 

10 
66 
71 
0 

67 
31 
90 

•HUP!,.21"6' 45 162 »080 368~3Ö9~29ST 

1 
I 

0 
16 
23 
12 
13 
2 

26 
36 
20 
29 

680 
818 
12 
23 
39 
8 

25 
68 

66 
59 
IJ8 

2096 
13 

100 
56 
II 
7 

5 
67 
59 
24 
4 

15 
88 
59 
8 

0 
6 
4 
I 
0 

3 
35 
36 
S 
I 

L 
,V<>/.   I l.iws „„Je, 50a million >tfl arii ,eprewm(Slj h> 

515 "188 159 173 12  80 

2310 764 666 389 56 242 

22 6 7 
149 16 91 
139 100 91 
91 21 22 
20 123 7 

__0_ 

451 266 219     845     972 
153? 634 52TI79T 3067 

29 
318 
385 
too 

13 

52 
399 
401 

69 
50 

to subdivide the complex into roughly the same general 
bloc categories used in tables 8 and 9. Note the resem- 
blances between the specialization patterns of the two 
countries: the relative paucity of above diagonal entries, 
the relative self-sufficiency of blocs and the prominence 
ol general intermediate metalworking sectors. These 
latter seem to be less importuni in Japan than in the 
United States, while transactions among establishments 
wi'hin each sector seem to be relatively large. It is not 
clear whether this difference represents real differences in 
.specialization patterns of Japanese and United States 
establishments or differences in accounting conventions. 
(Perhaps the Japanese count plants making wire products 

for household machines in the household machinery 
rather than the wire products industry.) 

General intermediate metalworkers sell the bulk of 
their output as current inputs. They furnish parts and 
components to other metalworking sectors. Products of 

LÏJiJi *>* of
1
meu,lwor^ng. the so-called "final 

metalworking   products, are delivered to both metal- 

ïlZmf-.ïnd "0n"metalworkin8 ««o« on capital 
es^ri" f y TC PUrt of lhe s,ocks of ¿«rabie goods 
cssen .al for modern industrial technology.   Referring 

we^oU íhn?ral imput-°utPut »-Me. »«We I or table 6 
»t note that transactions between metalworkers and 
other industnal sectors are really very small. Metal- 
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JAPANESE ECONOMY, 1960 

industry transactions 
often) 

154 

16 I?  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25 

-1 5 13 26 0 I 
1 0 0 0 88 

2 51 1 
0 2 2 

6 5 3 33 1 21 
IS 1 15 310 1 22 
3 4 15 12 0 31 
1 0 1 6 1 31 
1 3 3 0 

»3 1 0 4 0 0 
16 •5 92 25 0 1 
S 2 4 53 13 50 
10 2 1 293 1 -I 
IM 23 20 524 4 13 
256 9 1 244 32 1 
203 45 0 33 
4 32 0 8 1 3 
8 2 5 30 0 3 
5 1 1 3 23 31 

13 1 3 6 5 23 
36 6 16 135 9 39 
0 0 0 1 0 7 
24 5 8 132 23 104 
26 9 12 49 4 166 
47 10 15 99 12 
940 126 230 2177 220 377 
15 5 6 40 12 200 

207 40 43 455 92 689 
125 30 55 477 62 793 
42 5 5 56 125 149 
32 11 9 7 80 82 
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32 
100 
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1 
0 
0 
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8 
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I 
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294 
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68 

7 24 
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3 
2 24 
17 101 
18 3 
IS 18 
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0 
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93 
21 
5 
8 
12 
3 

35 

0 
I 

11 
41 
26 
II 
57 
46 
25 
4 

20 25 
56  0 
57 6 
78 23 
8 

114 99 
283 107 
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workers supply important inputs only to other metal- 
workers, and changes in final demand for sectors other 
than metalworking have very little direct or indirect 
impact on metalworking sectors. The characteristic 
dependence of all sectors on the metalworking complex 
becomes apparent only when the capital account is 
considered. 

REDUCED INPUT-OUTPUT TABLES 

Being interested primarily in metal products, we should 
like to ignore all the other sectors of the economy except 
in so far as they contribute to, and in turn depend upon 

the growth of the metalworking complex in the frame- 
work of an over-all developmental plan. Wc shall now 
introduce an analytical device that will permit us to 
centre all attention on a selected group of industries, in 
this case, the metalworking complex, with the assurance 
that the requirements of all the other sectors <>f ine 
economy are automatically taken into account. In order 
to explain the practical meaning of the analytical trans- 
formation that leads to the construction of whal we call 
the reduced input-output matrix of a national economy, 
we will ask you to visualize a situation in which, for 
trading purposes, all industries of a country have been 
divided in  two groups. The industries  belonging to 
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group I are "contracting" industries; those in group II are 
identified as "subcontracting" industries. 

Each contracting industry covers its direct input needs 
for the products of other group I industries by direct 
purchases and each group II industry makes direct 
purchases from other group II industries. However, the 
products of group II industries delivered to group I 
industries are manufactured on the basis of special work 
contracts. Under such a contract, the group I industry 
placing an order with a group II industry provides the 
latter with its own products and also the products of all 
other group I industries, in amounts required to fill the 
particular order. To be able to do so, it must, of course, 
first purchase all these goods, from group I industries 
that manufacture them, on its own account. The relation- 
ship between a contracting, group I, and a subcontracting, 
group II, industry is thus analogous to the relationship 
between a tailor and his customer who buys the cloth 
himself and then brings it to the tailor to be made into 
a suit. 

In planning its purchases from other sectors, each 
group I industry has, under these conditions, to take into 
account not only its own immediate input requirements 
but also the input requirements of the group II industries 
to which it will have to deliver correct amounts of the 
products of various group I industries (including, fre- 
quently, its own) to be processed under contract. For 
planning purposes, a group I industry might as well 
account for the amounts of the product of group I 
industries that it will have to supply to the group II 
industries working for it. as if they were elements of its 
own input structure. That is exactly what is being done in 
constructing a reduced input-output table. 

The relationship of the reduced table to the original 
table from which it is derived is similar to the relationship 
of an abbreviated train timetable to the complete, 
detailed timetable which also lists the intermediate 
stations. The subdivision of all the sectors of an economy 
into groups I and II must, of course, depend on the 
specific purpose of the proposed analysis. 

Using a reduced table for planning purposes, we can be 
sure that if the input-output flows among the group I 
industries shown in it are properly balanced, the balance 
between the outputs and inputs of all the other industries 
omitted from it will also be secured, at least with respect 
to the supply and demand for commodities and services 
classified in group I. 

In the process of consolidation, the technical details of 
which we will not describe here, the labour and the 
capital coefficients of each of the selected principal 
industries can also be transformed, that is, recomputed, 
in such a way that these coefficients will reflect not only 
its own labour and capital requirements, but also the 
capital and labour requirements of all the group II 
industries which deliver their products to it. It is as if, 
under the imaginary contracts described above, each 
group I industry provided the group II industries working 
for it, not only with the inputs coming from all the 
different group I sectors, but also with all the capital and 
labour employed by the group II industries in filling their 
contractual orders. Thus, the output levels of all the 

primary industries as projected on the basi;, ot reduced 
input-output table will, if multiplied with the appropriate 
consolidated capital and labour coefficients, account not 
only for the capital and labour requirements of these 
group I industries, but also for those of all the group II 
industries without whose support these output levels could 
not be attained. 

Table II is a reduced coefficient table derived from 
table 7. All the melalworking industries, construction. 
and ferrous metals are included in group I. and all other 
industries are considered to be in group II. Thus, while 
table 7 has thirty-eight endogenous sectors, table 11 has 
only twenty-seven. All of the coefficients in the twcniy- 
seven-order reduced table are equal to or greater than the 
corresponding coefficients in the original thirty-eight- 
order table. For example, the coefficient showing ferrous 
metal inputs into construction and mining equipment 
(row 27, column 13) is .15 in the original table and .16 
in the reduced table. This is because the reduced table's 
coefficient includes both iron und steel used directly to 
make construction and mining equipment and iron and 
steel used directly and indirectly lo make the products 
which construction machinery manufacturers purchase 
from group II industries: pit props for coal mines, steel 
sheet for metal containers used to package paini, repair 
parts for rubber and plastics producers' machinery used in 
the production of plastic parts and lyres, etc. The last live 
rows of both tables show labour (subdivided by skill 
types) and total capital requirements on the original and 
the reduced form basis respectively. Total capital require- 
ments for farm equipment in table 11 include noi only 
capital goods used directly in making farm equipment, hut 
also capital requirements for making paints used in 
manufacturing farm equipment. 

The reader will note that (he differences between 
corresponding "input coefficients" in tables 11 and 7 art- 
very small indeed. Most of the differences between 
corresponding entries were small enough to disappear 
when the coefficients were rounded lo two decimal 
places. On the other hand, differences between corres- 
ponding labour and capital coefficients in the original 
and reduced tables are sizeable. This feature brings oui, 
once again, the unique position of melalworking indus- 
tries in relation to the rest of ihc economy. As was pointed 
out before, metalworkers furnish only a very small pro- 
portion of their products to non-metalworkers on current 
account. Thus, as members of group I. they are not 
required to contribute appreciable amounts of melal- 
working products to (heir subcontracting suppliers in 
group II. Direct purchases by metalworkers from other 
metalworkers account for most of all current account 
melalworking product requirements in the reduced 
table. Metalworkers do have to supply relatively large 
amounts to group II industries on capital account, if the 
latter are to be able to furnish requisite non-mctalworking 
inputs to group I industries; but this is a quite different 
matter that will be taken up in the context of dynamic 
input-output analysis. Similarly, under this new system of 
accounting, metalworking sectors are called upon to 
supply labour not only for their own production but also 
for the production of all their inputs from group II 
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Table 
THIRTY-EIGHT SECTOR INPUT-OUTPUT 

Current account inter- 
( Million, of 

10    II     12     13     14     IS   16    17    18     19 

Aircraft and parts 1 
Ships, trains, trailers, and 

cycles 2 
Motor vehicles and equipment 3 
Office and computing machines 4 
Service industry machines 5 
Household appliances 6 
Radio, television, and 

communication equipment   7 
Batteries, x-ray, and engine 

electrical equipment 8 
Electric lighting and 

wiring equipment 9 
Electronic components and 

accessories |0 
Materials handling machinery 

and equipment H 
Special industry machinery 

and equipment 12 
Construction, mining, and 

oil-Held machinery 13 
Farm machinery and equip. 14 
Engines and turbines 13 
Machine shop products 16 
Optical, ophthalmic and 

photographic equipment     17 
Scientific, controlling 

instruments and clocks       18 
Electrical apparatus and 

motors |9 
Metalworking machinery 

and equipment 20 
General industrial machinery 

and equipment 21 
Hardware, plating, valves, 

and wire products 22 
Stamping, screw machine 

products and bolts 23 
Heating, plumbing, and 

structural metal products    24 
Automotive repair services     23 

New and maintenance con- 
struction; glass, stone and 
clay products 26 

Primary iron and steel 
mining and manufacturing 27 

Primary nonferrous metal 
mining and manufacturing 28 

Miscellaneous manufacturing 
and service sectors 29 

Chemicals, plastics, rubber, 
drugs, and prints 

Lumber and wood products; 
paper and paper products 

Textiles and leather goods 
Food, tobacco and 

metal containers 
Coal, petroleum and utilities   34 
Radio and television broad 

casting; communications 
Transportation and 

warehousing 
Wholesale and retail trade 
Other business and 

personal services 
Totals 

30 

31 
32 

33 

3Í 

36 
37 

38 

2414     17 

3   251 
81     50 
6 
8 

28 

344 

46 

16 

76 

S 

6 

9   15    15      1     52     1 5     22    S 

9 
19 

6 

5 

13 

16 

1 

20 
tf 

20 
6795 

29 
193 

20 114 
126 13 

26 

19? 5 

43 125 

246 19 

138 58 

131 7» 

245 18 

8 171 
2 3 

119 21 

352 I 

96 9 

18 92 

5 

6 12 

10 . 
24 . 
17 

147 5 

1 

100 8 

50 52 

257 21 

130 14 

823 13 

709 25 

I 7 
28 8 

106 104 
143 39 

7 1 

1 

15 28 

1 
1 53 
7 I 
4 
2 4 

330 7 

2 57 

69 57 

1088 21 

13 

3 

6 

I 
I 
4 
2 

1 

23 
8 1 

4 

5 

2»   109 

200   149 

7    28 

35     39 

59   119 

79   193 

52    5? 
2      1 

1 2 
1 
2 

6 12 

14 I 

33 6 

100 36 

28 22 

8 26 

72 7 

112 37 

4 
1 1 

I 2 

5 90 

67 2 

92 21 
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1 

1 2 

4 
10 

I 
2 

2 

3 

41 
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8 
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12 
3 

23 
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I 
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15 
45 

I 
2 
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3 

3 

1 

20 
56 

5 
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1 
9 
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4 3 
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6 13 
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13 15 

3 3 
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5 I 
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15 
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14 17 10 
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7 3   10 
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FOR UNITED STATES ECONOMY, 1958 
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Table 

THIRTY-EIGHT SECTOR INPUT-OUTPUT 

(Dnlhriptr 

IO     li      12      13     14 

Aircraft and parts I 
Ships, trail», traitera, and cycles 2 
Motor vehicles and equipment 3 
Office and computing machines 4 
Service industry machines 5 
Household appliances 6 
Radio, television, and communication equipment 7 
Batteries, x-ray, and engine electrical equipment I 
Electric lighting and wiring equipment 9 
Electronic components and accessories 10 
Materials handling machinery and equipment 11 
Special industry machinery and equipment 12 
Construction, mining, and oil-field machinery 13 
Farm machinery and equipment 14 
Engines and turbines 15 
Machine shop products 16 
Optical.'ophthalmic, and photographic equipment 17 
Scientific, controlling instruments, and clocks 18 
Electrical apparatus and motors |9 
Metalworking machinery and equipment 20 
General industrial machinery and equipment 21 
Hardware, plating, valves, and wire products 22 
Stampings, sere* machine products, and bolts 23 
Heating, plumbing, and structural metal products 24 
Automotive repair services 23 
New and maintenance construction, glass, stone, and 

clay products 26 
Primary iron and steel mining and manufacturing 27 
Primary nonferrous metal mining and manufacturing 28 
Miscellaneous manufacturing and service sectors 29 
Chemicals, plastics, rubber, drugs, and paints 30 
Lumber and wood products ; paper and paper products 31 
Textiles and leather goods 32 
Food, tobacco und metal containers 33 
Coal, petroleum and utilities 34 
Radio and television broadcasting; communications 35 
Transportation and warehousing 36 
Wholesale and retail trade 37 
Other business and personal services 38 
Tot« I capital A 
Professional, technical and clinical workers, fl 
Skilled workers C 
Semi-skilled and unskilled workers D 
Total labour E 
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01 .04 .01 .01 .02 .02 .04 .01 .02 .02 

• 01 ... 

01    .01 
09 
04 .01 
02 .01 
02 .02 
01 

.01    .01    .01 .01     ,01 .01   .01   .01   .01 

.01 .02 

.02 .05 

.01 .02 
0.3 0.4 

2Ì.Ì 13.7 
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19.2 20.0 
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.02 

.03 
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0.2 
5.6 

.01 

.05 

.04 
0,7 

17,9 
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26.4 60.0 
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0.3 

11.9 
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industries. Comparison of the last rows in tables 11 and 7 
shows that these amounts are far from trivial. 

The transformation of the original input-output table 
to reduced form also requires, of course, an appropriate 
consolidation of the column containing the final bill of 
goods. These deliveries to linai users are recomputed in 
the same way as the inputs lo a group I industry: pur- 
chases from sectors classified in group II are not shown 
as such. Instead of that, the amount of the product of 
each of the group I industries absorbed by all the group II 
industries in the production of their deliveries to final 
users are added to  the amounts of the same goods 
directly purchased by the final users. Thus, the consoli- 
dated linai bill of goods will not show any purchases 
from the chemical sectors, when chemicals is classified 
as a group II  industry.  The  ligure representing the 
final deliveries from the ferrous metals industry will, 
however, be augmented by the amount of ferrous metals 
absorbed  in   the   manufacture  of chemicals  actually 
purchased by the  final  users. Thus, in the reduced, 
compact input table, the balance between total supply and 
the total demand for the products of all the group I indus- 
tries will be accounted for as fully as in the original table. 

Table 12 is a reduced input-output flow table corres- 
ponding to the thirty-cight-order flow table, table 6. Note 
that the total output levels lor the twenty-seven industries 
included in group I are the same in both tables. Corres- 
ponding final demand entries for each group I industry 
arc larger in table 12 than in table 6. This is because final 
demand for, say, materials-handling equipment, in the 
reduced  table,   includes   not   only   materials-handling 
equipment  directly   purchased   for  the  expansion   of 
industrial capacity but also repair and maintenance parts 
furnished by the producers of this equipment to the manu- 
facturers of food, chemicals, textiles, and other excluded 
group II items in final demand. 

By using a compact input-output table with the 
corresponding complement of appropriately enlarged 
technical coefficients, the planner can centre his attention 
on a selected group of industries without worrying that 
any particular decision concerning the levels of output in 
these industries may turn out to be abortive because of 
unforeseen capital or labour shortages or insufficient 
supplies of materials, produced by these group I indus- 
tries, in any other sectors. 

CAPITAI, secai Sì 

Let us shift our attention, now, to the economy's capital 
account. Table 13 is a capital stock matrix for the United 
States economy in 1958. Each entry shows the value of 
the stock of goods, produced by the industry identified 
on the left, held by the industry identified at the top of 
the table. While input-output flow tables report actual 
transactions, sales and purchases among industries over a 
given time period (generally a year), the stock table presents 
the inventory of buildings, machines and all other facilities 
held by each industry at a given point of time. Thus, a flow 
table is analogous to the income account and a stock table 
to the physical assets in the capital account. They show 
difieren! aspects of the same productive process. 

Anne P. Carter and Wassily W. Leontief 

Strictly speaking, all items which are reported as flows 
should also appear as stocks, perhaps in the form of 
inventories: materials, goods in process, and finished 
goods. So-called "fixed capital goods" are distinguished 
by their relative longevity: the sizes of their stocks will be 
large relative to their annual flows. Compared with 
inventories, a machine or building tends to remain in the 
stock for a relatively long period of time—three, five, 
ten, even fifty years before it is replaced. Actually, the 
stocks in table 13 do not include the relatively short-lived 
inventory items, but only slocks of durable capital goods. 

Table 13 has two outstanding features. First, notice the 
importance of metalworking products in the stocks of 
durable capital. 

More than 42 percent of the economy's capital origin- 
ated in metalworking industries. In contrast to the 
current account picture shown in table 6, metalworking 
stocks appear to be important across the entire table, that 
is. in virtually all using industries. Second, note the pre- 
ponderance of stocks held outside the manufacturing 
sectors. While we are accustomed to thinking of steel, 
automobiles and cement as the prototype of capital 
intensive industries, much larger actual volumes of capital 
goods are required in our networks of communication, 
transportation and trade. This feature is important in 
newly developing countries as well. In the United States 
economy, these co-ordinating sectors are growing in 
relative importance, and so are their capital requirements. 
Agricultural capital is also far from negligible in the 
general picture. 

The ratio of slock appearing in each cell to the annual 
rate of output of the industry which uses it is called a 
capital coefficient. A table, or matrix, of capital co- 
efficients tells the value of the stocks of the various types 
of durable or capital goods required per unit of output. 
(Here the notion of capacity output is important because 
of the possibility of idle capital goods.) Table 14 is a 
matrix of (fixed or durable) capital coefficients. To make 
the table less cumbersome, only capital coefficients 
greater than .005 are cited in the table. 

This simplification tends once again to emphasize the 
concentration of capital originating in a few metal- 
working sectors. Total capital required per unit of capa- 
city is given, for each sector at the bottom of the table. 
These total capital coefficients vary greatly from industry 
to industry, particularly outside of manufacturing.4 

A( ( l Ml I.ATION Ol RKQl IRKD CAPITAL STOCKS 

How do we relate slock requirements, described in 
table 13. to interindustry flow requirements pictured in 
table 6? It takes time to produce and accumulate stocks 

•»Complete sels of capital coefficients, such as those cited in table 
14. arc not yet available for many countries. A set »as developed 
lor the Indian economy o.i a fairl> aggregated classification basis, 
and sets ol total capital coefficients (corresponding to the column 
sums in tabic 14) are available for several vears for Japan. Rough 
preliminary intercomparison suggests thai the Japanese capital co- 
ctiicients are of the same order of magnitude as those &>r the 
l ni led Slates. Those for India appear to be roughlv double the 
Lnited States ones. The source of the differences, real "or statistical, 
has still to be studied in some detail. 
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Shipbuilding I 
Railroad equipment 2 
Motorcycles and bicycles 3 
Miscellaneous transporta- 

tion equipment 4 
Aircraft 5 
Motor vehicles 6 

i Household machines 7 
! Household electrical 
|    appliances 8 
¡ Office machines 9 

Industrial machinery 10 
Machinery and equipment 

for general use 11 
Machine tools and metal 

forming machines 12 
Prime movers, boiler      13 

Table 10 

INTERNAL STRUCT URI-: OK MITAI.WORKING; JAPAN, I960 

Input-output coefficients including secondary transfers 

( IV« pit yen) 

I     2     3 4     5      6       7     8     9       It)    II    12    13      14    15    16       17    IK    |9   20   21   22 

Optical instruments 14 
Watches and clocks 15 
Precision machines 16 

Miscellaneous batteries 
and wiring devices 17 

Heavy electric machinery 
and apparatus 18 

Metal products for 
construction 19 

Miscellaneous metal 
products 20 

Ball and roller bearings and 
other common parts 21 

Repair of auiomohi ics 22 

Kote: Coefficients lew than .00$ are excluded. 
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or capital goods. In the short run, therefore, the stock of 
capital invested in, that is, possessed by, various produc- 
ing sectors of the economy sets an upper limit on the 
How of outputs that they can produce. The capital co- 
efficient table tells us what durable goods we must have 
to produce any given set of outputs. Realistically, if 
these capital goods (largely metalworking products) are 
not available, the projected levels of production cannot 
take place. As time goes on, a step-by-step accumulation 
of domestically produced, or imported, capital increases 
the productive capacities of an economy and, if these are 
properly balanced, permits it to increase its output and 
deliveries to final demand. 

Purchases of capital goods by the various industries are 
not reported in a conventional input-output table as 
current account transactions, but are relegated to a special 
gross capital formation column in final demand (table 
I A). This column tells the total amounts of office 
machinery, trucks and electrical transmission equipment 
supplied to the whole economy in a given year. In the 

absence of capital imports over the years, all addition* 
to equipment stocks must pass through the gross capital 
formation account. The single gross capital formation 
column is a sum of additions to capital stock made by all 
using industries. It combines new tractors bought by 
agriculture with those bought by mining and construction. 
Given the detailed statistical information, one could 
elaborate this single capital formation column into a 
complete matrix of many columns which would tell gross 
additions of each kind of capital goods in each industry 
in a given year. Thus, we would distinguish separately the 
tractors bought by agriculture and by construction, the 
materials-handling equipment bought by food processing 
and chemicals and automobiles, etc. 

Each element in the gross capital formation vecior. or 
in a capital flow matrix, in turn combines two elements: 
capital goods to replace or renew existing stocks, and 
capital to expand productive capacity by net addition to 
previously accumulated stocks. In a highly industrialized 
country, a relatively large proportion (perhaps 60 per 
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.03 

Ol 

Ol 

.02 
Ol 

.03 

.26 
0.8     0.9 

21.7   21.1 
J.9    16.5 

17.0   31.» 
44.6   691 

acquire additional capital stocks of 2 x (.117) of farm 
machinery, 2 x (.026) of motor vehicles, 2 x (.189) of 
construction, and similarly prescribed amounts from 
other metalworking sectors. These are the additions to 
capital stock which must be delivered, that is, included in 
the gross capital formation column, if the given expansion 
programme is to be possible. Thus, if we increase the 
consumption column in final demand, we must also add 
to the capital formation column. But this latter addition 
to final demand will itself generate further output 
increases, in turn, further additional capital requirements, 
and so on. 

As an illustration, column three of table 16 shows the 
amounts of additional capital goods which must be 
supplied by the various sectors of the economy in order 
to support a 20 per cent increase in household con- 
sumption. It is obtained by multiplying the increase in 
household consumption, detailed in column one. by the 
inverse  coefficient matrix.  This gives total  outputs 

required on current account to deliver the specified 
increase in consumption (column two); nullifying the 
increase in total output levels for each industry (column 
two) by the corresponding capital cocificic.its, given in 
table 14. The sum-lotals of all capital requirements from 
each supplying sector arc given in column three 

Note that direct increases in household demand 
(column one) and their indirect current account impact 
(column two) affect, primarily, non-metalworking sectors 
(The only important exceptions to this occur in auto- 
mobiles and other consumers' durable sectors These 
elements are usually much less important during the 
early stages of industrial development.) The capital 
impact (column three), of course, is heaviest in metal- 
working and construction. 

The current consumption and capital formation vectors 
in final demand are in fact interrelated through stringent 
technological requirements. In the absence of idle 
capacity, our increase in household consumption required 
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Aircraft and pans 
Ship», train», trailers, and cycle» 
Motor vehicle« and equipment 
Office and computing machines 
Service industry machine 
Household appliances 
Radio, television, and communication equipment 
Batteries, x-ray, and engine electrical equipment 
Hceiric lighting and wiring equipment 
Electronic components and accessories 
Materials handling machinery and equipment 
Special industry machinery and equipment 
Construction, mining, and oil-held machinery 
I arm machinery and equipment 
Engines and turbine» 
Machine shop products 
Optical, ophthalmic, and photographic equipment 
Scientific, controlling instruments and docks 
Electrical apparatus and motors 
Metalworking machinery and equipment 
detterai industrial machinery and equipment 
Hardware, plating, valves, and wire products 
Stampings, screw machine products, and bolts. 
Healing, plumbing and structural metal products 
Automotive repair services 
New and maintenance construction, glass, stone, and clay products 
Primary iron and steel mining and msmifuciuring 

Totals 

Aw P. Carter and WastHy W. Uwrtief 

Table 

"REDUCED" INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE FOR 

Current account inter-industry 

(Mtf/fcM « Ol 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 2419 20 25 17 16 6 56 3 2 2 

2 5 253 28 1 2 9 3 1 1 1 

J 86 52 6804 2 29 10 5 54 2 2 

4 7 1 5 194 1 2 9 1 1 13 

5 9 9 31 106 105 5 2 

6 29 20 3 144 40 3 4 Ï 3 

7 348 8 128 22 8 4 334 8 7 92 

8 49 6 357 2 1 3 4 59 68 3 

9 21 14 101 10 16 30 71 59 94 23 

10 78 1 22 93 1 1 1089 21 8 162 

II 5 16 6 3 

12 8 3 15 13 7 2 5 1 i 2 

13 5 21 14 1 2 2 3 2 3 

14 3 19 26 1 t 1 1 1 

15 21 114 89 4 1 1 2 . 

16 129 14 151 6 3 5 7 14 5 4 

17 28 1 6 1 1 7 16 1 1 2 

IK 199 7 107 8 29 III 36 7 7 14 

19 47 126 56 52 201 152 103 38 80 89 

20 252 21 264 22 8 31 30 24 15 17 

21 141 59 134 15 36 40 10 27 5 4 

22 145 86 850 16 64 127 83 13 96 42 

2J 254 21 720 26 82 197 117 41 66 65 

24 9 172 26 53 57 5 6 2 

25 12 10 38 4 6 7 10 3 5 5 

26 no 73 486 20 36 70 88 28 98 122 
27 425 4SI 2039 54 161 286 69 56 163 62 

T 4840 1597 12531 579 1022 1306 1620 470 686 736 

V.u.-  I low* h»» than SOO^OO ar* reprewnted b* a di«; component!, may noi add lo Urtai betau« of rounding. 

a total volume of capital formation almost as great as 
the initial increase in linai demand. Going one step 
beyond table 16, we could show that the capital formation 
in column three itself requires additional capacity and 
hence »till more capital in the metalworking and con- 
struction industries 

Available capacity in the capital goods industries limits 
the rale at which consumer goods industries can expand. 
Furthermore, the production and installation of new 
capacity does not lake place instantaneously: there are 
appreciable lags beiween the production of goods that 
go into the creation of new productive capacities and the 
utilisation of those leading to an increase in current 
output flows. 

TlMMCi ** INVESTMENT IN METALWORKING INDUSTRIES IN 
A DEVELOPING ECONOMY 

An increase in the rate of output in one or several 
different sectors in any given year has to be preceded by a 

sequence of investments properly distributed over a 
number of preceding years. 

It is the task of dynamic input-output analysis to de- 
scribe direct and indirect intertemporal dependence 
among the levels of output, investment, and employment 
in all the different sectors of a growing economy. A 
dynamic input-output table, similar in its structure to a 
static one, can be constructed, in which all flows of 
goods and services are identified not only in terms of their 
sectoral origin and destination, but also in terms of the 
time, for example, the year, in which the particular 
transaction that they describe took place. The total 
output, the final deliveries, and the labour inputs of each 
sector are entered on such a time-phased input-output 
table separately for each year. For purposes of develop- 
mental planning, steel demanded and supplied in the 
year 1966 has to be distinguished from the steel demanded 
and supplied in 1967. In a sense, these are now different 
goods. A dynamic input-output table describing the 
development of a national economy, broken down, say, 
into twenty sectors, over a period often years, would have 
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transactions only 

dolían) 

•I  12  13   M 15  16  17   18  IV  20   21  22  23  24  25   26  27 I» (.IM) 

3 II 4 7 23 6 2 59 9 22 65 10 8 18 10 94 21 9755 12692 
5 9 16 6 21 6 1 6 28 2 20 8 3 60 12 48 34 3137 3723 

II 9 46 42 57 7 1 54 12 174 26 36 101 38 1136 67 54 13919 22836 
1 4 2 1 1 1 47 4 1 1 3 3 4 4 30 7 IH66 22lft 
2 12 2 1 1 6 2 7 33 9 7 67 1 233 4 1589 2248 

4 1 9 4 4 8 1 14 10 56 2 285 7 2940 3594 
1 25 3 1 i 2 8 40 55 2 9 6 3 6 6 108 17 4755 6007 
3 2 5 20 40 4 6 5 15 2 5 7 3 6 »19 47 8 685 1533 
3 3 4 2 2 3 7 14 90 3 S 20 17 23 35 979 17 622 2286 
1 7 1 1 102 141 I 2 6 4 10 3 26 5 862 2648 

41 12 17 i 3 1 2 9 29 7 I H 1 288 4 625 1081 
5 126 6 8 3 IO 3 8 8 31 26 19 3 31 4 55 31 2073 2508 

54 20 173 32 62 6 1 3 H 8 28 22 3 28 2 293 47 2239 3084 
5 7 54 92 30 1 2 2 6 8 7 4 15 1 15 29 2105 24.19 

15 2 80 121 202 8 1 82 7 49 8 6 33 » 21 M 1323 2I9> 
17 11 14 37 67 108 2 28 12 23 23 23 16 37 106 29 151 545 I5K6 

6 1 1 1 1 86 21 5 1 2 3 3 3 3 37 7 1298 ; I542 i S 3 4 2 3 23 203 69 4 24 24 8 74 20 252 14 2237 3497 
53 98 35 16 39 9 21 122 345 100 194 29 18 97 9 549 95 2328 5I0.1 
18 60 53 45 3« 30 8 45 65 209 68 177 46 52 3 49 138 1843 3628 
73 140 177 141 71 16 t 22 48 119 258 57 5 97 2 332 69 : 1645 3743 
25 46 43 20 9 37 20 65 56 80 77 265 107 272 125 1237 380 2103 6439 
20 34 33 81 51 11 11 67 85 100 45 139 105 167 4 199 144 800 3686 
13 28 49 6 3 3 5 16 14 70 58 30 152 2 6102 54 1098 8034 
2 7 6 6 3 4 4 6 10 6 8 16 9 29 148 533 58 ! 6956 79I2 
H 28 32 30 26 43 61 46 82 52 66 92 57 135 313 7868 646 69565 80285 

120 231 479 371 228 132 14 79 320 284 407 1286 753 1949 

3968 

12 

2082 

2760 

22537 

5231 

7282 

18421  : 

157334 

I9900 

2I6449 504 946 1340 1102 983 455 284 1059 1575 1277 1547 2352 1335 

200(20 IO) rows and 200 columns. The final deli venes 
of each type of goods, to consumption and exports, as 
well as the imports (entered as negative figures), will be 
entered in such a table in the form of a dated bill of 
goods showing the deliveries from each sector separately 
for each year. 

Investment, i.e.. additions to the stock of capital goods 
productively employed in various sectors, can now be 
shifted out of the externally prescribed column of final 
demand into the main body of the input-output table 
describing interindustrial transactions. A rise in output 
in any given year requires creation of appropriate 
productive capacities, i.e., additional investment, in the 
preceding years. If the magnitudes of the appropriate 
capital coefficients are known, the direct and indirect 
linkages between the final deliveries of one year and the 
corresponding input and output changes, some of them 
charged to the capital account, in the preceding years, 
can be computed through inversion of a dynamic input- 
output matrix, just as the direct and indirect effects of 

changes in the final deliveries on current interinduslnal 
transactions can be determined through inversion of an 
ordinary static input-output matrix. 

Because, as we have seen before, the products of the 
metalworking industries are used mainly for investment 
purposes, a proper integration of their output into an 
over-all developmental plan depends to a very large 
extent on proper timing. To illustrale the use of dynamic 
input-output computations for this purpose, we have 
constructed and solved a dynamic input-output system. 

The flow, capital and labour coefficients incorporated in 
that dynamic matrix, as in some of our previous examples, 
are those of United States industries for 1958. The produci 
mixes in the household consumption, the expon, and the 
import vectors used in these computations are based on 
Indian input-output studies. They seem to represent fairly 
well the structure of final demand which prevails in a 
developing economy. New productive capacities created 
from the output of one year are assumed to be put into 
operation in the following year. 
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Table 

STOCKS OF CAPITAL OOODS IN 

(MlllloHtoJ 

7     I     9    10   II    12     13    14   IS    16   17    II 

Aircraft and parts I 
Ships, trains, trailers, and cycles 2 
Motor vehicles and equipment 3 
Office Mid computing machines 4 
Service industry machines 3 
Household appliances 6 
Radio, television, and communication 

equipment 7 
Batteries, x-ray, and engine electrical 

equipment 
Electric lighting and wiring equipment 
Electronic components and accessories 
Materials handling machinery and 

equipment 
Special industry machinery and equipment 12 
Construction, mining, and oil-field mach.   13 
Farm machinery and equipment 
Engines and turbines 
Machine shop products 
Optical, ophthalmic, and photographic 

equipment 
Scientific, controlling instruments, and 

clocks 
Electrical apparatus and motors 
Mctalworking machinery and equipment 
General industrial machinery ami equip. 
Hardware, plating, valves, and 

wire products 
Stampings, screw machine products, and 

bolts 
Heating, plumbing, and structural metal 

products 
Automotive repair services 
New and maintenance construction; 

glass, stone, clay production 
Primary iron and steel mining and 

manufacturing 
Primary nonferrous metal mining and 

manufacturing 
Miscellaneous manufacturing and 

service sectors 
Chemicals, plastics, rubber, drugs, and 

paints 
Lumber and wood products; 

paper and paper products 
Textiles and leather goods 
Food, tobacco, and melai containers 
Coal, petroleum, and utilities 
Radio, television broadcasting and 

communications 
Transportalion and warehousing 
Wholesale and retail trade 
Other business and person;.! services 

Totals 

II     22 91 
16      9 28 
4      2 6 

2 20 

3      2 

I 
II 

232 
14 

I 

* 
» 

3 9 
3 2 
2     I 

I     I 

I 
4     3 

IOI3 6428 27 30274996 
6 82342 6 743499 
2      3112.      2      III      134 

2 11. 

2     .     .     .     . 
7     2     2     3    2 

I     I     I      I      I     I 

18   698    9$   65     90   143   51   53   58   12 
35    30      4     3      4   176   35   32   71    2 
12. .     1      .      .     . 

56 
23 

I     I     1 
$43 

I     I 
4     4     4 

69  41   32   53   61   42 
7    $   li     * IH 114 

6    31 

1 

9    2 

I t       I I I 

4    6     3 

I     I 

*     2 

2     S 

19 12    44 63 «17 2 4 8    2 6 7    4    é    4 • 24 
98 58280 45   21 42   IM 43 22 55   12 «S 44   35   II   35 28 25 

645 415 1582 21« 162 194    S3 65 ft 22 114 3*4 3» 2« I7t »I SO 74 
119 83   3» 57   » 51     73 23 26 35   17 S3 SS   40   23   » 48 51 

22 25 IS 62 9 4 9 17 4 S 8 3 10 II 8 5 6 9 II 

23 12 7 33 5 3 4 7 2 2 3 2 6 6 4 3 4 4 4 

24 84 53 269 2« 13 32 45 II 21 22 8 26 32 30 20 14 22 36 
25 

26 1088 615 2295 376 201 382 m 172 213 380 130 487 489 122 243 304 m Ht 

27 27 12 46 7 3 6 13 3 4 6 2 7 S 6 4 4 7 9 

28 33 21 89 13 7 12 21 6 7 9 5 IS ts tl S 1« It 13 

29 3 2 9 1 1 1 2 I 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1  1 

30 14 8 37 5 3 3 8 3 3 S 2 7 6 S 3 S 4 S 

31 73 J7 134 25 13 25 37 8 13 18 9 33 33 20 M 19 tl 14 
32 
33 
34 7 4 16 2 1 2 4 1 1 2 1 3 S 2 2 2 2 2 

33 1 1 3 1 1 l 
36 48 28 116 17 10 17 26 8 IO il 6 22 22 13 II 15 13 13 
37 
38 327 194 

1739 

791 118 68 114 180 

1607 

56 

512 

66 

584 

78 

6» 

42 151 149 

Ï3S9 

104 75 102 92 106 

T 7139 1055 630 1021 392 1383 953 674 938 817 938 
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Table 

Fixeo CAPITAI. cœmciBNTs FOK 

( Ontlarv prr Joller 

|       2       3       4       5      6      7       8       9      IO     II      12     13      14 

Aircraft und paru 
Ship», trains, traiter* and cycle» 
Motor vehicles and equipment 
Office and computing machines 
Service industry machine* 
Household appliances 
Radio, television, and communication equipment 

. latteries, x-ray, and enfine electrical equipment 
Hectrk lighting and wiring equipment 
Electronic components and accessories 
Materials handling machinery and equipment 
Special industry machinery and equipment 
Construction, mining, and oil-held machinery 
far» machinery and equipment 
Engines and turbines 
Machine shop products 
Optical, ophthalmic, and photographic equipment 
Scientific, controlling instruments, and stocks 
Electrical apparatus and motors 
MctalworKing machinery «nd equipment 
General industrial machinery and equipment 
Hardware, plating, valves, and wire products 
Stampings, screw machine products and boto 
Heating, plumbing, and structural metal products 
Automotive repair services 
New and maintenance construction, glass, stone, and 

clay products 
Primary iron and steel mining and manufacturing 
Primary nonfcrrons metal mining and manufacturing 
Miscellaneous manufacturing and service sectors 
Chemicals, plastics, runner, drugs, and saints 
I umber and wood products; paper and paper 

products 
Textiles and leather goods 
Pood, tobacco, and metal containers 
Coal, petroleum and utilities 
Rad», TV broadcasting and communications 
Transportation and warehousing 
Wholesale and retail trade 
Other business and personal services 

Totals 

1 
2 
J , .01 .01 .01 .01 
4 . . . . 
S 
6 
7 
8 . . . . 
9 
10 
II 02 02 m •05 .03 02 .02 .M .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 
12 
13 
14 

m • 02 m .01 .01 M • • 

IS . . . 
1« 
17 . . . . • . . 
IR . . . 
19 .01 Ol .01 .02 .01 (H 02 .02 .oi .02 .01 .02 .01 .oi 
20 .04 .OS 04 .M .07 .04 .01 .03 .03 .0» .10 .14 .09 .et 
21 .01 .02 .01 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 
22 
23 . . . 
24 01 Ol Ol 01 •t M .01 01 m m m 01 .«1 m 
2$ 

26 .07 .12 .M « .08 m .07 M .08 M .11 .17 »3 M 
27 . , 
2» 
29 .91 m 
30 • • • 

31 m « .01 m m .01 m .01 01 m 
32 
3Ì 
14 
tf 
3* , 01 .01 . .01 m m 
3T 
31 .02 .04 M M .03 M .02 .01 02 m .«4 M m m 
___ 

.20 .33 .»» M .2« .24 21 .H .21 M .» .49 M M 

Viifr: OatMttms tat IHM AM um hy *••»; «MHpMMU assy IM MW lo «alai tmsmm »t rmmdin§. 
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Dtt ytmri 

13  16  17  18 19 20 21  22  23 24 25 2» 27 2S 29 » 31  32  33  34 35 36 37  3» 
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li 
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01 
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.il ,t» 1.09 
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.01 .01 .01 .01 .0 m • .11 M .01 
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The inverse of the dynamic matrix is essentially 
similar to the inverse of a static input-output matrix. It 
describes the changes in the output of each industry 
required, directly and indirectly, to deliver one additional 
unit (for example. SI million worth in fixed base year 
prices) of the output of any given industry to final 
demand. In a dynamic system, that change cannot, how- 
ever, he described by a single figure. It consists of a whole 
train of successive changes in the output of the industry 
in question, distributed over a number of years preceding 
the year in which the final delivery is actually to be made. 
The sequence of figures shown below represents, for 
example, a single element of a dynamic inverse. It shows 

industry to final demand in the last year, i.e., the year 0. 
Theoretically, the chain stretches backward over an 

infinite number of years. Its earlier members, however, 
are so small that for all practical purposes they can safely 
be neglected. 

The large negative entry in the last year, i.e., the year 
in which the delivery to final demand is actually made, 
requires explanation. It reflects an abrupt reduction in 
the utilization of previously accumulated productive 
capacities that would become idle as soon as the final 
delivery has been made. Actually, an increase in the 
final delivery of electrical equipment and instruments in 
year 0 is most likely to be followed by an equal, or 

ïtar 

Change in output 0001    0.001    0.003    0.006    0.012    0.026    0.056    0.1 II    —0.065 

the successive changes in the output of the auto, aircraft 
and intermediate metalworking industries, distributed 
over the preceding nine-year period, that would be 
required, directly and indirectly, in order to enable the 
national economy to deliver an additional dollar's worth 
of products of the electrical equipment and instruments 

loir -* -7 -6 -5 

possibly even a greater increase, projected or planned 
for the following year, i.e., for year - I. The effects on 
the industry in question of these two elements of a given 
dynamic, that is, time-phased, bill of goods should be 
superimposed. They are described, in this instance, by a 
summation of the two series. 

Chante in 
output 

Tomi 

0.001 

000Ï 

0.001 
0.001 

0.002 

0.003 
0.001 
0.004 

0.006 
0.003 
0.009 

0.012 
0.006 
0.018 

0.026 
0.012 
0.038 

0.0S6 
0.026 

0.082 

0.1 II 
0056 
0.167 

-0.065 
0.1 II 
0.046 

0.065 
0.065 

Table 15 
EXPENDITURES ON FIXED CAPITAL EQUIPMENT (EXCLUDING INSTRUCTION) 

KM REPLACEMENT AND EXPANSION OF CAPACITY, U.S. ECONOMY, IMS 
 (Million« of dollar»)  

txpendimm Expi milium 
Total for for 

fixed capital repbermrnt and     expansion 
Capital producing tectars expenditures modemHafim of capacity 

Aircraft and part«      360 291 69 
Ships, trains, trailers and cycles  1,175 966 209 
Motor vehicles and equipment  3,561 3,027 534 
Office and computing machines     1,017 379 638 
Service industry machines  950 278 672 
Household appliances   93 28 65 
Radio, television and communication equipment     1,006 269 737 
Batteries, x-ray, and enfine electrical equipment    83 34 49 
Kleetrie lighting and wiring equipment  25 9 16 
Electronic components and accessories  27 12 15 
Materials handling machinery and equipment     350 197 153 
Special industry machinery and equipment  1,467 819 648 
Construction, mining and oilfield machinery  1,316 618 698 
Farm machinery and equipment   1,670 1.386 284 
Engines and turbines     576 216 360 
Optical, ophthalmic and photographic equipment  161 49 112 
Scientific, controlling instruments, and clocks  530 176 354 
Electrical apparatus and motors   1.618 552 1,066 
Metalworking machinery and equipment  1,152 673 479 
General industrial machinery and equipment   1,051 536 515 
Hardware, plating, valves and wire products  166 78 88 
Heating, plumbing, structural metal products  706 313 393 
Miscellaneous manufacturing and service sectors  1,115 469 646 
Chemiuils. plastics, rubber, drugs and paints  53 17 36 
Lumber and wood products; paper and paper products .. 930 315 615 
Textiles and leather goods    49 |7 32 
food, tobacco and metal containers  10 5 5 
Radio and television broadcasting: communications     362 72 290 
Transportation and warehousing  507 233 274 
Trade and services   3,744 1,736 2,008 

Total 25,830 13,770 12.060 
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Table M 

DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF A HYPOTHETICAL 20 PER CENT INCREASE 

IN PRIVATE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES ON INDUSTRIAL 

OUTPUTS AND GROSS FIXED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS. UNITED STATES 1958 

(Millions ol ¡hilars) 

Producing sectors 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 

32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 

Aircraft and parts     
Ships, trains, trailers and cycles   
Motor vehicles and equipment   
Office and computing machines   
Service appliances  
Household appliances  
Radio, television and communication equipment   
Batteries, x-ray, and engine electrical equipment     
Electric lighting and wiring equipment   
Electronic components and accessories     
Materials handling machinery and equipment     
Special industry machinery and equipment      
Construction, mining and oilfield machinery   
Farm machinery and equipment  
Engines and turbines   
Machine shop products   
Optical, ophthalmic and photographic equipment  
Scientific, controlling instruments, clocks     
Electrical apparatus and motors  
Metalworking machinery and equipment   
General industrial machinery and equipment  
Hardware, plating, valves and wire products      
Stampings, screw machinery products and bolts   
Heating, plumbing, structural metal products   
Automotive repair services    
New and maintenance construction; glass, stone, clay 
Primary iron and steel mining and manufacturing ... 
Primary non-ferrous metal mining and manufacturing 
Miscellaneous manufacturing and service sectors   
Chemicals, plastics, rubber, drugs and paints      
Lumber and wood production; paper and paper 

production      
Textiles and leather goods     
Food, tobacco and metal containers   
Coal, petroleum and utilities  
Radio and television broadcasting; communications . 
Transportation and warehousing   
Wholesale and retail trade  
Other business and personal services     

Total    57,332 

Naie: Column components may noi correspond to totals due lo rounding. 

lilililinnul 4tltiilinHill 
Increase in output required capital 

ctttiMimpiiim reatlirctl in 
ixprnttilurf, entrent ut filini priHlltee l-l 

(/I U't (.fi 

5 108 298 
145 235 425 

1.840 3.083 1.162 
12 110 498 
49 114 446 

483 546 226 
273 401 1.344 

52 170 48 
63 159 230 
30 194 107 
0 16 I.IK9 
4 74 2.766 
0 58 76ft 
2 72 2.697 

25 96 722 
0 101 0 

94 193 30 
70 232 405 

3 175 3.176 
6 148 1.942 
0 118 966 

76 582 403 
50 365 116 
14 200 1.01» 

887 1,337 0 
72 2.779 26,119 
4 1,403 348 
2 724 235 

1,276 3.3% 141 
1,052 4,189 9J 

1,205 5,070 1,098 
3,265 6.376 57 

10.966 22.768 3 
3.116 7.808 42 

782 1,643 8 
1.732 4.222 535 

12,313 15.368 0 
17,365 26,629 2.019 

112.697 51.668 

The productive capacities built up for the delivery of 
an additional dollar's worth of electrical equipment and 
instruments in year 0 are not set free as they were in the 
previous example. Instead, they are utilized to All addi- 
tional capacity requirements serving the next year's needs. 
The sum-total of two superimposed trains of additional 
outputs of autos, aircraft and intermediate metalworkers 
contributed (directly and indirectly) by that industry for 
linai delivery of one dollar's worth of electronic equip- 
ment and instruments in year 0 and another dollar's 
worth of electronic equipment and instruments in year 

1 I now turns out to be positive in year 0. True, it becomes 
negative in the year +1. However, the requirements 
generated by subsequent deliveries to final demand in 

years 2, • 3 and so on will obviously postpone the 
final liquidation of idle capacities indefinitely. 

The combined total effects, on the output levels of a 
particular industry, of any given sequence of final 
deliveries planned or projected over a number of years. 
can thus be computed by summing ihc properly weighted 
elements of the dynamic inverse year by year. 

The inverse, that is, the generalized numerical solution 
of the dynamic system described above, is reproduced in 
full in table 17. Lach one of its elongated rectangular cells 
holds nine figures, representing a sequence of nine annual 
changes in the output level of the industry named on ! he- 
left of the row. These changes represent the required 
direct and indirect contributions of that industry to the 
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delivery by the industry listed ut the head of the corres- 
ponding column of one additional unit of its respective 
output to final demand in the lust year, year 0. 

As in most other input-output compulations, the unit 
in terms of which the output of each sector is measured 
(unless specified otherwise) is a dollar's worth in base 
year prices. Base year prices arc the prices in terms of 
which we compiled the basic sets of technical coefficients 
that went into the construction of the dynamic input- 
output system. Wherever some of the coefficients, for 
example, the labour coefficients or the electric energy 
consumption coefficients, are described in physical units 
such us man-years or kilowatt-hours, the corresponding 
output and input levels in the inverse of the dynamic 
matrix will be expressed in such units, too. Incidentally, 
there exists no objection to the simultaneous use of base 
year price measures in some parts of the system and 
direct physical measures in others. 

we have to compute a properly weighted average 
of the corresponding elements of the dynamic in- 
verse. 

The final results of such a computation are sum- 
marized in table 18. It shows how un additional com- 
posite unit (say. an additional dollar's worth in base year 
prices) of household consumption, of exports, or of 
imports, would affect the production programmes of the 
three metalworking sectors, of the ferrous metals and 
of the construction industries over the nine-year stretch 
at the end of which the final deliveries are actually to be 
made. The product mixes ascribed to the household 
consumption bundle, the export bundle, and the import 
bundle are based on the projected composition of these 
three vectors for India in 1970. 

All sequences of output changes can be of course 
translated into corresponding nine-year sequences of 
changes  in   investment  and  employment.  These  are 

Table 17 
DYNAMIC INVERSE 

Final demand, in year 0. for products of industry 

Year of 
output: 

1 
oer--so>»*i«»r»lrvl«-© 
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I      Railroad, t'arm, and construction equipment.    2     Aulo», aircraft, and intermediate .neial*orker».      ì     ricaricai equipment and instruments. 
4     OoiMtruelion. 5      Ferrous melai« 
Fach enlr> tells ine output in u given >ear of the industry designated h> number at the Idi (see ke» to industrs. above), required per dollar increase in final deliveries 
in sear 0 of the industry designated h> number at the lop. 

The total annual final bill of goods projected or planned 
for a particular national economy is usually described 
in terms of several different bundles of goods destined to 
satisfy different kinds of final demand. For purposes of 
present analysis we distinguish three such bundles. One, 
by far the largest, consists of the combination of goods 
and services absorbed in private household consumption: 
another is destined for export, and the third represents 
imports. To determine the direct and indirect effects of 
a change in the level of household consumption or of 
exports and imports, in any given year, on the time- 
phased production programme of a particular industry, 
we have only to add together the separate effects of the 
final deliveries from each industry that make up that 
particular  bundle  of final  demand.  In  other words. 

entered in table 18. too. In interpreting these investment 
and employment figures, it is important to remember 
that the entire computation is based on a reduced input 
matrix in which only the five listed industries were in- 
cluded in group I. all others being treated as belonging 
to group II. Hence, the capital and the labour figures 
shown for each of the five selected industries satisfy not 
only its own requirements, but also requirements of 
capital and labour for group II industries supplying 
intermediate inputs to it. 

Finally, we wish to show how the elements of the 
dynamic inverse are used as building blocks in the 
construction of a developmental plan for metalworking 
industries. In actual planning, we must sum all the direct 
and  indirect  requirements for  metalworking outputs 
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generated by the whole chain of annual final bills of goods 
specified over the entire stretch of time covered by a 
particular over-all projection. Because of the retroactive 
effects of each annual bill of goods, the given projection 
of the final demand must be extended for a number of 
years beyond the last year of the period of time covered 
by the detailed programme of sectoral production, in- 
vestment, and employment. 

Table 19 presents such a hypothetical production pro- 
gramme and investment programme for the three metal- 
working industries covering a time span of ten years. 

The sequence of annual deliveries to final demand that 
these production programmes are intended to serve was 
projected for eight years beyond the last year covered by 
the detailed sectoral programmes. It is described in 
terms of levels of household consumption, of exports, 
and of imports given for the first year and growing at 
three constant, but different prescribed rates for the years 
that follow. For the first year, the relative magnitudes of 

ISI 

the total levels of household consumption, of exports, 
and of imports are set at 20.0: 1.0: 1.5 (which implies 
an aggregate linai demand or gross national product of 
20.0 1.0- 1.5 19.5). The excess of imports ahne 
exports implies foreign aid or privale capital mlïow. 
Consumption is assumed to expand al an annual rate of 
4 per cent and exporls and imports at the rale of 3 per 
cent. 

The lime-phased direct and indirect output require- 
ments corresponding to one unit of annual final deliveries 
of each kind are shown in table 18. Changes in the annual 
levels of each one of the three components of final demand 
and the corresponding growth in the output level of 
each one of the three metalworking industries arc shown 
in table 19. Total investment and employment in each 
sector is shown for each year, too. The projected growth 
curves of the three components of final demand extend 
beyond the last year for which the sectoral production 
programmes were actually computed. While these later 

*•"»• mw»» «reran, ana 
^MkftAl<     IRIMI i|W_«_illl«Jj.   m •!• tu mali m 

•tettrfetl tquiprTttf* 
IM fflvtPtffttWttf 

IWWI ivin.in« 

•      t 
Figure I 

RELATIVE RATEI OF GROWTH OF CONSUMPTION, EXPORTS, IMPORTS AND 

OF LABOUR AND CAPITAL IN THREE METALWORKING INDUSTRIES 
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Table 

ANNUAL SEQUENCES OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, LABOUR 

IN SELECTED FINAL DEMAND 

Privale consumption 

Year of output : 

Output" 
Labour'* 

âjTS'l   Capi,al' 

I 0 

I* -1  fc        Output 
e     Labour 
f     Capimi 

fl 'A 

Output 
l.abi)ur 
Capital 

Output 
Labour 
Capital 

Output 
Labour 
Capital 

.0001 

.00% 

.0001 

.0008 

.0630 

.OOOS 

.000.1 

.0224 

.0002 

.0002 

.0201 

.0002 

.0018 

.1340 

.0011 

.0006 

.0474 

.0003 

.0005 .0010 .0023 .0041 .0144 .1010 

.0429 .0910 .1977 .3569 1.2553 8.8320 

.0003 .0007 .0015 .0027 .0091   .0657 

.1102 
9.6368 
.0717 

.0001 

.0122 

.0001 

.0003 

.0262 

.0002 

.0038 

.2850 

.0024 

.oor 

.6030 

.0051 

.0169 .0354 .0825 

.2830 2.6830 6.2590 

.0108 .0225 .0526 

.0078 .0827 

.5930 6.2740 

.0050   .0527 

.0012 .0025 .0052 .0109 .0245 

.1000 .212« .4510 .9409 2.1137 

.0007 .0015 .0033 .0068 .0152 

.0649   .0878 
5.5978   7.5745 
.0417   .0544 

.0011 

.0812 

.0007 

.0023 

.1723 

.0015 

.0003 

.0285 

.0002 

.0007 

.0604 

.0004 

.0006 

.0551 

.0004 

.0048 

.3658 

.0031 

.0015 

.1285 

.0009 

.0007 

.0312 

.0006 

.0015 

.0660 

.0012 

.0031 

.1400 

.0025 

.0067 

.2975 

.0054 

.0141 .0308 .0548 

.6271 1.3737 2.4423 

.0113 .0247 .0439 

.1898 .2635 
8.4642      11.7534 
.1522   .2113 

.0009 

.0401 

.0007 

.0019 

.0652 

.0015 

.0040 

.1802 

.0032 

.0002 .0005 .0010 .0021 .0045 .0094 .0222 

.0153 .0326 .0700 .1477 .3148 .6546 1.5407 

.0002 .0004 .0009 .0019 .0040 .0084 .0198 

.0391    .0526 
2.7119   3.6466 
.0348    .0468 

.0003 - .0006 .0013 

.0201 .0423 .0895 

.0003   .0005   .0012 

• Dollars of output required per dottar increase in final demand. 
* Dollar« of internment required per dollar of Hnal demand. 

* Man years required per thousand dollars of final demand. 

projections were used in the computations, they are not 
reproduced in the table. 

The total levels or consumption, exports, and imports, 
together with the corresponding levels of investment and 
employment in the three metalworking industries, are 
also depicted in figure I. The vertical scale is logarithmic, 
so that the steeper slopes represent higher, the gentler 
slopes lower, rates of growth. 

The metalworking outputs shown in table 19 grow 
more rapidly than the assumed rate for households, 4 
per cent. (Unfortunately, the differences in rate of 
growth are too small to he apparent in ligure I.) The 
relatively high rates of growth of all metalworking 
industries are explained by the fact that both export«, 
and imports are in this case assumed to expand less 
rapidly (3 per cent) than household consumption (4 per 
cent). Since imports contain more manufactured metal 
products than either exports or domestic consumption, 
their relatively lower growth rate has to be compensated 
by accelerated expansion of domestic metalworking 
industries called upon to cover a greater and greater 

proportion of the total demand for manufactured metal 
products. We have here a typical instance of import 
substitution. 

The assumption of a constant rate of growth for each 
component bundle of final demand was used only to 
simplify the computation and the presentation of its 
details. The figures contained in the numerical inverse 
of a dynamic input-output system permit us to determine, 
through a simple process of addition and subtraction, a 
mutually consistent set of time-phased production 
programmes corresponding to any given—also, time- 
phased—combination of final deliveries. 

The time profile of final deliveries represents a country's 
specific goals and projections and must be tailored to its 
specific needs and policies. Ideally, of course, the dynamic 
inverse itself should be tailored to the special features of 
each developing area. This requires expert judgment as 
to the appropriate input-output and capital coefficients 
to choose as a basis for planning. Practical planners 
already know that collection and selection of basic data 
is still the most difficult part of their task. 
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AND CAPITAL REQUIRED FOR AN INCREASE OF ONE DOLLAR 

BUNDLES IN YEAR 0 

Imports \noris 

.0013 

.1164 

.0009 

.0029 

.2537 

.0019 

.0053 .0197 

.4636 1.7225 

.0035   .0128 

I 0 

.0285 .1181 
2.5142      10.3349 
.0185    .0769 

.0001 
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.0001 
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.0002 
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.0020        .0042       .0087        .0200 .0495 .0065       .0002    .0003    .0007    .0015    .0032    .0867    .0150    0184 

.0027 .0058 

.1900 - .4050 

.0024        .0052 

.0122 

.8439 

.0108 

.0287 
1.9866 
.0255 

.0656 -    .0797 
4.5459 -   5.5236 

.0583 .0708 

.0007 

.0308 

.0006 

.0015 

.0651 

.0012 

.0031 

.1383 

.0025 

.0139 .0304 .0545 .1977 
.2919 .6199 1.3550 2.4325 8.1183 
.0053    .0112    .0244    .0437     ISM 

.0002 .0905 .0010 .0021 .0045 .0093 .0219 .03*7 

.0153 .0326 .0*87 .1443 .3113 .647* 1.517» 2.6828 

.0002    .0004    .0009   .0019    .0840    .0083    .0195    0344 

.««24 
2.7924 

omo 

2741 
122244 

2198 

(1119 
.8217 
mm 

Year 

Household consumption 
Exports 
Imports 

Railroad, farm, 
ami construction 
equipment 

Output 
Labour 
Capital 

Autos, aircraft, 
and intermediate 
metalworkers 

Output 
Labour 
Capital 

Tabk 19 
ANNUAL SEQUENCES OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUTS, LAMI« 

AND CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS KIR ASSUMED ANNUAL 
RATES OF GROWTH OF FINAL DEMAND »UNDLW 

12 3 4 5 6 

Electrical 
equipment and 
instruments 

Output 
Labour 
Capital 

20.0000 20.8000 21.6000 22.4000 23.2000 24.2000 25 2080 26 20» 
1.0000 1.0300 1.0600 1.0900 1.1200 1.1300 I 1800 12200 
I.S000     1.5450      1.5900      1.6350      1.6800      I.72SO      I 77*«*      1.8300 

.1511       .1553 
13.2200   13.5900 

.0983       .1011 

.1603 
14.0200 

.1043 

.1681 
14.7100 

.1094 

.9609       .9978 
72.9300   73.7300 

.6127       .6362 

1.0421 
79.1000 

.6644 

1.1031 
83.7300 

.7033 

.1963 
17.1700 

.1278 

1.1628 
88.2600 

.7414 

.2024 
17.71110 

.1317 

1.206* 
91.6000 

.7695 

.2093 
18.3100 

.1362 

1.2542 
95 1900 

.7997 

2145 
IK.76O0 

.1396 

1.3058 
99 MOB 

.8326 

2228 
19 4918) 

I450 

I m? 
1042600 

N759 

I«» 

27.20» 28.24W» 
I 2600 I M I* I 
I 89011      I.950H 

.25M 
21 9800 

IftH 

t 4420 
\m 45til 

li|94 

.4419       .4572        .4744       .4%7       .5321        .5502       .5685        $889        «195 <*\% 
38.1100    39.4300    40.9100    42.8400   45.8900    47.4500    49.a300    50.7900    52 5«»0    % Wrtl 

2735       .2830       .2936       .3074       .3293       .3405        .1518        J645 1772 4044 

a Bawd on assumption of 4 per cent annual growth rate of household cotuumption and J per cent annual growth rate of e»no»* .mil imp..i(s 

I. 
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DESIGN OF MACHINE-TOOL PLANTS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
G M. Stkkmror, State Institute for tin Design of Michine-Tooi Htm», Moscow. Imo* of Sotiti Socwlh, RepmMc, 

INTRODUCTION 

This report is about the design of machine-tool plants 
for developing countries organizing national engineering 
industries. Examples are given of projects and their basic 
characteristics and structural principles; specialization 
and co-operative ties; goods produced; structure of 
workshops and services; equipment; labour; architecture 
and layout. 

The report utilizes materials from projects undertaken 
by Giprostanok in accordance with foreign orders. 

Based on the practical experience in designing machine 
works for a number of developing countries enjoying 
Soviet technical aid, let us discuss some basic information 
and design solutions for a similar machine plant. 

MACHINE PLANT 

The plant is designed for a multi-purpose enterprise. It 
incorporates a machine assembly shop, a foundry to 
produce iron and steel castings, a forging-welding shop 
to produce forged parts and welded structures, and space 
for auxiliary and administrative services. 

If the country plans to build a central foundry, the 
plant may be supplied with castings on a co-operative 
basis. This method also may be applied to forged 
articles and press work; in this case, the structure of the 
plant should be modified. 

The plant also is expected to produce spare parts to 

foreign order, to make and restore welded structures 
and to overhaul and restore some machinery and 
equipment. 

Power 
The rated power consumption amounts to 7,000 

kilowatts. 
Water consumption in production processes equals 

fifty-five cubic metres an hour. 
Figures I and 2 depict the plant's architectural and 

structural setting, and the machine assembly building 
plans. The buildings of the works are simple and all 
production buildings have the same span of 18.0 metres 
and only two heights, which allow extensive standardiza- 
tion of structural elements. Basically, the structures in- 
clude ferro-concrete sectional or monolith columns and 
metal girders with sheet aluminium or asbestos-cement 
roofing. 

The plans for other major buildings, as well as the 
administrative buildings, are represented in other 
figures. 

Transportation inside the buildings is provided by 
overhead travelling cranes; motor transport and electric 
cars provide for intershop transportation. 

The foundry has modern equipment, including that for 
cleaning castings (grit machines, mechanized shake-out 
grilles, hydro-chambers) and mechanized systems of 
supply and preparation of holding and core sand. 

Table J 
PLANT'S YEARLY OUTPUT 

Article 
Wright m ton», 
yearly imlpui 

Spare paru from other 
enterprises to orders             1,500 
including: 
(«) Heavy parts   650 
(ft) Medium and small housings and flat parts .. 330 
(<•) Shafts and bushings  300 
(rf) Gears     ITO 
(<•) Standard small parts     30 

Overhaul and restoration of some machinery 
and equipment   700 

Production and restoration of welded metal 
structures            1,000 

Castings not processed mechanically, 
to external orders: 
(o) Iron castings  900 
(*) Steel castings           1,225 

Total       5.325 

Up to Ave ton» 

Up to ten tons 

Up to live tons 

Maximum weight three Ions 
Maximum weight 2.5 tons 

185 
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MACHINE-TOOL PLANTS 

While working out the nomenclature of machine tools 
to be produced at a designed machine-tool plant in a 
developing country, stress is laid primarily on meeting 
the need of the country for multi-purpose machine 
tools used in various branches of industry, agriculture 
and transportation and capable of becoming items of 
export to other developing countries. 

These include the following machine tools: toolroom 
lathes, shapers, multi-purpose cutters and upright drilling 
machines. 

new models. The project of machine-tool plants for 
developing countries envisages three types of machine- 
tool producing enterprises, different in volume of output 
and nomenclature of production, but similar structurally 
and in their co-operative ties and specialization: 

(a) A plant to produce 400 machine tools of one of the 
four adopted models, with four possible programmes; 

(A) A plant to produce 800 machine tools of two of the 
adopted models, with two possible programmes; 

(<•) A plant to produce 1,600 machine tools of the four 
adopted models. 

Table 2 
COMPOSITION, ROOM AREA, EQUIPMENT 

AND PERSONNEL OF TI« PLANT 

BulUlwt 

Foundry 
building 

Forgi ng- 
welding 
building 

Machine 
assembly 
building 

Adminis- 
trative 
building 

Flour 
area 

Srrtlces <ti/<w> 

Foundry shop: iron tons; 
castings, 2,400 ions: steel 
castings. 2,000 tons; non- 
ferrous castings, Î0 torn .. 6.512 

Forse shop: 
255 tons       742 

Metal structures shop: 
1.050 tons      1,500 

Blanks section of machine 
shop          234 

Woodworking shop          648 
Storage     1,412 
Machine assembling shop: 

2,200 tons      4,944 
Heat treatment shop: 

332 tons       104 
Electroplating workshop .... 324 
Electric equipment 

repair shop        4J2 
Tool loom       744 
Storage       7» 

Total 18,752 
Managerial, services and 

laboratories     J,470 

To work out the nomenclature of machine tools to be 
included in the programme of the designed plant, the 
Hit of those produced in the Soviet Union's machine-tool 
enterprises was studied to choose those most widely 
applied because of dimensional characteristics and the 
modern standard of technology. As a result, the following 
four types have been chosen: Screw-cutting lathe, model 
IA6I6; Shaper, model 7B35; Cutter, model 6H80- 
Upright drilling machine, model 2HI25. 

Mention of these machine tools by no means restricts 
the range of machine tools u- be produced by such plants. 

When the plant is operative, other machine-tool 
models might be produced within the limits of rated 
weight and precision characteristics, which will involve 
some additions to the standard stock of machine-making 
shops and some modification in the amount of machine 
tools produced, depending on the labour needed for the 
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The plants are designed at machine assembly enter- 
prises characterized by extensive co-operation; it is 
assumed that all the necessary blanks (castings, forged 
items, press work, welded assemblies) are supplied from 
other national enterprises. Such enterprises may includ« 
the above-mentioned mechanical works or other enter- 
prises of developing mechanical engineering industries 
which specialize in producing semi-manufactured goods. 

Prior to establishment of such enterprises in the 
developing country, all complete parts (electric motors, 
electric equipment, bearings, pumps, hydraulic units, etc.) 
should be supplied from the country whose models of 
machine tools are to be produced by the plant. 

The plants incorporate: the mechanical, assembly and 
heat treatment shops, tools and repair rooms, necessary 
laboratories including a technology laboratory, painting 
and electroplating workshops, compressor room, trans- 
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Table J 

PLANT FO* 400 MACHINE TOOLS YEARLY 
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former substations, storage facilities to keep complete 
parts, blanks, und finished goods, and all necessary 
administrative, welfare und engineering service ureas. 

The plants are planned within one technological 
building to include all production and auxiliary services, 
and only the largest of them has administrative, welfare 
and engineering services areas removed to a separate 
block connected with the main technological building by 
covered passages. 

As far as the architecture and setting up are concerned, 
the buildings of the three plants are identical, with parallel 
bays eighteen metres wide and eight metres high from the 
base of the truss. Each bay has an overhead travelling 
crane and crane beam capable of carrying five tons. The 
structural design includes sectional or monolith ferro* 
concrete columns and metal roof trusses. 

Tables 3 5 give basic information on the varieties of 
machine-tool plants. 

Table 4 

PLANT ma 800 MACHINE TOOLS YCAHLV 
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Table S 

Pi ANT |(« 1.600 MACHINE TOOLS YtARl.Y 

ïttirh ff^'iítumtttf. 

li• W.*W !>„•»•> Un 

Screw-cutting latre  IA6I6 «Ml | .5 
(diameter 

MO     710 mm) 
«taper   7gJS 4«) is 

(length of ram 
stroke 300 mm) 

Horizontal milling machine    6HM 400 | ; 
(taWe 

100 • MO mm) 
Upright drilling machine  2HI25 400 o.«7 

(diameter 25 mm) 
Spare part« and accessories to 

nmwmwmm  

Total l.tm 
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atmtne toon  MM otner 

M » A. »h. rtf mai hiiMiiraiiMii*« inrliialrMi 

The «edam principle of specialization and co- 
operation of mechanical engineering enterprises, inciud- 
inf machine-tool ntanti, predetermine« the economie 
cffVtency of producing bla nkf, and cani ne« in particular, 
at specialized foundries &t in founding shop« designed to 
meet the needs of a number of machine-building enter- 
prises. Thus, it it hardly reasonable to organile foundry 
production in developing countries by letting up small 
founding «hop» designed only to meet the needs of the 
plant on «he premile», although there are exceptions to 
the rule. 

Following are projects of a specialized founding shop 

for M output of 13.080 tons of mm casting* a year, 
which CM be sdf-iupfH»rting as a smaH foundrv if a 
models shop, storage facilities for models. cmitprevHir 
room, transformer substation and administrative ami 
welfare service« are added. The »hop it designed to 
supply machine-building enterprises, including machine- 
tool plants, with shape castings Production is organimi 
in targe o* small series with castings distributed by weight 
as show; i in table 6. 

The founding shop is an L-shaped, one-storey building 
with co-perpcndicular spans twenty-four metres wide 
provided with overhead travelling cranes with a load- 
lifting capacity of twenty tons. 

Mechanization of production and transportation is 
envisaged: a mechanized store of furnace load as well 
as mechanized supply of charge into the cupola, pre- 
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Table 6 

Up to S kg  1,250 tons 
5 20 kg  2.750 ton* 
100-200 kg  1,600 tons 
200 500 kg  3,800 tons 
500 1,000 kg  2,600 ions 
».000-2.000 kg  1,700 tons 
2.000-5,000 kg  1,300 tons 
Maximum weight of casting, 5,000 kg. 
Maximum size of casting: 4.7      1.6     1.0 m. 
Number of shifts: two. 

Composition, room area, equipment ami personnel at plant 

rJ. , Hmir t:tjuiptm-Ht, „ 
SfcyMuft/.u'rvicri una nu,,s Pimmml 

(it/m I Ti'lal H'oWU'i-t 

hounding shop  Il.42(t 40           421 369 
Repair room  80 3             16 14 
Laboratories   70 4 
Storage facilities ... 4.130 5 5 

Total 15,700 43          446 3W 

Power 

The rated power consumption »mounts to 5.330 kilowats. 
Water consumption in production processes equals 50 m} hr. 

paralion and supply of moulding and core mixtures, 
shaking-out. cleaning and prime coating of castings. 

Pouring and assembly of small and heavy castings are 
to be effected on conveyor lines, and removal of cores in 
hydro-chambers. The mechanical shop is up to all 
moéern standards. 

The buildings are planned to be made of monolith 
ferroconcrete 

The establishment of such a specialized founding shop 
should precede building of customer enterprises : machine- 
tool plants and other machine-building enterprises. 

T<m tAt Tonv 
Though the problem* of designing tool factories for 

developing countries are in no way the theme of the 
present report, it seems useful to cite briefly some in- 
formation on a project of a tool factory, designed for 
developing countries, which is to meet the needs of 
machine-building industries. 

The factory is a complex enterprise intended to produce 
cutting tools. 

The factory is to make the basic types of cutting tooh: 
normal cutting tools, drills, reamers, taps, threading dies, 
cutters, hacksaw bands and small quantities of other 
tools in small series. 

The main technological and auxiliary shops are located 
in separate buildings. 

The factory buildings are simple and composed of 
parallel »pans eighteen metres wide and seven metres 
high provided with suspended travelling cranes wherever 
necessary. 

Tt-X HNK AL ANO M ONOMK   t MAHAt TfttMTK* 
(MtCìANIlATKIN f* DtlKiN ANO MtODl (HON 

Some of the following technical and economic charac- 
teristics are entirely tentative, as well as indices concern- 
ing machine-tool plants, since in developing countries 
labour costs, the costs of power, local materials and 
manufactured and semi-manufactured goods vary widely. 

Similarly different are the norms of depreciation, 
overhead expenses, and the costs of storage, transporta- 
tion and procurement. Plant and shop expenses are also 
different. 

Wide variations can be observed in the cost of building 
and mounting a plant in these countries, as well as in the 
prices of purchased goods and equipment to be installed, 
depending on where these goods and equipment are 
bought. 

Since the above factors making up the prime cost of 
produced goods and determining capital investment in 
plant construction vary to a great extent, these two 
technical and economic indices can also vary substan- 
tially, depending on the specific conditions existing in the 
developing country in which the plant is being built. 

Therefore, to obtain objective technical and economic 
indices of the designed plant, the economic part of the 
project must be formulated in view of the specific con- 
ditions of the developing country undertaking construc- 
tion of the plant. 

To obtain preliminary estimates of the basic technical 
and economic indices and projects suggested, rough 
calculations were carried out on the basis of the average 
values of critical est factors, in dollars, for the toolroom 
lathe, model I AM 6. produced at a plant designed for 
400 machines of this model yearly. 

As a result, the prime cost of the lathe at this plant 
was estimated at $2,980, including 40 per cent for 
materials, semi-manufactured goods and purchased 
articles. SS per cent in shop and over-all plant expenses 
and basic wages of the workers engaged in production 
and S per cent in overhead expenses outside the plant. 

Rough estimates were also performed to calculate 
tentatively capital investment, in douars, necessary to 
build the three types of machine-tool plants. This invest- 
ment is: 

Plant to produce 400 machines yearly, 12,900 thousand, 
including : equipment, SI .900 thousand, or 65 per cent ; 

Plant to produce M0 machines yearly, $4.800 thousand, 
including : equipment. $3.200 thousand, or 67 per cent ; 

Plant to produce 1,600 machines yearly, $7.800 thousand, 
including: equipment, $5.400 thousand, or 69 per cent. 

Since the economic effectiveness of building powerful 
machine-tool plants is self-evident, two or more deve- 
loping countries may co-operate in establishing a 
comparatively large enterprise under certain conditions. 

Design of machine-tool plants for developing countries 
is to he first organized by formulating the bask technical 
and economic estimate containing an analysis of the med 
for the machines to he produced in view of the country's 
development targets and export possibilities, followed by 
preparation of the design programme, collection of initial 
data and selection of the site for the project, accompanied 
with the technical and economic estimates of the possible 
locations for the enterprise. This work is, as a rule, 
performed by agencies of the developing country, 
assisted by competent advisers from the country under- 
taking the general plant design. 

It is desirable, when designing a plant, to attract 
national engineers, especially to design external com- 
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Table 7 
FACTORY YEARLY PROGRAMME 

lient SUe in mm 

Cutting tools     
Wis   Diameter 0.5 SO 
Reamers Diameter 3-100 
Counterbores Diameter 10-100 
Cutters, all types      
T«P* Diameter 2-52 
Threading diet   Diameter 3-52 
Toothing toolt    
Hacksaw hand»  
Knives, spare  

Other took 

Yearly programmi-, 
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in production protessi equal* 12 m'/hr. 

«m^c«i*wi «ml facilities, witter supply systems, signal 
commwwmion, access rondi, sewage. «Ml power supply 
systems M well as fot elaborating shop drawings. 

THM gives « stronf ímpetu« to design work, enables 
More adequate utilization of local resources and materials 
•ad, moti estenuai, makes it possible to train skilled 
rational specialisti (designers) within short periods. 

if a favourable situation is available, maximum use 

should be made of the developing country's national 
enterprise!, and shops of a mechanical specialization m 
produce relatively simple metal structures, some unique 
equipment and other articles uneconomical to import. 
The manufacture of the above items in accordance with 
the drawings of the general designer and under the super- 
vision of his instructors will make it possible to enhance 
the construction of the plant, train skilled workers and 
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save currency. Systematic supervision by specialists from 
the country carrying out general design work and 
supplying the equipment is essential in securing good 
quality of work and compliance with the project. 

The period within which a plant becomes fully opera- 
tional in a developing country depends on timely training 
of specialists and workers for its operation, which can be 
carried out either in the country of the general contractor 
or in the developing country with the assistance of 
instructors, provided adequate conditions prevail. 

Of great importance also is timeliness of design work 
and manufacture of technological rigging (special 
appliances and tools) and working out of the operational 
technology to provide for the needs of production 
processes without which manufacture is impossible. 

It takes considerable time to manufacture the rigging 
for a machine-tool plant. 

As an illustration, putting the tool room, model 
IA62, into production involved about 1,200 special 
appliances, tools and dies at a cost of $350,000. 

Training of personnel and preparatory technological 
work necessary to start manufacture should be carried 
out while the plant is still being built, so that these 
problems may have been mainly solved by the time the 
plant is started. 

It is desirable, during the initial period of operation of 
the plant, to purchase in the general contractor's country 
some dozen sets of machine castings, particularly basic 
and frame types, to use in training personnel under the 
guidance of skilled instructors and for assembling the 
first machines. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Designing of machine-tool plants for developing 
countries is not a problem by itself but is to be solved in 
co-ordination with promoting mechanical engineering in 
these countries. 

2. It is reasonable, during the initial phases of develop- 
ing machine building in developing countries, to set up 
a stnaH multi-purpose complex type machine plant 
designed for maintenance, repair and restoration of 

equipment, manufacture of spare parts, simple machinery 
and welded metal structures to meet the needs of industry 
transport and agriculture. This works will serve as a 
training centre for personnel and the basis for further 
expansion of specialized mechanical engineering including 
machine-tool prodn tion. 

3. Machine-tool plants should be designed to produce 
a limited number of multi-purpose tool miniéis which can 
find wide application in the various branches of industry 
and become items of export. Projects must provide for 
replacing the miniéis with new ones, within the limits 
of rated weight and precision characteristics. 

4. Machine-tool plants should be designed as mechani- 
cal assembly enterprises with extensive co-operation in 
the supply of semi-manufactures, such as castings, 
forged pieces and stampings, parts, purchased articles, 
standards and normal tools. 

5. Modern principles of specialization and co- 
operation demand that developing countries set up 
economically effective specialized plants or shops to 
manufacture castings and forged and stamped pieces to 
satisfy the demands of a number of machine-building 
enterprises. 

6. Along with establishing machine-tool plants, it is 
desirable to promote tool production, first as a small 
specialized factory to manufacture cutting tools such as 
cutters, drills, reamers, taps, threading dies and hack-saw 
blades. 

7. Designing of machine-tool plants for developing 
countries must be based on comprehensive technical and 
economic calculations in view of the country's develop- 
ment targets and with participation of national specialists, 
which will make possible training of national designers 
and enhancement of design work. 

8. To bring a ready plant to its rated capacity within 
the shortest practical time, it is important to perform 
timely technological preparation of production processes, 
to design and make the technological rigging and special 
tools, to formulate operational technology and train 
specialists and workers. These problems must be solved 
through extensive co-operation of the country giving 
technical assistance. 
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BACKGROUND DATA 
One or the worst difficulties usually encountered in the 

preparation of industrial development programmes in 
developing countries is the lack of reliable basic data on 
demand and costs in manufacturing activities. The 
seriousness of the problem depends, of course, upon the 
industrial sector and whether the work is to be done on 
the basis of a macro-economic estimate or on the level 
of branches of industry or specific products. 

In relation to certain types of industry, either because 
of the characteristics of the production process or 
because of the nature and homogeneity of the goods 
manufactured or the use to which they are put, the 
basic data in question are more readily accessible or are 
relatively easy to determine; it is even possible, in many 
cases, for coefficients or ratios established in the more 
highly industrialized countries to be adopted without 
much adjustment. This would apply, for instance, to 
activities characterized by a continuous production 
flow resulting in homogeneous final products, such as 
the cement, chemical, and petroleum refining industries. 

On the other hand, in those sectors of industry which 
display great flexibility in respect to the machinery they 
use and the products manufactured, satisfactory basic 
data and production coefficients are in very short supply 
and difficult to establish. Outstanding cases in point 
are the metal-transforming industries. With a few excep- 
tions, the machines used in this branch of activity, i.e., 
machine tools, are not designed for the specific purpose 
of manufacturing a given product, but are intended to 
perform a particular operation (turning, milling, drilling, 
etc.) which, moreover, can be carried out by dînèrent 
machines. Thus, the capacity of a plant and the technical 
coefficient for the manufacture of any one product are 
highly relative concepts that are very difficult to quantify. 

The factors conditioning production capacity, for 
example, will include, inter alia, the product manufac- 
tured and the machinery used, and the latter, in turn, is 
not determined by the product to be obtained because of 
the possibilities of interchanging machines for a large 
number of operations. One thing which may cause 
marked variations in technical production ratios in such 
industries is the standard of quality for the final product. 
Furthermore, the "universality" of the machines enables 
enterprises to run several widely differing lines of pro- 
duction simultaneously, which enormously complicates 
the establishment of technical coefficients and may make 
them useless in practice unless their precise significance 

and the possible limits to their applicability arc clearly 
specified. 

In developing countries where the degree of specializa- 
tion is very low, and it frequently happens that the great 
majority of enterprises manufacture a very wide und 
varied range of products, this severely restricts the use of 
coefficients established for more highly industrialized 
regions, irrespective of the limitations deriving from the 
differences in capital-labour ratios, in standards of 
quality, in external economies and so forth. This last 
factor also has a noteworthy influence on technical 
production coefficients since, in the countries under 
discussion, the situation usually existing in the more 
developed regions is reversed and interindustrial relation- 
ships are slight owing to the lack of manufacturing 
activities specializing in services for third parties, with 
the result that enterprises show a marked degree of 
vertical integration, undertaking the manufacture of 
parts and accessories that in the developed countries arc 
normally purchased from the subsidiary industry. 

Little of the literature available on this subject bears 
on the metal-transforming industries, and the various 
studies that have been carried out were not exactly 
planned with a view to establishing production ratios or 
coefficients for application in other countries or under 
conditions different from those in relation to which they 
were determined. The methodologies have varied widely 
and so have the ways in which data have been presented 
hut, generally, the feature common to all these studies is 
the rigidity of their findings, in the sense that they cannot 
be adjusted or amended so as to adapt them to different 
conditions in respect to volumes of production, technical 
processes, lengths of series, degrees of integration, 
standards of quality, composition and characteristics of 
lines of manufacture. 

In carrying out its studies on the metal-transforming 
industries, ECLA was hampered by the lack of informa- 
tion of this type and consequently each survey had to be 
preceded by intensive field work to fill some of the gap 
Data thus collected, in relation to the specific situation 
under analysis, might aU> be open to a good many 
criticisms of the same sort as those levelled above, with 
respect to their validity undo other conditions. Hut since 
they were established in developing countries and 
correspond to the average conditions, they perhaps need 
less adjustment and can be more freely adopted for direct 
application in other countries at similar stages of develop- 
ment, as experience has shown in several instances. 

203 
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The purpose of this report is to expound the methodo- 
logy followed in the studies carried out by ECLA in the 
Latin American countries, as well as some aspects of its 
application, and a few of the conclusions to be drawn 
from a preliminary review of the various data assembled. 
The sole aim is that of offering other developing regions 
a share in the experience acquired in Latin America, and 
thus helping to facilitate the execution of any studies that 
may be undertaken with résped to the metal-transforming 
industries. 

i he information presented here relates particularly to 
the determination of demand for machine tools. 

REMARKS    OS     IHt     DH'I-.RMINAIION    Ol     DIMANO    H* 
MA< HIM   HMÍLS 

It will be as well to »tate clearly what is understood in 
the present study by the terms of metal-transforming 
industries and machine tools. Both are frequently used 
in the literature of the subject, and what they are meant 
to cover apparently differs in different places 

In ECLA studies, metal-transforming or metal working 
industries include all those activities which in the United 
Nations International Standard Industrial Classification 
of All Economic Activities (ISIC) are comprised in the 
following major groups: 35 Manufacture of Metal 
Products, except Machinery and Transport Equipment ; 
36 Manufacture of Machinery, except Electrical Machi- 
nery; 37 Manufacture of Electrical Machinery. Ap- 
paratus. Appliances and Supplies; and 38 Manufacture of 
Transport Equipment. The term machine tools is applied 
only to machinery used for metalworking purposes 
(whether cutting or forming) and therefore excludes 
machines for working wood or other materials. 

In the case of machine tools, as in that of other capital 
goods, demand is conditioned by so many factors of such 
different kinds that to analyse them is a distinctly complex 
task. To the usual considerations bearing on demand for 
capital goods, such as. inier aha, their durability and its 
relation to depreciation, degrees of mechanization and 
the effects of production processes for which greater or 
lesser volumes of manpower are required, the existence 
of idle installed capacity or the possibility of making 
more intensive use of capacity through a system of two 
or three shifts, which enables production to be expanded 
without affecting demand for machinery, and the rate of 
replacement of capital goods whose useful life has come 
to an end. on account of either wear and tear or economic 
obsolescence, three others must be added which stem 
from machine-tool characteristics that cannot he over- 
looked in a study of demand. 

The first is trie interchangeability of many machine 
tools for the fulfilment of one and the same function, 
although this does not necessarily imply any change in 
the extent to which operations are mechanized; the 
second is the dependence of demand on specifications as 
to the quality and precision of the products to be manu- 
factured, which means that machine performance must 
be evaluated; and the third consists of the extreme 
frequency with which technical innovations are intro- 
duced in  machine tools and the emergence of new 

machining and metal-forming processes based on such 
as electroerosion, supersonica, electron beams, explosives 
and magnetic impulses. Strictly, therefore, demand should 
be studied in the light of a separate analysis for each of 
the muny activities in which it has its origin. Obvious 
requisites for such research are. on the one hand, highly 
complete and detailed statistical information and. on the 
other, a series of basic data on operational conditions 
at the level of each activity, which are not easy to ohtain 
or to reconstitute in developing countries. 

Another point to be stressed is that inasmuch as the 
significance and incidence of the various determinants of 
demand for machine tools are not the same in developing 
countries as in those at more advanced stages of in- 
dustrialization, the methodology applied must be adjusted 
to the needs of these two cases, r or example, replacement 
on account of wear and tear or obsolescence will carry 
less weight in developing than in developed countries 
because, as a rule, inventories in the former are relatively 
new and rapidly expanding. Conversely, the characteristic 
of interchangeability will be of more importance in small 
national inventories where machine tools carry out very 
similar operations and the products manufactured are of 
a primary nature. 

Another factor whose incidence is relatively heavier in 
developing countries is the qualitative aspect of demand. 
It often happens that in such countries the metal- 
transforming industries show high growth rates attribut- 
able not only to the manufacture of larger quantities of 
their products but also, and perhaps in greater measure, 
to the establishment of new lines of manufacture that are 
becoming imperatively necessary in view of import 
substitution requirements. 

Consequently, changes are almost constantly intro- 
duced in the structure of production and in manufactur- 
ing techniques and this affects the characteristics of the 
machines in demand. This consideration is important 
also in connexion with the evaluation of installed capacity 
and the more intensive utilization of existing machine 
tools. It may well happen that the machine-hours which 
for some reason may be available in inventories in deve- 
loping countries cannot really be turned to account for 
the purposes of expanding production, if the increases in 
the volume of output are largely to derive from the 
manufacture of new products calling for more advanced 
techniques. 

Prom these brief remarks it can be seen that the deve- 
loping countries need to adopt a methodology slightly 
different from that habitually applied in the more highly 
industrialized areas in the study of demand for machine 
tools. The modifications introduced will be conceptual 
rather than procedural, and in this sense certain stages 
(if the process of analysis will have to he approached or 
covered by means of an ad hoc interpretation of the facts. 
Comparison with present or past situations in the 
industrialized countries may be useful in many cases, 
provided that the phenomenon under analysis can be 
adequately interpreted. 

But this is not always possible, because the available 
data are so unsatisfactory both in quantity, homogeneity 
and explicitness. It would seem that in the field of machine 
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took no laws or criteria operate that can he universally 
applied or extended from one region to another without 
prior analysis of the situation or phenomena involved, 
and in practice this means dealing with factors that vary 
widely in character and are often difficult to quantify. 

Despite these complications, such studies arc in one 
sense easier to carry out in the developing than in the 
highly industrialized countries, as the Held of operations 
is more limited in its extent and less complex as regards 
range of prtnlucts and technological alternatives. What 
is more, their very aims are less ambitious with respect to 
the degree of detail of their findings; their purpose is 
rather to arrive at an over-all and approximate assessment 
of the volume of demand to be expected in the future, 
and thus provide the general groundwork for evaluating 
the possibilities of starting domestic manufacture of 
certain machine tools, usually the simplest, and those 
that make the least technical demands, or for demarcating 
the areas of production in which the country's machine- 
tool industry should develop. 

These were the objectives of the relevant studies carried 
out by fcCl.A in the Latin American countries and in 
order to attain them research was conducted at the level 
of three major groups which strikingly differ from one 
another in both the nature of the factors determining 
demand and the characteristics of the machinery re- 
quired, and which comprise machine tools for production, 
for maintenance operations and for replacement purpose». 

By definition, machine tools for production are all 
those installed in the metal-transforming industry, even 
though some of them may be used for making tools and 
for maintenance and repair work. Thus, demand for 
such machines is closely linked to the evolution of the 
metal-transforming industry during the period under 
study. 

All machine tools used in activities other than those 
comprised in the metal-transforming sector are classified 
in the maintenance group, although in some instances 
they may be fulfilling functions that can he described as 
definitely productive. Demand for these machines is 
somewhat difficult to analyse, inasmuch as it is contingent 
not only upon the possible expansion of the sectors using 
them but also on other and perhaps more important 
factors which can hardly be expressed in quantitative 
terms. 

Maintenance, in the sense ascribed to it here, if 
undertaken by workshops proper, is an auxiliary and not 
indispensable service in manufacturing, mining and other 
activities, so that the decision for or against its inclusion 
is influenced by a number of considerations peculiar 
to each individual enterprise, such as. inier alia, the size 
of the plant, its location with respect to metal- 
transforming centres where this service could be provided, 
and the degree of urgency with which maintenance 
requirements must be met (as determined by the nature 
of the production process), whose evaluation must be 
based on careful research. The incidence of this group of 
machines on aggregate demand may be considerable in 
countries where the metal-transforming industries are of 
little significance. 

The term replacement is used with reference to cases 

2* 

where a machine tool is linallv eliminated from the 
inventory on the grounds of its unfitness to carry out any 
operation, and requirements thus represent the net 
amount of machinery that should he replaced. Conse- 
quently, this group does not include machines thai ought 
to he replaced in a specific sector or activity on account 
of technical obsolescence, loss of precision or other 
similar causes, if they are still usable for other and perhaps 
less demanding operations and continue to form part of 
the plant installed. 

This definition, linked as it is to the end of the useful 
life of the machine, implies that the decision lo replace a 
machine tool is dictated by widely varying criteria, and 
can only be adopted at the level of each individual unit 
in relation to the work n is doing. Thus, machine-tool 
requirements under this head can he estimated solely on 
the basis of specific and highly detailed research. Since in 
developing countries the machine-tool inventories have 
been only recently set up and manufacturing requirements 
are not very exigent, the incidence of the replacement 
group on aggregate demand is of minor importance. 
Accordingly, for the studies undertaken it was thought 
best to make a very rough over-all assessment of replace- 
ment needs, based on a general survey of the situation 
and on interpretation of the evidence collected elsewhere. 

Clearly, then, data on the si/e and composition of the 
inventory of machine tools currently in use in the 
industrial sector, and on the characteristics of the units 
comprising it. are essential lor an analysis of demand, 
inasmuch as they represent background material lor the 
determi nation of the machines needed not only to keep 
pace with the expansion of production in the metal- 
transforming industries, but for the purposes of main- 
tenance operations in other industrial sectors and 
replacement of machine tools that have reached the end 
of their useful life. 

Information of this type is not as a rule directly avail- 
able in developing countries, and has to be procured by 
means of intensive field work. In such countries, the 
selection of simpler and more direct alternative pro- 
cedures which might yield equally useful information or 
might at least provide guidelines for demand studies is 
generally ruled out by statistical deficiencies. I or example. 
the national inventory might be approximately quantified 
on the basis of the records of the machinery imported 
over a reasonable number of years, from which some 
knowledge of the age distribution of the machines might 
also be obtained. But this is virtually impossible in a 
developing country for want of statistical data on imports, 
even at the highest level of aggregation, and on domestic 
production, if any. Separate records of imports of 
machine tools are seldom kept and. where they arc, they 
include spare parts, accessories and tool kits, besides 
which, the definition of machine tools applied is not 
always the same as that adopted in the studies under 
discussion. 

As regards future demand trends, an analysis of the 
evolution of machine-tool consumption in the past, 
supposing this can be reconstituted, is not of much value 
for projection purposes in developing countries for the 
reasons indicated above. But it should be carried out 
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to activities, to ensure homogeneity of products, pro- 
duction systems etc. In other words, the survey was not 
conducted at the level of the ISIC breakdown, which is 
carried only as far as the three-digit group, but at that of 
a four-digit subdivision established ad hoc or by adapting 
extant national classifications to this system. 

In the course of the survey, the initial list was gradually 
amended and supplemented until in every size category 
in each activity a measure of constancy was observable 
in the number of machine tools per worker and in the 
composition of the machine-tool inventory. It proved 
possible to fulfil this condition with a sample comprising 
no more than 10 per cent of the establishments constitut- 
ing the univers«. An important decision that must be 
taken before a survey relates to whether it is to be 
nationwide or confined to major centres. Generally 
speaking, in developing countries a high proportion of 
the metal-transforming activities is concentrated in two 
or three such centres. 

The next stage in the preparation of the inventory is 
the extension of the sample findings to the universe in 
order to estimate the total number oC machine tools 
installed. Although the sampling procedure itself can be 
carried out in considerable detail, the same does not 
apply to the extension of the sample, since data on the 
labour force employed are not usually available at such 
a low level of aggregation. Industrial censuses do not as 
a rule go into so much detail, and the extension can be 
effected only at the level of the ISIC major groups 35, 
36, 37 and 38. For this purpose it was decided to group 
activities by size categories and make the appropriate 
extrapolation for each of these in respect to both the 
number of machine tools and the composition of the 
inventory. 

In developing countries, however, an important 
preliminary step is to And out what proportion of total 
employment is represented by personnel in establish- 
ments that do not need to use machine tools, such as 
workshops undertaking different types of simple machine 
repairs, or the installation of electrical fittings and the 
maintenance of electrical and electronic appliances and 
accessories, ot electroplating and nkkelpJating, and so 
on. Evidence of the existence of this situation and of the 
significance attaching to it, especially in the smaller size 
categories, was gathered in the course of the surveys. 

With regard to the age of the machines, the criteria 
governing the validity of the sample in relation to the 
number of machine tools installed and the composition 
of the inventory are no longer adequate and other 
factors must be taken into account. But, al previously 
remarked, in developing countries the inventories have 
been more or less recently built up, and replacement is 
not a major component of demand, so there is no need 
for such accuracy. The information on age requested in 
the survey is wanted mainly as a general guide and, in 
addition, for the purpose of checking certain aspects of 
the calculation, particularly with respect to the size of 
the inventory From this point of view, it is decidedly 
useful to compare the age distribution of the sample 
with the composition by age groups that can be worked 
out from the estimated  total for the  machine-tool 

inventory and data on imports or apparent consumption 
of machine tools in previous years. I rom such a com- 
parison, valuable conclusions can be drawn as to the 
estimate formulated and the quality of the data used 

The procedure followed for determining the inventory 
of machine tools used in maintenance opeiations re- 
sembles, in broad outline, the method described above. 
although the coverage of the sample is extensive rather 
than intensive, and its extrapolation to the universe is 
effected at higher levels of aggregation, by more direct 
and consequently less exact methods. In (lie case of this 
inventory, the field of action can be circumscribed and 
the survey confined to plants whose si/e exceeds a 
specific minimum, which can be fixed in the light of a 
preliminary review of the situation. 

In the Argentina study, for example, it was established 
that maintenance services, as defined here, were found 
mainly in enterprises employing more than thirty 
persons, which meant that the field of operation could be 
restricted to approximately 4 per cent of the existing 
plants. As regards extrapolation of the results of the 
studies carried out, it was thought advisable, in view of 
the wide dispersion of the sample, to deal with the sample 
data in the aggregate, omitting the stage of inventorying 
the machine tools in each of the activities covered by the 
survey; moreover, this procedure may well be adequate 
for the aims and scope of such studies. It was ascertained 
that when the inventory in the metal-transforming in- 
dustries exceeds 20,000 machine tools, the si/e of the 
maintenance group ranges from 15 to 25 per cent of this 
total. 

With respect to the composition of the maintenance 
inventory and the age of the machines, the same observa- 
tions hold true as were formulated in relation to the 
metal-transforming industries. Very little diversification 
is usually found, lathes, drilling machines, shapers, 
shears, folding machines and others with simple charac- 
teristics being by far the commonest items, while the 
average age in this group is much higher than in the 
inventory of machine tools for production. 

The purpose of the foregoing description is to indicate 
the most salient aspects of the task of inventorying 
machine tools. In practice, according to the circumstances 
and to the availability of basic statistics, operational 
problems may arise which entail some modification of the 
procedure, thus making the research either easier or 
more complicated. 

Projet lion oj demand 
The problems raised by the projection of demand are 

also many and varied, and derive from the many factors 
that affect demand for machine tools. Although in 
theory many of these factors are relatively easy to identity, 
their incidence and implications are difficult to assess in 
quantitative terms and, in practice, therefore, their 
ac —ate evaluation is attended by serious difficulties. 
For the problems thus created, tentative solutions must 
be sought whereby over-all effects can be analysed in the 
light of personal experience, information on the situation 
under study and interpretation of what has happened in 
other countries. 
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In these circumstances, obviously, various devices, 
methods or criteria may be applicable for the purposes of 
projecting demand. The object of this paper is not to 
examine all the methods of determining future machine- 
tool requirements, but to give an account of the method 
followed in the ECLA studies, thus providing a rough 
estimate of the prospective volume of demand and a 
general idea of the direction of its probable trends. 

In line with the classification established above, 
demand was analysed separately for each of the three 
groups of machine tools: those for production, those for 
maintenance, and those for replacement. 

For production machinery, the procedure comprised 
three stages. The first consisted of determining the value 
of production and the volume of employment in the 
metal-transforming industries at the end of the period 
covered by the projection; in the second, the aggregate 
number of machine tools likely to be in use was estimated ; 
and in the third, the composition of this inventory by 
types of machine was established. Thus, the difference 
between the inventories computed for the base and for 
the final year of the projection gave the number of 
machine tools that would be needed. 

The influence of the determinants of demand enumera- 
ted in earlier paragraphs will be reflected mainly in the 
total number of machine tools and the composition of 
the inventory. In the first connexion, their effect can he 
interpreted and evaluated through the behaviour pattern 
of certain indicators such as productivity (measured in 
terms of value added per worker), value added per 
machine and the number of machines per person. For 
the purposes of the studies under consideration, it was 
thought sufficient to subject these magnitudes to a 
series of adjustments in order to make them, by means 
of successive approximations, more or less consistent 
with one another in respect to both the total projection 
and the additions to the base-year inventory. A further 
consideration that was also taken into account for 
checking purposes was the maintenance of the Urtai 
amount of investment entailed in the expansion of the 
inventory at a level which would represent a reasonable 
proportion of the increased product that should be 
generated in the projection period. 

Assumptions as to the percentage exposition of this 
new machine-tool inventory were deduced frtwn the 
following points of reference: the structure of the 
inventory in the base year; changes in the composition of 
apparent consumption of machine tools; specific manu- 
facturing projects and development programmes, parti- 
cularly in certain branches of the metal-transforming 
industry; and breakdowns of inventories in other 
countries at different stages of economic development. 

In view of the difficulties of estimating demand in 
qualitative terms, and specifying the models, types and 
characteristics of the machine tools that would be re- 
quired, so as to define this other important aspect of 
future demand, it was decided that in the ECLA studies 
an over-all evaluation from the qualitative standpoint 
should be based on the average weight of the machines 
and their average price per kilogramme. 

Thus, machine-tool requirements in the production 

group were established in terrm of «uwtbef» ** »art* 
types of machine, with the indurati**» of quae«* pro** 
by weight and average price 

As regards machine to«*» f«w atatmewaac«. aeamt* 
local statistical data nor reference materni bearmi o» 
the situation in other count ran w*re a*»****-*» <wt * wait 
that would permit the eMabtwttmenl *»f »be »>M vwtaM» 
enteric for determining requirement* I» a few tmtamum. 
however, it was possible to ascertain that the mmtmmam* 
inventory is équivalent to a relatively «mau pwpMmo» 
of the product*** inventory when the iatkr twaaaV 
20.000 units. Moreover, the e»«««mito» of ike kwmm m 
more stable, and the fact«»» pr*"**»** «*««"l *» 
demand generated in the matntenansc tact** éVwVr tarnt 
those discussed m the COMMI of pvomwtton *t*%*tf*, 
and are usually les« dynamic 

Accordingly, it was decided to auMtnt ai a Ant 
approximation that during the period tov«r«d by tike 
projection the inventory of machtne kw** for HMMHMI 
would continue to near the tame avoawrtttmat »»tatto» to 
that of maciulle to»** for product*»« m m lite Maat jmm 
and that ti» composttton woaèd fiatata «natami. 
Obviously, the vahdtty of tat» aiwiMMmtt «<• hat« t» k* 
more carefully levied ta ike fatutr- m A« tigta irf «ar* 
data as may be collected on ike »afcjavt 

Mention Ita« already bant mad* of tk* km 
of replacera«« on total demaad M d«»«loptna, c« 
attributable to the fairly reveal formano« of mf 
lorie», la Ibi» eonnMton, fco»****. 
must be drawn ta relation to the »ay* m »Aar» ma 
inventoras nave bea» baut a», la) aaafmajt a» * 
which is all too well-known a taamre of «m» < 
often mean* thai, ta evento*» k» 
price carries more weigh 
that unit» are imported who*« mefaf M* »ni 
be very short. 

Tttts nottwortky fact, «valence of watch ha* I 
on various »tccaston*. acqwrv» sta 
countries posarsene; » étwmmtm maewmt-t« 
which, while noi very btgMy âtvekmjd a« 
variety and quality of Ms product», M wähle m i 
live term». Upon the MlcM to whttk tax» a 
ftak«»«k fu¿M<# ^ftM i4*gMjii^ tlM ihiteMiiat IM^IA^MìB Oê I HNWH |mHiT w^» w*^*ww iw» |H'MIMMI W*VW«FM» «^ « 

W^^È^^    ïl     liai      0ftfe4^k    ^^M^^^^lAA '     CÉ    tiM^^Ag    ^^tt^U^ft nein   m   ww*j   ^»T***   f^K'Wnm^n.   w   f^niy   m^^^^^ 

proportions even »a the cast of f«tott»e% mm 
Thus, given the dcamtton nf replacement 

not even a rough over-all «iiimate of 
requirements for this párpate va» ha 
data on age distribution are »a* pit aw «ed by a» < 
tion of the quality of the »nveMory ami of Ik* mm. 
which it hat been forated. Nambtn at« MM 
themselves: qualitative data mm» also kt 
Witten end extremely asefal inJoemnmï» «a» aj§ 
from first-hand inspection of inventorie» frvm 
tool distributors and from other «ornees. 

Machine-tool inventories in Latta Amenta. 
in Argentina and Brazil, snowed ao »gm, at it* émV 
when the surveys were earned »ml. mal tapmwemml 
requirements were likely to be of mack ttaamkaas« m 
the ten-year period selected for Ik« «lady of «fcmamJ tlhty 
contained, however, a Urge propnrtto« of 
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perniai IH»Jar umwarrninw vfctclt would be 
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•hart, lile methodological 
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of the research 
parta,wlarry if n »s the first time 

waaVrtaken m the country 
powtKHt in respect to 

b* MIA «a Latin America. 
m aamtto«. as has already 

«at. » «** rfMastty avatlaMe in the deve- 
' a niwmrfuaMt amount of time and 

t« «• ^ppat «a «natvaMtag tt. The field is 
•a fee taàe* m various directions, 
«awl he devoted to this stage of 
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m   this   connexion. 
what lave! of aggregation will 

of the study, or will be 
i *ar« «f tasat mmimam, and to plan the 
«f dais M MHK has»»: the more detailed the 
if «»»*•« ami types of machines required 
waax ti« ***** tat level of aggregation of 
data »* ha*« to he It should be borne in 

faaaraly Mtle headway can be made in this 
t amina»««, tovatrwv tine« in the first place 

nf atttvuwi m knitted by the low degree 
«Ml tile ytamâcatiofl of enterprises at 

hm** «# « strigali IMI is virtually impossible, 
«at mmtmi BMKC. net many subdivisions by 

types and models of machinery can he established «wing 
to the lack of diversification of the inventories, especially 
as regards highly specialized machine tools or those 
whose characteristics are unted to long nun.il.ici tiring 
series. 

Before embarking on this stage of the collection of 
data, it is useful to prepare a list ofwh.it will be required 
and adapt the investigation to the aims and objectives 
of the research. A mistake frequently made is to ask fot 
excessively detailed information, on the supposition that 
the study will thereby be facilitated or that its findings 
will be more accurate. While this may be true of specific 
aspects of the analysis, it is not generally so for the work 
as a whole since, as has been shown, in many phases a 
number of assumptions and hypotheses have to he 
postulated which entail a higher level of aggregation. 

To facilitate the listing of the information needed, the 
main items will be summed up briefly with some indica- 
tion, where appropriate, of their importance and their 
repercussions in the various stages of the work. The data 
in question can be grouped in three major categories, 
according to whether they are required for the inventory- 
ing of the machine tools installed, for the determination 
of apparent consumption or for the projection of demand. 

For inventorying the marnine tools installed 

Two surveys have to be made to determine the in- 
ventories of machine tools for production in the metal- 
transforming industries, and of machine tiwds used for 
maintenance operations in other activities. The informa- 
tion required is much the same in both cases and to save 
time and space the account given here will be related 
primarily to the former. 

In order to prepare the sample and select the enterprises 
to be covered by the survey, the size of the universe must 
first be ascertained in terms of the number of establish- 
ments and the personnel employed in each activity and 
of the ideographical distribution of the plants. This in- 
formation generally can be obtained from industrial 
censuses or similar sources. However, it may not be 
sufficiently detailed as regards the subdivision ol activities 
and the breakdown of establishments by plani size which, 
as has been shown, is an important factor. 

In such circumstances, recourse must be taken to the 
actual source of the data and the original census or sample 
survey figures must be sought out so thai the universe can 
he reconstructed at the desired level of aggregation In 
addition, this procedure will provide a list of enterprises. 
with the location of each, from which the sample can be 
selected 

Two points are worth noting here, one bearing on the 
si» of the plants covered by the survey and the other on 
the datcdness of the figures, which may give rise, where 
expedient, to adjustments of two kinds In some instances, 
statistical data may relate only to establishments above a 
given size (defined in terms of employment levels). This 
may. according to the size chosen, involve extra work for 
the purpose of incorporating the smaller plants in the 
sample, or making an adjustment at the time of extension 
to the universe, or may entail nothing other than the 
adaptation  of the  whole  research  to  the  limitations 
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imposed by the basic statistics. Similarly, if the statistical 
data do not apply to the year of the survey, information 
on the universe will have to be brought up to date or the 
enterprises will have to be asked to supply the relevant 
figures in respect to the nearest year for which statistics 
are available, with due regard, of course, to the length of 
time that has elapsed and the significance of whatever 
changes may have taken place. 

It must once again be stressed that the extension of the 
sample can only be effected at the level of aggregation for 
which data on the universe are to hand. If no census data 
are available for the year of the survey or for one close to 
it, it will not be possible to carry the breakdown beyond 
the three-digit 1S1C group. 

To ensure that the survey can be successfully and 
speedily completed, it is important to cut the inquiries to 

Table I 

BREAKDOWN OF MACHINE T<X>LS BY TYPE 

Group A: Mcial-i tilling machines 
Broaching machines 
Threading machines 

Chip-production type 
Forming type 

Lathes 
Bench 
Engine 
Copying 
Plateau 
Vertical 
Turret (manual and semi- 

automatic) 
Other semi-automatic (i.e. 

multi-tool lathes) 
Automatic (single multi-spindle) 
Other (spinning, oval-chuck 

and other specials) 
Milling machines 

Universal 
Vertical 
Others 

Pantographs 
Drilling machines 

Bench 
Pittar 
Radial 
Multi-spindle 

Boring machines 
Universal by co-ordinates 

Production 

Planers, shapers and slotting 
machines 

Shapers 
Planers 
Milling and ,'Urning 
Others (skMtets, etc.) 

Gear-tutting machines 

Gear cutters 
Grinders, shavers, etc 
Chamfering 

Sawing machines 
Hack-saws 
Bandsaws 
Circular 

Grinding machines 
Universal cylindrical 
Surface grinding 
Centretess 
Others (internal, contour 
grinders, thread grinders, 
etc.) 

Tool-grinding machines 
Universal 
Special 

Honing and lapping machines 
Honing 

Lapping 

Special multi-station machines 
Machining units, transfer 
machines, etc. 

Group B: Meiul-formmg machines 
Preces 

Hydraulic 
Eccentric 
Friction 
Others 

Forging presses 
Upsetters (hot and cold) 
Others 

Forging hammers 
Mechanical 
Steam or air: 

free forging 
die forging 

Machines for sheet 
Shears, hand drive 
Shears, power drive 
Folding, hand drive 
Folding, power drive 

(including press brakes) 
Bending rolls, hand drive 
Bending rolls, power drive 
Others 

a minimum and to prepare the simplest possible question- 
naire which will be easy to answer in the environment 
under study. In the ECLA case studies it was thought 
sufficient to confine the general question to the following 
items: (a) name and location of the enterprise: I» 
number of actual working days in the year and average 
number of hours worked per day; <<•) number of persons 
employed (operatives and employees); id) annual sales; 
(f) main activity of the enterprise, and its incidence on 
sales; (/) secondary activities: (g) estimated percentage 
of production capacity utilized. Good results have been 
obtained with the breakdown of machine tools by types 
indicated in tabic I  In the case of each of these types of 
machine, the number installed and their ages are ascer- 
tained. But for the sake of simplicity, since information 
on the age of the inventories is mainly for guidance, all 
that is requested in this connexion is an estimate of 
average age for each of the two major categories of 
machine tools (cutting machines and forming machines), 
with a breakdown by the following age groups: under 
10 years old, 10 to 20 years old and over 20 years old. If 
such figures were requested for each individual machine 
tool it would make the questionnaires lengthy and the 
replies and their subsequent tabulation unduly compli- 
cated, while little would be gained towards the purpose 
ror which the information was intended. 

The survey itself can be conducted either by mail or by 
direc. interviewing; the relevant decision will have to be 
taken in individual cases in the light of such considera- 
tions as the volume of the sample, the resources available 
and so forth, i* need only be pointed out here that in 
developing coui.tries direct interviewing has obvious 
advantages over ending the questionnaire« by post, 
although the latter procedure is less burdensome. The 
following are t'ie main arguments in favour of the 
former metho«.': the certainty of obtaining replies » 
greater, especially where small- and medium-sized 
establishments are concerned; there is a better chance 
that information will be given correctly; the homogeneity 
of the replies is saf< j tarded as errors deriving from wrong 
classification of the machines, or from terminological or 
conceptual causes will be minimized; and, lastly, the 
inventories can be inspected and evaluated at first hand. 

For the determination of apparent consumption 

As already explained, apparent consumption data are 
not of fundamental importance for demand projections 
and serve mainly as a supplementary guide to the 
elucidation of certain aspects of the research relating 
particularly to the qualitative evaluation of the machine 
tools installed, to replacement requirements and to the 
possible structure and characteristics of future demand. 
Information on imports, domestic production and 
exports during a given number of years is therefore 
needed. Statistics of this kind are seldom directly avail- 
able and field work must be done. 

For import and export figures, it is often necessary to 
have direct recourse to customs records, and even to 
carry investigation to the extreme of going through the 
bills of lading in order to obtain the data at the requisite 
level of aggregation, severely handicapping the prepara- 
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tion of <i Um§ apparent ii***wmpiiti« «ftn If in*» 
informati*»« i» to he oí »*** h»r the r*»#rp«»se\ n*ewi***t*fd 
the data <»howKi he t<*ttev;ied a« í w j* {*»w,*4$ite m term«. ,* 
units, »eight <*«d value, actes* >r »es «wad »*»»*• fcrt* «hotM 
he excluded, ¿nd the machine t«»*» vlwiwtd Nr wt*<Mtftnl 
in accordance *ith th* hmsdowit wiNfleé if the 
inventory 

With regard to dorrtest*. prt<duttttm. the «or*** trfaH 
has. to he c»rried mil IN u»n,»lrv on a scan; «malt etsostfh 
for «ill the existing eM^hk^hmem* to he covered More- 
over, this is destrabk when the research n extended to 
luture devekiprnent prospect* The www data étuM Nt 
a «iked as in the one of tmp*>rts and 1« that of the actual 
breakdown of (Ne m*, hi ne inventory . 

( learly. the analysts of apparen* coniimoption «MM 
relaie lo the t**tal «umber of machine totda co«'ihmad. 
whether they are Í»* prttdNctio« or for maintenance, aw 
it is very difficult to ascertain the inai me to wusch 
either dorrtest* prod«*, IM m or imports are to he put Tbe 
inferences to he drawn will concern chufy the aveeage 
weight and the price per kibtgramme of the ntm-hnte hwds 
that have fed the inventory, the respective pernntsge 
citntrihutions of domestic production and import», and 
trends in the compositi*»« of consumption Ny typ»-» »if 
machine. The posábtnty «if deducing more or lew Itnaf 
conclusions from these relationshipii wig depend upon 
how long a time series can he constructed and or» Now 
evenly consumption •* dtstrihuted titnitsfhowt At 
period. In airy event. Ik« effort MI worth making fee the 
sake of the guidance Mich informalean can provide. 

fur tae* pf>iet litm of 

A country's machine-tool ream re menti art eh»*e*y 
linked to il» econ*»m*c development proseas m fragrai 
and, in particular, to the evolution of its usesntarans» 
fonmng industries. In this connexion, all available 
information must he proem id on the growth prospects 
of the gross domestic product, the mamrfact wring sector 
and the metal-tranafornwng industrie« in the period 
under study. It is also important to totted data on the 
establishment of new metal-transforming activities which 
may affect the composé!»« and character»aies of demand 
for machine tools as. for instance, the motor vehicle 
industry, shipbuilding, manufacture of machinery, etc. 
Information of this type can tifien he oNained directly 
from national development programmes and fron 
planning agencies, which obviates the mad to spend 
much time on research. Otherwise, this tasa too will 
have to he tackled, but a detailed account of it would ht 
out of place here. 

Of great importance for thés stag« of the study M the 
information derived from the preceding phases, i.e., 
from the determination of the inventory and of appâtent 
consumption. Equally useful arc any data that may he 
available on what hits happened in other countries, 
provided they can be satisfactorily interpreted. 

Various studies carried out in other regions and touch- 
ing upon the problem of est mating future machine-tool 
requirements have noted other methods of criteria 
applied for this purpose, two of which an w«*rth special 
mention. One is based on the ratio between the value a( 
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ESTIMATION OF MANAGERIAL AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS IN 
METAL-PROCESSING INDUSTRIES 

Secretariat of the United Nations Centre for Industrial Development and 
W. W. H aite, Columbia University, United States of America 

TERMINOLOGY 

Manpower 
In order to avoid confusion and possible misinter- 

pretations, certain terms as used in this report will mean: 
A "manager" exercises authority and provides leader- 

ship in a working situation. He must plan the activities 
of his organization (which may be a division of a larger 
enterprise), setting goals and objectives. He must 
organize the enterprise so as to attain these objectives and 
must lead, direct and motivate his subordinates toward 
accomplishing the goals. He must exercise control over 
their activities to assure that objectives are met on time 
and within predetermined limits of cost, quality, etc. 

For convenience and clarity here, the over-all group 
of managerial personnel has been divided into two sub- 
groups: managers and foremen. 

A "foreman" directly supervises a group of manual 
workers in the performance of productive or service 
work. He is concerned with applying procedures, 
methods and techniques developed by others and for 
seeing that his men maintain quality and quantity 
production standards. His job is at the first level in thé 
managerial hierarchy. Also in this subgroup are super- 
visors, one step above the lowest level, whose principal 
responsibility is to oversee the work of two or more first- 
line foremen but who, nevertheless, are primarily 
responsible for direct production operations. 

All personnel above the foremen are classified us 
managers, on the assumption that they are concerned 
with procedures, policies and the ultimate goals of the 
enterprise. The extent of this latter responsibility tends 
to vary, depending on the size of the concern. The smaller 
the company, the more heterogeneous will be the 
responsibilities of lower level managers and the more 
diverse the abilities they must possess. 

The title "engineer" refers to a graduate of a college or 
university who has earned a degree in applied technology ; 
in industry, he is primarily concerned with design and 
development. He may be assisted by others designated as 
"technicians". The latter have less formal education in 
technological work and are not fully qualified to carry out 
design and development work independently. They assist 
and work under the direction and supervision of 
engineers. 

Functions 
The term "organizing" generally includes managerial 

decisions and reviews involved with the structural design 

of the relationships and responsibilities among functional, 
personal, financial and physical factors required to 
accomplish the established policy. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to deal with deci- 
sions as to physical and financial considerations' or. for 
that matter, to consider at length other than managerial 
and technical people. In these areas, however, every 
enterprise must be so organized that maximum effective- 
ness will be imparted to the effort to achieve a firm's 
objectives. Competent managerial and technical man- 
power is scarce enough in every country that it must he 
husbanded in quantity, improved in quality and re- 
plenished as fully and rapidly as possible. 

The words "line", "staff" and "service", when applied 
to functions within an organization, refer to day-to-day 
relationships. The line jobs are those which are directly 
associated with the production of goods and services, 
while the other two assist and contribute to line efficiency. 

Staff personnel are specialists in various fields who 
advise on how to produce goods and services, how 
many units to produce, at what cost, with what materials. 
etc. They do not issue orders. 

Service activities are those which provide light, power, 
water, housekeeping, maintenance, etc.. without which 
the production activities of the line would he seriously 
hampered, if not completely halted. 

"Responsibility" may be defined as an individual's 
obligation to perform his duties in accordance with 
established practices and instructions as received. The 
responsibilities assigned to lower level managers and 
supervisors generally consist of fairly homogeneous 
functions but, as the organizational level rises, hetero- 
geneity increases. 

"Authority" is the power to decide what should he 
done and how to do it. as well as to issue orders for their 
execution. A manager, at any organizational level, must 
be delegated sufficient au.horily by his superiors to dis- 
charge the responsibilities which have been assigned to 
him. If responsibility for making appropriate decisions 
has been delegated as far down in the organization as 
possible, the authority must be concurrent; to do less 
would automatically prevent subordinate managers from 
making decisions and a vast number of trivial problems 

i A study by the United Nations in l%1 describes ihc analysis 
of engineering and financial problems in connexion with the 
establishment of factories for various types of equipment for making 
producers' goods. Se« The Manufacture of Industrial Machinery 
and Equipment in Latin America!. Basic Equipment in Brazil, \Vf>* 
United Nations publication, Sales No.: ft.V II. <• 2 
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(which lower level supervisor!» could handle» would be 
referred to »he top of the organization for resolution 
Whenever this has occurred, it has always and inevitably 
overloaded top management and caused intolerable de- 
lays in attaining organizational objectives 

"Accountability" means that no manager or supervisor 
can shirk the consequences of the decisions and actions 
of his subordinates. Fven though he has delegated his 
own responsibilities far down in the organization he is. 
nevertheless, held to account for the way m winch th**e 
responsibilities were discharged Ultimately, the chief 
executive of the enterprise is accountable for everything 
which goes on in the ranks, just as each intermediate level 
manager is accountable for his own segment of the 

operation. 
•Delegation" of responsibility and authority place* 

the making and exécution of decisi«»» at the low**» 
organizational level at which personnel are citmpetent to 
so act. It enables those who are ckwett to an operation to 
handle problems quickly and simply Furthermore, every 
decision made at a lower level rehe*e% higher echelon 
manaprs of details and allow* them to concentrate on 
broader and more imp» .t»nt probten** It »mm« he 
borne in mind, howevr-. '.Uat delegation »«Í res^mstbitity 
and authority pre*upf*<.e* competence in %umwdma*f* 
and does not relieve the superior *** «©wmnMhihty (or the 
acts of everyone under this ;urt*dtct»on 

MM M Wí*«I*M. M WH %w ***** *•»«* « '* 

A number of comune* have found that Mtdustrtal 
enterprise* engaged in relatively uncomflic^ed opera- 
tions are the mo*t likely to succeed flu the **her hami, 
highly sophisticated product* »*th 4 tatge uqumering 
and technologHal component have m ***«t*l «•!*«*«*. 
imposed an insupportable *tr*Mt on  manage» w* ma 
technical manpower resource*  Ah»», »he pawn* makmg 
this type of product* have not done weM imammlty 
because of limited market», both dome*** *ud h'tetfH 

The pattern which h*% proven most *******•«> »* »•* 
eslahliihment of nwoivenanw tob *h*«*» t*» rvpaw Md 
produce simple reptace '»fttt part* to* r*d *«d htgfcwa* 
transportation   equip«* •"    affatturai   «ml   auumg 
machinery and «mdat »ti*we*  l»»*m ».-,*** *m****>** 
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consumati« *n All the** geoám-i« «ft ttseadJK <imtm*ftMml 
by  light metal •tiaartwmtwg *ipff«t««n* ••*• * Uff* 
labour comet* » *»r% mwf»m**e *«• «•*•**' =•*§»'••*»» 
them and, even th.t*t§h Mich mate***** must «4W h* 
imported, the use of local kdwrnt m Nluwansm wmh» **• 
reduce the requited <•** ** f**ng» es**anp  **• 
appmuibH heto« ih*** »ms* «oahl he m*dtd *• *• 
chase tlw iJnwhtd  good» *»*«td   •%**•*•»*   k%** 
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MANHIWtK l THIZAHON 

Whether the initial metalworking activities in a 
developing nation operate under state ownership or 
private auspices or function in both sectors, it is essential 
that they be so organized as to make maximum use of 
the country's existing and potential resources in mana- 
gerial and technical manpower. This can be done effec- 
tively only if «wo conditions arc met : 

tu) Manpower requirement* must be known with a 

fair lettre«* of accuracy:2 

ih) an inventory  of available manpower  resource* 

must be at hand 

The ht*t of these prerequiMte* can he satiiied through 
careful advance planning and t*gan¿*ation of enterprise» 
m th» area of activity The second prerequitite depend« 
for its vokMHHt «m the degree to which responsible 
authorities, in the nati«»«, the industry and the enterprise, 
have catalogued the qualmcaiion* and availability of 
actual and potent»«! manageml and technical pmuaMt- 
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Managerial and Technical Penomtel Requirements in Metal-processing Industries 

particular enterprises cannot be engaged in competition, 
hut it should not be difficult to avoid conflicts of interest 
by grouping non-competitive organizations.5 Unless 
operating units are large, specialized managerial and 
staff personnel could be shared ; the primary consideration 
is to strip every managerial and engineering job of all 
activities which are not essential or which can be dele- 
gated to subordinates, staff assistants or clerks. This 
will leave only those decisions and activities which 
genuinely require the attention of a trained and ex- 
perienced manager or engineer and the person dis- 
charging the responsibilities of the job will be free to 
devote all his time and energy to it. 

The concept of the industrial park, or industrial estate, 
has been widely adopted in a number of countries.6 It 
permits manufacturing enterprises, both large and small, 
to utilize jointly the specialized buildings, utility services 
and maintenance facilities of the complex, thereby giving 
each much more efficient and satisfactory services than 
they could afford on an individual basis. There is no 
reason why essential but scarce managerial talent could 
m»c alno he provided on a shared or consulting basis. 
This practice would be most satisfactory if the plants in 
which the manager worked were physically adjacent, but 
such proximity is not absolutely essential. The matter 
which is essential is that no problems he referred to the 
manager which can possibly be solved at a lower level. 

The provisión of staff advice and service functions to a 
mtmber of enterprises c«n also he carried out ideally in 
an industrial park or estate. Engineering and design 
activities are minimal in many metalworking enterprises, 
especially those doing job-shop maintenance work or 
manufacturing relatively simple products. These, like 
niber staff ami service activities, can be provided quite 
satisfactorily to a number t>f enterprises in the park, 
reducing ct»*t* to the individual concerns, enhancing 
quality and. above all. conserving scarce technical man- 
pmurr rcwHMVt» 

the induMnal park concept can facilitate the deve- 
lopment of prototype «Amm» under the aegis of 
isiahMtcd eftterpnte* Production difficulties and mana- 
gettai problems can usually he smoothed out during the 
eartv i-xpmmenial operation» in the prototype »hop of 
thr park Machinery can he shared if neither shop 
fftptrt* H Í*M time And. when the time is ripe and 
iactfctie* «re avattehtr. the «fihoot plant can move out 
of the prot.avpe «hup and become a distinct operati««. 

M«M*t»*t »ma vtars IN INVI tonn mis taux 

la < «MMéI Hit I mted KMtfétMtt, the United Stales and 
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dropped the idea as a failure shortly afterward. At 
present, about the only satisfactory rosters of managerial 
and technical manpower are maintained by individual 
companies for their own employees. The great advantage 
of such a catalogue to an enterprise is that gaps m the 
manpower pool show up clearly and steps can he taken 
to remedy the deficiencies through hiring, training and 
development before the need becomes acute. The same 
might be said for a national roster of qualified personnel 
if it could be kept current and accurate. 

Companies in need of managerial and technical people 
who cannot be found within the ranks of presenl em- 
ployees recruit through various channels. Or. ihcy may 
select promising individuals from the ranks for special, 
intensive training. In any case, the acceptance of an 
appointment is at the option oí the individual; in all but 
the most serious of national emergencies, no pressure is 
exerted. There are. however, certain limiting factors on 
the assignment of manpower which affect the staffing of 
enterprises. 

Span of control 
In organizing and staffing an industrial operation, it 

must be recognized that the span of control limits the 
number of people any supervisor can oversee and direct 
effectively. The size of this group of subordinales varies 
with a number of factors, such as geographical distribu- 
tion; homogeneity, type and complexity of work; and 
ability of both the supervisor and the supervised. 
Experience has shown that, in some metalworking enter- 
prises, competent operatives using similar machines and 
working in close proximity to each other can be directed 
effectively in groups as large as thirty.7 This presupposes. 
of course, that the supervisor is both a competen) crafts- 
man in the fields he directs and is familiar, also, with the 
managerial duties associated with his job. If these con- 
ditions, competence, proximity and homogeneity of 
function, are noi met. the number of operators per 
supervisor must be decreased or inefficiency must he 
accepted as the price. 

In the case of executives, who arc responsible for 
directing several dissimilar functions, the supportable 
»pan of control is much less, generally helween four and 
seven subordinate managers. When the number of 
subordinates or dissimilarity of functions decreases (he 
efficiency of a manager, it becomes desirable to relieve 
htm of a part of the load. This may be done either by 
subdividing his job into two or more major units, each 
under the direction oi < subordinate manager, or by 
providing him »tth stall assistants to advise him on 
the problems he encounters In most cases, the executives 
of metalwofluug companies have preferred the lust 
alternative, as the provision of staff advisors does not 
narrow the span of control exert iscd by the manager 
rather, it tends to expand it by adding still more suh 

<% t»M slmh shn*eU that m *M mani* in Ott I ntu-tl States tin 
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ordinate». The principal disadvantage of increasing the 
number of supervisory levels is that communications 
from top to bottom and vice versa become more difficult 
and uncertain as the messages must pass through more 
people. Adding an intermediate managerial level, how- 
ever, may not be easy, unless competent personnel are 
available. 

In United States metalworking plants, the range ol 
span of control has resulted in two extremes in the shape 
of the organization chart. One type has narrow spans of 
control and many operating levels (figure I ). At the other 
extreme, where conditions and the qualifications of 
personnel permit (or where short supplies of manpower 
require), there is a much wider span of control and fewer 
levels in the managerial hierarchy (figure 2). It should be 
emphasized that local conditions within any given 
company or area will dictate the exact shape of an 
enterprise's organization chart and that the types of 
organizational structures shown in figures I and 2 could 
exist in companies of the same size. 

SwwteriffilwtiÉM \**m C «•*• far tmm»kà Deleter»*« mi W. W. WaMe 

trend on the percentage of direct, producing operators is 
»teady and sharp. 

Table 2 illustrates the fact that the ratio of management 
to workers decreases as the size of the operation in- 
creases: every enterprise, regardless of size, has but one 
chief executive and his subordinate managers tend to 
become somewhat more efficient as their jobs become 
more specialized. Also, as size increases, it becomes 
feasible to add engineers and staff specialists to replace 
the jacks-of-trades in the small plants. 

mamiteettmng 
General manager 

n» 

Foreman 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

averages 

Studies on the allocation of managerial and technical 
manpower in various industries suggest patterns based 
on type of product and size of operation These studies 
covered a considerable number of plants and it must be 
borne in mind that differences in the details of manpower 
allocation would make direct, literal translation of 
average figures to a specific situation somewhat 
hazardous. Nevertheless, they may be used as a guide to 
conditions in the United States 

Two tables illustrate the influence which product 
sophistication and size of enterprise exert on organiza- 
tional structure. In table I, it will be noted that the more 
complex the product (rising from primary metals to 
instruments and controls) the higher the ratio of indirect 
and specialized personnel, including a dramatic rise in 
engineers and staff specialists. Conversely, the downward 

Table I 
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Staffing indixMwl companies 

Following are several examples of staffing, in United 
States plants engaged in a variety of industrial operations 
and covering different aspects of the meUlworking 
trades* These concerns illustrate, in their organizational 
structures, some of the points just made. 

» The orejutitatiom have not been idwntMed tey name, as their 
executive» requested anonymity The mm policy of anonwa*»' 
hat been extended to the orasniiation charts of metatwortwa 
enterprises in other countries subsequent in tMs report. 
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(a) Job-shop manufacture of small metal parts 
Figure 3 shows the organization or a company with 

fewer than 300 employees. It manufactures a vast array 
of small metal parts (approximately 1,500 separate 
items) for other companies. A few of the products might 
qualify as components because they are assembled from 
two or more pieces, but most are single bits of metal 
formed from sheet, strip, tube or wire stock. The concern 
makes one semi-consumer item, coaster brakes (750,000 
parts a year) for bicycles, which can be identified as its 
product, although this, too,ends upas part of a larger unit. 

The orders, as received, are for lots of widely varying 

engineering. The president  and  vice-president of the 
concern are both graduate engineers who ha\e had long 
experience in the management of metal working opera 
tions in other plants. The general foremen and lirst-line 
supervisors are long-term employees and in most cases, 
were journeymen  mechanics  before promotion.  The 
ratio of workers to supervisors in production (18.5 to I) 
is supportable because the work force is both competent 
and concentrated. There are ten maintenance mechanic!» 
to one foreman in this phase. 
(/>) Manufacture of complex products 

In figure 4. in contrast to the job-shop just described. 
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Figure} 
sixes. On some items, the »hop can wt up for almost 
continuous machine runs of 40 to SO million ptoses. On 
others, the quantities are far smaller, scaling down to 
100.000. On a very few items, the company will accept 
orders for as lew as IS or 20 units. 

The annual value of products is in the neighbourhood 
of 13 $3.5 million. The value added by manufacture is 
high, as the concern uses only about 1,500 tons «»I steel 
stock a year. 

The customer specifies tolerance« and quality standards 
to which the company must conform. The customer aho 
supplies the designs and specifications of the pteves in 
the order. This relieves management of the necessity for 
maintaining a sizeable for« of design engineers hut puts 
a premium on the ability to devise better and more ##1- 
cient way» and moon« of manufacturing. Hence, the 
technical staff is concerned primarily  with methods 

the organization is slightly larger. It ma nul .«.turcs a line 
of highly sophisticated small valves and precision control 
devices, worth about 11*1 each. These products have an 
abnormally high engineering and design content Ihev 
have been developed to meet what the company has 
found to he the up-com«n|t needs of other industrial 
concerns Ne» items in the product hne are designed ami 
prototypes are tested under esaciing ami rigorous servi« «• 
condii ions before they arc «»Acted to customers on the 
basis that they »ill do the \*>h bettet than .invthiuy 
available The result is .i minimum «»1 tiistumct srvufna 
lions The company produces t Vigni 4tMMi units ,i 
year 

The company's engineering and technical lone mm- 
prises «bout 30 per cent   o! employees   the manual 
workers, most «»I them skirted, afe t«si ovet V» pei ce«» 
and the ratio «4 produvti«'« **»i ke»s to t óteme» is lit«« I 
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\II these data are sharply different from 'he correspond- 
ing items in figure 3. Management personnel are skilled 
specialists, us are the engineers. This company is typical 
of tht>se in the United States which cater lo olhei 
manufacturers' needs for highly sophisticated, precision 
components to incorporate in their own products «rui 
which they find it more economical to buy than lo main 
tor themselves. 

l( ) Heavy Htthi-ctmirol equipment manufacture 

Figure 5 illustrates the organization chart of a compiili 
approximately the same size as the one in ligure 3, Tlte 
two charts reveal some interesting contrasts. This corn 
party makes valves, regulators and flow tubes in very 
large sizes; the units weigh from 100 pounds to 2 ttwts, 
with most of them in the 100-300 pound range. Samc 
7,500 units are produced each year; sales gross a Mtk- 
over S6 million. 

The products mutt meet the exacting standard« of the 
United States Government and, therefore, muck «•••re 
design and technical manpower is required than tm Ike 

wide variety of metal parts turned out h\ the job-shop 
I ven so. ii has been found possible and desirable to ex- 
lend the span of control for the president to nine depiri- 
"iciit heads. It will be noted, also, thai there is one less 
level ol management in the hierarchv : 

Hyure .f 1-ii'IIH' 4 
Presi de nl President 
V ice-president Plani s.iperiniendeni 
< ietterai loreman Foreman 
loreman Workers 
Workers 

This illustrates the principles shown in Figures I and 2. 
as two companies of almost identical si/e have different 
organizational profiles. Furthermore, in this company. 
the span of control assigned to the first line supervisors 
follows the same pattern and averages 26.4 workers in 
production, as against the figure of 18.5 for the job-shop 
which was itself slightly above the average. The ligures 
for maintenance mechanics per foreman are comparable 
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for the two plants. As hus been mentioned, such a 
situation facilitates communication but places a heavier 
burden on each manager and supervisor in the line 
organization. Managerial personnel are assigned to 
handle a wider variety of tasks and on a more intensive 
basis than in the job-shop; hence, there is a higher 
proportion of personnel classed as managers in the total 
work force. 

(ti) Consumer «txuls {metal) manufacture 
Many enterprises in the United States are engaged in 

the production of metal goods which go directly to the 
ultimate users under the brand name of the manufacturer. 

Table 3 

Managers  
engineers     
Te4.1mk.-wm  
Foremen •  
(/terital worker*  
Manual worker*   

Total 

IS 
I4 
25 
IS 
SI 

IM 

or 
or 
or 
or 
or 
or 

5.3",, 
5.0",, 
H.7"„ 
4.6",, 

111",, 
S8.3"„ 

2«2    or H».0"„ 

workers to supervisors are high, reflecting similarity of 
work and physical proximity of workers to each other. 
Annual sales run at about $14.5 million, 

(e-) Manufacture of precision forcings 

Figure 7 illustrates the organization of a company 
which produces small forged parts to exacting tolerances. 
In contrast to many forge plants, this concern uses no 
hammers but relies entirely on presses to form its pro- 
ducts. The management includes several engineers who, 
in cooperation with employees classed as technicians, 
perform such engineering work as is required. However, 
as most of the parts the company turns out have been 
designed in detail by the purchasers, there is a minimum 
of real design work to be done and the engineering 
consists principally of devising methods to reach the 
required tolerances in final dimensions. The number of 
workers per foreman is unusually low (12 or so) for a 
plant of this size, but the percentage of workers in the 
total force is about average. 

( f) Several small metalworking plants 

Figures 8, 9 and 10 are typical of the ways in which 
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Among these i* the »porting-g******* vo#np»«y wh«* 
organization chart i* iHu*irated i« tig «re ft Thi» concern 
it a subsidiary of a larger company and can, if neetwiary. 
draw upon the Mat! «dvice of the parent. although this »* 
not always done The pr«d«*."» H«?* ¡*r* well e*tabh»hed 
and rapire little yearly upgrading ; hence, the pr»"*.»pal 
engineering effort 1* directed to method*   ÄatH»* of 

«mall foundries and forge shops are frequently organized. 
They are joh-tttop», rather than long-run production 
operations (design change« in the products are frequent 
and customer» come and go» It should he noted that the 
heater plant (figure Hi is top-heavy with clerks. Manage- 
ment is aware of ihi> and knows that it detracts from 
profitability ; efforts are being made to reduce the number 
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of clerks by employing more efficient people and eliminat- 
ing paper work. When these changes are effected, it is 
expected that the percentages of clerical and vocational 
employees will be more in line with tho>e of the other two 
companies. The concern turns out somewhat less than 
100.000 space heaters a year and grosses about S2.55O.000. 

Of interest, also, is the unusually high percentage of 
vocational people in the foundry (figure 9); this is because 
nearly all the patterns for the castings are sent in by 
customers and the company can put all its effort into the 
casting of products. This plant casts valve bodies for 
plumbing installations in sizes up to about 20 pounds, as 
well as valve stems, small pipe fittings and junction 
fittings for thin-wall electric conduit. Production totals 
about 1.500 tons of fittings a year. 

The drop forge plant (figure 10) produces camshaft 
and crankshaft blanks for small gasoline engines, as well 
as forged parts for aircraft. The products are designed by 
the purchasers and this plant ne I only make the dies to 
proper dimensions. Annual production runs to about 
600,000 camshafts and crankshafts, plus an unstated 
number of smaller miscellaneous parts, with a value of 
S2.8 million in 1965. The distribution of the total work 

The job-shop character of the work i- reflected in .in 
unusually high percentage of skilled mechanic- to semi- 
skilled and unskilled workmen and helper-, there are 
6.V2 per cent of the former and onlv l(> * per cent of the 
latter. 

It should he noted, also, that the ratio ot manual 
workers to supervisors is onlv slightlv higher than l> n> I, 
well below the corresponding figure for all mclalworkmg 
plants. 

MANPOWER  VIKKWIOV IN (OIMKIIS WIIII 

INTHtMH>IM>-rtRM  INIHSIRIAI    IKVOItlONS 

A number of countries began to develop local in- 
dustries to balance their formerly agricultural economies 
after the First World War; others joined this movement 
following the 1939-45 conflict. Still others expanded 
their industries from long-established operations con- 
centrated in certain localities to cover much larger areas 
within their borders. In all these cases, it has generally 
been necessary for the state to organize and finance the 
expansion and also to allocate managerial and technical 
manpower. Such people have frequently been the hene- 
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fon» of 10,000 demonstrate» certain point« which it it 
important to note: 

{permit 
Managen  j,o 
Fini-line supervnort  g,g 
Eagiitetri and technician*     6 3 
Clerical workers  2.2 
Manual workers  ft.S 

ftciaries of govcmment-nnanced education and training 
outside their country and have obligated themselves to 
extended periods of service in government-c<»ntroHcd 
industry following their return home 

Among the countries which fail in this general category 
are Israel, Turkey and Yugoslavia These three natta** 
•hare  certain  background   factors:   their   geofrf«phR 
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boundaries and ethnic composition were the results of 
either the First or Second World Wars, or both, and 
they have been the recipients of large amounts of foreign 
capital through various channels. There are, also, certain 
signiftcant differences, largely in political systems and the 

roles played by labour organizations in government and 
social activities. Their industrial development is, however, 
typical of the group of countries which have progressed 
a considerable distance in this field in a relatively short 
time. 
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MANAGERIAL AND TECHNICAL MANPOWER 
ALLOCATION IN DEVELOMN<» COI NTRIES 

The countries which have no substantial manufacturing 
tradition are finding it necessary to follow one of two 
courses with respect to industrialization. They must either 
allow industry to grow up in a haphazard fashion, with 
citizens embarking on whatever operations they choose 
and with little regard for any considerations other than 
the profits they foresee, or there must be some sort of 
governmental control. Because private capital is usually 
non-existent or strictly limited in amount, the govern- 
ment must aid in the establishment of even a moderate 
operation requiring any sizeable investment; and, for 
practical purposes, the government has had to take 
some action in almost every case. The net result is that 
government controls either direct assignment of mana- 
gerial and technical personnel to selected government- 
owned enterprises or much of the private seclo: of in- 
dustry. 

Government supervision of operations 
In the former situation, the government not only 

controls man-power but also controls the allocation of 
financial and material resources. This is most likely to 
occur when planning officials consider that the establish- 
ment of metal working plants turning out specific products 
not currently being made is in the national interest. 

In such cases, it is advantageous if a reservoir of 
civil servants trained in managerial and technological 
work is available. Unfortunately, such pools are scarce. 

In some countries, the technical education and voca- 
tional (raining facilities are under governmental control 
or persons who have been educated abroad are obliged 
to enter public service in return for their education. 
Often, an industry is so far down the priority list that it 
receives none of this personnel. 

Inasmuch as indigenous managerial personnel in most 
developing countries is likely to he drawn from the 
former trading and export-import groups, there is a 
likelihood of strong orientation to the marketing side of 
industrial operations. Under conditions of short supply 
of managerial and technical personnel, it is often 
necessary for people to assume multiple responsibilities 
(e.g., line manager and staff specialist, technologist and 
manager, engineer and staff specialist). Such people may 
not possess the education and or experience to perform 
their dual assignments satisfactorily but. as the only ones 
even approximately qualified, they will have to do their 
best on the job while, at the same time, attempting to 
improve their own work and to develop subordinates to 
take over part of the load. The alternative is to draw on 
outside experts in the manufacturing area until local 
personnel can be trained and have gained the experience 
to carry on effectively. 

Meanwhile, if markets exist and money and materials 
are available, these managers can generally make a 
profit, providing they receive what amounts to a govern* 
ment subsidy in the form of a limited import policy on 
competing foreign goods. Perhaps some managers of 
local enterprises may be aMe to enter into licensing 
agreements with foreign manufacturer*  If this can be 

done, it will provide a channel through which foreign 
technological advice and services can flow mio the 
developing country. 

It is extremely important in industrializing countries to 
attempt to develop a technological middle class. It is 
essential for full industrial activity that there he available 
design, industrial, standards, process and tool engineers 
and planners, and tool makers, the specialists who make 
up the service personnel of successful industrial enter- 
prises. At first they can be imported but local people 
must take over eventually. 

Meta/working 
In most developing countries, the principal objectives 

in establishing industrial operations, especially m metal- 
working, are (a) to build up local production in order 
to become independent of imported goods; (h) to 
provide for local citizens jobs which are not directly 
dependent on the agricultural economy, and (< I to raise 
the standards of living of the inhabitants of the country 
by making more goods available. These objectives can 
be attained by various means, in varying degrees and with 
varying amounts of governmental control. Much will 
depend on the amount of private and official capital 
available to the metalworking industry, on the avail- 
ability of suitable labour, the conditions of the market 
and the quantity and quality of managerial and technical 
manpower which can be marshalled to direct operations. 

Unless a government adopts a completely laisse: luire 
attitude, some controls and or assistance will be necessary 
in order to facilitate the establishment and minai opera- 
tion of a metalworking industry. I xemption from import 
duties on necessary machinery and tools; assistance with 
the purchase of raw materials from foreign sources or 
allocation of domestic supplies; import restrictions on 
competing products from abroad: all these and other 
actions will be required to nourish infant industries If 
such encouragement does not persuade entrepreneurs to 
enter the metalworking industry, the government may 
decide to enter it directly, with onci at ions under (he 
management of public employees. 

Whichever course is elected in a given country, the 
programme which experience has shown is likely lo be 
most successful is one of step-by-step expansion, begin- 
ning with the least complex products. Initially, items 
produced under this type of programme have been those 
with a high content of labour possessing minimal skills, 
for local consumption, at moderate prices. 

Conservation of foreign exchange has then gone hand 
in hand with the development >f markets, raising the 
standard of living and the absorption of available man- 
power. In nearly aH cases, the gt»ods turned out by these 
plants have been modelled after foreign items which were 
not necessarily of the best <»r most up-to-date lines, they 
have thus been unexportaMe 

To command interest and attention in foreign markets, 
manufactured items must incoro.»rate both good design 
and quality workmanship Until local factories can 
incorporate bol h of these ingredients in their pruduti s, 
they can hope to serve only local markets ft is estimai. 
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therefore, to develop design and production engineers if 
a country desires to sell abroad. 

In any developing country, the industrial park concept 
might be given serious consideration for a nascent metal- 
working industry. Geographical proximity of factories 
turning out different types of goods and services has 
generally facilitated the operations of all. The structures 
housing the activities can be specially designed and built 
for efficient operation; machinery can be more fully 
utilized; maintenance services can be shared; and 
planning, organizing, scheduling, quality control, market- 
ing and other managerial functions can be offered to 
enterprises which, because of their size, could not afford 
such on an individual basis. 

Estimation of requirements 
As markets and product demand grow, additional 

facilities can be set up and dispersed throughout the 
country. It has been estimated that, for each million in 
population, initial industrialization will require approxi- 
mately 10.000 to 12,000 persons for making metal 
products, machinery and tools and for the repair and 
maintenance of transport, agricultural, mining and 
industrial equipment. 

These people would typically be classified as managers 
< ' 5 per cent), first-line supervisors ( 5 per cent) and 
workers ( 90 per cent). The value of output which 
may be expected for each person in the industry will vary 
widely, depending on wages, labour productivity, cost of 
materials, money and services, the tax situation and 
protection from import competition. 

A very rough guide would be that, for each person on 
the pay-roll, the industry should produce at least two and 
a half times the average annual wage. This takes into 
consideration the facts that machinery will probably not 
be particularly sophisticated or costly and the labour 
content of the prtnluct will approximate a third oi more 
of the input 

As the industry progresses in its ability to compete 
with foreign goods and, perhaps, to begin exporting, 
the number of employees will rise. It has been estimated 
that, when metal product exports reach 5 per cent of total 
production, the industry work force will amount to 
25,000 to 30.000 per million in population. 

The ratios of the different labour categories also will 
change significantly. Managers, engineers and technicians 
will rise to 8 9 per cent (primarily because of increased 
numbers of technical people), first-line supervisors will 
remain at about 5 per cent, a few i ks (say I to 2 per 
cent) will be required and the non ipervisory, manual 
workers will drop to about 85 per cent Of the last group, 
the proportion which must possess a fair degree of skill 
will increase sharply, probably to more than half of the 
total. As a greater degree of mechanization and automa- 
tion is achieved, the need for skilled people will rise. 

The job-shop 

A job-shop type of maintenance plant is often the 
precursor of other small industrial enterprises; growth in 
the scope of such operations often follows naturally, as 
markets expand and quality and quantity of goods 
produced increase. Such job-shops have satisfied im- 
portant needs in countries where electricity is being used 
more, where expanding rail and road communication 
networks are used by an increasing volume of traffic, 
where agriculture is being mechanized at an accelerating 
pace, and where more and more sophisticated equipment 
of all kinds is breaking down or wearing out. 

The old handicraft skills which may have sufficed to 
fix simpler devices fail to meet modern demands. Precision 
tools operated by competent mechanics have been found 
essential if countries changing from craftwork and 
farming to mechanized economies are to develop M 

rapidly as they hope. It has been found, also, that for 
these maintenance shops to operate successfully ami 

yJülfn  
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Managerial and Technical Personnel Requirement* in Metal-prucewinu, Industrie« 

profitably, they must be staffed by well-trained mechanics 
and, above all. directed by competent managers. 

Staffing 

Studies by the United Nations and the Agency lor 
International Development describe the physical equip- 
ment of such shops in detail. Suffice it to note here that 
minimum requirements include a few of general purpose 
lathes, a milling machine, drill press, power grinders and 
saws, a metal shear and break for forming sheet metal, 
acetylene welding and cutting and electric welding sets 
and a full complement of hand tools and gauges for 
machine and bench work. 

The direct labour to operate such a shop would include 
about five to eight skilled men and half as many unskilled 
labourers and helpers, supervised by a foreman to get 
the jobs out and a manager to exercise over-all direction, 
bring in new business and handle finances. The manager is 
the key person in an operation of this type, as he mutt 
be competent in both technical and business matters. 
He is in a position to initiate, when the time is rtne. the 
expansior of the shop, to train subordinate and replace- 
ment managers and technicians as needed, to diversify 
the product line and, generally, to he alert to opportuni- 
ties. 

Such a shop can be expanded, both in equipment and 
manpower, as demand dictates. With more of the tools 
already mentioned, together with more sophisticated 
tools such as a planer, shapers and boring müh. it would 
he possible to handle a wider variety of agricultural and 
factory machinery repairs; H has bam possible, in certain 
situations, to make new machines for industry. 

rvrsonnei iufwtitjiiwws increase somewnai m pro- 
portion to the physical property of the plant. A typical 
•fKTMHHi oí um type m ttamaj ny some 1*3 men. wmt 

or maéntenance people, and Mie 

is more 
A« 
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h the event that it aaewnri 
example, nails or screws fat the 
would he nmsrbk to instai a 
ttsmbler and/car a screw bander and 
the snudi or the 
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When mmmná AH the aeváWto nf list ntutotvni timf) 

each  machine can supply  the annual  requirements ol 
l(X).tMX) to I.MMMM pei sons in a developing count r\. 

DlAIKH'MIM (»I   MWU.IHIM    \M>   IMIINH   \| 
MVMimi K 

Managers and technicians in all kind« of actis it\ are 
in heavy demand the world over I he supplv ncvci stems 
to equal the demani and constant efforts are hciuj! made 
to increase the number and impune the qualm l'iogicss 
can be made in a number of was s 

tonnai training pnmilww 

Regular instruction has been offered in technical 
subjects and business administration for a long time 
Courses in these fields have been established in institu- 
tions of higher learning in all the industriali/ed nations 
and in many of those which are in the process of in- 
dustrialization. This is a good method tor giving potential 
managers theoretical knowledge, but it is slow and limited 
in the number of graduates annually It makes use of the 
knowledge and experience of experts who spend most of 
their time teaching and are. therefore, somewhat icmoved 
(rom the Held Even in those countries which have .. long 
tradition of manufacturing activities and specialized 
education for management, this produces too little talent 
too law;, and means have had to he found U • supplement it 

Utmagrnei development at ike M tiri plate 

Another method 1* on-the-j** development by 
superior». This is the most widely used system and 
produces the largest number of candidates lor higher level 
assignments m industry. The principle on which 11 rests 
« that every managerial employee or entrepreneur is 
acvttvntahte for hetpuwj his sutsordtnates prepare them- 
sstv«* for more exacting and more responsible jobs, by 
preenpt, instruction and entouragi ment The umkrstudy 
system, rotation ansong job», outof-hours study and 
«memng ate aM mad emxttvet) The extent to which this 
tyf« of programme CM he applied in any country wiH 

on a number of convderatHms includimi the 
Mi iiimptirni.t of existing manaeeis and the 

to «fetch they accept renpoasihttHy for their sub 
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m mvttiNMSMi UH s tans 

entrepreneurial and 
M a t uwntr) which sets out to estaNish a 

metaiworktng mdusirv «V mm can «eMom he sieved 
Mickt) through the me «t indigenous perstMWiel Mo» 

> CM hi taken M that dtrectntn An essential 
m any nw^nwwe m tne nnmner 01 n^snimeti 

» M M «pgradang nf formal, hnasv educatiti«. As 
n tradwinnaH> a funi IM« ol tovernmenl. a 
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te érsote a vonsidtraMe pmeniaiic <* tts puhnc 
m m» purpixt  It may b» worth whik- to 

l itneiiÉltnm a* an invesiaient M the iuiuic 
i m -At produttive potential «4 the nathiti 
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2J2 V. A. ArshinoT 

Higher school», (universities and institutes) muy be 
attended by persons who have secondary school cerli- 
rtcates and who have passed the entrance tests. The 
entrance tests may be taken by any person (for the day 
departments there exists a thirty-five-year age limit 
while for the evening and correspondence departments 
there are no limitations at all) 

When entering the engineering and technical faculties, 
the following tests should be passed: mathematics (oral 
and written tests) and physics (oral test), which are the 
mam subjects, and chemistry (oral test) and Russian 
language and literature (written test) which are auxiliary 
subjects 

Th«»*e who enter higher schools in the Soviet socialist 
republic» where education is curried out in the national 
language should pass a written test in the national lan- 
guage and literature instead of the Russian language 
and literature 

Students m the higher schools may include all the 
«Mate» and use of lahorauwy equipment, textbooks and 
training appliances and sports equipment free. Medical 
«ervK'e for the student is also free. When necessary, a 
hootel is provided for a small fee. Food is served in a 
retevtorv llocated both in school and hostel) at prices 
«.omHkraMv lower than in restaurants 

Fhe majority of students get state scholarships (fixed 
monev allowum.es to undergraduates).: 

fhe number of higher schools and students in the 
Soviet Union is continuously growing. 

In fhe 1*63 64 academic year there were 742 higher 
«vhoot* m the Soviet Union with 3.261.MM) students' in- 
vltidinf 43 per cent of women. The technical faculties 
of the higher »hoots (with the exception of agricultural 
engineers and technicians! were attended by 1.425,400 
slttdents Special va onda rv schools were attended by 
I *R9mi student* Twenty-nine per cent of the students 
HI testimeli high sch^n»ls were women. 

I« UM. there »ere 331.TtM) p»*st-graduates including 
tyjW engineer* 

IN  i«»5. there  were 403.«li higher  school  post- 

la the H»§ 66academic year in the Soviet Union there 
wet* f% tuffimi H hos »4s with 3,1161,Ml) students. 

I« Iff*, the day departments of the higher schools 
«tall ««re io he entered bv 404.0ÜO students. The total 
nwwhei of Mwdent* »a* to rea* h WtfUMO. 

ki the »own* of Ifh» HI. there will be tr»ined about 
we« mdho#« sfwvtuboi* (post-graduates of the higher 
MMI NMÉr) *vho*>*»l whKh is 65 per cent more than 
*MMgt<Ktt t%5 Ki I«NN), the number ot students m the 
1M»M h igne I «çttoot* will reach eight million 

flu munhyi of speitaltsts to he trained in the 
iHMwn* hrMKNfs of imtw»try is determined by the general 
<4*t« ***** »*t dev ctofiment of the economy Therefore, 
«i »he postfKdwjlesi m Ine Soviet countries get job» 

: to ihnr 

MbH iitilimr IH «H «Memrtw pt Ih« «.-hutonMp 
p mmmm th»» «i*»«»«rsl«f » ti pm went taran than a 
em   4fWf pmfaMMM«. ihíH VttMtMt* p« had  lo Ihetf 

I MIJMP M ém AtpwMNtM»; 4M.WB m eventnt 
tfw I 4*NJPNP IB h i Vf i 'iitoHMiUtìt «purl muni il. 

Higher schools are located throughout the huge area 
of the Soviet Union. Each Soviet socialist republic has 
its own higher schools. More than 80 per cent of the 
students are studying where the lectures are in their 
mother tongue. 

During the first stages of development of the Soviet 
higher schools, considerable difficulties were encoun- 
tered owing to the young people lacking secondary school 
certificates. Of great importance during this period were 
working faculties organized by the Soviet Government 
to reduce the terms of training of the workers and 
peasants for entering high schools. In the course of fur- 
ther development of a general secondary educational 
system and in the course of setting up the conditions for 
getting the secondary education by anyone who wishes, 
the need for the working faculties was eliminated. 

GENERAL   CONCEPTIONS   EOR   TRAINING   ENGINEERS   AND 

MECHANICS ON METAI < ITTING IN THE SOVIET UNION 

The main problem faced by the Soviet's higher schools 
is training highly educated, active members of society, 
capable of independent and efficient labour in a selected 
branch of industry. The education of specialists is based 
on a combination of theoretical and practical training. 

The mechanical engineer should be capable of design- 
ing, manufacturing and servicing machines. After gradu- 
ation from an institute he should have a good knowledge 
of the fundamentals of scientific and technical achieve- 
ments. He should be capable of using modern techniques 
and be ready for designing techniques of the future. 
Being a specialist in production means the mechanical 
engineer should be a good economist as well. 

Engineering and technical specialists are trained both 
by the polytechnical institutes (technical universities) and 
by the higher schools of the branches of industry. 

By way of exception, technical specialists are trained 
by some universities which commonly train specialists 
in humanitarian, physical, mathematical, chemical and 
other natural sciences. This is the case in some univer- 
sities of the republics where there is a limited requirement 
for the engineers of some specific branch of industry. 
Mechanical engineers trained in metal cutting are turned 
out by eighty-five higher schools of the Soviet Union. 

Training of highly educated specialists is effected both 
with work being discontinued (the so-called stationary 
or day high schools and their departments) and without 
discontinuing work (evening and correspondence high 
schools and their departments, technical high schools in 
the producing plants). 

Simiyittg with disumiinualion of work 

According to this system, the term of training the 
mechanical engineer equals four years ten months. 

With due account for high rates of technical progress, 
high degree of automation of modern production, ever- 
growing requirements for the quality of the products, for 
the reliability and long life of the machines used in 
production of new materials, wide implementation of 
electronics, optics and computers, the mechanical cngi- 
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**   • inviti neer should have a profound k««>« 
branch of technology. 

This means that he should be ***« »n**r»( <n physics, 
mathematics and general icvhnntw* *'»M know the 
scientific and technical foundation« **• *§*.<» N^inh «»I 
industry, and lie a specialist m «o*n* •.«•• » hunch. 
Good knowledge of physics, m.uh.»*.•** >,*\ penerai 
techniques will enable the voiino *fvt o.,i i.. «eitle 
independently most of the pcoHtfm» «**» * n* til he en- 

countered in his work. enabling h»«» » mpi.nt the 
machines and to carry out svienili* *?«**» H Nrtrviali/a- 

tion in some narrow branch ol imto<*r« >*HM »n.ihkthe 
young specialist to work I'ruiilnttv « *!»*> »\..n,>irtN im- 
mediately after graduation. \ikl»tf.^««t N mexhamcal 

engineer should be a good levhw. <*•</?*' « »*i » gtxid de- 
signer which will enable him to *.»*»* ««*»%< ...iwth «nevitìc 
production problems. 

Let us consider in more «fcWM* rik» .**»», wlwtn4 for 
training the mechanical en§i»vw> »«• »**ut tutting 
(speciality: machine-buildmp it\fc«**^ 'wuUulting 
machines, and metal-culling UH4<< 

The curriculum is divided *m<- iw# * •»« e*h year 
divided into two terms The *l*w«»«mi <>< »n»« i« rirsi 
term 18 weeks, second term ) **#*> «hml term 
IK weeks, fourth term P *•»** 4HH'-« i* »eeks. 
sixth term 17 weeks. seventh «**** »* **<*4v eighth 
term 10 weeks, ninth term »«» •***.« .**•• term 15 
weeks. 

About a third of the total i«w* »4 V» I»>*M«I ^Hotted 

m the curriculum for ail tvm* •« •**!*»- «>-•» • including 
educational and production*! p» *•*»**# • ** t.« ¿Novated 
lor general scientific subtest« »fcufc 
cal fundamentals ot the enftaw t 
social sciences (350 houtoi 
hours), physics (27X houtsi 

foreign language (210 how«» 
studied during the first. »**>•«** 
physics during the sev.*ml *< 
chemistry during the nr%i *mê 

languages during the hut «** «M 

terms (fnglish. trench of («*«M*» 

Physics as a natural H wife* <•**•• 
in technical progress SIMé* •>* 

natural laws, good kno*tato*   <# 

•frt» the» »reti- 
« ••«*.»» I IK I Utk" 

'%«uii.'s (456 
•» toltisi, and 

"»»•»entalles is 
»>«*< «<<«#lh terms. 

*«**» »fwih terms; 
•vtM« foreign 

••a  «mi lotirth 

•H w Aktiv« livree 

»"•"•ftrtlpr ol the 
•^•«i»  «niton« ol 

A.mvtKs, 

d «Ml 

physics such as mechan*« #1* ****** 

thermodynamics. moèetttta «*.*< m» 
all this is of great van« t»* *** tmii. 

practical activity rf nV rnfimmi 

The processe« ¿ml km* «4 iimn» *•.. -***vlrd m the 

form of mathcm*tk4t nrnv^mmmm thmfu«. the 
engineer shouM have * gm-it * mmiil   *  * «alhemaucs. 
otherwise he will h« MM! •    ^^     î^^^^Mpp*^ *^^     ^*^^*     HRB^U 

nid to elaborai« Ne» «*.*• nA^ih # ft %-»%af»   fW enf 1^ 
neer should he Ln  tnlp il 
maties as differeniuil «UM •M*««   *• -v   4 p»«*«h»lity, 
mathematK. MatntKv IMI 
information, theory «4 «•* 

WÊt    Üir iMMiii 111 muH*     ttoofV    til* 
* *«4* i% iv*.. 

About 1.500 run*» «w «1 IHMMí tai •««. .*»«*» *4 fftwt al 

All curth.uta êft tppK«««» •* -** 
•ir> Sfux-Kii f-AMIMI tt m %»m » ^*r#    *(Mfe     4M|^PI^I% ft» all 

engineering subjects including: machine-building droning 
159 hours during the first, second, third, fourth and 

hith terms: descriptive geometry 72 hours during the 
lirst term; theoretical mechanics l*X) hours during the 
second, third and fourth terms: technology of metals 
and of other structural materials 142 hours during the 
third, fourth and fifth terms; structure o( materials HH 
hours during the lililí and sixth terms; resistance ol 
materials 174 hours during the thud and fourth terms, 
theory of gears and machines 87 hours during the 
fourth and fifth terms; machine components and hand 
ling and transportation facilities 142 hours during the 

fifth and sixth terms, fundamentals of interchangeabihiy 
and technical measurements 72 hours during the fourth 
term; general electrotechnique 141 hours during the 
tilth and sixth terms: hydraulics «7 hours during the 
tilth and sixth terms; thermodynamics and heat tranter 

51 hours during the sixth term; fundamentals of safety 
measures and lire prevention regulations 55 hours 
during the ninth and tenth terms; fundamentals ,if 
artistic design 36 hours during the seventh term, and 

computers in engineering and economical calculation«. 
40 hours during the eighth term. 

Since the metal-cutting mechanical engineer «.hmikJ bi- 
no! only a technologist but also a designer of machines 
and tools used for metal cutting, the special subjects 
(with the total time of 900 hours) include theory ol metal 
cutting 68 hours during the sixth term; metal-cutting 
machines 193 hours during the sixth and seventh 
terms: design and production of metal-culling tools 112 

hours during the seventh and eighth terms; machine- 
building technology 2IX hours during the seventh, 
eighth, ninth, and tenth terms; machine electrical equip- 
ment 36 hours during the seventh term; fundamentals 
of machine appliance design 50 hours during the 
eighth term; fundamentals of machine-building plant 
design 50 hours during the ninth term; fundamentals 
of automation and productional process automatics *5 
hours during the eighth, ninth, and tenth terms, ami 
industrial electronics   51 hours during the sixth term 

The programmes for special subjects and the respec- 
tive educational tasks for the students include calcula 
lions of the machines, their elements and units l«<* 
strength, static rigidity, resistance It) vih¡ ilion, resistance 
to wear, long life, and the economical caktilalions as 
well. 

In addition to the specilied subjects, the curriculum 
provides allocation of 110 hours for study of obligatory 
subjects as determined by the council >| the institute 
These hours are allotted for study of additional sections 

of some subjects specilied in the curriculum (e.g., I«w 
study of some chapters of higher mathematics, physics) 
and for study of some new special subjects relating to 
the branch of machinery selected by the metal-cutting 

mechanical engineer. 

In the Moscow Machine-Tool Construction Institute 
which turns out the specialists for the machine-tool con- 
struction industry, mechanical engineers are trained in 
four more "narrow" specialities: metal-cutling machines, 
tool production, machine-building technology and etec- 
trophysical and electrochemical methods of materia* 
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tJimenciortal machining    M*otn 4?t» ho«r* are allotted 
m each *pecialttv lot Mmhing ,jx\ial *»ih»e*l* 

the**- *tthievi* are 
On «he Iaculi* < I metal-* «Hing machine*    m*htm" 

building technology    "••» hour* during the eighth term 
KKtnpkw «ith the tttMfH' proie* tt  «lecign .»ml «on»»t»K 
linn   ol   metal-* wiling   machine*    1>   hour*   «tth   tm 
cour«* pr««te*t during the ninth W»m   lundameial«. .«• 
dectgnmg  automatic  machine*   *htip*   ami  plant*    11 
hour*   hydro- ¡»ml pneumoautomativ* »ml equipment 
M hour».. machine electrical equipment    M ««*»«* 

(>n the Iaculi* <•! io»*l product um to»»t-pr<«d«tetion 
machine* *» hour* mea*Mrtng toot* .»ml gauge* *» 
hour* tevhrndof} ol t«*ol production and de*tgn ol 
appliance* W h«mr* »ith ihe cow<* project «o hr m«§*4e 
during the eighth term. heat treatment "l tutting (•**** 
and equipment ol he«» treatment «hop* *4 hour* 
devgn and et»mtruvti**n »»I cutting t«*oh   •» h*mt* «he* 

W hour*, ttrufn ot !**•*• prodwetn»« chop*    to hour* 
ctevtrK.il equipment ol t«««i produttion plant*    *» mwr* 

On the faculty ol mMhtm>ht)t*ttiif t«chnot«*gy 
machim -runkltng technology Ml hour* for «gwctal *e% 
tion*. with ihe cow* project to he made during th* 
ninth term. metal-cutting m*htm-* 112 h»«ur* l««r 
*pecial *ecti<*n*. »ith the e«»ur*# profeti io he «»ade áw>m 
the eighth term lechnolog* of prod«».lion of C«M. lorged 
and >t ¡imped part* «B Imwr* f«M«lMWM«H ol maehtac 
building   «http   de**gn   Ml   hour*     t»mljwwm^l»    «4 
ilftfwitftW?   tawMjÊtï      ^4   WWW*.   lÄ^fcfWtW   cfCdfHt«!   wlpWf*" 

ment    54 h%mt% 
The mechanical engineer »h»» M*ntr*»l* c»*n*pl*caied 

teehnotofticitl prt«ct*v«e* i« the m.khim'-Kiddmg imlit*tf s 
chotttd ha*e a good «c«»n**me* education. Me *ho«M he 
capante «*• etHnrwHif the lechmcal ami «MMIM«!*». pura- 
meter* ol «etera! \cr*ioti* «4'.» mát-hint and imiepemkmh 
cefecting the optimal *er*t»»n ot the macht««. pr«ic«*%. 
*ht»p piati, ami the Itlie To thn end »wh Mthtce«« **« 
*lud»e*l a* tmNntrtJil «*w«wiv M hmir* d«in«f the 
«evettth term ; orf^m/atHW *«d ptnurMttf >»« ew*erpri*e% 
M» h«»«r* during the «-tf*th wwh and tenth turn* 
K'omtMMeo «ire *otw*dei«l ¿Ho »he« «*»*Éyit»f *«i«ï 
*pe\ial Mihtevi* 

lor the heneht ol the phy**al devehipmew ««I the 
Mttdent*. the ».urnttilum protide* I4B how* tdwrtnf the 
Un»t. *«e«Htdi. ih*rd ami lotirth Utm*» lor fymiMM*-* 
«htvh i* <»W»fi»tor> lor aM. 

The *iwdy ol *uhK*t* *pt*t*ted in the vwmtén« « 
carried »ntt »n leetttre* |2.2»5 hot»*», bluwraloey *»»tl 
[%M hour*» .imi pr,MR.tl »ori II.WRmiwO 

I abor.um\ *tudie* are a« imp»wt4nt dnwriM of the 
education.il proce** They contrthttte to i»»%t»fM^( the 
re«)utrc-d material «mi «re c*^ntwlh the hetimnmg tif 
letentthe re*«t»reh Cwryinf »MM the oMtpiuw» minimum 
l«hori»tt»ry *ori. the Mudeni ohtain* pn*i ham»* lor 
independent pertt^rmAnte **l e%pettnieiti*. 

The practKal kthiwMtory »ori »tM hetome dfcdi%t 
pr«nided that 

(«, The tohtwtNtwtM ** (ht in*tn«w at f^rfftO »Hh 

ih) The praciie*! MonNory »ort »m e».h wri^Kl H 

y. y 

in cl«*** «onnetion l«here*et ami »hcmnei tt t* po**,ihtei 
«ilh the ia*k* ami proNem* that ate laced Hv wiencc 
and prmltKtion 

i, > The *iude«t i*ho h,»* heen preliminar«'*, inMrwctedi 
i% iotrncie«! »»»•* pvtlormame «•! an etpvimrnt. «tth 
moce**mf the   e*ult*  and *ith nv.kin| «omlu*tt»n* 

\H tm- lahotai<»rw* •»! the htfhet *ch«M»l dtouW he 

td*«tioni»l centre* and *e*enttttt «enlre* a«* *ell 
(ht- hifher **f.»«»l a* »ell a* any other **hool cannoi 

litmtion *tth«»Mt te%th«H»à* ami trainmg appfwm»» 
[he te*»h«Hià» and iraintrtf appiiamv* »hrch are ne«Uh(d 
•n each *«htect dHH»W he a* hriel a* pmwhie and *h«»ukl 

it»mpl% «ilh the re%pfcit*e appr«»vtd privawm*"» The 
content* o* the tentmn* are h«*«d o« ihe Uite%t aehw%e 
mtnt* trf the «otmr and levhntm*e and thettfore rt i* 
imp«trta«t t«» re*i*e and repuM*** teilhin*» liurtnf 
revKritw .^ the te%th«««*fc*. «*»««» «< the rttt»t*rwrt *m>«W he 
.»mrtWl **»me or the mater tal *ho«W he re* iwd, »nd **mK 
,4 the tnatwwl dh»«W he ne» 

In l*M »n »he *o%iet I nto« there »ere pwhh*hed Wl 
Mrxthook* ami iratmnf »pph«iwr* Un the htfher *»-h«i*»H 

ftw itftth«w4* and thttfwng appitame* th«>*tfh hemf 
,ery tmpnrt««i f"» ««**»»«! »fh*!> ed«e«nd »pRt»hwl%. 
tanm« t^e« pve am.« er* to mMwer.w* n»eM»i»n» art*anf 
duriny *tud> <rf ne« malenal ditrinf «art«««* h«nne ta*4\* 
lahor»t«»r*, «.*rfc. vovrw tyeart pr«»tect* and pftrfte«« 
pre*ente«l l»»r ehf»l«»ma Ihwn» euch higher **hm4 lui« i 
httfitn Ittll* eM«tpped «tth the required **«t»rce* «4 in 
l«w«wth»n reference h»«*à%. e«eych«p«d»«*. nHWufraffc» 
and pernnheai» on *• the «ath|fvr* cpwirt tn the cMff» 
cnhMit Th* »ah« ««i ihe hhrarc t«» tht fw**w enfíneei 
Ite* »n the Im! that m the e«mr** ** h» »*»rt thet* he 
aet|MM«*> h^tn» I«* *«h;«c«*nlf*#e^ «amfehf» for «%-wwÜfc 
intimation 

Ph**Hal e*l»K4Hon and *port are conndertd m ê *«•»* 
timi«««* edwtatn»«al piove*' kO»**i*tin| ol a *et of «Mn 
cr«% and game* «ml intended to add to the health «if the 
*tt«dent*   t«* e«*»«r* the« g«*«d ph***al de*ehipii«iiit 
^ncath*. %p»*rt »mpr«**emenl ww l<* pnfun Ihf tlwAWM» 
tot  highly  ctlKH-ni  lam*»f ami  f,«r «MM» <>f the« 
rm^herlaml   the m««M  »idecpread aft **•*.« cpwrt* a* 
i*mna*iK*   hw*4eth«M, *«»*ryl»««   fmUhuM   h»%y  Md 
ttfht  athtettv*   r.«»inf   *4»«f.   *ka«t«i.   h«*MHf   »*i 
«»imminf  \ large ¡wmher oí *imleni* h» a pu«*»* I« 
ttmfna and m«Hiftt»n trip» 

the inaMtmim l««a<l ««I tht «aiadent* r*y sM lyfW» ol 
«tudte* ittdwdrAf •>ptt»tnal «tiidie* » tliirty-*i* ht«ws a 

and thirtv hottf* a »eei during the hfth yew 
Much attenth»« in training nwehan«.«! ntgiwcr 

m pmú to acMumng the praette»! hahit» l«»r »ori MM1 

Miidytng wp-t«*Hl»Ur meth*»d* tlmxtlv in Ih» phuM 
With tht* p«rp«»*e m \te*. «anenty ho*»r% art •*»»!••» 

èmi*$ Ihe h>^ yt»r of ed*Jc«tt«m f*w wtt m ihr **èym 
%hofw »if the in*trtMt* and ont MtuMh H «Mamá f 'f piw 
lie*l |te»hmm»f*.ali «t«l hy th» Muéwit» tu iht h««< 
phintt, of the ctHintry  Tht «twdy tuf ihopi til At iaHlMi 

r 



In each shop, ihr viuik'nl nuk-pviuknilx lumlrt in* 
MiperviMnn t»l hi* limner ,tml Inn-man» *ork» ,tt the 
iH'inh Malum «ml perform* MII the mtr*%4»r\ i<pn.tttoH% 
.m produdion oí M»me p*»rt. inquiring pr«*,!*«! habits 
m numi.il ami ntüvhtiH' ttc.itimnt ,»| mvul* ¡imi non 
rmi.illK m,tuiu»lv ha%H U\hiu>louk,tl mrlhodi ni pan 
pr.HltH.lion, huome» iivt|U4«intrd with the i.omimuio« 
MHI operalum ol ihr equipment cudinf «ml mraturtnf 
ïool*. und ,ipnliaiK»> hevornt*. (¡»miliar «ith %*tet\ pr* 
Ltution* und ihr .irrunprmrni (tt ihr «ori Malum 

ProdiKrtiofl llrvhnologKiili worl i% turned tmi «uhm 
twrhr w«k*. during, ihr eighth ter.n llurinf ihn pr.MH.al 
w.irk, Ihr Muden! % ¿uquirr cxprnrmr in M4%tftg prulnal 
pt.thfcin* in the rfWKhinc-huiktint piatii îhr\ *ho«hl 
«w%«r iNc pnwtttct* nwnuliKiiimi h* ihr piani rrquirr 
mi«!« I or ihr pr<«(ftfctk itnd haw tevhnofctf*«! prnww* 
Sfnwl «Itrniion «hotted hr paid lo Modying ihr m.»M 

vMvmwK«) und «.'ftkwnt i«hm4ofK*l ftr««w«** m 
pari» prod*lion fhtfinninf »tth nrodiMton ni Muni« 
HnV  WW9 9 M B^• I "IB   WflWl   v^V9JMfrW9j W»9*    W^RVVWVV^^FV    •»?»(• 

tM«Hi. lo ihr proMrrm ol mrvhamsaiiort 
o* iht produci M HMII prtiufMW». «»rp»ni/atH»n i4* 
IMKÄ» MM MÍCt) fWWMIttMfM 

• ht pwsKlKm wiirik m 
HM** nf* ihr piplitinHn &t 
fit fend prod«* tion-pr *iKal »«wt 

Nt4uftSM lk«ifm) 

; w Mt profKl pfnmtfd NW M§ 

M   M   irfW 
H 

itoli» 
M 

Of Iht 

»pïtilH   l'ti'Wftm  I.Htd   N    IIN    tiHlM.tn    .,»     .¡i   »i,?,,.. 
proMrnv. 

H* w.u i»l t't.tmpk~ ki io mt'MiMMi ».>•»* ,I il», i j«, 
ni dipl.»m,i promt* I*s hn«4o«H.il i*.*,,- t , .,,„,.. 
tu nom?  vn$m- ivlimkr   W*%k   l.i   .ptt-K.t   .,„, i 

lf%hn.«|.»tfH,il pfivr«« i.'i m.«nHl,mni<nf ,h»..f, ,,, 
Itv.oK.». (**« honni m,*, htm ' \4^» u» t„mu„t 

m<*%hir*'   toi    Klkvl»   ,»»    ttp   i,.    *•(  m»i   »o   4, in« ht 
llrtthnf m.Hhim «¡tli unint mMM .HI,« f . * 

lor .uit.>m,iU'.t p>i*ifMioft ,«» IHIKMNTIK |.^4> », 
Ntti h*«trtttf 4»li»«M»* prt*fc*i**n hn, 

i*m ol ihr rferorm* .4 ihr rf*f*<«M r»«*-»* ^.^#fci H 
»orlird .Hrt N ihr «imkw ^o, HH^.^M« «.*«, 
rt*rf»m* lo »•^pïtiwwniil rrw«t*h 

fh« dlploww pitoni, t .vft'.iMiitf >4 irn i,. t*<ht- «iir*i, 
»4 ftm*t*f> turf MU I m f*^r« ,4 M.4T« H «WI,-*W,l M .M 

«<p»n mrriinf «4 ihr H»,«»* • IMMMII« I .»wmtttw »»K.^ 

U*<f n rfpptonr.! h» Ih» MMIMW« ,4 th# «ml V*«dUt« 
V** •**' I dkMciMfein 

4ÄW <MM%«wdid Art»«»« ,4 »Ito «¡tfNoiiM p».nr.« •*» 
votMif *pnmh*i »h.> M» iradhaMtd »to» üv 

rtprrMh« .4 ont \m rfmm» «h*h ht thxwM f*,**« 
h» *• • fi*ml mp««t   Ih» rwpwmi »«h •* po .,». 



% I 

mt«ifiin| ib*  pinito  **•,!>,•»> «M»,  lt»t' »IM»»r»il f^' If »*H' 

•«fil   -<l%    %.»****   WH»»**M*  ><••«»»<. «*l*»twl   •«*<*   «•**'  *Wt** *»*«*"» 

»h^ti  „Mr-***   ih,   »luti*»» I.'   «Pf«««).«**-   w»'***r  *•*;»»  tw 

n»* V-i**iw«l   »**>-wh    lw id« ft»*   *t*r «**>«*•*««* ¡hit* »«** 

*t   #„   « t?* feet    fit» «Mtfciiftr **". «*<t *t>*¡* •** «••***»»< 

Kwt   lw*M>  lH»r   r*"****"«? pt»i*wiM  «Mit   >mrt*fcft**t  '«**«' 

<**»«*,*<*«   «H*** <*<•*•** *t»n*mr* «• **»**# r*v*fc»t »«.««Mi 

tt>M|wt>Hm-i f.- Ml» HteWtHW   <4f I*» fct*! >>* 

ptwIrtHv **t»hw« i»|(>f**i*t*wrw**t  0 4«*»»Nt* «r< m *fh   »I» 

.«iiiiwin fit«« '««HI»»** 
\H ih* «>!•»«»» • «•• i****»l th* «mit»«.. t*'*i» nw N 

vitti«*«-«!  »t» 'tor t-iwif .«*   , .*r«f%f*t***fc-m# «tefwitwnn 
*   «fc*   «-ne*«*«»«« l»*f*i  *« •*.*«•    N«  pr*tft»**i* »iH K 

g»«.«»«   i,,    tfct   |%i«.»n«   »Ih«   *«*ftl   <«   III»    «*M*W    o^TH »i*N> 

t»t» ,»<**# » • m *« IIM« «IM»»» •»» Nr «ttwtvtt In lit»«« »B 

th.    Htftl   «lumi    I •  (-WW***   NH***   f»r#p»fä*t***fi   i»w   »I* 

,«»»»#1«»» *#«t« «ti ».- «t.-**** «***##-*-*#i «Uniteti w» «*t«<i*é 

•tk  «!***•*   I*» HWf*f*««**  ,*»»»#«»*  W >*fm»»*«t *% *•* 

**« 
«**</t     fl*t   «*«*r»   M»   NffrW    PW»*'**   *' 

»«fit* tÊm •*,rt ** ••*•»» 

ti» . 

à 



*t  If I 

•>»»>   »rtffc*   tot  |Mr|v,t»,(iMt«  ,(»   Ihr ihfMomt  p».»f*»M 

•<,iih f'M   *tf*l« tot (»,im «n**»ott    »tnl (t)i%   *»vfc*  ii» 

.,  tti^n 

I h»   ititmNrt   "I  .«h|,.,i.   ««*!  »hwtt   n,vtn%iHt,4*Mn    m 

, ».»m»- *» •« the >»fc»i( ft*,-«« »o» th»> tm%H,4nH,tt ««f»»i*»* 

N" »» dittit «tth »l»*»o*MtntMt»o« • *• »otls N*i i tur mimhpi 

h, i*»»  «Wi«*t#*l to rthh **»**p*»i IIM> ••Mtf.iio««  ,ii«h, . 

>,«N ih, t,iHfc^» u fcr***   td»% ** «'»pyttur»! fc*«t in tdir t.*t 

ic <d» ««twArwl« •<» id» *%*w>«f t»•«•*«#« »o**M**ot*h iMvt 

,<> «i« t-%f«m#*t* w •!*»« m»**«*l*»%   ¿ml *n»**|h N td* 

. „ »  tfe.« »d* IHM» *id*l**i lo»  «««*#*  « dlMlMl    *,   »  rwfe 

«twit t* idr n*M*lt»»* lowt (*tt». ,4 *«Mk 

>n   l>H    htftH't    Mtto, >K   «tu, i.   j«,|i,.,     ,,v<'«iio.   t    «    ih, 

N-ttHht"-   ot   n,»»,««n,    ,(,.»,    t  .   ih,    i«, ,.», t. -,* t. , I.   i(„ 

*H*»H i%t >» ». >*k n»f 

I H*      »Í   H<»1 '4«    ,     »t»\   . n^     , -.)|(     ,   ."IHpi'iLi,,!,!       Hi,   ['I.    ,. 

• >t      iNt      I, , htlK  «I     »JV* I #tt,l- -m,..      ,i, »»,...        (,, 

oint«,   •. , .»^,1 i,, (^ m,,<«i .tttHitfc     o». .   ' •*•« ...»•.... 

Idi   ih.     *, H,i|l    »,-»»•»*, »t    >*,t*h.    -h. «,       »,»tn        .. 

(4 tnmHl >•> b»  . ,»«*i** t*ii «.«•»*« >h u,   •        *,.».    >*,!» 

(*.«***»     i    «tv*      td»     :.•»•!    •*,-»        .,.     Il»    H    ...        ,     ,     », 

t • *!¥«£» <*Mkr MM   *••***•<%    »»»d*»*.   «h.-   »t#***»*f%     n»„«M 

A«»  <*t«tir* «W»  **  f*»»«trtl i-.    «**« tëk  **** >«.*. 

I w »d» *»t*d»»** -t tut ,.*»%,p...•,!,•*, •««,*- • * 

«tan i** ttttjHwi «h. ¿n .t«»d*, .«td ,•«*#•*, »** , — 

timi»** iit**»M» td«. en¿m ma MN* *«•*» «** 

Id» !«<«*( MM»   A«*»**! H   id»  *»»'.,wt«M»  » •«   •*»*> 

*#•»%   ,4   td»   p****t   *%***«(   »****    •-   *^»M   -        »I 

II 

tit MM* t«» iBmmi s.-» m «**« *H« •««. » •* 
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flit   *,*».****?   .«   *»**»  •«*  »•»'  • **»    **»  i*#w***# 
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rfk<*t«l*MHM?M>**    •» ».**    •»» Éf*- 

**,»*  II» «m  4 „*** «4» I*  **»**  •*  *» *•*** * ***** «•"•   .•«•  «**   ** 
M»      fft»      **»<* *»*#*«*»**   ..<*M*»1»»    *•***«*•*<** ,«    .1   * 

.<# «****   •* «*» ******   tfc» * ,*»*».>*.•*    #«$M««*t« 

mm m      mm¡m$**mwm 
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,, «4*..   ft* fe*** iiiwimf« ******* •*•» 

*»r*»l««>    (f,)i*-l..(ll.l|.H|.i„(,    „ M ,,,f,vti IMMUM.O 

»   t   I   M»l .iM*r*.t   t«*J   )«*> ts^lti Hl„ ,it.  .('•,*),    pll(% 

»«^*r,   »I        tn«t>«Htt        •«       (        «*•!«•       !(,...,!,,!        ),., |    IUI 
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%pi^M#» » ***>•«    -*   If**-   >t t», , «K   .H   ,lt,,i,^i,i(   ,,.Kffl|,i 

N    »fc%    .(»*•«»    I, dur, ,     vi   ih,    |||»|,^H #| 

."*    «***    »•*«****<      I   --*»***J*-* »»«1»     ,«,-,•     ,     tit,,     !»,.„,    ,h, 
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WH|  , t»i*h:*«   ,<***»«***<«     *g**»ti*i*»»s     t* >•*#%'**•«¥    trttl 

1» <*f  «m  «war*  -^ ár»*f*«»*iir«*«   •<*  »!**•  «MU,.«»i 
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1 
S. 11. u. 

* -*M s*à* *»»*»*! tc.w« I« »h» i.i* <*t th* lomi ititi 
***<*>« »kl*»« «**»-•*« «h»- tte»M?,*-»- in i'Vii-m\ i* minti 
|f»/W» N»n »*>* r**«*»«   'I •*%<•*<tt y i« »tm«l ** 

t» ••> murH-*'*» !*»» ••« »m .«**iisfK f«|«l,ttvtntnt (MUA 
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unehttrtped .uni machine tools ufa similar nature replau 
ifvnH* t ht own ou« hy M*«, it can be shown liuti io re«l»r. 
enVieno lomrHetely under tlioM? conditions one WOIMV 

ha*e i»» replace some 4V per cent of litem UHI ¿t \ear »>i 
*i» 

I m pm*n citndittom of deterioration, (he quitttitattu 
lev«*! ot tcrMacemtnt must he governed h> the estimateti 
savtnps hi'.»' résiliation of productive ettMeikv itflWi 

•tfatmt irte depreciation and eapti.t! n»M «>l new ctfuip 

meni 
<\s t»*tffh*«linf may not completely resto« ,i machine 

i»M»4 io ti« lorroer efficiency, il may nevertheless affect 

the iMvi location in cffW'kncv. and il «me assume* th% 
kwtttr deferì*»«!«*« effect tofcther wnh an overhaul 
r«%r»»fiÉiiM efTeel a« in Hgurr $. one can {tel the compara 

t»*e mer-all factory cMeieiiey «tmec a* in (tftire ft 
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I he work in a factory, and the» may well change radically 
over a perititi of some twenty year« 

The transition from »mall quantity, «»mall-hatch work 
in great variety to large volume production will give 
rite to the transition to full automation a» an economic 
necessity, hut where hatches are to remain »mall without 
any concession in terms of reduction in variety or increase 
m quantity, then the changes will mainly he in technique» 
or in the individuai design of the machines. The over-all 
policy will he implemented as a judicious mixture of 
replacement by new machines of improved design and 
efficiency, new techniques applied to okl machines to 
improve their productivity and accuracy, and the renova- 
tion of old machines. 

Figure 7 shows the effect on factory efficiency if the 
average efficiency of the combination of new machines, 
renovations and new techniques exceeds that of the 

productivity brought about by the replacements should 
give rise to improved profitability The capital cosi ot 
the new machinery must he amortized without an increase 
in the ci*st of manufacture ot the components 

Figure M shows the curve for the 2 per cc.it deteriora 
tum and the effect of injecting new machinery at the ten 
year stage of 120 per cent average efficiency on a IO pei 
cent replacement basis. Figure 9 shows a similar set ot 
conditions but with the replacement machinery attested 
at I HO per cent 

The cost of parts produced over the period it repre- 
sented by the bar chart. This cost can he graphed under 
three main headings: Direct cost of labour, standard 
overhead charges such as rent ratet, heating, lighting 
supervision, maintenance and administration charges, 
and the amortitation of the capital equipment Over the 
first period, the productivity diminishes, increasing labour 
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original machines when they were lirst installed, from 
this it can be seen.that to make any rapid effect the 
required average impunément in efficiency must be quite 
high on ihe basis of $ per cent replacement if the o idition 
of the original machines has been allowed to deteriorate 
to the HO per ceni efficiency level. In all probability how- 
ever, the changes in technique could be applied to a 
large number of »he older machines without too great an 
increase in capital cosi. At the same time, however, it 
will be necessary to replace the older worn-out machines 
on a basis consistent with the money available and the 
best efficiency. 

The most important consideration is that the improved 

cmts. The greater production time means that an 
additional overhead must be carried by the part, that K 
to say, time on the shop floor proportionally increase 
the amount of rent, light, heating and supervision. Ii 
the same way, the amortization rate for capital equip 
ment must fluctuate as repayments can come only througl 
sale of the produced articles. As manufacturing tim* 
lengthens there will he fewer of these and hence fh 
amount of money which must be levied against eacl 
article will have to change. 

At the end often years, the first machine will be pai< 
for, theoretically reducing the cost of manufacture but 
from this point, the cost of the new machin* mutt b 
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inspectors w ili he required together «Mil lite redact*«« M 

wait for a given output 
When choosing the particular type or type* of machine 

M replacements front th» cale*- •*> am mm* agata fjve 
careful consideration lo the exact n.iturt of Hit wort m 
hand and Ike possible future trend« from the point «if 
view <>f quantity, variety and raie» oi production Such 
machine* would initially he «ted to arment testing 
equipment, lac kling the »hori-run or prototype »ori. hut 
ultimateti their scope would widen 

On»* \ vi IONS iitaiMO mina (ONVI\IK)NM MA« INI 

The figures and eaample» form only a very limited out- 
line of the problem They provide a hau« for study in 
order that the problems can he delineated with greater 
accuracy. 

The true effects of machine wear on the productivity of 
a factory are not easy to determine. Ostensibly, time 
studies result in rales of manufacture which do not 
change and theoretically ihe cost of a particular pari 
should not alter, hut with machine wear mutt inevitably 
come increasing difficulty in maintaining standards of 
accuracy and quality. This difficulty is bound to be 
assessed by the operator and taken into account when 
the time for subsequent new parts is being considered. 

This deterioration in efficiency may be masked by the 
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VatliCU flj   mWpMHK l"WA»©l^lfÄ*  IHn  iWtW Ä NIC ÄWNP *** 
he able to measure more accurately iu»i how the mnctitnt 
behaves in retal H»n to the wort it has to perforin  11K 

accuracy with which the part» can he atodtiwd enn K 
checked with rehitive ease, hut the effect of wear wind« 
results in the increased tendency towards vthralHHt ami 
a deleteriiius eflfoct upon cuttmg-tm»l life and Mirfat 
hnish need« further study. Tests need to he devised wte*» 
will demonstrate the condition of the machine in tin- 
rcspeci and records of this nature should determine Ih 
programme for planned maintenance. To this know ted? 
must be added that of ihc better understanding of th 
machining characteristics of the materials from wha 
the parts are to be made. Tool wear and horsepowe 
measurements enable an accurate assessment to be mad 
as to whether a particular machine is performing at th 
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i he Keo«M«M attempts to tatitfy Ike requirements of 
management, production ami sale* for control informa- 
•um by collecting all data relating to expenditure and 
hen presenting it in a form which purports to »ho* the 

profit or loss situation at the time of data collection TN 
Icpartments then measure their performance again*! this 
formation. This is obviously a vignette, a cro«»-atctton 
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to volume produced. The greater the volume the less will 
he the value of D in the equations and the further 
to the right will he the trading surplus optimum in 
ligure 19. 

With the move to more and more specialized machinery, 
it can he seen that the longevity of the production equip- 
must he related more and more to the duration of the 
project. It will have to last and perform satisfactorily 
until a new product in concept of manufacture renders it 
obsolete. With standard machinery working in conjunc- 
tion with specialized equipment, the same rules will 
apply and the tendency will be for such to be designed to 
give the maximum output over shorter durations ol time. 

BuiXifcTINt, K* CAPITAI. EXPtNDITllU: 
From the foregoing, it can be seen that even in small 

firms it will no longer be wiie to budget for capital ex- 
penditure by purely off-the-cuff guesses. Quantified 
relationship between the sales projections, with their 
attendant market constraints, can be made with the degree 
of production expenditure and with its calculated effect 
upon the efficiency of the organization as a whole. The 
mathematical equations for the various relationships can 
be obtained and by a process of iteration the optimum 
expenditure commensurate with returns calculated. The 
service« provided by the computer are now well within 
the reach of all si^es of firms, either by renting time or by 
actual purchase. These equations when formulated con- 
stitute what is termed "soft ware" as opposed to the 
physical entity of the actual computer installation cate- 
gorized as "hard ware". 

The group of equations as soft ware constitute a mathe- 
matical mode! of the orpnization upon which experi- 
ments can be tried out. These experiments would take 
the form of considering various possible market situa- 
tions and then determining the optimum degree of 
capital expenditure. That is, how much mechanization or 
automation would produce just how much trading sur- 
plus. By making the model more complex and relating 
the operations of the various departments within the 
Arm, the interactions of restraints or production bottle- 
necks can be assessed and the returns in terms of the 
organization's trading calculated. 

In this way, many of the possible future developments 
in terms of market changes and the attendant effects upon 
the company can be analysed and from these a policy 
laid down which will be as near the optimum as 
possible. 

V U. ti. Mowrtfwl 

St MMAKY ANI) ( (INI I l SION 
An assessment is given of the effect of rough-and-reai \ 

policies on ultimate factory efficiency when considering 
the replacement of standard machine tools by tools of a 
similar technological standing. In the light of this tl.c 
effect of merely replacing the tool or introducing new i r 
better techniques can be determined, but in all then* 
approaches the link between the machine tools, the con- 
straints that each group of machines places upon the 
other in relation to the factory output as a whole, is 
missing. 

A simple approach to engineering economics enables 
an understanding of the sophisticated methods that are 
now available. 

By studying the interaction of all the machine tool» 
and processes and constructing a model which relates 
their operations mathematically, either by techniques such 
as linear programming or simulation, to their outside 
or sales environment, their requirements can be matched 
to predicted future requirements. The company may de- 
cide to diversify its operations or embrace new markets 
with products not previously manufactured. It may intro- 
duce new technologies in a field it already exploited or 
increase the production of the goods it already makes. 

In all this, a forward prediction or marketing plan is 
the first requirement and this must be matched to the 
model of the company in its present form. The deficien- 
cies in production capabilities can be determined for 
optimal profitability. These specifications may, in the 
first instance, be impracticable, but they may indicate 
profitable lines of development. The type of machine tool 
which can be made will have a performance which can 
again be assessed as to what its effect will be on the fac- 
tory as a whole. This may be shown to exceed by many 
orders of magnitude the returns related to its individual 
productivity. 

The capital outlay needed to finance these new took 
can be assessed in terms of the productivity of the factory 
and a much more accurate calculation made of the ulti- 
mate returns. It is now possible to hand large investments 
covering many factories and business in a large corporate 
body, timing the introduction of new equipment and 
installations to maximum profitability. It is interesting to 
note that the conclusions from such a study indicate 
that the solutions are robust from the point of view of 
the actual expenditures, even though the markets may 
not develop precisely as predicted. All that happens is 
that the timing of the capital expenditure« may either 
be delayed or advanced to meet the situation. 
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According to shipment data for l%3 (tee figure I», 
collected by the machine-tool industry in the Federal 
RcnublK of Germany, the industry in the United State» 
of Amenta was leading with 1929 million, followed by 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (estimale of 
S770 million) and the Federal Republic (S750 million). 
Other countries of significance in machine-tool produc- 
tion include the United Kingdom of Great Britein and 
Northern Ireland (S32S million), Japan (S300 million), 
France ($225 million) and Italy ($190 million). No data 
«re available for Austria, Eastern Germany and Switzer- 
land. 
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developments «ho have an 
 j on the human tide of production. The 
physical effort formerly associated with 

machine labte, has been reduced to pushing buttons or 
loading the machine with stock, or to supervising a 
numerically controlled (NC) machine tool. The workers 
are, therefore, less fatigued. Furthermore, less scrap is 
produced. 

It should be noted, however, that there is no indication 
that metalworking plants will become so completely 
automated that workers will not be needed. On the 
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contrary, in its report to the National Commission on 
Technology, Automation and Economic Progress, the 
National Nachine Tool Builders Association stated that 
by 1975 the number of workers in metalworking 
industries could be expected to increase by 15 per cent (1 ). 
Numerical control will create many new jobs requiring 
high skills and technical training—for example, pro- 
grammers, electronic-maintenance men, systems analysts 
and machine-tool control service technicians. 

The programmer for numerically controlled machine 
tools must be familiar with the relationships between 
cutting speed, cutting force, tool life, horsepower, depth 
of cut, feed, geometry of the cutting edge, vibration, pro- 
duction time, etc., in order to obtain optimum results. 
Numerically controlled machine tools may be doing up 
to 80 per cent of the work handled by general-purpose 
machines in modern small- and medium-sized machine 
shops, when their owners can realize corresponding 
profits. 

With technological progress, there is an increased need 
for research. Forty years ago, the number of engineers 
engaged in machine-tool research and metal-cutting 
science was very small; today, thousands of engineers are 
working in this area of ever-increasing significance to 
industrial production. This increase has been greatly 
fostered by the progress in NC machine tools and by the 
new metals coming into application. 

The increase in metal-removing capacity—as indicated 
by the increase in horsepower—and the great improve- 
ments in accuracy require the elimination or reduction 
of the vibration and deflection of machine tools. This 
depends, in turn, upon the reduction of cutting forces, 
an increase in the rigidity and related problems which 
are discussed in this paper. The need for research in 
regard to vibration was expressed in 1927 by tne present 
author: 

"The development in machine tools will correspond to 
that of other branches of engineering, particularly air- 
craft development, namely, building for high speeds, 
low forces, increased rigidity—which is not identical 
with increased weight—and absence of vibration. 
"More research should be devoted to vibration prob- 
lems in machine tools, because high speeds to be 
expected will come into resonance with the neutral 
frequencies of thestructuraldesignof machine tools" ( I ). 

The trend towards high speeds has increased, due to 
the advent of carbide and ceramic tools, and vibration 
research is being conducted at many places. 

As noted above, the new metals, among them the 
high-temperature alloys and the refractory metals, are 
another reason for the increase in metal-cutting research. 
These metals are often difficult to machine; and, in some 
instances, the cutting speeds have had to be reduced so 
much—in comparison with the machining of conventional 
materials—as to require more machine tools, more floor 
space and higher investment in order to produce the 
same number of units. 

Therefore, alternative machining methods have been 
and are being developed. Many of these methods are 
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still in the experimental stage and may develop slowly, 
while others may be expected to influence production 
methods in the near future. Among the latter group are 
the electrical machining methods, hot machining, laser 
cutting and measuring, and high-energy forming. These 
methods, as well as others, are discussed in the present 
paper. 

I. NUMERICAL CONTROL 

Metalworking by numerical control will grow rapidly 
in application and will have a great influence on trends 
in the design and production of machine tools. This is 
not an evolutionary development, but a complete change 
in the operation of a factory and of the machine tools in 
it. At the current time, numerical control is still limited 
to a relatively small number of machine tools which 
are in operation in the industrialized countries. In the 
United States of America, for example, of a total of 2.1 
million machine tools currently installed in industry, 
7,000 are numerically controlled. It is anticipated, how- 
ever, that by 1975 the production of NC machine tools 
may well amount to 40 per cent, in monetary terms, of 
the machine-tool industry in the United Sutes of 
America. 

With numerical control, operation of the machine 
tools in the shop is the responsibility of the methods 
department and the control engineer rather than of the 
operator. Time studies in the shop will gradually become 
superfluous, as the tape will control both the handling 
and the cutting time. The operator is thus elevate«) to 
being a supervisor of the machines, requiring greater 
skill in that he must be able to service the machines 
should trouble develop. 

In early 1963, about 150,000 tool and die makers were 
employed in the United Sutes of America (4,5) in 
addition to 360,000 machinists, layout men and instru- 
ment makers, and 40,000 iet-up men. During the 1960s 
35.000 workers will be needed to replace those who die 
or retire. An adequate labour supply is not expected to 
qualify unless company training progrimmes are estab- 
lished to teach workers in a brief time to do new jobs; 
such upgrading then opens vacancies further down the 
line. 

There is no place for NC machine tools in mass- 
production industries, where automated transfer lines 
and similar large-scale production equipment, e.g., auto- 
matic machine tools, will continue to prevail. Rather. 
NC machine tools are intended for the shop in which the 
usual lot size is one to ten or twenty pieces of a kind. 

The skilled operator of conventional general-purpose 
machines manually »«ranges such elementi as speed 
levers and feed-changing levers, and dials the depth of 
cut. etc., according to instructions he receives from 
reading Mue prints or from consulting routing cards 
deliyered to him with the workpieces to be machined 
In the case of the automatic machine, however, instruc- 
tions on tool travel, positioning etc. are built into the 
machine by the operator himself, who manually adjusts 
cams, bars, cycle times and other mechanical and elec- 
trical devices. In automatic screw machines, automatic 
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,ngle- or multiple-spindle bar machines and others, the 
perator's activity is thus limited to the set-up of the 

machines. 
With NC machines, the set-up time is considerably 

educed, due to the elimination of cams and levers. Such 
midlines do not even have hand-wheels, levers, dials and 
similar elements for operating them. The ratio of mach- 
ining (i.e., productive) time to set-up and handling time 
is substantially increased by numerical control. A punched 
tape is virtually free of inertia, in comparison with a 
heavy drum for cams, and thus permits a more rapid 
travel and the shortening of idle time. Electronic controls 
work more accurately and also more rapidly than mech- 
anical devices, which need often complex linkages. The 
lane takes over the set-up procedure, which is expensive 
m lime and quality of labour because it must be repeated 
each time an operation is changed. In the case of NC 
mingine tools, it is only necessary to replace one tape 
with another. 

Research on numerical control began in 1947 and was 
accelerated by the needs of the aircraft industry for new 
techniques that could produce intricate parts more 
rapidly and more accurately than conventional manu- 
facturing methods. 

In 1952, this writer had the opportunity of obsetving 
the performance of the first NC machine tool at the 
research laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (United States of America). At that time, 
numerical control was, in many quarters, considered 
impractical, and relatively few engineers expected a 
development of such magnitude as that which has 
occurred during the past decade. Numerical control 
became practical as a result of advances in machining 
research and electronics used in other fields of engineering, 
such us radar, teletype and communications. 

A. Economy of numerical control 

The first question that arises when considering the 
application of NC machine tools is that of economy. In 
general, the initial investment is higher than that for 
manually controlled machine tools. It is, therefore, 
advisable to quote a few case histories which show the 
actual savings obtained (and also sometimes not ob- 
lained) when installing NC machinery. 

Brown A Sharpc, who operate NC boring mills made 
by Giddings A Lewis, realized the following savings 
several years ago: 40 per cent in the machining of turret 
heads for boring machines, 28 per cent in the machining 
of columns; 4? per cent in machining milling-machine 
uibies. mostly owing to reducing down-time; and 50 per 
u*nt in the milling, fine boring and thread cutting of 
milling-machine housings. A total of $47,000 was saved 
»luring one year; 80 per cent of this sum was due to the 
elimination of jigs and fixtures, and the reduction of 
*t-up and handling times. The NC machine paid for 
itself in four years. The deciding factor was the elimina- 
Hon of fixtures that would have had to be built for the 
production of a new line of machinery. Furthermore, 
they gained additional freedom in the design of machine 
•»arts because changes in some dimensions only required 
changing the tape, rather than rebuilding a fixture. 

In an aircraft factory, it was found thai the set-up 
time tor an average operation was 2 hours on a mam. .Ill 
operated machine tool ami only I s milulles on onc 

which was numerically controlled. The number of pieces 
that could be machined during one shift rose from two or 
three on the manual machine tool lo ten and more on 
the NC machine. In this case also, the elimination of 
fixtures and jigs played a major role in reducing costs and 
increasing production. 

At  the   Michlc-Goss Dexter  plant,  presses for the 
graphic  industries  are   manufactured  on  many   hori- 
zontal boring mills of the Giddings & I ewis type Several 
years ago. management decided that it would be best to 
begin with one machine in order to get experience with 
NC  boring  mills.  The   intention  was to  reduce   the 
number of machines so as to save space in the shops 
and to cut the cost of fixtures, which often required 
considerable investment,   particularly when only  «»ne 
machine was on order, as is frequently the ease in this 
type of manufacturing. Formerly, it was necessary u» 
design and build new fixtures for almost every customer 
because the presses had to be adapted lo the'special re- 
quirements of each order. Through ihe introduction of 
NC machine tools, it was possible to eliminale 750 
fixtures and to save large areas of floor space which had 
been required for storing the fixtures. More productive 
space thus became available. The company is currently 
storing more than 15,000 punched tapes in a small space. 
Many of them can only be used for a special part, but 
such tape is economical, particularly when high accuracy 
is required. A punched tape is always made when six to 
eight holes are to be drilled in a workpiece. Il is up to the 
programmer to decide whether to manufacture on a 
numerically controlled, or a manually operated machine 
tool when less than six holes occur. 

The preparation of punched lanes is a new field for 
many plant divisions where NC machine tools art- 
being introduced for the first time. The designer will 
learn without difficulty to enter dimensions in co-ordi- 
nates from a reference point on the drawing. Recently, 
method has been developed which even permits program- 
ming directly from a dimensionless drawing. 

Operation scheduling begins wiih the drawings and 
entails the use of standard form sheets containing columns 
for the position of work and tool, their si/c, cutting speed, 
spindle rpm, type of tool, feed, depth of bore etc. These 
data, retyped on a special typewriter, are deposited n 
duplicate in a fireproof box. Simultaneously with the re- 
typing, the punched lane is produced on the typewriter. 
It is often possible to save tape preparation lime when 
different workpieces have, in pari, the same dimensions. 
One tape can he used for them, with additions to or 
removal of a part of the tape. Scribing of heavy work- 
pieces can often be entirely eliminated when punched 
tapes are used. After about three months' training, an 
engineer will even be able to programme complicated 
processes. 

The cases discussed so far refer only to positioning 
operations by numerical control. Economic considera- 
tions will be different in cases where fixtures do not 
exist and, hence the cost in this regard cannot be saved, 
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Table J 

TRACER CONTROL VERSUS NUMERICAL CONTROL: LOT SI/E, SIX PIECES" 

Operatimi 

Upi ruling linn (mmu(rt) 

frarvr lathr \limerualty lontrathtllulhe 

T"i"i i;,,,„ii n,iui r,,pi,;, 

Drawing of tempiale  90.0 
Programming  _1 
Production of template  1,500 () 
Punching of tape  '   _1 
Set-uptime  900 
Floor-to-floor time  1 i2J 

15.0 

250.0 

15.0 
18.8 

Total time per lot    1,763.70 
Total lime per piece [    '     L 298.80 

Savings in lime : 57.7",, 

496.00 

124.00 
15.00 

125.52 

759.60 

82.60 

20.60 
2.50 

20.92 

126.60 

« See figure 2 lor Mlujiruiion of workpietes. 

as, for instance, in turning operations. The R. K. Le- 
Mond Machine Tool Co. has given attention to this fact 
and has run comparative turning operations on tape- 
controlled and numerically controlled lathes. The latter 
produce workpieces with cylindrical as well as sloped 
and curved portions in continuous operation. Figure 2 
shows a workpiece, and comparative data are given in 
table I. 

It will be seen from table 1 that the floor-to-floor time 
was slightly ¡ess on the tracer lathe ( 18.3 minutes) than on 
the NC lathe (20.92 minutes). In spite of this, the total 
time per piece was 57.7 per cent less on the NC lathe 

than on the tracer lathe. This result is mainly due to the 
fact that the production time per piece for the manu- 
facturing of the template is as high as 250 minutes, 
while the corresponding time for the NC machine, 
namely, the tape-punching time, is only 20.6 minutes! 
If the lot size had been considerably larger than six 
pieces, say, 600 pieces, the floor-to-floor time per piece 
would have been the same as indicated in table I, while 
the handling and preparation times would have been 
reduced to one-hundredth of the indicated time per 
piece. 

The break-even point, that is, the lot size for which the 

Figure 2 

WORK^CE mm FOR COMPARATA TESTS ON TRACER LATHE AND NUMER.CALLY CONTROLLED LATHE 
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•ntrolled machine tools, can be computed in the follow- The trend in the nuv '?    iT* ' . ,M'KÌÌ imest»•<- 

:g way lor «he workpiece il.ustrated above in figure 2. the gene",, "rend Z^Z\^!Z ÏÏÎ T", 

' \,       k     Jr numerically controlled machines. Although the nnceTfo 
//,      handling     preparation time for tracer lathe a number »• NC machine tools has gone un durm,. th.. 
»»      »"* ^ NC '««he Past five years, the pnces have been reduced !„ m „ 
/,     floor-to-floor time for tracer lathe more C1,ses- resulting in an over-all reduction of ibout 
/„     same for NC lathe 15 pet cent during the period from I960 to |%4' [hi 

I he total time would be the same for the two types of ,,gure aPP''w- as an average, to all tvpes of mtch.m- 
machines when: tools.  The picture is different when the price chances 

H.-.F.     "„-F.-  «o.a. «ime per piece Z^T" '" ^ 'ypW °' mwhinw ^ «>^ « 
(Equation II) In 1964. about four limes as many NC machine look 

Assuming «ha« «he floor-to-floor times would remain were shlPM as in I960. Positioning controls mcreised 
unaffected when increasing the lot .size, one finds from somewhat more than four times and eontouring-palh 
table I «hat «he difference between them, namely, F„    f. «»"»roh abtaut five times, while the straight-cut systems 
is 2.12 minutes. Hence, from equation I: increased only twofold. Technological differences be 

F      F      H      H      ->n    •    . î.w,f",he various ""«"erica! controls are discussed in the f»     t,     H,     H„     2.12 minutes following section. 

rh  , ,  .    /fi .      ,                             (Equation 1-2) Eigh« «¡mesas many  NC drilling  machines were 
The Jo« size (L) times 2.12 minutes must equal the known «el,veretl '" 1^64 as in I960 and 60 per cent more NC 
lot size (six pieces) times the difference between the sum no«*ontal boring mills, 
of the handling times; hence: The price of machine tools equipped with posiiioning- 

2.12/. = 6(280 - 105 7>      l <li< « S•' T'T d'VPped abtn,, 5I l*r cent •>«'"• •*» «'> 6(280     105.7) - 1,045.8 1964 and «hat ol the positioning systems themselves, by 
(Equation 1-3)      45 per cent The same perceniages apply approximately 

Thus the ' break-even" lot size: to the *«raigh«-cu« systems, tha« is. to systems where the 

L     1.045.8/2 12     495 ««** T^ UW' *T '",he CUt during lhc 'ape-control travel. 
'       /¿'2     W **** ,n ,h« «« of point-to-point control, the tool is not in 

(Equation 1-4)      engagement during travel. Contouring-control systems 

Details of this analysis are given in table 2 rte'n ^.TlfT^ Ímpr°VCd aBd.,h,ir •"*» have 
»^•••i ««ore ¿. nsen abou| 2| pe,. cenf tausing ., pricc itKreme tyf m 

Table! 
THAO-K COWTaOL VERSUS NLMCTtCAL rONTMOL. LOT SIZES. SIX HIM ts AND 495 HK *s- 

Operating time immuti \\ 

 Teurer lathe Sumvrkulh omirolM lathe 

Operation Uttlu 6 41)í 6 w$ 

fteparation and handling time per piece ....     280.0 \y* ,0570 177 
Ftoer-to-floor time per piece         18.8 i$M »g•       ¿g 

Total lime per piece  29a a ,, .« 7,, V-       ~„~„ 
Saving, in time «percentage) ...i.:;.:      m* 22J9 **f       22 -'J 

* S«« «iure 2 lor ilhnirMton of workptevc.     ~ "" "" ~~ ~~  

,  'J iS
hr

i<tem fr°!T ^ fi5Ures ,hat the NC machin« Per cent for the machine tools equipped with this type of 
lolL LI '^ f,Van,af! ?" ,he tracer- numerical control- The dnlerenïfKs the"ST 5 

.•T2?          ^^     aS IOng aS the ,m Size does not <*•«•«• in ,he dcsi«n «* »h« machias 
hTNC mrhSS*Pr0dUCt,0n ,qU,antÌtÌeS- ThC advanta»C of Comparing the prices by «ypïs JNC machine tool 
. ntiííZÍ "?h'S part'CU,ar|y «^at j" lhe «" °f «* yields significant information. In «he ca* TkZZ 

• »s ¡2 „7^'8rCO,;SrmSKhlClai,n ihat NC machinc     ^"8 mi,,s-the Price rOÍ* «I«« « Ptr^i fromSZ to 
I thtl Î !!.ded f0r lhe fb Shop and o!hcr P,an,s in      ,964- This aPP'ies to both the contra systemsXm^lve" 

« H.ch the products of a few pieces is predominant. and the machine tools equipped with them  Sng 

* ^ctìonofp^sforZTaU}- codone, macMne      Z^^JT^ 

<>rT«he :mataSadVantT °lNC — t0°'S      "-^Tœntr^^^ or «he small and med,um-S1zed machine shops cannot be      the sane percentage as the price drop in the cîmlrôî 
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systems alone. Hence, the price reduction in the NC 
systems was passed on to the user of these machines. On 
the other hand, from I960 to 1964, the price for lathes 
with numerical control was reduced by 43 per cent, 
although the price for the control systems dropped 64 
per cent. The difference reflects again the cost increase 
caused by substantial changes in the design of the 
machines themselves. Data for milling machines with 
numerical control do not permit a clear analysis and con- 
clusions. 

The cost of the NC equipment averages about 30 per 
cent of the total cost of a machine tool. This figure has 
not changed substantially during the period 1960-1964, 
even within the different categories considered above, as 
is shown in table 3. 

Table 3 

PROPORTION OF COST OF NUMERICAL CONTROL IN TOTAL 

MACHINE PRICE 

( Percentage) 

Category ¡yy, ¡9f)J 

Point-to-point control  37 29 
Straight-cut positioning  7 -»o 
Contouring control     37 3^ 
Boring mills  i|« 31 
Drilling machines  30 34 
Milling machines  34 •> 
Lathes  41 2$ 
Over-all average (approx.)  30 30 

«1961. 

C. Types of numerical control 

Three types of numerical control are usually con- 
sidered. First, there is the so-called "positioning control", 
also known as point-to-point control, where the tool is 
not in engagement with the workpiece during positioning. 
Either the tool tir the workpiece is moved by NC in 
order to position a drill or milling-cutter over several 
holes. The second is the straight-cut control, where the 
tool performs a machining operation, such as cutting a 
groove in a workpiece, while travelling under numerical 
control. These two types of NC are often combined, for 
instance, when drilling holes. The positioning is effected 
by NC when the tool is not cutting, while the straight 
cut-in this case, drilling the hole is carried out under 
NC after positioning. In the third type, contouring con- 
trol, the cutter follows a predetermined path consisting 
of straight lines, tapers, and simple or complex curves, 
as required by the contour of the workpiece to be 
machined. 

In I960, only 15 per cent of NC machine tools were 
designed for contouring and 85 per cent for positioning 
and straight-cut control. Since then, the trend has 
changed considerably. The application of contouring 
control has risen to 30 per cent, and that of the two other 
types has fallen to 70 per cent of all NC machine tools 
built in the United States of America. The trend in other 
countries is similar. 

In contouring control, two subgroups can be differen- 

  Ma* Krönender ¡ 

tiated, namely, point-to-point and continuous-path con 
trol. The latter system makes use of the fact that mov, 
contours of work pieces are composed of simple slope, 
circular curves and ellipses. When the lengths and sloped 
of the straight lines and the arc lengths are known, th; 
continuous-path contouring system converts the da¿a int > 
continuous movements of the machine. Control sheeN 
are developed directly from the engineering drawings ami 
the punched tapes on a typewriter. 

Figure 3 shows the difference between the two sub- 
groups of contouring control. At the left are shown three 
cases for the point-to-point contouring method, also 
called "step contouring", while the corresponding con- 
tinuous-path method is shown at the right. In the top 
row, slopes are considered. In the case of step contouring, 
the steps represent the actual path of the tool, requiring 
many separate commands to approximate the straight 
line of the slope. 

Circular arcs are compared in row "B". Again, the 
steps at the left represent the actual path of the tool for 
producing an arc of radius "R". At the right, it is shown 
that the arc can be produced by one command. In the 
case of ellipses, many commands are required for con- 
touring them by the step method, while with the con- 
tinuous-path method, only two commands (marked c, and 
c2) and two repeat commands (marked d, and d2) are 
necessary. The numerous computations required for the 
steps are reduced to a few in the case of continuous- 
oath contouring systems. 

D. Co-ordinate systems: machine axis designations 

The designation of the axes of NC machine tools began 
with the drilling machine, where the customary co- 
ordinate system applies, namely, that v is the axis to 
tie right in a horizontal plane, ••.- y is the axis going north 
t< the x axis and r is the axis vertical to the x - y plane, 
/•'hough this principle is still used, it was found necev 
sary to adapt the co-ordinates to the requirement of 
programming for numerical control. 

Numerical control can be simplified if the z axis is not 
always vertical (as is customary and in use for drillinf 
and other machines), but if r is taken either as the axis 
of rotation of the tool (fig. 4) or as the axis of rotation of 
the workpiece (fig. 5). 

As is shown in figure 4, 2 is vertical in the case of the 
single-spindle drilling machine, but horizontal for the 
knee type of milling machine and for horizontal boring 
mills. In the case of a skin mill, the : axis may even be 
inclined. 

Correspondingly, the : axis is horizontal for work pieces 
with horizontal work rotation, as on lathes, grinding 
machines or turret lathes, as is shown in figure 5. 

When more complex machine tools are considerei, 
e.g., milling machines for profiling and contouring (se 
fig. 6). the z axis, taken in the traditional way, is vertkil 
when the cross-rail movement is tape-controlled, but it 
becomes the sloped axis of tool rotation if the vertkil 
movement is not tape-controlled. In the case of shapi g 
machines and planers, z is again the vertical co-ordinal 

These axis designations have not been universa'y 
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Figure 7 

COMPARISON OP   TWO STANDARD OMMUMNATE SYSTEMS FOR NUMERICALLY CONTROL! F.i MAC HINK TOOLS ANO 

INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM PROPOSED BY THE PROGRAMMING COMMITTEE OF THE JAPANESE ELEI TRONIC S INDUSTRY 

•dopted, however, and this situation prompted the 
rogramming Committee of the Japanese Electronics 

industry to prepare suggestions for an inlernational 
'lartdardization of co-ordinate systems for NC machine 
tools. Figure 7 shows a comparison of Standard RS 267 
"' the United States of America with Standard VDI3255 
<•' the Federal Republic of Germany and with the 
apáñese compromise solution. The standard used in the 
mted States of America is based on a right-hand co- 

ordinate system and that of the Federal Republic on a 
left-hand system. 

This is particularly evident from the skeleh of the verti- 
cal milling machine shown in figure 7. Looking at the 
wprkpiece in the direction of the ; axes shown there, it 
will be realized that the x axis turns the workpiece to ihe 
right in the co-ordinate system used in the United Slates 
of America and to the left in the system used in the 
Federal Republic of Germany. In the case of the vertical 
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milling machine, the Japanese Committee has suggested 
the adoption of the method used in the United States 
while in other cases, new designations have been sub- 
mitted. The following definitions for the ; axis have been 
suggested by the Committee: 

(«) Por machine tools with rotating tools (milling 
machines, horizontal boring mills, drilling machines), the 
z axis is that which is parallel to the axis of tool rotation; 

(/>) for machine tools with rotating workpieces (lathes 
turret lathes) and for machine tools with rotating tools 
and workpieces (grinding machines), the : axis is that 
which is parallel to the direction of the main culline 
force; 

(c) For machine tools with straight-line motion of non- 
rotating tools or workpieces (shaping machines, planers) 
the r axis is that which is parallel to the direction of the 
stroke of tool or workpiece. 

In a number of cases, definitions used in the United 
States of America agree with the Japanese suggestions 
while in others, they do not. In the United Sl.,k-s. Stan- 
dard RS 273 lists fourteen different motions and designa- 
tions for NC machine tools. Obviously, no one machine 
tool will have all fourteen ; in fact, only the more complex 
machines have four or. occasionally, live or six axes. The 
additional axes are the axes of swing (designated by o b 
<•) around the basic v. .»• and : axes. 

In the United States of America, the trend in NC 
machine tools is towards the utilization of simultaneous 
multiple movements. Such a method will permit simul- 
taneous machining in various directions, as is desirable 
for the machining of complex contours. This will free the 
designer from the limitations imposed by production 
problems, so that he will be able to use special contours 
on vehicles and machine parts, such as helicopter rotor 
blades or impellers, which give optimum performance 

Although industries in the United States of America 
are the most advanced in the development and applica- 
tion of NC machine tools, other industrialized countries 
have also entered the field. 

in the Federal Republic of Germany, numerous 
machine-tool companies are beginning to produce NC 
machine tools. The Automation Committee has, among 
its eighteen subcommittees, a group concerned with 
numerical control. Items handled by this subcommittee 
include electrical control, hydraulic control, tools, 
machine-tool standards and training. 

A few years ago. programming work in the United 
Kingdom was at a relatively low level. The machine-tool 
manufacturers had been taken by surprise, but they 
changed their policy upon realizing that NC machine 
tools would be used in factories everywhere. Research 
facilities were established to investigate such design 
problems as deflections, vibration and thermal expansion. 
At the current time, sixteen companies in the United 
Kingdom are building NC machine tools. 

In the USSR, numerical control began with a milling 
machine and a turret lathe with punch-card control. The 
machining cycle included speed and feed change, work 
stroke adjustment, rapid traverse, positioning, dwelling 
spindle reverse for tapping etc. Seventy-seven horizontai 
and twenty-two vertical columns were punched. The 

- Max Krowenber; 

punched cards were mounted on a silver-plated bras 
drum. Jhe Soviet Union is currently producing sevei 
types of NC machine tools, and programming involvim 
the machining of three-dimensional workpieces witl 
curved surfaces is also being developed. 

Other countries in which NC machine tools are beinv 
produced mclude Austria, Czechoslovakia, Eastern 
Germany, France, Italy, Japan. Sweden and Switzerland 

E. Standardization of punched tapes 
Punch cards are no longer so significant, having been 

replaced by the eight-channel punched tape, which is 
I inch in wioth. The binary system is mainly used because 
it requires only "On" and "Off" positions. In practice 
however, .t ,s often difficult to read binary numbers' 
which are, of course, based on the numerical 2. Table 4 
provides useful data for conversion from the binary to 
the decimal system. ' 

Table 4 
BINARY/DECIMAL CONVERSION 

(Read from right to left) 

Place in binary figure       6      5     4      3      5 
exponential value    2'     2<    2>     V     V      2» 
Dec,ma,va'<K  32     16     8      4      2       1 

In order to convert the binary number 1100 into deci- 
ma s, one must read "1100" from right to left, remem- 
bering tha, "0" means "off" and "1" means W« The 
two zeros at the right end of 1100 indicate "Off" and 

fn°,h0t.KPf a,r ,n ihe decimal «quivalcm. Numerical "I" 
m the hird place from the right in 1100 has a value of 4 

2Zd,rnS UVaWe
l
4; the next "»" taki«* ^ fourth 

place from the right in 1100 has, correspondingly, a 
decimal value of 8. The sum of the valid numbers is 
therefore: 4 + 8 = 12. Hence, the binary numbTnOO 

ET1?¿?r12 Ìn/he deCÌmal ^ After some p7ac? 
dil! h""" ru"?* that the conver8ion off«« no grat difficult•. Table 4 can be extended to the seventh place 
which has a decimal value of 26 - 64 etc 

The disadvantage of binary numbers is their length 
For example fourteen digits are required to represTnUhe 
decmal number 10.256. On the punched tape.Sore 
a comb.nat,on of horizontal and vertical binary mSSi 

2ÄMFOSthf tf
hts,a,wlard •**» have chants? 2' 

2 and 2». Each of these numbers (I, 2,4,8) thus has one 
channel, resultmg in the following arr^nLtZw.m. 

SecFdSo!;anne!:í     Í    ,00l0^ch I means I) 
^2*anne:2-2   00.101 (each I means2 

Fourth channel: 2' = 8   00.000(each 1 means 8) 

Sum 10.236 

tweAntlÄl,;eK fi8Ure I0256 is rtow "P«*nted bv 

SrKAÎ*" h? arc
<s
arran*d » fow channel, wan it can handle one long figure in one channel. TK- 

•aw 
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.ile», representing the "I" and the blank spaces, repre- 
ntmg the "0", are compressed into a shorter length 
In RS 244, which is the defacto standard used in the 
nited States of America for the eight-channel, I-inch 

Mde tape, the code requirements are spelled out lor 
LMgnatmg numbers, letters and symbols to be placed 
•n the tape. Other standards include the following- RS 
27. which specifies the tolerances of the medium and 
he holes punched therein for the I-inch perforated 

luper tape, RS 267, which applies to interchangeable 
perforated tape for positioning and straight-cut NC 
machine tools, and RS 274, which deals with the inter- 
changeable perforated tape for contouring and contour- 
ing positioning NC machine tools. 

The rise of the computer and, with it, the increase in 
codes, created an economic problem, due to the cost of 
the computers. As a result, a new code, known as ASC-H 
was developed. This trend in the development of NC 
machine tools, however, has resulted in a controversy 
which is going on at the current time. Opposing the new 
code are  many engineering organizations,  including 
among others, the American Society of Mecha-ikal 
Engineers, the American Society of Tool and Manufac- 
turing Engineers, the Society of Automotive Engineers 
and the National Machine Tool Builders Association 

An argument presented by the proponents of the new 
uHle-which has, thus far, been suggested only-is that 
information will, in increasing volume, be sent via tele- 
type to programming centres from a machine shop many 
hundreds of miles away and that this can be done faster 
with the proposed code. Those opposed to the new code 

although at somewhat reduced speed. The main obice- 
mm centres about the increased cost for the conversion of 
existing tapes into tapes adapted to the proposed code 
it is. furthermore, pointed out that the proposed code 
requires twice as many holes as the codes currently used 
and that the punching errors will, therefore, considerably 
mercase. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the two codes 
At the right is the standard code, which is used to a 
proportion of 98 per cent in the United States of America; 
¡« the left is the proposed code, ASC-I!. The short 

„I T "I ,hC t,gUrC  rc,Cr U> "* "ghl-hand 
£ 1 l\ C: ,hcy separa,c ""»mands as indicated 
by the hole punched in the eighth channel, counting the 
channels, as always, from right to left. In the new code- 
shown a. ihe left in figure X lour holes are required lor' 
the same purpose. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the preliminary 
standards lor numerical control (series Vl)| P50) cou.r 

nomenclature, programming and lanes. Programming 
should be based on fourteen letters, ten numerals and the 
plus and minus signs. Most of the standards refer to the 
five-channel tape, which is more widely used in Europe 
than in the United Slates of America, where the eight- 
channel tape is nearly 100 per cent in use. The European 
nve-channel tape was developed in conjunction with the 
teletypes used abroad to a considerable extent. Repair 
parts available for teletype machines can thus be utilized 
in the devices for numerical control. 

The eight-channel system, however, permits 25* 
punch combinations, while the European five-channel 
tapes allow only 31 combinations. There are tapes that 
can be used for both five- and eight-channel program- 
ming Companies in the United States of America have 
developed typewriters that are mainly used for eight 
channels; but there are adapters which translate auto- 
matically from the eight-channel system to the five- 
channel system used in Europe, thus making it possible 
to convert methods used in the United Slates into Euro- 
pean methods of programming and coding. It should be 
noted that in Czechoslovakia, 33-mm film is used in NC 
machine tools. 

F. Recent trends in programmine 

During the past few years, newer systems have been 
developed in the United States of America, primarily 
for programming contours, namely, the so-called 
"ADAPT". APT" and "APT III" systems. ADAPT and 
APT III can also be used for positioning purposes. With 
the ADAPT system, the complete NC prwessing of a 
workpiece can be described by "English-like" sentences, 
which represent the information on the drawing and the 

-»•••I •Ot*^«»i*«J|»l0pM,tf9aééof 

Figure» 
COMPARISON OF NEW ASC-U CODE WITH STANDARD EIGHT-CHANNEL CODE USED IN UNITED STATES Of ANHUTA 
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actions necessary to manufacture the part. It consists 
ot the main processor, which translates the part pro- 
gramme to computer "language", and the post processor, 
which converts the output of the main processor into a 
control tape. With these systems, the user can employ 
•* computer or have his programme prepared outside. 
APT III is available at outside data-processing centres 

Cart";ipat,ng companies. ADAPT is simpler, but it 
can handle 75 per cent of the requirements of the average 
shop. These systems can also detect punching errors 
such as punching I instead of I. The computer cannot 
handle a dimension, such as 5.125 instead of 5.125 

Another step in the direction of saving time in the 
preparation of the tape is the development by the General 
Electric Company (United States of America) of the 
Autoprogrammer". This machine makes it possible to 

prepare a punched tape from a drawing without dimen- 
sions on iL ft eliminates the typing of programme manu- 
scripts and the dimensioning of drawings. A stylus is 
placed over the drawing on the layout table and scans 
the uimensionless drawing, automatically punching the r 
and y co-ordinates into the tape. As soon as all informa- 
tion from the drawing has been entered, the tape is ready 
lor use The operator can give auxiliary commands, such 
as spindle speed, feed etc., by depressing the appropriate 
letters on the console. 

G. Design features of numerically ami rolled machine look 
The advent of NC machine tools has influenced the 

ÍThí V °«ly lhÍS importam P°r,ion of machine 
¡ÏÏLÏi ?• 0r m8.ny °,her types of conventionally 
controlled machine tools, as is discussed in detail in a 
subsequent section of this report. 

As far as NC machine tools are concerned, some com- 
pany deemed ,t necessary to make such machine tools 
wavier than the corresponding manually controlled 
machine tools. The guideways were widened and anti- 
friction bearings and rollers were incorporated. These 

AS Tr r*.SSary because of ,he *°«"M«« ""tick- slip effect of slowly moving tables, carriages and saddles 

om?,¡LC°M,nf ,0 an aCuUra,C s,op al a P^etermined position. Motors must be dimensioned to avoid over- 
«eating, and the lubricating systems must be well 

ÍZfE? Iff "CreW? mUSt have a »ood m< and carriages 
3ÏÎLÎÏU S"6' t0,Wilhin frattions of a «housand.h 
JH ,nch-The des,8n of »he machines not only requires 

KiATÏ? JT1^but a,so good ,heore,ical 
ÎSZ *r *£ deflect,ons- thermal expansion and 
vibration ofmachinc toolsand of theirelements. Research 
m o the structure and the distribution of the masses for 
minimizing or eliminating these disturbances is playing 
an increasing role in the design of all machine tools 
frä

nee",n ,he
u

Sov*t Union challenge the theory that 

reducing speed, ,s mainly responsible for the phenome- 
non of stick-slip. They claim that the design OTS 
ways and drives has a major effect on friction and fhat it 
11r^ cT ,?.J

considcr on|y the lubrication and the 
material of the ghd.ng surfaces. They consider also the 

r S? fin,Sh' ùhe gUideWay design and ,h* ¡nertMtt of he travelling machine-elements. 

Max K 

At least two degrees of freedom of vibration must K 
considered, one in the direction of motion and the other 
perpendicular thereto. Adding weight to a machine toot 
does not necessarily reduce vibration. This conclusion 
was reached by machine tool experts in both the Soviel 
Union and the United States of America. The floating ol 
a table depends upon the oil film, tilting the table ai 
stroke reversal in various ways, depending upon th. 
velocity. The leading edge of a table rises at slow speed 
but drops at higher speeds. Between these speeds, the 
table remains stable. 

Similar investigations carried out in the Federal 
Republic of Germany, where lead screw drives were 
tested at various speeds and with different masses, resulted 
in the following formula for the optimum table speed to 
minimize over- or undershooting of the positioning 

Qiï) >• 8 (Equation 1-5) 

where .„ coasting velocity while approaching the de- 
sired position, st = distance travelled and c - constant 
involving mass and friction. It will be noted that the effect 
of these quantities is very large, due to the exponent 3 8 

In the United Kingdom, NC machines with conven- 
tional cast-iron beds and slides were compared with 
combinations of cast-iron beds with bronze-impregnated 
bearings and hydrostatic bearings, as well as with other 
combinations. In the case of cast-iron on cast-iron it is 
necessary to takc ,he microMperi|ieg in(0 acc<j|jf¡    / 

addition to the surface shape and flatness. The combina- 
tion of cast-iron versus impregnated bronze seems to have 
a substantial advantage because the coefficient of friction 
remains constant as the slide approaches its final position, 
while the coefficient of friction increases in thereof 
the conventional combination of cast-iron on cast-iron. 
Hydrostatic bear.ngs can be adapted to maintaining a 

tourin aS IS      irab,e for c°ntinuous-path con- 

JíKSWíZeí,a.m1, the effcc,s of NC requirements on 
machine-tool design are likewise closely examined. Good 
results have been obtained with regard to the stick-slip 

com   und* COal,ng       guidewavs with a molybdenum 

fewVrh.ehPreSent Eu*' il is P088^ to ****** »»ly » few of the many NC machine tools which have recently 
been designed. The trend js towgrdg        ^^ 

machining centre". Machines of this type are multiple 

Er,•0 machine ,oo,s p•'*"« %""* - *«C- 
rS'JafPKng etC- '" ?" or a few ^-»P8- The »°* 
£Z£2 ÏTÎ-T71 SU.rfaCeS- Consi*•We savings are realized, particularly in handling and set-up time. 01 

surface, only three changes in the set-up are require I 

«t un Zìi machÍnín« <*""*. « »famst thirty-t* , 
£S ^Toj" theo/aSe of conve«*om,l method 
Menee ,    = 0.94, or 94 per cent of the set-uo time   ; 

Sí^s amor,o ,,o° ^ -Ä 2ü': mg a cost of $20 per hour and 10 minutes per chang. • 
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Numerically controlled machine tools usually do not 
i\e hand-wheels or levers, as is made evident in figure 9. 
hich shows lathe model 1025 of the American Tool 

•\ orks. This machine is equipped with the Mark Century 
;t 12 C numerical control made by the General Electric 
; \>mpany. The tool can stay in the cut when the spindle 
(fed is changed by numerical control. 

2~s 

lo-pomt stra.ght-line system that handles milling, drilling 
reaming, tapping and boring in a single set-up. It changes 
the tools automatically, selecting the proper one from an 
indexed rotary magazine which is capable of storing fif- 
teen tools and which can be seen at the top of ligure 11 
The tool changes are co-ordinated with the positioning 
of the workpiece for the next operation.  The four- 

Figure9 

NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED LATHE, MOOEL 1025, AMERICAN TüOL WfMKS 

Figure 10 shows a new model of the turret lathe with 
inclined bed, which is being built by Warner A Swasey 
(United States of America). This machine, in the design 
<»r which the present author participated, offers several 
innovations. The bed is slanted at 20° to the vertical. 
Research had shown that the cutting forces could be well 
distributed over the guide way s and other elements of 
i he machine. The width of the ways with regard to least 
«ear and minimum cost was also investigated. The 
machine is equipped with the Mark Century No. 100 NC 
model. The sequence of operations can be programmed 
«y the operator himself. If a change in feed, cutting speed 
•r depth of cut should be necessary during the automatic 
ycfe, the operator can override the tape commands with- 
ut affecting the remaining commands. In this way, 
ptimum metal-removal rates and accuracy can be ob- 
tincd. The operator can also correct the command 

*nen the tools begin to wear or when the stock of 
material on the rough workpieces varies. The slides are 
moved by ball screw feed shafts. 

The new Milwaukee-matic (see fig. 11), which is built 
Kearney & Trecker (United States of America) is 

signed for multiple machining operations. It is a point- 

position indexing table permits the machining of four 
sides of a workpiece in a single set-up. The machine can 
also be equipped with two-axis contouring control. 

II. PRODUCTIVITY 

The increase in metal-removal rates required by mod- 
ern manufacturing methods is well reflected by the in- 
crease in the horsepower currently available at the cutting 
edge and in the motors of machine tools, in comparison 
with those in use only ten years ago. The metal-removal 
rate, measured in cubic inches per minute, depends upon 
the hp of the machine tool, according to thé following 
equation : 

cu. in. mm. 
39Ó.OOO. hp 

A, 
(Equation II-1 > 

where k, unit cutting force (Ib/sq. in.) of the material 
being cut. It follows from equation II I that more metal 
can be removed per minute when the horsepower of the 
machine is increased. Limits for this general equation for 
the metal-removal rate are discussed below; they are due 
to tool wear, feed, speed and other qualities. 
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Figure ¡0 

NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED TURRET LATHE WITH INCLINED BED. PRODUCED BY WARNER & SWASEY 

Dividing both sides of equation ll-l by the horsepower 
result » in: 

cu. in. min. 
hp 

396,000 
(Equation II 2) 

Equation 11-2 indicates that the metal removal rate per 
horsepower of the machine is nothing but the reciprocal 
of the unit cutting force, multiplied by 396,000. Hence, 
trying toestablisha trend based on cu. in./min./hp cannot 
give the desired information. Such information pertains 
only to the unit cutting force required for machining 

the respective materials. This is often not realized by 
many engineers and salesmen for machine tools. 

It is, rather, the horsepower of the machine tools that 
may serve, within its limits, as a fair criterion for the 
trend in productivity and in the metal-removal rates. 

Productivity, as expressed by the metal-removal rates 
and the horsepower of the machine tools, has increased 
more than 100 per cent during the period from 1953 to 
1963. A few typical examples of this trend are listed in 
table 5. 

These increases in productivity, together with the in- 
creased demand for higher accuracy, have been made 

TahleS 
SURVEY W INCREASE IN FWWICTIV.TY AS EXWIESMD MY INCREASE IN HORMKWER OF 

MACHINE TOOLS 

u . Sfittile ¡feed 
Horwfowtr tmrease      (maximum rPm) 

Uthes «enfin«)      10         20 M» im     t->«n «        .. 
Lathes (tool room)        \          j XX .J•     '• Monwrch 
Lathes  (turret)                         in         M i«n '^    H5 Monarch 

Grinders (small)               U         w rm -         — Codings A Lew,, 
Grinders (lartc)         "    »        TO m ~~ Mattison 
Grinders (rotary)          "    ISO        ivt ¿> ~         ~ M»t,iso* 

MilNng machine(krwc)      to         18 an feeàjimtm «*! min^, 

Over-all average 125 
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ssible by changes in the design of the machine tools, 
¡on based on scientific and applied research into 
idity. deflection, thermal expansion and vibration. 

A. Productivity charts 
I'he utilization of the horsepower available at the cut- 

nag edge of the tool has been made possible by metal- 
uiiling research and application of results to practice. 
I'he man in the shop used to rely upon data collected 
from observed experience; these data often had such wide 
iterances that it was nearly impossible to determine 
optimum values for a specific job with sufficient accuracy. 
Inaneftbrt to improvethis situation, the significant metal- 

Methods 

culling dala collected in the Unit«! Stales of America 
and „ numerous huronean countries have been invj 
galed and brought into a logical system- Numerous ,«u 
have b en conducted   and many of ,hc formulae and 

Íractia'      C       '"   "^ *Uy havc  prmed  u*rul  '» 
To get the message through to those who need it 

these data and findings should be presented in ways besi 

2 Ïv mVn e eVen,Ui" USCr- ,C- ,hC ,wl -*—• "•" study men. supervisors, managers and operators. The 
means may be charts, tabulations or instruction shee.s 
C harts g.vc a survey and permit realization of «he elfecl 
of change from one quantity to anoiher. Intermediate 
values are more readily found from charts than from 

Figure II 

MlLWAUKEE-MATIC MULTIPLE-PURPOSE MACHINE TOOL, PRODUCED BY KEARNEY & TRH Kl R 
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tables. On the other hand, tables are more useful than 
charts when the user is not sufficiently familiar with the 
reading of charts (as may be the case in the industries of 
developing countries) or when a reading must be dupli- 
cated exactly. 

Productivity charts convey basic information to the 
eventual users, including programmers for NC machines. 
In making up the productivity chart shown in figure 12 (in 
this case, for SAE 1035), the lower horizontal axis is 
plotted in terms of chip areas (feed x depth of cut) in 
values of 0.002 to 0.050 square inches. The cutting speed 
» plotted on the vertical axis for a range from 30 to 600 
ft/mm. At the top of the chart, a scale for cutting forces 
ranging from 500 to 10,000 pounds is plotted. Cutting 
force is a very important quantity in metal cutting and 
» required for determining deflections and whether the 
machine or the workpiece is rigid enough with respect to 
the accuracy desired. 

In the centre field of figure 12, two series of lines des- 
cend from left to right at different slopes. The lines with 
the smaller slope (those going to points I and 2) are the 
result of tool-life investigations, while those with the 

  . MM Kronen!* g 

larger slope (those going to points 3 and 4) are derivtd 
from horsepower and cutting-force investigations. Tie 
limits qualifying the application of the general formu a 
for the metal-removal rate (equation II-l) are incor- 
porated in the productivity chart, as will become evident 
hereafter. For example, assume an 8-hp machine, a high- 
speed steel tool and a tool life of 60 minutes for the re- 
moval of a chip of 0.013 sq. in. (¿-inch depth of cut by 
0.050-inch feed/rev). The circle at the intersection of 
these quantities shows that these conditions will be satis- 
field when the cutting speed is set to 80 ft/min. 

It is now desired to investigate the changes that occur 
in the metal-removal rates if speed, feed, horsepower or 
tool life are changed. 

Following the 60-minute tool-life line i¡ direction of 
the arrow leading to point I results in an increase in 
cutting speed and a reduction in feed. In this way, the 
6-hp line is approached. Hence, an 8-hp machine cannot 
be fully utilized if the feed is reduced and the speed u 
increased in such a manner that the tool life of 60 minutes 
is maintained. The metal-removal rate, or, in other words, 
the productivity, would be reduced, as can be determined 

*""' ,,ss   «* x*«> «« *M* i dt** of cut. cNp tf»t («quar» inctet) 
Figure 12 

PUDvmvmr nun m SAE 1035 (20 nm >AKE ANOU) 

¿III 
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n the chart. At the circle, the metal-removal rate is 
13      80      12     12.5 cu. in./min. At point I. with a 
ting speed of 105 ft min and a chip cross-section of 

•••65 sq. in., the metal-removal rate has dropped to 
'065      105     12    8.2 cu. in./min. This is a loss of 

' per cent. 
I ollowing the 60-minute tool-life line in the opposite 

election, namely, along the arrow leading to point 2, 
• vMilts in an increase in feed and a decrease in cutting 
peed. Here, the 10-hp line is approached, indicating that 

i he 8-hp machine would be overloaded. 
A third possibility is indicated by the arrow leading to 

Pumi 3. Again, the speed is increased, but even more so. 
and the feed is reduced. In this case, one leaves the 60^ 

; minute tool-life line and approaches the 10-minute line 
i Because such a short tool life will often be undesirable, 
i one changes from high-speed steel to carbide tools and 
: i hereby increases the tool life to more than 1,000 minutes 

¡•s indicated by the fact that one is below the carbide line 
for 1,000 minutes. The metal-removal rate at point 3 is 
somewhat less than at the circle, namely.0.0065     144 
12      11.2 cu. in./min. This is a loss of only 10 per cent. 
as against the loss of 35 percent when maintaining a tool 
hie of 60 minutes for high-speed steel. The loss in the 
metal-removal rate is compensated by the gain in tool 
hie and, hence, by a reduction in down-time for tool 
changes, as well as by improvement in the surface finish, 
due to the disappearance of the built-up edge at higher 
speeds. The accuracy will also be improved, as indicated 
b> the reduction in the cutting force which drops from 
3200 lb at the circle to 1,800 lb at point 3. (The same 
drop applies also to point I. without, however, the bene- 
fits in tool life, surface finish etc.) 

In spite of the loss in the metal-removal rate, which is 
••Iways the result of feed reduction and speed increase it 
is olten desirable to reduce the feed and increase the 
speed according to the line to point 3, that is, by fully 
utilizing the horsepower of the machine. This procedure is 
recommended whenever the workpiece is unstable and or 
»hen a high surface finish is required. The trend in pro- 
duction methods follows this combination of speed and 
iced, and will do so in the future to an increasing extent 
«hen the metal-cutting relationships disclosed by research 
¡ire more fully understood in the shops. 

Another possibility remains, as indicated by arrow 
•'•ad.ng to point 4. Here, the feed is increased, the speed is 
K<iuced and the horsepower is again kept constant. Tool 

e »t high-speed steel is improved, and the metal-removal 
¡e increases to I5.3cu.in./min.at point 4. This isa gainof 

per cent. However, the cutting force increases con- 
l^rably ; namely, from 3.200 lb at the circle to 8,000 lb 
point 4. The workpiece and machine would, therefore 
considerably more deflected than they are at the circle' 

'«mng m a poorer finish and reduced accuracy. This 
Pc of change is therefore recommended only in the 
-of roughing heavy workpieces on powerful and rigid 
-chines. e 

B. Time-studies of production methods 
^though numerical control is going to reduce the 
Tficance of time-studies-because handling time de- 

pends upon the commands given the machine bv the 
tape such studies will be required for mam sears ,„ 
come in a great number of machine shops     '   ' 

Product.vity charts are also useful for time-studies. 
•is m the case of mass production on ;, 2.5-hp automatic 
screw machinéis«, »ig. 13). turning 1-i.ich brass Kir stock 
By following the 2.5-hp line from right ,o left, one obtains 
lor each pomi, a durèrent combination of feed speed' 
cutting urne etc. The culling speed increases, while the' 
chiparea (and therefore «he feed »decreases, asis indicated 
in table 6. 

Table 6 
MACHINING »AIA IKOM i>noim miry ( HARI H>K 
 MACHINING BRASS: SCRCW MACHINI ' 

Point < hip ur,,i 

a 0(1040 
b O.0O20 
e O.OD0M 

( Ultimi »/vi', 
Civf/vr 
intuitu) 

225 
m 
wo 

Itmt III, 
t'ltllll,t,\) 

IM,I 

2.000 
1.000 

High-speed sicel 
Carbide 
Carbide 

* See figure I J. 

Which combination of feed and speed will be the most 
favourable in practice ? Note point V and the two arrows 
shown. One arrow is placed horizontally on the 900 ft min 
cutting-speed line, the other one vertically on the 0 0064 
chip-area line. 

The time-study engineer usually assumes a feed rale 
that he thinks will produce a satisfactory surface finish 
The assumption is 0.0051 in. rev and JS-inch depth of cut 
giving a chip area of 0.00064. Point V in figure 11 
shows that a tool life «if 1.000 minutes would be obtained, 
which is not sufficient, in view of the considerable down- 
lime involved in changing tools, particularly, as here, in 
the case of mass production and shorl runs per piece. 

The time-study engineer decides lhat 3.000 minutes of 
tool life are desirable for optimum manufacturing condi- 
tions. He consults the chart and sees that at least two 
answers exist for obtaining 3.000 minutes of tool life. 
By following the horizontal arrow at point V. he finds 
that the desired tool life of 3.000 minutes can be obtained 
by reducing the chip area to0.00047 square inches, which 
corresponds to a feed of 0.0038 in. rev and a depth of cut 
of i inch. The cutting time for a 1-inch length of cut 
would be 4.6 seconds, as against 3.42 seconds, for point 
"c" and 1,000 minutes of tool life. 

By following the vertical arrow from point V" clown 
to the 3.000-minulc tool-life line, the lime-study engineer 
finds that the desired tool life can also be obtained by 
reducing the speed to 740 limin. This value is adopted 
because the cutting time is 4.15 seconds per I-inch length; 
hence, it is less than the 4.6 seconds for 3.000»minulcs of 
tool life, although more than the 3.42 seconds for 1.000 
minutes of tool life. The cutting times are computed 
from: 

L . l . D. n . 60 
' 12   A   r iiec (l-quation II 3) 

where L length of cut (I inch): t dcplh of cut ( ¡ 
inch); D diameter ( I inch): A chip area (vari- 
able); and i      cutting speed (variable) 
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Max 

1,600 r Tool life (carbides) 
 250  minutes 

/ 500  minutes 
/   / tOOO minutes 

r 3,000 minutes 

& 
Í12S minutes   -' / 

2S0 minutes - J I 
^[•^ $00 minutes J 

I Tool life (high-speed steel) 

•00)064 

Feed x depth of cut • chip cross-sectional area (square 
 1 1—i iii i i i i        »     t »"ches 

.004 .0002 
i 

.0004 .001 .002 
Figure ¡3 

PRODUCTIVITY CHART FOR MACHINING BRASS: SCREW MACHINE 

Charts like those discussed above can also be used by 
a skilled machine operator. If the operator is not able to 
read a technical chart, he can be furnished with tables 
prepared from the charts. 

C. Service life 

The design irend in machine tools is not only affected 
by the increase in productivity, horsepower and metal- 
removal rates, but also by the service life of new machines 
in comparison wilh older designs. 

The service life often influences management decisions 
as to whether to buy a new machine or to replace an 
older one. Service life is. on the one hand, tied to such 
design features us rigidily. wear resistance and absence 
of vibration: and. on the other, to financial considera- 
tions. For many years, industry has been using the 
MAPI formulae for determining whether a new design of 
machine tool would improve production. The follow- 
ing somewhat simplified equation shows the adverse 
minimum (ti), acquisition cost of a new machine ici and 
interest rate (/) in relation to the service life of a new 
machine (/»). The adverse minimum is the time-adjusted 
annual average of operating inferiority and capital cost 
obtainable from the equipment in question: 

/i        2» - 1 \ 
(Equation IM) 

It will be seen that the service life in) is a dominant factor 
for comparing two machine tools with regard to their 
economical productivity and profitability. 

Assuming the same acquisition cost of $33.000 for two 
new machines and service lives of fifteen years and nine 
years, respectively, the cost of running the machines, 
when the interest rate is 5 per cent, would be: 

Fifteen years' service life: dt 
29/225)     $5,478 

Nine years' service life: d1 

17/81) - $8.118 

33.000 (0.05/1.4 

33.000 (0.05/1.4 

Hence, purely as a result of the difference in service life 
of six years, the annual savings would be $8,118-15,478 = 
S2.640. when the machine with the better service life is 
purchased. Over a period of nine years, the savings would 
be nearly $23.ü00. The better quality machine could e*en 
cost more and still be more profitable than the one w th 
the shorter service life. At a cost of $40.000 for he 
machine with the long service life, the savings wo* W 
amount to $13.250 over a period of nine years. The trr id 
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...ids improving the quality is thus not only justified 
engineering considerations of increased production, 

i al-o by economics. 

D. Deflection under load 

Deflection of a machine tool under load is a measure 
¡he rigidity of the machine. This deflection, however 

much more complex than the deflection of a bar on a 
i stand.  Deflection  in a  machine tool is complex 

vv.iusc an assembled machine is composed of many 
iuris with different tits. It is the deflection between the 
.•..»rkpiecc and the tool that is of prime importance 
k-cause of its effect on the geometrical accuracy and on 
i he Miriate finish of the workpiete. as well as on vibra- 
noii ;ind thus on service life and tool wear. 

On a lathe, this deflection is a composite of the deflec- 
tions of bed, headstock. carriage etc. With radial drills 
lilting of the arm is caused by the cutting force and may 
lead to broken drills, inaccurate holes and uneconomical 
down-time. 

On a horizontal milling machine, the most important 
deflection occurs between table and arbor. Asa result of 
numerous tests to determine the relationship between load 
and deflection, it has been found that a hysteresis curve 
applies, as is shown in figure 14. 

Figure 14 

"Pi SH-PUIL" DEFLECTION OF AN ASSEMBLED MACHINE 

I he dotted line from the centre to point A is obtained 
; hen applying a load gradually pushing apart the tool and 
'* work. Upon release of the load, the test indicator hand 
'^ not return to zero; it stops at point B. Reversing 

"e direction of the load by pulling together the work 
i ine tool results in a motion from B to C. When this 
'i ^released, the indicator hand does not go back to 

1   deflection, but stops at point D. If the tool and work- 
<- ire again pushed apart with the same amount of 

••*"oi load, the load-deflection curve will go again to 
•••" A. but it will travel by the D-D -A path. This cycle 
^ repealed many times. 

.'» 'he hysteresis loop, the straight portions B-B' and 
are of particular interest. They indicate the motion 

^embled parts, not deflection. A load of only a few 
"ids is sufficient to impart a si/eable motion to the 

:si 

parts of the machi,«, rim load need o„K he lur^-nough 
U  overcome Inchon between the assembled par.s.    h 
ricon must be overcome b> a load in the reverse direc 

non so that the displacement of the pans Kvon.es „I 
and   he indicator hand thus s.ons a.  /ero deflection 
Backlashi.n gearings accounts lor a  large ,,.„-, ,„• „K. 
motion between assembled parts as ,hc load direction 
changes, „uhcated  by   the straight  portions.  H-H   aiu, 

In the .ase of .rue deflection, energy ,s stored „, the 
deflected par. I his energy returns a dellecied par. to ,ts 
original state upon release of the load, without am addi- 
tional outside load, except an Magnificati, loss caused In 
internal Inchon. It ¡> sometimes difficult to determine 
which portion of a loop ,s due to deflection and which lo 
motion, since the straight portions of the loop, which arc- 
not always as distinct as those shown on ligure 14. mav be- 
slightly curved. 

The hysteresis loop is also a measure of damping in 
the assembled machine parts. In the case of vibration 
such load cycles occur, but at ra.es that cannot be simu- 
lated by push-pull tests. 

t. Rigidity 

Kigidity of a machine tool may be defined as the ratio 
orioad to deflection. It is easiest to use 1/1.000 of an inch 
as the reference deflection in determining rigidity. Hence 
the load in pounds that deflects a machine part I /1,000 of 
an inch represents its rigidity. 

On a broaching machine, the rigidity between the 
column face and the broach tool was found to be I 000 
lb per 0.025 inch of deflection, which is equivalent to a 
rigidity factor of 1.000/2.5 400 lb 0.001 in. The load 
was applied parallel to the column face in order to simu- 
late the vertical cutting-force component on a broaching 
tool with a shear. The rigidity of the work-table in 
relation to the tool was substantially less, namely. 212 
lb/0.001 in. The desirable rigidity depends, of course" 
upon the type of work being broached. When broaching 
a complex contour, such as those on some vending- 
machine parts, a higher rigidity is required than is the 
case when broaching flat surfaces. 

The effect of milling-machine gib lightness on rigidity 
can also be seen from test data. With tight gibs the hys- 
teresis loop does not have any straight portions and the 
branches curved to the right and the left join each other 
Deflection under load was 0.0003 inches per 1,000-lb 
load, corresponding to a rigidity factor of about 3,300 lb/ 
0.001 in. Turning the set screws loose by two turns, as 
recommended by the manufacturer, reduced the rigidity 
to about one-fourth, namely, to 835 lb/0.001 in. Loosen- 
ing another turn reduced the rigidity to 330 lb/0.001 in. 

On a horizontal milling machine, the knee deflection 
was0.0037 inch when a load of I,(XX) lb was applied. The 
rigidity was thus 270 lb/0.001 in. when feeding to the left. 
When feeding to the right, however, the rigidity was only 
90 lb/0.001 in. Inspection of the machine showed that 
when feeding to the left the load was directed against a 
solid dovetail. When feeding to the right, it acted against 
an inserted dovetail.  By replacing the screws of the 
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inserted dovetail with tightly fitted dowel pins, the rigidity 
was increased to about 200 lb/0.001 in. 

Figure 15 shows the increase in rigidity of vertical 
boring mills. By changing the moments of inertia and, 
hence, the mass distribution (see figs. 16 and 17) of the 
cross-rail and of other members of the machines, it was 
possible to strengthen the new design considerably. 

Max Kronen!* • 

Figure 15 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF COMPARATIVE RIGIDITY TESTS: 

NEW versus OLD 36-INCM VERTICAL MIMING MILLS 

Measuring the rigidity of the turret versus the column 
showed that the new machine was 75 per cent stronger. 
The rigidity of the turret versus the ram increased 111 
per cent and that of the ram versus the column, 40 per 
cent. 

Recently, in a similar investigation in France, the 
rigidity of a vertical boring mill was increased by chang- 
ing the design and using a J-shaped arm. rather than 
modifying the mass distribution. 

In precision lathes for the aircraft and space industries, 
very close tolerances must be met for the crosswise slope 
of the carriage when travelling on the bed. This requires 
great care in the design and production of such lathes. A 

rfTl 
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Figure 16 
DEFECTION or OLD TYPE OF CROSS-RAIL: 36-INCH VTL 

combination of a cast-iron bed and a weldcd-sieel base 
brought satisfa* lory results after several modifications of 
the original concept were made. These modification» 
were based on the results of a series of tests. Figure 18 
shows this combination of bed and base, and the insti u- 
ments which were used in the initial stage of investigation 
of the torsional rigidity. More elaborate equipment was 
subsequently used, after the range of measurements had 
been determined from the preliminary data obtained with 
the inexpensive set-up shown. The torque was simulaied 
by placing varying weights on the long arms, and it 
considerably exceeded the torque actually expected. 

Angular displacement of bed and tool causes oversi -ed 
workpieces like those illustrated by the sketches in figure 
19. Horizontal displacement is considerably more se\en 
than vertical displacement, as is indicated by the <*o 
formulae shown in figure 19. Their ratio follows: 

«i     2A. 2d    4d 
«2 h2    = I (Equation II 5) 
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¿cation 3. 

Location 

tur 

Locitlon 1 

Figure 17 
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Hence, for a work diameter of i inch and a permissible 
•iisplacement of h - 0.0001 inch : 

«i/«2 = 10,000 : 1 (Equation 11-6) 

Í u' 1•zon,aI disP'a<*«wnt between tool and 
rk has 10,000 times more effect on the oversize of the 

•rk piece than does a vertical displacement of the same 
''«nt. This ratio increases with increasing diameter 
; decreasing displacement (A). 
Hie example indicates, furthermore, that a vertical 
^ in the bed is less significant in its effect on the over- 

•>» the workpiece than is a horizontal bow. Hence, 
tra.ghtness of a lathe bed in the horizontal plane is 

"•"["tant. 

allurements of angular deflections of the bed and 
base and of the bed bolted to the base, are listed in 
-     me results are expressed in the degree of twist 

28.1 

per 10-inch length and for a torque of IO,<XX)in.-lb The 
tors onal ng.d.ty ratio in column 3 of tabic 7 ,s ob.a,ned 
by•»imng avalué of unity (1.0) to «he bed and base 

SÄT and dÍVÍdÍng lhC «""«Ponding angS 

Table 7 

COMPARISON OF ANGIIAR RIUNII I Y 

Structure 

Bed 4 base 
Base only 
Bed only 

Degrrr nf twin per 10;n,h 
length for lO.tkXl imh-poumh 

0.0025.1 
0,00600 
0.0218(1 

Kehnte risalili 

I.Oil 
0.42 
0.116 

It will be seen from table 7 that the steel base is tor- 

Ä; f*80 « «5» as stron«as «hc ««•*» ted (0.42/0.116    3 6). The base strengthens the bed 

T^nì?' mf?Tgu he ,orsional rl«idi,y bv a "tio ot 1.0/0.116 ,-., 8.6. The bed, on the other hand, strength- 

rara1ioteoMÄ2,,h02U5h to ••"""** •*. 
The great strengthening effect of the steel base is due 

to the fact that the material could be so distributed as to 
give a high moment of inertia. This is not as easily achieved 
with cast-iron designs, due to the core openings which 
reduce torsional rigidity considerably, while welded 
designs permit closed-box sections. The trend is, there- 
tore, in the direction of increasing application of welded 
designs often combined with cast-iron parts where 
desirable. 

Figure 20 shows the deflection of heavy lathes when 
under axial loads, and figure 21 shows the deflection for 
radial loads. Axial deflections occur on lathes when the 
centres, holding the workpiece. are too tight and also 
when the heat causes elongation of the workpiece In 
tropical countries, such deformation may also occur 
when a lathe is too much exposed to the sun. The beds 
warp upwards, and headstock and tailstock get out of 
alignment. The beds return to the original alignment 
upon release of the centre load and upon cooling They 
may even take the shape shown in the lower part of ligure 
20 (pull load) when ihe work pieces or the culling forces 
are too large and the rigidity is too low. 

The radial cutting force may deform a weak k«d as c 
shown on figure 21 This is particularly undesirable because 
this type of deflection and the corresponding vibration 
causes oversize of the workpiece and undulated surfaces. 

Another example of the trend towards finding the 
weak spots in machine tools and improving their rigidity 
is given in figure 22. Applying a vertical load al point "a" 
over the front wings of a lathe carriage or at point "h", 
outside the guideway of the front wings, n was fourni 
that the rear wings bulged upwards, as sketched in the 
lower part of figure 22. The design was subsequently 
changed, strengthening the cross-section of the wings at 
the centre line of the bridge. 

In another series of tests, strain gauges were attached 
at the four radii marked a. b. c. and U on figure 22 and 
also shown at "A" on figure 23. Moving the carriage to 
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the left (i.e.. towards the tailstock) showed th:il the rear 
wings were trailing the front wings, deflecting the bridge, 
as sketched, and hence the tool also. Under oscillating 
cutting forces, the bridge would swing in this way and 
would produce the well-known vibration patterns on the 
workpieces. This type of vibration has received little 
attention so far. 

The rigidity of machine-tool spindles has been investi- 
gated  in  the   federal  Republic   of Germany,  where 
attention is being  given to the liehaviour of spindles 
•ipported in two bearings. Upon converting these rigidity 

Max Kroncnbei j 

present author's investigations of ihe rigidity of spindk, 
with three supports have been published previously (6 
The rigidity of jog borers and other precision machine 
tools depends upon the number and location of the 
points of support. In the USSR, the angle of deflection 
of a jog borer supported at three points was taken ;,s 
reference (7). Through the addition of four support 
points, the rigidity of the machine could be increased by 
67 per cent. Best results, however, were obtained when 
a jig borer was supported at two points at the front of 
the base and at one point at the rear. With this set-up. the 

Figure /<V 

CAST-.KON MO AND WUMia BASE, AND INSTMMENTS USED ,N ,NrT,AL TESTS OF TOCONAL PUG.DITY O, 
PRECISION LATHES 

data from the metric system, it may be seen that rigidities 
as high as 4,000 lb per 0.001 inch can be obtained on a 
test stand, i.e., when the spindle is tested outside the 
lathe and is supported on wedges. In view of the fact 
that bearings do not act like wedges, the rigidity of 
spindles built into the machine is less than those outside. 
Satisfactory rigidity values lie between 1,500 and 2,500 lb 
per 0.001 inch for a lathe of 10-inch swing. 

In the United States of America, machine-tool spindles 
are often supported in three bearings, and the trend is in 
this direction in order to increase the spindle rigidity. 
Three-bearing support requires, of course, a careful 
alignment in order to avoid permanent deformation of 
the spindle. The alignment depends upon the bores in 
the hcadstock; they must be machined with care on a 
precision lathe or horizontal boring mill. Details of the 

rigidity increased 180 per cent. More than three points 
make a rigid system statically indeterminate. 

As an example of a method for obtaining high rigidity 
of the frame of multiple-spindle automatics, figure 24 
shows a unit built by the New Britain Machine Tool 
Company. Hcadstock, base and pan are cast integrally. 

The trend towards increasing the rigidity of machine 
toolsii 11 further indicated by the advent of hydrostatic 
and hydrodynamic bearings, by duplex walls, by mounts 
and by similar advances in the design. 

F. Vibratimi 

Attempts to combat vibration are closely linked to the 
efforts to increase the rigidity of machine tools. In  he 
case ot vibration, however, consideration must be gi% ?n 

•¡¡•I 
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f>dtir«ddwm*tor 
O'pr—yfd «¡«Bin 

•• xtttkaL 

Effect «f 
dtfttctwn of _ 
«pot ésttatment 

CViMPAHHON OF OVEMIZES Of WORK MR ES HtOWJCfD 
»Y HORIZONTAL AND VtMICAL »»LACMttNTOf THITOOl 

•'•^liîï^"1* 5e P^^to^cnty years, yea, efforts 
• Cw?.-. th,rouihoirt the world to find the rela- 
1sn,ps bet*een »h« numerous factors that affect vibra- 

hilITÏÏL*001*' a,tno,,*h *• *••**•*• of the 
• S .îlf"" J***0*"* f°f "wy «ore years (6). 
•«»er to reduce the number of faciors, a serrated bar 

KÜTW 
víï^?tio,, wciter. tów* eliminating the 

'i íü ?' Í Î* .t00li'chip fora»*^. hard spots 
^material and the like, which are difficult to control 

o evalúate in the case of exciting vibration under 
•»' cutüng conditions. Subsequently, other exciters. 
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Figure 21 
DSIDRTim OF MO SECTION UN«* MAMA!. LOAM: 

50-INCH MfAVV-DliTY LATHE 

such as electric and magnetic fields, were used. In the 
case of the serrated bar. the direction of the exciting force 
could be so directed as to simulate the direction of the 
main cutting force. 

In this way, the effect of mounting a carriage on two 
different designi of lathe beds could be studied, and 
improvements in vibration performance could be ob- 
tained. Figure 25 shows the results. The »haded areas 
indicate the improvement obtained by the new design. 
It will be seen that the intensity of vibration,.measured 
with strain gauges, exceeded the admissible value of 40-* 
millionth of an inch per inch for almost all spindle 
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speeds except the lowest ones of less than IM) rpm. In 
the new design, the intensity of vibration is well below 
this value, excel» in the area between 300 and 380 rpm. 

Figure 26 shows the enlarged surface with vibration 
marks of a workpiecc rotating in the vertical direction of 
the paper. The change in the pattern from an inverted 
"v" at the right side to slightly slanted vertical lines at 
the left is owing to the stiffening effect of the chuck 
which the tool approached when travelling towards it. 
In this case, long slender bars had to be machined with- 
out the help of steady rests. Vibration was generated 
by the resilience in the compound rest for the tool, which 
was, however, reduced by the resistance offered by the 
chuck and by the shorter distance between tool and drive 
gears. After changing the design of the compound rest, 
vibration was reduced, although not entirely eliminated. 

The vertical bending vibration is considerably less 
when the machine is supported by wedges than when it 
is mounted on rubber. The bending vibration in the 
horizontal plane, which is, in this writer's opinion, often 
»ore important than vertical vibration, follows the same 

trend. That is, it is better reduced by wedges than by 
rubber. These finding, will be useful in the design of 
mounts and other support meam. 

While it has been customary to improve the design of 
machine tools on the basis of practical expérience and 
cus omers' reactions to existing models, the trend is in» 
shifting towards a more scientific approach bated m 
thoroughly conducted research. The results are finding 
their way into the engineering office» more readily no* 
than ever before. 

The change in the bed design may serve as an example 
The soiled "ag-Mf" or • Peter" system of ribbing 
latte bed has been used in Europe for many yean, bui ü 
is being increasingly discarded, due to new findings m 
the Federal Republic of Germany (8). This bed desn 
was never popular in the United States of America. The 
zig;zag girth has great torsional rigidity (see Fig. 27), but 
it is lacking in horizontal rigidity in comparison wth 
other ribbing designs. It may thus tend to produce o% r 
«re workpieces. Also, it does not permit a free cip 
disposal; rather, they accumulate on the top of the i bs 
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I heat up the bed. which is undesirable from the 
ndpoint of accuracy. The new German design has 50 

. cent more chip space and a built-in vibration damper. 
•e built-in damper consists of the core sand, which is 
¡iberately left in the cavities of the bed and is covered 
i h metal plates to retain the sand at the desired places 
Ihe three-bearing spindle design has already been 

, niioned in conjunction with the rigidity considerations 

due to hndmgs that the mil heanng acts as a wbr.tu n 

Î dami:    e thC ta,"  *""''"* »*""**• '" ^i.ion to damping, support tor the belt drive.  Ihe laiktock 

íSS^nd01 tí: "ropea;machme twh •» <^• 
" reduced *"*   °'   'hC   heaÜM"ck   •»** 

r,ptftffWfti»ii in stctwn AA 

n* an held io«,, iáliXlEVfcí^|,^.*^^-!L*W15ï,i*,,l k,*d* •" "WlM °"r froH' »tailr <* "»"» « oui«* «rfront »Iwar Jal 'hl and »hm ,h, .«I. „f 'Cfinj i 

'fcwe 2?—CAIWIAGE DEFLECTION TESTS 
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Figure 23 

TFSTIN« OF RIGIDITY WITH STRAIN GAUM» 

Due to the fact that various types of vibrations— 
forced vibration!, self-induced vibrations etc.—occur in 
metal cutting, it it essential to And out, in every case of 
vibrational trouble, which type is predominant. In the 
author's experience with vibration in machine tools, it 
was found that many lathes, grinding machines, milling 
machines etc. have natural frequencies in the area of 
approximately 20cps ± 20 per cent. It is thus essential to 
avoid motors and gear drives that may come into reson- 
ance with the natural frequencies mentioned. Often, it 

is advisable to separate motor and machine ; in other CUSA! 
it is sufficient to balance the motor, while in still other] 
cases, it is necessary to eliminate shaft speeds in thef 
gearing running in the indicated area of natural fre-l 
quencies. I 

It is considerably more difficult to reduce or diminue! 
self-induced vibration than forced vibrations becius<| 
their origin often cannot be located. Sometimes t K| 
advisable to modify the cutting conditions, that i . id 
cases where the rigidity and the damping capacity if» 
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Figure 24 
RIGID BED MíSK.N 

given machine cannot readily be changed. Such modifi- 
cations include changes in speed, feed, tool geomeiry, 

| coolants etc. 
Reversing the direction of work rotation or. a lathe 

has often eliminated or reduced vibration and thus im- 
; proved production techniques. Figure 28 illustrates these 

,    >oo       «o       isg '»J ,4    »0 100 «go i 

Í0 j 

t 

Figure 25 
CARRIAGE VIBRATION 

movements, expressed in reduction in amplitude of 
ration. They are very substantial in both the hori- 
t:ii and the vertical planes. As an example, consider 
case of 97 rpm, where vibration amplitudes at the 

front bearing were measured. They were 0.000,030 inch 
when the machine was rotating in the normal direction 
but dropped to 0.000.010 inch upon reversal of the 
spindle rotation and placing the tool at the rear Hide of 
the carriage. This is a reduction of 95 per ceni. Similar 
improvements were realized in almost all cases, except 
when running al 97 rpm and measuring ihe amplitude at 
the rear bearing in a horizontal plane. A number ol over- 
lapping conditions contribute to these results, among 
them a change in the damping due to the reversal of the 
direction of the main cutting force. The reversed rotation 
does not tend to lift the workpiece. but pushes it down; 
similar considerations apply to the forces at the drive 
gears and at the tool-holder and to the mass distribution 
in the carriage and other machine parts. 

The damping capacity of cast iron is generally assumed 
to be greater than that of steel. This holds true in many 
cases, namely, when the same stress is applied to these 
materials. As an example, if the damping capacity for 
cast iron is 0.28 in.-lh'cu. in. cycle at a stress of    6,000 
psi, it would only be 0.0K Tor steel at a vibratory stress 
of the same magnitude. However, by increasing the stress 
in steel to 9,000 psi the damping capacity would be 
raised to the same level as that of cast-iron at 6,000 psi. 
Hence, in order to obtain satisfactory damping in steel 
designs, it is necessary to increase the stress. This means 
using thinner walls in a steel structure than are used in a 
cast-iron structure. Duplication of cast-iron dimensions 
in steel must be avoided in machine tools, where it is not 
the rupture strength of the material that counts, but the 
deflection or rigidity. Reduced wall thickness means also 
less weight, which is often desirable because of the 
increase in natural frequency of a structure. 
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Figure 26 

ENLARGED SURFACE win VIBRATION MARKS OF A WORK MECE SHOWN ROTATING VERTICALLY 
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Ine following practical rules for vibration control in 
> .ichine-tool design are recommended: (<?) design for 
jidity: {b) develop high damping capacity; and (<•) 

i sign for light weight and high natural frequency (9). 
hose rules have been effectively applied in the design of 
.ises for internal grinding machines (see tig. 29). The 
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figure27—COMPARISON OF HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL AND 
TORSIONAL DEFLECTIONS (DEFLECTION OF BED 2 = 100) 

"c", and entre portion, comprising plates "a", "b" and 
mom "d", was designed as a closed-box section—the 
nie as the rest of the base—for high torsional rigidity 
d also to establish a node of vibration at the centre. 
;>ss-walls and internal walls were made of 3/16-inch 

Tet steel and the outside walls of i-inch gauge. The 
'ire base has no openings except for a tube connexion, 
leature which contributes to high rigidity. 

In internal grinders, vertical rigidity is more importan) 
than rigidity in other planes because misalignment m the 
vertical planes has the greaiesi dice) on work piece accur- 
acy. I or this reason, walls V were placed \erticall\ and 
were designed in a V-shape. The open ends of ||U- V\ 
contribute also to horizontal rigiditv. Cross-walls "f" and 
"g" were run io the V-shaped walls m order io eliminale 
local "drum" ell'ecls and to increase the damping capacily 
by increasing the stress. The sequence of welding is shown 
on figure 29 by circled numbers. 

Vibrations in vellicai boring mills are largely influ- 
enced by the rigidity of the ram and cross-rail, lim was 
confirmed by investigations in the Soviet Union (1(1). 
The ram and the tool with it \ibrate in iwo directions, 
namely, perpendicular and parallel to the cross-rail. The 

r»- 1 r-2- 
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Sole : n normal spindle rotation, tool un frinii side ol umane r reverted 
spindle rotation, tool on rear »¡de ol carriage: I measured at Iron! hearing, 
2      measured at rear bearing. 

Figure 28— DIAL-DRIVE LATHE, IS-INCH: AMPLITUDES OI 
VIBRATION    I NDER   FACE   PLl NGINC,    CL'TS,    EFFECT   OF 

REVERSING SPINDLE ROTATION 
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ram itself contributes 80 per cent of this type of vibration, 
with the balance coming from the rail. In other cases - 
particularly when the rigidity of the cross-rail is low— 
the vibration of the tool is controlled by the oscillations 
of the cross-rail. 

In the United Kingdom, vibration investigations on 
milling machines confirmed findings in the United 
States of America (II) on the initial impact of cutter 
and work, and the significance of placing the face mill, 
in relation to the workpiece, in such a position that the 
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G. Accuracy, surface finish and thermal distortion 
Every skilled machine-tool operator is well aware o 

the fact that his machine performs differently in th. 
morning and in the afternoon, rendering it necessan 
to reset the tools and adjust gibs often, and to watch the 
dimensions of his workpieces carefully. 

His experiences are due to thermal expansion, which 
affects production particularly in so far as accuracy and 
surface finish are concerned. Scrap is often the conse- 
quence of neglecting the effects of thermal distortion. 

—^^t3ntt^ 

Continuous »»Ids... i,4,9,u through le 
Intermittent welds... 2,e,H, 20 

PktQWtldS -5,12,19 

Damping joints... 3,7 
Partial damping Joints...5,12 

Figure 29 
DETAILS OF WELDED ORINDING-MACHINE BED 

h le* •! 

tip of the cutting edge does not enter first. In this way, 
production increases can be obtained because of reduced 
breakdown of the cutting edge. Supplementing these 
fadings, investigations were also undertaken in the 
Federal Republic of Germany (12), as illustrated in 
figure 30. In the case of a long time (0.2 milliseconds) of 
engagement of cutter and work (see fig. 30A), the vibra- 
tion due to impact is small. In the case of a short time 
(0.027 milliseconds) of engagement (see fig. 30B), the 
amplitudes of vibration are considerably heavier, causing 
rapid breakdown and production delay. These production 
troubles can be avoided by the proper positioning of 
work and tool, which is particularly important when 
machining aircraft materials with carbide or ceramic 
inserts in face milling-cutters. 

This applies to those countries in which high accuracy is 
required in the aircraft and spacecraft industries and 
also to developing countries located in climates where 
considerable temperature variations may take place 
during a short time period without the benefit of air- 
conditioned workshops. 

The largest temperature differentials and distortions 
usually occur during the first two hours of warm-up. 
Thermal expansion is going to have increasing signifi- 
cance with the increase in spindle speeds. Although auto- 
matic inspection processes or control of workpieces mav 
minimize the scrap due to thermal expansion, it is mort 
important to know how a production machine reacts t > 
changes in temperature. 

In tests for thermal distortion,  temperature  ris- 
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„uild be measured with regard to ambient temperature. 
.st procedures vary in accordance with the require- 
ents: they can be adapted to the conditions of idle- 
inning machines or to machines running under load, 
nd can even be so set up that a temperature rise inside 
machine tool is produced by employing electric or 

i her types of heaters. 
Thermal expansion between the spindle and table of 
vertical milling machine takes place in three major 

irections (see fig. 31, top).  Heat developed in the 

The temperature increased 30 r during a seven-hour 
period, resulting in an ultimate vertical expansion of 
0.004 inch. The bearing design was changed, ¡is was the 
supply system for the lubricant, reducing the amount «>f 
oil flowing to the bearings. It was found that too generous 
a supply of lubricant caused the bearing to heat because 
the oil was churning at high spindle speeds and lost its 
effectiveness. After these improvements were made, the 
temperature rise after seven hours was only r» I, with 
an ultimate expansion of 0.0006 inch. The dip in the 
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COMPARISON OF AMPLITUDES OF VIBRATION ACCORDING TO TIME OF ENGAGEMENT OF CUTTER AND WORK 

column causes an upward movement of the head and 
spindle carrier. Heat generated in the spindle carrier 
itself causes the spindle to move down. These movements 
balance each other to some extent, but they do not 
necessarily occur at the same time. The spindle may rise 
lowly and then drop again until a condition is reached 
••here only the spindle lises. This irregular rise usually 

••ccurs during the first two hours of operation of a 
ertical milling machine. In addition, there is an outward 
lovement of the spindle carrier. 
With horizontal milling machines, the spindle-table 

movement is more uniform; in most cases, it only rises. 
figure 31 gives an example of the temperature rise 
pper portion of lower section) and the corresponding 
itical expansion between table and spindle (lower 
rtion of lower section) of a vertical milling machine 
»ning at 450 rpm. The curves indicate the conditions 

vtore and after improvement of the machine design, 
id of servicing it. 

vertical expansion during the first two hours was even 
more pronounced after the improvements than before 
they were made. This is clearly indicated by the two lower 
curves. The reductions in temperature rise and in expan- 
sion were about 80 per cent. 

In horizontal boring mills, even more complex condi- 
tions prevail. The machines bore more accurate holes 
when they are cold. To avoid vibration, however, a warm- 
up period is desirable. The main reason for these contra- 
dictory performances was found to be in the spindle- 
carrier assembly. The lubrication of the cold machine 
was insufficient, resulting in metal-to-metal contact in 
the anti-friction bearings. This condition resulted in self- 
induced vibration. After warm-up, no substantial metal- 
to-metal contact existed and the self-induced vibrations 
vanished. However, the hole accuracy was then poor. 
This could be traced to the spindle rise and the thermal 
expansion of the housing. In order to remedy this situa- 
tion, the oil inlet system was redesigned to permit oiling 
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of the rollers during the warm-up period, eliminating 
vibration. The oil supply was simultaneously decreased 
to reduce the thermal expansion and thus to improve the 
working accuracy of the respective types of horizontal 
boring mills. 

Vtrticat milling machine «50 revolutions per minute) 

Ttmpar.turt riw, 
*0ft*tt fcnriftg 
(dtfrttt) 

carrier i 
0***     •*•*      Outward 

taMa aru 
(tenta) 

Figure SI 
THERMAL EXPANSION or VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE 

BEFORE AND AETER IMPROVEMENTS 

The heat developed by drive motors and pumps, which 
are often located in the base of machine tools, is another 
source of thermal expansion and corresponding deforma- 
tion of the structures. To find remedies for these condi- 
tions, research was carried out using electric heaters 
placed in the motor compartment in order to simulate 
heating of the base under temperature-controlled circum- 
stances. Figure 32 shows an example of the results. The 
front wall of the machine rose, while the rear wall drop- 
ped. This effect indicates that the heat generated in the 
drive compartment is equivalent to a torque applied in 
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the opposite direction to the torque caused by the cutting 
force. Thus, in this case, the heat had an acceptable effect 
of compensating the cutting torque. It depends upon the 
wall thickness of the base, the location of louvers ami 
the cut-outs whether the front or the rear rises more ami 
m what direction. In the discussed case, the front ros.' 
more than the rear dropped. This could be improved 
and equalized by making the wall thickness at front ami 
rear somewhat different. 

On planers, the room-temperature variations affect the 
table temperature more than the bed temperature. Thus 
the table expands more than the bed, a situation which is 
aggravated by the fact that the hot chips pile up on the 
table, heating it still more. When the width of the table 
increases as a result of thermal expansion, the table 
tends to climb out of the guideways, pushing against the 
outer walls of the Vs. This tilts the table sideways and. 
with it. the workpiece changes its position in relation to 
the tool, causing inaccurate machining. Although the oil 
film tends to compensate for the table tilt, the stability 
of the  table decreases  with  increasing temperature 
Research is still under way in order to lind out whether 
planers with a single V or with duplex V guideways will 
permit greater accuracy. The increase in table speeds 
for planers will have a considerable effect on the problems 
and the trend of future designs. 

» HI « 
DtfrtM Fahrenheit 

Figure 32 
TWISTING <» BASE DUE TO HEAT IN VARIATO« COMPART- 

MENT,   MEASURED  HALt-WAY   BETWEEN   HEADSTOCK  ANO 
TAILSTOCK LEVELLING PADS 

(INITIAL TEMPERATURE   75CF) 

H. Acceptance tests for accuracy of machine tools 
The current situation in newly industrializing countries 

is reminiscent of the situation which prevailed nearly 
w ,yíclyears ago' when the bu»W-up of the industry in 

the USSR was initiated by purchasing machine tools from 
several industrialized countries. At that time, in con- 
junction with the need for examining numerous machins 
tools, the Schlesinger Acceptance Tests were developed, 
with the participation of the author. 

Much can be learned from past experience and fron 
an analysis of a few examples of the original Schlesinge- 
data and a comparison of them with later modification- 
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lie requirements of countries which are currently 
!.'\cloping may have a similar bearing on future trends 
«ì a significant sector of machine-tool development and 
liMgn. 

I rom the numerous accuracy data which comprise the 
H Ilk-singer tests, seven requirements have been selected 
(i preliminary analysis and comparison. These require- 

ments are listed in table 8. which covers data of the Schles- 
inger lests and of acceptance tests used in the United 
Mites of America, and data used by the Government of 
India. 

I. Sur hur finish 
While it may not be necessary to incisine to one- 

millionth of an inch in many cases, the trend towards 
measuring to 50 Angstrom units is gaining momentum 
in the spacecraft industries. This dimension is approvi 
mately one-fifth of a millionth of an inch. 

Similarly, the demand for better methods of producing 
and measuring a surface tinish of high accuracy is in- 
creasing. The difficulties involved are related to the fact 
that surface-finish designations ,n micro-inches mav 
signify different dimensional deviations in I inope and 

Table S 

COMPARISON OF SEVEN ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS FOR ENGINE LATHES AIJOVE 32-INCH 

SWINO 

(MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE DEVIATION IN I 1000 INCH) 

Sauri c 

Schlesinger  
National Machine Tool Builders 

Association  
India  

0.J6 

1.00 
0.«) 

0.60       0.60 

0.60 
0.80 

0.75 
0.80 

1.20 

1.00 
0.96 

0.4 

0.5 
0.8 

0.K 

0.8 
0.8 

0.8 

1.0 
0.8 

hnri.oM.uluí'Ü'JAül'üf'i2 "1•n»«<"f»P¡m"e;3r cam action of spindle: 4 » vertical hcadslock alignment ; < 
horizontal toiljtock alignment; 6   "lathe must turn round, workpicc* chucked; 7      cross -slide alignment 

The few examples given in table 8 show that the stan- 
dards for accuracy do not agree entirety. In some cases, 
the Indian standards are less demanding; in other cases, 
the reverse is true. All three standards are in agreement, 
however, on the requirement that a lathe must turn 
round within 0.0008 inch when the workpiece is 
chucked. 

All these data are based on idly running machines, i.e., 
without load. A trend which is gaining strength is to 
include tests for accuracy under load. The obstacles, 
however, are great. On numerous occasions, suggestions 
have been made to include load tests, for instance, as 
early as 1933, by Salmon in France (13). Thus far, how- 
ever, such methods have not been adopted. Possibly an 
international organization could handle this situation, 
liking into consideration the requirements of the newly 
industrializing nations and the development in measuring 
instruments, some of which were not available when the 
irst Schlesinger standards were prepared. 

Among these instruments there are autocollimation 
»elescopes for determining the waviness of machine-tool 
Vds, the parallelism of spindles, the tilting of clamping 
't vices etc. Fundamentally, such telescopes are reversed 
lignment telescopes in which the ocular is replaced by 
n illumination attachment. They are accurate within 

millionths of an inch over a distance of 10 feet, which 
ibout ten times better than the accuracy of conven- 

ga!  telescopes.   While these instruments were de- 
eped in the Federal Republic of Germany, a device 
^ designed in the United Kingdom for continuous 
mûrement of alignment errors with feed-back com- 

nsanon. Photocells measure the deviation of a light 
im travelling through an optical micrometer. 

in the United States of America. As an example, in «he 
Federal Republic of Germany, the Rauhtwfv (roughness 
valley) is taken to indicate surface finish: it is the value of 
the greatest depth of the surface in relation to the 
greatest peak. Such a system, it is claimed, represents 
values closely associated with the feed and depth of cut 
taken on a machine tool and can readily be realized by 
the man in the shop. Another dimension used in the 
Federal Republic is ülai'itung\'wfr (smoothness depth), 
the distance of a reworked surface from the initial peaks. 
A good surface is indicated by a small value for this 
dimension. 

The wear resistance and strength of a surface are 
determined in the Federal Republic of Germany by the 
portion of the profile which supports the load in the 
longitudinal direction of the ups and downs. In the 
United Kingdom and in the United States of America, 
the arithmetical mean of the roughness valleys is used. 
It involves a mathematical concept which is difficult to 
understand in the shop. Formerly, the root mean square- 
was used, and it still is in many instances, in the United 
States of America. The arithmetical mean has the ad- 
vantage of a reduced scattering of data and permits the 
use of relatively simple measuring instruments. 

There is also a trend towards the adoption of a later 
European suggestion (14) for irface-liimh standards, 
based on the so-called "envelope profile" (I-.-profile) 
instead of the older mean line (M-profile). Roughness 
and dimensional deviation, which are often confused in 
the M-system, are clearer in the I -profile. This system 
has been incorporated into standards DIN 4760and 4762 
of the Federal Republic of Germany; it has also been 
adopted in Denmark, Hungary, Italy and Switzerland. It 
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is claimed that production of accurate surlaces is simpli- 
fied by the [-.-system because the mean line can be 
determined nine times faster than with the M-system 

Various methods have been developed for producing 
highly accurate surfaces; for example, the so-called 
superfinish" method employing high-frequency oscil- 

lation ol the grinding stones. Originally conceived by 
the automotive industry in the United States oí America 
this production method has been further advanced in the 
Federal Republic of Germany and in the Soviet Union 
Coaling ol metals, honing and lapping with automatic 

      __ ._    _      Max Kronenberg 

reflects the light waves back into the sender. They are 
converted into decimal dimensions by a computer (c) 
equipped with a read-out used by the operator to control 
the dimensioning. 

J. Alternative production methods 
The advent of high-iemperature alloys and of refrac- 

tory metals currently used in industry has led and is still 
leading to alternative production methods which we* 
unknown a number of years ago. These metals and alloys 
include beryllium, titanium, zirconium, hafnium  vana- 

Figure 33 
A«TRATK HBmONlNti WITH  A LASER INIMEftOMETOt 

transport of (he workpieces indicate the trend in this 
area of manufacturing. 

Quality control has been advanced considerably by 
tHihztng the so-called "laser principle" for accurate 
positioning and dimensioning of workpicccson horizontal 

£TÍm'l,s
1J

Fi*ure M 8hows thc "»'»P on a "»achine 
built by Cuddings A Lewis. It consists of three parts 
and utilizes light waves radiated from a sender ("a" on 
«g. M) for measuring movements of millionth» of an 
inch ol the table to which a reflector is attached (b). It 

d um, niobium (often called columbmm in the United 
wales or America), tantalum, chromium, tungsten and 
rhenium, among others. These metals are difficult to 
machine with conventional production methods, as wa 
previously mentioned in this paper. 

'LT f0U.nd ,h8t hot "»<*'"'«§ of steels and alloy, 
tould be used to advantage and that substantial increase 
in cutting speeds and productivity were obtained by . 
¡TP*.r •l°k

rdination °» »*<«. depth of cut, tool geometr 
etc. (15). The cutting forces drop as much as $0 percen 
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Table 9 

StRVEYW ELECTRICAL METAL-REMOVAL IK HMQlTS 

Symbitl loot 
IUD! 

Uiii.l >..!.• 

-4 
fi 

1 

FDM    Electro-discharge Electrode      Non- Non- ma«, ^.I,   I 

ECM ,  KlThÍr    , m,a,Ín8 -ducnvcit.sÄPr0dUC,n8l-m- 
hfMlhS5alGS      RO,a,mg       CTt'?VC     W"-'~".'0.„Incchan,cill * "•' (electro- surfacing 
i ru i ti L '>,c) 

(CM 2 Electrochemical Hectrode       Non- 
machining 

EUS      Ultrasonic 

Conductive    Producing holes 
rotating (electro- 

lyte) 
Hectrode       Oscillating     Non- High-lreuucncv 

conductive 
  with grit 

m some cases and vibration subsides. Mirror-like sur- 
i.iccs are obtained. Some danger is invoh ed in that the 
hoi chips often escape from the machine in long stringy 
hands. It can, however, be expected that future develop- 
ments will eliminate this drawback and will also reduce 
i he relatively high cost involved in heating the work- 
picces. The technological advantages justify the trend. 

Ultra-high-speed cutting is another method -although 
one still in its infancy—for machining the newer metals. 
These metals are new only with regard to their use in 
mdaslry, as many of them were discovered in the nine- 
teenth century. Using cutting speeds of up to 120,000 
It mm gave the best results as far as tool life was con- 
cerned. The design of machinery capable of delivering 
speeds of this magnitude for any length of me is like- 
wise an object of future development, lite research 
results are satisfactory and need adaptation to workshop 
conditions. 

The most rapid development in recent years- in addi- 
tion to the trend in numerical control of machine tools- 
has «iccurred in the area of electrical machining. Various 
s\ stems have been developed since the original tests were 
made in the Soviet Union. Electrical machining has ex- 
panded so rapidly that some confusion exists as to the 
«lilkrences between the various methods. Table 9 gives 
v,mc 'ndicaiion of the trend and the differences in this 
•rea of manufacturing. 

In addition to the above-listed electrical machining 
«Methods, which are the most important ones, several 
'fior electrical production techniques are coming up. 
\!i hough   the  metal-removal   capacity   of  electrical 

chining procedures is still very small in comparison 
li conventional machining, the advances already made 
indicative of the trend. Among them there is electron- 

mi machining, used for producing tiny holes: the laser 
"nique for the cutting and welding of sheet metal; 
irochemical honing for the honing of holes, and 
'•"-contact machining for turning, with a metal disc 

1 icing the lathe tool. 
'•her alternative production techniques include ex- 
"eforming, magnetic forming, plasma machining 
idroforming. A number of these alternative manu- 
ring methods are still in the research stage, awaiting 
development into production equipment for a rapidly 
"iding technology. 
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS OF MACHINERY DESIGN FOR 
INDUSTRIALLY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

ft <*,, »"<<-"<<^^^ A—-**«* 

INTRUDI TTION 

The selection of suitable machine tools for an industri- 
ally developing country deserves more attention at the 
current time than ever before. The desire of such coun- 
ines to share in the technological progress of the in- 
dustrialized countries makes it imperative to review this 
particular subject. Before treating this question, however. 
i might be advantageous to consider briefly the special 
problems facing an industrially developing nation. 

I PROBLEMS OF INDI STRI ALLY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

An essentia    difference  between  an  industrialized 
country and an industrially developing country is that the 
industrialized nation began its development under con- 
ditions which differed greatly from those  facing  the 
countries which are currently developing. In the indus- 
trialized countries, the beginning of industrialization was 
characterized by the existence of handicrafts and small 
manufactures. Contrary to the situation in the developing 
countries, there already existed an established system of 
professional training based on the principle of the divi- 
Mon of labour. This implies that, for the evaluation of a 
country in respect to its stage of development, the existing 
iraming methods play a decisive role Here, developing 
countries are at a disadvantage. From the viewpoint of an 
economy with highly divided labour, one may state that a 
»ell-balanced education is widely lacking in developing 
muñirles. This is especially true with regard to a profes- 
"«nally trained middle class. Therefore, it would be 

•ihso utely wrong to consider current economic aids for 
«icvelopment in the same way as those used in the success- 
ful Marshall Plan twenty years ago. Many mistakes made 

»ring recent years are due to the fact that beginning 
•ndmons for currently developing countries have been 

turned to be like those which were then existing in 
"rope and Japan. 
" must be kept in mind that the current situation is 
Hrely different and also that the political, cultural, 
'natie and economic backgrounds vary greatly from 
- country to another. 
\nother important point concerning the suitability 
•i machine tool or machine group must be considered 

n supporting manufacturing industries. In most cases. 
'Mues of developing countries do not export their 
Hicts; these are destined to satisfy domestic demand 

y Therefore, a generous development of mantifactur- 
ndustnes is not always desirable. Such countries have 
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to satisfy their own demands by imports from abroad 
imports m the absence of appropriale exports will lead 
to a deficiency of foreign currency. Then, in order io 
protect domestic industries, protective duties are set up 
and will keep the newly created industry from rationali- 
zation; the ability to compele on the world market will 
be significantly restricted. In selecting the machine tool 
this peculiarity must also be taken into account   In 
addition to being easy to operate, il should be efficient 
and be designed in such a way that attachments for higher 
rationalization can be added later without difficulty 
This however, creates serious problems for the designer 
of the machine since, in developing countries, it cannot 
always be clearly foreseen which way will be taken to- 
wards rationalization. While costs in a developing country 
can possibly be decreased by a further division of labour 
combined with employment of an increased number of 
workers, cost reduction programmes in industrialized 
nations are primarily aimed at a decrease of the labour 
force. In developing countries, however, one generally 
finds a high surplus of labour which should be employed 
for economic reasons; in industrialized countries, on the 
other hand, the current shortage of labour leads to serious 
pressure. 

The urge to employ the existing labour force is con- 
trary to the frequently expressed opinion that, in indus- 
trially developing countries, fully automated machines 
should be used from the very beginning. Apart from the 
fact that even an automatic machine does not work with- 
out proper supervision, there are two points lo be 
stressed: 

(a) Automation decreases the number of required 
workers, but calls for higher skills of the remaining 
workers; 

(A) Automation necessitates higher investments and 
higher energy consumption, and decreases the rate of 
employment. 

However, the fundamental economic conditions in 
industrially developing countries are exactly opposite. 
Therefore, labour-oriented machines and techniques will 
be welcomed almost anywhere. This, no doubt, is im- 
portant for judging the suitability of a specific machine 
tool. 

This brief outline leads to the conclusion that the 
question of selecting suitable machine tools for indus- 
trially developing countries cannot be answered in a 
general way because the particular conditions will be 
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decisive in each case. Therefore, by discussing the evolu- 
tion of machine tools in industrialized countries, one 
may examine what the machines representing the various 
stages of development will demand in regard to the 
labour force and to the plant location. A decision can be 
taken in consideration of the following statements for 
each individual case. 

II. DEVELOPMENT OE THE MAC MINE TOOL, IN INDUSTRIALIZED 

COUNTRIES 

Generally speaking, the following stages of machine- 
tool development can be observed in industrialized 
nations: 

(a) Universal machines; 
(b) Machines for batch production; 
(c) Sequence-controlled machines; 
(d) Automatic machines; 
(e) Transfer lines; 
(/) Numerically controlled machines. 

In regard to the present subject, the following properties 
of the various machine-tool types are of interest. 

A. Universal machines 
Universal machines are most frequently used in fac- 

tories. They combine precision, versatility, relatively low 
price and rather reliable operation. Since the universal 
machine is well suited for a large variety of jobs, it is 
used for a multitude of routine jobs in industrialized 
countries. 

The value of a universal machine is determined not 
only by its efficiency and operating life, but also by the 
fact that it makes every possible concession to the opera- 
tor. These concessions consist in easy maintenance and 
operation, and complete safety for each person that may 
possibly come into contact with the machine. In most 
cases, the universal machine is used in production as a 
multiple-purpose machine. Its versatility calls for well- 
designed gear-boxes and attachments. 

The most popular example of a universal machine is 
the regular type of engine lathe (see flg. I). It permits 

"1 
H   ftnl , 3 _____ H. Opi 

almost any turning operation, e.g., outer and inner di i- 
meter turning, facing, boring, thread-cutting and copying. | 
The workpieces for such a machine are long or drun- I 
shaped for turning between centres, or disc-shaped ai,ü 
flat to be clamped in rotating shucks. The machines arc 
operated by hand. The tool setting and the control ,>l 
the operations call for highly qualified operators who*- 

Figure 2 
KNEE AND COLUMN TYPE OF UNIVERSAL MILLING 

MACHINE 

Figure 1 
ENGINE LATHE 

Figure 3 
UNIVERSAL GRINDING MACHINE 
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II and ability delcrmine (he accuracy of the work pieces. 
well as the life and precision of the machine. Relief of 
operator through the use of semi-automatic or fully 

i ornane accessories is not provided. The regular type 
engine lathe is primarily designed for frequently 

.anging production of single pieces or small batches'. 
>.'.ie to its flexibility, the operating personnel must he 
;!,oroughly acquainted with the theoretical principles 

•.noluil and must also be highly skilled in the machining 
.•: intricately shaped workpieces. 

\ not her widely known standard universal machine is 
ilk' universal milling machine. The most important 
feature of milling, compared with turning, shaping or 
drilling, is the rotating tool; several cutting edges work 
simultaneously on a short cutting length. In order to make 
the milling machine versatile, hydraulic, electric or hydro- 
electric designs can be incorporated with purely mech- 
anical gear-boxes. Due to the often very short cycle time, 
the operating handles and switches are carefully designed. 
Narrow gradations of the rpm and feed provide for a 
broad range of applicability of universal milling machines. 
An example of a universal milling machine destined 
primarily for single-piece production is the bed type of 
milling machine shown in figure 2. The requirements for 
operating personnel and machine flexibility are identical 
io those mentioned for the regular type of engine lathe. 

The grinder shown in figure 3 is another example for 
a universal machine; it is especially designed for the tool 
and die shop, and for single-piece production. Occa- 
sionally, it is used for small-batch production also. If an 

experienced operator is employed, the operating range and 
accuracy of this machine are practically unlimited It 
must be kept in mind, however, that it has been developed 
lor precision work and not for efficiency in terms of pieces 
per hour. Therefore, accessories for a high production 
rue. e.g. special feed gear-boxes and automatic cycle 
attachments, are not provided. If existent, such acces- 
sories would often only hamper the flexibility and easy 
chucking of the workpiece. 

Universal grinders are suitable for internal and ex- 
'enial grinding, as well as for face grinding. However 
atislaclory results can be achieved on such jobs only if 

> »c operator is highly skilled. 

l Riversai machines are manually controlled. Because 
i »heir maximum flexibility with regard to machinable 

•ducts, they are obviously well suited for developing 
'nines. However, they must be operated and main- 

•wd by well-qualified workers, and such a skilled 
' « ur force will be available in only a few develops« 
mines, • 

B. Machines for batch production 
f" industrialized nations, the type of machine tool 

ted lor the production of a certain workpiece will 
"inly depend upon the number and shape of the 
- «o be produced. Certain types of machines have 

n developed for the production of similar small 
••bes. Such machines can be used for continuous 
Hiction and, thereafter, can be set up for a new batch 
i  relatively short time. These machines are also 
"ally operated; however, automatic workpiece trans- 

w 
port and loading can greatly accelerale .he production 
flow. Since operators must he employed for selling up and 
running such machines, a determination should h , de 
ol the knowledge and skill* which are available among 
the labour force ol ,|lc developing country concerned |„ 
regard to the development of the practical abilities of the 
worker and his adaptation to the working methods in . 

wTr3','hn.U,o * a**?r,i,*n«- which ^ »f "w*¡ne 
will best help the worker in familiarizing himself with 
the machine and with industrial production in general. 

The extent to which the production type of machine 
meets these requirements is discussed below. The basic 
conception of such machines is relatively simple Com- 
pared with universal machines, they have a fairly limited 
range ol speeds and feeds, corresponding to their 
destined use for a certain type of workpiece. As an 
example,  the production   lathe shown in  ligure 4 is 

figure 4 

LATHK USED K« HATCH PRODI (HON. Willi » OHVINC, 
ATTACHMINI 

equipped  with  an optional copying attachment. This 
attachment facilitates considerably  the generation of 
complicated workpiece contours. Lathes used for hatch 
production can produce shaft-type parts from bar stock, 
as well as disc-shaped parts. For each individual opera- 
tion, the operator must select only the spindle rpm and 
the feed rate from a small group of feeds and speeds. 
Workpiece chucking is not difficult after proper machine 
set-up. Therefore, the requirements as to the skill of ¡he 
operator are rather low. Since, in small-batch production,* 
he will repeat the limited number of interactions over and 
over again, he can quickly familiari/e himself with this 
type of machine. Another advantage for the operator 
of such  a  machine is the comparatively short  lime 
required for adaptation to a new series ol workpieces, 
which enables him to apply his initial experiences to new 
objects. Therefore, this type of machine may well he 
operated by a semi-skilled worker; the machine set-up, 
however, must be done by a skilled worker. 

Apart from its comparatively quick adaptability to a 
similar batch of workpieces, the flexibility of this type of 
production  machine  is considerably  increased  if the 
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machine ¡s composed of prefabricated units, as is often 
the case. In this way. a factory with a relatively small 
number of machines can adapt itself to the production 
of a new series of parts in a rather short time. 

Another example of the machines used for batch pro- 
duction is the bed type of milling machine featuring a 
horizontal milling spindle in a box frame (see tig. 5). The 
work-table, which is supported by a console at the column, 
can be moved in two co-ordinates. A special feature for 
the production of small batches is the possibility of 
clamping several workpieces side by side. Thus, the faces 
of these workpieces can be machined in one operation 
and with one machine setting. 

If the parts cannot be clamped together, so-called 
"reciprocal milling" can be applied. A workpiece is 
clamped on one side of the machine-table. While this 
part is being machined, the operator clamps another 
workpiece on the other side of the table and brings it in 
working position by moving the table just after the first 
part is finished. After the machine is properly set up for 

Figure 5 
Ktm AND (OLI MM TYW OF MILLING MACHINE USED FOR 

BATCH PRODUCTION 

a certain job. the operation of a production type of mill- 
ing machine does not require any special skills, which 
permits the employment of semi-skilled workers in this 
ease also. Furthermore, this type of milling machine is 
very flexible in regard to the machinable workpieces. 

If a workpiece must undergo operations on several 
machines, these can be linked to a production line in 

H. Opit' 

order to make the parts in batch production pass throjg i 
automatically. For such machine interlinkage. numerous 
loading and transportation devices have been develop«. 

The device shown on the left-hand side of figure 6 
serves for loading a lathe. The workpiece is taken up h 
a grab-clamp (as seen in the right-hand side of the 
picture), hoisted and carried to the working point on u 
small carriage running on an overhead track. After com- 
pletion of the part in the machine, it is grasped by the 
lowered empty grab-clamp and is then taken out after 
opening the chuck. Thereafter, the other clamp holding a 
new part will be lowered; the part is inserted between the 
chuck jaws and is clamped. Machine operation can begin 
as soon as the second clamp has come back to its upper 
position. 

Machine Workpiece 
Trifiifer carriage \ 
Ouideway x0r^p^g 
~.   . device 
Discharge chute 

Figure 6 
FEED MECHANISM 

Machines destined for small-batch production are 
principally commanded by hand. In the production of 
larger batches, however, very few interactions are 
required. This allows the operator to focus his attention 
on the machine function and operation. Compared with 
fully automated machines, which call only for super- 
visory operator functions, machines used for batch 
production have the essential advantage that the shifting 
functions must be accomplished by the operator. Such 
machines have another advantage which is especially 
valuable for developing countries, i.e., their good adapta- 
bility to job peculiarities. The necessity of selecting auto- 
matic machines rather than machines for batch produc- 
tion, due to a labour shortage, will most certainly not 
arise in industrially developing countries in the near 
future. 

C. Sequence-controlled machines 
A sequence-controlled machine tool operates acced- 

ing to a predetermined work sequence, which is repea d 
for every workpiece. The individual operations are i ot 
fully automated. For example, tool change is acce n- 
plished by hand-indexing a tool magazine, which is f e- 
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nilv designed as a turret. The technological sequence, 
.¡luting feeds, spindle rpm and depth of cut, can be 

•selected by  means of cams, discs, curves or elec- 
al contacts, to the effect that the operator no longer 

• kes these decisions. 
Due to its simple operation, quick adaptability to a 

11111 vvork programe and high, continuous accuracy, 
is I) ne of machine tool may eventually be tailored to 

Hu needs of developing countries. 
Since there is a sufficient supply of non-specialized 

vi.-rkers in such countries, there are no obstacles to 
v igle-machine operation. Thus, a machine and its semi- 
skilled operator represent a highly valuable and flexible 
production unit for both simple and complicated parts. 
Such production units can often be used profitably for 

i batch size of about ten pieces or more. 
The relationship between the degree of automation 

.mil the output of different types of machines is shown in 
ligure 7. While simple lathes will be utilized for the pro- 
duction of single pieces and batches of up to rive pieces, 
large batches of over 100 pieces must be produced on 
automatic machines. The working range of the electric- 
ally and mechanically controlled turret lathe shown in 
ligure 7 is approximately right between these limits; its 

»     20     SO    100 200    600 
Numtow of piteas 
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Figure 7 

I ' KRtT LATHES: STAGES OF AUTOMATION AND NUMBER OF 

WORKPŒCES PRODUCED 

'ifgree of automation increases with the number of pieces 
1 r batch. In the figure, two different models, B and C 

' shown schematically. 
i'gure 8 shows the design of a drum turret lathe 
c heads'-ck housing with the spindle gears, the turret 
"•'ge with the cam selection of speeds and feeds 
"ding to the tool position and the wheel for hand 

I and for engaging the automatic feed can be seen 
•*' «» ihe turret pilot wheel is the board for the selec- 

' <Jt the rpm commands. For large-batch production 
' a machine can be equipped with a plug-board 

•'once control. By means of such an extended sequence 
'»I. this type of machine can become even more 
II c. and the operator will be the more relieved of 

'Plicated interactions. However, special training of 
xrsonnel in charge of the set-up and maintenance of 

mi 

such machines will be necean. A sequence control for 
semi-skilled personnel is indeed a NCIA valuable advan- 
tage, considering the fact thai correct speeds and feeds 
and the exact change of spindle rotation in relation to 
the actual position of the turret carriage, are alwavs 
guaranteed. 

figure S 
CONSTRUí IION m A M KKI i i MMI 

Figure 9 demonstrates the simplicity of the operator's 
functions. The hand-wheel serves for hand feed as well 
as for quick engagement of the automatic feed With 
another lever, the turret indexing holt is engaged or 
retracted. A switch serves for the selection of the turret's 
direction of rotation. As previously mentioned, all other 
functions can be automated. 

Two different turret designs may serve as tool-holdcrs. 
Designs A and B, shown in ligure 10. are hexagonal tur- 
rets; design C represents a drum turret. An advantage 
of the drum turret is the ample room around the working 
point, since tools are revolved horizontally. However, 
an additional facing carriage musi be provided lor longi- 
tudinal turning. As an advantage of the drum turret, it 

figure 9 
TlJRRfcT HfiAD, TURRET SHISOll  ASI) lilt) OHIVI 

can execute longitudinal and transversal movements 
without an additional carriage. Another advantage is the 
possibility of a Stifter bearing design for the turret axis 
since the bearing length is not limited. 
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If one does noi consider the technical advantages and 
short-comings of these two turret designs, one finds that, 
for a semi-skilled worker, the drum type of turret lathe 
affords belter control and is easier to operate than the 
hexagonal turret lathe since all eventual tool movements 
can be executed by means of one tool-holder. This point 
should be kept in mind when selecting machine tools for 
a developing country. 

wmrrrr 
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groups, representing steel, grey cast-iron, non-ferrou, 
metals and unidentified metals. As a result of this inquirj. 
it was found that steel machining amounts to approxi- 
mately 80 per cent for medium-size machines; non- 
ferrous metal jobs drop with increasing machine si/o 
from approximately 50 per cent to about 5 per cent and 
the machining of grey cast-iron increases with machine 
size from approximately 10 per cent to approximately 
50 per cent. This statistic is representative for several 
factories in the Federal Republic of Germany. It may also 
be considered valid for developing countries if their 
industrial structure is planned to be raised to the standard 
of industrialized nations. 

Another advantage of the turret lathe is the possibility 
of combining it with other machine tools in order to form 
a production line for batch production. Figure 13 shows 
the difference between a machine line consisting of turret 
lathes and other machine tools, including the operating 

P////M 

Figure 10 
SEVERAL rvres OF TüRMT HEADS 

Figure II 
PRODUCTION METHODS FOR TURRET LATHIS 

In making such a selection, one would take into con- 
sideration thoie machine tools which, in the first place, 
permit good adaptation to certain production processes. 
In order to ensure such adaptation in regard to a univer- 
sal machine like a turret lathe, there must be an exact 
knowledge of the actual jobs in production. Figure 11 
shows schematically the production processes that can 
be carried out on turret lathes. These types of work sug- 
gest that, by using optional attachments, the working 
range of turret lathes can be considerably widened. The 
cutting speed to be selected depends largely upon the 
individual production processes and, furthermore, upon 
the tool type, tool material and required accuracy. Hence, 
modern turret lathes fulfil the requirements as to better 
adaptability to the job by appropriate design of the trans- 
mission-gear ratios. 

The type of material to be machined has an essential 
influence on the cutting speed. Figure 12 represents the 
distribution of various materials to be machined on 
drum turret lathes of various sizes, as found in sixteen 
factories of the machinery, vehicle, instrument and tool 
industry. The material types were classified into four 

t «««I 
Î« eatt-jren 
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Figure 12 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE MACHINED MATERI LS 

FOR TURRET LATHES 
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,onnel and workpiece feeders, compared with an 
.•rlinkcd line (shown in the lower part of the picture). 
listing of automatic machines and only one super- 
>r. While the machine line can produce a buffer 

i age and is very flexible in regard to its adaptation to a 
, v, production programme because of the loose arrangc- 

i. ,ni of the individual machines, the transfer line oper- 
ì   > in a fixed pace. Its adaptation to a new programme 

v !:i be difficult. 
\s stated above, there arc. in many developing coun- 

u ION. numerous non-skilled workers for whom jobs must 
he created. Thus, the alternative shown in the upper half 
11 ligure 13 can be a first solution for a country which is 
just beginning its technolgical development, despite the 
fact that the higher degree of automation shown in the 
lower half of the figure would be justified in terms of the 
piece rate per hour. 

Manual linfcid production lint 

automatic material feeding. One method of accomplish- 
ing this is to use long bar stock ( between 5 and o niches in 
length), from which the individual uorkpieces are mach- 
ined and. finally, are cut off. The bar feed is obtained by 
means of a feed collet which can be moved mechanically 
by means of a lever and a sleeve. During machining, ihe 
bar stock is firmly held by a collet chuck on Ihe rear side 
of the spindle. This system of bar feed can be found in 
screw machines. The operating tools are mounted on 
several slides which can move longitudinally and Cans- 
versally. By means of optional attachments, such opera- 
tions as boring, transversal drilling, saw-cutting, thread 
chasing and gear generation can be carried out. 

J. Single-spindle automatic machines 

Automatic machines can  be classified  into singlc- 

Figure 13 
MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC WORK TRANSFER 

Summing up, one may state that a sequence-controlled 
machine tool can be operated by semi-skilled workers. 
I or this reason, as well as the fact that single-machine 
operation is desirable, this type of machine seems to be 
Muted for batch production in developing countries. 

D. Automatic machines 
Turret lathes have a number of pre-set tools which can 

v retracted from the working point after an operation 
id then be brought back into working position when 
eded. An operation is initiated by the command of a 
•'ten actuated by an operator. Hence, an operator must 
^ays stay with the machine. He must supervise its 

• 'Vidual operations and, furthermore, execute certain 
crachons. As batch sizes increased more and more, 
chine development tended towards liberating the work 

: twice from the presence of an operator and mechan- 
'•s 'i fully. The development of automatic machines 
"i ¡n the United States of America. The first machines 

•'»s type were built in 1871 by Porkhorts, and in 1880 
I'elzer. 

* he work process on automated machines necessitates 

spindle automatics, multiple-spindle automatics and 
index-drum automatics Single-spindle automatics have 
been built and applied in production for decades. As 
mechanical drive, they feature curved discs and cams on 
a main drive shaft. This main drive shaft rotates just 
once during a work cycle, i.e., during the production of 
one part, including bar feed, chucking, machining with 
the various tools and workpiece cul-off. figures 14, 15 
and 16 show different types of single-spindle automatic 
machines. As a tool-holder, single-spindle automatics 
normally feature a turret. In addition to the slowly 
rotating drive shaft, there is a rapidly rotating auxiliary 
drive shaft on which a number of quick-action clutches 
are mounted. They are actuated by the curves on the 
drive shaft and initiate one quick revolution of the drive 
curves for turret position, bar-stock feed, chucking, 
spindle-speed change and reversion of rotation. 

A Geneva type of motion is used for turret indexing. 
The turret carriage is cushioned against a bracket by a 
resilient spring. Its feed movement is generated by a 
roller arm riding on the curve; a pinion on the other end 
of the roller arm drives a rack. 
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Figure 14 
SlNGLE-SPINDLE   AUTOMATIC  MACHINE.   INDEX   C  29 (F), 

WITH NEW PNEl MATIC HOLLOW CLAMPING-CHUCK 

Figure 15 
SlNGLE-SPINDLE AUTOMATIC MACHINE 

H. Opitr 

2. Multiple-spindle automatic machines 

In contrast to the procedure on single-spindle auh - 
matic machines, where the individual operational steps 
for a work piece follow each other, the steps are simul- 
taneously  executed   in  a  multiple-spindle  automatic 
machine by several work-spindles. From four to eight 
work-spindles are placed on a revolving drum. In case of 
bar automatics, the bar stock h held by chuck collets 
in the hollow spindles. In one of the spindle positions, 
there is generally no machining, but only the workpieto 
cut-off and bar feed against a stop. In the case of chuck- 
ing automatics, an analogous spindle position is reserved 
for unloading the completed part and loading a new one. 
In all other positions, the various machining operations 
are carried out by tool groups. Tools for longitudinal 
machining are mounted on a polygonal slide which can- 
not be revolved but which moves along the drum axis. 
In addition, transversal tool slides at each work-station, 
held at the machine frame, can be applied. After each 
drum rotation to its next index stop, a completed part is 
ejected. The machining time for one part can be reduced 
by four-spindle automatics to one-third and, on a six- 
spindle automatic, to one-fifth of the time required by a 
single-spindle automatic machine.  For the six-spindle 
automatic shown in figure 17, the drive shaft bearing the 

Figure 16 
SWISS HUSH  TYPE Ol  AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINE 

Figure 17 
SIX-SPINDLE CHUCKING AUTOMATIC LATHE 

curve drums and drive discs is mounted above the tool 
carriage and the spindle drum. This provides for un- 
hindered chip collection. The work spindles are driven 
by an electric motor over change gears and a central 
main drive shaft inside of the hollow drum shaft The 
spindle drum is indexed by a Geneva motion. Formultipl - 
spindle automatics, many optional attachments for 
oading, slitting, thread chasing, long turning and tie 

like are available. 

3. Index drum automatic machines 
The index drum automatic machine shown in figure '8 

serves for machining several faces of a workpiece simi • 
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. .oiisly. It is used for the production of mass-type 
¡s. such as cast or die-forged parts, bar sections or 

, :J-formed parts. Machining from bar stock is not 
^ible. Rotating tool spindles bear the tools, which are 

:a|iiently combined into tool groups. In case of bulky 
-.nape, the parts must be clamped very close to each other, 
«.«talion and feed movements are executed by the tools 
LU the tool spindles; the index movement from one tool 
uioup to the next is accomplished by the parts them- 
selves. Thus, the index drum, as known from the multiple- 
spindle automatics, holds only the chucking fixtures and 
executes the index movements in the case of this machine. 
By passing five work-stations with a total of ten spindles, 
two workpiece faces can be machined simultaneously. 
The machine can be enlarged by attaching radial spindle 
units in such a way that three faces of the parts can be 
machined at the same time. 

Figure 18 

TW(»-WAY DRUM TYPE OF AUTOMATIC INDEXING MACHINE 

4 Production planning requirements for automatic machines 

In order to ensure economic production, the use of 
automatic lathes calls for careful production planning 
and well-trained and experienced specialists for the set-up 
and maintenance of the machines. For servicing these 
machines, a non-skilled operator will suffice; he can 
upervise several machines simultaneously. The shortest 

i »Nsible set-up and production time and, hence, economic 
'induction certainly cannot be obtained by empirical 

KI improvised design, successive corrections and trial 
"is of the drive curves. The man at the machine cannot 
expected to utilize the full potential of modern turning 
dunes according to the knowledge of modern produe- 
ii technology. Furthermore, special experiences and 
igns for a specific production problem can be co- 
llated by a central department only. For example, 
••iprehensive data about chip-forming operations for 
numerous available materials will be collected in this 
'liment. In handbooks, one often finds only approxi- 

values with wide tolerance ranges. The required 
•'I experience must include such fields as fixture 

-'il. chucking and clamping problems, special tool- 
ers, magazines, workpiece loading and unloading. 

machine intcrlinkagc. chip collection and coolants 
Highly detailed and thorough production planning is a 

prerequisite lor a high degree of utilization of automatic 
machines by elimination of down-times. furthermore, the 
production planning department is in charge ol setting 
the lime allowances for machine set-up and operation 
depending upon the job difficulty. The parts to be 
machined on a lathe should be designed accordingly and 
should be machinable in one chucking onlv. Therefore. 
the ability of the planning engineers to adapt blue prints 
to the needs of efficient production is of essential advan- 
tage. Finally, the sequence of the individual operation 
steps must be chosen; superfluous operations must be 
eliminated. 

The flexibility of automatic machines in regard to the 
producible parts is good. The possibility of machine 
operation by non-skilled workers would favour their 
use in industrially developing countries. However, since 
a multiple-machine operation is possible and the expendi- 
ture for a good production planning department is 
economically justified only if an adequate number of 
machines exists, this machine type will he suited f*»r 
utilization in developing countries only under certain 
conditions, especially since the economic use of only one 
automatic machine can lead to a large product quantity, 
which would, in many cases, exceed the domestic demand 
of the developing country. 

E. Transfer lines 
A transfer line is a fully automated production line 

designe«] for one specific production task only. A transfer 
line cannot be purchased from a catalogue as can a 
universal lathe. When purchasing a transfer line, the 
customer usually presents his production problem to 
the manufacturer: the manufacturer will then combine a 
transfer line out of standard units according to his own 
experience. For the dimension of the transfer line, the 
number of pieces to be fabricated plays a decisive r«»te 
since a too largely dimensioned production unit will 
prevent economic utilization of the line: and it is difficult 
to enlarge too small a unit. 

If standardized units are used, adaptation to another 
product is possible. Due to the technological character- 
istics, however, adaptation to a new workpiece is gener- 
ally much more complicated than it is for a single auto- 
matic machine tool. 

I. Design ol a transfer lim- 

A transfer line is a rigidly interlinked machine Ime 
The individual stations for machining, inspection ami 
part positioning are interconnected by slideways or 
chutes, or bell conveyors lor workpiece transportation 
Hence, for each station, a special loading operation is 
necessary. The transport motion itself may be telahuh 
inaccurate. Once it is inside the station, however, I de- 
part must be accurately positioned It can be ti.insported 
either directly, i.e.. without a pilot lixiure. or indirectly. 
by means of a pilot tinnire Ihe method ol transportation 
to be applied depends upon the possibilities <«| clamping 
the workpiece The ideal production flow is achieved by 
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direct workpiece transportation because, otherwise, there 
is the problem of returning the empty pilot fixtures, 
furthermore, the purchase of the pilot fixtures and their 
return facilities entails a considerable expenditure. The 
return ways will usually be (bund behind or above the 
transfer line and only rarely under the main section. 

If a transport step is accomplished, the workpiece or 
the pilot fixture will, generally, be accurately positioned 
in the work-station by means of two indexing bolls and 
will then be clamped hydraulically, pneumatically or 
mechanically. This is followed by a signal to begin the 
cycle for the machining units. The work cycles of the 
units mainly consist of rapid traverse, feed and rapid 
return. After the last unit has come back into its starting 
position, the conveyor is signalled to progress. If an 
operation has been executed incompletely or omitted, the 
whole line will stop. The motion signals and the motions 
themselves can be produced electrically, hydraulically 
pneumatically or mechanically. 

If more than three workpiece faces must be machined, 
a turn-table or revolving station can be incorporated in 
the transfer line to bring the workpiece into the necessary 
machining position. These motions are part of the feed 
motions and must be executed in the «ime cycle time as 
the main feeding motion. 

In order to detect faulty production, an inspection 
station is incorporated in a transfer line. For example, 
an inspection station is generally placed before a thread- 
cutting station. It checks all threads with a feeler pin 
so that no part will reach the thread-cutting station with- 
out a proper drill hole. Frequently, one feeler pin is pro- 
vided for each drill hole and can eventually peñérate an 
impulse to stop the whole line. The inspection stations 
serve not only for location detection but also for dimen- 
sional control. If an error is detected by the inspection 
station, it will he displayed optically or acoustically and 
the line will automatically be stopped. 

Quite often, transfer lines are equipped with loading 
and unloading stations. Hence, the supervising operator 
does not have to ready the raw parts for machining within 
the cycle time and is liberated for other types of work. 
Loading stations are of special advantage if the work- 
pieces are transported without pilot fixtures. 

Theoretically, the length of a transfer line is unlimited 
However, it was found that there is an economic limit 
since the larger the transfer line, the longer the down- 
times. Unexpected breakdowns cannot be avoided; there- 
fore, a buffer storage is frequently provided between 
individual transfer lines. In this way, at least the following 
transfer lines can continue operation in case of break 
down. It is advantageous to fill the buffer storage to 50 
per cent in order to decrease the effective down-times 
also during a planned tool change. Some existing transfer 
lines are briefly described below. 

Figure IV show, a transfer line for machining cylinder 
heads. The transfer line consists of eight standard units 
for milling, drilling, chamfering and thread-cutting 
operations (see fig. 20) and has a total length of 10 
metres. The parts are machined from five different direc- 
tions. The line is controlled from a central desk where the 
controls for the individual units are also housed. Two 
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vyorkpieces are automatically clamped together on a pili, 
fixture in a loading (or. respectively, unloading) static»! 
Transport across the line is accomplished by two hv 
draulic pushers featuring transport bars at the sides «V 
the pilot fixtures and retractable drive dogs. Cycle tim • 
is 23 seconds. Altogether, about  3.500 operations at•• 
executed per hour. 

figure /V 
TRANSFER LINK FOR MA< HIMNl, CYLINDER BUK KS 

Figure 21 shows a transfer line for machining steering 
swivel bushes. This workpiece is shown in figure 22. The 
transfer line consists of twenty standardized units and 
measures 16 metres in length. It executes milling, drilling, 
chamfering, countersinking, facing, taper reaming, taper 
drilling, taper finish drilling and thread-cutting opera- 
tions (see fig. 23). Five sides of the workpiece are mach- 
ined. The parts are clamped eleciro-mechanically on a 
pilot fixture. Each pilot fixture accommodates four parts. 

Figure 20 
UNITS OF A TYHCAL TRANSFER LINE 

Complete machining requires two passes. The guidewa* s 
for returning the pilot fixtures are located behind and 
above the machine. The pilot fixtures are lifted at d 
lowered by means of an inclined hoist. Transport aero s 
the transfer line is done by a hydraulically actuatii 
transport bar with retractable drive dogs. Cycle time f >t 
twoworkpieces is 85 seconds. In one hour, approximate y 
I,MO operations are carried out. 
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îiiirc 24 represents the model of a transfer line corn- 
il ol gear shapers. Here, the purpose is to generate 

• matieully the helical teeth and the clutch gear ring 

Figure 21 
iKANSTHt   I INT   I OR   MACHINING Ol    Ml I KIM.   SWIVH 

HI SHI S 

.u the main shaft of an automobile transmission and, at 
ihe same time, to eliminate the shaping bum. The trans- 
ter line shown in figure 25 was designed for this job. 

The production line consists of three gear shapers for 
ihe generation of the helical teeth and of one more gear 
sha per to generate the clutch ring. The cycle time is 6 
minutes for three parts: i.e., the gear shapers of group A 
generate the teeth on one part each and the gear shaper 
<>!' group B generates the clutch rings of three parts 

Figure 22 
STEERING SWIVEL BUSH 

n the same time. In this way, one part is completely 
a every 2 minutes by this transfer line (see flg. 24). 
aw parts are fed by means of a conveyor. It should 
»ted that there is a separate conveyor for machine 

groups A anil B, respectively Ihe conveyor for group A 
leeds three parts every d minutes; the convevor for group 
B feeds one pari even 2 minutes. The heiicallv geared 
parts are passed on by an ejector feeding three pans 
simultaneously every 6 minutes mio the convevor ol 
machine group B. 

2. Conditions for the application of transfer lines 

A prerequisite for the economic application of transfer 
lines is a large number of pieces to be produced. In 
ordei to obtain ihe number of pieces justifying ihe use 
of such a line, the products should be siandardi/ed. 
Technical unification and model restriction contribute 
essentially to such a standardization. The technical uni- 
fication imposes some restrictions to ihe engineer but. 
nevertheless, leaves him enough freedom for the design 
of the products. When working on such a unification, it 

Figure 2$ 

MA« HIMNO STATIONS ot A TRANSITU UNI 

must always be kept in mind that the standards, in spite 
of the natural progress of technology, must keep their 
validity over a long period of time. 

Model restriction is also essential if a large output is 
to be obtained. This is an analytical, commercially 
oriented process of selection and is planned for the 
adaptation of the production programme to the actual 
market requirements. 

Another important point for the judgement of transfer- 
line utilization is the labour situation in the developing 
country where the machine is to be set up. A transfer line 
not only makes it possible to produce the parts faster 
and at lower costs, but also spares workers, even if the 
total output is increased by introduction of the line. 
One may deduct the premise that the labour force must 
be fully employed; temporary unemployment can be a 
consequence of utilization of a transfer line. Professional 
and social problems will always arise as a result of the 
replacement of physical labour by mechanical operations, 
to the effect that the demands and strains of the worker 
will be partially changed. 
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Figure 25 
TRANSUMI um CONSISTING OF at*« SHANM 
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For the operation of g transfer (hit, service, 

'"»i'MíminccaiKiMiptfVHOfypmoniidwtiwyéi 
MA of activity and the connected rcquii 
Uwe» typa of personnel at« quite ¿Meruit 
other. Their main characteristics are outlined 

The 
for 

(a) Service f*rsmmi. The task of a transfer line'» servwe 
PWioaatl it to Mart the automatic work process, to oh- 
•em the entire Une and to react according to optical •* 
acoustic signals. Service personnel are not expected to 
take action in caw of breakdown*, for example, a brok. • 
drill or a stalled unit. In such a case, the approprile 
maimcnurKc personnel mutt he called. Thus, the function 
of the service personnel has been tranaformad from ••.• 
eaecutmg to « controlling action. It require« nett** 
ipw*l sks« nor haue professional knowledge. Hea>e, 
the operator does not need complete professional tram f 
or the équivalent éducation A short period of instruct i « 
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suflice. Neverlhcless, not every person is Nuited tor 
service of transfer lines. The   selection, in regard lo 
operator's personal qualities, must be very careful 

. e a transfer line represents a very considerable in- 
' fnenl value. The operator must be absolutely reliable 
I alert over long periods of time without manual acti- 

^. This leads io high requirements in respect of the 
.viator's ability to concentrate and his willingness to 
 nie responsibility. In addition, the operator must be 

hie to communicate his observations and perceptions 
, v.u-lv and distinctly. He musi possess most of these 
.liabilities from the very beginning since they can be 

ungili only to a certain degree. 

ihi Sri-up personnel. The function of a transfer-line set-up 

mini- similarto the one of setting upautomatic machines. 
Since a transfer line is only a line-up of automatic pro- 
duction machinery, the activities are often identical. The 
sei up man must have excellent manual skill and funda- 
mental technical knowledge. This necessitates complete 
i miesMonal training or a similar thorough education. 
< "inpared with multiple-spindle automatic machines, a 
transfer-line set-up is  facilitated  since the individual 

:    Mations can be separately actuated, and large and strong 
|    tools   are   frequently   used.   Furthermore,   tools   are 

generally set outside of the machine by means of gauges 
m such a way that they can be chucked in the machine 
Hv ;i quick-change attachment. Detailed knowledge is 
necessary for the sel-up of ihe inspection and dimen- 
sional-control stations. These stations serve for control- 
ling (he production process; they are supposed to signal 
production errors and tool breakdown, either acoustic- 
al) or optically. Since the costs per machine-hour are 
very high and. hence, down-times should be restricted to 
the absolute minimum, it is essential that a set-up man 
have a good knowledge of tools and. especially, of tool 
lite 

u i Maintenante personne/. The task of the maintenance 
personnel is to maintain, to repair and. if necessary, 
'<• completely overhaul Ihe transfer line. Since the break- 
i'vvn of a single machine stops the whole production 
1 >vv.   numerous   well-trained   maintenance   personnel 
'""st be employed for the elimination of such breakdowns 

¡he shortest possible time. Generally, the theoretical 
wledge and practical skill required for proper main- 
line cannot be met by professional training of the 
I'nnei as ejtncr mechanics or electricians because the 

•'« of activities is much wider. A good maintenance 
i can only he formed by a further thorough training 
!ic skilled workers in adjacent Welds. For instance, a 

'"• i rained machine mechanic must also have basic 
-A ledp of hydraulics, pneumatics, control engineering, 
ncal science etc  in order to detect faults quickly, 
•rdingly. an electrician must have a certain command 
Ids adjacent to his own profession. Then, in case of 
cakdown. the man with the best knowledge and 

enee in the concerned Held will be called upon to 
"He it. The many-sided maintenance problems of 
ister line can be solved only if the appropriale main- 
He personnel are available. 

(d) Supervisory personnel. As supervisory personnel it is 
possible to considei only those professional engineers 
who. on the basis o! their education, have gained i 
sufficiently broad vie« of the problems connected with 
the use ol a transfer line. Ihe engineer should not „nix 
have theoretical knowledge «if the various helds. hut also 
satisfactory practical experience. 

In regard to the suitability of a transfer hue for an 
industrially developing country, one mav conclude thai 
lor the economic use of such a Ime. a large number of 
pieces of a product must be fabricated over a long period 
of time. In many developing countries, the ability i„ 
reach the minimum output for economic utilization is 
quite problematical Furthermore, the installation o|r.i 
transfer line entails high capititi investments. I or this 
reason and because of their low flexibility in regard to 
the product, transfer lines will only scarcelv be suitable 
In particular, the saving of personnel could cause resist- 
ance. Application of transfer lines, however, is furthered 
by the fact that briefly instructed, non-skilled workers 
without any training can be employed as service person- 
nel. If only one transfer line is installed, a large number ol 
highly qualified specialists, in relation to the servicing 
personnel, are needed for clerical and planning tasks. I his 
proportion, however, improves if several transfer lines 
are installed in a developing country. 

F. Numerically controlled machine tools 

Numerically controlled (NC> machine tools can read 
information fed digitally by means of punched tape or 
magnetic tape and can translate these data into machine 
functions. Due to the separation of the measuring 
device and information storage, they show a verv high 
degree of flexibility with regard to the production of dif- 
ferent parts. The means of feeding the information the 
most frequently used is punched tape are prepared in 
the production planning department according to tin- 
blue prints. The various parts to be machined call for 
three different types of numerical control (see fig 2f») 

(a| Point-to-point control. This type of control is 
generally used for boring mills and dulls Machining is 
done at predetermined points of the woilpiece; during 
numerically controlled machine positioning, the tool 
does not cut ; 

(b> Straight-cut control. This control is most frequently 
applied to milling machines and lathes. The tool pro- 
giesses along Mraight lines parallel (or oblique! to the 
machine-table's co-ordinates : 

(c) Continuous-path control. This type ol control per- 
mits the machining of irregularly shaped and. eventually. 
curved surfaces. An electronic computer is needed t.. 
calculate the often very complicated tracks of the tool 
Controls with either an ;nnerinterpolator (i.e., a computer 
within the control unit) or an outer interpolator (a 
computer outside of the control unit)can be distinguished. 
The costs for an interpolator of a continuous-path control 
amount to a considerable pere ntage of the total price. 

Economic considerations impose a restriction in 
regard to the required control types. Investigations m 
industrialized countries have shown that 85 per cent of 
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nil parts destined for numerically controlled machines 
can be produced by means of point-to-point or straight- 
cut control, as shown in ligure 27. This percentage will 
probably be true for developing countries also. 

In regard to the technical conception of the numerical 
control and the measuring system, two groups may be 
classified according lo their functions: the digital system; 
and the analogue system. While the digital system will 
almost exclusively be found in the information-feed part 
of the control, due primarily to its resistance to tempera- 
ture, metal ageing and other environmental influences. 

M 
—-W2) 

Positioning control 
Tool not engaged 
Jig borer, production borer 
Spot-welding machines 

Lt»tt>fiL_ 
 J 

»H 

Straight-cut control 

Tool engaged 

-• _        WMWM   ItytffwTfCA!  KM"fft§) 
2    MMnf machines  (surfaces 

g_^    parallel to the at is) 

-•>• 

Continuous-path cantrol 
Tool engaged 
Mwing machines \ profile 
UMhM J cuttmg 
•urnmg-cunwvi machine« 

Figur* 26 
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one lirais both digital and analogue designs for the (table) 
feed-measuring systems. Since the accuracy and relia- 
bility of the feed-measuring system determine the proper- 
ties of the entire control, the various alternatives for 
such measurement are briefly described below. 

Basically, digital feed measurement can be divided into 
the incremental system which is based on the principle 
of counting elementary non-distinguishable feed ele- 
ments, and the absolute coded system, where a defined 
and, over the whole measurable feed range, a non- 
repeated combination of signals is attributed to each 
feed increment. 

In order to be able to decipher the required feed length 
as a part of the whole feed range of the machine, the 
measuring system in analogue measurement is divided 
into three subsystems: the coarse system; the medium 
system; and the precision system. Only the precision 
system determines the obtainable accuracy. 

The choice of the measurement principle influences 
greatly the expenditure for the control and some charac- 
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leristic properties also The simplest control sysk i 
consists of incremental feed measurement without , 
fixed co-ordinate origin in relation to the machine-tab,.' 
After an eventual failure of the electric current, a ci- 
ordinale origin is freely selected by hitting a butto i 
In absolute digital and analogue measurement, the c .. 
ordinate origin is fixed: ils relocation necessitates con 
puter action in the control system. 

huh type of feed measurement principalis permit 
direct or indirect measurement (see lig. 28). The principi, 
of direct measurement allows the highest possible measm 
mg accuracy independent of ihe type of material. ,v 
short-comings, one musi mention the frequently higher 
sensitivity to dirt in the case of optical systems, ilu- 
narrow assembly tolerances and the higher price. There- 
fore, measurement by means of the sturdier indirect s>v 
tern is always recommendable except for machines w'iih 
the highest accuracy. Through the application of ball- 
bearing spindles, a simple and advantageous drive o| 
spindle and a measuring system with good precision are 
achievable. Besides, n should be noted that the recent 
development of efficient electrical step motors has opened 
the possibility of designing very reliable and inexpensive 
control systems without any measuring system. 

A prerequisite for the use of numerically controlled 
machines is the availability of a programmer to prepare 
the tapes. This must be done by specially trained per- 
sonnel, who bear most of the responsibility for the part 
to be produced. In the highest stage of development of 
numerically controlled production, there is a trend to- 
wards tape preparation by machines, i.e., computer- 
assisted programming, particularly in the case of the 
extremely time-consuming calculations required in con- 
nexion with gear generation. In the near future, however, 
such computer-assisted programming will not come into 
the reach of developing countries, especially for the fol 
lowing reasons: capital investment for the computer i«, 
high; the effect of rationalization is greatly reduced bv 
the fact that there is a sufficient supply of labour al a 
relatively low wage index. Furthermore, only a fraction 
of the capacity of a computer installation would be util- 
ized even if there were several numerically controlled 
machines. The assumption of full computer utilization 
by work for other fields, e.g., business administration, is 
certainly premature for developing countries. Therefore, 
the question of computer-aided programming is not dealt 
with further in this paper. 

The considerations that must he taken into account tor 
the judgement of the suitability of numerical control for 
developing countries are different from those which 
would be applied to industrialized nations. White there 
is generally a sufficient supply of labour, there is a clear 
lack of skilled specialists. Here, the application nl 
numerical control can help to bridge the gap. The macht« 
programmes are prepared in the production planniif 
department by a small number of specialists. The mach* 
operation itself, then, requires only non-skilled workc s. 
who scarcely influence product quality and operatioi a! 
time. If several machines are served by one programs r. 
these advantages wifl be even greater. 

Another point is the fact that the production of rv a- 
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ftWtTION AND DISPLACEMENT MEASURING DEVICES 

ly small batches will be predominant in developing 
ntries. This is, indeed, the economic operational 

••'c of numerically controlled machine». For the setec- 
>»f a suitable numerically controlled machine, the 

non of siurdiness, operational simplicity, reliability 
easy maintenance must be thoroughly investigated. 
numerical control is introduced at all, point-to-point 
^»-dimensional control will be of the greatest interest 
everal reasons. As previously mentioned, a large 

cntage of the parts do not call for three-dimensional 

control, the purchasing costs of which are two or three 
times higher than those for other control types, without 
considering the costs for an eventually needed computer 
programming unit. The requirements of the maintenance 
and repair personnel, in respect of their special know- 
ledge, are high. 

While operational simplicity can be obtained by meas- 
ures which do not call for large additional expenses, the 
reliability of the control system is closely connected with 
the reliability of the measuring system. Here, accuracy 
requirements should not be exaggerated since this would 
only increase the machine's delicacy As mentioned earlier, 
the application of indirect spindle-driven and enclosed 
measuring elements is recommendablc. 

In view of maintenance and the elimination of minor 
breakdowns, it must be kept in mind that, frequently, 
there is no service centre in the nearer surroundings. By 
maintenance-oriented design and the use of readily avail- 
able error detection and control equipment designed for 
the particular type of control, routine maintenance and 
minor repairs could possibly be undertaken by workers 
who had not been given special instruction in regard to 
the type of control. 

In summary, it may be said that numerically con- 
trolled machines generally do not require specially 
trained operators, but they do present the maintenance 
and supervisory personnel with very demanding tasks. 
A centrally co-ordii;ated service for all machines would 
be of great advantage in a developing country. The 
excellent machine flexibility in regard to the product, 
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lu! Considerations of Machinery Design for Industrially Dcveloptng Countries 

profitable use even in small-batch production and 
possibility of integrating it into a manually oriented 

; k flow can be of advantage for an industrially de- 
¡oping country if the related requirements are fulfilled. 

HI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the problem of designing and selecting 
machine tools for developing countries has been outlined 
am) discussed on the basis oí the principal considerations, 
ilk* following points have lieen made 

I ihere is a remarkable difference between the condi- 
lions which prevailed at the beginning of industrializa- 
tion in the industrialized countries and the conditions 
which obtain for countries which are now developing 
industrially. This difference is that, in industrialized 
countries, professional training and the principle of 
the division of labour were already in existence before 
industrialization. Hence, there was already a certain 
level of education in those countries which can be 
met in only a few developing countries of today: 

2. The industry of currently developing countries is 
pimarily supposed to satisfy the domestic demand. 
In order to protect sales of the domestic products, 

»i< 

protective duties arc often sci up. leading io a situation 
where real rationalization is not introduced; 

3. The excessive supply of workers, the frequent unem- 
ployment and the rather low level of education in 
developing countries make it appear advisable io 
select machine tools which are simple to operate and 
which can be integrated into the work flow in such a 
way that the rate of employment does not decrease. 

The question of suitable machine tools for an industri- 
ally developing country must be answered indis idualiy 
for each case, taking into consideration the above- 
mentioned points. In order to facilitate such decisions, 
the requirements of the various machine types, in regard 
to personnel and products, have been outlined by describ- 
ing the development of the machine tool in industrialized 
countries. The following table illustrates this develop- 
ment in a genera' survey deliberately bused on machine 
models which are readily available in all parts of the 
world. In regard to operational reliability and price, the 
industrially developing countries should prefer these 
models to brand-new designs. Finally, the experiences 
of industrialized countries should also be significant for 
developing countries. 





PROBLEMS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF METAL-CUTTING TECHNIQUES 

Jmn KKtmmtk, The Institute of Mttml Cutting, Krakow, Poland 

I   SlUMHCANCE AND ASPECTS Ol  CUTTING DEVELOPMENT 

Cutting technology is predominant in the production of 
m.khme components and melul parts. In mechanical 
engineering in Poland, for instance, in which it is possible 
u. sec symptoms of the changes typical of all the coun- 
ties experiencing rapid industrial development, the par- 
ticipation of cutting machining in 1965 was about 28 per 
unt; casting, 12 per cent; handiwork (i.e., titling and 
welding). 10 per cent; and plastic working, 7 per cent of 
•nial work-time (sec fig. 1). 

In 1970, according to development plans, there will be 
sume changes in these proportions. Nevertheless, cutting 
will always be the method used for the greatest share of 
the whole work-time and value of production, and will 
constitute about 26 per cent of the total work-time, 
almost three times more than plastic working and about 
two times more than casting. 

 -*t 

mo mt \m tin 
.titling;   Ol 

i"iming. 
otheri.; Al l>;C«      tasi in», Ha      handwork. 

"«rv /—SHARE OF VARIOUS PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES 

METALWORKING INDUSTRIES OF POLAND, 1960-1970 
iPere*Ma$r of work-lime I 

1 he significance of cutting is even more evident if one 
»us as a criterion of estimation, instead of the work- 

share in the whole production, the share of compo- 
•'s which are ready to assemble in the production pro- 

ie situation in this field may be illustrated by the 
pie of the Federal Republic of Germany, one of the 

' industrialized countries of the world. In I960, the 
nil Republic had one of the highest indexes of share 
ichine tools for plastic working. In spite of this, the 
>er of parts produced by the plastic mean and in 

finished condition, ready to be assembled, was said to 
be only 5 15 per cent, independent of the industrial 
branch concerned ( I ). 

In other countries, the share of finished components 
produced without use of the cutting process is far 
smaller. 

Therefore, the reduction of cutting work-time (see 
fig. I ) derives, in fact, not from its elimination by other 
machining processes, but rather from the increase of 
cutting efficiency and the reduction of the share of 
roughing. It is characteristic thai no real changes have 
been noted in recent years in the percentage share of 
culling in the production of finished components. 

This results from the fact that cutting has the best 
possibilities from the point of view of accuracy and 
universality. In addition to being one of the most 
economic and universal methods, cutting is the most 
technically advanced and the most rapidly developing 
method. * 

A. "Peaks" ami "pits" of technology 
The first of these aspects is the relative proportion of 

the "peaks" and "pits" of technology. From day to day 
one may observe the creation of peak technological 
realizations, which obviously influence the over-all level 
of technology, as well as the material conditions in 
existence. Nevertheless, they do not constitute a sufficient 
index of the actual production-engineering level. 

Only the elimination and "raising" of technological 
"pits" can end the process of introduction and propa- 
gation of new achievements. For this reason, too, the 
real level of production engineering is represented by the 
percentage of the newest installations and production 
methods, and by the percentage of backward methods. 

The rate at which the "pits" til technology are being 
raised has increased in comparison with that of the last 
ten years. In spite of this, however, tlie distance between 
"pits" and "peaks" is still important. That is why. when 
speaking of problems related it» development, one must 
draw attention to not only the technological absolute 
novelties, but also the liquidation of technical backward- 
ness and the propagation of achievements which are 
already known, but which are insufficiently used. These 
remarks concern all production engineering methods 
and, principally, cutting technology. 

B. Size of production run 
The   second   important   problem   of technical  and 

economic character is that of the size of the production 
run. Every conclusion concerning directions and tasks 
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related to the development of the cutting method must 
be adapted to the size of the production run and to 
changes in this field. 

Figure 2 shows the changes achieved and foreseen in 
Poland in the held of so-called "linai" run size (i.e., of 
machines and installations) and machine components. 
From the figure, one may see that up to 1970 small-batch 
production (A) will be dominant, but its share will 
decrease more rapidly in machine components produc- 
tion (II) than in the case of finished products (I). Batch 
production (B), large-batch production (C) and mass 
production (D) will also increase at a higher rate for 
machine components than for finished products. 

C. Share of various processes in loi al cutting work-tittse 
The third important aspect of the cutting technology 

development is the structure and participation in per- 
centage of (he different processes in the total work-time 
of cutting. 

An example of the percentage share of the different 
processes in the total work-time of cutting in Poland 
during the period 1961 1970 it given in figure 3. Although 
this example concerns only one country, it give«, never- 
theless, an idea of the trends and structure of limn for 
the different processes in the world. 

From the curve shown in figure 3. one may ice that it* 
greatest percentage is allowed for turning and. in order 
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roughness and the depth of damaged layer, us well as 
the most economic course of production. 

Particular attention should be paid to oneri repeated 
errors of decarbonization 01 the upper layer in some 
hot-machining operations, as well as to the appearance 
of micro-cracks, cold shut etc., all of which lead to the 
increase of allowances. 

The following facts—based on the example of Poland 
may give an idea of the material savings it is possible 

to achieve by rationalization and reduction of allow- 
ances. One statistical machine tool in Poland gives 2 tons 
of ehip«. Simultaneously, it is known that the average 
machining allowances are 50 per cent to MX) per cent 
higher than those which are technically justified. This 
means that the introduction of technically justified 
allowances may result in savings of about I ion of chips 
¿iff mumm for each statistical machine tool. These 
savings, multiplied by the number of machine tools, 
amount to a very important quantity of material for 
every country. 

For thw reason, some countries have elaborated and 
are introducing new principles tor the technical sian- 
dardi/ation of losses of materials. 

HI.    ilÉMMIVBMfSíTS Ol TKHNOIXK.K AL Ql ALIIY Ol 
MA« MINF, COMHONtsrS 

A, Quatti \ ufe produci mut quality of a component 

I« popular conception, the quality of a product is 
hatwaMy characterised by: 

(a) Reliability in operation and accomplishment of its 
function»; 
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(/>) Endurance or durability, in other words, the un- 
changeability or its features during its use; 

(r) External aspect of the product in its totality and of 
its parts, particularly its surface, in other words, the 
surface "finish"; 

(d) Application of those materials whose properties are 
particularly suitable for this use. 

One may see, therefore, that the quality of a product 
is dependent, in the first place, upon the manufacturer, 
i.e., upon the production engineering. However, the 
designer also exerts a great influence on the quality, 
because he decides on the choice of material, as well as 
the external appearance of the different components and 
of the whole product. 

Analysing more precisely the popular conception of 
quality, it is necessary to remark that the usual features 
of a product, which are the mean basis of estimation, 
depend also upon the conditions and method of use of 
the product. 

At the moment when a given product has just be on 
manufactured, it is impossible to know exactly if it wil! 
be used properly or not, i.e., to what degree the con- 
ditions of use may influence the opinion concerning its 
quality. Nevertheless, at this moment, the quality must 
be estimated. 

The quality of a product composed of many parts 
depends upon their proper assembly and connexion, i.e., 
on the assembling process and on the quality of units or 
parts composing this product. 

In this respect, attention must be limited to the 
influence of engineering technologies and methods on 
the quality of the components. It is obvious that Hie 
better the quality of the components, the better guarantee 
one may have of the complex quality of the final product. 
The problem, therefore, may be reduced to an estimation 
of the quality of the components. 

Such an estimation is possible on the basis of the 
relationship existing between the features of the com- 
ponents ut the end of the manufacturing process—i.e., 
at the end of definite technological processes—and the 
properties of the components when they are put to use. 

With regard to the production of machines, the 
following technological qualities (J) of the machine 
components are important by reason of their functions 
in the (inai product: 

(a) Accuracy of shape and dimension (D); 
(b) Accuracy of surface, or surface roughness (P); 
(c) Physical properties of the upper layer (W). 

These three complex quality features of machine 
comp mein» muuvii»; ;!.e properties of the component 
in u'-¿ (U). of which the most important—and most 
frequently required—are the following: 

(a) Abrasion resistance, which is defined by what may 
be called the abrasion ratio (S); 

\b) Friction resistance, i.e., resistance offered when 
working with another part (C); 

(c) Fatigue resistance, of both the surface of the 
component and its shape (Z); 
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(d) Corrosion resistance (K); 
(f) Power of reflection (R). 

Apart from the above-mentioned features, there arc 
many others which, in some cases, may play an importan; 
role. 

In more precise considerations, it is necessary to 
introduce for the estimation the quality of machine 
components: 

(a) The technological quality (J), defined by the 
properties D, P and W, and then: J    /, (D. P, W); 

(A) The quality at work (U), defined by the properties 
S, C, E and K and then: U    /2 (S, C, Z, K .. .). 

In condensed expression, the technological quality will 
be named "quality" and the quality at work, "work- 
ability". 

The relationships between some technological pro- 
cesses, quality (J) and workability (U) are discussed in a 
subsequent section of this report. 

B. Increase of accuracy required and improvement of 
measurement possibilities 

1. Requirements of accuracy 
In a design office of the railway industry, an interesting 

analysis concerning the increase of accuracy requirements 
in the machining of locomotive rotary pieces (rollers and 
holes) has been achieved. Figure 5 shows the percentage 
of pieces, with various accuracies expressed in values of 
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
for 1930 and 1950, and the values planned for 1970. 

As may be seen from this diagram, the accuracies are 
increasing relatively quickly. As a result, one may really 
foresee that in 1970 a higher percentage of this produc- 
tion will correspond to rollers and holes of the No. 6 
grade, and the sum of pieces of classes below and up to 6 
will reach about 43 per cent, in comparison with 34 per 
cent for the same group in 1950 and only 24 per cent in 
1930. 

This example shows that the increase of accuracy 
requirements in machine-element manufacture is typical 
for every kind of product. A particularly rapid increase 
may be noted in mass and quantity production, for 
instance, in the automotive industry. 

It is not an easy task to reduce the machining errors, 
which are influenced by clastic strains of the machine 
tool, chucks and tools under the cutting forces, thermal 
deformation, geometric and kinematic inaccuracy and 
tool wear. In spile of this, there are reasons, from the 
technical and economic points of view, for trying io 
improve machining accuracy. 

Machining errors have a great influence on the accuracy 
of the joints of machine elements, both at rest and in 
motion, as well as on a great number of importait 
properties at work on the product as a whole. 

2. Possibility of measurement 

In order to achieve a hign machining accuracy, t'C 
improvement of machining capacities must advar e 
simultaneously with and even precede the increase rf 
accuracy requirements concerning shape and dimensic i. 

1 
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Figure 5 
INCREASE OF REQUIREMENTS FOR MACHINING  ACCURACY, 

BASED    ON   THE    EXAMPLE   OF   ROTATIONAL    PIECES   OF 

LOCOMOTIVES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

The basic condition in creating the desired machining 
capacities is to acquire measuring means whose accuracy 
would be suitably higher than the required machining 
accuracy. Analysis or the progress of the technical 
development of measuring means and machining 
capacities proves that the appearance of new, more 
neurale measuring means and :rtethods has resulted in 
m improvement of machining accuracy. 

figure 6 shows, in an objective manner, the relation- 
>iiip between the possibilities of decreasing machining 
errors and the discovery of new measuring methods in 
•''e future. 
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In the period from 1750 to I WW. the acce vu Me 
machining accuracy was characterized by errors ranging 
from one-tenth of I mm to more than 1 mm. This 
obviously resulted from the primitive machining method» 
in use, which are illustrated in ligure 7. 

Figure 6 
»' PENDENCE OF MEASURING AND MACHINING ABILITIES 

Figure 7 
METAL WORKING IN THE m.nm MM etNI CRY 

At first, however, the errors of machining were caused 
by the lack of sufficiently accurate measuring means. 
For example, at that time, the linear measure used in 
Great Britain was the mean foot, i.e.. the arithmetical 
mean value of the lengths of the 2 feet of twelve persons 
chosen at random. 

The invention of the vernier scale (see tig. ft), after 
the introduction of the metric scale, followed by the 
beginning of the manufacture of gauge calipers (about 
1850), caused the improvement of the machining 
accuracy within the limits of 0.1 mm. further improve- 
ments of measuring means and the expanded use of 
micrometrie devices and gauge Mocks permitted the 
improvement of machining accuracy within the limits 
of O.OI mm. 

Actually, in this period, when there are various optical 
and electronic devices which permit measurements with 
errors below I micron, measuring devices may be 
sufficient to control the machining accuracy within the 
limits of 0.001 mm. 

From the analysis of the development rhythm of 
measuring means and range of accessible machining 
accuracy, one may conclude that : 

(a) The development of measuring means has taken 
place sufficiently rapidly and does not constitute any 
restraint on the development of machining accuracy ; 

(.>) On the basis of historical extrapolation, one may 
foresee that about the year 2000, the feasible range of 
industrial machining accuracy will be within the limits of 
I micron. 

As a confirmation and guarantee of achievement of 
this prediction, mechanized and automatic measuring 
and controlling devices, which prevent subjective errors 
by the operator, are being used more and more frequently. 
For example, figure 8 shows an automatic device which 
meets the requirements of mass production. This device, 
which was designed and executed at the Insultile of 
Metal Cutting, can select pits which do noi fulfil the 
necessary dimensional conditions within the limits of 
10 microns of accuracy. 
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abrasive belts, blast lapping, shaving, » ^ 
and roller burnishing—shows that it wowM ht p*4te# 
to increase their use from two t í eight time* 

The reasons for the insufficient use of *urf*w • «*#« , 
processes as finishing methods may ht tatoi m »*,• 
following order: 

(<?) Lack of machine tools and equipment ft* 
working; 

(t) Difficulties in supplying with tool* 
surface working; 

(c) Designers' frequent limitation of the nqpi 
of the upper-layer quality to surface fin«* .«fe 

(d) The scarcity of production engine«.* 
who are trained for surface working. 

••••^"H^^R^BI •    ^s    ^KJr It is apparent, therefore, that • 
machine-tool and the tool industries mmm ^« 
surface-working equipment must be take* m* 
when considering their production plait« 

It is important to emphasize that tht tat» .. 
permitting the stabili -ation of the quality «f 
media and tools is the modernization of ihn m 

In  order to improve abrasive qiiaht)   «m     ,.. 
analyse and study the role of percentage» <4fr*<* «*»«* 
each abrasive powder, as this seems to he «H* ? 
at which to begin thedefinition and stud;, of th* 
of the abrasive. Investigations must be pt 
taneously on the assortment of abrasé* ,„„,,, 
lo establish their rational working parlimi! i i 
functions. 

In connexion with this, the following 
suggested : 

(a) The percentage of machine to** 
for abrasive and surface working in the 
ought to be increased; 

(b) The abrasive materials and took ._ 
systematically modernized and develop 

(c) The abrasive and surface-working p. 
be well known and widely populariwd «* 
theoretical considerations and the result* «f 

The utilization of self-sharpening ,._ 
accurate and very accurate working^ _ «_., 
experimental and technical problem, ikmam^ 
ditions of self-sharpening permits a uah**# < 
rate, operating independently from m 
taneously, a good surface finish. 

The choice of the proper machining ttt* «ü «p.« 
filtration during the process are import** «i * m 
development of precision working and, 
abrasive working. 

From the investigations conducted, H mm k» 
filtration permits an improvement of tht m 
one class at least.   The improvement «4 « 
and output of filtration and the durabtht; »41 
to reduce the over-all dimensions of Mtttt <*«»*•* 
most urgent task in the neat future. 

D. The role of the machine toof-mwk/m^imi «» 
Machining performance of high Mcttm», «t *». 

is dependent upon the machine tool, to *.* J¡¡¿ 
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workpiece and so on. These difficulties, together with the 
insufficient knowledge of the hot-cutting process, lead to 
the opinion that this method may be used in machining 
conventional metal alloys only in the case of discon- 
tinuous fine machining, for instance, in machining hot 
ingots, hot forging and so on. 

The introduction of highly resistant alloy steels, which 
are very difficult to machine, and the progress in theoreti- 
cal knowledge of the cutting process lead to the opinion 
that hot cutting may be in a defined range of a purposeful 
and economic process. 

From investigations, it appears that the basic factor 
for a successful performance in hot cutting is the tempera- 
ture of preliminary heating. This is illustrated in ligure 16, 
representing the dependence of the *ool-point and mach- 
ined-malerial hardness upon the temperature. 

1 

Figure' 16 

SCHEME OF THE DEPENDENCE OF THE TOOL-POINT MATERIAL 
AND THE WORKPIECE MATERIAL HARDNESS UPON TEMPERA- 

TURE 

In the case of normal cutting, the highest temperature 
on the friction surface, called the cutting temperature, 
reaches /,. This temperature results from the transforma- 
tion of the cutting work into heat. 

However, if the workpiece—particularly, the upper 
layer—is heated to temperature tp before the beginning 
of the cutting process, the cutting resistance is much 
smaller and the cutting work performed by the tool-point 
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is far smaller also. It follows, therefore, thai the mech- 
anical load acting on the tool-point will be far smaller, 
which creates a protection against the possible denting 
of the tool-edge and a reduction of its abrasion resistance. 

The increase of temperature, à tg, which is created by 
the transformation of the cutting work into heat, is 
generally so small that the sum is /, -i-A t„<t,. This signi- 
fies, especially in discontinuous cutting, that the heating of 
the tool-point is lower in machining a hot workpiece 
than in cold machining. Therefore, if other difficulties 
of this method are overcome, it may become profitable. 

At the current time, the hot-cutting method is used 
with good results in the iron and steel industry and in 
some plants of the aircraft industry when machining 
materials which are difficult to work. 

On a smaller scale, investigations have been made on 
cutting through freezing of the cutting zone and the tool. 
Freezing is frequently performed by means of com- 
pressed or liquid carbon dioxide. By decreasing the 
temperature to some tens of degrees under OC, the 
ductility of some "difficult-to-work" and ductile steels, 
such as austenitic steel, decreases,and the machinability 
of these steels increases. The handicap of this method is 
the cost. Nevertheless, it is worth while submitting it to 
tests with a view to putting it into use in some cases. 

The tests undertaken on cutting with very high speeds 
are interesting. Reports on these tests refer to "gun-fire 
speeds", i.e., about 30-60 km/min. However, this speed 
is not considered the final point of possibility; in the near 
future, a speed of 110 km/min., i.e., about one-third of 
the sonic velocity in steel, will be achieved. 

Efforts to develop high speeds are due to increased 
efficiency requirements, but the primary need is for 
machinability of steels which are very difficult to work. 
This is based on some fundamental principles, resulting 
from the extrapolation of properties already known for 
the cutting process in the range being used. It has been 
ascertained that with the increase of cutting speed there 
will be a decrease of the specific cutting resistance, which 
is due to the decrease of the friction and plastic deforma- 
tion work, and the increase in temperature will be slower 
in proportion to the increase in cutting speed. 

One can foresee that a very important increase in 
cutting speed—and in the plastic-deformation velocity- 
must bring about a state of brittleness in the machined 
layer and produce a decrease of friction work and cutting 
resistances. 

This theory was put forward in 1929 by C. Salomon 
and was analysed and developed by W. D. kuzniecow. 
The most recent tests performed in the United States of 
America only partially corroborate the expectancies 
related to very high cutting speeds. 

It would be hazardous to advance any practical con- 
clusions from the actual investigations, mainly because 
the cutting time in these tests is very short. Such cutting 
speeds are performed by shooting the workpiece in a 
barrel. At the muzzle, the workpiece meets the cutting 
tool. There is a need for designing equipment to pern it 
a longer cutting time, even with smaller than "shootin " 
cutting speeds, but allowing some comparisons and eva' i- 
ation of its possible practical use. 

W 
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: . 'ilwr development trends in chip removal and abrasion 
in... luning 

! he development of many branches in heavy industry— 
il.,' power industry, iron and steel industry, chemical 
in Itistry—requires machines and equipment of very lar§e 
dimensions. These industries are presenting the greatest 
indexes of increase. For this reason, the need for machin« 
tools designed for machining large pieces is important. 
There is noi only a need to develop the production basis 
ni heavy machine tools, but ¿'-.o a need to overcome 
many technological difficulties related to the dimensions 
and accuracy of the workpiece Research and technical 
works related to the fine machining of heavy, huge work* 
pieces will be one of the most important areas of study for 
the expansion and improvement of chip-removing 
machining processes. 

In the field of abrasion machining, an important im- 
provement of machining possibilities is in the develop- 
ment of curvilinear-surface grinding by means of abrasive 
belts and liquid honing. 

The abrasive-blast treatment is especially suitable for 
honing and, particularly, for the cleaning of free surfaces 
or curvilinear or nearly inaccessible surfaces, for grinding 
surfaces to be covered by electroplating or lacquer and 
so on. The applications of the abrasive-blast treatment 
are numerous, but the limits and rate of increase of their 
use depend upon the degree of production of cheap, 
efficient equipment. 

An important improvement in the machining of excep- 
tionally hard and brittle materials, such as semi-conduc- 
lors. by means of loose abrasive grains, has been achieved 
by utilization of the tool energy due to its longitudinal 
vibrations at a supersonic frequency of about 16-18 kHz. 
This abrasive and erosive means, called ultrasonic 
machining, only appeared during the last few decades. 
Nevertheless, in many countries, the first abrasive and 
erosive machine tools, although not exactly known as 
'ultrasonic", have already been designed. 

All of these abrasive machining methods are already 
at an initial state of popularization. They promise to 
become useful improvements and extensions of the clas- 
sai abrasive means, and investigations in this field must 
i* considered most urgent. 

<    Improvement of machining possibilities by means of 
other removal methods 

Mechanical energy is not the only form of energy 
Heh may be used in removal shaping of pieces. Twenty 
irs ago, development of the erosion treatment of metal 
>y* commenced by means of electrical and chemical 
rgy. More recently, investigations and tests have been 
lertaken for the purpose of putting into practical use 
ous other forms of energy, namely: 

') Ionic machining, called plasma machining, by 
ns of energy provided by a plasma stream, the 
hining process taking place by fusion and partial 
•rization; 
) Electron machining, by means of energy provided 
stream of electrons (in vacuum); 

) Photonic machining, by means of energy provided 

by a strongly condensed stream of photons. This method 
is called laser machining. 

The above-mentioned methods are currently in the 
research stage and »ill not play an important role in the 
production of machine elements in the immédiate future. 
Rather, they will constitute an improvement of the cut- 
ting method. 

Among the different methods of electrical erosion, the 
most popular at the current time are the electro-erosion 
and electro-impulse methods. In spile of their specific 
features, both of the above-mentioned methods may In- 
compared to a chip-forming method of a discontinuous 
character. The removal rates of these processes depend 
upon the energy of each discharge and upon the fre- 
quency of these discharges. They are analogous to the 
removal rate in milling, which depends upon the volume 
of the removed layer by one tool-point and upon the 
frequency with which the tool-poinlsdive into the material. 
The greater the energy of each discharge and the smaller 
the frequency, the worse is the surface finish. This 
phenomenon may be compared to the influence of the 
feed and of the dimensions of the removed layer. The 
tool wear in electrical machining, as in chip-forming 
machining, plays an important role. The dependence of 
accuracy and surface finish upon the removal rate is 
analogous also. 

The most important difference between electro-erosion 
machining and chip-forming machining consists in the 
technological indexes: in the first place, the removal-rate 
indexes of the former are dependent upon the machincd- 
material properties only to a low degree. The specific 
removal rate in the electro-erosion machining of "easy- 
to-work" metal alloys is far smaller than the cutting 
removal rate. 

This situation is reversed for "ditlicult-lo-work" cut- 
ting materials. Therefore, electro-erosion is currently (and 
in the near future, will be) most suited for machining 
materials which would be difficult to work or which 
would be unmachinablc by the cutting method. 

The application of electrochemical erosion in machin- 
ing processes is very encouraging. Compared with electm- 
erosion machining, the advantages of this method are : 

(a) It is an almost "cold" process, ensuring éventuel 
changes in the upper layer; 

(/») The tool is practically unwearahle; 
(<•) The surface finish is dependent upon the removal 

rate. 
The specific removal rate in electrochemical erosion 

has an upper limitation, but, theoretically, the possibili- 
ties of increase of its surface-removal rate arc unlimited. 
Electrochemical erosion is, therefore, particularly suit- 
able for machining large areas. 

In figure 17. one may sec the curves for the chip- 
forming removal rate (OW), the electro-erosion removal 
rate (OE) and the electrochemical removal rale (CM j for 
two materials. Ml and M2. M2 is very difficult to work 
in comparison with Ml, as regards the surface rough- 
ness. 

In the case of an "easy-to-work" material and surface 
finish (Rj < R,/), the electrochemical method gives a 
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17, it may be 
««ut M the relation- 

ship between the removal rate 
two methods mentioned may he « 
the different limits of their use. 

None of these methods compete» **fe 
whole range of its use. Further 
machining must depend upon ci 
chip-forming and abrasive mac! 
electro-erosion and elect róchenme! 
with methods using other source» «t 

The history of the development of 
shows that it has progressed over Úm yarn* 
of progress be maintained? Il n «| 
qualitative predictions, but it may h»        .__ 
more investigations are develop«!  Mn «41 
important catalytic influence on ledi 

The final result of development m It» ttft «# 
machining depends—as in other teM» «f 
gress—upon the organization of MUé tm \__ 
of investigation results in prothKttMt   fit 
bond of science and practice", i 
does not only create needs for 
leads to progress in economic      .   w  
tivity, as a result of new invention* éim m§ >» m 
cal and research work. 

Finally, one must remark tint 
result from the activities of the 
depend, to a certain degree, 
economy of industry and 
tions of improvements in the 
direction of industry constitute M 
production development. 
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SUCCESSIVE STAOES IN MAKING TOOL 61Ä THODt ( VALVÏ) «V VOUTEX METHOD 

This method is preferred for severing blank pieces of 
special-grade steels which may he up to 750 mm in dia- 
meter (see fig. 3» and for the internal and external grinding 
of sintered carbide bushings and draw plates. 

4. Electro-contact machining 
Electro-contact machining (electric-arc process) is 

another branch of the electro-erosion method. It is per- 
formed in the air by using rotary discs. Formed between 
the disc and the workpiecc is a powerful alternating- 
current arc (25,000 ampere up to 40 volts). A step-down 
transformer with power ranging from dozens to hundreds 
of kW (shown in flg. 2d) is used as a source of energy. 

The maximum rate of metal removal achieved by 
electro-arc milling amounts to 0.5 ton of metal per hour. 
This method can be successfully used for roughing special- 
grade steel ingots before rolling them, machining such 
shaped surfaces as those of hydro-turbine blades, slicing 
metal etc. 

B. Beam machining methods 
The second group of methods which is used for mach- 

ining both conducting and non-conducting materials 
comprises beam machining methods, i.e.. those based on 
the removal of metal by attacking it with concentrated 
beams of high-density energy. In a manner which is 
similar to electro-erosion machining, the metal removal 
is accomplished by converting this energy to heat directly 
within the zone of machining. The beam methods include 
machining by light, electronic or ion beams. 

I. Light-beam machining 
The coherent light beam, which is generated by a 

monochromatic optical  quantum generativ (laser), is 

Figure <*f 
ÄAND-ANOOO MFC HANK Al C UTTtNOOFF MAC MINF. 

4A822 
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Method« for Non-mechanical Machining of Materiali: K.lectrophy«loil mi Kiertrochcmkiil Methu«» 

,! i cd through the optical system of the workpiece 
K   ti machined (see fig. 2e). The beam is focused to have 
 ¡meter of a few microns, with a high temperature 
ti K) degrees) arising in its working zone. The method 
iv .od for making small-diameter holes in any material 
i. .1 » »duce diamond draw plates, fine screens, draw plates 
I, producing man-made fibres and for other similar 
pu. poses. The machining is carried out in the air. The 
clin icney of the method is from 30 to 60 holes (from 0.03 
in ii 5 mm in dhmeter) per minute with depth ranging 
fit'iu a few tenth fractions up to a few whole millimetres 
wnli a power source of a few dozen kW. 

2 llctiron-heam machining 

In eleclron-beam machining, the cathode-radiated 
electrons (in deep vacuum) are accelerated in a powerful 
cleuric field and are focused to become a narrow pencil- 
kam directed to the work piece anode. During this pro- 
cess, the kinetic energy of electrons is converted to ther- 
mal energy, thus allowing the piercing of small holes and 
the making of slots which are a few dozen microns in 
si/e The method is applicable for machining precision 
components employed in radio and electronic instruments 
etc. 

V lim-heam machining 

Ion-beam machining makes use of cathode spraying, 
which takes place as the gas is being discharged. The 
electrons initiated by the cathode ionize the gas molecules 
The ions accelerated by a strong electric field are focused 
m ,i narrow place whose apex is on the work piece. Such 
.i method is possible to pierce Notes which are 5 microns 
in diameter, and over, in thin sheets. 

With regard to the kinematics of the forming process. 
the beam machining can be compared to machining by 
means of a thin liquid jet of extremely high pressure, 
«inch is also capable of piercing botes and cutting sheets. 

C. Ultrasonic method 

I he third group comprises a method of impulse per- 
cussion  mechanical effect applied  to material.  This 
iMhod is known as ultrasonic because the frequency of 
impacts produced corresponds to the range of inaudible 

• nds. The method is successfully used in machining 
Is HI and brittle materials whose particles can he removed 
1 impacts. Strictly speaking, the ultrasonic method ean- 
• he considered one of the EPECh methods: rather, it 
1    ngs to one of the kinds of mechanical machining 
* 'ein chips  are removed m mechanical energy  is 

¡lint to the work piece, and it also does the »ork of 
»mg metal. The type of energy agent    mechanical 

•»n   governs   the   impulse   process   of   a   brittle 
iure. This  method is referred to as one of the 
"physical methods only arbitrarli»,, the reason loi 
i lassilication being that it is based on high-frequent * 
mical oscillation'»  which are electr.»magnetic   m 
e   The ultrasonic-frequency electrical oscillation* 
"> 25.000 cycles) arc converted in a special electro 
niical magnetostrictive transducer consisting ol a 

nickel or Permendur (iron-ciihalt   »Movi plate* 

capable of changing their linear dimension* mi.' *»*> *> *•- 
cal in an alternating magnetic lick*   Ihe (.»*»* up i«,« .^ 
oscillations through a system o! acotisit* ,..«,«»»1*»« # 
The machining /one under the !»»«•( tip »» Mint**'».' « •* 
slurry of small abrasive grams sti*rvmk-d • »< « »», 
tig.  2i). The  tool oscillating mulct   iK   **!•* ... »-.. 
quency strikes against the ahi.i*i\c euins «•.. * . i*.   * 
the particles ot material, thus icpi.ttittoif >'*»  .*•*«    > 
the tool on the blank, I he nowci *.>u»k«  <> i.p». -» >•»*.>. 
by  an electronic oscillator »Mb  p»1»»»   < •»#•=** 
hundreds of watts to a lev, kil.m.tti- i.n »r  *• 

The method is useful for ma* boon« K»fti  .«.» •<. ••* 
materials, including those Khun    n  i*.«> .   mi,k 
e.g.. ceramics, quart/. rubine, duon »»,1  ?» «-  r* * •  • - 
germanium and silicon   as well .» »mio«.' « »»•*** 

The technological output «.luta*K-I»*»* »•»*»*• «» ••». <* 
are as follows: the mas «mum rate .M »**«*< •,•*-*- 
work on glass is 9.UQD mm' pr m»»»Hi, t •* » .* « 
sintered carbide. MB mm' per i>. »»»*#* ••% .«.».»*••«•»• 
surface is up to class It» Retante «u< •>* »a* •• - t » 
work on sintered carbide i* 411 «t» pi'» • *** ••*• ».-** > •' 
rate and surface finish umki .i ¡vm «.«i** • «*» «*--•» 
highest, as compared with alt ih* -ih*» «•****• •**- 

The method is preferred in mitunj I**M>*  «***   m 
bossing dies ot sintered carbide* « Mtitw« it *«--»** , - .*--, 
of germanium  and  silicon, mm fctwwst   tt*«*». <***   *mt 
sintered carbide draw plate*  «»*«* h» «*••««#>-   .*.      «. 
fig. 10). 

I). I ht tu*krmtfti tm **»•**• 

The fourth group cocéis eksti •%**«** ** «»**. * «*.# 
for dimensional machimn*   %»**> «a***»**-  •»**+.,   «. 
anodic solution, the essence »»f »tu**» »• «*R#* •**«   **-«,*•# 
passes through ekxtrolsH'ih« Hc*«*>^lr     «•***•* •   •% 
positive pote 4 anode i. dt**otsr« »*»"* a*   %* I*».«* n^ 
process the Wank mei.il i* it*ar«t**aW «#» «*<  ••«   ««*- 
and IS taken away Iron* tl*r HM>WHHHH »>«M> ** =** *-*»*»# 
elect ro.ytc   Ihr material mamé* «wi *-• #****»• -i%-*      m 
aqueous solution t*t «odium .«¿«afc y»u»,f»rf -*•   Ht« 
a very small tO III O * mmi.nwMk.iW**. **r-  ••* m 
results in the tool *h¿pt HvMf »»»•.«*«*.«#   .-*»*.** 
piece, a* the woripH\% sent»«* ******* «-   >% •.-..» «#¿>«¡~- 
dtssolve more  t.ipHtts    taae«  m   wtw mi* •*#**   •*  #» 
electrode is used smooil« **»!*•,-* «ui «*=, «,*«**- -. 
0.2 0* mm an lepr»1«^»*)   t** m******   .   . m< -0k 
advantageous wfcrn ti»«,i um mmlttmm   '«'* 
as thtise ot HtiHte* «ux.«       -H», - *«•  ta*.     »«»**« •» 
elev trots le n*»w .m liar •*«•« »mi ti»*» w* »«   -Ms» 

The ek\lr.»chimH4» i*» *t-    »».*,,»»   „ ,.,*   - 
tuns 11. »M »»lb |H»<.<i>Mf in  »*»•»..*     »  #..<» .«.,. 
conducting   hi»«*! i4.n- •*••»« •     »    ** -    «— 
ma« tuning i Jcr«H»l*»»f •••»<• ns>     #**«   .<• * 
Irode rol4r\ tti>s   lib »t*» »•»•   «****,-** '*» »* 
solution Ijolti.ot' ihk   **tti .««•-    ,.<••>. 
cUk'temt t»s •••»«  •'»»*   ** fc** •     * 
dtami.rHis 

the elrcii'•».•»*,'*».- ti Boto-, il   *-. - ^' 
iriing iMftMm HU*s    O    (%' - *•#   *-«<«• -   *" 
v hemic al f«o»4o»r *««i »*M*(*«.-«# •< -#•»<-  -, «•     -* 
and othff H*j»*nífe .-.«»f«. s»»*    « 
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tyf« oí rmiting machine The indivia««! groups 
«f mm- MM> ht cte«riy «ecn m »h»" ligure 

flw dfsipmwf nm ni' mullipfc-spindlc automatic 
hutte*, itttmn m hgure 3 is a typical example of 

*tM 4pp*Ka<Hm ol identical units in machine 
u<t4o t4 Mur **me 4ime«Monal type, hut «»1 different 
ilwmpn tWm the KíSK tntts ot lour dimensional types 
lMA *' 4Bmd 25MH- usetl to assembk- sixteen machine 
nwé« wf imw ikMfn fhe lathe net!, the driving meih- 
4MMMH MMì rtie spMwHe drum remain unchanged lor one 
•Jinn imi mut 'vpt the he<uisto«.À and the carriage, as 
««fl «i ite fèfffeitf mechanism, are the same lor articles 
'-4 ftjifirf »iMmcici thus, loi example, il the basic dunen- 
mtmà hfm i *>. the loor-sprndk- chuck automatic turn- 
ing Uihc tip* 4 IMI. makes use of W>l pails u| the loiir- 

fwi autfmath. turning lathe, type 4 40 I he 
»f purls institute approximateh 7tl per cent of the 

U*M *èm,v »h* ihuvk automatic consists o| ah«»ut 1.311» 
l**H« I Mrtfitffnuwe ill tl>e parts seeming the items and 
the ime», ** » «M as the |>ots ol the leediiig mecha m sin, 
0tt \h>; sum»« m the fouf-sptmlW machine t«»«i| ol basic 
j*«i*«»t..H4l up»- *t and the eight-spindle machine tool 
« • »«»* tfnmw*i'>nal tvpc Hi» tthe throngh-tliaim'ler <») 
i*» mm .»« K'th .»» them is 40 nimi In the eight-spindle 
«^htm t.«J this is et|ual t<. « <* s20 parts out ol 
i WW ti i* ik*ai that Miih umficatmn ol ciuistruclton 
óñf^w^ the drsigmtig expenses I he savings obtained 
ttuf&f/h ihi uVsigning o>» illustrateli m ligure ft amount 
u< elm** 2 * mitin»« Ikutsvhc Marks tl)M| In the case 
.rf wtMl pi««dwtion the exunomu ellectneness exceeds 
»li»* üfMti Mwnx times 

muh *•»•* design change made necessary by the pro- 
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t'Tfc. «n*«**» 

#*- «I'tftn-qpt ** ii**.»» »«wHumpt ion decreases. 
wìag .m fe   - %   mimi •* adapters remains the 

•'"'f—liiÜMi! .TICMíL  ^ifc  J^^kb Afecte  f • tfMlttl ' 

*«sí«p|fc «#$>   *•*#¥ »4 t, »»minici i on forms of 
* mm «,1***4 t.» 4fprcyaic principles is 

«Mt • ttpm 7 is related, for 
» ¿ml. m addition to the 

ma tttttnmhng mechanisms. 
«4 « vffMrv-turning lathe. Its 

tfciMtp*% brought about by 
It»*, units 25 and 26 are 

j*,   ,««•-* * 4 * nfkvMl importance for the 
^   ».«.«$ * «Mil ** dependence upon the 

m,    i «  •* **«*»* »ml the possibility of 

«», «   • <*»*• h*»w  it is possible to 
—  *&'-•+*** ^ fHÄifte for the design of a 

:**,***! «fw tfhu (otic or several) 
.__»  «*.   »**i»*g unit, which is selected 
-*    „*»í*^»*I g>MÍ to be achieved. 

-»-a*   p«*ifc «»-«MNf »locks are assembled 
-, ».* «.   <«»t*,o of the uprights. A 

»      *».*fc#w» Mbte. a pendulum or 
,*     ..   -m  *«••> #* MK-!I a unit. Various 
.. „     ,»»   Mw4*MtiH|i rind control mech- 
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Figure 24 

AOOMOATCO PLANING MACHINES 

^^tt^ment produced, i.e., the optimal and complete 
«•eof the advantages of the aggregation principe of 
«•yning, may be indicated as the fourth and linai sta« 

«¿¿¡LÏX6, ? !îneccssary lo moveforward steP fey «5, persistently studying every unit used in this branch of 
industry from the point of view of the possibility of 
¡£*ií ET1^ V?rious pur»x>ses. « is then neees- 
^l*"f. ^^ í*?*n so,utjon ***** scientifically, economically and technically, to check it in laboratori« 
and M practice, and then to make it a standard. Iri each •ndrndua! c^hi shou|d ^ ^ ^.^ ^ 

effect and should be concluded with the centralized pro- 
duction of those units which have become standard 
«f .ï?i.

,r?,,p.5 bï8 and upri*h,s is one of the groups 
«*S MJ^T^ 

,0 *»*«****• sÄntiic research yielded information on the most favourable 
proportions of size, heights and cross sections of the 
beds and uprights which should be employed in turning 
tathes. milling and planing machines, machine tools foï 
grmding guideways and combined machine tools of 
various types. A designing row of beds and uprights, in 
which the proportion of sides, cross-section and heigh" 
are in a geometrical gradation which would ensure the 
¡¡¡ST Tï,y With ,hc minimum consumption of 
materials and the minimum labour expenditures in pro- 
eessing, is currently being developed. 

Stepped réduction gears (see lig. 25) for use in the speed 

íí¡«ÍÍKr,?,,,,|eí?m rf tumin* ••*••. ** 
ÏÏ ^,h^ur?ose. »»« ¡«eluded in another roup of 
212? *? UCT ?m m deve,°P«* accorti«, to 
th^memcal grading in power, speed and level of the 
speed range. The minimum number of modules of gears, 
various clutches etc. is established. The reduction gear* 
TSL f "T* e,lh? M a unit **• • hott««* « ¡B H* 
d2£LÎ k,nema;,c.ch?ta «"«"J of gears, shafts and 
t!?£ ST•!* 0ÌÌ9 "" * aB •PProPri«» »«»chine tool, in the most expedient way. 

Jue5Eí2,t°r uníh arc ,h08e canryin«item«aBd 
ZÌ" ?rL-te b

J
ase-1

re8ts« *i«> »nd without a turning 

£L£ fi!r.hor,2on,a hori»!. »»ret lathes and milling 
•,«T. .Ü CS^'a,,y clear from ,ne examP«e of this group that the all-purpose machine tools which h;ve 
been considered individually until now have many thirgs 
in common with the aggregated machine tools. 

A though it is true that the instrument-carrying wis 

tTes InZf
|
Va,¡,OU^for

l
mS• dCpendin* "P°n the VK& n- 

wnrkll ? and !he me,hods of P,acin« »hem in ie working position, a deeper analysis of the wide sphe es 
of application in the entire branch will make it possi le 
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io -coxer many common requirements. This will lead 
io a* creation of the designing rows, which promise 
grv advantages from the point of view of improving the 
qu ••>> of design and the reduction of the cost of produc- 
ts,   m case they are used repeatedly. 

Ontnjn of mechanism of stepped gear change-t« 

•MOO ZMO0 

M«n trim < 

[ C*m+%4*é, 

DIAGRAM OF SPK-DS FOR A STEPPED STANDARD GEAR 
CHANGE-BOX 

' the course of such a radical recons '.ration of the 
P action programme, all the results of prospective 
-1    over» prognosed designing are used with success. In 

sphere of units of carrying tools, the development 
( place from the cylindrical spindle sleeve (tail 

' dies) on the guide way or roller guides through 
11    cd turrets to the automated magazines of tools. 

ie units of the measuring, control and adjustment 
:-     P are most widely used because they are easily sub- 

es 

divided into small complexes of elements with simple 
fastening surfaces. ' 

The foregoing examples of the sv.de assortment of 
optimized and standardized units are sudicie,,, to explain 
Z KhThTM*im^•Pn*c» of « ¡de pregano,, 
for both the construction of equipment subdivided into 
unified or standard units and the application for produc- 
tion where the central or the standard units are produced 
by specialized enterprises, while the chief supplying p|a,„ 
deals mainly with assembly. * ' 

II. ADVANFACiKSOF AGGRFtiAFNIN SVSUM 

In conclusion, it is necessary to comment on Un- 
economic significance of the aggregation system from 
the point of view of both production of the means of 
production of all types and their operation. In the pro- 
cess of production.espccially of metal-cutting equipment, 
the significance lies in the numerous advantages in 
designing and production : 

(a) When developing the first machine tool of a design- 
ing row, the labour required for designing is larger when 
developing multipurpose units for use in a system which 
isbeing permanently improved than that required when 
designing a unit to be used for one purpose only. This 
labour consumption decreases sharply, however if one 
considers the establishment of designing rows and 
dimensional types using identical units repeatedly and on 
different enterprises. It becomes even smaller after a 
definite fund of unified and standard units is created 
Aside from the units which have to be designed individu- 
ally for some of the machine tools, this fund includes a 
large number of small or large unified groups of elements 
delivered by the centralized enterprise and the ever- 
increasing numbrr of standard units. The quality of pro- 
duction increases simultaneously with the wide applica- 
tion of constructions which are optimal from the scientific 
and technical points of view; 

(h) The creation of constructions meeting world stan- 
dards and their continuous perfection becomes easier, 
the number of designers being the same because of the 
repeated use of identical units; 

(f ) The time required for designing special models and 
special machine tools is considerably reduced ; 

frf) The maximum repetition (of large batches) of parts 
and units makes it profitable to use a higher form of 
technology (i.e.. fixtures, special devices, automated 
machine tools, special cutting and measuring instru- 
ments); the productivity as well as the quality and the 
homogeneity of the product, increases; 

(f) The specialization of producing enterprises in ¡i 
particular branch of industry and the centralized produc- 
tion of the parts and units used by different plants of this 
branch to complete different kinds of equipment, in turn, 
facilitate the production or increased batches of manu- 
factured items, thus improving process conditions. Cen- 
tralized production facilitates the planning and material 
supply and results in a more efficient consumption of 
materials and, hence, their saving; 

( f) It is possible to achieve short terms of delivery 
for even very complex machine tools and automatic 
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lines adjusted for the required technological process and 
the form and dimensions of the items; 

if) In the majority of cases, those machine tools can 
be brought into operation in an extremely short period of 
time; 

(A) The commitments of the producer on an urgent 
delivery of spares and rapidly worn parts can be fulfilled 
more easily; 

(/) Unification of fastening dimensions and the fasten- 
ing apertures on the machine tool for additional units 
makes it possible to modernize machine tools which are 
already in operation by installing additional units or 
exchanging them for the old one. That is why the machine 
tools produced earlier can be used if they are developed 
further. ^ 

It is possible to understand fully the extremely large 
economic significance of the aggregation principle for 
the consumer if one imagines that the stock of equip- 
ment of an entire country, or even of a group of coun- 
tries, consists of such machine tools. This stock of equip- 
ment based on aggregation would have created extremely 
wide possibilities to increase productivity. As this is 
currently the most important problem of industrial pro- 
duction, the economic significance of the aggregation 
principle cannot be over-estimated, and it should lead 
to a more intensive and, consequently, a more rapid 
introduction of this principle into all the branches under 
consideration. 

A number of the advantages obtained by the producer 
from equipment according to the aggregation principle 
have a direct effect on the consumer : 

(a) Reduction of labour consumption in designing 
and production of machine tools, including tools which 
are specially made from units delivered in batches to the 
warehouse, cut down the terms of delivery. The new 
technique is introduced more rapidly, which is accom- 
panied by un appropriate economic effect; 

(*) The delivery of interchangeable units from the plant- 
producer (warehouse) makes it possible to cut down the 
idle time caused by repair, to make the storage cheaper, 
to develop the equipment in operation and to modernize 
it without large adjusting operations; 

(c) When buying new equipment and when moderniz- 
ing the existing equipment, the repeated use of identical 
units guarantees the immediate reliable operation of the 
equipment as these units have already been repeatedly 
checked and, consequently, have been subjected to a 
continuous test. There is no risk in buying a new machine 
and no period is required to master it, which, as a rule, 
must be taken into account when calculating; 

(d) It is possible to buy for immediate use the least 
expensive and most reliable machines, as it is possible 
to readjust them at any time to fulfil new functions by 
adding the appropriate units. The residual value of such 
equipment is always maximum; 

_. _                  K.CII« 

(e) The possibility of obtaining equipment for special 
purposes and with the required degree of automation ¡s 
ensured, and it is possible to use the identical standard 
units in various ways, depending upon the necessi.y. 
Thus, the price of a special three-sided drilling machine 
tool is about one-half of the price of the machine tool if 
it is developed individually for the same purpose without 
use of the aggregation principle; 

(/) It is possible to solve complex technological prob- 
lems by means of a free joining of universal machine tools 
to form automatic lines or by means of assembly of stan- 
dard power heads along the flow of item on aggregated 
machine tools or a continuous line. This ensures the 
shortest waysand smallest losses of timein transportation; 

(g) The consumer himself could make special machine 
tools intended for the actual individual need? of his 
branch of industry by using whatever is possible from 
the continuously growing nomenclature of unified and 
standardized units of the machine tool industry. This is 
inevitable, as only the consumer possesses the actual 
experience and necessary means to develop and test the 
remaining special units required; 

(A) Identical fastening surfaces of the items and of 
tool-clamping units and their cutting parts in all machines 
of the same type and of the same make, as well as those 
at other enterprises of the country, make possible the 
increasingly wide application of the tools and the 
clamping units within one enterprise and in interplant 
co-operation. When some individual machine tools arc 
out of operation and during the major overhaul, the 
clamping units and tools may be used on other machine 
toots; 

(i) This is also valid for various additional units, for 
example, copying devices and units of automation, 
loading, measuring etc., which can be installed in the 
places envisaged for the purpose on a machine tool 
which has been constructed according to the aggregation 
principle; 

0) Equal grading of the speeds and number of double 
strokes, transverse and other feeds creates the condition 
for a uniform technological processing, thus facilitating I 
the economically profitable application of a new tech- 
nology, i.e., one needs less information to calculate the 
time for processing one item and also a smaller number 
of normals for instruments and fixtures, etc.; 

(*) The same maintenance of the equipment and its 
attachments with electric, electronic, hydraulic, pneu- 
matic, lubricating and other devices makes it easier for 
the people attending the equipment, as well as for «he 
technologists to study better the technical peculiarities of 
equipment and the possibilities of its use. 

It goes without saying that for each individual appli- 
cation of equipment built on the aggregation principle, 
the economic effect will be different. Furthermore, this 
principle could be more profitable if the consumers also 
understood all the advantages. 



METHODS OF MOCESS CONTROL IN ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES 

I. GENERAL PROBLEMS 

A hocess contrat as a way of increasing efficiency of 
production 

\n industrial process is thai procedure which converts 
malcriáis and half-finished products into end-products 
b\ means of labour. Labour can be spent by direct 
acmity in the form of living labour or in the form of past 
lah,ui embodied in the machines formerly manufac- 
tured. One objective of technological progress is to 
decrease the amount of labour realized in products in the 
pr,!vCT Í1. mfnWacture; the total amount of labour 
embodied m the products and equal to the sum of livins 
labour and labour realized in products should con- 
1'iH.ously decrease. At the early stages of technological 
progress, the share of living labour prevails in products, 
but along with technological development, its share 
decreases. In the process of decreasing of the share of 
iiMtit labour, automation gains the leading role 

I he introduction of automation changes the nature of 
labour: manual labour is gradually replaced by mental 
»ork; man ceases to participate directly in industrial 
process, but begins to carry out the functions connected 
»ith the creation of controls and maintenance services 
oi machines. From being a direct participant in the 
manulaciunng process, man, as Karl Marx said, becomes 

a supervisor and controller of this process".1 

Scales of production and their effect on the level of 
automation 

\t the current time, nearly every level of automation is 
¡«mcally feasible, but it should be taken into account 
" automation is associated with complexity and with 

»crease in the cost of equipment. Therefore, its 
"••riiiity and economical efficiency become of prime 

i 'nance. The increase of requirements with regard to 
servicing of more complex and  more expensive 

:'Pmcm is also of great significance. For instance 
quality of tool shaping or the absence of a proper 

••«> for its adjustment and storing can depreciate all 
positive properties of an automatic machine or a 
'" ol machines where this tool is used. This is also 
•"* with the maintenance service arrangement and 
services in the process of manufacture, 

fomation can be realized either by reconstruction 
Misting technological equipment or by designing 

equipment. It can cover all operations of the 

"ßfliS? ""è""16"1"5 °f ,857/î8, telsMevik 
¡ri Marx,  unr 

•'»). Nos. II 
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machining of workpieces or only part of them. The 
reasonable degree of automation depends upon tech- 
nological features of the manufactured products, the 
«mured yield, the layout of equipment, the degree of its 
universality and other factors. ¥ 

In order to find an optimal solution, the question of 
expediency of automation should be considered differ- 
entially for each group of operations, and the most 
efficient measures should be chosen by realization. 

C. Ways of decreasing the cycle or out-of-cycle time 
requirements 

One of the main criteria of equipment efficiency is the 
possibility of ensuring its required productivity. The lime 
required for the production of workpieccs is summed up 
Irorn the cycle and out-of-cycle lime requirements The 
cycle time requirements include technological time of 
machining, consisting of the shaping time, (he lime of 
reciprocal travels of tools and workpieccs, and the lime 
lor change ol workpieccs at the machining stations of 
technological units and transportation of these wnrk- 
pteces between machining zones. The out-of-cycle lime 
requirements include regular down-time of the equip- 
ment connected  with rehabiliiation of the equipment 
components' capacity for work and the imposed down- 
time occurring because of malfunctions of other equip- 
ment combined with the firs^ one into a co-ordinated 
operating system. 

Separate elements of the cycle and out-of-cycle time 
requirements can be partially matched with each older 
The degree of matching depends upon the nature of the 
technological process and the adopted layout of the 
equipment. For example, in machining on roiary-iable 
machine tools, the time required for the change of work- 
pieces can  be   nearly completely  matched  with the 
technical machining lime: in work on cenlrclcss grinding 
machines and on drum milling machines, the complete 
or nearly complete matching of cycle time with shaping 
time is possible,   so that efficient operation can be 
achieved;   in  an   automated  machine-tool  line  with 
flexible link, it is possible to match the idle times of ont- 
part of the equipment with the operation of its other part. 

Ways of decreasing cycle and out-of-cycle time require- 
ments on automatic machines and automated machine- 
tool lines are discussed in detail in sections II and III. 

D. Readjustment ant/ reconstruí lion of means of production 
Automation is more readily feasible under conditions 

of mass production, since in this case the sound solutions 
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may be of partial character, which is more adequate for 
the propert.es of the given product. It is also important 
however, to provide for a possibility of utilization of 
automatic equipment in some changes of pieces or 
technological processes. For this purpose, the nature of 
possible changes should be determined prior to the 
development of corresponding equipment. The rapidity 
of realization of the required reconstruction is of 
secondary importance in this case, since changes in mass 
production take place relatively rarely. 

Under conditions of batch production, it is necessary 
not only to provide for a possibility of readjustment of 
means of production for machining a piece, but also to 
minimize time requirements. Apart from this the 
character of the required readjustment may become 
more complicated These requirements are intensified 
with the growth of productivity of the used means of 
production and with the decrease of the batch pieces due 
to the increasing frequency of the required readjustments. 
Thus, automation of batch production becomes consider- 
ably complicated as a result of the grow ng requirements 
for the universality of the utilized meam. 

To simplify the problem, the method cf selecting the 
nomenclature of technically allied pieces is ised. In this 
case, the required readjustments are reduced to the 
minimum. At the current time the problems of develop- 
ment of rapidly readjusted automatic loading and 
handling devices have been less studied. Therefore, the 
automation of batch production is usually rediced to 
partial automation by conventional means, i.e., ti,rough 
tue use of automatic and semi-automatic marine tools 
equipped with the adjustments of turret lathes and 
readjusted automatic lines. 

One of the most complicated problems ir the field of 
machining automation is that of small-batm production 
automation, which, in engineering industries and metal- 
working constitutes not less than 30 to 40 per cent of 
the total volume of production. Within the past eight to 
ten years the solution of this problem has been advanced 
considerably by way of the design and commercial use 
ot   the   so-called   "programme-cqntroUed"   machine 

H. AUTOMATIC AND »MI-AUTOMATIC MACHINE 

TOOLS 

The automatic and semi-automatic metal-cutting 
machines refer to the group of so-called "technological" 
or working" machines. The importance of the tech- 
nological machines is rather great. It is known that the 
industrial revolution of the eighteenth century, which 
resulted in manual production being replaced by machine 
production, was caused by the wide application of 
technological machines rather than of engines only The 
invention of mechanical engines stimulated the growth in 
the size of technological machines, the increase of speeds 
and productivity. However, the possibility of transfer of 
any branch of industry to machine production occurs 
only after the corresponding technological machines 
have been designed. 

  ... A. P. Vtafaiye» Kj 

A. Structure of the operating cycle and methods o 
shortening its duration 

The working cycle on metnl-cutting autom;uic 
machines involves the following operations: feed of 
materials or blanks; execution of shaping operation on 
them; transporting from one position to another 
fixation; clamping and release; moving forward and 
removal of working organs; and the switching of separate 
mechanisms. All these operations require a certiin 
amount of time. On some automatic machines the 
machining, readjustment and, occasionally, the change 
of tools are carried out by automatic control. 

The out-of-cycle time requirements consist of »he time 
for change, installation and adjustment of tools; th» time 
for rehabilitation of working capacity of automatic 
machine mechanisms in failures; and the waste losses 
and time taken by organizational matters. 

The basic way to increase the output of automatic 
machine tools is the simultaneous decreasing of both 
cycle and out-of-cycle time requirements. The decrease 
or cycle time requirements should involve simultaneously 
both the time for the main shaping operations, /., and 
the time for auxiliary operations, tx. The decrease of only 
the time /. without a simultaneous decrease of the time 
tx would lead to the increase of the share of the latter 
and, consequently, to the decrease of the efficient use of 
the equipment for direct machining. 

The problem of decreasing the cycle requirements i 
solved by both the development of advanced machinint 
methods and the improvement of mechanisms for 
realization of working and idle running. At the same 
time, the concept of matching the separate elements of 
the cycle time requirements is applied. For instance, for 
decreasing the value /,, it is possible to (a) time-match 
different idle-running operations; and (b) time-match 
idle-running operations with working ones. For decreas- 
ing the value I,, two methods are also possible: (a) the 
simultaneous machining of pieces in one position with 
several tools (multiple-tool machining); and (*) the 
simultaneous machining of pieces in several positions 
with several tools (multiple-position machining). 

The decreasing of out-of-cycle time losses con net ted 
with the change and adjustment of tools is rather a 
difficult problem, particularly with regard to multiple- 
tod and multiple-spindle machines, when numerous 
tools operate simultaneously. The main problem in this 
caie is the determination of the optimal intensificaron 
or machining conditions and of the degree of concen- 
tration of the technological process. 

The losses connected with the rehabilitation of the 
working capacity of the automatic machines' mechan cal 
unit depend upon the durability and reliability of t'-eie 
units. Each machine has, along with units which are 
quite reliable and durable, units of lower durability or 
example in automatic bar lathes, such units are the 
split-socket clamping mechanisms, cam. and push od 
supports; in automatic internal-grinding machines, the 
comparatively short-lasting units are the rolling beai igs 
of high-speed spindles which, in grinding small p is. 
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iv'   . al the speed of tens of thousands of revolutions 
pe    11 nute. 

.»"•» 

ai' 
order to increase the durability and reliability of 
natie machine mechanisms, it is necessary: 

i > To achieve, by means of constructive measures, as 
vw ¿is by improving the quality of production, pro- 
lot mon of the service period of such mechanisms, 
p.-inly without increasing their size and weight; 

i/-I To strive for the development of quickly replace- 
able units and parts, and for a decrease in the time 
required for repair and replacement of the mechanisms 
which fail. 

H. Methods of automatically securing the required 
machining accuracy 

In the main branches of mass production, technical 
control is required for about 40 per cent of production 
operations. Therefore, the automation of technical 
control is important to these areas of production The 
problem of choice of a system and of control facilities 
i» Mmpl.fied in cases when automatic production utilizes 
machines of modern, tested types. It is more difficult to 
solve this problem for new types of machines. For new 
machines, over-estimation of both the stability and the 
accuracy of the design may occur; and, due to this 
unreasonable failure of control of important dimensional 
parameters of pieces and the like, it is possible to make 
unreasonable solutions concerning the necessity of 
mir.Klucing 100 per cent taking-over control and of 
designing for this purpose sophisticated control facilities. 

I   Active and passive controls and their applications 

Automatic-control devices are divided into two main 
group»: those operating by "passive" control; and those 
employing "active" control. The first group includes: 

Ut) Devices for taking-over control which sort work- 
pieces into valid and faulty ones; 

(At Devices for the classification of valid pieces into a 
number of dimensional groups for selective assembly 

• »Devices for control ol definite important parameters 
pr.or to machining in order to prevent damage to 
machines or instruments as a result of a discrepancy 

mem?" paramclers and »»* established require- 

I" «he passive-control method, the control devices 
«»"»ally are not connected with the machining process 
an   cannot affect the machines' working components. 

>• • he contrary, the active-control devices can, according 
'" " results of measurements in the process of work or 
^   alter it, actively interfere with machine control and 
P     instructions for changing operating conditions or 

1    Mng the machine after achieving the desired dimen- 
"I machined pieces. The active-control devices 

' control preces after machining can also carry out 
flowing functions: make adjustments, i.e.. change 

<       ork,ng.i00| position; classify valid  pieces into 
^. stop the machine in case of tool failure, 
•ve-control devices are used in various branches 
'w production and. first of all, in systems of 

machines. Different types of grinding and lathe machines 
are equipped with these means. "««.nines 

2. Automatic tool-wear compensation 

The active control and automatic adjustment ol tools 
are currently used mainly in grinding opera, o, s and 
quite rarely in lathe and boring operations, wht grcu.cí 
accuracy and better manning quality are required tor 
such operations, the adjusting devices 5 delned 

¡¡¡¡¡S íor;i"
dividual I*» a«« are no. of a universal 

Sí' Í th'tca
u
,eg0ry are adiustin« dcvi«* for auto- 

matic lathes which machine railway bearing rings, motor- 
car axles, valves and the like. In some automatic mach ^ 

failed tools are also introduced. 
Devices for the adjustment and dressing of tool* of 

grinding machines have found the widest application 
I wo main modes of grinding operations are: 

(a) Grinding on a machine, with an automatic cycle 
and control 'along the path" (indirect control of machine 
components moves); 

(h) Grinding on a machine with an automatic cycle 
with gnnding-process controlling by active-control 
instruments with machine adjustment on the basis of 
measurement results. 

The first mode is cheap and simple because i. does not 
require complex measuring equipment and servicing by 
h*hjy skilled personnel. Thus far, however, it is noi 
possible to achieve high accuracy of machining by this 
method, due to the fact that it is based on indirect 
measurements of the path of transfer of the grinding- 
wheel centre with respect to the piece, and (he actual 
dimensions of pieces are not controlled directly. 

The second method uses active-control instruments 
which determine the direct result of machining during 
the whole cycle of machine (»Deration and give instruc- 
tions for changing operating conditions or the stoppage 
or grinding. In this method, complicated measuring 
instruments and apparatuses, as well as programming 
are necessary; and their cost is often equal to that ol the 
machine itself. 

The ever-increasing requirements as to the machining 
accuracy on grinding machines give rise to the study and 
analysis of the reasons for their inaccurate operation 
One should distinguish two groups of these reasons 
random and regular errors. The random errors lead to 
dispersion of the pieces' dimensions. These errors do not 
depend upon the duration of work and are associated 
with  specific  features of machine design, measuring 
instruments and their quality. Then» arc irregularity of 
feed (usually transversal). non-recliline¿inty, insufficient 
system rigidity, random instrument errors, illegibility ol 
fulfilling instructions, etc. The random-error distribution 
«aw is usually normal. Systematic errors depend upon the 
time of operation; they are accumulated slowly and 
cause gradual change of the shape and si/e ol pieces. 
These errors can be periodic or growing. Systematic 
errors include the wear of the grinding-wheel. diamond 
wear, machine and piece heat deformations, deformations 
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associated with blunting of the grinding-whecl and 
systematic errors of instruments and transfer mech- 
anisms. Systematic errors are eliminated by means of 
adjustments. ' 

The piece dispersion zone connected with both 
random and systematic errors should correspond to 
machining-accuracy requirements. This correspondence 
is expressed in that the dispersion zone should be located 
within the production tolerance zone, and the sum of 
systematic errors should not accumulate rapidly, since 
th» would cause the frequency of adjustments to be 
very nigh. 

3. Dressing and adjustment of abrasive tool 
In rough works on face grinding machines operating 

by the butt end and on centreless and circular grinding 
machines, diamond substitutes, the so-called *!niillin«- 
cutters or "abrasive discs", are widely used for the 
dressing of grinding wheels. In the case of an automatic 
cycle and automatic grinders, the diamond dressing of 

JÍSlr,,h.the.aÍdrtí Special dressin* too,s "«'mg diamond automatic feed an \ wheel-wear compensation 
mechanisms is mainly used. In order to avoid the dressin« 
by blunted diamond, which leads to smoothing (over) 
the grmding-wheel surface and deterioration of its 
cutting properties, it is desirable to use tools which have 
automatic rotation of the diamond holder. Recently 
tools  having  special  rotary  mandrels  with  several' 
diamonds have found wide application. The application 
of such  "multiple-blade"  diamond  tools  makes  it 
possible to increase the speed of dressing and to obtain 
a higher accuracy  For the dressing of shaped wheels, 
the following methods are applied. 

(«) Dressing with a single-blade tool by the diamond 
along the former. In the dressing of profiles having steep 
zonss, occasionally two diamond tools are applied 
separately for longitudinal and transverse profile sections- 

(ft)i Dressing of shaped wheels with a knurling roll has 
found wide application. This method has a number of 
advantages: relative simplicity; high productivity; and 
the possibility of dressing steep profiles. The disad- 
vantages of the method are: the low resistance of knurling 
rolls; their high cost; and non-stability of the abrasive 
waste due to quick wear of rolls; 

(f) A new method of wheel dressing with rolls covered 
by a layer of diamond fines is of great interest. This 
method has a number of advantages, as compared with 
the sarlier methods used. These advantages include- a 
reduction of dressing time by thirty to sixty times- the 
simphficatmn of shaped-wheel dressing; and a reduction 
of dressing cost since tools with diamond fines have a 
very long service life and diamond fines are cheaper than 
large diamonds. 

III. AUTOMATIC MACHINE TOOL LINES 

A. General layout concepts 
The connecting of several technological aggregates 

into a co-ordinately operating system, or automatic 
machine tool line, is always associated with a certi in 
imitation as to the independence of their operation This 

limitation displays itself specifically in the fact that 

A.P. VhMblyevity 

during the operation each aggregate of the automaiic 
machine tool should stand idle for some time, not only 
for rehabilitation of its own working capacity, but also 
due to failures of other associated aggregates. 1he 
degree of limitation of the aggregate independent run of 
the automatic machine tool line depends upon its layout 
Therefore, the general principles of the line layout, i e 
the methods of interconnexions of the units involved' 
considerably affect its productivity. 

As mentioned above in section I, the time require- 
merits for making workpieces on an automatic machine 
tool line are composed of cycle and out-of-cycle time 
requirements. '       TO 

The cycle time requirements include: 

(a) Technological machining time on the line, consist- 
ing of shaping time and the travel time of mutually 
accelerated tools and work-pieces. 

ff)
J
Theu time for the chan«* of workpieces, which 

includes the change time in the machining station of an 
aggregate and the time for transporting workpieces from 
one machining zone to another. 

The out-of-cycle time requirements include: 

(a) Idle standings of the line equipment associated with 
rehabilitation of the working capacity of the componenti 
of this equipment; *^ 

f«í(i?Jm?°Sí m ?tondin|s ««"ri«l a» a result of 
failures of other equipment combined with the first one 
into the co-ordinately operating system. 

The layout of the automatic machine-tool line deter- 
¡2KÍ ?.harac,

J
er
u

of .the «sporting-loading motions 
witmn the line and the intercommunication of individual 
groups of its equipment. Therefore, the layout affects 
the time elements enumerated in (ft) of both kinds of 
requirements, that is, the time for workpiece change and 
the degree of matching of imposed idle standing of the 

Consider the effect of the layout on each of the 
enumerated kinds of time requirements. 

1. Cycle requirements 

The cycle time requirements for the change of work- 
preces in the machining zone and for transporting them 
Between machining zones consist of a number of elements. 
The release, taking down, setting up and clamping of the 
workpiece take place in machining zones, whereas the 
forward and backward motion of the workpiece trans- 
porter, as well as the different rotations and tipping of 
workpieces for their transfer with respect to zones of 
technical actions, take place between the zones. Depend- 
ing upon the adopted layout of automatic machine-t xH 
line, the elements of cycle time can, to some exunt, 
coincide with each other. This leads to a reduction of 
the rated cycle of line operation, which, in the limit e. se, 
may include only technological time or even the sham« 
time only. ' 

2. Out-of-cycle requirements 

According to the nature of the intergroup link,  he 
automatic machine-tool line can have rigid or flex ile 
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coi xions. In the first case, the active interoperational 
pre rations do not exist between stations of the auto- 
mat. machine-tool line and the transportation con- 
nex..-:is are of a synchronous character. The stopping of 
one »t the units of the line immediately causes the 
sioi ¡nig of the whole line. The imposed idle standing 
can 11. H be coincided and reach maximum quantity. 

Automatic machiiie-tool lines with flexible connexions 
are characterized by the presence of active interopera- 
tional preparations or several parallel flows connected 
by an asynchronous interunit link. In this case the 
technological aggregates of the line operate more or less 
independently and the failure of part of them does not 
cause direct stopping of the whole line. The imposed idle 
standing times can coincide with each other and their 
total value can be considerably decreased. 

The above-described general principles of automatic 
machine-tool lines have been developed at the Design 
Office-I of the Experimental Research Institute of 
Metal-cutting Machines (ENIMS) and other design 
offices which are working on the analysis of structural 
schemes of automatic machine-tool lines and on the 

¡ determination of the efficiency of their use. 

j B. Reconstruction and readjustment of lines 
I The field of application of automatic machine-tool 
j lines designed for the machining of only one workpiece 
| the so-called "lingte-item" or "single-nomenclature" 

lines, is limited by the requirement of a sufficiently large 
output of workpiece» because one of the conditions of 
the economic efficiency of lines consists in high produc- 
tivity. In the last few years, however, both in the Union 
ol Soviet Socialist Republics and abroad, multiple-item 
automatic machine-tool lines have been developed, on 
»Inch the machining of several different workpieces is 
possible, either directly or with little readjustment. 

rhe application of such lines may be sufficiently 
elicette even with a relatively small output of each item 

The following mm types of multiple-nomenclature 
automatic machine-tool lines may be mentioned: (a) 
non-readjuatabte lines; (b) lines with manual readjust- 
ment: (c) lines witi, automatic selective operation of 
rmichine; and id) «adjustable programme-controlled 

H is easier to solve the problem in the case of the 
"^liming of similar workpieces, whose design difference 
A* no affect the outlay of the line. In this case, several 
normally two or three) workpieces of similar configura- 
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can be machined without any readjustment, 
other cases, the automatic machine-tool line has 
readjusted manually when machining similar work- 

> this may involve changing the cutting tool and 
usnes and the transposition of control stops, 
lonally auxiliary power packs have to be switched 
switched off manually. The time required for such 

isirnents is different and lasts from several minutes 
shift-period. 
disadvantage of the lines with manual readjust- 
apart from time losses for readjustment itself, is 

lie necessity of working out or removing work- 
or the same type from line-stations and after 

J8I 

readjustment-feeding them with workpieces of another 
type. 

Both in the Soviet Union and in other countries a 

ÏÏlZf? °r mu,tÍPle-¡r «"» *¡»h automa.,; 
readjustment have recently been built. They are also 
known .. Ime» with "selective operation of machines- 

Lines of this type permit the machining of several 
workp.eces, mainly of two. in any sequence without 
requirmg manual labour for readjustment and without 
he necessity oí removal of workpieces and feeding-line 

transportation systems with other type of workpieces 
The conveyors of such lines are adapted lor the transfer 
of workpieces having different sizes.  The lines are 
equipped with identification devices for determining the 
type of workpiece or satellite and for switching on the 
power packs. Several multiple-nomenclature lines have 
been designed on the basis of the specimen described here 
Each of these lines is designed for the machining of two 
workpieces of different size. The increase of nomenclature 
eadsto a considerable complication of the design and 
to difficulties in determining the type of workpieces as 
well as to some difficulties in readjustments. 

For small-batch production, the solutions described 
nere may turn out to be of low efficiency. In these cases 
the questions of sufficient universality of the used means 
of automation and the speed of tool readjustment 
become of great importance. In a number of foreign and 
domestic designs, these questions are solved through the 
use of programme control. The machines of the lines are 
equipped with tool feeders containing i considerable 
number (up to thirty) of various tools. 

The tool changes, as well as a number of other elements 
of readjustment, are done automatically with the aid of 
various programme-control systems. At the end of the 
1950s some periodicals in the United States of America 
published information on programme-controlled auto- 
matic machine-tool lines of the Hughes Aircraft Com- 
pany, for the machining of workpieces of interceptors; 
and of another machine manufacturing company for the 
production of piston rods for slush pumps. In the USSR, 
an experimental readjusted line for the machining of nine 
sizes of beds for crane motors was designed in 1963. 

Automatic machine-tool lines for the machining of 
rotating workpieces usually permit the handling of 
workpieces of one type with slightly varying dimensions 
with the aid of manual readjustments. In this case, the 
technological equipment, measuring and controlling 
instruments and electrical automatic devices are re- 
adjusted. The conveyors, gutters and tool feeders require 
no readjustment. The duration of such readjustments 
usually does not exceed one shift-period. 

Apart from readjustment, the so-called "rebuilding" 
(reconstruction) of automatic machine-tool unes is 
currently practised. Reconstruction is undertaken when 
the manufactured products suffer cardinal modifications 
or are replaced by other símil, r products which are rrore 
or less different from the previous ones. The concept of 
reconstruction is broader than that of readjustment and 
usually includes the latter as one of the elements. In 
reconstruction, in addition to the readjustment of tech- 
nological and control equipment and electrical automatic 
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equipment, the reconstruction (rearrangement) of con- 
veyors aiid gutters takes place. It is more difficult to 
reconstruct tool feeders; very often one has to replace 
them with new ones and only in certain cases is it possible 
to replace some units and parts, rather than the whole. 

C. Satellite devices 
The mode of conveying workpieces on automatic 

machine-tool lines is determined to a considerable extent 
by their shape. 

For instance, the cylindrical blanks of small length- 
to-diameter ratio (rings, flanges, etc.) very easily move 
along gutters; the blanks of box-body parts with large 
flat surfaces can be easily pushed through over slideways 
with the aid of side-guiding planks for elimination of 
shifting. Due to the complex shape of workpieces. it is 
often impossible to convey them directly over slideways 
In these cases, the workpieces can be clamped into inter- 
mediate device-satellites, which may be especially shaped 
to simplify the conveyance of workpieces of simple 
shape. If they are made from insufficiently hard materials 
however, their bearing surfaces may be damaged in 
sliding along the conveyor slideways. 

Some companies use satellites for operations which 
require the rotation of workpieces in machining. In such 
cases, a satellite consists of a spindle with a chuck for 
clumping the workpiece. The driving mechanisms are 
placed in stationary position on the line working-stations 
and are equipped with clutches for transmitting rotary 
motions to the satellite spindles. Such devices have been 
used by the Excello and Cross Companies (United States 
ol America) and the Honsbcry Company (Federal Re- 
public of Germany). 

The use of the automatic machine-tool line layouts 
with satellites is connected with a number of peculiarities 
of both a positive and a negative character. The main 
advantages of the use of device-satellites arc as follows- 
the Possibility of machining on automatic machine-tooi 
lines the difficult-to-convey pieces of complicated shape 
or or insufficient hardness; the high reliability of, ienting 
workpieces in conveying; the possibility, in individual 
cases of simplifying the construction of stationary 
devices; and the simplification of conditions for cleaning 
and washing of surfaces basing the blank. 

There are. however, some disadvantages in using the 
device-satellites. * 

First, the introduction of satellites requires extra, often 
rather considerable, expenditures. The cost of production 
o, satellites is usually high since they must be inter- 
changeable and must have sufficiently long durability 
and the number of them, particularly in large automatic 
machine-tool lines is considerable. 

The other disadvantage connected with the use of 
satellites is the necessity of introducing additional 
surraces for jointing, basing and fixation. For these 
reasons, the range of tolerances is reduced to cover the 
errors of technological operations, which, in this case 
should be perlormed with higher accuracy than those on 
the lines without satellites. 

The third  disadvantage of the  layouts employing 
satellites consists in the complication of the conveying 

A. P. Vladziyc**, 

systems of the lines. This complication is connected v ith 
the necessity of returning the device-satellites from the 
last to the first position of the line, with the introduction 
of stations for automatic cleaning and washing of the 
satellites and with the introduction of devices for 
clamping and release of workpieces on satellites. 

Finally, one more disadvantage of the layouts of 
automatic machine-tool lines using the device-satellites 
consists in the difficulty of accumulating interoperation 
stocks between their stations. In the stock accumulators 
of such lines, the workpieces should be allocated with the 
satellites, which leads to an increase of the necessary 
number of satellites and a complication and increase of 
the dead load of feeder construction, as well as to the 
total rise of the line cost. For these reasons, the device- 
satellites are rarely used on multiple-station automatic 
machine-tool lines with flexible links. 

D. Stock accumulators 
In   modern   automatic  machine-tool   lines,   stock 

accumulators And a wide application. At toe same tine 
the theoretical premisesfortheiremcientusearedeveloped 
The basic conclusions in these respects are as follows: 

(a) Accumulators of larger capacities should be chosen 
to correspond with longer average single idle standing 
of units of automatic machine-tool lines; 

(6) It is not reasonable to use very large, cumbersome 
accumulators because, along with the increase of their 
capacity, the intensity of decreasing losses conditioned 
by their presence becomes lower; 

(c) From the point of view of losses decreasing, it is 
preferable to have a greater number of low-capacity 
accumulators than a smaller number of higher capacity 
accumulators (it is assumed that the sum of accumulator 
capacities is the same in both cases). 

In automatic machine-tool lines of different types, 
two kinds of accumulators are mainly used—dead-end 
accumulators and continuous-path ones. The first are 
located outside the main conveyinf path of the line and 
ron only when failures occur in the line sections for which 
they are designed. In normal operation of the line, the! 

dead-end accumulators do not work, and their own idk I 
standings do not occur at that moment. The continuoui 
path accumulators, on the contrary, are located on the 
mam conveying path and operate during the whole lii* 
operation time. In fact, they constitute a part of the 
interstation conveying system of the line. 

Both types of accumulators possess positive and 
negative properties which make it difficult to give 
unequivocal recommendations on the use of one par- 
ticular type. 

For example, the dead-end accumulator is nor« 
advantageous than the continuous-path one from the 
point of view of its effect on the total efficiency o¡ the 
automatic machine-tool line. Furthermore, it usi alh 
occupies a smaller production area. On the other h md, 
the dead-end accumulators have more complk tied 
automatic-control systems and interlocks, and v « 
possibilities for the compensation of losses of the ; uto- 
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m;..     machine-tool line sections for which  they are 
de-    -d. The latter property is explained by the fact 
ih;i    ie dead-end accumulators are connected synchron- 
ou     s ith the line-stations' work and cannot compensate 

• idle   andings with a duration which is less than these 
mv   Apart from this, the dead-end accumulators may 
attenuiate and store for a long time a considerable 

[ am.-¡mi of semi-finished workpieces. The continuous- 
; path accumulators which are manufactured in the form 

.if drive rotary trains are cheap and reliable. Due to the 
constant additional pressing of workpieces to the zone 
oi use. these accumulators compensate all kinds of idle 
standings, irrespective of their duration. The continuous- 
path accumulators of this type can be distributed on the 
line with higher density than can the dead-end ones, and 
with the same total capacity they are able to decrease 
more intensively the losses of the neighbouring stations of 
the line. Maximum reliability and simplicity are obliga- 
tory conditions for the working capacity of both types 
of accumulators. 

The study of accumulator operation has not yet been 
developed and the experience of their operation is 
insufficient. 

In automatic machine-tool Unes of building-block 
machines, Mind-path accumulators are sometimes used 
These are located in the points of technological dis- 
continuities of the line, i.e., in the points of tipping of 
the workpieces or of transferring them from one station 
10 another The capacities of these accumulators are 
usua ly rather large and provide for a continuous run of 
the line during one-and-one-half to two hours. The 
locations of these accumulators often do not satisfy the 
requirements of equality of idle standings of the netch- 
bouring stations. The operation control of such accumu- 
lators is usually completely automated and  rather 
complex because it requires consideration of the state of 
the neighbouring stations in the automatic switching of 
the accumulator. The above-described accumulator? do 
not always operate successfully. This is explained by both 
ine complexity and the insufficient reliability of automatic 
control systems and the reasons of the organizational 
order, consisting in incomplete leading of the line 
espaially ,„ the initial stages of operation) and the 

absence of necessity in the accumulation of workpieces. 
as well as the low exploitation level of comparatively 
compte* accumulators. ^    ^ 

toJ iiIl
herrtíPe.í M^Ttator for aut°•»«¡c nwehinc- 

£ lines of building-block machines is a continuous- 
pa.h accumulator of the driven roller path type. Such 
acç.Mnulators are integrally connected with the common 
onu ying Sy8tem of the |jne and cannot ^ djgconnected 

-rh arily. Due to the advantages listed above, these 
£- 'lulators are often applied by foreign companies in 
,n«j    es of machining of body parts. 

1 lutomatk machine-tool lines for the production 
.ill-sue workpieces of the rotating type (bearing 

n     valves, piston pins, bush sleeves etc.), the con- 
m     ,-path accumulators are mainly used. Some of 
nt     or instance, brush feeders for bearing rings, have 

• application and are sufficiently reliable and 
iKI      designs. 

E. Control-interlocking »ml signalling ,h'vhvs 
Various control methods and different txpes of control 

devices for maintaining the necessary machining accuracy 
are used in automatic machine-tool lines 

Ja) Checking procedure which is done manually by an 
adjuster; •    - 

(b) Automatic active control in the process ol operation 

irn^ine:"1-'"  **""*' * ^  •< 
thlCi-íM,íT"l.ÍC.aC,ÍVe COn,ml a,,er an ^ration with 
the aid of built-in measuring instruments, which auto- 
matically adjust the instruments on the haws of the 
measurement results; 

<<0 Automatic interlocking control carried out for the 
purpose or eliminating workpieces which do not meet the 
standards set; 

ie) Final automatic control after machining on the line. 

The most comprehensive application of the ahove- 
mwMiotied to* tJf „,„,,„, |{lkes vhix im mUmMk 

machine-tool lines for the machining of small parts of 
«¡c rotating type requiring omise machining: rollmg- 
BMring rings, valves, wrist pins, bush sleeves and the like. 

on the building-Mock machine lines, provision is 
made for a manual checking procedure, as well as ror 
automatic control of the performed operation, with the 
aid of the measuring devices built into the lines. Usually 
the diameter of the precise ports and the depth of precise' 
grooves are controlled; the ovalness and taper of ports 
can be checked during the adjustment cycle 

F. Tool consoles 

Asa rule, a considerable number of tools operate on 
modern automatic machine-tool lines. On large lines of 
tattding-Noek machines, there are W» 1,000 tool». 
Variable tool endurance and the absence of operators 
hampers the supervision of the stale of the tools. How- 
ever, the reliability and efficiency of the line performance 
depend, to a considerable extent, upon the state of an 
instrument and its timely replacement. It is desirable that 
the tools be positively changed within a predetermined 
time after receiving signals from cycle counters located 
in special tool-storing cabinets. 

The counters, after reaching the detinue (for the given 
group of tools) minimal cycle number, warn the adjuster 
of the necessity of a change of this tool group; and, after 
reaching the maximum cycle number, they stop certain 
sections of the line. 

Experience has shown that the use of tool cabinet* 
and cycle counters dews not always give a possibility of 
passing over to positive tool change. The reason for this 
is the wide range of variation of tool durability periods. 
The durability depends upon a numrer of factors, for 
example : quality of sharpening rigidity of tool clamping; 
constancy of allowance; and hardness and slate of the 
machined workpiece surface. Depending upon some of 
these factors, the tool durability may vary tens of times. 
In general, durability periods are considerably random 
values with a large range of variation. Therefore, the 
determination of real terms for tool change by guide- 
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tables and durability formulae does not give satisfactory 

It would be incorrect, however, on the basis of the 
foregoing, to neglect the use of tool cabinets and cycle 
counters. The tool cabinets provide convenient storage 
of tools, control of their availability and simplification 
m finding them. Counter recording of the number of 
peces processed by each group of tools after resharpen- 
ing is also useful.  It seems reasonable to introduce 
instead of positive tool change, their forced inspection by 
the cycle counter signals, for instance, each one-third of 
the rated mean period of durability. While inspecting, 
the adjuster should change only those tools of the given 
group which turned out to be blunted. Such a scheme of 
«wpection and tool-changing decreases the hazard of 
breaking the tool at the minimal time of its change 
because the adjuster must change only those tools which 
need changing. 

The decrease of time losses for tool change is achieved 
ky the introduction of the high-speed setting-in of tools 
and the preliminary off-line adjustment of them with 
fespect io the si« on special instruments. 

In performing accurate finishing operations, the 
dimensional durability of cutting tools and their adjust- 
ment plays the main rote; therefore, automatic tool 
adjustment on accurate lathe and milling operations is 
«fien introduced on automatic machine-tool lines which 
produce accurate workpieees. In modern lathe and 
boring machine tools designed for work in automatic 
machine-tool lines, mechanisms for the automatic change 
of worn or broken tooh are used. 

G. Cmttíthms amifieM of efficient applkmhm ofmiomalk 
mmhine-itml lines 

The shop prime cost of mechanical workpiece machin- 
ing m mechanical engineering is summed up from the 
«•m wages of industrial workers and the so-called "shop 
expenditures", of which the basic ones are depreciation 
•y maintenance of the equipment, the cost of tools, 
electm-power, wages of technical personnel, labour and 
so on. The introduction of automation usually decreases 
«»»itdttttres for the mam v ages of industrial workers 
mmm. it inmates expenditures for depreciation and 

2¡¡!2rÍLtNe tmal vtk* <* P"*1»«»« co« Wng 
»•••«§ The degree to which the production cost is 
S1)***** " iH* k* lhc BUMn i**«» of automation 

1*ee*«eney of introduction of automatic machine- 
tow «*.i depends bawcally upon the Mowing factors: 

<#) The nature and degree of improvement of the 
»•chnolofKal processe* reali/ed in the line 
jWJhe availability of standard sim of specialized 

lettable and cheap equipment which is suited for use in 
•a automatic machine-tool line; 

ir) A sufficiently large scale of production ; 
(¿I Rational organization of works connected with the 

eapfoitation of a« automatic machine-tool line. 

Various technological operations are, thus far, not 
•tritatile for automation. It should be taken into account 
that the modes which are performed manually with 
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difficulty are often easily and simply carried out viti, 
mechanisms; and, on the contrary, the model easily 
carried out manually often require c mplex mechanism; 
in automation. This is explained by a number of orinen« 
differences between the peculiarities of the human b,!dv 
and the kinematics of the machine. Not a single organ 
of the human body has. for example, the continuo« 
rotary motion widely used in machines. Man, however 
easily   performs  spatial  transfer,  whereas  the  over-' 
whelming majority of mechanisms of modern machines 
carry out only planar movements of working organs 
Man s arms are a very perfect tool and can perform 
various and complex motions, whereas the workin« 
parts of a machine fulfil only relatively simple motions 
It « relatively easy to automate working and idle motions 
of working organs of technological machines, but it i, 
more difficult to handle auxiliary operations associated 
with  the maintenance of machines and to include 
transfers of machined articles from one machine to 
another, loading and unloading of machines, clampii» 
and releasing of workpieces and the like. 

Great difficulties are encountered in assembly auto- 
mation. Assembling ojierations usually consist of a 
number of manual tasks which are very difficult to 
automate. Among these are, for instance, operations 
associated with the change of position of workpieees 
and assemblies, and with their mutual orientations, the 
operations of pre-screwing nut», the assembling of ball- 
bearing«, etc. Recurring difficulties are often connected 
with automatic conveying and feed from bind of such 
workpteees as spiral springs, slotted rings and the like 
these are easily coupled into chains and balls, which 
prevents their piece-by-piece feeding. 

In the cutting machining of workpieees, some diffi- 
cult«* arise in the automation of precise finishing 
operations whose performance is accompanied by stops 
for change and adjustment of tools, and for checking oí 
machine tools and devices. 

Realization of advanced technological processa is 
targeJy dependent upon the availability of quality, 
rehabtbty and cheapness of metal-cutting equipment 
This problem can be solved by the design and improve- 
ment of the complex of standard technological ami 
transportation equipment which is suited for incor- 
poration into automated machine-tool lines. Due to the 
lability of standard types of such equipment and the 
•ÜSüJf'f of ,te "»«•we*Me. the cost may he con- 
ufSgLft•* ^f **» *P*W equipme* 
manufactured on an individual basis. The reliability of 
such equipment may be higher. 

With the decrease of production, the cost price of 
machining rises, due to increased time losses for readjust- 
ment of the equipment. The readjustment problems on 
automatic machine-tool lines are complicated by the 
necessity to readjust not only the technological equip- 
ment, but also the conveying and loading devices ind 
£5?*' Tj,crefore-*ne single-item automatic mach ne- 
tool lines designed for the manufacture of a standard size 
of article can be efficient only in case of comparât dy 
large batches of production. The problems of qui kly 
«adjustable automatic machine-tool lines, as menti. *d 



ab<    . are rather complicated and are currently far from 
bei i   solved in a satisfactory manner. 

1 c idle standings occurring in the course of running 
of i!. j lines are the consequences of a number of factors 
whioi are basically divided into the following three' 
groups: (a) idle standings due to technical reasons- (b) 
idle landings due to organizational reasons; and (c) 
imp M?d idle standings. 

The first two groups of idle standings are subdivided 
in turn into a number of smaller groups, for example 
the idle standings associated with the work of tools 
mechanical devices of the line, electric and hydraulic 
apparatuses, the lack and quality of blanks, the lack of 
power, the skill of maintenance personnel, waitina for 
adjusters and the like. 

The detailed division of idle standings due to real 
reasons is difficult in a number of cases and may be of a 
subjective character. For instance, the idle standings 
associated with tool change depend not only upon a 
number of design factors, but also upon the arrangement 
of tool-keeping, i.e., upon the area in which tools are 
stored, how their sharpening and adjustment are arranged 
etc The length of idle »Undings due to failure of mech- 
anical, electric and hydraulic devices depend, upon 
design factors, the quality of manufacture and assembly 
the number and skill of maintenance personnel, the 
organization of technical servfe« etc. The situation it 
often complicated by the absence of reasonable data on 
the determination of the necessary number of main. 
tenance personnel, the payment system for this per* 
sonnd. the organization of tool and repair services and 
so on. 

In general, the defects in different stages of the buildint 
or automatic machine-tool Unes, i.e., in design and 
manufacture, become most strikingly apparent durimi 
«he operation of the lines. Therefore, ^acquisition and 
practical analysis of data on running automatic machine- 
tool lines is an important measure which contribute, to 
«he improvement of their construction and the quality 
of their manufacture. i—«»/ 

Jl •¡¡lïT"* *•*! J^m,tic «*!»*"^ool lines are 
used^mainly for mass production. The Maes of txiilding- 
Nock machines usually handle hup and meiste* 
Kod>i parts, as wdl as parts of the roll type, crankshafts. 
^fating and rear »ties, connectingTrods etTpr* 
panitoiy operations on milling, drilling and boring «re 
mainly earned out on such automated Une«, whereas the 

5lm PWCMe 0pentàùm *" ****** «*rW out 

bearmp, valves, piston  pins,  straight axle 
and bush sleeves, tap borers and threading discs. 

naehined on automated machine-tool  Hues of 
an«l »pecialized automatic machines:  lathes. 

rs. milling and broaching machine tools, etc 
wts on the extension of the field of application 

•"mat* machine-tool lines are being carried out 
m the direction of the development of readjusted 
nich are suited for multiple-item machining. As 
ned above, the use of these lines may turn out to 

=ient even in relatively small-scale production of 
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Klí eaCh nomcnc,a,u«, apart from their efficient 
application in series production. 
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IV. AUTOMATION OF MECHANICAL enocissiNt; WITH 
PROGRAMME-CONTROLLED MACHINE TOOLS 

Until recently, works on the automation of small- 
5SSL5r0dîJCl,0n "1 macnil*-building enterprises were 
directed only towards solving individual problems con- 
cerrnng ^ H tne proWcm as a

P
who|e ^ 

find a solut.on. The extensive development of electronics 
and computing techniques in the USSR has become a 
basis for the complex automation of industrial processes 
in small-batch machine-building operations with the aid 
of programme control of machine tools and other 
production mechanises. 

n2l FT?T? COn,ro1 of •«•••«•tting machines 
ZtSJ   •?" .te t0*°ìve a number of «""Plicated problems of automation of universal and specialized 
machine-tool equipment. 

Some of them are the following: 

(«0 Automation of machine tools working in snudi- 

prie«ino less than 60 to 70 per cent of the total mech- 
•wçal-engineering production, with provision for the 
JJJwt^tistiiieiM of machine tools for other pieces or 

(*moyision of highly productive automatic machining 
on^p^of conipjcated shape without preliminary 
protection of master forms, special tools or camshafts, 
and tne carrying out of similar labour-consuming works; 

L íüSüT0"ín mjm ï*0***»0« M* even in large- 
scale production bring* about a sharp decrease of the 
»»•wer of special-dewtn machine tools and the maxi- 
ÜÜ5  "î?^?^  ""*"**  devices,   including 
"»•j6*«* «oof* of différent designs and groups: 

id) Radical facilitation of the introduction of correc- 
¡2* T°ì* kiamMk "**«* °f accurate machine 
towilor elimination of production errors and wear 
wtapensatwn of individual components in the process of 
work; 

(e) The foundation on a uniform constructive basis of 
a range of machine tools with different degrees of auto- 
mation, according to the requirements of customers with 
different production conditions. 

TS ^f** of Pro»Tam"« control of machine tools 
are divided into two classes: numerical and cyclic. Each 
of these classes has its own field of rational use. 

Nwnerical systems are distinguished by relative 
complexity and by principally new, for machine-tool 
building, technical solutions and means (use of electronic 
orctttts, methods of computing technique, complicated 
eteetne drives and data-input devices, programme 
writing on magnetic tapes, punch cards and tapes, etc.). 
Numerical systems are intended to resolve the problems 
associated with the processing of complex shapes. 

Cyclic systems, being simpler in construction and using 
sufficiently commonplace means and methods for 
modern machine-tool building, more successfully solve 
the problems of unification of equipment and control 
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¡ïï£T«r?' rJSSS rea4JUStment 0f régÌmeS ff-* 'i!ÌnCreaSe the SPeed ^ -curacy of^chi,,, 
The construction of programme-controlled machin« IE         .!"* ^"'"«-"P lime is considerably rednccd 

has been undertaken in Sovfel inEi^í«TS2 F   maCh'n"^ u "eW WorkPiece- 
years. The introduction of separe assemblieswi'tfíe h^TZZ* V0*••-*0•^ machine ,„oK 
use of cyclic programme control m5^i£ tt Zh       the P°ss'b''"y of considerably accelera „ng 

drably earHer, approximately a, the eÄ ^ÄSSÄ-;; 

on a universal machine tool and on a programme 
A. Numerically controlled machine tools contro led machine tool are presented below as an 

A whole set of numerically controlled (NC) systems of ***       ' 
metal-cutting machine tools has been developed; these Table I 
NC machine tools can be divided into three groups- M. 

(a\ M^uin  ,   i r MACHINING DATA FOR UNIVERSAL AND 

¡Jill.         H           ff0r Cm,OUr machM»g' This group MOGRAMME-CONTROLLED MACHINE TOOLS 
includes millers, electro-erosion cut lathes and other       —  
machine tools for machining parts of complex con- 7~~»^ 
figuration  with  simultaneous  interconnected  motion             *""<" «ÄÄ „3K¿, 
along several co-ordinates; AvcraBe „„^of opera,«• for 67 pam     
Knl?Lr0[-          ""I?• ,00h- Thi8 «"»»P incí«d« , i0«-*"» ««•"«'»galion of machine)..    197 0            700 
coring machines, co-ordinate-boring and other machines Ubour eomu,nP»"on «machine time, pre- 
with positional controllers; the tool is set un alone the £tí",!?ry !hlishm« ,in* and "tockuniih" 
co-ordinate according to the programme- «^'«»i "me) per pan (hours)     23.3           4»} 

the machining of stepped shafts, millers with linear «"Wim.time)per«tick(hour*)._.   .    m          21« 
motion along co-ordinates etc. Deereaie in labour consumption per article 

In numerically controlled machine tools, machinin, of ISSS^T.T^.^^     _       71S41 

í JïïSTîîî 
the use. **markin» *a "^ 5« —* •—~~ '-- ~ » replaced by the mathematical computation of a Th. «..*<, ~~.u- ~i 

««dimiBg programme with a further recordtf com" E«I•i!^f „Tfh,B* *"* ""^ rf «•* «*^ 
putation remits on punched or manetotape   Tte SS ÍÜ? •P"li ** í¡VenJn ^ 2" As a «3 
***** programme is then transferred^ X T£ ÍAJSl^ aCCUra<*' *• **"* have •— 

nawiSüÄiÄi,iiEi-i .ffirt--1^-* As a result of two years* ooeration «r «rn-,-«— machine tools is determined, to a high degree, by the 
S^.^m^^T^^J^^ EZ?»» of cutting conditions^KÏ 

«Kl the accuracy' of ^^f Ä %L SÜP A* ^ ^ ,dected Md thrif 

»«le it possible to avoid "locksmith finishina The Z2£?T°t AJ T ** "" from *• «•***. » 
«vaeEaNlityoff.^^ ^ÄfM^nl^^•,^^,^ f wWch * 
praUtted toe elimination of control meature^Srlì 21ÍÍÍ2LiS^" w,th •"••*•• Propramme 
Ptac«. The programming of speed deSnì «Km rtï Sii•*" ^T* .A$ *• «*•«**•«««* 

DATAON,UCHm^Ofaol<E>MIWOMUHiviaaALAND „^^„^ ^^ ^ 

Tpprafßt,, Fe*4(mUllmrtrr! 
Actwcyof 

(mffMnrtm)        Ihnf (mimiti) 
******* ikmtm 

vrnrmrnH lomrolhd 
maemm {mimmi 



Mi (if I'rocrcs Control in KrwinwinR Indinlrk- 

I characlerislic feature of the current stage of 
m„ ic-tool programme-control development in the 
l s and abroad consists ¡n the use of these machine 
10. 'or individual workpicces, as well as for small- 
Ki;     md series production. 

I -.¡nail-batch and series production, these machines 
pro..Je from two to three times greater productivity, 
con,, a red with reproducing machines, due to ihe smooth 
>pasi control in passing along the contour. 

oner advantages are the facilitation of adjustment 
(ihcc is no need to advance the guiding-block with 
aspect to the work piece), the better use of working 
surlaces of the machine and the elimination of storage 
space for guiding-blocks. The latter is of particular 
importance for large machine tools. 

The experience of machine-building plants has shown 
a high efficiency of such machines in the production of 
lois ..I parts ranging from 1,000 to 10,000 pieces at 
machine times of processing ranging from 10 to 30 
inimités per part. 

Another specific feature of programme-controlled 
machine tools, which has been clearly revealed within 
the last few years, is the construction of sections and 
shops equipped with these machine tools. 

By grouping the programme-controlled machine tools 
m separate sections, their use becomes still more efficient 
This has been especially successful in a number of 
machine-building plants. Those plants which combined 
programme-controlled machine tools into sections were 
able to provide for their uninterrupted operation. With 
more than Ave controlled machine tools, the establish- 
ment of a technological group for designing and writing 
programmes at the plant, as well as the use of general- 
purpose electronic computers, becomes justified. When 
a plant has a considerable number of programme- 
iontrolled machine tools distributed at different shops, 
ihe provision of multiple-machine services, personnel 
training and maintenance becomes complicated. 

Programme control leads to the possibility of employ- 
ing uorkers with less skill and to a decrease in manual 
labour requirements. 

A number of the programme-control systems which 
nave been developed in the USSR are applicable to 
various types of machine tools (drilling and mulino 
machines, lathes etc.) 

The milling machine tools of Model 6H1319-2, which 
aro equipped with a step programme-control system, 
haw been used in industry since I960 and are highly 
appreciated by the users. The system is fully transistorized, 

i ie machining programme is written on magnetic 
i>r The world's highest speed stepping motors and 
i.!1' '! hydraulic servo-systems have been developed 
'" tep-control system has, at the same machining 
k •icy, fewer electronic components than other 
P" imme-control systems performing the same func- 

1 I his system was borrowed from the USSR by the 
Kl      se Fuji Company. 

experimental Research Institute of Metal-cutting 
ws, m co-operation with a machine-tool works, 

-••      eloped a range of highly productive and precision 
!      mime-controlled machine tools. The milling mach- 

w 

\ 

ine plant in Gorky has begun the manufacture of multiple 
coordinate milling machines of four s,/e-,v,vs «    f 
step programme-control system. 

m7Ì- "f °f." nr°iramme<«n«rolled electro-erosion 
machine oo designed for the shaped cut.mu of ., l)lc 

Irom hard alloys has proved very effective      * 
Programme-controlled systems lor unique metal- 

cut,ng machine tools have been developed and commer- 
cutlly used. 

The factories of the heavy machine-building industry 
produce heavy piano-boring and piano-milling pro- 
gramme-controlled machine tools (the longitudinal travel 
is equal to 25 metres). 

Programme control changes the aspect of metal-cutting 
machine tools. Machines with entirely new kinematic 
schemes have appeared, for instance, four- and live- 
co-ordinate millers, four-co-ordinate turret lathes 
drilling machines with turret heads and combined mach- 
ines with automatic tool change. 

At the current time, the whole complex of programme- 
control equipment for machine tools has been developed 
This complex includes the facilities for programme 
preparation, consisting of puncher, a>de converter and 
co-ordinatograph for control plotting of the given 
component configuration on paper. The programme 
preparation sets are available for both individual 
machine-building plants and interplant centres where 
programmes are prepared. 

To ensure belter saving of the programming time, a 
system of automatic programming with the use of high- 
speed electronic computers has been designed. In this 
case, the programming time is reduced from five to ten 
times, as compared with manual programming, which 
increases still further the efficiency of the use of pro- 
gramme control. 

The computing centre established at INIMS fulfils 
orders for compiling and writing programmes for plants 
The establishment of such centres has been also planned 
for other cities. 

Programme control makes it possible to solve many 
problems of production organization in a new way. I or 
instance, it is possible to write a programme while a new 
component is still in the process of design and to pass it 
over to the manufacturer together with the component 
drawings. If the production of a new machine is carried 
out by several manufacturers, the design office provides 
them simultaneously with an identical programme. 

In this case, the numerical programme is written by 
the leading enterprise in manufacturing a pilot machine 
and is given, together with technical documentation, to 
the plants for series production of the machine. Thus, 
the commercial production lime of new types of machines 
is considerably reduced. This yields a great economic- 
benefit. 

The Institute has developed standard methods for 
manual and automatic programming of two co-ordinate 
processing. 

In the case of manual programming, the design data 
are recorded in tables and the tape is then punched. The 
punched tape is fed into the interpolator, which yields 
the programme in the form of an impulse sequence. This 
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programme is recorded on magnetic tape. In those cases 
when the interpolator is installed at the machine tool, 
there is no need to have an intermediate programme 
carrier. 

For control of a programme, it is plotted on the 
co-ordinatograph. Essential facilitation of programming 
is provided by a circular interpolator. 

In programming with the aid of an electronic com- 
puter, the programme is obtained at the output in the 
form of a punch card. 

The punch card can either be used directly for machine 
tool control, if the built-in interpolator is available, or 
can be used for recording on magnetic tapes. The use of 
magnetic tape is reasonable in small-batch and series 
production if a comparatively small number of different 
programmes is required during the year. 

The enterprises using programme-controlled machine 
tools should be equipped with complete facilities for 
writing programmes. 

In commercial use of numerically controlled machine 
tools, one should be aware of the fact that: 

(a) Numerical-control equipment, while providing an 
essential extension of technological potentialities, is, at 
the same lime, a principally new type of equipment 
which differs from the existing one by the quantitative 
ar.d qualitative complication of the electrical equipment 
and the necessity of special preparation of programmes, 
which requires special skill of personnel and the appli- 
cation of complex equipment; 

(A) The application of such equipment is inefficient 
without very careful technological preparation to deter- 
mine the nomenclature of the components, loading of 
equipment and examination and correction of the tech- 
nological process with regard to new possibilities and 
requirements; 

(c) The application of programme-controlled equip- 
ment is inefficient without making special arrangements 
for repairs and maintenance, for establishment of special 
programming services and for training of maintenance 
personnel. Only the thorough realization of all the organ- 
izational and technological measures in a full complex 
can provide for efficient operation of numerically 
controlled equipment; 

(</) The greater effect yields a group use of programme- 
controlled machine tools; 

(e) Even in the use of a general-purpose electronic 
computer, the programming should be carried out with 
the participation of a skilled plant technologist. 

For provision of the most rapid commercial use of 
numerically controlled machine tools and to obtain the 
economic benefits, u is necessary to make the arrange- 
ments discussed below. 

It is most economical to concentrate programme- 
controlled machine tools in groups of not less than five 
or six. It is necessary to group the plants with similar 
technological processes and to begin commercial use of 
programme-controlled equipment with most advanced 
works,, arranging it in an item-classed or specialized 
section. Such a section should include, as a rule, some 
units of programme-controlled equipment; the organ- 
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izational and technological principles of program >ie. 
controlled machine operation should be checked, nd 
some recommendations as to equipping other enter- 
prises with programme-control facilities should be 
worked out. 

Secondly, taking into account the novelty and c.»m. 
plexity of programme-controlled equipment, as well as 
the difficulties involved in programme preparation, n )S 

expedient that machine-manufacturing plants should 
provide users, at least during the initial stage of using 
the machines, with assistance in repairing and adjusting 
the programme-controlled equipment, in training per- 
sonnel and in writing programmes for the processing of 
complicated parts with the use of computers. 

B. Cyclic programme-controlled machine tools 
The systems of programme control of cycles and 

régimes of machining differ from numerically controlled 
systems mainly by the absence of numerical programming 
of sizes and, consequently, displacement or position 
transmitters, as well as electronic or complex relav 
circuits ensuring the obtaining of desired sizes. 

In cyclic systems, the sizes are controlled, in most 
cases, by track switches of either conventional or special 
(small-size) types, which are effected by transposed stops. 
Such an arrangement of cyclic systems provides, on the 
one hand, for their essential simplification, as compared 
with numerical systems, and, on the other hand, defines 
the field of their use, mainly in batch production. 

It is true that such machine tools only permit the 
machining of components with contours which are 
parallel to the axes of tool co-ordinates, but the operation 
of such machine tools is extremely simple and their cost 
is only a little higher than that of universal machines 

Such machine tools (of practically all groups) are 
manufactured in great quantities by the machine tool 
industry. As the number of operations which can be 
programmed increases, the field of use of these mach met 
will be extended. 

The prevailing commercial use of cyclic-control 
systems is dictated not only by their lower cost, simpler 
arrangements for commercial production and easier 
manufacturing and adjustment, but also by the absent« 
of the necessity for programming services and by lowtr 
maintenance cost. 

One should take into account, however, that the 
economic efficiency of commercial use of these machine 
tools and the level of production automation is con 
siderably lower than that of machine tools with a 
numerical system of programme control. 

C. Development of numerically controlled machine txé 
The advance of programmed control of machine t. ois 

tends towards the development of a self-adjusting syst ». 
In a self-adjusting system, the feed is set up accordin to 
the condition of maximum machining accuracy  ¡ ro- 
ductivity or tool endurance. 

Here, the programming and computation of machi  ng 
technological parameters are considerably simplified, nd 
the scattering of machining parameters (difference in 
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ih    ardness of metals, allowance of blanks, blunting of 
u     etc.) it compensated. 

ese systems are particularly important for work- 
.•- of hard-to-machine materials. Many types of 

ine tools are equipped with self-adjusting combined 
¡us. The operation of such machine tools has shown 
i he insignificant complication of the control system 
»roviding feed self-adjustment is fully justified, 

í .gether with control-system improvement, the intro- 
duuion of automatic tool-change for increasing the 
eflit lency of programme-controlled machine tools is 
rat lier essential. 

D rechnietd and economical indexes of operation of 
mmmkaHy controlled machine tools 

On the basis of published sources and the analysis of 
the operation of numerically controlled machine tools 
id.,„ostie and foreign), the following average indem of 
their operation can be outlined : 

(a) Productivity increases by two to «i times; 

 . _  ,    im 

(ft) Pay-off: up to two years, 20 per cent; UP to three 
years, 67 per cent; up to five years, 13 per cern- 

ie) Technical and economical efficiency in the use of 
numerically controlled machine tools (according to 
published data on experience in the United States of 
America), is as follows: 

(i) Labour cost decreases by 70 per cent ; 
(ii) Tool cost decreases by 67 per cent; 

(iii) Productivity increases by M percent; 
(iv) Improvement of product quality increases by 

42 per cent; 
(v) Improvement of utilization of means of production 

increases by 26 per cent; 
(vi) Other expenditures decrease by 31 per cent. 

Of all the currently existing technical solutions of 
automation of mechanical processing in small-batch and 
series production, the use of programme-controlled 
machine tools is considered to be the most efficient from 
the economic point of view. Apparently they will have 
good perspectives in the future. 
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( onflictittf reports of social upheaval, m the one hand, 
ami of vast increato in productive capacity, on the other. 
an%c when automation of a process or an industry 
becomes the point of discussion. 

I or present purposes, much clarity may he obtained by 
dir a. ling attention to the bask ingredient of all auto- 
mated processes, rather than to specific details of one 
application. A machine or process is not automated, in 
the sense used here, just because it mav have some 
electronic controls, a variety of sensors and actuators, or 
an impressive array of fixtures-although most auto- 
mated equipment makes use of these devices. Ilse power 
of automation comes from the design and organization 
of intelligence, processing »kills and control feature* 
»ithin" the equipment, rather than having these 

necessary ingredients of production added at will by 
human intervention at the time a product is made. 

The more it it possible to rely upon this predesigned. 
built-in and self-controlled part of the production 
operation, and the lets decision-making and spécial 
action the opceator is required to make at the instant of 
execution, the more automatic, or automated, one may 
say the process or equipment is. For example, of the wide 
range of automatic metalworking took available, such as 
those displayed at the Machine-Tool Show held in 
Chicago (United Sutes of America), 2n~» September 
••AS.' those which arc more "autonomous" and can 
«ork alone would he considered more automated than 
(hose which require more immediate direction 

This point is central to the thesis of this paper, which 
i* that automated equipment and processes, contrary to 
popular belief, em provide a net gain to emerging 
nations in both their economic and their social deveïop- 
m-ftt. The gain comes when packaged intelligence 
quickly and inexpensively supplements or próvidas 
»'herwiie scarce or unavailable production and control 
vk ,K- riwnhsr balancing over-ail productive ability and 
«'"'* increasing in total the number of workers who can 
K put to work. 

imiltr arguments have long been made for the 
» etive nee of scarce human skills. For example, the 
»! «on of labour, as proposed by Adam Smith in The 
i '/'* <f Nations, was to be beneficial because workers 

1 ' specialised in one job would, by habit and ex- 
i enee, become more proficient and therefore more 

ent m that single task because they did none other. 

•     ^ «a**»«*** (Nov. 19*3,1*. |«MIJ. 

In this way, the set-up and learning time required when 
going from one job to another would be eliminated. This 
was a forward step in the advance of human productivity, 
but not the critical point in terms of cost, or in the use of 
rare skills. 

Charles labbage. who thought in more modern terms, 
agreed with Smith, but argued more cogenti) To him. 
the real benefit in the division of labour lay not only in 
the learning-time saved for the average worker, but also 
in the economical employment of more highly priced 
talent. When a single worker completed all the operations 
required for the production of the Anished product, he 
had to be paid at a rate determined by the individual or 
selective skim needed for the completion of specific job 
segments. Thus, the worker of highest skill, often 
required in small quantity of time per unit of production, 
could be rewarded individually at a differentially higher 
rale than the worker who performed "ordinary" opera- 
lions. The net result was to reduce the total cost per unit 
of the product, since less expensive labour could be 
assigned to the majority of job segments requiring lesser 
skills. 

For the purposes of this paper, the argument proposed 
by Babbage can easily be extended to cover ovcr-aH 
productivity. If the highest skill required for the produc- 
tion of a given product is in scarce supply in the face of 
abundant "ordinary" labour, then this scarce skill 
becomes the limiting factor or bottle-neck in the total 
productive potential of the operation. Not only can the 
higher skiH that is scarce be highly rewarded in tbi* 
instance, but my strategy that will make available more 
of the scarce skill wiH also multiply the total productive 
ability of the economy. Greater employment of «ore 
ordinary skills, as required in the usual technological 
distribution of job segments in a total job, follows 
naturally as the obstacle to total productive potential is 
removed. Moreover, the more rapidly such an obstacle 
can he removed, the more rapidly can such productive 
potential be realized and the more rapidly can the 
average citizen (who may be unemployed or employed 
"unproduclively" if the rare skill is absent) improve his 
lot. 

If the rare »kill is not present in the developing country 
and if the time required to produce that skill is long, then 
the use of an automated device or process which can 
supply the needed skill in a package (by virtue of the 
intelligence designed into the machine or stored in 
programmed instructions within 'he machine) provides 
a powerful strategy for accompli' hing the end« Bahbage 
had in mind. In tnnse terms, many unbalanced productive 

Ml 
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operations and many emerging nations with an unevenly 
developing economy find themselves in the position of 
Shakespeare's King Richard, shouting for "A horse» a 
horse! my kingdom for a horse!". The use of automation 
to provide a selective, yet a rapid infusion of scarce skills 
into the productive enterprise or developing economy 
may be the "horse" that is needed; and. in this sense, the 
use of automation provides one obvious area of interest 
for planners who are beset with the dilemma we have 
described above. 

Van Com Hart, Ir. 

I. OPERATION OF AUTOMATIC CONTROLS 

To emphasize the implications of this thesis, one may 
mention some examples from the metalworking indus- 
tries. In what way does an "automated" machine tool 
provide scarce skills? How is "intelligence" stored in 
these machines? How can they be "taught" skills in a 
flexible, swift and economic way ? 

As an example, consider the numerically controlled 
machine tool, so-called because it receives instructions on 
astep-by-step basis from a pre-recorded list which may 
be stored on punched cards, in the holes of a paper tape, 
in the magnetic spots of an cxide-coated film or in other 
media.2 The simplest and smallest of these devices (which 
» used for simplicity of illustration rather than for other 
«•sons) is the numerically controlled punch press (or 
«tall press) which is used to create holes or other shaped 
apertures in a metal sheet. This is a "point-to-point" 
machine, since the operator (or the tape infractions) 
must provide only the specific hole locations (x and y 
co-ordinates) to which the tool or the work must be 
indexed before the tool operation (a r-co-ordinatc 
motion) takes place. 

With such machines, construction design normally 
fixes the vertical tool axis rigidly above a table which is 
free to move in both the x and y directions relating to the 
tool axis. Actuators, usually with "feed-back sensors" to 
assure correct table position, move the table in response 
to co-ordinate information provided by the input tape 
To perform work, the workpiece is bolted firmly to the 
movable table (which is usually a frame that allows tool 
penetration through the workpiece), the table is indexed 
to the x-y position specified by an input instruction, the 
tool is actuated to produce a hole and the tabic moves to 
the next specified x-y position, continuing the pre- 
recorded or stored input programme of steps until the 
job is done. 

The physical construction of the machine is less 
important to the present discussion than is the construc- 
tion of the programme of steps the machine is to follow. 
For example, suppose four i-inch holes are to be punched 
in a 10-inch x 10-inch metal plate. Assume also that the 
machine operator has set up a i-inch punch in the 
machine, so that workpiece positioning is the only 
remaining operation required. If one sets the lower left- 

.^i^î,?i!li8i,orica,J!in,,cccdenL?fJl,c numerically controlled machine 
ool w the Jacquard loom, which is used to weave intricate patterm 
n clolh under the direction of holes punched in cards. AUhough 

this device works mechanically to feel the pattern holes in thecardV 
A'ÍT '"T*" eh*?rk»' "«""'s as do the modern numerically* 
controlled machine tools, the concept of the "stored promamme" 
is the same. • U""'K 

hand corner of the workpiece as the reference point v 0 
| 0, and if one wished to punch the holes with a cen.re' 
1-inch in from each edge at each corner, one could 
prepare a series ol instructions as «bllows: "vl 00 v| on 
r; vl.OO. ^9.00, z; *9.00, j-9.00, z; v9.00. yi.00, z" 

In the sequential list of instructions, the table would 
assume the stated ; and >• positions (in inches from the 
origin); the tool motion would then be actuated by the 
z-instruction; and the subsequent movements and tool 
operations would follow in order until the list was 
completed. By constructing the machine with a turret 
containing a number of different tools and selecting the 
desired tool by an appropriate ¿-instruction, such as I» 
2z etc., the versatility of the machine could be enhanced" 
and a variety of products could be made without I he 
need for manual tool change. 

Now the important point in the operation of this 
machine is that the machine's programme of instructions 
once written, need never be written again. If the operator 
wants to produce more punched sheets of the same type 
he simply places new sheets on the table and runs the' 
instruction list through the machine's control "reader" 
(a device that converts the input tape into table and tool 
motions) again and again. The skill needed to cause 
table movements to precise locations is not left to the 
operator, but is built into the machine and the pro- 
gramme of machine instructions. 

It is, therefore, possible to produce reliably and 
accurately identical products and to predict the time 
required to produce each of them, since the control of the 
machine is left to the instruction list and the machine, not 
to the whims of the operator. Even further, in specifying, 
how the product is to be made, its designer may eliminate 
the usual blue print and the operator does not have to 
consult one: everything that needs to be known is con- 
tamed in the instruction list and a few simple material 
loading instructions. Even though some skill might be 
needed to set the original reference point x = 0, y --= 0, this 
can be fixed for a large class of products (say, all rect- 
angular sheets of metal within the table capacity of the 
machine) by providing precision steps at the origin, 
which are set once by the manufacturer or by an expert 
set-up man. "^ 

Continuing with the same example, suppose that in 
addition to the instruction list given above, the operator 
had available to him a file of instruction lists, reduced to 
the paper tape form the machine could read. Then, as 
various kinds of plates were required, the operator could 
extract mm his file the appropriate instruction list and 
material-loading instructions for each product, load the 
machine with material and programme, set the machine 
in motion and so produce the variety of products needed 
without further intervention. The fue or "memory" >f 
jobs for which instructions are available could, of cour e, 
be augmented by the product designers as time went >n 
so that a large library of possibilities would be available 
to the operator. The instruction tapes, which could e 
prepared anywhere in the world and dispatched to te 
operator in compact form, provide the intelligence f r 
operating the machine. 

In addition, the designer of new products benefits fro n 
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tl stored instruction lists which have already been 
pi ared. New product designs that contain major 
• i ces" of old designs (as is usually the case) can be 

, ved together" by editing and "pasting up" com- 
b; : nions of what has already been done. There is no 
nc ! to repeat the clerical drudgery already accom- 
pli ned; thus, both design and production lead times are 
<1i i>tieally reduced. (This form of product design may be 
compared to "adult learning" which usually proceeds 
b> combining large blocks of previously acquired know- 
ledge, rather than the bits-and-pieces combined by fhe 
infant.) 

The example of the simple numerically controlled 
point-to-point machine illustrates how intelligence can 
be built into the automatic machine by a combination of 
machine design and programmed-instruction design and 
storage. Although somewhat more complex in application, 
the same concepts may be extended to metal-removal 
tools that operate continuously over a surface, for 
example, milling machines, and to the design of machines 
that combine point-to-point and continuous abilities.1 

Kor example, using the intermediate services of an 
electronic computer, it is possible to create the specific 
stcp-by-step instructions required numerically to direct a 
"continuous" milling machine according to the require- 
ments of a mathematical formula. Such machines can 
cut complex mathematical sections having far greater 
quality and precision (with respect to the mathematical 
specification) than even the most skilled machinist could 
hope to accomplish by "hand" direction. Therefore, 
these machines have wide application in the production 
of aircraft parts, turbine blades, die sets and other 
products requiring mathematical precision at every point 
on a surface. 

II ORGANIZATION OF WORK OF AUTOMATA MACHINES 

It is now convenient to extend the discussion of auto- 
matic machines to the organization of the work and the 
tools used. The purpose of this detour is to illustrate the 
range of flexibility available with different forms of 
automated organization. 

In the mass production of a sinrte product that has 
both high volume requirements and a stable demand, 
tlie automation of the process follows the organization of 
in assembly line. 

I or example, in high-volume metal-removal processes, 
« 's common to develop highly specialized tools which 
ai. "fixed" in a given physical location. The work is then 
n  ved from one fixed tool-station to the next. The 

1 »city at each station is adjusted so that a smooth flow 

'£!* Can * achieved- When th* material handling 
he mechanized, so that there will be a synchronized 
ement of work between stations, the total production 
can be made automatic, with automated self-control 
ires built in as desired. The "transfer machines" 
monly used in the motor-car industry (to produce 
nany operations required to machine an engine block) 
n example of this route to automation. 

»r illustrations and caie studies of the use of this type of 
Tr^Tt1!-C .Mo•»°<»P- M.Cox.NumericallyControlkd 
"if Taoh (American Data Processing, Inc., Detroit, Michigan). 

m 
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At this extreme of automation, the intelligence of the 
productive process is designed into the fixed specialized 
tooling and the fixed sequence of work flow Thus al- 
though this product flow arrangement results in'the 
lowest production cost per unit ai high volumes of pro- 
duction, the set-up is rigid. The automated line can 
produce products with only a small variation in design 
if any. Small changes in design require variations in 
tooling (which is not possible when the tools are ex- 
tremely specialized and fixed in position). Furthermore 
any change in product type usually "unbalances" the 
line, even if the same specialized tools could he used on 
different products. 

The initial cost of this approach to automation (which 
corresponds by analogy to the installation of a chemical- 
process plant, which produces volume, as opposed to the 
operation of an apothecary shop, which produces variety) 
is also relatively high-in the millions of dollars for 
typical installations. 

Nevertheless, the "rigid" approach to the automation 
of an entire process has its place in the production of 
basic raw materials (steel, glass, synthetic materials), 
utmties (water, electric-power, sanitary disposal) and 
widely used consumer goods (radios, electric-meter 
housing, water-pumps). It is in automation of this kind 
that one becomes concerned about the gross elimination 
of jobs. 

Thus, the "rigid" approach to automation may be 
appropriate in an emerging economy if there are a 
certain few "high-volume" industries or processes 
which limit the productive possibilities of the rest of the 
economy. 

In such cases, the complete elimination of that bottle- 
neck—even though automation would eliminate job 
possibilities in that sector of the economy can have a 
beneficial over-all effect. Even though one may have to 
deal with larger "blocks" of automation, a deliberate 
search for the large, critical blocks which deserve 
complete automation in the economy is sensible strategy 
if there is a large imbalance in the productive system of 
the country. Indeed, the complete, rigid-automation 
approach may be the only possible alternative for those 
productive sectors of the economy which are not easily 
improved by adding more human workers, regardless of 
their skill (e.g., in electric-power generation). 

By contrast, the numerically controlled machine tool, 
previously discussed, is a flexible machine. The organ- 
ization of the machine follows the work pattern of the 
individual craftsman. In most designs, the work piece is 
fixed, and general-purpose tools arc programmed to 
come in sequence to the single work piece and to operate 
upon it. 

For example, a machine tool (the NumeriCenter-H) 
made in the United States of America by the firm of 
Giddings & Lewis provides as many as sixty-three 
different milling, drilling, boring and tapping tools from a 
turret ring to operate upon the work piece under instruc- 
tions from the control tape. 

Although this type of equipment is not usually econo- 
mical for high-volume production of a given item 
(various studies show that optimum production runs 
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with such equipment arc in the range of 50-100 units 
depending upon the job), it does allow the greatest 
flexibility for producing a variety of items at essentially 
no set-up cost other than the one-time cost of preparing 
the instruction tape for each product type. Clearly this 
form of tool organization is ideal for job shops where 
change-over time usually reduces effective machine 
capacity, where the length of the production run will not 
justify special tooling and where extreme precision and 
quality may be required. 

The numerically controlled machine tool, in addition 
to its flexibility of application, is an order of magnitude 
less expensive to acquire than the transfer machine or 
"packaged process". Prices currently quoted in the 
United States of America range from $10,000 to $300 000 
For example, the price of the Kearney & Trecker 
MiJwaukee-Matic Model Eb, a numerically controlled 
machining centre with some contouring ability, averages 
about 1117,000; the Pratt & Whitney Tape-O-Matk 
Kin£í?*po,m Model C tape-conifolled drill is about 
125,000, with some types costing less than $10,000 
Semi-automatic equipment of the same type is, of course 
correspondingly less costly. 

Moreover, jobs are not necessarily eliminated by this 
type of equipment. One numerically controlled machine 
tool may be used to provide the skills which will amplify 
the ability of many manual portions of a production 
process. The effect is usually to shift the required job 
skills, however, from the manual operation of the machine 
itself to the preparation of the instruction tapes for new 
jobs, if these are done locally. 

Finally, as an intermediate between the two extremes 
mentioned above, one may have semi-automatic devices 
to serve as semi-specialized work-stations that yet may 
be arranged flexibly in the production work-flow to 
eliminate bottle-neck operations. 

Typical of this class are the inspection and test stands 
which are often inserted in a production sequence to 
assure quality, to maintain dimensional tolerances and 
to provide other production tests which may require 
higher than average consistency, precision or skill. 

Use of such equipment with some programmed features 
often permits a complex test to be reduced to a simple 

yes-no   result, or permits a series of such tests to be 
performed without human intervention. 

Moreover, general-purpose equipment of this type 
can be made more efficient by the use of specialized, yet 
inexpensive, jigs and fixtures that allow the worker 
to adapt manually the general machine to the specific 
requirements of a given product. For example, precise 
optimal comparison of the dimensions of a part may be 
made against a template that provides the dimensions 
for that part. The intelligence for use of this type of 
comparator, a general-purpose device, resides in the 
template prepared and in the file of templates which 
would be provided for checking a variety of parts. 

The semi-specialized work-station machine is another 
order of magnitude which is less costly to acquire than 
the general-purpose numerically controlled equipment 
In this class, one may include semi-automatic lathes, 
specialized work-stations for critical steps in a work flow 

x V«* Court Hwe,. r. 

and many mechanized material-handling machims 
Comparable purchase cost for such equipment is in t ie 
range of $2.000 to $50,000. 

This class of equipment is also in many ways the m< >i 
effective in increasing the efficiency of a manual series of 
steps, if the level of the economy or other considerali n 
dictates that only a small block in the process can he 
automated. Usually, tne majority of job skills are not 
affected by the introduction of such devices; only the 
operator of the specialized station must be trained to 
use it, and the relatively inexpensive automation of the 
selected step in the process may enhance the over-all 
productive capacity of the manual system, so that in the 
end tlie number of manual positions available may he 
increased. 

With this background, one may conclude that the 
latter two classes of equipment are of more interest if one 
is seeking to balance or partially to automate a given 
production process, rather than completely to automate 
a critical industry. 

Moreover, it may be possible to find a critical sten 
within a critical industry that, when automated, will 
doubly multiply the over-all result for the economy 
Given the industry, the methods for selecting those 
process operations which should be automated m 
work-flow analysis, studies to pin-point critical scarce 
skills and isolation procedures to indicate the procès» 
steps which require great precision or which currently 
generate undue waste of scarce materials. 

When one can find critical steps in a productive 
process which—when automated—will greatly amplify 
the results of the automation effort, the introduction of 
automatic devices may proceed on a step-by-step basis. 
with major attention being directed to a few critical steps 
in a process. When one cannot find such critical steps, it 
may be necessary to abandon the idea of automation or 
to turn to the more heroic measures of complete auto- 
mation of the entire process.4 

In summary, there is a wide range of automation 
possibilities in terms of equipment types, methods of 
organizing automation efforts and configurations of 
automated steps. Thus, it should be clear that the first 
problem encountered when introducing automation it 
in decision-making. The key to the effective automation 
of an industry or a process is to select from the wide 
range of possibilities the degree of automation and the 
point of automation in a given economy or process that 
will provide the greatest returns for the effort expended. 
This selection process and the difficulties associated wits 
it represent an essential planning step, particularly in U» 
emerging economy, since random automation is seldom 
beneficial and may, by its consumption of scarce resources 

. J.Viif'.iAy' llHì mwh«.'>*Mtion of industrial operations i»i 
oZntó• ££a»d„r a P*000"^1 b5,i8'wi,h »n govern«, in 
ZZlill'l" "** «"ï* ofequipnwnt then. With.« 
££f fÄ?^Vhis aPProach «an te«d «o unbalanced deve! >p- 
ment for the production system as a whole, and recent trends ar to 

md sJSSTiSllu' "ife »«f-ct/on Management: Svsi ms 
v r Ä ir<Ec,lew<Kld.CI,.ffs- NJ- PwitfeMlall. I%4) K) 
v v •, rc" Jr- sys,em* Analysis—A Diagnostic Anoroach (» « 
York. Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.. mi).      AmoacH ' 
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unproductive manner, be ruinous when capila! is 
J. 

i example, to decide upon «he priority of investment 
iven equipment type, or for given points in a process 
•norny, one must be able to rank or scale the avail- 
alternatives by a "measure of effectiveness" or a 
rating showing the contribution of each alternative 
er-all investment or to social goals. With such a 
sire of effectiveness, one would then usually prefer 
that alternative which, for a unit of capital invested, 

ilutes over a given time period the greatest marginal 
i m i case in the chosen measure of effectiveness, assuming 
ihai the absolute increases possible are not unduly 
rc-t noted. A somewhat simpler criterion would he to 
eliminate from consideration all those alternatives which 
produce less than a threshold or cut-off value in the 
mesure of effectiveness, which might be, in the simplest 
cac a minimum return on investment of X percent, or a 
minimum increase in productivity of Y per cent.' 

hi either case, it is necessary to know the benefits and 
drawbacks of automation which will, to a greater or 
smaller degree, affect the measure of effectiveness, and 
one must know some of the major constraints of the 
economy or process that will either require minimum 
performance or limit maximum potential. 

III. ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

A. Advantages of automation 

In addition to the rapid acquisition of advanced 
technology and productive output in selected areas of 
need, the advantages described above may be amplified. 

Thus, the quality and precision of a given operation, 
the reliability of production schedules, the length of 
design and production lead times may all be improved 
h\ automation. In many cases, the cost of jigs and 
Intures, and the skill required to make them, may be 
eliminated or reduced. Moreover, the "programme of 
instructions" prepared for an automated machine does 
noi wear out like the usual jig or fixture, so an accumu- 
lami of technical, cos' and control data becomes avail- 
able for management use as a by-product of continued 
uso of programme-controlled equipment. Each new job 
MUU a permanent increment of growth to the versatility 
01 the operation. 

other advantages include reduced factory-space 
inurements, improved safety and the elimination of 

hed inventory losses due to engineering changes 
e the product may be made very nearly to order), 
i stored programme equipment, the need for blue 
s. costly templates, process sheets and detailed 
mgs is eliminated, and the machine programme that 
as these production instructions may be prepared 

L'se points arc well made from the economists' viewpoint hv 
"nman. P. A. Samuelson and R. M. Solo« in Limar Prti- 
•'"W ami> l.commic Analysis (New York, Metiraw-tlill Hook 
11   u '>a"le ar*«micnis are *'a'ed in milium terms hv 
'itch and R. McKean in The txommms of Ot'frnu- in a 

"• -ige (Cambridge, Mass.. Harvard Universiiv Press, I9ftü>, 
•c uecision-making  problems of the tkvelôninit country 

!'!¡ under a limited total national budget are essentially 
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anywhere und acquired in large Nocks or tiles which 
provide   immediate   machining  capability   When   the 
automation of a critical process step results m a high 
degree of utilization of the automated step (as u must 
to justify automation), the productive output of the 
equipment rapidly amortizes the investment made in it. 

The total cost of machines lor a shop may also be 
reduced by the selective use of automation, since one 
automated machine may replace many others. Since the 
output of the automatic machine is predictable within 
narrow limits, management ability to control the auto- 
mated application is enhanced, cost estimates are more 
accurate, machine loading and scheduling problems are 
alleviated and cost-accounting practices can be sharpened. 

Automated equipment using stored programmes of 
instructions permits the production of a wide variety of 
products in short runs at almost "mass production" 
costs. This fact is important to the industrialized economy 
(in the United States of America, an estimated 75 per 
cent of all items machined are in runs of seventy-live 
units or less) and even more important to the developing 
economy, where short runs are likely to be even more 
prevalent.   The  development  t>f  marketing  strategy, 
vendor and subcontractor relationships, research and 
development practices and factory management methods 
are all affected by this new ability to handle variety 
economically. 

Although it is not possible to give a general prescrip- 
tion for the mixture of advantages that will hv more 
relevant in a specific application, a review of the benefit* 
suggested will usually reveal those which are of most 
value. As a general statement, the ability to share world 
technology and management science rapidly and at low 
cost (by virtue of the acquisition of stored programmes 
of machine instructions) would come near the lop of 
such a list. Although operator training is required for 
the automated equipment, the lime required for that 
training is measured in months, not years, and lar fewer 
workers need to be trained. Moreover, as will he seen 
later, the training differs substantially in kind from the 
historical tradition, which, with the current "state o! the 
art", is obsolete. 

II. DhadvmHigt'x <>l auioinaii. H 

Several constraints limit the advantages ot automata 
equipment, and these should form another phase of 
analysis in any application. Automatic equipment, when 
used in a process step, produces a high volume of otitpttl 
and depends for its profitability upon the ellicient use ol 
the equipment, either by itself or by removing an obstacle 
and  increasing the  potential of a  larger  productive 
system. Certain prerequisites to this result are appâtent 
The  equipment   must   receive  adequate,  reliable  and 
consistent input volume, either of raw materials oi scini 
finished products from a previous production stage. The 
equipment must have maintenance to keep it in i>pcra'u>n 
furthermore, the equipment requires   service"' supplies. 
such as electric power, lubrication ami coolants, wlm.li 
are reliable and stable lo specificatimi   I he automata 
machine or process must also find consumers who uin 



«Noi* iti large output, so that the flow of production 
may be maintained at a high total value (even though 
the total may consist of a variety of short runs). 

These   constraints   suggest   several   organizational 
requirements m using automatic equipment. The source 
of raw material must be reliable. If great distances and 
variable  transportation   times  intervene  between  the 
process and the raw material source, some raw-material 
inventories will be required to support the automated 
operation. The maintenance and service supply require- 
ments (as well as transportation requirements) also 
suggest a geographical clustering of automatic equip- 
ment in a given locality so that scarce maintenance 
facilities, personnel and parts may be shared—and the 
clustered volume of service needs can justify or exploit 
adequate power and similar resources. Even in industrial- 
ized economies, such industrial clustering is found for 
similar reasons. As a simple example, if scarce main- 
tenance personnel must travel between distant service 
locations,  not  only  will  their effective capacity be 
reduced, but the equipment to be serviced will be idle 
longer and peak erscs will be more difficult to avoid. 

Although the basic constraints outlined are stringent 
f^,****0*'»»«»"»Me Thcy do ****** «•»•". however' 
lor the selective use of automation first in critical process 
steps and industries, and then in locations where the 
stated constraints may be satisfied. 

After selection of the step and location uh ich are the 
potewwl subject for automation, two additional prob- 
lem anse: they are finançai and social. The latter is the 
more serious. 

The Nock of capital required as an initial investment 
m automatic equipment may represent a substantial 
^TBtBMtmeBt f01" an emerging industry (or economy) as a 
percentage of the tout reserves currently available This 
fact, coupled with politicai unrest, raises immediate 
question* about the stable growth of the emerging 
mommy (or industry) which wtH undertake the commi* 
ment for purchase or lease of the equipment. Possible 
local and international instabilities raise risk questions 
for both the setter and the purchaser of automated 
equipment. 

As one solution for the seller, to date, most machine 
tool producers in the United States of America make 
•ates chiefly to divisions of large international cor- 
porations which, in their total operations, provide the 
¡waaeial stability required and protect the seller from 
local upheavals. Other source« of automatic equipment, 
wmeh today are numerous, have effected similar guaran- 
tees m the form of raw-material commitments, trade 
concessions and the like. 

Apart from the acquisition problem, which it again 
dtKussed below, the problem of capital commitment 
must also become an important question for the pur- 
cfcwer. who, in the face of instabilities in raw-material 
supply, market or political regulation, may decide OR the 
•rounds of risk (rather than average increases in produc- 
tion potential) not to exploit the possibilities that auto- 
«•tto» can provide. Stable economic growth is, then, 
•nother prerequisite for automation—as it t* for any 
nmjor capital investment in a single facility 

-  .   VM COTI Hare, ir. 

Several social problems also plague the proposed .« 
of automatic equipment. 

In many countries where capital equipment is sou« 
a pride of personal ownership develops, which n.m 
counter to the efficient use of capital equipment  it* 
artisan owns his own tools and lets no one else use them 
Frequently, this attitude carries over to capital equ,r> 
ment. The owner of the only motor-car in town may ré- 
fute to let others drive it for fear of damage   and 
unfortunately,  operators of locomotives,  aircraft or 
automated machine tools may, by tradition, also adorn 
the same attitude, limiting the use of scarce equipment to 
those  hours  when  personal  attention  of the  sinefe 
operator or crew can be provided. Since continuous 
utilization is required of most large-scale capital equ.n- 
ment, this social pride of possession must be overcome 
to employ the equipment successfully in the develonine 
economy. v * 

Next  the development of the semi-specialized skills 
required to operate and manage the automatic equip- 
ment often produces a thin layer of élite workers^ 
managers, leaving a vast gulf of education, experience 
and income between the élite, whose efforts and decisions 
are multiplied in effect by the machines, and the vast 
majority of workers in the population who cannot 
comprehend the objectives, actions and attitude of the 
élite segment. In short, the introduction of automated 
equipment into a developing economy can aggravait 

^Üal'? *"•*"* «**••» one social group and 
another, whwh may already be the cause of much economic 
and political instability in the society. Indeed, this result 
may occur even though the absolute lot of the average 
worker » improved, because the relative spread in social 
and economic positions of the average and the éliti 
workers has increased. Symptoms of increasing relative 
deprivation appear in the early history of most economie« 
undergoing industrialization,  as  conspicuous  power 
affluence and control are embraced by the few. Them.« 
ra**d   industrialization   offered   by  automation   cat. 
heighten the rate at which the relative distance between 
groups increases and make the gap more apparent. 
Measures to offset the social instabilities causedby this 
gap must usually be taken by administrative officials. A* 
a trame extreme, the failure of Louis XVI and his office« 
tonotice and care for the motivating effects of relative 
Jpivation ended in the French Revolution and Mi 

The manner in which the training necessary for u»> 
iftm§ an economy shall be administered is a final poiat 

»ocwrtder in view of what has just bee« said. Om 
jwbfcm occur» wiffi the él„e group mentioned ab*w 
and another with the average worker 

Mo« frequently, the élite group's training or educa, * 
must be conducted abroad, because of the lim ed 
2»°»**» of the developing country concerned. TKie 
^^ters, upon whom the success or failure of he 

SÄ?LlSiudt'Ä¡^ "HZ*** » * ,l!klli *z£tt!~ei ** *•* ho*^ » addition to t» m 

S^12L!TmMl ***** ***** <"•" * tnt boat country) for technical advice, repair sen m 
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a. further instruction may lead to a political and social 
I ¡liy which is foreign to the desires of the developing 
t\ iomy. This is an ever-present problem in training, not 
u ke the concerns of a father who sends his son away 
i. chool. Again, however, automated equipment and 
i! possibly critical nature in the economy heightens a 
H mal worry into one that can become a major concern 
H» i he introduction of automation into an emerging 
c. nomy. With extreme automation, control of the élite 
kvtinicians means physical control of the productive 
lacilities, and the administration and placement of this 
control may decide the political fate of the economy. 
1 here may also be difficulties in maintaining the physical 
presence of the trained élite, as well as their loyalty. 
Since there is a world market in technical talent, there 
will be substantial pressures for the élite to seek the 
highest wage for their new skills—and the source of the 
highest wage usually will not lie in the developing 
country. 

For the average worker, the administration of training 
presents problems no less severe. In planning for the 
development of a society, there is always the conflict 
between the desire to upgrade the general level of the 
population, on the one hand, and the desire to develop 
selected areas of the economy quickly, on the other. 
With limited resources, this conflict is heightened. 

In particular, for the average production worker, the 
following question arises: should an attempt be made to 
gam over-all increases in productivity by increasing the 
skills of a large number of production workers by a 
sciali amount or by increasing the skill of a few workers 
Hy a large amount? 

Although, for many social reasons, the former choice 
may be preferred, the advances in world technology 
argue against it. Thus, if the productive economy is to 
compete in the world market, it is competing with the 
most advanced technology available to all. As a con- 
sequence, to follow historically time-consuming and 
technologically obsolete steps in industrial development 
and training is to subject the economy to a constantly 
weening disadvantage in the market-place. In short, a 
substantial "jump" in the level of technology is required, 
and even in the most industrialized societies, such a jump 
is difficult or impossible to produce except in selected 
;"vas »f the economy. Although the problem of education 
i i the general society remains, education for the tech- 
1 logically skilled few, with its attendant problems, is 

en of Ant priority and corresponds to the necessities 
lutomation as well as world marketing. 

C. Seed for selective automation 
Mthough some of the major obstacles to automation 
he developing country have not been mentioned, they 
not set aside the present theme: that selective auto- 
| »n can not only be beneficial, but indeed may be 

1     ssary. If a developing economy is to make the gains 
chnology which are required for it to compete in a 
>iok>gically developed world market, automation of 
ted stops in a process or selected industries in the 

my may be the only route to survival. And by 

 _ .   ___ w 
careful handling of selected cases, many of the constraints 
and possible disadvantages can be handled. 

Moreover, the developing country has greater ability 
to use automatic tools at a taster rale than has the 
developed economy which is already equipped with 
many non-automatic tools and a large current invest- 
ment. The developed economy must dispose of this older, 
possibly obsolete equipment before introducing new 
automatic tools. This necessity has often slowed down 
industrial automation in developed countries. Sectors of 
the economy can be tied not only to old machines, but to 
traditional methods of production. This is not the case in 
developing economics, where the first introduction of 
mechanized equipment can represent the latest tech- 
nological advances without loss of previous investments. 
This difference in automation in old and new industries! 
and in old and new industrial locations, is strikingly 
illustrated b\ a tour of any highly industrialized nation. 
The newest equipment, latest technology and greatest 
automation aie to be found in the newest industries 
located in the most recently developed industrial areas. 
In the new setting, the acquisition of new tools provides a 
fresh start. 

In conclusion, consideration may be given to the 
problem of acquisition of a given automated machine, 
for which a process step or industry has been selected 
First, it should be mentioned that most manufacturers 
of automatic equipment have not yet taken advantage of 
modern construction principles, such as rigid standard- 
ization of design, modular construction, interchangeable 
parts between machine types and standardization of 
material-loading and programmed-instruction formats; 
nor have they mass produced a narrow product line 
which would provide a reliable, easy-to-service, inex- 
pensive automatic tool. 

In the past, most machine tool builders have created 
specially designed, custom-made, custom-serviced mach- 
ines. The result has often been ingenious -but expensive. 
Only the scarcity of the custom-made machine created 
real benefit for the owner, who could increase his output 
and reduce his cost, yet control his price because of his 
technological monopoly. And machines are often 
specialized and designed lo that end. 

In other industries, such as jlcctronics design practice 
has been different. Attention has centred on modular 
design, standardization of practices and the use of 
various combinations of standard components (which 
are relatively few) to obtain the variety of final devices 
desired (at a drastically reduced price and increased 
reliability). 

Although many automatic tools may be justified at 
current prices (based on the substitution of rare skills in 
a bottle-neck operation, as outlined above), the import- 
ant point here is that when the steps of modular design, 
standardization and mass production are finally exploited 
in the automatic machine tool held, the range of appli- 
cations available to the developing country will be vastly 
increased. In the trade between skilled-labour hours at 
the bottle-neck and machine hours, the machine will 
become increasingly more attractive. 

The fact that the same type of automatic tools will 
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become also progressively more attractive to the tech- 
nologically developed countries (and at a possibly faster 
rate» provides both a warning and a substantial oppor- 
tunity for the developing economy, for if no automated 
installations  are  contemplated   and   made  early   the 
technologically developed economics will further spread 
the difference in productivity. If the developing economy 
does exploit the selective areas which can use automated 
tools and does so rapidly (insisting on standardized 
modular, mass-produced, reliable equipment) the desired 
technological and economic jump may be achieved  It 
certainly will not be achieved by the use of traditional 
methods. Thus far. the acquisition of automatic equip- 
ment by developing economies has usually progressed in 
one of two ways: 

(«) A co-operative effort or joint venture with a major 
international corporation; 

(A) A government purchase, loan or guarantee. At the 
current time, manufacturers usually require an escrow 
payment to be delivered upon shipment of the equipment 
or the credit standing of an international corporation (or 
a Government) to back payment. 

The sources mentioned above are also the most 
common since the use of automation may require a 
broader view of a production process or an economy 
than may be available to a small manufacturer without 
technical assistance. 

In the joint-venture approach, the developing economy 
may induce an international corporation to construct 
and operate an automated plant in the country by pro- 
viding trade, tax, material or other concessions. Various 
degrees of domestic and foreign ownership are also 
possible and vary widely from one economy to another. 
However, the point is that instead of purchasing the 
equipment or technology directly, it is purchased by 
concession, partnership or other form of payment in 
lieu of immediate cash. Various limited versions of this 
approach are also in use, such as royalty agreements in 

_. _   VanCowlHarc.il 

exchange for technical advice and  some tooling, th 
exchange of products for tools and the like. 

In the second approach, a Government, convinced th; 
a proposed automation project is of long-range soci. I 
benefit or immediate monetary benefit, provides the 
purchaser with a loan, or the seller with a guarantee 
This Government may be either the buyer's or the 
seller's. Usually, the transaction then takes place through 
normal banking channels. 

For example, in India. Air Refrigeration Co.. a locali) 
owned   firm   manufacturing  compressors   and   other 
refrigeration equipment and situated about 200 miles 
from Bombay, installed in late 1965 a Pratt & Whitney 
Tape-O-Matic Model C tape-fed numerically controlled 
machine tool at its plant." This equipment, which sells for 
about $25,000, is to be used to drill and process com- 
pressor-head  top-plates and for similar application* 
Financing was handled through the Export-Import Bank 
(Washington, D.C.). which provided the manufacturer 
with escrow funds payable upon shipment. Air Refrigera- 
tion also is reported to have licence agreements with a 
foreign refrigeration manufacturer to provide technical 
information. In this example, the drilling steps require 
repetitive precision and the value of the casting is rela- 
tively high, so that operator mistakes and inaccuracies 
are highly undesirable. This critical spot in the production 
process thus provides a typical subject for packaged 
technology or automated equipment. 

By relying on the built-in skills transferred to the 
operation by the programmed tape, the operation 
benefits today from the application of automation—by 
multiplying the effects such added skills can produce in 
one production operation of a developing economy. 

* In the United Slates of America, Prall & Whitney has moved 
further in the standardization and use of modules/and iiTma« 
production of a limited line of module types. Thcresult has been 
iffiZSE'TTln "H"*'«»"!' contÄ machine», wMi m 

»^Wper cent less than the price of their closest competitor in that 



SIMPLIFIED SYSTEMS OF PROGRAMME CONTROL 
FOR UNIVERSAL MACHINE TOOLS 

Eér Sméor, Direct«, Detelopmemt of the Mmckint Tool W<*k*, Hmgmy 

One of the problems encountered in preparing the 
present paper was the fact that the "level of industrial 
development" of the countries concerned must be con- 
sidered a very large spectrum of development. However, 
depending upon the concrete fundamentals prevailing in 
i he various countries, it is not obligatory for those 
countries to undergo all the steps of evolution which 
were experienced by the more industrialized nations dur- 
ing the industrial revolution and in their subsequent 
development. Rather, it is necessary for the developing 
countries to become familiar with the current technology, 
to become initiated into it and to introduce it into the 
developing national industries. This procedure evidently 
requires—in addition to the necessary investments—the 
accelerated education of specialists. 

The industries which provide the means of production, 
including mechanical engineering and the machine-tool 
industry, must receive top priority in the development of 
the national industry. In this way, each country may, at 
the same time, safeguard its economic independence. 

The current world-wide technical revolution tends in- 
creasingly towards automation. The metalworking field 
is being revolutionized by programme-controlled machine 
look. The highly developed, automatic machine tools 
permit the organization of standard-quality production 
with only a certain number of specialized craftsmen and 
a larger staff of trained workers, which hitherto could 
only have been achieved by employing a large number 
of high-quality workers having ample experience. 

This paper deals with the simplified programme- 
control systems for machine tools. It does not touch 
upon the numerical controls of machines, machine 
\v stems and production lines. Neither do the limitations 
«l this paper permit the discussion of detailed theoretical 
principles. The aim is, rather, to present a methodical 
review of the question, to outline the development and 
i lification of programme control, to introduce some 
i amples of the control types which are currently being 
applied more widely and to draw attention to the 
> -nomic and perspective features of the question. At 

same time, this paper presents an account of the 
1 lustrial development and training of specialists which 
1 ve been achieved in Hungary. 

• DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL SYSTEMS AND DEFINITION OF 
TERMS 

n the operation of machine tools, the working process 
' its direction are to be discerned. Direction is an 
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operation by means of which the beginning or termina- 
tion of a process, as well as the desired quality of its 
progress, can be ensured. Two cases, of the directional 
operation are the control and the feed-back control. 
Automation is the realization of the directional operation 
by means of a directing equipment functioning inde- 
pendently from human interference. Automation is, 
consequently, the mechanization of the directional 
operation (see fig. I). 

Figure 2 summarizes the tasks of automation in con- 
nexion with metal-cutting machine tools. 
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The task of positioning is to define the size values of 
the co-ordinates which determine a point, or some points, 
of a co-ordinate system. Definition of speeds means the 
determination of the characteristics of rotating and ad- 
vance main and secondary motions according to the 
postulate of the technology, as well as the ascertainment of 
their occurrence. The programme is the prescription 
defining the directed characteristics of the directed pro- 
cess, as well as their interconnexion. The connexions of 
the directed characteristics are defined basically by space 
or time co-ordinates. The space-based programme can 
be a neat-movement programme: in this case, the con- 
tour will be formed by a corresponding spatial placement 
of the major cutting edge. In the case of a movement 
programme combined with a programme tool, the shaped 
tool with an appropriately long cutting edge has to per- 
form only a unidirectional movement (see fig. 3). 
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Figure S 
TYPES OF PROGRAMMES, DEPENDING UPON BASIC VARIABLE 

The programme generally comprises the whole 
machining process to be executed on one machine. 
Direction in accordance with the programme of the 
machine is ensured by the automatic directing device, 
i.e., the programme-control equipment. 

Depending upon the extent and elasticity of the pro- 
gramme the following systems can be discerned : 

(a) Cyclic programme-control systems serve for the 
realization of certain typical cases of the space-based 
programmes. The cycles are reiterative process-sections, 
built up identically of movement-sections of equal speed 
and generally forming a closed movement-circle (see fig. 
4); 

(h) The programme-switch control system is a more 
complex system, if compared with cycle control, as re- 
gards the variety of parameters to be directed. In this 
system not only the lengths of ways, but also the related 
speed-values, can be programmed. The continuous 
course of the process, however, is not automatic; 

 .        ....   . E* Se* r 

(r) In the case of programme-controlled machines tl _• 
composition of the programme is elastic, as regards tk- 
dimensions of the movement-programme and the spei i 
values of the main and secondary movements belongir > 
to the various sections, as well as their interconnexion 
this control generally produces a semi-automatic 
operation. 

Figure 4 
CHARACTERISTIC MOTION CVCIÄ 

The connexion» of cycle control, programme-switch 
and programme control are shown in figure 5. 

Programme-control systems differ in the way in which 
they communicate the programme data to the machine 
(a) in control systems with Mops, the programme carrier 
is the direct contact with the machine; (è) in numerical- 
control systems, the programme carrier is in indirect 
contact with the machine. A control system with stops 
requires manual setting of the stops. 

The essential characteristic of numerical control is 
that the size of the characteristics of the directed pro- 
cess—ways of displacement, speeds etc.—is expressed by 
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i ibers. These are written by means of symbols of some 
r te of expression on the programme carrier (which 
i idependent of the machine) and are fed into the 
i; nine through its directing equipment. 

igure 6 presents a further division of the stop-control 
i numerical-control systems according 10 iheir basic 

. i rating characteristics. 
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This paper aims at the review of simple programme- 
control systems. Stop controls are considered simple 
programme control«, as in their case no special com- 
mand-transfer (code and logic, etc.) systems are needed 
tor ihe determination of programme commands and for 
the realization of the directional process. 

Il BRU» SURVEY t» THE DEVELOPMENT OE MACHINE IOOLS 

In the development 4>f machine tools there are three 
m.nn periods to he discerned; there is, however, a very 
intense temporary overlapping of these periods. The 
in-1 period was characterized by mechanical devices and 
i1 c second, hy the combined (mechanical, hydraulic and 

! .trie) solutions and controls connected with weak- 
current electronics, white semi-conductor techniques are 
illustrative of the third period. 

I» «he first period (up to approximately the 1920's), 
i c development of machine tools tended towards the 
Htsfaction of the continually widening circle of techno- 

i   ical demand by means of increasingly mechanized 
I motorized appliances in the Held of universal machine 

'Is.  After  solving  the main  displacements of the 
••'• chines by central drive, the power engine, the first task 
1   - the mechanical feed of slides and tables. Individual 

es and mechanical main and secondary drives, as 
i as different mechanical disconnecting stops and 
ces for the disengaging of mechanical feed, were 

»ted through the development of mctalworking tools 
ihe frequent alteration of the technological para- 

crs. 

"nsideraWe economy in accessory time has been 
'ed by one-arm control systems and the so-called 
trol stick". The second half of this period was 
tctenzed by mechanically constructed prc-selection 

nroent, which permits the pre-selection of the techno- 

logical values of a following operational sector during the 
effectuation of the technologies belonging to the various 
working sectors. After finishing a certain operational 
sector, the technological values relating to the new sector 
can be communicated to the mctalworking machine wiih 
one single phase by setting a handle into action. 

In the second period of development (until the 1950's 
and continuing up to the current time), control solutions 
were found suited to the continuous automatic direction 
of the complete machining process to be performed on 
the machine. It is no longer possible to satisfy these 
requirements economically by merely applying mechani- 
cal  constructions.   Various   hydromcchatiical.  electro- 
mechanical and other solutions are being applied, as 
mixed systems prove most expedient in the specific vaie». 
Hydraulic copying attachments were evolved and have 
promoted the automation of the prtvessing of shaft- 
shaped and other contoured workpieces. Various pro- 
grammable main and secondary drives   to he switched 
under load   have been developed in order to change the 
technological parameters belonging to certain sections 
of the automatic working process according to the pro- 
gramme. Semi-automatic machine tools with programme- 
switching using various position sensors and stops, as 
well as with programme-control  provided  with limit 
stops, serve to ensure the continuous automation of ihe 
complete machining process. These machines   although 
having a universal character   can be employed most 
economically in large-hakh production. 

The demand for automatic machining equipment which 
can be employed economically in individual ami small- 
ami medium-batch production lays the foundations for 
the third period of development (which began in »he 
1950's); »his period is characleri/ed by weak-current 
techniques and semi-conductor techniques, (iournmg 
systems using these techniques perform the positioning 
and the setting of other technological parameters accord- 
ing lo numerical information. Automatic tool-changing 
mechanisms and tool-prc-sclting equipment have been 
developed for small-batch production Automatic pro- 
gramming» have been originated in order lo diminish 
Ihe preparation of the programme; and. in order to 
realize the mechanization of the definition oi the optimal 
technology and the different systems of programming, 
languages have been developed. 

In summation, the development of machine t«mls and 
Iheir control has always been brought about by »he 
demand for increasing productivity and economical 
machining. The equipment employed was always charac- 
terized by ihe technical level of the given period. 

III. TECHNOLOGICAL JISTIIICATHIN AND wwn IATI* «* 
TECMNOLOCIY 

The necessity for and technological justification of 
programme control can be ascertained by an examina- 
tion of the production time. The production time (T,) 
related to the machining of one workpiece is composed 
of the following time elements: 
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where /, preparation time, t2 main machining time, 
h subsidiary time and t4 time for technical and 
organizational servicing of the work-station and lost 
time. 

One must consider the fact that only 20-25 per cent of 
the production volume of the industrialized countries runs 
in large batches or in mass production. The remaining 
three-quarters of the mechanical-engineering production 
is carried out individually or in small or medium batches. 
This fact emphasizes the necessity of automating the 
machine tools used for individual, small- and medium- 
batch production, as well as of creating machine tools 
which are adapted to such production conditions. If 
one substitutes general practical values in the formula 
given above, one obtains the following results (in per- 
centage) for small- and medium-batch production on 
universal machine tools: 

T, = /, + t2 

100 - (4-2     (2(M0) 
'j + U 
(50-70) 6-8) 

Thus, it is obvious that 20-40 per cent of the time is 
employed for the machining process, while 50-70 per 
cent of the production time is allocated to subsidiary time. 

§y automating the subsidiary operations and per- 
forming them simultaneously with the machining, the 
productivity can be considerably increased. Upon exami- 
nation of the time-fractions employed for the different 
elements of subsidiary time, one finds, for various 
machine tools, the following data: 

(a) Control of the machine (0.3-0.7) r,; 
(A) Clamping and unclamping of the work piece (0I- 

0.45) f,; 
(<•) Tool change (0.I -0.15) r, ; 
(</) Measuring (0.06-0.25) iy 

These data provide roughly outlined information about 
the tasks to be solved and the technological and eco- 
nomic need for automating the subsidiary time elements. 
Considering that the quota of subsidiary time employed 
for controlling purposes is decidedly high, the primary 
aim of the development of machine constructions consists 
in their reduction, and this tendency manifests itself, 
inthe case of small- and medium-batch production, in 
the propagation of the different variants of programme 
controls. Another possibility of reducing subsidiary times 
»i the introduction of grouped machining technology; 
this is an effective technological medium of the produc- 
tion process not only with manually controlled machine 
tools, but also with those which have been automated to 
a certain level. 

Technology puts various demands upon the machine 
itself, as well as upon its control equipment. 

Programme-controlled machines must—as a matter of 
course-possess the technical characteristics of the 
traditional machines, but they must also have increased 
accuracy and rigidity. 

Programme-control equipment must be able to direct 
the various movements, i.e.. perform the positioning 
with adequate accuracy; direct the switchings of speeds 
and the different units as needed; and it must, in com- 
pliance with the foregoing, possess an appropriate pro- 
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gramme-storage capacity. It is a postulate, furthcrmor 
that the programme should be prepared al a minim ¡ 
cost, but it must be easily alterable. It is an imporla« t 
requirement that the possibility of manual interventi* i 
should be guaranteed in order to modify metal-cuttiru 
data and to correct tool wear. 

IV. EXAMPLES C* STOP CONTROLS 

A. Discontinuous controls 
As an example of cyclic control, a brief description of 

an internal-grinding machine model KL-100 (see ftg. 7t, 
which was developed and is produced in Hungary  is 
given below. 

Figure 7 
SfMI-Al TOMATK   INTHtNAL-OMNDtNG  MACHINE,   M Of» I 

KL-100 

This machine is suitable for the manually controlled 
or semi-automatic cycle-controlled machining of paastng- 
throufh and Mind holes. Setting of working cycle con- 
sists of setting the respective positioning slops and the 
selective switches of the electrical-control equipment 

In accordance with the pre-iet working cycle, the 
machine performs the following tasks: rough grinding 
automatic dressing and compensating of the frindini- 
wheel, switching from roughing to finishing and stotmn* 
automatically after having attained the pre-** mm. At 
the end of the cycle, the rinding slide rum in in initial 
position; the cut is automatically interrupted; and, after 
changing the workpiece. the next cycle can he starte! 
with the push-button. The machine is electro-hydrauln 
ally controlled and it performs this Axed cycle contint' 
ously (see flg. 8) with such amplifications as at« pro- 
vided for by the pre-telection switches, e.g., the tettina 
of single or douMe dressing etc. 

Perception of the Anal sin can he effectuated in ihr« ••; 
dînèrent ways : 

(o) If only normal accuracy is needed or a Wind ho • 
is to be ground, automatic differential mea tu ring can I • 
applied. This means, essentially, that the machine 
being controlled by the pre-set stop-automniical 
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v M:S the mantle of the grinding-wheel 0.05 mm belare 
i lung the final si/e The machine grinds the 0.05 mm 
,:    i the dressing position : 

i When grinding a larger number of work pieces and 
p. ¡ng-through holes, a si/e-gauging control is advisable. 
I essentials are a» follow», the gauge enter* the ground 
h . when Anal »ice is attained and sends a tignai in 
.-.vier to flop the machine: 

, i Active measuring equipment can be applied in all 
t ,iding cases, its substance being the following: by 
nu-.ins of the gauge of the measuring equipment, which 
is v tended into the hole, the diameter of the ground hole 
i- ich continuously. The control switches automatically 
Ir.mt roughing to finishing, according to the pre-selected 
technology, and stops the machine after having obtained 
the linai size. 

•o« 

Figures 

» •• ' U W Ali« AM « WSM-AUOSIA1K  IMFBNM K.aiMMs«, 
*Atww, Monet KL-IOO 

'oaéing equipment can be inserted in the automatic 
te and mounted CHI the machine, thus ensuring its 
•Hy automatic opeiation 

\s an example of a programme control with stop*. 
e « »how« a programme-controlled milling machine. 
fei MUL-32Ü, which is produced in Hungary. 
he machine can he operated as a bask type or with 

•ic control, or it can he programme-controlled with 
-h cards. 
•n the batk machine starting of the miUmg spindle, 

Figure V 
I'lOt.MMS*-« «>NÎ|HMI||> M,,, m> MM1iWi 

Mc*m MUI 320 

to braking, it« feed t»r the rapid motion of any part of 
At tabk can he switched by means of push-buttons 

Vartow cycles or simple programmes can be set in all 
three directions on the cycle-controlled machine by means 
of stops and switches. 

Wit» a simple cycle, the laNe returns to its initial 
pesiti«! alter having performed the machining procès«. 
In the receding cycle, the workpieee retires fr»»m the tool. 
thus ensuring that the tm^ leaves no scratch marks on 
the workplace during the rapid reversion of the table. 

TWO workpieee* can he clamped simultaneously on 
the tanfo in the pendulum typ? of cycle, and the machine 
automatically switch«« the rotation of the main spindle 
according to the placement of the tame. 

The machine automatically switches the necessary 
movement!, of the tabic when executing a simpler pro- 
gramme, e.g., milling all sides of frames, and it stops at 
the end of the programme. 

In the case of punch-card control, the punch card is 
prepared according to the determined technohigy and 
the plug-field is plugged in conformity with the card. 
The machine automatically performs the nn »gramme fined 
hy the plugs. The programme can consist of forty subse- 
quent sectors. 

Any discrete placement of the machine can he obtained 
within each sector b> switching fourteen different cir- 
cuits according to an appi opriate combination The pro- 
gramme hoard is thus a switching Held consisting of forty 
rows of contactors, fourteen in each row. with their over- 
all number consequently being 5*0. 

The fourteen programme points of the programme 
board are. from leti to right, the following A, main 
spindle to right: B. main spindle to left: ('. traversing 
shde to right; I), traversing slide to left: I cross-slide 
advance; h cross-slide retire; d. knee up; II. knee down. 
J, change of leed and rapid motion in similar direction: 
It, rapid motion; I.. \Um motion; M. change of speed 
of main spindle and feed; N. stepping device in (inai 
position: 0. change of group, by stops. 
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When changing from one programme section to the 
next during operation, the stepping device—known from 
telecommunication techniques—is actuated by the impulse 
supplied from the position switch, which itself is operated 
by a stop fastened to the prescribed spot. The stepping 
device switches out the respective horizontal row of the 
programme field by means of its wipers and switches on 
¡he underlying row. The stepping device has twenty-five 
arc terminals, and it executes one interval at each im- 
pulse, which means the changing over from one row to 
the following one. One unit of the manual plugboard 
having twenty rows, the stepping device steps the surplus 
five terminals automatically in open circuit. 

Two groups of stops can be employed on the machine, 
evidently by employing two stepping devices also. Only 
one group, however, can operate at one time; the stops 
belonging to the other group remaining ineffective des- 
pite their impact. When programming a change of the 
»top groups, the position switches and stops of the other 
group can influence the switching. Such a separation of 
the stops ensures the possibility of operating the second 
group of position switches in some other programme row 
and advancing in the same direction, after having finished 
a certain milling operation; thus, it will be possible to 
machine longitudinal sizes differing from those of the 
previous milling. 

If an accurate stoppage is required at the end of a 
certain programme section, this should be programmed 
by the plug L—slow motion—and, in such cases, the 
table stops within a range of ± 0.03 mm. 

The machine can effectuate any desired number of 
rapid-motion feed changes within one programme sec- 
tion, that is to say. within similar direction of the table, 
by employing plug J (the number is limited only by the 
geometric sizes of the stops). Two main spindle speeds 
and two feeds can be employed according to programme; 
one of these can be set on the machine, with the speed- 
change disc, while the setting of the other is effected in 
the programme box. These can be interchanged option- 
ally by means of the plug M. 

Plugs A and B. which determine the direction of rota- 
tion of the main spindle, elicit the braking and re-starting 
of the motor within the identical programme sector. 
Should the machine have completed the operation which 
consisted of only fourteen sectors, it stops at the end of 
the fourteenth sector; from the fifteenth row of the pro- 
gramme board, only plug N is needed to unreel the step- 
ping device into its initial position. 

The machine stops after having completed a whole 
programme operation and its re-starting is effectuated 
by pressing the starter-button of the cycle. 

B. Path control 
Contouring tasks can be solved without a measuring 

system by means of copying systems. These systems 
ensure, at a prescribed accuracy, the relative position of 
the workpiece and the tool along a plane or space curve 
determined by some template, that is to say: they control 
the position. 

As regards their operational principle, they can be 
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divided in two main groups: («) continuous operatic 
and (b) discontinuous operation. 

In continuous contouring, the gauge touching the 
template gives a continuous signal and the movement 
of the tool (or the workpiece), that is, the controlled 
characteristic, is continuous also. 

In discontinuous systems, the gauge gives signals oniv 
in case of those placements which are similar to discrete 
placements of the controlled characteristic. Discontin- 
uous systems are mainly employed on milling machines 
and on milling and boring machines, whereas continuous 
systems are frequently found on lathes, because of the 
smaller bend radius or the tool. 

From the point of view of the control direction, the 
copying attachment can be one- or two-dimensional. The 
executing system used is most frequently hydraulic 
electric or electro-hydraulic. 

A semi-automatic copying lathe, Model EM-250 
which is produced in Hungary, has cyclic control with 
stops also (see fig. 10). 

Figure 10 

SEMI-AUTOMATIC COPYING LATHE. MODEL EM-250 

This machine was constructed for the machining of 
shaft-shaped workpieces with diameters ranging from 18 
to 40 mm. Its main drive has eight stages, two of which 
can be programmed automatically by means of a change- 
speed motor. 

It possesses an infinitely variable feed range. In addi- 
tion to the pre-sclected feed, two additional feeds can he 
programmed: one for the bisection of the feed when 
machining shoulders; the other for finish copying 

The cycle-controlled hydraulic copying attachment 
mounted on the carriage can execute five roughing and 
two finish-copying phases. Feed can be effected only in 
direction of the main spindle, and it has a rapid reversii g 
motion. 

Figure II shows the structure of the cyclic contr. I. 
The copying attachment has one main gauge and ore 
secondary gauge. The secondary gauge, No. I. touch s 
the stops. No. 2. for depth of cut. according to the pi • 
selected depths of cut of the roughing phases. The e 
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Figure JI 

SKETCH OP CYCLE-CONTROLLED COPYING ATTACHMENT 

>top* for depth of cut are situated in an easily extractable 
flapper which can be set outside of the machine. 

The snap-switch, No. 3, which is located under the 
mam gauge, initiates, in the roughing phases, the revers- 
ing of the copying slide when the gauge bumps against 
the shoulder of the template (the magnet No. 4 releases), 
and it also initiates the reversing of the carriage. During 
the reversing of the copying attachment, the ratchet 
motion stepping mechanism, No. 5, lifts the next two 
stops for depth of cut into the impact plane of the 
secondary gauge. 

The snap-switch, No. 3, is ineffective in the rough- 
copying or finish-copying phase. Reversing of the copy- 
mî' slide and the rapid retraction of the carriage are 
sv 11 died by the electric position-gauge, No. 6, which is 
aetvated by the carriage. This construction shortens con- 

rably the programming time, because the template 
'i serves as a longitudinal stop. Switching of the bi- 

ms of feed when machining the shoulders in the 
mg phase is also effected by the template. In the 
M; of programming, only the following organs have 
-" set: template; stops for the depth of cut; prc- 
!cd main spindle speed; and basic feed. 
e necessary number of phases for the machining of 
vorkpiece can be set optionally for either the rough- 
r the copying phase. Such pre-selection and setting 
o possible when only a copying phase is inserted 
he machining of the workpiece. 

it' 

V. ECONOMIC APPLICATION OF PROGRAMME CONTROLS 
Machines belonging to the same type, but possessing 

different control levels, have, respectively, specific fields 
of application in which they can be employed with the 
optimum efficiency. The technical conditions of applica- 
tion have to be ensured primarily. The operation of 
machines with a higher level of control sets up continu- 
ally greater claims on the works organization and on 
the technical standards of the whole factory, in propor- 
tion to the complexity of the control (e.g.. technological 
matters, tooling, production programming, etc.). 

"Rentability" of production means essentially to pro- 
duce high-quality products at the least possible cost. 
It cannot be decided, in general, which batch size makes 
a certain machine with a simple programme control 
economically preferable, in comparison with a manually 
controlled universal machine or with a machine of some 
other control system. 

Individual calculations have to be made. Those parts 
of the production costs which are influenced by the dif- 
ferent types of machines must be examined. 

Figure 12 shows the different components of the pro- 
duction costs and refers to the changes in the proportions 
of the costs when comparing programme-controlled 
machines with manually controlled types. 

In order to present an example, a determination has 
been made of the production time of the workpiece for 
a universal centre lathe (see fig. 13a) and for the semi- 
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automatic copying lath« Model EM-250 (shown in flg. 
IO), which has cycle control. 

Figure 13b illustrates the production time, t,r. in the 
function of the batch size. It can be observed that the 
cycle-controlled copying lathe is more productive if the 
batch contains more than approximately eight pieces. 
Figure 13c, however, draws attention to the fact that 
only in case of n 15 can a real economic profit be 
expected of the semi-automatic, cycle-controlled copying 
lathe. This is due to the differences between preparation 
times, wages of the operator, prices of the machines and 
other incidental costs (see fig. 12). 

In the case of the previously reviewed internal-grinding 
machine (Model KL-IOO), cyclic-control system and auto- 
matic measuring reduce the production time of one work- 
piece to such an extent that the employment of the stop- 
controlfcd machine is economical, notwithstanding its 
higher price and its more expensive operation, even in the 
case of very small (eight to ten pieces) batches. Gauge 
control raises somewhat the preparation time of the KL 
type of machine and this extends the limit of the econ- 
omical batch size to about twenty to twenty-five pieces. 
I he KL type of machine is more productive in grinding 
bores of, e.g.. 25H6, even for five pieces or upwards; and 
the production time diminishes by 30 per cent if the batch 

comprises twenty workpieccs. As regards economic feasi- 
bility, the employment of this machine is advisable for 
batches from ten pieces and upwards, 

loth types referred to in the examples can be operated 

¡¡"A? t0.the SystCm Where^ ""w»1 ****** ** handled by the same operator. 
There are, of course, several factors in addition to 

those already mentioned which exert considerable influ- 
ence on the problem of application. As mentioned 
before, the advisability of adopting some machine *itl 
one or another advanced control is decided mainly by 
the technical level of the production. As the level of the 
adopted control increases, the intellectual performance 
expected of the operator decreases, but in this case, the 
tasks concerning the technical preparation of the prod«*- 
tion also show a considerable upward tendency. Then is 
no doubt however, that-under appropriate condition* 
-the productivity and rentability" of the production a* 
well as the interchangcability of the machined parts. 
can be substantially increased by the employment of 
machines with simple programme controls. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper has dealt with control systems belone « 
to the second period of the development of mach * 
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uwk-njor* precisely, to the las« phase of Ato period. 
SimpWitd contrait are being increasingly employed in 
the metafworkmg industry TI» trend of future deveiop- 
nu'ni pmnti towardi simplified constructions, mamma 
"ivrattonal reliability and further improvement of the 
ratio of unproductive and productive (machining) time. 

Although this paper doe« not take into consideration 
numerical control« which are characteristic of the 

d period of development, M is. ne vert hele», necessary 
point otH their processive importance in revolutionu- 

smeH- end medium-hatch production. A tendency 
•rds simplification it to he observed in the realization 
timerical control alto. Considering the pent number 
pes of numerical controls which are available, great 
rtanee must he attached to international unifying 
standardiring activities. 
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HtN^ry ñas alsoendcavowed top««» m it».esncrience« 
to the specialists of developing country, in the form* 
flaaTnlJlUMWI IwftrttaV' 

(«I Hungarian experts have installed industrial equip- 
ment delivered to developing countries am« have tram- 
mil ted then- otra operational and handftnt cupcrwnce* 

(è) leverai specialistv Iront the developing countries 
have taken then- degrees at Hungarian universities and 
this programme is continuing; 

(c| Hungarian lecturer» and professors have truveiled 
to aeveral countries, at the invitation of tho*e countries, 
in order to Bromóte the education of specialists 

Within the hounds of its pmsiNhttcv Hungary wivhes 
to continue to serve the accelerated technical evolution of 
the developing countries. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The hi|he«t efficiency in production is obtained by 
manufacturing the required quantity of product, of the 
required quality, at the required time, by the best and 
cheapest method." This it the way L. P. Alford «id J. ¡L 
Bangs defined efficiency in production system» in their 
friàmlm Marnata*,1 and this definition was subse- 
quent adopted in later editions. It summarizes in a 
«Menée the major problem» that production managers 
M%* had to contend with during the pa« century, and it 
dftfÌfl£& tllfi  BftaWSlttRt   **»f WW!li>r*   tllttt   a   S»*%«t»r*l    mm. m .1  •w»» »w pvrawiii («lliWHnPl »IMI il vOtffiiH  IfMCfMft* 
ISAl  jit  Û   nrndlll'finiì  ftVfftMtl  ItllMt   îfarrsre»jiJiiÉ.Bi     Aam^l  ¿M 

tane of the van development in 
technique, in the past two decades, the formulation of 
the new analytical tools which managers have now at 

«•mi and the penetration of 

In fact, it can be 

It is i 

more than i. f^Aed (in fact, it can cause an e».     proNem « the limitations of 
•mmm It M leads to excessive carrying coc4s or     with optimixaUon under these 

before a final choice is made. The statement also teems 
to imply that there is a "best" method of performing a 
twk, «ad this implication was generally ¿¡Li durinj 
the earlier days of industrial engineering, particular? 
by work study practitioners. 

Curiously enough, this search for the "one best wav" 
(as coined by F. B Gilbreth, the pioneer of work study 
over forty years ago) was again revived after the Second 
Work! War, when operational-research techniques began 
to develop and when mathematical models were devised 
with the view of optimizing some objective function, 
whether it be the minimization of costs, the maximization 
°*£2* w My otím Pwdetermined objective. There is 
a difference. however, between the two movements. In 
the lint, the selection of "the best method" was bated on 

' l«h^iednti«herofatoriiatives,andi 
conviction that the 

J^hodwa» bet ter than some others, one could not, 

do exhaust all the alternatives, so that for any given model 
aad a given sel of data it is possible to state that a certain 
solution is truly the best. 

Than am many modali, however, in which an exhaus- 
tive search is either too lengthy or too expensive, or 

just imposwMe. by the very nature of the 
or the limitations of the model. An obsession 

5*"*<É>.^Üfj?** * w***« to a given problem 

hi essential to haar this point m mind in aoolvm. modi 

%m therefore, hi baft Me the 

•iuy. » i piny 

- itntn tutet coaatrahsia. eflhaasMv fai 
K   »wá fcy ifffffij »«^n fig^ >Mj rjfmniit method" What 
* thto plmTew? It £^C ta Maw «a 
«   dl «*»^»«ive nietlHids can be dstujned t ~atuin an 
* 'v*eadthattheaeahwnaUveshavetoh.ava4uated 

c. by bavMg 
input aad producing 

is 
in the physical shape of 

m tue physical state of in 
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ZiSLn   íouLh T  EramP,eS: Pr0dUCin« machin«. rurniture, household appliances, motor-cars, radio and 
television receivers, alloys, sulphuric acid, concrete eîc ; 

chin«. ¡n,!¿0Tl,0n bI Service' whcre virtua»y no change m the object under consideration is perceptible 

oT,L £CCrtT0Per?i0n*are"erformcdtochang o¿ of the parameters which define the object. This may 
¡2:;^ions îf improving the tesile strength! 
densi y, crystallographic structure, wear or other mech 

¡SÄ? °Hf ^ °bJeC,; 0Pera,¡0nS that Chan^ beauty or state by transportation or handling means; 
mamtenance operations. Examples: sizing and coining 
m prewwork; servicing and light repairs if motor-car" 
loading and unloading of lorries; etc Many wwfrS 
vice operation, are not considered to be part ofindusS 

•»y «m lar to those of industrial operations. By analogy 

otowned by processing through the service station "he 
»qtrired volume, offering the required quality at ha 
«Nted time, by the best «KI cíSpeTnSíod». 

•¡LSfïïïï KÎ* 
ftCt thal m,"»iement methods are 

ïïhforT^TÏ"!! the
l
tochn¡^ ««d ¡n work 

MLÎTÏLÎÎ warehouses, transportation systems, office 
AJ^^ÍIÍT °»"**+*~** tech- 
lA"""1 W,ity ín mind Th* «*«"« thaï 
íSríiS eonceptó °f ^«iuction control can be use- 
«* «Mined to situations where no "prodZtíon"?„ 

o^desifmng better control methods for "production" 

I. UTILIZATION OF Msouitces 

to^íeÍSiví ü^^r "W"**"**. therefore, » wi^eñ^ve use of the resources available to the 
•«•W. These resources may be classified under Ave 
««^ones («) manpower; (h) materials; (r) machiner 

J^^lhe way m whM, the production co«7cn S 
g«***» for: first, labour costs, direct and indirect, 
«audteg, of course, any allocation of overhead» 

»a*, thirdly, the cost of using „»chines .«I pX«es; 

d^bte^,?5^ °Lmn?°»« » « «Won* 

L7Ï2T    tabourco«s «ore and more attention must 
¿^«.'T-*"! the ^ * ^««^ivity.Xu 
&ÌL7EL1*?,,,,H ^ m,B ,hiB CM be Gained! 
Ck «uiTl ^¡r" Wl WW to ,he ***«<»Pment of 
^TM^L ¿Tir*!!"** **>"< ** *«• ***»• *•• MfnMes the detail in which particularly manual tasks 

SMUMMH fcj.ot 

have been studied, down to the recording and investi,-,, 
non of every element of motion of the operator's han I« 
with a particular emphasis on the time element. The m„re 

mn•a.KredUCC lheJab0Ur Content of anv *• task, -h more there is a chance of keeping prices down when 
labour wages increase, and this has been the central the,,* 
m most productivity drives in many European count,,« 
in recent years. 

Raw materials constitute a tangible part of the cost 0f 
the product, and any eifort to reduce this cost will evi. 
dently make the product more compesitive. Studies on 
the use of raw materials can take several forms, such as 

¡S£ÍTS 0f ?T f0r WaSle and "•P or as**4 the possible use of alternative materials in the production 

Similarly, the effectiveness of machines is often a central 
Am. as:

Pr0duc,ivity 8tud* lnvo'vi"g such typical 

wS IXTEST?*for ,he job in •-«' 
conditiônï? maChÍne WOrkín| at ilS 0p,imum runni"l 

(c) What is the utilization (in percentage of the total 

bTm^vïï*? >rftHemitment "^ no*ca^ 
(d) U it better to have special-purpose machines or 

EÄSIK! ?•" (,5f,,lter havèB*more ^^«ty « 
ssA^isrperformwK* tevel ,han a s^a" 

(e) Should machines and mechanical devices take over 
¡¡SsSf.1^ Pr0We,n ^mechani«tion andVr 
matwn presents important economic and organizational 
considerations for the firm, in relation to both the type of 

Ävl,M,tÄM or.coMW ^ mecBa"i«d -Í£2SÍ outlay involved in the installation of such devices. 

The co«tof using «„ancial resources is generally rc- 

Su^em In^JET*•» °f pr<>d^ i^^^!r   parî'cu',r'y wh«n « comes to considering 
2LnÍE?r!L0f tnesLresoi,rce8- ««e evaluation of 
•tornati^ moment schemes or the method of raising 

7H J?l *"• W ma,!y deci,ioBS which •*« the usi 
lî,T^îi!TUre2 Ü- in ^^ »»^«tion mana**- mem» ck*ejy .«volved: the selection of processes; n> 
P^ement and ,notation of plant and equipment; 
¡^ïï^^^** rf J"W ra•,*rí,,,8 w «-"HPerishabl. t^. or decisions about "what to make and whet to 

.bIÏLlftî r•m>K' mentioned above is "methods", und 
•Ithough H„not a resource in the conventional sense of 
•ÏJ^I»^!! ITT1 lhe ^y <* knowledge, the 
know-how (both technical and admini«rativeT.hit 

weilrm can employ in order to make good use of he 
em« re«Mtfces and, like the others, it costs monev to 
acquire and develop. 

.JÎLÎÎïrï*' reVitW rf tbe in<,««»rial developmcn in 
^hnologKal mnovatio« and deslgn-the effective u ,li- 
lat^of^urces ha. phyrt « prominent role in ac * 
5fg.!??-?l,.af.T111" P*0*»»  Every phas« of 
this develc^mem cibviously liad its own probhW«  mi 

» 
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ali non was focused on specific techniques to solve 
tin problems. But they all had this in common—that 
re- rces which were costly or in rare supply should not 
he asted. This history and past experience of highly 
md Htrialized countries can be a salutary lesson for 
de^ oping countries, not with the view of blindly copying 
all ne techniques and methods that have emerged over 
the ears, but with the intention of trying to relate these 
ttviiinques to the problems they are designed to solve 
ami oi determining their relevance to the problems which 
tlw countries have to face There is little point in 
imitating a particular procedure or recipe, irrespective 
ol how elegant or fashionable it happens to be, if its 
application will make only a marginal contribution, when 
there are perhaps more effective methods that can be 
employed. And one must also remember that, to a cer- 
tain extent, manufacturing and control techniques must 
he i function of the social environment in which they 
hau- to operate. 

II. THE FACETS OF PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 

The next items to be considered are the planning and 
control of production operations. In discussing planning 
activities, one must first distinguish between short-term 
and long-term planning. The first relates to a framework 
of resources which are already defined, the planning 
function is then confined to designing and evaluating 
alternative schemes for achieving the production goals 
set b> lop management. Long-term planning, however, is 
concerned with the resources not as they are but as they 
should be. that is, with the acquisition of resources to 
hi future goals of the enterprise. Although production 
management is mainly associated with the first, there are 
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many problems in long-term planning in which it must 
be involved, such as the replacement of machines and 
equipment due to wear and high maintenance costs or 
due to the technical innovaton incorporated in new 
designs, the rale at which the production activities should 
be mechanized or the kind of skills which will be required 
of operators in the future. 

The main activities und methods i f produciion man- 
agement, particularly in relation lo short-term planning 
and control, can be conveniently grouped under two cat- 
gories, the first called "production planning and control", 
the second, "method engineering". These categories are 
briefly summarized in table I. 

A. The prmluciion-consunipiion or/«' 

The way in which all ihcse activities are inierrelaled 
becomes clear when one considers the production proce- 
dure described in figure I. where the main flow-channels 
of instructions, information and materials are shown 
The production-consumption cycle begins and ends with 
the customer, as may be seen from the following sequence 
of operations: 

(a) The sales department studies the reception of pro- 
ducts in the market and consumer reactions to new nidi- 
fications and designs. Market research is also carried 
out regarding proposed new products; 

ib) The collected data are analysed by the sales de- 
partment, which prepares a sales forecast with a break- 
down of products and models as a function of time 
periods. The detailed forecast is submitted to manage- 
ment; 

t» A production budget is prepared by the financial 
department, in consultation with the manufacturing 

Tabk I 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING FUNCTIONS IN AN INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE 

An*rHM ßlmming mué tornirai 
Mrtkoét cmtrtorrrmi 

Mimali: record», availability, procurement, storage, test«, 
iDiilrol 

MoiruKh: choke from available facilities for manufacture; tool 
mu tig design 

M.uiyncs: specification», availability, load««« 

*"">'ng: »quern* of operator», work Now, machine ciiignmem 

'¿ting operation times 

fc-    'l'"ltime-ubk of production aclivriiw 

H    netting: rekaiing of production order» 

^    ,,,in«'«»«^ding of rxoije^corrtciive action 

11      ¡^conciwiwd with inspection result» and their effect on 

»IHM: affectiv« even on a short-term BUM, particularly for 
•w routini, lelMduNng and slock control 

Work study: method study (including workplace layout», work 
•nMUKii «wem 

Pram* evaluation : comparison of processes, new processes 

Machinei: equipment policy, maintenance, renewal 

Layout: flow of work, location 4»f machine» and department», 
material-handling systems, effect of expansion plam 

Quality control: inspection procedure», testing laboratories. cost 
of quality 

Standardization and simplification: of products, methods, auxiliary 
equipment, recording systems, procedures 

Safety: instructions for handling materials and machine» 

Incentive schemes wage and other incentives 

«ion schemes: feedback and new ideas from operator» 

**e*irHM Hm*l*$ mi t «t»fW (Nt» York, tesai. 
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Fmtnekrt control 
•no* accounta I manutet Iwlna,     Pk- ^¿l^aj 

^^^M ^t» •     ^^i>^^. ^sas^BS^BSf ^Btrssssa^saj 

CUSTOMED 

W¡gSJ#e / 

^Mt«e»l. The proposed budget and the sates forecasts 
•« cloidy scruliniwd by management, ami « decision it 
»»»»ra§M,Oiii| the annual or semi-annual quantity to 
•t produced ; 

(d)The engineering department it instructed to pre- 
pare drawing», parti listi and specifications, or to cheek 
«w modify existing ones. The manufacturing budaet it 
then adjusted accordingly; •»«""«•»» » 

(*) The vice-president or the head of the department 
responsible for manufacturing it authorised to begin 
production, and instructions are issued to the produc- 
tion planning and control department, specifying quan- 
tities, delivery schedules etc. ; 

if) The technical information is obtained from the 
engineering department (including drawings, parts lists 
specifications, standards etc.) and is passed on to thè 
planning section; 

(f ) One of the first functions of the production planning 
•nd control department is to be well-informed about the 

•vailability of materials and 

to 
out and detailed schedules 

<*) The inventory lev 
orders for procurement 
that have to be issued _     __ 
©otwacttd are aho ordered by the purchasing "den.rt- 

<« The purchased material, and parti are inst*« 

obtained to rcieate the« to the »hops; 
U) The production planning section supple* comr* 

«•J» on methods, machine lo«ding and utilirat.on M 

¡^J"j^Pro*,cttefl schedule«, to the control sic se 

(*) The control section rafeases orden for nutter 
tools, fixtures etc; 

</) Orders are issued to the shop; 
(m) Detailed production ordert are dispatched to 
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« by the production control section, specifying what, 
when and where operations should be performed, 

control functions are carried out throughout the 
ufacturing period, and progress is constantly corn- 
il with the planned schedules so that suitable modi- 

iions may be considered and incorporated when 
required. This necessitates a close and permanent con- 
ta, i between the control section and manufacturing de- 
pit ¡iments. to facilitate a constant flow of information 
and instructions: 

uD Inspection orders are released. The purpose of 
qu.iltiy control during the production processes is to 
ensure that the specifications as laid down arc conformed 
»uh Final inspection of the parts is carried out before 
the product leaves the shop and moves to the finished- 
parts or products store; 

(.0 Evaluation of the prodution operations is the main 
pillar of the control function and has to be carried out 
both during and after these operations. Inspection reports 
are one facet of evaluation, and they form the basis for 
directive actions in the processes or methods, and some- 
time» even for modifications in the specification» of raw 
materials; 

ipi The production planning and control department 
reports on the progress of the work to the vice-president 
responsible f< r manufacturing. These reports are also 
studied by the financial control department The control 
»ection ah*) evaluate* data oNained from the shops 
»bout operation times, idle time of men and machines, 
cau«e« and effects of breakdowns, trends in the fluctua- 
tions ol output etc. Action initialed by the control section 
a* a result of such reports has to he followed up, and its 
évaluation shouW ahw he reported to the vice-president; 

i</> Management receives interim and Anal reports 
from the vxt-presideni of manufacturing; 

<M Management ah» receives a report from the finan- 
cial department, after which a final evaluation can he 

product is transferred (after inspection) t*l The hnished 
to stock ; 

in rmauy, the 
»"" comparing the 

M sohl to the customer, who. 
characteristics with those of 
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its competitors and with Im expectations, is ready to 
contribute his views and reactions to market researchers. 

It is evident from this outline that the production pro- 
cedure involves the co-operative and co-ordinated effort 
of all the departments of the enterprise. Even when the 
functions of each department are clearly specified and 
well understood, the departments cannot operate inde- 
pendently. They have to perform as parts of an inte- 
grated body, and the purpose of the procedure described 
above is to specify where and in what form their efforts 
are required, and what kind of flow information should 
be constantly maintained. 

B. The control fumi ion 
After the potential capabilities of resources have been 

critically evaluated, a programme can be set up to include 
production targets and the way in which the organization 
will utilize its resources to attain these targets. This is, 
in fact, what the planning function is supposed to do. 

The control activity begins as soon as the proonducli 
operations begin. Control has two main functions: the 
first is to ensure that operations are performed to plan, 
by taking corrective action, by adjusting the plan and 
by "chasing" tools or materials (this is why the name 
"progress chasers" is often given to production con- 
trollers on the shop floor); the second is to evaluate the 
production plan and to determine if a better one could 
not be devised in the light of the experience gained (this 
exercise is particularly valuable as feedback to Tuture 
planning activities). 

Thus, control consists of four stages: 

(a) Observation and recording of progress; 
(*) Analysis of data and comparison with plans and 

objectives; 
(r) Immediate corrective action to modify plans and 

redirect activities; 
(at) Evaluation of the planning function and the effec- 

tiveness of the control procedures for future reference. 

Thtte sutes apply equally to the control of processes, to 
the control of inventory, to inspection and to cost con- 
trol, as summarized in table 2. 

^»••t^Ww^UaSeaïar    uaf    •^èwft*fiBflnc&t< 

Tmbk2 
INVENTORY,   INSPECTION AND COST 

u*-****tm 

*'• -Hsu 

htsprrlkm 

of stock level       Process 

with 

¡a m Most* eapectty : 

Diuribution of demand 
Traudì 

Seasonal fluctuations 

Inut production and 
procurement orders 

Replenishment policies 
Htvmtor> systems 

control 
Control charts 

Process capabilities 
Trends 

Initiate 100-per cent 
inspection 

Adjust processes 
Reassessment of 

specifications 
Process improvement 
Inspection procedures 

Collect cosi data 

Compute costs and 
compare with estímales 

Adjust saics price (if 
possible) 

Economic evaluation of 
processes 

Preparing better data 
for future estimates 

Mm. Hemnm w »>«fc, lim •%»»<«mi t «ww< (Ht» York, Macmillan, l%2». chapter 15 
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III. THE TOOLS OF PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 

This is not the place to review the various took of 
production management in detail. One can postulate in 
general terms about their potential usefulness for de- 
veloping countries, but conditions in different countries 
vary so greatly that it would be foolhardy to suggest 
universal procedures. 

Of the vast spectrum of tools, those which have been 
selected  for discussion  in  the  paper  are (A) work 
study, (B) problems of machine capacity, (C) machine 
capacity for multiple-product plants. (Dj control of pro- 
duct variety and (E) operational research. This is not 
because the author regards other tools as being unimport- 
ant.   Production   scheduling,   design   for  production, 
selection of materials, standardization, tooling, selection 
and evaluation of processes, maintenance of plant, quality 
control and even packing and dispatching are all important 
lacets of production; and, indeed, one could widen the 
brief to include problems of organization and industrial 
relations. But first, all these would be even more difficult 
to generalize about, and, secondly, to do justice to these 
issues a book of considerable length would be needed 
The topics which have been selected for further discussion 
nere perhaps serve to illustrate most poignantly that 
what production management is concerned with is the 
effective use of resources, but it is certainly not the inten- 
tion to convey the impression that other tools have no 
contribution to make to this end. 

A. Work study 

Work study has long been recognized as one of the 
primary tools used by industrial engineers to increase the 
level of productivity in their plants. As the term implies 
the purpose of work study is to investigale the factors 
that determine the effectiveness oT executing tasks and 
to suggest alternative methods which will improve the 
performance of the operators and the equipment en- 
gaged on the task. 

This term, which is widely used in the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, it probably better 
than the conventional name "time ami motion study" 
because it does not cornine investigations to the study of 
times or motions associated with the I ask, but takes a 
broader view of the problems which are likely to be 
encountered. 

Work study consists of two main areas: method ttuev 
which aims at improving the methods used in the oeet^ 
tor-machine system: and work measurement, which 
attempts to determine the times tasks take or should 
take. Although the measurement of time can be helpm) 
in method study in that, in some cases, it provides a 

yardstick for the effectiveness of certain methods or for 
assessing the improvement suggested by new methods, 
there are numerous work study projects which can ht 
carried out successfully without any time measurement, 
particularly when problems of work how or the right 
sequence of operations are involved. The objectives of 
method study and work measurement are summarized 
in tame 3 at the foot of the page. 

The work-measurement area is ote« associated with 
rate fixing and «.age-incentive schemes, and this is unfor- 
tunate. Admittedly, in Arms which have piece-rates or 
other wage incentives which are closely linked with the 
output of individual operators, rate fixing is inevitable 
hut it should be realized that this is by no means the 
only purpose of work measurement Even in firms whsva 
have no wage-incentive schemes, there it sometimes a 
need to determine the times of operations for planning 
and scheduling purposes. 

How much of all these it relevant to devetoptag 
countries1 Generally, work study (and in partice** 
method study) has a tot to offer, es H reveals the mam 
interactions between such activities as operation, trans- 
portation (or handling) and inspection, it »dentine» detayt 
and determines where they oecwr, and h highkghts break- 
down, and traces their cantea ami effect. I« short, it 
nelps to prêtent the domain of the industrial tasks m 
an orderly and rational fashion, and, at such, it provide« 
valtmwe information for those who attempt to control 
these tatet and to ensure that work proceeds along its 
pre-ordaéned cours«. ^ 

But this doe» not mean that aH the tei hntouet m 

•QèèHV useful The very detailed study <*f wort tJmmg» 
WKMSI meant-eg., micromotion analysis, ohtervetioa 
? •"«••••ï •*»*»» *•»««•« the me of Uhm and opera- 
Mo* charts which identify and record the distribution of 
Htotiont to the two hand« or even to various fingers k 
J««"»* only when weh studies are concerned wtthMghh; 
i»|^m taakt involving comparatively short eye» time, 
and when the cost of »hour M a significant enmpomat 

Tcékì 

OwtClW» Of METHOD ITIW MO WWW  MMS. «EMf NT 

Method siiMly 
H'o'k mewmrtmie»! 

Ostine the operations and their relationships 

Determine whether operations can be eliminated 
or modified 

Exploit alternative processing methods 
Eliminate or minimize delays 
Improve work-place and plant layout to simplify 

handling 
Allocate job« to men with appropriate Irveh of skill 
Provide information useful for product 

Provide information for method study 
Provide data for scheduling 
Assist production control in checking m 

détermine If activities run according to 
Provide a batta for wage-incmiivc 
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•< toi«l COM structure. Under such conditions, even 
rgmal decrease in ihr cycle lime can have a noti«. 
¿Beet on tke rate of output añil on costs. Indeed, it 
r this reason thai micromotion ha» been wed in 

«row maM production or large-batch production 
in highly industrialized countries, with tanfiMc 

nbutions to the improvement of productivity. In 
v developing countries, tuen condii ion* are not widely 
untered and it is a mistake to allow uncurbed enthu- 

msin for wort study to employ such toots indmcrimin- 
ateiv. Not only can these technique» be expensive and 
un. ^onwrn.ng. and the potential benefit minute, but 
the detailed analysii may cloud the mue; it My divert 
tin attention of the investi»*«* from the bask p/oMeim 
which the firm has to face Managemtnt techniques. Me 
the artisan'i took, «ttat be suitable for the job and they 
mu*t. therefore, be —' J   '-*• 

4H 
in 

a i 

*b 
is 

nu 
lllu 

ma 

tie* 
•act 

•. *m>mm a/mav«aw *tmciiy 
manual output a tttteeieJy proportional is the evete 
Id*   ja«a*> 4*   tan^s* ft^ans^* -^~.— * .* «             _a w -~-^- 

.T*.1? ?* ?T* ^"'"M — "fll « aat Of actiw 
i associated with the rMnufkiui« of one nnrt of pro- 

Operator 
Unloading the machine 
Inspecting the workniece 
Loading the machine 
Suuiing the machine 
Tramporting work to 

and from the machine 

Morata' 
Being unloaded 
Being Marled 
rVrforming operation* on 

the workpiece 
Being unloaded 

AH these activities may he grouped under two cate- 
guríes: 

(«I Concurrent atiiviiks: these are tank» that require 
the «multaneous »«laiittfcitr of both operator and 
««h»« (such as loading and unloading: let the total 
•wpi uf these tasks per cycle be a), 

(à) Mependmt activities: these are tasks which the 
2»*«f*» the machine can perform independently of 
"J* y <T.opw*lor: «H**»»! ¡MHJ IwndHiii, 
r••! * par cycle ; the machine : running automatically 
fate mm t without supervision). 

to aàtMon, one «My have idle times incurred by both 

Ï'JSTHH £í ft mf^t <u ***** *• ***** m Mut the cycle Unte T for the operator is 

T = f    *    im 

•»d for the machine 

T   rifu. 

U 

- It 

- II 

n 

n 

h io 

<t)%muM i.umtm* 
(DCyeaj time   T.1.4minuhrt 

*«»t) 

RitHjrwa it« cmi ww 
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An example is shown in figure 2, from which it may be 
seen that: 
a = unloading 4- loading =- 1.0 minute; 
b = inspecting + fetching =» 0.8 minute; 
r = machine running unattended = 1.4 minutes; 
/„ = operator idle time = 1.4 minutes; 
/m = machine idle time = 0.8 minute. 
The sequence of operations as shown in arrangement (I) 
in figure 2 is 3.2 minutes, but if this sequence is rearranged 
as in (2), machine idle time is eliminated and the cycle 
time is reduced to 2.4 minutes, leading, in this case, to an 
increased output of the machine by one-third. The secret 
is simply to ensure that idle time is not incurred by both 

Cycto 
tima 

T 

Oficinal state 

2 S 
Stu§> Na. 

FlgureS 
DIMINISHING RETURNS ON SEQUENTIAL STUDIES 

man and machine. One may then turn to the constituents 
of the new cycle and see whether further reductions can 
be made, mainly through work study methods, and 
naturally attention will then be focused on the activities 
of the "busy partner", namely, the one which has no idle 
time (in case (2) in figure 2 the busy partner is the 
machine). To summarize, réduction in cycle time may be 
achieved by: 

(a) Eliminating idle time for one partner in the man- 

  _ Ell.« 

machine system by rearranging the sequence of operations 
and by avoiding delays at the beginning and at the end 
of the cycle; 

(6) Reducing the independent activity time of the 
"busy partner"; 

(r) Reducing the concurrent activity time by devising 
more efficient methods for loading and unloading the 
work piece. 

The effect of such sequential studies often follows the 
law of diminishing returns, as is shown in figure 3. At 
first, the improvement is substantial, but as more and 
more studies are conducted, the level of sophistication 
and, with it, the cost of the study rise rapidly; and as the 
work becomes more rationalized, there is less room for 
manoeuvre and the resultant benefit shrinks further and 
further. It is, therefore, important not only to know when 
to begin an investigation into an industrial activity, but 
also when to stop and divert the investigators and their 
resources to new problems, or to devise new approaches 
to the old ones. 

C. Machine capacity for muMpk-prwket plants 
One of the major problems with which production 

management is constantly faced is whether the manufac- 
turing capacity is adequate and to what extent it is affected 
by the product-mix in multiple-product schedule. As an 
illustration of the way in which this problem can be 
analysed, one may examine the following example: a 
plant produces two products, A and B. and five machines 
are involved in the production process. The rates of 
production are given below: 

___»* prodHclttM (mils pet davi 
  Pn+ti4 hoäiäB 

1 300 300 2 400 200 3 150 
4 _ 330 5 200 300 

Thus, machine I can produce either 300 units of pro- 
duct A or 300 units of product B. but, of course, it is 
possible abo to produce a mixture of A and B. The 
various combinations are represented in figure 4 by the 
tane PQ. Point P indicates the production of 300 units 
of A and none of B, whereas point Q indicates the pro- 
duction of product B only. Any point on the line gives 
usa possible combination, for example, point R signifies 
200 of A and 100 of B, and S stands for 50 of A and 2» 
of B. 

The line PQ therefore represents the full capacitv of 
this machine; any point below the line also signifies a 
feasible product-mix, although in the region below the 
line the machine is no longer being utilized to its full 
Ca^yrPo,nt T' for examP'*< stands for 150 units of A 
and 50 of B, but for this level of production of A. one 
can increase the output of B to 150 units before reac¡ mg 
the full capacity line. 

Similarly, any point above the line PQ is not a fea ble 
product-mix, because it requires more capacity thü \ » 
available. Point U, for example, represents an outpi of 
250 units of A and 150 of B, whereas the full-cap :ity 
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Figure 4 

MAXIMUM CAPACITY UNI POR A TWO-PRODUCT SYSTEM 

line indícales that for 290 units of A only 50 uniti of B 
can be produced. 

One may then turn to machine 2 (sec fig. 5) and repre- 
sent its full capacity line in the same way as that for 
machine I. There «re now two li nes, one for each machine 
and they intersect at point R. To the left of R, line 2 is 
above Une 1; this implies that any product-mix which 
involves using machine 2 to its full capacity is above the 
capacity of machine I and it therefore unacceptable. Any 
feasible product-mix for machine I, however, is also 
feasible for machine 2, although it will result in machine 
2 not being fully utilized. To the right of point R, the 
position is reversed: line 2 is below line 1, so that line 2 

f^en as wraen sjavi machines 
can be My utWted 

«8 
Product B 

Figure 3 

MAXIMUM CAPACITY OF TWO MACHINES 
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represents the limiting capacity available, whereas 
machine I will not be fully utilized. The heavy line, there- 
fore, gives the full capacity for the two-machine system; 
any point below this line is feasible, any point above it 
implies that at least one of the two machines does not 
have adequate capacity. And only at one point, namely 
R, can both machines be fully utilized. 

One may then superimpose capacity-restriction lines 
for the other machines, as shown in figure 6. Line 3 is 
horizontal, since machine 3 is used for product A only 
and it does not restrict the output of product B in any 
way; similarly line 4 is vertical because machine 4 is 
used for product B only. 

•reduci • 
Figure 6 

FEASIBLE PRODUCT-MIX 

Following earlier arguments, the lowest line represents 
the global capacity restriction of the plant, because on 
that line one machine is fully utilized, and that machine 
can be described as the "bottle-neck". Other machines 
may be capable of a higher output, but the output of 
the plant as a whole is always determined by the bottle- 
neck. 

The capacity restriction in this case is given by the 
broken line WXYZ. The portion WX represents product 
mixes for which machine 3 is fully utilized and all the 
others are underutilized. At point X machine S is used to 
its limit and along the portion XY this machine becomes 
the bottle-neck. As one moves along XY towards point 
Y, increasing the output of product B and decreasing the 
output of A, one gets further and further from line 3, 
which simply implies that increasingly more idle time 
on machine 3 is incurred. And at point Y, both machines 
2 and 5 are fully utilized, whereas along the portion YZ, 
the capacity restriction of machine 2 is the significant 
one. 

The polygon OWXYZ is the space within which pro- 
duct-mixes are feasible, although any point below WXYZ 
means that all the machines are under-utilized. 
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This is obviously a very useful analysis. One finds for 
example, that in this case a product-mix is preferable to 
producing only product A. The maximum output of A 
is given at point W as 150 units, but on can produce up 
to 75 units of product B without having to reduce the 
output of A (at point X); and, provided product B is 
at all profitable, it is certainly better to operate at X 
than at W. One also gets useful data in considering such 
problems as: * 

(a) Is it worth while increasing the capacity of certain 
machines, and, if so, which? 

(*) When the bottle-neck is removed (the capacity of 
the limiting process is increased), where is the new bottle- 
neck? (a bottle-neck will always exist, if one wishes to 
maximize output; however, it may shift to another 
machine); 

(c) Should the product-mix remain the same for the 
new capacity restrictions ? 

Those familiar with linear programming will recognize 
tt in the foregoing discussion, and it goes without savin« 
that when a product-mix of more than two products ta 
considered, graphical presentation becomes dlfncult-if 
not impossiMe-and one must then resort to formulation 
of the various restrictions in an algebraic form. But this 
does not detract from the value that may be gained from 
such an analysis, which can be and often is very useful 
even for small plants. ' 

D. Control of proem variety 

One of the major problems with which production 
management is constantly faced is the control of the 
variety of products, materials and methods. The variety 
of products is stimulated by the whims of customers and 
by the natural desire of the salesman to satisfy them 
Variety is like entropy in thermodynamic«; h has a 
tendency to grow unless a conscious effort is made to put 
it under control. The advantages and disadvantageVof 

      __        E'isi 

having a wide variety  of products  are summari,*) 
in table 4 at the foot of the page. 

There is little doubt that a small range of product, 
enhances the efficiency of production methods, as well av 
the planning and control procedures of production acti 
vities and inventories, but there is a limited number of 
products for which demand is high enough to jusnf\ 
exclusive production lines working on a continuous or 
mass-production  basis. Even in highly induatriahVed 
countries with well-established markets, the develops, 
of production processes has generally more than ken 
pace with increasing demand; the desire to keep produc- 
tionfaciltties busy.and the fact that customers inc^niiv 
prefer some variations of the basic product to (he sta». 
dard model always lead to a diversification of products 
In addition, financial managers and salesmen are oft«, 
very unhappy about o ver-specialisti on. It makes the 
comptny too vulnerable,^tdty argue. •%*, R w*^ tkt 

*»jf^^»«f* opportun.,** for common to 
ccwo««ie the« portion m the mmlmTZmÊfr^ 
iitih»m Us resources for a single product. îhrTOMBIIHI 
can be ser.ou.Jy àmm*mé% *** t*XTÏ52 
threaten to replace or -^- rthaniatm ^TT^.rmm 
Tfc. i.,. ?T^      mmm oososste tfte currant on» 
ÏSr"* «te cow**.* technical Mí * 
"î» ****** «f *«ÉlM«tÍM Md tN BfttWv 
•ophy of tkk spreading by diversification « oWoSl 

m determining the productivity of the plant 

•Jr. J.' r"e P*0*16*» «t arranged in a draondini 

iS^ÏT *** if* ••* *• •»»**m*!m* 
««•f*** aga.nst the percentage of the product, o«^ 

¡L ^5' Í" *" *****' * "•* te ate« that soase 2$ 
per cent of the products account for W per cent of ta* 
tort .ncomc, and this is by no rneam VncommoV m 
«m*. wMeti tenti\m diversify ** mém ._ fc 

Tohk4 

*M*m«m*m mtmAHtMm m mmmtm w« v*g«m or «wmi. 
Ä» Mr» f i 

iMWy a «ètte rwat oTetmaad 
Ctner contad with the marke« 

Avo« kwnt orders fer mo« pratNabfe aw*, 
if customer directs ail his orden to »«her 
suppliers 

Create new demand 

Tin trf imw win m j 

m pasnt ene 

lave •turate tftm 

******* protettoli pkimtna anj «vttrwt 
prowawn 

ttmpWv tntpeetMNt methods 
•VMace raa§* of required skill-. 
Simplify iratnmg method* 

***** tatn pnee «• a r«s«l, „f totfm r* .**mv IH 

«we» of «r&r* ^^   mm* 

wre  »amuti ttfon, t trmrmtt of ft«** f*M rtimwijj «w 
('«MM tN«» Varfc. *U«**M». i«a5) t%êfltm , 
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onsibte for more than 10 per cent of the tuiles income 
> been recorded. Figure tJ also show* this point in 
^togram form, and the level of profit t»r lot» accorded 
ach product is also indicated. In the caie deacrihed 
igure 8. one And» that some of the popular product» 
s. 2. 5 and 6) are not very profitable, and one must 

nediatcly sutpect that the costs of production are 
duly high or that there it something wrong in the 
ang policy. It it not difficult to ace that when the 

diNtrihution of tatet and profttt take this form, an elimm- 
aiion of the tail-end of the product range (involving 
n* re than 29 per cent of the product») will reduce the 

r< 

Ct ut i *mt MMMMraMt immuet re* 

ttgwr* 

%UM AN» pntmtl WtlfRitAMl 

1 *»ie* income by tittle more than ¿percent, andthn 
n ^mmwmm of action that, under these conditions, 

« ht further invest iga*d 
%ny reader* mm he tammar »ith the bfeaa«*ea 
n method shown in Afurt • This is a useful anefyus 

              4N 

in studying the protitaNlity of any particular product. 
The total coat» are assumed to consist of" two major 
component«: fixed cost* <H and saribte cost it*)) The 
Rued cotts are assumed to he unaffected by »he volume 
of production, the direct or sanable co*t («> is the cost 
of material*, machines and direct labour associated with 
the production of one unit «»f the product. *o that the 
direct cott of Q units is «Q If the satem price, or income, 
» h per unit, ime obtain* a break-emi point at the inter- 
section of the line F öQ with the sale* income line AQ 
Activity below this break-even point incur* a !*»* to the 
firm; activity above this point yield* a profit li íoNow», 
therefore, that the greater the production vi*tume, the 
greater will this profit be 

Vim analysis i», tif «mm. a gr»*s* t*er-Mmptifkation 
of «mat happent in real lile, ami there are many assume- 
tum. tnat couM he chalkngcd 

I«) The defect coats («l may wtN depend on the level 
J**tmty <Q>. If Q is high, there m more incentive to 
MMroduce labour-saving devices; furthermore, operators 
**** * fef*** t«fl*»fwmfy lo become proficient at their 
je* and thereby reduce the labour content per unit of 

(ài The tatet price (h) n not necessarily constant and 
fit introduction ef quantity discount* to customers will 
ama» tie «atei income bne of a somewhat different shape 
^wuw ^eai swsnau m ngâire e « 

rflfWT w 

A I l*U<«IN»\M  URI St. IVI s. « IISR I 

fri The Iteri costs 111 mac well depend on the level ol 
ertrwly of the firm and could, in fast, assume a step- 
«ita fttnethm when plotted against the as tistty »U» 

iát Whtle it is generally not dttHvutt to detti imi* il« 
level <tf the H*ed costs when the turn i* engaged on pro 
ducting M singk product, there is soute uncertainty about 
the way the ti sed costs of the »hok« plant should be 
allocuted to several products IH» popolai method IS to 
perform this abdication according to the rclalne niopor- 
turn* of sales incomes ol the various product*, hut this 
raises the problem of realioc«oon when production 
volumes are adjusted or when «une product* are elimi 
nated 
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«k    tWe level of service (which can he deAned in 
ot   tene length ami waiting lime)? 

i How «a arrivals and wrvk* time he reg u Ime. 1 
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t ihoufd priorities he given to certain 
if      what will Ihe effceu he ' 

to« 

to 

* 'ivrational 
eH   me control of 
u» tk*tcftMHi a 
id ttiatertejt, componewl» or 
•hen required, yet the »tort level is not to high 
MUM» earner* holding «otto. TM» it • tymcai 
otto«««* of imerestt. If demand for the 
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the lahour font can he maintained at A constant level 
without fear of redundancy at vhort Mw. Hut .learning 
nigh inventorie» during a »lacs vea*on iv verv costly, the 
8rm may he forced to aito« some of the market mictua- 
>kW^.>ohc re*Cti*d m ,tw production programe. and the 
problem of rinding a compromise «»lotion can then he 
•ohed hy uwng ittttahk ltnear-pr«*grarontmg model». 
M~*^ prodMrtMm present» proNetm of a some* hai 
dtmmmt character When the rate of productnw i* higher 
IHM the rate of demand, the »toe* level will increave at 
a rate which is equival•, to the difference hetween the 
wie of production and the rate at which Mock » *.th 
draw« from the More to meet the demand Therefore, 
en* ha* to resort to hauh product*« the More t* 

win a hatch, then the nock m depleted al a 
rate, until it i* time to 

«he 
n a vadamelo 
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Htm PMournoN METHOM IN IW MACHINE-TOOL INWSTIV 
m im UNION or Kwr MCIALWT Kiuaucs 

af tfarMw fanf Wmkt  Krmmy hwium>", Vatm•/ WWr» SmimMm fí^wáti i 1.4. 

l >« kraimy rY.detary ntachtnetool rora*. i» out nf 
ih. WeM indtMtriat ent*rpn«e* m the I nxxi of Sottet 
voulut ftefwfchw The work» w MOR than IM year* 
.k) t .* over My y«arv Mac**«* took hwve ham on (ht 

» <u prntfttctwM programme TI» Kn^ Profetar) 
• ik* i» turreMry *pevia4irini w the rn td«.1»on «f 
m. <al»ortmg Mfht* and r a ma** machine-1-.ol manu- 
i K'IIW in the Smiet Vmm 

Ihe U.tt» machine too* turned UM annua«* Mace 
IN ***** i« the torefr.mi .<f mncfMne-io,w manufacturers 
mn .-ih m Ac SovM limon, hm ahn» ihroufho« the 
*'»W THc Mtfr volume of productHm ..««cate* ttlM 
ihr »orb' nr.tdw.iHm M cfcarevterued hy urge HUM, 

fht ffeMMë ^«Walton M  Ik« «SS« hat „»de j» 
p.»*%*«e io nwMWfK« Hn pmdwiHm «f a «Mjie typt 
,,ml MW nf MI enfin« fwNWMlt Mit (380 315 mm m 
centre height} M M «wMMrfc» 

Ih« seated cond*t*m* »htch mm condurne to a 
M******nttal tactwMt w product** «m and u> it« iMr.> 
«uctum of NIMM produtlioA method*, fe* of »H. M« tara 
' KO>*n, ih« highly etnvmu technology MMI production 
«Ahn^t* dc*e»»ped by motor<ar and tractor «ww* 
(actum* 

I h« Kr awry fewfetaty work» to» tun» hwumt a phmeer 
«' '»u «MroéaeMe« of mut production method» m (ht 
m,H'hme*lool 

1 D»vn<»**hf i» momrnm umm 
u«*» *•**. *t •***• »w the mm m the «orti 

» vhmMool inámtlj to md*« a product»* Ma* ft* thr 
* mhrj «f Mw, mode! lOtJ «Off »» The* m IM». 
« -«éerntaae MM. «aiti ID« tOi» »> ».. p* on ihr 
I*   ItKluw M» M, (M; «Minuit «y „„^M) depe« 
<*" ••«»- Tk* MitumiiwiM year* w» further »ott m ihr 
J    • ^mm»mlim|irov*meniii*»ir.id«KlHw.hn««»«l».K»H 

KM.1nM.ioai hMiMin, „Mû, „, itft, „»„gy  IA« 
•• > *tr« put on rit* proriwtton Nut m tw «Mire 
'     i < nK«l-«M««nMy cyvk. 

»«S» lf$7, prodwiHM MM» M ihr »«rit* wtr« em», 
r     l> rehnÄ «• a«rl of Ike r»*u»ine rev»»n*«ruviH»n »•! 

wm pr.KÍiKii..n dtfwrtmtM» iimJ the dtMpMnet 
e* l»th«. modtl IK«2. 

<i*r MUtlitKMl Mcp» »ere taken fur the me\hant/ii 
1       i »H prodtH-tiofl line» in lathe mtinufaiiure ai all 
'       Lkpurirrnrnt*  At the current lime, in lar§e->cne\ 
r     tviion depart imntt, there «re «ity prticktction line» 

v-ration ; the convertir* in lervwe ««lain I, MO nWrt» 

VJ 

«• te»| h, rttNtnf-tJthtes total 2xm nwire* m feneth, 
there are 3M unit* of honttng and trantniMiation e^wp^ 
went and m«r 10.000 %artetiek of «dm»***«! hxiurcx 

The operiew^e in pr<Hluc«inn-ltnc meihi>ü> »hurh ha% 
•ten accttflHilated r^ ¡he *ork% *»ver the year* n «)wt<- 
omwdcrabtc The enpneenn« and le%hnn»l »tat», pro- 
«Mton mfMteer» and dt»ipner* oí h M uro and mcvtunt- 
«•t*^ ta^dtlwx ha«« citntrtlmted greath to the «otti 
Mon of pr««Nemx inv,a\w| In ^u1Bp up ¡, pr,idwth»« Hne 
«y nem 

M » MI »»Mfcr. thereTore. ihai the »orb* ti^mtm» 
« contin4tt««dy etpttired and drawn upon hy the MJKMW» 
t*wl induilrv. a« «eu a« hy itther Madwne*hwkÌMf enter- 
pme» M the Sottet (mm and other itrntralry rtonncd 

Il H «joilk (MitNtf that the knwn Pr.^ury «orkt 
HJ«JMMI hjt% to NMinUnd t'hina m setitne wt the M»M 
pMitrfJttei «if lathe* m Iti» NV 

I« litó, the ( .»íchoter m tkt United k med.mi of 
«WM tnt«M ami N»<cikff n Irrtaml »#% tkt Mr* among 
tie MMt*Act«rer% m Iree-enierpmr aunóme tti intr,.- 
mm* pr.id»t;,m-*ii«c ntethodt m«avhtnehml mmutj, 
ItNC. 
_Pw^t A« *"• •»«*)% ye«r%. e»#ry nwrhtnc hwhlinf 
«ttliBtfy. invhidinf HMehwe*t«N4 prodmitun. h»« *vti 
undated eiHwm.nr. e»pmeme m prodwtttmhn« Method» 
m4 the Mcratnre on the ^^n.i K ettreMery «**; tt 
•MM, «hrretiwt, mptrliinw» to dw*N m k** Ktmmçt* 
ani imefnl itannMíwt> rekmwf to mmm pwdrnmiw 

It n «nrtli whtw. howe^. to dra* %oMt O«H Ui>*.«ts 
«t tkt fMMHMl tMMiret of pnidMtitn hne meHtiid« m 
afMhtd m the Knway rVimHar> plant Ik- »«wt I.* 
««nil up mmm pr-dm'U.m had the ío«i««tng ohjtvt»«» 
«4 e%try nap <«| a «few* redtKttnn in UKw to*%ttntp* 
tin» «nd v.m>c^«ent»> an itxrcaw m hthow pn^Kti%N> 
and a dtvrc«*e in pr^diKt^n ttwt«. m to rawr wlnta« 
IM% the o*ttp* of mjvhim- u»d» at ilw Mmc »* l-M# 

aitfintry expanded prodtKii.Hi area*, and << » to mrtati 
goaatwMy the manufavUirm« t>vlr 

A» t*ery <d«p <•• the *«wk lor %ettmf up nw*-. prodm 
tnm. and »neh #afe% »ere, a* a rnk\ «,<«nnated »wh a 
thnapvoter to  ne manufa^turv of MHHC m* mmhoH 
ttíol models »Hho«t stopptn« «hr pr.Hlwvhon .»I if*.-* 
introdiKe»!   carter,   tr^   **«rk*' pefMinml s«ii«WiéHv 
i oped »uh the »Hm**-fiH'nln»oed tatpfl* 

Th»* i% hiwnv oui by ihc fitllowin« tieun^ In ihc >var^ 
wnce a change-..u-r to production line nMh<Kli itn- «.U|- 
put of machine u*«»K ha* iiKTcuwd murt» iha« !*»«• and 
lahour consumfMi.Ht  ha* diminished h>   7^ pei  ieri«. 
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although (he growth of productior- area, was „ intimni. 
fleant a»g percent 

Summing up the many year» of experience in setting 
up mais production, one may saíüy Mate that the princi- 
pal faeton involved were: highly efficient technology 
group-pr<»duction and group-flrmhinf methods; and a 
complex solution »f all the problems involved, covering 
the entire production cycle and introducing méchant«- 
turn into principal and auxiliary operation* 

Undoubtedly, one of the principal factor» in the work 
*•* the effort to achieve maximum product quality. 

A. HifMì efficient tntmthgy 

Even pritir lo hcf.nn.ni the wort for a change-over 

mVSTÍ^0^ "^ *** *"* *k• »«» «*«••** 
me MfMy emctent production method* evolved in the 
•**»•«» and tractor industry into the venal production 
or macóme took, particularly the »f*cml-ptir,v*e equip- 
ment uwd to finish machine-body components further 

y? h!lJ*S**J* tmm m«*«««« pwmiiied the efc> 
Mtnt* tir niphiv effect.u- techmilogy to he introduced with 
**m greyer success. CU course, the mcihodv typical of 

,T""i- "»ww» perfection of machine-tool itnigai i« 

*^»*"*"**MM«MWW MMMW He *MMT 4vlftNM«mi öT ttflMMMÊat 

•tua awl of t*e machine tool ai a nhofa Thai 
te I» a «telnet«» w» ••*•**• TW* 

J. A. 

eMaaM m a nan of MM •»••• , •       e— ^ wtM, ^„,1^, 

lo 

•a* m «he «tWMt of devenu 
mm exptr.miaial beach, gre* 

Th»«rough » rt m the lechisoiogétel 
im merhlm toot^see ftgast* lípmmH* 

• wwRf «wit made m both Mat design and 
I firatum of ihr new marnine tool 

of the 
PMMMIBBWMW of ass, taf 

»te of advanced method« in the production of Ma,\, 
waally known a« compownt-forming method» In ot », 
words, steps were taken to obtain blank i with mmmm 
allowance« or to »bane them to at to bring them a« c| », 
as possible to finished componenti. 

Modern technology has enormous potentiality m ih» 
respect. Over » per cent of all the component» at ife 
plant are currently manufactured with the use «>f d 
vanced shaping methods. 

Along with conventional grey and mallcahk cast-.,«, 
castings produced from patterns made of metal, tfe 
works is using precision casting under pressure and i„ 
cast patterns, as weN as core casting Convert**, of m 
«ems to MM type of casting permits the plant to *,* 
4.7kg of cnet-iron per machine tool and bring* do», 
•hour consumption by 30 minute« 

•*•?««»*«»*• <**«*•**• » i-Ml toohtatn «»tee« 
mm of machine components, e*, panala, boxo, ehm 

ÍÜ!*.** ^Lî.T-1, mm «*•«•»***» got* dZ 
«ree tunes and labour comumptton two time« on the 
average. 

The casting to cavi pattern» n used to obtain thirn hu 

w^hMent» tMtajng m wnght from 10 gram, to 2 J Mo- 
grammn d*c», rockers, pknà», forts ««.. TMa 
Me nwlMvtton of niecssaMcal processine B% as 
•Mi ter cessi and saves » kg of metal per 
looj. 

fia kssfc nf m» --«-- -        -    - 9^m mc ^ MI sssnMnaai aMls«aaaaal aeaieaa foe asi Taa ksek nf •• --«-- -        -    - 9^m mc ^ MI snsenaesw SsaswaayBsai •*****— &^ **• 
assM^vk ^>        • .       Zi'll"."'..    .    ""^* •#•*•" ••« sai 
wOTvssff or eaecMMoa) caMtJaga nManama with tsW *->•• 

aJlSL^^rTL*8. "l11"*» *»yilmiai taf in own. a*l 
»or «ns raaaon, ine la^aanagiMl aateets ate workaai <s« 
w» ni IMHMSW1 WMt sMBMBt•ssnaasan 
for ass 
M 

Uri not 

Raaj 1 

of 

wfjjfl * »»aj»« »M» WO gnaw »If 
Tlsn H tU raaaon rh  

JhMki «un aaVìaaikies at km as «4MM IS M« m eÑh» 

~f"*?-f* *• *» c«t»ag of iMMMtOiipeaM 
£_*»*«: ^ *"1Hlfl Of IM>» MM, Mt 
m rWBMWtitf. kttl erects should aaasss» méA km. 
• levcta! 
m* ..tention laM^eMM^MaFtt .h. wort. ITtC 

«WttNs] 
n 

•Milme MU among machine tota maaaftkturers t»» tn» re- 
duce large-«/,  fuHy-suntpsd paru (trouaavs. trays rei 

TW» IK62 TtMCAOK-UTTtMrj LATHI 

SÍ IS? «»^««««^•»tlieeohi stamptng^h. » 
^^^•«^tolTSMMdatpl Recently.newerTrt» 
na*t Beta made to expand the appneatHvn of sheet * •> 
P»tnts, and casl-iron paru have been converted « 

•» ^HLéUêmÎ^L.Î0.wmt ***** Althotigh this Ha« *• 
2!^»!.^if*** in ***< *•* *«tct hai h e« 
very substantial For instance, in Converting the aear m 
•«<mIN!lKé2 machine tod from ««Siron to s m 
•»»P«g, the economy achieved was ai high as V ^, 
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and in converting the minor submoior plate, as high as 
1-3 kg. 

In collaboration with the Stankoagregat works, where 
centralized stamping-welding production is being set up, 
the Krasny Proletary works is engaged in expérimentai 
work on a welded bed for the IK62 lathe. Compared 
with the cast-iron bed, it weighs 300 kg less. 

In the past seven years, every effort has been made to 
introduce components from polymeric materials. Such 
materials as phenoplast, fibre-filled moulding material, 
cupron and polystyrene go into the manufacture of fifty, 
hve components for the IK62 machine tool (see fig. 2) 
This trend is going to continue. Apart from their use in 
various control components (handles, knobs etc.) and 
lubrication devices (oil indicators, plugs etc. I, plastics are 
used in the manufacture of loaded components (pulleys, 
covers, levers etc.). Experience has shown that plastics 
are highly effective with the works' scope of production. 
The reduction in component weight amounts to 70-90 
per cent and in production emu. to 20-70 per cent Every 
year as much as 1.100 tons of metal and over 150.000 
roubles are saved by the plant. 

It should be noted that, thus far, the introduction of 
plastic components is a rather complicated process. In 

J. A, 

the conversion to plastics, it is not possible mtrely t„ 
reproduce the shape of the former metallic componi H 
further design work is needed. Such work is usually urn *'. 
taken by the plant in co-operation with the speciali ¿d 
supplier enterprises. To produce plastic component 
complicated press-moulds are needed. This explain* *Hy 
the process of putting into service plastic compone.m 
takes quite a long time. Before being put into iena! 
production, plastic components, taking account of the 
novelty of the material, must be subjected to prolonged 
laboratory ano workshop tests. Therefore, the introduc 
tion of plastic components is undertaken in collaborati,*! 
with various research institutions ( All-Union Reseat 
Institute for Plastics, Experimental »ewirch Institute 
of Metal-cutting Machines (ENIMS) etc.). 

There are available numerous new plastics with highly 
valuable properties, in so far as machine tool buitdutg 
foes (fibreglass plastics, polypropylene, polyethylene etc) 
However, they are Mill too expensive to have much effect 

Meanwhile, proflte-rolted stock, for instance. e*M he 
effectively applied in the plant's serial pr^uctton. Wit* 
such components as euiier-hoWers. racks, splincd shafts 
etc. converted to profile rollin§. the economy of melai at 
the works could be as high as over JQ0 tons per annum 

Figure ß 
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highly efficient machining technology cannot be 
sed unless high-capacity equipment, such as special- 
ty and unit-type machine tools, are put to use. They 

•it ine maximum concentration of machining pro- 
's, the use of multiple-spindle and multiple-cutter 
and the introduction of automatic cycles, and make 

ssiWe for several machine tools io be attended by a 
le worker. 
'.»chining (»f plane surfaces in the mechanical depart- 
i is mainly coped with now by milling, instead of 

•iing. and by grinding, instead of milling. Illustrations 
of Mich high-capacity concentrated surface-machining may 
tu found in figures 3 and 4, which show the special- 
pin pose nine-ipindte machine tools GF.FS, models 
dl 479 and GF4H0. whkh perform roughing and semi- 
ftrmhing operations of the type IK62 machine-tool bed. 
Fach of them is equipped with seventeen hard-alloy 
milling-cutters so that their efficiency is three to four 
time* higher than that of planing The machine set up 
«uh this number of cutters is shown in figure 5. 

I he milling of feed-boxes on six sides is carried out on 
j tour-spindle longitudinal milling machine set up for 
combining three operations with the use of a six-scat 

hydraulic fixture. By changing the position of com- 
ponents in this fixture, one pass of the machine-table 
results in two feed-boxes being milled on six sides. 
Similarly, a hydraulically clamped multiple-seal fixture 
is used on a four-spindle milling machine lor the apron- 
body surfaces to be machined (see lig. ft). 

The concentration of operations is particularly great 
in boring and drilling of type IK62 machine-loo'l body 
components: speed-box. apron, feed-box etc. 

The speed-box body is subject lo boring and drilling 
on six unit-type machines with the number of spindles 
varying from twenty-one to fifty-two, using hard-alloy 
multiple-edge combination tools. 

The simultaneous application of twenty to thirty cut- 
ting tools, for instance, has permitted a reduction of 
12 IS minutes in the labour required for longitudinal 
boring. 

The apron body is machined on four machine tools 
having a total of 206 spindles (sec figs. 7. 8 and 9), and 
the feed-box on three machines with a total of 147 
spindles. 

Theft are all semi-automatic machines with machining 
limes varying between ft and 12 minutes, so that several 

Ftg*r*4 
NlNf-SMNDLE MILLING MAC HIM KM MACHINING TVW IK62 LATHE HtARIMiS: VltW ÎWO 
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machine» can be entrusted to one person. The worker is 
responsible for loading and unloading the machine tool 
with tfw aid of individual hoists, for starting the machine 
and for keeping a check on the performance of the mech- 
anisms and cutting tools. 

This equipment has permitted labour consumption to 
be reduced by » per cent, compared with previous 
methods. It pays off within two to three years. 

The turning processes are mainly handled by copying, 
multiple-cutter, multiple-spindle horizontal and vertical 
semi-automatic and fully automatic lathes using power 
clamps and png set-ups. 

Altogether, special-purpose machines account for 30 
per cent of the total number of machine tools. The 
balance i» universal equipment relying on such special 
tatures as clamping chucks, jigs, drill heads, milling and 
other attachments, etc. 

Thus, highly efficient technology is impossible without 
a great number of special technological fixtures. The 
number of fixtures (including mandrels), dies and press- 
moulds for the 1K62 machine tool totals 5,000 articles, 
i.e., the equipment factor in this group of fixtures is as 
high as six. The cutting, auxiliary and measuring tools 
and instruments used in connexion with the 1K62 
machine also amount to over 5,000 items. 

These fixtures are characterized by high reliability 

securing the required accuracy in operation at high speeds 
and feeds, in both single-seat and multiple-seat attach- 
ments. Mechanization of workpiece clamping sharply 
reduces the time consumption and makes for easier 
manual effort. 

The production engineers and fixture designers have 
devoted much energy to developing highly efficient fix- 
tures with advanced clamping elements: pneumatic, 
hydraulic, electromechanical and pneumatic-hydraulic. 

Pneumatic clamps are finding a particularly wide appli- 
cation on lathes and multiple-cutter machines, while 
pneumatic-hydraulic clamps are used on milling, drilling 
and other machine tools equipped with single-seat and 
multiple fixtures. 

A standard design of the piston type (pump-free) of 
pneumo-hydraulic amplifier (see figure 10) has been de- 
veloped by the works' engineers and is now used in fix- 
ture design. Many years of experience in using fixtures 
in combination with such amplifiers have shown them 
to be highly dependable, and they are rarely in need of 
repair. A hydraulic amplifier of this type with an ampli- 
fication ratio as high as 25, in the case of 4-5 atm of %ir 
pressure, will be used for a preliminary clamping at 
4-5 atm and ultimate reliable clamping of up to 100- 25 
atm. 

The application of hydraulic amplifiers has mad* it 
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Figurée 
MILLING MACHINE TOR MACHINING TYPE IK62 LATHE AMMIN W.ANES 

possible to reduce the auxiliary time in workpjece clamp. 
ing. in such operations as machine-bed and tailstock 
machining or feed-box milling, to 3-5 seconds instead of 
the 2 5 minutes previously required (see figures 11 and 
I2i. 

Special-purpose cutting tools (for use at either special- 
purpose or universal machine tools) are usually manufac- 
tured by the works as combination, multiple-edge, hard- 
alluy tipped pieces. Among them are drills, countersinks 
and reamers. 

Threading on the unit type of machine tools is effected 
ih tough the use of high-speed tapping set-ups. The chip- 
iW.ning groove on the hard-alloy lathe cutters is produced 
to he electro-erosion technique. Incidentally, the electro- 
étalon set-up is successfully applied also where machine- 
ra !v components are manufactured for the remnants of 
'" •-> (drills, taps), if ruptured, to be burnt out from the 
*•'>   ponents' holes. 

»auction line methods demand that inspection and 
urement procedures be on a high level and that high- 
ly measuring fixtures be available. In the manufac- 
if the IK62 machine tool, as many as 2,500 special 
uring devices, among them over 300 items of 
ction set-ups and gauges, are used. 

Recently, various appliances for active control have 
increasingly been used in grinding and honing jobs 

A highly efficient technology presuppose« a large-scale 
mechanization of manual labour. 

In the assembly shop, the assemblers' workstations, on 
the production lines for unit and general assembly of 
the IK62 type of machine took are provided with 
diversified mechanical fitters' tools, such as nut runners, 
screw runners and threaders, as well as pneumatic-hy- 
draulic pressing appliances. For sleeves to he pressed into 
unit bodies, special stationary pneumatic-hydraulic tin- 
tures have been developed (sec figure 13), white suspension 
hydraulic-brackets are useful to have shafts, spindles 
and flanges pressed in (see figure 14). 

The works' engineers have long been working on the 
problem of introducing grinding as a substitute for 
scraping. Tailstock slides and. partly, carriages have been 
converted to grinding in place of manual sera nina As a 
result, scraping time has been reduced at least by two 
hours. A new development in this field is thai the grinding 
machines which are used in place of scraping are set up 
directly in assembly lines. 

Electric panels for the IK62 type of lathe are currently 
delivered by a specialized electrical cntcrpuse  Kartier, 
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I K62 LATHE APRON HOLES 

Figure H 
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Figure 9 

Pi WI I NIT MA< HINE EOR »RllllM. AMXI TTING SMALl.- 
Di wu tut WH.ES IN AN APRON SHUT OE TYPE IK62 THREAD- 

(t TTING LATHE 

»hen the panels were manufactured at the Krasny 
Proletary works, a good set of fixtures for introducing 
mechanization into a number of manual operations in 
electric wiring, such as wire cutting and dressing, ring 
and connectors bending, were produced. 

Mechanization is especially difficult in such painting 
Operations as the filling and grinding of filled surfaces. 
I' Ken/at ion is applied as a filling method for small com- 
ponents having no hrge painted surfaces, e.g., hand 
wheels etc. 

In the painting department, fibrous abrasive wheels, 
« ich are fitted to compressed-air grinding machines 
" nufactured at the works in several versions, success- 

% cope with the grinding of filled-up component sur- 
cv Set-ups for airless painting have now been intro- 
ed at the Krasny Proletary plant to deal with the 
ming of machine components and entire machine 
¡s. The new technique reduces the consumption of 
it and simplifies the exhaust-ventilation systems. 

is clear,   therefore, that  the works'  production 
"leers and technicians have done much to introduce 
hanization in manual operations. Nevertheless, the 
;ig and assembly operations on the 1K62 machine 
are 40 per cent manual, and painting operations are 

I 

65 per cent manual, so the production engineers and 
designers still have quite a lot to do in this Held. 

B. Group production line: group machining 

Because the Krasny Proletary works is engaged in 
large-batch production, the new form of production flow, 
viz., the group production line, has come to the forefront 
iince the introduction of production line methods in the 
various plant departments. 

The machining of frame components and those involv- 
ing much labour, such as machine beds, unit bodies, 
spindles etc.. is handled by fifteen individual production 
lines equipped with delivery arrangements, i.e.. rolling 
tables for components to be transported from machine 
tool to machine tool, and individual hoists for loading 
and unloading the machine tools. 

Components involving finishing operations of short 
duration (1.5 12 minutes), such as bushings, flanges, 
gears, shafts, covers, racks etc.. which are most numerous 
in the IK62 machine tool, are handled by thirty-three 
group production lines set up in mechanical departments. 

The peculiarity of these production lines lies in the 
direct flow of components with respect to technological 
equipment and in the alternate finishingof thecomnonenls 
assigned to the produci ion line equipment according 
to design and technological similarity. The universal and 
special-purpose equipment installed on the group pro- 
duction lines permits readjustment, in the case of a 
standardized production process, to he effected within a 
comparatively short period. 

As a result, «he engineering facilities have been turned 
to better account and labour efficiency has considerably 
increased. 

As an appropriate example, the group production 
lines installed at the gear section to finish as many as 
eighty-eight varieties of components are discussed below. 

According to the design and technological features, 
the gears are classified into five categories, for which 
group production lines have been set up. The first handles 
as many as 14 varieties of components, the second, 25; 
the third, 22: the fourth, 21 : and the fifth, an automated 
one. 6 types of gears. 

As may be seen, the world's first automatic production 
line for gear manufacture <see figure 15), which was 
developed by F.NIMS and which has been in operation at 
the works since I95K, is a group line. It comprises nine 
machine tools with two men in attendance and has 
brought about a three- to lout fold increase in labour 
productivity. Readjustment from one component to 
another takes 4-5 hours. The short readjustment time is 
accounted for r> the specially designed setting fixtures 
which permit, lor instance, cutter set-ups etc., to be 
replaced as a whole. 

Another automated group production line lor the 
manufacture of thirteen varieties of shafts and consisting 
of eight machine tools is in operation in the same t epart- 
ment, it also was developed by l.\IMS. 

It can be staled for sure that the group production 
method ahme has made it possible, under conditions 
of  large-batch   manufacture,   to   secure   a   profitable 
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Figure II 

Ml I IIPLF-POSITION DEVICE WITH AL'TOMATIC CLAM« Ft» 

Mil I IN« A REAR MANDREL SHELL OF TYPE IK62 THREAD- 

CL'TTINO LATHE 

Figure 14 

OVERHEAD HYDRAI LIC CLAMP M»R PRESSING HOMI I-LANGE 

AND SHAET INTO A (.1 AR-HOX IOR TYPE IK62 MIRI \L>- 

( I ITINCi I A THE 

Figure 12 

RlVERSIBLE DEVICE WITH PNEtMATIC-HYDRALLK   CLAMP 

FOR DRILLING A REAR MANDREL SHEL' 

Figure 15 

TRANSFER LINE urn GROUP MA< HINING or OF ARS H« TYPE 

1K62 THREAD-« I TTINCi LATHE 

Figure 13 

STATH>NARY DEVICE, MOUNTED I* A ROM ING-TAMF I INE 

AND DESIGNED Ft* HYDRAL'LICALLV PRESSING A RI'Sil INT« 

A GEAR-BOX SHELL FOR TYPE IKft2 THREAD-f I TTING 

LATHE 
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operation of aulomatcd production lines. Although the first 
production lines built at the experimental Stankokon- 
struktsia works were equipped, as a rule, with individual 
machine tools, the lines were found to pay off in some- 
what over five years. 

Speaking of automation at the Krasny Proletary works, 
one cannot help mentioning certain failures encountered 
in equipment modernization. It w.» assumed that the 
automation of operating equipment was an important 
factor in raising labour productivity. At first, therefore, 
it was planned to introduce automation into entire indi- 
vidual production lines set up on the basis of operating 
equipment, for instance, in finishing spindles, flanges, 
chucks etc. 

However, further work on the technical project for 
introducing automation into such lines revealed this 
solution to be absolutely unsatisfactory with regard to 
economic considerations for the works' scope of produc- 
tion. Computations showed that the costs would not pay 
off in less than fifteen to twenty, or even sixty years. The 
works, therefore, rejected such a broad automation of 
production lines and proceeded to introduce automation 
into separate operating machine tools. 

In this respect also, a conclusion has been reached that, 
along with developing a reliable design for equipment 
automation, taking into account the large production 
jcries, a rational solution is obtainable solely with group- 
machining methods, which are being applied in different 
modifications to the operation of separate production 
lines, equipment and fixtures. 

Group set-ups are widely used at the works in connexion 
with bar and chuck single-spindle and multiple-spindle 
automatic lathes and, partly, turret lathes. Such set-ups 
contribute to the manufacture of over 200 types of minor 
components and standardized pieces. 

The application of standardized set-ups at multiple- 
cutter lathes has permitted the time involved in read- 
justment from one to another component to be reduced 
to within 20-30 minutes in the case of over 100 items. 

The introduction of group-processing methods was 
found to be most difficult in connexion with special- 
purpose and unit machine tools. Nevertheless, the plant 
has succeeded in developing a range of new solutions. 
Given below are some instances of components, similar 
in design, dimensions, material and technology, being 
finished by group processing. 

Eight-spindle semi-automatic lathes (models 1282 and 
I284B) are used in conjunction with rapidly resetting 
gang-fixtures (turret-type cutler-holders, as shown in 
figure 16. chuck jaws e:c.) to finish such components as 
flanges, gears and chucks. Resetting from one to another 
component has been reduced to three or four hours, 
compared with three or four shifts in the case of special- 
ized fixtures. 

The unit type of machine tools (models 2A92I, 2A925. 
2A927 etc.) handling such operations as drilling, counter- 
sinking and reaming, which are specially designed to cope 
with group processing, are used to finish from two to 
seven different components, e.g.. forks, levers, brackets, 
covers and legs. Some of the machines are adapted to deal 
with a number of components without  resetting (see 

.!. A. Surgut 

Figure 16 
TURRET TYPE OF TOOL-CARRIER MOUNTED ON A VERTICAL 
EIGHT-SPINDLE     SEMI-AUTOMATIC     LATHE     FOR     GROl p 

MACHINING 

figure 17). Some machine tools are changed over to other 
components within 20-40 minutes (resetting of cutting 
tools, guide prism, clamps etc.). 

A special-purpose ten-spindle milling machine (model 
2F367) is used to finish three dovetailed components, the 

Figure 17 
PLANT UNIT MACHINE FOR GROUP MACHINING BATCHES 

SEVEN ITEMS 
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mi tig process extending to every surface of the com- 
p,i nts. The components are set up in a multiple-seat 
h\    iulic fixture. 

owing to reduced time spent on resetting and the 
recuction by 2.5-3.5 times in total labour consumption, 
thi equipment was found to be profitable !br group 
pressing in serial manufacture, with the pay-off period 
amounting to 2.3-3 years. 

\n important place also belongs to the gang type of 
technological fixtures, which take account of the pecu- 
liarity of large-batch production. The peculiarity lies in 
the tact that the works has developed highly efficient 
fixtures to secure, as mentioned above, both the required 
accuracy and the high operating speeds and feeds with 
the work pieces speedily and reliably clamped. Accord- 
ing, the technological fixtures are largely individual. 
With large-batch production, it is quite justifiable be- 
cau-e the fixures pay off within a short time. 

In designing fixtures of this type, a very important 
,i s pect is the maximum reduction of the resetting time in 
a change-over from one to another component and from 
one to another fixture. In this respect, some interesting 
>olutions have been found by the works' production 
engineers and designers. 

Radial drilling machines have been equipped with 
rotary-tables for several jigs to be set up permanently to 
hold various components assigned to the machines, while 
thev are being drilled. Such tables, which are circular or 
square, are provided with a centralized oil-supply to the 
hydraulic clamps. The resetting of the machine tool is 
reduced to turning the table with the required jig into a 
working position and switching on the hydraulic clamp. 
all of which takes 5-10 minutes, compared with the 
former lime of 30-60 minutes (see figure 18). 

case, the resetting consists of several simple operations: 
releasing the table to permit its being turned into the 
working position; and retighlening it (see figure I1)). 

n: 
d 

Figure I fi 

I RSIBLE TABLE FOR GROUP MACHINING OF PIECES ON A 
KADIAL DRILLING MACHINE 

rcular rotary-tables installed on vertical drilling 
hines, models 2125 and 2135, and using a number of 
'iple-spindle heads for different component, to be 
ed, have brought down the resetting time to 5 minutes, 
pared with the former time of 30-40 minutes. In this 

RlAIRSIBLF   i MU i 
MA< HINE   WHEN   A 

Figure /y 
Mill Ml HON    \   \ I K M«  M    DKIIIIM. 
su  oí   MU uri i-SI-INDI i   DKM UM, 

III ADS IS I SED 

The use of readjustable tables for continuous milling 
with the aid of hydraulic clamps has considerably 
reduced labour consumption and has made it possible for 
several machine tools to be attended by a single workman 
(see figure 20). 

Figure 30 
TABLE DESIGNED FOR CONTIM:OI SLY MM I IM. PIF< FS 
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Good performance in drilling is shown by the quick- 
setting chucks with curved jaws used for clumping such 
components as flanges, gears and sleeves: clamping time 
is 8 seconds less, as compared with clamping in con- 
ventional three-jaw chucks; reduced manual effort is 
another resu ,. 

The group production methods have not been applied 
in mechanical processing alone. They have proved their 
worth also in the preliminary painting of components. 
Here, group conveyor lines have been set up to handle 
groups of machine components which are similar with 
regard to the technological process involved (see figure 
21). 

Figure 21 
GROUP   MECHANIZED  TRANSFER   LINE   Mm   PREPARATORY 

PAINTING  OE  MEMBERS OE   TYPE   I K62  THREAIM ITTINO 

LATHE 

In summing up. it should be mentioned that group 
production lines account for 90 per cent of all the com- 
ponents for the IK62 machine tool and comprise 80 per 
cent of all the production equipment in operation. The 
rest of the equipment is installe J in individual production 
lines. 

C. Complex flow, complex technology and mechanization 
The production line methods at the works embrace in 

a complex way all the stages of production technology 
in the manufacture of the IK62 type of lathes: forging 
and preliminary operations; processing machine tool 
assembly; painting; and packing. Only with this complex 
coverage with production line methods is the efficient 
operation and regular manufacture of machine tools 
possible. 

Ths group production lines in the forging preparation 
department are set up to deal with the hot punching of 
components on hammers and power presses. The heating 
furnaces, punching set-ups and cutting presses are inter- 
connected with mechanical delivery facilities, e.g., track 
conveyors. 

Production lines in mechanical processing have already 
been discussed. 

The individual production lines in the assembling de- 

partment are in the form of continuous-chain conve> >rs 
dealing with the assembling of speed-boxes, aprons , nd 
feed-boxes, as well as in the form of a drag-line convc or 
for an over-all assembly of the machine tool (see tì^ ire 
22). Production lines of the rolling-table type cope with 
the assembling of slide, carriage and tailstock. 

Figure 22 
HYDRAULIC ALLY  PULSATING CONVEYOR OF 

MOUNTING FOR TYPE IK62 LATHE 
PRINCIPAL 

The preliminary painting of cast-iron components takes 
place prior to mechanical processing and is effected on 
four conveyors dealing with three groups of components. 
The conveyors run through washing, painting and drying 
chambers. The surface-sealed components at the works 
are artificially dried at a temperature of 50C. This has 
contributed to high surface quality and has reduced the 
cycle of component processing by more than ten times. 
The painting of sheet components is also handled by a 
suspension conveyor comprising a washing unit, thermo- 
radiation drying and painting chambers. 

The ultimate painting of assembled machine tools is 
carried out on two conveyors. The pallet conveyor is the 
place where first dressing and sealing work is done. 
while a circular conveyor running through three nito- 
chambers handles the machine tool for triple paintig 
with the use of spray-guns and airless-painting sets ( ee 
figure 23). 

The packing of machine tools in packing boards is 
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ti:   led out  on   a   manœuvrable   bar  type   of roller 
t>   Neyor. 

'reduction line methods presuppose the large-scale 
n. „hanization of all production prtKesses. Mechaniza- 
in i problems should be solved in a complex way, i.e., 
in relation to both main and auxiliary operations. At 
tii i. while introducing production line methods, the 
w. rks' attention was focused primarily on bringing 
mechanization into the main operations. Later, mechaniz- 
ation was extended to a great many auxiliary jobs, and 
the results were quite satisfactory in a number of cases. 

Figure 23 
RING CONVEYOR  FOR PAINTING TYPE  IK62 THREAD- 

CUTTING LATHE 

The mechanization of auxiliary operations in the main 
departments proceeded along three lines: mechaniza- 
t'"n of chip removal; mechanization of handling; and 
mechanization of storage operations. 

The system of chip removal consists of conveyors which 
•'•• arranged between the rows of machine tools and are 
" metallic boxes sunk under the floor: a scraper-bar 
ie of conveyor handles cast-iron swarf and a rag-bar 
': e of conveyor deals with steel, usually spiral chip. 

he chip from the machine tools is dumped onto these 
e veyors either with the aid of special worm-screw 
e eyors or directly by the workmen. The conveyors 
d er the chip for dumping onto the central conveyors, 
v h take the chip to the place where it is compressed 
1     briquettes. 

Prior to briquetting, howevtr. the steel chip is crushed 
in hammer crushers. The combination of chip removal 
and chip briquctting permits the works to save as much 
as 100,000 roubles per annum, the pay-off period being 
I.f» years. 

Under conditions of serial production, the organiza- 
tion of indoor interoperational handling puses >omc 
serious problems. 

For trouble-free work in all operations, it is necessary, 
along with delivering the components from operation to 
operation, to make arrangements for storing up reserve 
pieces at the work-station and. what is more, not in one 
but in several varieties of components. 

Rolling-tables are used as transportation facilities for 
the majority of production lines in the mechanical de- 
partments. These tables deliver from machine tool to 
machine tool or from the department to the storage area 
either separate machine-body components or small-size 
pieces in standardized tray or pin packages. 

Under the conditions prevailing at the Krasny Prole- 
tary works, this type of transportation, in the case of 
machine-body components in combination with rolling 
tables, is quite justified in some cases. On the lines of 
small-size components, however, the rolling tables have 
lost manoeuvrability and. as the component batches 
grow in scope, are being increasingly converted to a kind 
of storage place. For several years, the plant has been in 
search of an adequate indoor transportation solution, 
but it has not yet discovered a system that would fully 
meet its requirements: therefore, the work on the problem 
is continuing. 

The address type of conveyance system was rejected 
because of the great complexity and high cost of the 
equipment involved. 

A simplified system of monorail transport is currently 
being used al a number of production areas. To this end. 
the storage of machine components is achieved in iron 
containers which can be stored in several tiers, or the 
components are kept in special containers and moved 
along the rolling tables. 

The large-capacity containers in use at several produc- 
tion sections permit the storage of components in several 
tiers. 

Highly interesting mechanizational facilities are used 
at the works for intermediate component storage and for 
delivering components from the mechanical department 
or from the storage area to the assembly department. 

Transportation of components without replacement 
is handled by standardized containers in the form of 
hollow punched trays or trays with pins. The trays with 
components delivered for storage via rolling tables from 
the mechanical department are stacked by special stackers. 
One stacker takes care of two rows of stacks. For the 
trays with components to be delivered from the storage 
room assembly places, a suspension conveyor is put into 
operation. The conveyor is loaded with the aid of the 
stacker and special elevation tables installed at the storage 
loading-station. Along the conveyor route, there are 
unloading stations at three assembly places. 

The component-filled containers are addressed from 
storage to any one of the three unit assembly places and 
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are unloaded there automatically. Having been brought 
to an assembly section, the trays with components are 
deposited on roller-mounted stacks in direct proximity 
to the assemblers' work-stations. The emptied containers 
are hung on the conveyor's idle grips to be brought back 
to the storage section and further to the mechanical 
department. 

Highly effective mechanization has been introduced 
into storage operations and into the delivery of compo- 
nents from the storage to assembly via a suspension 
conveyor, in combination with standardized containers. 
The multiple reloading of the components has been 
eliminated thereby reducing damage (dents) caused to 
components, and the storeman's labour has become far 
more effective and easier. The storage capacity, as well 
as the capacity of the magazines, of the work-station 
storage receptacles, have been raised also. The check of 
component movement has been facilitated. 

Transportation of machine-body components from 
the mechanical to the storage departments is handled by 
a special underground conveyor which, bypassing the 
storage area, delivers components directly to the three 
sections on the first and second floors of the assembly 
department. At the section areas, step conveyors are 
used to deliver components to the work-stations. 

In the assembly department, the assembled units (head- 
stocks, saddles, aprons and feed-boxes) are handed over 
for mounting and tested machine tools are turned in for 
trimming via special conveyor. 

These mechanization facilities have reduced by half 
the number of workmen employed on the delivery of 
components and units, and on storage attendance, the 
pay-off period somewhat exceeding a year. 

However, not all of the auxiliary jobs at the works, 
especially those relating to the all-works handling/storage 
facilities, have yet been adequately mechanized. Auxiliary 
jobs have been mechanized 46 per cent, whereas in the 
main production operations, the share of mechanized 
labour is as high as 70 per cent. New efforts are currently 
being made to introduce mechanization intoauxiliaryjobs. 

It should be noted that the works has developed de- 
tailed technological procedures in basic production 
operations, and time rating is maintained. The auxiliary 
jobs, on the other hand, have not yet been subject to 
technological regulations and are. consequently, rated but 
insignificantly. For this reason, a technological bureau 
has been set up at the chief production engineer's depart- 
ment to deal with auxiliary jobs. The function of the 
bureau is to draw up production procedures lor handling, 
storage and auxiliary jobs. Such procedures will furnish 
a basis for rating to be introduced into auxiliary jobs and 
for more rational solutions to be evolved for various 
mechanization problems. Thus, a complex production 
technology is being devised for the entire production 
cycle at the works, beginning with the reception of 
materials and ending with the delivery of finished pro- 
ducts. 

II. PROSPECTS AT THE WORKS 

Large-scale reconstruction is under way at the Krasny 
Proletary plant, which will serve as a model works as 

J. A. SurgucNet 

regards  the  level   of mechanization,  organization  of 
production and working conditions. 

A new building for the manufacture of vertical multir ;e- 
»pindle semi-automatic lathes was built and has been in 
service for over a year. These machine tools are also being 
manufactured on a production line with the use of group 
production methods. Efforts are being made to introduce 
special-purpose equipment, gang fixtures and complex 
production methods, i.e.. along with basic operations, 
mechanization is being extended to such auxiliary jobs as 
chip removal and component handling. 

Preliminary computations show that labour consump- 
tion on the machine tools manufactured in the new 
building will be reduced by nearly two times. 

Much work is to be done in connexion with further 
perfecting «he production line methods in the manufac- 
ture of lathes in departments now in operation. 

Additional quality improvements on the machine tools 
now being turned out will receive a great deal of attention. 
The problems of quality are being approached, first of 
all. from the standpoint of improved accuracy, reliability 
and long life of both the separate components and the 
machine tools as a whole. 

To solve properly the problems of quality under the 
conditions of production line manufacture, it is necessary 
to undertake extensive and serious preparations for 
putting into effect whatever measures have been con- 
ceived. 

The works' designers and production engineers face 
the prospect of great creative work on these lines. This 
work is organized in collaboration with a number of re- 
search and design institutions ENI MS. the Central Pro- 
duction Research Engineering Institute (ZNIITMASH) 
etc. 

The new model of a universal screw-cutting lathe 
(I6B20P), which was designed in the works' design 
department, will be superior to the current IK62 model 
in accuracy and service life. The first experimental 
specimen was manufactured at the end of last year. 
The designers and production engineers are taking steps 
to put this new model into serial production. This will be 
preceded by thorough work on the technological aspects 
of the new model's design and by the manufacture of 
experimental batches of machine tools. 

In addition, work is in progress to introduce some 
modifications into the IK62 machine tools now being 
manufactured by production line methods. For their 
accuracy to be improved, the finishing and trimming 
operations must be more numerous, the composition of 
the production lines revised, the production equipment 
layout altered and new supplementary fixtures developed. 
All this must be realized without stopping the product >n 
of machine tools; therefore, each measure is subjected ! >a 
carefully compiled schedule which envisages the en >re 
volume of design and technological preparations, id 
laboratory and production tests before the measure »n 
be finally incorporated into serial production. 

Special attention is currently being paid to qua ty 
improvements in such important parts as the mact ne 
beds and gears, by resorting to various technolog al 
measures. For many years, the machine beds have r en 
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il'aclured with the aid of high-frequency currents, 
their ways hardened, which makes them highly wear- 
lant. This operation is handled by a high-frequency 
jut set-up installed in the production line and coni- 
ng a special mobile table for the machine bed to be 
.m (see figure 24). 

Figure 24 
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In the past vear, the works has introduced a new ad- 
\.ii.cd method for grinding the hardened machine-bed 
»as s with the grinding-wheel's periphery. Apart from 
raising labour efficiency by 30-40 per cent, this method 
al v> improves «he quality of machine beds in the geometry 
"l i heir ways. 

Modernization of the high-frequency current set-up 
the hardening of machine-bed ways has reduced 
rmations and improved hardness stability. 
lie foregoing examples of efforts aimed at quality 
ovement reveal that the current work in raising 
in- productivity must be coupled with measures 
rg for the larger labour consumption required by 

w 
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extra finishing and othci operations I hese problem» 
directly affect the works" econoim I or instance, the 
flanged spnullc. which was introduced on the IK02 tvpc 
ol machine tool and which has substantial advantages 
over the former spindle (with a threaded end), has 
accounted lor an increase of Ir. kg in metal consumption 
and an increase of over three hours m finishing time 
Therefore, every measure aimed at qnalnv improvement, 
under the conditions of mass production, must he t.ik.n 
in consultation with all of the works' services, including 
economic services. 

In the light of the problems currently facing the works. 
the creative activities of production technology person- 
nel, production engineers among them, become highlv 
important. Production engineers are. in fact, the creators 
of new technological processes, the organizers of produc- 
tion lines and the sponsors of ideas relating to the 
mechanization of production processes. 

At the current time, the growth of the technological 
cadre and the improvement oí their skill and 'know-how" 
is no less important than the growth of the siaff of de- 
signers. 

The experience accumulated by the Krasny Proletary 
works is large enough for the problems racing it to he 
solved. The works is well known throughout the world, 
it has extensive economic contacts with other countries 
and delivers machine tools lo nearly sixty of them. 

During the period 1930 1932. the works' personnel 
were engaged in preparalions for the manufacture of a 
new lathe model called "DIP", which stood for the 
words "overtake and leave behind", to signify that the 
Soviet Union would Hceomc the leader in the world 
machine-tool industry. The men al Krasny Proletary 
were very enthusiastic about beginning the new produc- 
tion programme and introducing the novel production 
procedures. The target, "to overtake and leave behind", 
was achieved within a short time by the works' personnel 

The path covered by the works since that lime has 
been marked by persistent efforts for technological and 
organizational improvements. Many highly skilled speci- 
alists in machine-tool building have been educated at 
the works, among them production men and designers 
who are now working there, as well as at numerous 
establishments elsewhere, in both the machine-tool 
industry and other fields. 

Many of those who made parts for the lirst machine 
tools and assembled them now hold top-level posts at 
industrial establishment, or arc engaged in important 
engineering work, either at Krasny Proletary or else- 
where. 

All these facts emphasize the correctness of the path 
taken by the works in setting up production line systems 
in machine-tool building and in making use of mas 
production technology and manufacturing methods 

. 





AN EXAMPLE OF MACHINE-TOOL PRODUCTION METHODS 

C. A. Spmrkes, H. W. Kearns andCo., Ltd., Manchester, England 

INTRODUCTION 

The machine-tool works of H. W. Kearns and Co.. 
Ltd.. is situated in the county of Cheshire, about ten 
miles from Manchester, a city which may be regarded as 
being approximately at the hub of the industrial revolu- 
tion. Therefore, for generations it has been considered 
one of the world centres of engineering, as well as the 
birthplace of a number of prominent machine-tool 
manufacturers. Manchester has also been noted for 
many years for its university, together with its college of 
science and technology, whose interests have been closely 
related to the engineering industries of the district. The 
strong engineering ard educational influences have, in 
the author's opinion, been of considerable value to the 
engineering companies in and around Manchester, par- 
ticularly H. W. Kearns, who have benefited from the 
excellent technical and practical skills which have had 
such fertile ground in which to develop. 

Against this background, H. W. Kearns' factory was 
established on its present site in 1907. The original factory 
»as 140 feet wide and 160 feet long: it had five bays 
and a steel framework which was arranged so that the 
buildings could be extended lengthwise. This careful 
planning has enabled the company to contime to operate 
on the original site, although the main building has been 
extended periodically until it now has a total length of 
4M) feet. There are four bays of 25 feet and two of 40 feet. 
More recently, a further extension, with a bay of 50 feet. 
h;is been added. The total floor space now occupied is 
approximately 110,000 square feet. New office accommo- 
dation is available in a two-storey building covering an 
area of about 15,500 square feet. There are also an inde- 
pendent pattern shop and associated pattern stores 
covering an area of roughly 8,009 square feet. The factory 
is completely equipped with overhead cranes, the largest 
»! which has a capacity of 20 tons. 

As already indicated, for almost sixty years the com- 
pmy has concentrated its total design and manufacturing 

ilities on the production of horizontal boring machines. 
ese now range in size from I to 50 tons and in price 
m roughly £2,000-150,000. Long experience in the 
nufacture of machine tools indicates that the first 
ential for creating a satisfactory manufacturing pro- 
mme is a sound design policy. In the case of universal 
i/ontal surfacing and boring machines, this is a com- 
\ problem because of the comprehensive range of 
rations which they are expected to undertake. Those 
aged in the machine-tool business are also well aware 
Ne difficulty of accumulating service experience on a 

: icular design because of the limited number produced; 

moreover, these machines are rarely engaged in a similar 
type of production for a sufficient period of time to dis- 
close any obscure weakness in their construction. Further- 
more, if a successful machine-tool design policy is to be 
followed, it must be carefully planned not only to cater 
for the differing factors, but, at the same lime, to take 
advantage of the latest research information. Fortunately. 
H. W. Kearns' case is slightly simplified by the decision 
to concentrate all manufacturing facilities on the produc- 
tion of horizontal milling and boring machines. A study 
of this type of machine reveals that it has two charac- 
teristic features which have a considerable influence on 
its design. These are the work-holding capacities of the 
table and the metal-removing ability of the headsttK-ks. 

I. DESIGN POLICY AND MANUFACTURING PR<X HMRI 

Obviously, for machining large slender frames or thin 
box-sections, a maximum work-holding capacity is 
required with, generally, a light metal-removing duty. 
Conversely, for heavy cast-steel components and similar 
items, a limited-capacity machine with maximum culling 
power is needed. A combination of these two extremities 
is also a possibility. A solution to »hese apparency con- 
tradictory conditions has been found by using a carefully 
planned system of unit construction 

To meet (he wide range of power and work-holding 
capacities, the machines arc designed with three separate 
groups of units, falling approximately under driving 
horsepower inputs of 7.5. 15 and 25. Figure I illustrates 
these groups of units, together with a maximum mini- 
mum work-holding capacity. The small number in the 
frame denotes the capacity of the machine in cubic feet. 
The disposition of the five main units used in each group 
is shown in this view. Slocks of patterns, castings and 
steel are kept to a minimum by arranging for a definite 
number of increments in the traverse length. In this par- 
ticular design, the increments are generally limited to 
give approximately sixty-five si/es in the smallest group, 
with forty-five in the middle range and roughly thirty in 
the highest horsepower group. As typical examples of 
this design policy, figure 2 shows the smallest machine 
in the 7.5 horsepowergroupdt has ihecapacityof approxi- 
mately 12 cubic feet) and figure 3 illustrates the largest 
machine in the 25-horsepower range (capacity of 1.500 
cubic feet). In considering this design policy in relation 
to manufacturing, care has been taken that the completed 
machines are capable of accepting the simplest type of 
measuring systems while, at the same time, a minimum 
of alteration is necessary in order to accommodate the 
latest arrangement of numerical control. An additional 
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Figure 2 

SMALLEST MACHINE IN 7.5-HORSE nmFR (¡ROI P 

Figure S 

LARGEST MACHINE IN 25-HORSEH>WFR GROUP 



advantage of this unit construction of manufacture is its 
help in keeping work in progress and stocks to an abso- 
lute minimum. This is extremsly important when con- 
sidering the high skill content and the currently increasing 
cost of the more complicated optical, electrical and hy- 
draulic mechanisms which are now being provided with 
these machines. Recent indications are that the factory 
has approximately £100,000 of work in progress with 
stocks approaching £300,000. 

The value of following a closely integrated design 
policy with manufacturing methods is perhaps best 
illustrated by the example of the main bed of the 7.5- 
horsepower group of machines. Figure 4 shows the 
arrangement for milling a bed on a piano-milling machine 
having a capacity of 14 ft 6 ft S ft. All slideway sur- 
faces, including the location of facings for the main 

gear-boxes, are milled at this stage, and the cutter is n 
with reference to a template mounted at the end of t « 
milling machine table using a 0.010-inch gauge. Tie 
template is carried on slides that provide for transvei* 
and height adjustment, which may be necessary I >r 
conveniently setting the template in relation to Hie 
castings. From this illustration of the main bed, it will he 
noted that the facings are carefully arranged on a minimum 
number of planes in order to reduce machining times. 
Furthermore, by employing a system of unit construction, 
it is possible for the gear-boxes and other items to he 
manufactured at the same time the main bed is in produc- 
tion and, therefore, to reduce the total over-all time 
necessary to produce the machine. Figure 5 shows this 
main bed with a number of the units in position. These 
include the distribution box. together with the main 

Figure 4 
MAIN BED FOR 7.5-HORSEPOWER GROUP ON PLANO-MILLER 
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ve and rapid traverse units. Final assembly of these 
urate units is undertaken alongside the main assembly 
vs. and a general view showing these in the course of 
inufaclurc is given in figure 6. 

Figure S 

BED WITH UNITS IN POSITION 

44 S 

As mentioned previously, the machines arc designed 
to be capable of accepting not only a simple vernici-«.ale 
system of measurement for setting, but also the most 
advanced numerical control and optical arrangements. 
To meet these exacting requirements, it is necessary for 
the slideways and guiding surfaces to be machined to an 
accuracy of within .0005 inch over a distance of 50 inches. 
To achieve this high degree of accuracy with a minimum 
of hand operations on these main bed components, they 
are ground on the machine shown in figure 7. It has been 
found essential to complete all the machining operations 
on this bed. including the drilling and any boring neces- 
sary, leaving only the slideway grinding as the final oper- 
ation. Furthermore, it has been found essential to eli- 
minate all clamping bolts and when the main bed is on 
the grinding machine, only end location »lops are used 
for maintaining the component in position on the grinding- 
machirte table. 

A further interesting point is the supporting of this 
main bed casting, during the grinding operation, on its 
actual levelling screws, which will be used when the 
machine   is installed  in  the customer's  work*.  This 
method of support on the actual levelling screws to be 
used during its Anal assembly ensures that the sliding 
ways will he correct when the machine is placed in 

Figure ñ 

l NIT ASSEMBLY »AY 
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Figure 7 
GRINDING MAIN BED 

position on its own foundation. No attempt is made to 
carry out any system of normal or artificial ageing of 
this main casting, following a full and complete investi- 
gation into this subject with the British Cast Iron 
Research Association. Their findings indicated that in 
view of the metal distribution on this casting, no signi- 
ficant benefit could be obtained by artificial or normal 
ageing methods, providing the metal removed from the 
machined surfaces was in the region of ] inch and the 
chemical composition of the cast iron was such as to 
give a Brinell figure in the region of 180 without the 
need for excessive chilling. Where chilling must be under- 
taken, this is accomplished by the use of refractory brick 
or similar material in preference to heavy cast-iron chills. 

Reference was made earlier to the system of unit con- 
struction. In the case of this main bed. the units employed 
are a mechanical main-drive box containing nine spur 
gears to give a corresponding number of speeds to the 
ouput bed pulley and a main feed gear-box containing 
a spur-gear system and clutches providing a total of 
twelve feeds to all motions on the machine. In this main 
bed, inere is also fixed a well or distribution box. which 
provides a feed drive to the vertical, longitudinal and 
transverse movements of the compound tables. Finally, 
there is a rapid traverse unit consisting of a constant- 

speed, alternating-current (AC) motor, which drives the 
cross shaft in order to provide rapid traverse to the three 
motions just mentioned. The reference planes for fixing 
these various units in position on the main bed are the 
top surface of the main bed and the guiding edge in the 
centre channel. These boxes are located in plac; by means 
of a simple fixture on which are provided location faces 
to suit those already machined on the various units. 

A special and patented feature of this main bed is the 
use of a centre channel for supporting the saddle on which 
the compound tables are mounted. This channel, in 
addition to supporting and guiding the saddle in the 
longitudinal direction, also carries the longitudinal screw 
and shaft, all of which are immersed in the oil with which 
this centre channel is filled. The outer ways of this bed 
support the saddle on four large-diameter rollers mounted 
on anti-friction bearings. To facilitate assembly of thi-. 
saddle, master bed sections are installed in the main fii 
ting bay, a typical example of which is shown in figure ¡v 
Each saddle is first carefully set to the central guidewa 
and checked for squareness with a master saddle sectio > 
mounted on the bed before the taper gib strip is fitte» 
This master saddle section is clearly visible in the ma¡ i 
saddle unit. The anti-friction bearings in these rolles <. 
are carried on an eccentric shaft. This shaft is rotate 1 
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Figure S 
SADIHK ROUIR ASSIMBI Y 

until the top surface of the saddle is parallel with the 
main bed sliding ways. When this position has been 
found, the eccentric shafts are fixed in position by means 
"I four small screws. Lubrication on all slideways is 
given special attention: and the oil grooving, which is 
"I the chicken-ladder pattern, is machined on a router, 
as illustrated in figure 9. A cutter with two teeth equipped 
« ith Wimet Grade N carbide is employed and operates 
•') a speed of 2.000 rpm. The shape of each groove is 

•ntrolled by an aperture in a sheet-metal template 
v Uimped to the work. The depth of the groove is governed 

v a stop to which the cutter head is set down under 
i \draulic power. This machine is also employed for the 
1 ~'ht facing of casting guards and similar components 

ade  from aluminium-based  materials, of which  a 
nsiderable number are now being used. 
Because of their high efficiency  in manufacturing 
erations, a large number of boring machines are em- 
>yed in the production of various components. A 
mber of these horizontal boring machines, all of which 

v of the Company's manufacture, are fitted wilh trip 
terns, punch-card control or  punched paper tape 

operation. A typical example is the ht.ring of a large H- 
inch square revolving table for use «MI one of ihc machines 
with larger capacity The machine used lor this pwpost- 
is illustrated in figure 10. from this photograph, it will 
be noted that this model is equipped with servo-motors 
for the vertical and transverse motions controlled by a 
direct-current (DO drive system. All positioning is 
obtained by special microptic units. The table being 
machined in this case weighs approximately Ht tons and 
is carried on one of the latest multiple-jack revolving 
tables, which incorporate six jack strews for carrying the 
load when rotating this unit on a largc-diamclcr ball 
race. The ball-tracks arc not constrained, in order to 
prevent interference with the centre pivot pin on which 
the table is rotated and controls the accuracy of rotation 
Certain machines have their built-in facing chuck mounted 
on a large-diameter sleeve carried on plain bearings The 
headstock containing these hearings arc machined by 
the method illustrated in figure 11 The semicircular 
tool-holder is fitted with a pre-set tool fixed to position in 
the tool-room. This holder is mounted in an angular 
groove in the boring bar and a socket-head sere» in this 



Figure 9 
OIL GROOVING ON ROUTER MACHINK 
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Figure 10 
BORING A LARGì; REVOLVING TABLE 

bar passes through the large end of the keyhole slot in 
the boring head. Bearing on the bottom of the groove 
¡md located endwise by the side faces, the holder is turned 
i" engage the screw with the small end of the keyhole 
!"rm. In this position, the screw is then tightened to lock 
• he holder in the bar. This method of tool holding has 
proved extremely successful and permits holes to be 
"achined with a variation of less than 0.0005 inch for 
1  res up to 10 inches in diameter. In view of the import- 
ée of spindle bearings, a careful schedule of operations 
prepared for the fitting and mounting of these facing- 

>uck sleeves into the large-diameter plain bearings, 
gure 12 shows one of these sleeves being locked into 
'• main bearing. This bearing, which is approximately 
1 inches in diameter, operates over a speed range of 4 
250 rpm. and the clearance is less than 0.0005 inch. 
Special care is taken with the lapping compound, which, 
this case, is of the water-bound type and 320 grade. 

All traces of this must be removed before the machine is 
finally assembled. One precaution which is taken to 
meet these conditions is the filling of the recesses of the 
various screw holes for holding the phosphor-bronze bush 
in position with a compound which fills these cavities 
level with the main bearing surface. Before linai assembly, 
the bearing is thoroughly washed in order to remove 
completely all traces of the lapping compound. Special 
tests using the latest research techniques have been 
employed to examine the success of this washing process, 
and these show that bearings manufactured by this method 
are capable of operating for over ten years without any 
appreciable wear. On the smaller range of machines, the 
spindle is carried on a sleeve which is mounted in high- 
precision anti-friction bearings. In order to achieve the 
accuracy required, these housings must have a finish 
which is equivalent to the outer race and must be round 
to at least 0.0001 inch. This rather difficult production 
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Figure II 
BORING MAIN SPINDLE BEARINGS WITH PRE-SET TOOL HOLDERS 

problem, especially with large-diameter ball races, is 
overcome by the use of a special hydraulically adjusted 
lap, which remains circular throughout its full range of 
adjustment. 

Equally important is the alignment of the front and 
rear bearing housings and this is obtained by using a 
large-diameter piloted bar for the lap, the free end of 
which is supported in a three-point steady. Figure 13 
shows a lap of this type in use on a 7.5-inch diameter 
bearing housing of the small spindle slide unit. One of the 
most important items on a horizontal boring machine is 
the main travelling spindle. In the case of the Kearns 
machines, their size is 3-6 inches in diameter and 3-12 
feet in length. 

The company's recent patent on the special device for 
tool clamping and hydraulic release to these spindles 
has led to a demand for this arrangement in preference 
to the normal Morse tapered arrangement. Figure 14 
shows a sectional drawing of this tool-holding arrange- 
ment. From this drawing it will be noted that a hole is 
required throughout the full length of the travelling 
spindle and this is achieved by a trepanning method of 
machining, which produces a round and accurate hole. 

This is essential in order to minimize the out-of-balance 
when rotating the spindle at high speeds. These spindles 
are manufactured from a nitriding steel, which, during 
the process of manufacture, is returned to the steel sup- 
pliers for a suitable heat-treatment process following the 
first rough turning operations. Before grinding, the two 
taper key-ways are produced on a planing machine with 
a special setting device. This is necessary in order to 
ensure that the two key-ways will be exactly 180° apart 
and to ensure also that the taper sides of the key are in 
correct relationship with each other. Figure 15 shows a 
photograph of this operation. From this, it will be noted 
that a setting gauge is inserted in the taper socket at one 
end of the spindle. One face of this is carefully set parallel 
to the top of the planing-machine table. A cross member 
on this gauge is set horizontally with the aid of a precision 
level, and feeler gauges are then used to align the planii g 
tool with a slot in one side of the member, which is v\ 
the vertical axis of the work. On completion of the fir t 
key-way, the spindle is turned 180°, the cross member s 
relè veiled and the tool is set in relation to the slot in t s 
opposite side of the gauge for the planing of the secoi d 
key-way 180° from the first. On completion of this oper • 
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Figure 12 
LAPPING THE MAIN SLEEVE IN THE BEARINGS 

Figure 13 
LAPPING BEARING HOUSING 

tion. (he spindle is sent to the grinding department 
before being dispatched to the steel suppliers lor a 
nilriding process. On return to the factorv. the pre- 
viously planed taper key-ways are ground on the machine 
shown in ligure 16, This particular machine was con- 
structed in the company's works, mamlv from standard 
units used in the manufacture of horizontal boring 
machines. The main bed and table are units from the 
planer-table type of machines, and the two uTtical 
columns have been made from normal outer supports. 
On this machine, the tabic is hydraulicallv traversed 
from an independent unii, which is remote from the 
machine in order lo minimize the ditlicullies ol distortion 
due to heal, From the illustration, it will be noted that a 
circular cross-rail carries the wheel head, which can be 
rotated to provide a tine height adjustment, lor coarse 
movement. Ihe rail is moved by power or manually. The 
grinding head has two spindles, one horizontal and the 
other vertical, and these are driven by a 3-hp built-in 
stator and rotor units. As in Ihe case of the planing 
operation, the key-ways are carefully located by means ol 
a gauge inserted in the Morse taper end of the spindle 

Modern high-speed horizontal boring machines de- 
mand that Ihe finish on the spindles should be at least lo 
an accuracy of 3 to 5 microinches. This is achieved by a 
simple superfinishing machine, also built in the com- 
pany's works and illustrated in ligure 17. A spring-loaded 
stone carrier is employed and water is used as a lubricant. 
During lapping, the spindles are rotated at approxi- 
mately ISO rpm and the slide on which the stone carrier 
is mounted is operated by means of a yoke mechanism 
driven from a separate electric motor. The slide is sup- 
ported on a carriage, which is moved along ihe bed by a 
central feeding-screw. This machine, which operates 
automatically, is attended to by one of the gruuling- 
machine operators. The majority of the machines pro- 
duced in the works have a simple slide with a lacing chuck 
combined with a travelling spindle. In order to achieve 
a compact, yet powerful, feeding mechanism to this 
facing slide, considerable design and development work 
has been done on this unit. The most recent and patented 
arrangement now consists of a single large-diameter 
worm gear into which engage two spirals. Into these 
engage two helical racks which are bolted on to the facing 
slide. Figure 18 shows the three units in position This 
system of using two helical racks for the final feed-drive 
provides a robust arrangement which is capable of trans- 
mitting the full horsepower of the main driving motor 
during heavy facing operations. One extremely important 
component in this mechanism is the large-diameter worm 
gear. Figure 19 shows this component being produced on 
a 36-inch vertical turning and boring mill. The gear to 
be machined is manufactured from a ring forging in 

^¿X\(oA^.Y.flT¡7: 
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Figure 14—PATENTED TOOL CLAMPING AND HYDRAULIC RELEASE TO MAIN SPINOLI 
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Figure 15 

PLANING TAWR KEY-WAYS IN MAIN SMNDU 

I and includes the cutting or the Uinch pitch 
read, which forms the worm tooth. One com- 

¡n of the thread in excess of the actual rehuiré- 
is cut in order to minimize distortion, and this is 

ly removed on a simple milling machine. Roughing 
,d finishing cuts are taken, using a special threading 

iool-holder. with each shank being finished separately 
and a maximum of 0.005 inch of metal being removed 
during the final machining. 

The two spiral gears which are shown in figure 18 
engaging with the single-thread worm gear are manu- 
factured from aluminium bronze, which has a reasonably 
high tensile strength, in thi. case, approximately 15 tons 
per square inch. It has good shock-resisting properties 
also and, therefore, is capable of absorbing intermittent 
loads during facing operations on components with an 
irregular surface to machine. The helical teeth in these 
spiral gears are cut with the rack type of cutter which is 
being used on the vertical boring mill mentioned pre- 
viously, thus ensuring that the two-toothed sections are 
identical. Special care is taken during the assembly of 
the facing chuck in order to minimize any backlash which. 

if present, would be an embarrassment when using the 
machine for accurate bore-diameter setting. 

In order to reduce the time required to At the two heli- 
cal racks into the facing slide, these are provided with a 
slightly tapered face at either end, so that a small key with 
a similar taper surface is used to move the racks longi 
tudinally in order to reduce the backlash in the mech 
anism to a minimum. The large-diameter sleeve, which 
carries the facing chuck in which this feeding mechanism 
is incorporated, call» for a high degree of precision in its 
manufacture. This is essential if the bearings carrying the 
inner spindle, which arc mounted on the inside of thi< 
sleeve, must rotate accurately not only in relation to th • 
sleeve, but also in relation to the main spindle bearing in 
which the facing-chuck sleeve is mounted. During ftm>' 
inspection tests on the finished machines, a concentrici! 
of less than 0.0005 inch is achieved between the facin • 
chuck and spindle. 

Special precautions are necesssry during the manufai 
lure of this facing-chuck sleeve, in order to achieve th 
high degree of concentricity between the anti-frictio 
hearings of the spindle mounted inside the sleeve and th 
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Figure 16 

GRINDING TAP» KBY-WAYS IN MAIN SPINOLI 

Figure 17 

SUKRHNBHIKG THE MAIN SPINDLE 

Figure IS 
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Figure 19 
M Ai MININO I ARí.K-DIAMFTKR WORM KIR FACING MFC HANISM 

outer diameter, which rotates in the plain bearings illus- 
trated earlier. The first operation on the sleeve, which is 
produced from a forging, is to rough-machine it all over 
and, when finished, to turn the outside diameter in a 
centre lathe, which is followed by a grinding operation on 
the bearing diameters. This sleeve is then returned to the 
centre lathe and, with one end mounted in the chuck, the 
other is supported in an accurate steady. The final bores 
for the main spindle anti-friction bearings are then pro- 
duced on the lathe, being truly concentric with the outer 
diameters which have previously been ground. The forging 
from which the facing-chuck sleeve is manufactured is 
made from a 45-50 ton tensile strength high-carbon steel. 
Considerable service experience in using these large-dia- 
meter plain bearings has indicated that they have an 
extremely long life, but that they are exceptionally critical 
to the type of oil used, which, in this case, is a low-vis- 
cosity compounded oil with a mineral base. 

One extremely important feature of the Kearns range 
of horizontal milling and boring machines is the policy 
of reduci g to a minimum the motors or high-speed 
gearing a d shafts in the headstock. This is in order to 

reduce to a minimum any distortion of the spindle bear- 
ings due to heat generation from unnecessary shafts and 
mechanisms in the deadstocks. This design policy allows 
these headstocks to be made with exceptionally large 
proportioned facing-chuck sleeve and spindle bearings 
and also enables the designer to provide for the maxi- 
mum stiffness in the headstock in order that the bearings 
should remain in a true position, especially under heavy 
cutting conditions. This is also essential if the very fine 
bearing clearances are to be maintained without the risk 
of seizing due to the generation of undue heat caused hy 
a physical contact when using the low-viscosity oil men- 
tioned above. 

The vertical column on which this headstock slides s 
provided with square guides, and these are produced en 
a piano-milling machine similar to that previously de- 
scribed. The top and bottom faces of this upright a<e 
produced on a horizontal boring and milling machi' e 
similar to that illustrated in figure 20. From this illustr •• 
tion. it will be seen that a large milling-cutter, in th s 
case, 20 inches in diameter, is bolted directly on to ti e 
facing-chuck body. Feed rates in the order of 15 inch s 
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Figure 20 
MACHINING VERTICAL-COLUMN BASE 

Figure 21 
FITTING THE SPINDLE SLIDE TO THE UPRIGHT ON VERTICAL COLUMN 
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per minute are employed, and the metal removed approxi- 
mately i inch. On completion of this operation, these up- 
rights are placed on a test bed and are checked for vertical 
squareness from the base. Should any adjustment be 
necessary, the part is returned to the machine shown in 
figure 20, and the sliding ways are set to the required 
angle in order to give the necessary correction when 
milling the upright base. When received at the factory, all 
castings, including this upright column, are first shot- 
blasted and then given a priming coat of paint before 
being sent round the factory for the machining operations 
just described. Following the inspection test referred to 
above, the column is returned to the paint shop, where 
the necessary filling and final painting are completed. In 
the case of the upright, this is then sent to the fitting 
bays, where the vertical screw is set in position by means 
of a simple fixture. This method of setting is clearly 
illustrated in figure 21. 

As previously noted, a large number of boring mach- 
ines are employed for the production of various com- 
ponents. A typical example is the boring of an eight- 
speed gear-box on the machine illustrated in figure 22. 
This model is equipped with servo-motors for the vertical 

C. A. Spuk , 

and transverse motions, and is controlled by a DC-drie 
system. All positioning on the vertical and transver e 
motions is obtained by means of punch cards preparid 
by the planning office. This machine, which is typical. f 
those which have now been in service for over ten yeais. 
is capable of positioning to an accuracy of less than 
0.0002 inch. 

At this stage, it might be valuable to review the design 
and production of the major cast iron units which are 
similar to the upright just described. Earlier, reference 
was made to the policy of unit construction throughout 
the full range of the Company's products. A more 
detailed explanation of these various units as used on the 
3, 3.5 and 4 inch spindle machines will be obtained from 
examining the two diagrams shown in figures 23 and 24. 
The numbers in the lower left-hand corner of each out- 
line drawing denote the work-holding capacity, which is 
obtained by calculating the product in cubic feet, the 
distaile from the spindle nose to the outer support, the 
vertical traverse of the headstock and the transverse 
traverse of the table. Where two work-holding capa- 
cities are given, alternative tables can be used. The dis- 
position of the five standard units are shown in the 
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Figure 22 
BORING EIGHT-SPEED GFAR-BOX ON NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED MACHINES 
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n-ht-hand column, lite work-holding capacity of the« 
n- .chines ranges from 28 to 560 cubic feet and their 
n tal-removing ability is of two orden, dependent upon 
\'< size of the headstock, yet Ave standard design units 
•i used in their construction. These are as follows (as 
r nbered in figures 23 and 24): 

Eight-speed reversible main drive box ; 
V Eight-speed reversible main drive box with built-in 

electric motor of the stator and rotor type ; 
Mechanical rapid-traverse box; 

V Rapid-traverse box with built-in stator and rotor 
unit; 
Feed drive box. 

4. Twelve feed and screw -tutting gear-box ; 
5. Distribution gear-ho*. 

Tht Company does not have its own foundry, but 
these various patterns are produce«! in it» own pattern 
shop. The method of construction adopted in this 
pattern shop for the manufacture of the upright and main 
bed patterns is very similar, figure 25 shows the upright 
pattern in the, course of manufacture, from this illus- 
tration, it will be noted that the pattern is constructed 
with long beams fixed to the base and sliding into (he main 
body of the pattern. 

When the base of the pattern is close to the body a cast- 
ing of normal height is produced. With the beams fully 



Figure 24 
UNIT CONSTRUCTION DIAGRAM FOR 3.5-INCH AND 4-INCH SPINDLE MACHINB 

extended a column giving an increase of over 70 per cent 
in vertical adjustment is available from the same pattern. 
This not only helps to reduce costs, but also minimizes the 
problem of pattern storage. Brief mention has been made 
of the treatment of castings upon arrival from outside 
suppliers. The full treatment, however, of these main 
units is extremely important and can, in fact, amount to 
approximately 5 per cent of the total manufacturing cost 
of the machine. Great care is therefore taken in the design 
stage to try to produce casting outlines which are easy to 
clean, fill and paint. A typical design of the type of casting 
which has been found satisfactory from this point of 
view is shown being sprayed in figure 26. Briefly, the 
treatment these major castings receive upon arriving at 
the works is as follows: 

(a) Shot-blasting and trimming the casting; 
(b) Spraying a coat of protective paint to form the seal; 
(c) On completion of machining, components are re- 

turned to the paint shop and are completely cleaned; 
(<0 Finish trimming^the casting; 
(e) Filling applied by knife and component rubbed dry, 

mainly with mechanical devices; 
(/) Brush priming-coat applied; 
(g) Butts filed with sandpaper, applying large quanti es 

of water; 
(A) Clean machine faces; 
(/) Paint by brushing; 
(/) Machine completed and a finish coat of prut 

applied. 
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Figure 25 

UPRIGHT PATTERN C ONSTRU TION 

o insidcs of the majority of main gear-bom are given 
«at of hard-drying white enamel, which is naturally 
resistant. 

Returning to the manufacture of small components, 
'uding gears, shafts and similar items, these are, 
re suitable, produced on modern centre lathes or tur- 
lathes. A general view of this section is shown in 

ire 27. In some cases, the traverse screws, all of which 
e I-inch Acme thread, are dealt with on a thread- 
rung machine, which is illustrated in figure 28. These 
ws are all manufactured from EN.9 steel, and the 
iponent shown is 6 feet 9 inches long and has a 2.5 

diameter. The two t.p. thread is 5 feet long. The 
id is cut  in a plain bar, which has been groove- 

machined at each end for entry .ind exit of the cutler«., 
the ends being finish-machined after the thread-whirling 
operation. Soluble oil mist is used as a coolant and the 
thread is cut with reference to a graticule in the built-in 
microscope oí the machine Screws ranging from \ feet 
to 12 feet in length and from ¿ inch to t inches in diameter 
are produced on this thread-whirling machine Compared 
with normal centre-lathe screwing-cutlings. experience 
indicates that this method is approximately three tunes .is 
rapid, with an excellent thread being produced, providing 
care is taken in maintaining good cutting tools .nul these 
are accurately set in the thread-whirling head li is im- 
portant to record that none of the screws are intended 
for measuring purposes, being merely lor feeding (In- 
appropriate unit to which they belong In order to im- 
prove the stiffness, in certain cases a special reduced 
depth of 4-inch pitch Acme thread ix employed I he 
faster bronze nuts which are used with these screws are 
produced on a turret lathe by means of ,t ground thread 
tap having the forward cutting tools arranged to remove 
the metal alteratively from the top and shanks ol the 
screw thread, with the final section of the tap with a full- 
section thread which produces the final shape- 

In view of the comprehensive range of components 
with which these horizontal boring machines are expected 
to deal, it is regarded as essential that they should have a 
very wide range of speeds and a large number ol speed 
changes within this range, in order to make them 
acceptable for the work and the materials of the com- 
ponents which they will have to machine As mentioned 
previously, a special feature of the Kearns machines is 
the policy of incorporating a minimum number of gears 
and bearings in the deadstock. To deal with the range of 
spindle speeds required, therefore, the main drive gear 
box is usually mounted in the bed of the machine Drive 
to this gear-box is from a constant-speed AC motor 
mounted at the back of the main bed through a toothed 
belt drive. The gear-box generally has nine changes ob- 
tained from nine gears, with drive from the output side 
of this gear-box to the main spindle being through a 
nylon/plastic belt operating at a high velocity. To assist 
handling and manufacture, the gear-box is produced m 
light alloy and manufactured on one of the company's 
own punch-card numerically controlled horizontal boring 
machines. These gear-boxes are expected to operate 
continually at high speed and with a minimum ol 
vibration. The design is therefore arranged with large- 
diameter short shafts, and all gears are hardened and 
ground. The shafts are produced on a spline grinding 
machine in order to ensure concentricity of the ground 
gear on its shaft The driving gears are manufactured 
from a 3 per cent nickel steel and are suitably heat- 
treated. The factory is equipped with two gear-grinding 
machines, one of which uses a formed wheel with an 
index plate for locating each tooth In the case of wheels 
of up to 10 inches in diameter, these are produced on 
the latest type of gear grinder using a erindmg wheel in 
the form of a worm, with the component to he cut fixed 
to a vertical spindle and operating like a continuous 
generating machine. ( i round gears produced by either 
of these methods allow a pitch-line velocity on the gears 
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Figure 26 

CASTING DESIGNED FOR EASY PAINTING 

Figure 27 
CAPSTAN AND TURRET LATHE SECTION 
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THREAD-WHIRLING MACHINE 

Figure 29 
MAIN MED READY FOR ASSEMMLY LIN* 
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of 1,000 feet per minute, to be accomplished with a 
minimum of noise, and the production of a toothed 
form which proves satisfactory when using the machine 
on milling operations where a minimum of backlash is 
essential. All gears are designed with a 20 pressure 
angle and the gear centres on which they operate are 
manufactured to 0     0.001 inch centres. 

II. FINAL ASSEMBLY AND TESTINO 

The factory operates on the principle that the single 
components already described are sent to stock and are 
then recalled together with the appropriate purchased 
materials, i.e.. ball races, screws and other items. These 
are then assembled into individual units. These units are 
built in batches of ten or more, depending upon the 
demand, while the individual components for these units 
are produced in quantities which give a certain stock 
value, rather than the actual number of items produced. 
This method of manufacture proves more efficient than 
attempting to balance the exact number of items required 
for each component, especially when these may consist 
of simple struts, flat plates or collars. From instructions 
issued by the Production Control Department, the various 
sections assembling the individual units draw their items 
from stock and proceed to manufacture a complete unit. 
As the actual specification for the machine to be built 
depends upon the customers' requirements, this informa- 
tion is prepared by the sales office, which issues an office 
order   detailing   the   customers'   exact   requirements. 
From this, the planning office determines the types and 
specification of the individual units required in order to 
complete a single machine. As an illustration of the final 
assembly stages of these units into a completed machine, 
a model in the lower horsepower group has been selected. 
In accordance with the customers' requirements, a main 
bed of the appropriate length is provided from the unit 
stores and is received by the fitting bench in the condition 
shown in figure 29. From this illustration, it will  be 
noted that the bed is completely machined, including the 
faces for the various units which must be inserted into 
this item. The rectangular end facing on this bed accom- 
modates the main driving gear-box together with the 
change feed-box, both of which are shown in position in 
figure 30. The distribution or well box, a mechanical 
version of which is shown in figure 31, is then fitted during 
the final assembly stages into the main bed casting. Other 
units follow in a similar manner, including the saddle, 
main table and revolving table; finally, the vertical 
column and spindle slide are bolted into position, as is 
illustrated in figure 32. This illustration shows the spindle 
slide in position with the front cover removed so that 
during this final assembly stage the machine can  be 
rotated and the automatic lubrication system can be 
fully inspected in operation. 

During the final assembly stage of these machines, in 
addition to undergoing static testing, they also are 
required to complete a standard test piece which covers 
the majority of movements on the machine. This test 
piece being forwarded with each individual machine. 
The range of static tests is covered by diagrams of tests 
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Figure 30 
DRIVE AND IEEIJ-HOX IN POSITION ON MAIN HID 

Figure 31 

FITTING DISTRISI TION-BOX IN MAIN BED 

Nos. 1-16, shown in figures 33-36. As the majorit} 
the machines are arranged with a built-in facing ch> 
combined with a travelling spindle, the series of u 
have been devised in order to meet the exacting requ 
ments of a machine of this type. Test No. I shows 
levelling of the main bed. This test is designed to ch 
the bed for levelling in both the longitudinal and tr. 
verse directions, and a permissible error of 0.001 ine! 
48 inches is allowed. A problem of considerable imp 

he 
ck 

in 
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Figure 32 
FINAL ASSEMBLY m MA« MINE 

ance in the case of horizontal boring machines is the 
accuracy of the vertical column in relation to the main 
M. This must be carefully checked and from the figures 
g'cn in Test No. 2, it will be seen that the maximum 
p missible error is 0.001 inch in 24 inches. As this up- 
r tt must be square, not only in the front but also in the 
c ¡ elevation, a further test, illustrated in Test No. 3, 
i equired. Having produced the column at right angles 
i he main bed. it is now necessary to check the axis 
' he main spindle to the upright guide. This is shown 
i 'est No. 4. During this test, it is important not to 
i a dial indicator which is fixed to the spindle and, 
t efore, changes its position as a result of reflection. 
I mg this inspection on the Kearns machines, a stiff 
'     is bolted to the facing chuck and a small block, 

complete with a dial indicator, is lirst usedt'to check the 
top position between the side of this bar and the upright 
guiding edge. A similar tot is then made in the bottom 
position. Using this method, it will he noted that the ami 
indicator is always used under similar conditions, lest 
No. 5 shows the setting of the axis of the spindle parallel 
with the guiding edge of the mam bed. this is achieved 
by extending the spindle and then moving the tables 
longitudinally along the main bed. when a permissible 
error not exceeding 0.001 inch in 24 inches is allowed, lest 
No. 6 shows the allowable error when running the spindle 
in a 12-inch extended position: error must not exceed 
0.0012 inch. A test Tor checking that the lop «»I the mam 
table is parallel with the top of the bed is shown in lev 
No. 7. In view of the importance of boring a component 
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Figure SS 
STANDARD TWSTS nm MM MINé : TESTS 8 11 

ttrsi on one side and then rotating the table I KO and 
oonng a «Kama hole in line with the first, it is essential 
ih.ii the revolving taMe should have a high degree of 
•kuiracy when rotated From Test No. 8, it will he seen 
ihn m thik cate, the permissible error at the extreme end 
"l 'he taMe should not exceed 0.0005 inch in 24 inches. 

I hese and other tests, up to teal No. 16, must he com- 
pktcd m every machine to the entire satisfaction of the 
cM" inspector, his being the sole authority in determining 
»tin the machine it satisfactory. This policy of allowing 
i <• »nef inspector the hnal decision in these matters is. 

»e case of H W Kearns. regarded as extremely im- 
mt. as. although in the final result it means that the 
inspector is determining the output of the factory. 

•ui he alone must ensure that the machines have 
ed a satisfactory level of accuracy before they leave 

•m*t assembly hays Any interference with this 
rtty would mean that the inspection staff would lose 
authority and tend to turn to management for 

<»n* which rightly should be theirs. As mentioned 
'usl>. m addition it» undergoing these static tests, 
nachme performs a number of operations on a 
»I tesi ptec* designed to cover the principal move- 

«•« ihe machine roc example, .»ne of these test- 
nearing these linai stages is shown in ligure 37. 

Thus far. no reference has been made to the work on 
design and development which is undertaken on the mach- 
ines before ih*-y are released to the factory for normal 
batch production Over fitly years of specialization in the 
manufacture of horizontal boring machines has shown 
that the time required to develop and produce the first of a 
new r¿nge of machines is approximately three lo live 
years. In view of this ralhcr long and important phase, 
»he company has decided lo creale Ihe necessary depart- 
ments to deal with this aspect of its business. The various 
departments involved in this exercise are placed under 
the control of the Technical Director These include a 
future-design section, current-design office, development 
and experimental department, vibration- and model- 
testing section, production drawing office and a value 
engineering section. 

Before a new model is produced, based on information 
received from the future-design section. the design office 
prepares drawings for a prototype machine to he built 
in Ihe development and experimental department A 
view of this section of the works, which occupies approxi- 
mately 1,600 sq ft, is shown in figure JH. This department 
is equipped with a centre lathe, grinding and milling 
machine and drilling machine, as «ell as two horizontal 
borers. This equipment permits it to produce a large 
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STANDARD TESTS FOR MACHINE: TESTS 12 16 

Figure .17 
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proportion of the new and experimental parts required 
without interfering with the main production shop. 
Regarded as equally important is the nctd to assemble 
new fear-boxes and attachments under conditions as 
free from foreign matter as possible, so that the greatest 

number of variables can be omitted from testing a new 
design. The department, therefore, includes a clean-air 
section: this is illustrated in figure 39. Also included tit 
this development and experimental department is a 
section dealing with vibration and model studies. Figure 
40 shows one of the machines which was recently de- 
veloped undergoing a vibration study. This investigation 
is dealing with a machine fitted with a patented multi-- 
column support to the spindle slide. Figure 40 shows the 
vibration engineer with the oscillating equipment attached 
to the spindle nose and using a roving pick-up; tests an 
made over the structure in order to determine the phase 
and amplitude of the vibration. Work of this nature has 
proved invaluable in enabling the sales department to 
offer machines with a known cutting capability, whil • at 
the same time providing the factory with enact informa- 
tion on the degree of accuracy, material and often stupe 
of the component which will permit the unit to fum¡ it* 
technical requirements at the minimum of manufactu • iitf 
costs. This advanced work, together with a full and c m- 
pletc record of every one of the 6,000 horizontal bo ng 
machines the Company has produced, provides invalu: We 
information, not only in producing and manufactu m 
existing models, but also in meeting what will obvio sly 
be more advanced machine tools in the future. 
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•ASIC PROBLEMS IN THE EFFICIENT SELECTION OF 
METALWORKING MACHINES FOR DEVELOPING ( Ol MRU s 

V. S. life», ft«**** ¿Nreetor, t.x^imtmmlme ****** hut*** «f M*«ta*ft% Afar**»*, Mme«w, 
l'uhm «fSmtiet ¡Mm* Êt/màHr* 

INTHOOITTION 

I hiring recent years, the developing countries, which 
have chosen an independent path of development, have 
been expanding their industrial production and estab- 
lishing large, modern plants and factories, hot h through 
(heir own efforts and with assistance from abroad. 

I he developing countries of Africa. Asia and Latin 
\inerica currently cover most of their needs for metal- 
working machine« by imports from other countries, with 
only a small number of machines being manufactured in 
certain of these countries, e.g.. Argentina. Bra/tl and 
India. The developing countries should solve the urgent 
problem of organizing national metalworking machine 
industries in at least some countries, as well as the 
problem of efficiently selecting machines for importa- 
tion It is very important, if one considers that the 
machine-tool industry is the key branch of the machine- 
building industry, i.e., its base in manufacturing modern 
machines, equipment. tools and many other products 
for industry, transport and agriculture. 

St.-tistical data on production, imports and exports of 
metalworking machines have been used to define the 
problems of the rational selection of type* «*f metal- 
working machines according to the levels of develop- 
ment achieved and the needs of developing countries in 
AM;I, Africa and Latin America during recent years 

I    HONOMK   SITIATKIN   AMI»  MOI MUSffsrS  »W   WFTAL- 
W..HMNC. MM'MNH IN Wl H Ht) IHVHOMNt. <«« SIT««« 

Analysis of the economic situation of selected African, 
Win and Latin American countries shows that these 
countries have large potentialities for the creation and 
dc lopment of national metalworking, machine-build- 
m   and machine-tool industries 

A. African rmmtrm 

Ne population of Africa is 2» million, of which 2» 
<>n constitute the population of independent cotm- 
The density of population ranges from two to ten 

^e per square kilometre. 
»e process of creating economic independence is 
a on in Africa in very complicated conditions  The 
ourabk conditions  in  the world markets  have 

cd an influence upon the industrial development of 
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an countries, where the pace remains slow. With the 
ng pace of growth of industrial production, it is 
ssible to get free within a short period uf time from 

economic backwardness and to liquidate the gap in the 
levels of development, as compared with (he countries 
with high industrial development 

The low level of industrial production is expressed in the 
national incomes of African countries where only 14 per 
cent is used for industry, including 4 per cent for mining 
industry and It» per cent for processing industries 

The share of industry in national income ranges from 
24 per cent in Morocco and I« per cent in (he Ifcmivralw 
Reputine «*f the Congo to } per cent in Nigeria 

During the last t* years. t%o essential improvements 
have occurred in the mining industry The yield of almost 
all minerals (except oilf has remained at the same level. 
As for the oil yield in Africa for l%2'l«n.1. the annual 
fain amounted to about M» per cent, most of which is 
owing to the development «>f oil industry 

The construction of steel plants has been undertaken 
in Algeria. Morocco and Nigeria The developing 
economy «*! Africa annually increases the demand lor 
ferrous metals and for products made from them 

Wide perspectives are open for the development of the 
chemical industry, in particular, in the field of fertiliser 
production Many branches have successfully developed 
their (wn manufacture: agriculture, however, still main- 
tains the colonial structure 

The development of the iron and sieel industry forms 
the basis for the metalworking industries, which today 
meet only 5 per tent of the demand for metal products in 
Africa. 

Among the African countries, it is cvpcvlicni to study 
the development i»f the metalworking industries in 
Algeria, Cameroon, the <'« ngo (Brazzaville), the Congo 
(Democratic Republic oli. Ghana. Uutnea. the Ivory 
Coa«. Mah. Morocco, the Sudan, the Inited Arab 
Republic and the United Republic of 1 an/anta 

4|rwfe The processing industry has had little 
development in Algeria In the metallurgical and 
machine-building industries some small enterprises are 
operating, e.g., a tube mill, a car-building plant, two 
motor-car factories, an agricultural machinery factory 
and • tractor plant 

Analysts of the data on imports tor the past three 
years shows that Algerian requirements <>l metalworking 
machine tools wiH be no less than 2.*W pieces for the 
period Itnfc-1970 It seems expedient to provide tor the 
designing and construction of a machine-tool plant to 
satisfy the demands of the metalworking industries 

Cmtteroott. Processing branches of industry have 
been created in Cameroon  Among them are a factory 
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tor manufacturing aluminium sheets and billets, a 
plant for manufacturing sheet aluminium rolled from 
billets, a factory manufacturing plastic packages for 
agricultural products, a factory for manufacturing plastic, 
rubber and leather shoes, a perfume factory, meat and fish 
canneries and a knitted-goods factory. These branches of 
industry require the establishment of repair shops for 
manufacturing spare parts, which, in turn, will require 
the importation of machines. 

Democratic Republic of the Congo. Metalworking 
industries are only slightly developed. According to 
Customs data for 1963. imports of metalworking machine 
tools amounted to 336 pieces with a value of £779,000. 
Because of the planned development of metalworking 
industries in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
metalworking machine tools will have to be imported. 

Ghana. Different branches of industry have been 
created in Ghana: a nail-making factory; a tyre factory, 
a glass-works and a factory for the manufacture of 
polyethylene, production of steel and rolled steel, a 
house-building plant, a rolled-aluminium plant etc. The 
mechanization of agriculture and the extension of the 
country's industrialization make necessary the replenish- 
ment of metalworking machine stock. 

It is expedient to provide for the development of the 
repair factory under design for manufacturing metal- 
working machine tools and to provide also for the 
importation of machines. 

Guinea. The processing industry is only beginning its 
development in Guinea. The development of industrial 
production and the cultivation of farm crops in Guinea 
is facing a problem concerning the necessity of expanding 
the use of machine tools. In the past, Guinea has satisfied 
its needs for metalworking machine tools by imports, the 
purchases being small. 

For the period 1966-1970, the Guiñean demand for 
metalworking machine tools should increase slightly. 

The Ivory Coast. There are metalworking indus- 
tries producing, e.g.. bicycles and radio receivers. This 
fact makes it necessary to keep metal-cutting equip- 
ment at the proper level and to select machine tools for 
slock. 

On the basis of analysis of imports, the existing indus- 
trial enterprises of the Ivory Coast will require various 
metalworking machine tools in the period 1966-1970. 

Mali. The construction of oil-mills, slaughter-houses, 
flour-mills, cotton-cleaning plants, < tobacco factory, a 
textile factory etc. is planned. Enterprises of the pro- 
cessing industry will be constructed, mainly through 
foreign assistance. At the current time in Mali, the 
restoration and expansion of the country's vehicle fleet 
is being undertaken. 

According to the Customs data for 1963, Mali im- 
ported machine tools. 

Measures taken by Mali with regard to agricultural 
techniques, as well as in the expansion of the power and 
transport base, will require increasing purchases of 
metalworking machines. 

Morocco. The large-scale development of the 
Moroccan economy and industry needs its complex unity. 
The absence of national machine tool and metalworking 

industries   impedes   l¡ie  development   of the  exis; ig 
branches of industry and agriculture. 

According to the Customs statistics for 1963, Mom co 
imported 696 metalworking machines having a valut of 
S980.000. In the future. Morocco should continue tu 
import machines. 

It seems expedient to arrange the manufacture of tu. n- 
ing, drilling, planing and milling machines in Moroco 

Sudan. The industry is developed very slightly. In 
the future, however, all types of manufacturing will he 
increased. In particular, the Sudan has great possi bili tie-, 
for the development of a mining industry. 

Despite the low development of metalworking indus- 
tries, the Sudan imports metalworking machines, which 
are required for domestic industry and repair establish- 
ments. 

According to the Customs data for 1963, the Sudan 
imported 325 machines having a value of 5443,000. 

For the period 1966-1970. the Sudan will need to 
continue importing machines. 

United Arab Republic. Much work is being done 
towards the development of national branches of the 
machine-building and metalworking industries. 

In recent years, imports of machines have amounted 
to more than 700 pieces per annum. 

Due to the considerable growth of the economy as a 
whole, as well as the growth of the machine-building and 
metalworking industries in the country, the demand for 
metalworking machines will be increased. For the period 
1966-1970, it will be necessary for the United Arab 
Republic to import metalworking machines. 

In order to develop the machine-building and metal- 
cutting industries in the United Arab Republic, it is 
necessary to create industries for manufacturing turning 
drilling and milling machines, shapers, etc. 

United Republic of Tanzania. The development of 
metalworking industries is low. The industrial share of 
Tanganyika in the national product is small, about 
10 per cent. In accordance with an agreement in Nairobi. 
Tanganyika has received orders for the further production 
and deliveries to Kenya and Uganda of some types of 
equipment (lorry assembling, radio-receiver assembling, 
manufacture of tyres and inner tubes for motor-cars). The 
economy of Zanzibar is only slightly developed. The 
working industry of Zanzibar is represented by small oil- 
mills, rice-cleaning mills etc. According to the statistics, 
the United Republic of Tanzania imports a small quantity 
of machine tools. 

Assuming that measures planned by the country lor 
industrialization will be realized and taking into account 
the level of industrial development already achieved in 
Tanganyika, it will be necessary to import machines 
during the period 1966-1970. 

General conclusions and proposals for African countries 
The basis of modern industry cannot be successivi!;. 

developed in Africa without the creation of natie ìa! 
machine-building industries. 

The development of the iron and steel industry ia> 
provided the basis for metalworking industries, when 
might satisfy the demands of Africa for metal produ b 
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»espite I he delay in the development of machine tool 
a metalworking industries in African countries, dur- 
li ine period 1966-1970. imports of meialworking 
¡i    limes will be required. 

iirthermore, for the developing economy of the 
\ kan countries, it will be necessary to build factories 

l. manufacturing turning, drilling, milling, shaping, 
p t.ible and boring machines in Algeria. Morocco and 
il    l micci Arab Republic. 

I m those African countries in which the creation of 
ivnmuil branches of machine-tool and metalworking 
iiiilusiries is considered necessary, the development of 
citing, forging, die stamping, fastening and completing 
pu iducts. ¡is well as of tool manufacturing, should be 
pu<\ided for. 

Special attention should be drawn to the organization 
of training of national staffs in machine manufacturing 
.uni the planning of production processes. 

B. Asian countries 

Asia has both the greatest land area and the largest 
population—1.500 million—in the world. The density of 
population varies from four to 155 persons per square 
kilometre. It is of interest to review the development of 
economics in the metalworking industries of several 
Asian countries: Afghanistan. Burma, Cambodia, India, 
Indonesia. Iran, Iraq, Israel, Lebanon, Pakistan, the 
Philippines and Yemen. 

Ifghanisian. There are no special metalworking 
industries in Afghanistan. However, the developing 
economy in this country, including agriculture, will re- 
quire the setting-up of repair and maintenance workshops 
to keep the existing branches of industry in a proper 
stale. 

If one assumes that the requirements for repair 
facilities and domestic industries will remain at the 1963 
level, by the end of 1970 Afghanistan will be in need of 
various metalworking machines. As this country is not 
prepared for the organization of machine tool manu- 
facturing, the demand for them should be covered by 
imports. 

Burma. The growth of capital investments for the 
development of industrial and agricultural production is 
being projected in Burma. This will require the mainten- 
ance of the major means of production in a highly 
eilicient condition and the replenishment or replacement 
>>' equipment necessary for repair shops. The dcvelop- 
» -nt of the oil and ore industries will be accompanied 
I the introduction of various machines and equipment, 
viiich will naturally necessitate the systematic supply of 
i ese fields of industry with metalworking machines for 
i mufacturing spare parts or replacements of used units 
•   parts. 

Statistics show that the purchases of machines by this 
i untry have not tended towards an increase. During the 
I   t three years, imports of machine tools totalled 261 
:   ces. 

\s for the next five years, the country will not be able 
create ils own base for manufacturing metalworking 
chines: requirements of these machines will be covered 
imports. For the period 1966-1970, Burmese industry 

will   require   mainly    meialworking   nudniks   ,»f   the 
universal type. 

iamhoilia. I quipmcm at existing enierpiises in 
Cambodia should he maintained al the proper level. 
Repair shops should be set tip. and operating shops .nul 
individual facilities should be supplied with machine 
tools. Il will, therefore, be necessary for Cambodia lo 
import metal-cutting machine tools during the period 
1966 1970. 

liuiUi. The wide development of industries, par- 
ticularly of machine-building and meialworking indus- 
tries, is being planned in India I his requires sysicmalic 
replenishment of the slock of meialworking machines 
Indian planning organizations estimate the need in 
machine tools to amount to 250 million rupees, or about 
50.000 machines, per annum. Estimates of the demands 
for the past live years, however, have noi covered all the 
requirements of the Indian economy. 

Thus, it is clear that it will be necessary to develop 
seriously an Indian machine-tool industry, as well as to 
maintain a large percentage of imports of such equipment. 

Indonesia. Provision has been made for the develop- 
ment of the iron and steel industry, the organization 
of machine-building production, the manufacture of 
machines for agriculture, light industry and the fabrica- 
tion of spare parts. 

There is no national base for the manufacture of metal- 
working machine tools. The need for machine tools in 
Indonesia is being satisfied mainly by means of imports. 
Analysis of import data has shown that Indonesia docs 
not expand its machine slock, restricting itself to imports 
of machine tools in small quantities, and does not arrange 
to have its own base for machine-tool manufacturing. 

When comparing the economy of Indonesia with the 
economy of India and their similar trends in the develop- 
ment of industrialization, it is necessary to draw attention 
to the necessity of developing a national machine-tool 
industry for manufacturing turning, drilling and other 
machine tools. 

To meet the requirements of the Indonesian economy, 
it will be necessary to import various meialworking 
machines during the period 1966 1970. 

Iran. Development of power bases is expected in 
Iran. Furthermore, there are a number of motor-car 
assembly plants and other factories. Thus, il is necessary 
to expand the network of various repair units and to 
maintain working equipment on the proper scale. 

Analysis of imports of metal-cutting machines shows 
that Iran will need to continue to import these machines. 

Iraq. Further development of the oil industry, as well 
as of some individual branches of domestic industry, is 
being planned in Iraq. 

Israel. Enterprises in the metalworking industry art- 
being actively developed in Israel. 

A prominent place in the country's industrial and 
economic development is given to the iron and steel, 
electrical-engineering, textile and chemical industries, 
as well as to other branches of industry. 

According to the data of experts and to Customs 
statistics, replenishment of the stock of meialworking 
machines in Israel is covered by imports In \%1, Israel 
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imported 624 machine tools. Metalworking industrial 
branches in Israel will require universal metalworking 
machines of various designations. 

Lebanon, (¡encrai development of the economy of 
Lebanon is being planned. This will require the setting- 
up ol repair shops and the maintenance of transport and 
domestic shops at the required level. Requirements dur- 
ing the period 1966  1970 will be handled by imports. 

Pakistan. Considerable development of the economy 
and, particularly, of* the metalworking industry, is being 
planned in Pakistan. The maintenance of existing 
industrial enterprises at the proper level will require the 
supplement of the stock of metalworking machines in the 
country. Analysis of statistical data shows that Pakistan 
imports 1,200 1,550 machine tools per annum. In the 
period 1966 1970, the importation of machine tools will 
be mainly continued. It seems to be expedient in Pakistan 
to provide the base for the development of national 
machine tool industry for the manufacture of turning, 
drilling, planing and other machine tools. 

Philippines. There is no national machine-tool indus- 
try in the Philippines. The metalworking industries meet 
the demand for machine tools through imports. In the 
period 1966-1970, the needs of various branches of 
industry for metalworking machine tools will be satisfied 
by iaiports. 

Yemen. There are semi-primitive workshops in 
Yemen, and development of the textile industry and 
energetic system is being planned. Improvements in 
agriculture will certainly require an intensification of the 
production of spare parts, which will, in turn, require the 
expansion of a repair shop system. These machine-tool 
requirements could normally be met in the coming five- 
year period by means of imports. 

General   conclusions    and   proposals   for   developing 
countries of Asia 

The analysis of data on imports of metalworking 
machine tools into the above-mentioned Asian countries 
for the past three years shows their tendency towards the 
development of national machine-tool and metalworking 
industries in order to achieve economic independence. 

To satisfy the growing needs of the metalworking 
industries in these twelve Asian countries alone, the pur- 
chase of imported machines will be required. 

High-quality automatic machine tools and semi- 
automatic broaching and other machine tools are re- 
quired for the developing economy of India. 

A considerable quantity of marketable small and 
medium-size machine tools might be manufactured in 
India, Indonesia and Pakistan. For this purpose, it 
seems to be expedient to create additional establishments 
for manufacturing metalworking machine tools in these 
countries. 

The development of national manufacture of metal- 
working machines and of other branches of the machine- 
tool industry in Asian countries will require an examina- 
tion ol the problems concerning the setting-up and ex- 
pansion of enterprises for manufacturing castings, 
torgings, die stampings, fastening and other outfits, as 
well as tools and processing equipment. 

  V S. B, „ 

In order to use more effectively the imported eqti i- 
ment delivered to the Asian countries and parliculailv o 
introduce modem methods of organization and planili g 
of production, it will be o. great importance to tr;; n 
national personnel, both workers and engineers, «„„ 
could independently direct the development of mei.l- 
working branches and of the machine-building ¡ndusi.v 
in their countries. 

C. Latin American countries 
In Latin America, there are twenty politically inile- 

pendent States. The total area of Latin America is over 
20 million square kilometres, and the population is over 
250 million. 

The Latin American countries are still less developed 
economically, despite the growing capital investments, 
both foreign and domestic, in industry and agriculture. 

The development of industry in Latin America, as a 
whole, is rather poor. While this continent has 7 per ceni 
of the population of the free-enterprise economies, its 
share in the production of such countries is only 5 per 
cent. 

More than one-third of the continent's population lives 
in Brazil, the largest country of the continent : about two- 
thirds live in Argentina, Brazil and Mexico. The Brazilian 
share in the gross production of all Latin American 
countries is 40 to 45 per cent and that of Argentina. 
Brazil, Chile and Mexico is about 75 per cent. 

Latin America far exceeds the countries of Asia and 
Africa in the degree of its industrial development. The 
total amount of wage labour in Latin America is over 
50 per cent of the population, which is one-third more 
than in Asia and twice as much as in Africa. 

Beginning with the early 1950s, an over-balance has 
been served ¡n the favour of industrial production in the 
correlation between the industry and agriculture. 

During the first post-war years, 57 per cent of all gain- 
fully employed persons were engaged in agriculture; in 
I960, only 47 per cent were so employed. The percent- 
age of urban population supporting themselves by in- 
come from industry, utilities and trade amounts to 50 per 
cent in Mexico, 61 per cent in Venezuela. 66 per cent m 
Chile, 68 per cent in Argentina and 71 per cent in 
Uruguay. 

The post-war period of development of the leading 
countries of Latin America is characterized by the 
following general changes: 

(a) The change in correlation between the extractive 
and processing branches or industry, in the latter 
favour; 

(b) The increasing share of new branches of produ 
tion; 

(r) The growing role of electrical engineering, machi > c 
building and the chemical industry; 

(</) The development of specialization and cooper 
tion in industry. 

The industrialization process in the Latin Amene 
countries becomes manifest when one considers the rar • 
growth of the processing branches of industry. The sh;< 
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the processing industries in the gross national produci 
tour times as much as the share of mining branches. 
1963. the entire industrial production ol Latin America 

as estimated to amount to $30 million. 

The  branches of heavy  industry are  developing in 
.uin America more rapidly than are light industries. 

• he  production  of light  industries during the  period 
»53  1963 increased   1.5 limes and the  production of 

• •eavv  industries increased twofold. The production of 
,'ig-iron and steel did not exceed 370,000 tons in 1937. 
King concentrated only in Brazil and Mexico. Accord- 
ing to data of 1962. the production of pig-iron amounted 
i- 2.9 million tons and that of steel, to 5.8 million tons, 
vi the current time, there are iron and steel industries in 
Nrgentma. Brazil, LI Salvador. Chile. Colombia. Mexico. 
IVru. Uruguay and Venezuela. The number of steel plants 
m Latin America, as a whole, was forty-four in l%2. the 
i..tal investments in this branch of industry exceeding 
s 1.000 million. 

The countries of Latin America arc producing domestic 
appliances, radio receivers, television receivers, sewing- 

machines, electric generators, boilers for industrial use. 
hydraulic presses, lifting and handling equipment, road- 
building machines, railway cars, motor-cars and equip- 
ment for the textile, food and pulp and paper industries. 
In 1958, in Brazil alone, there were 4.362 machine-build- 
ing plants employing 273,600 people. 

The motor-car industry has become comparatively 
well developed. Brazil has completely stopped importing 
motor-cars. The motor-car industry of Argentina pro- 
duces twenty-eight models of passenger motor-cars and 
nineteen models of lorries. The motor-car industry is 
growing in Colombia, Mexico. Peru. Ouguay and 
Venezuela. 

The progress and changes in the structure of the 
processing industries in the Latin American countries arc 

connected with the appearance and expansion of the 
machine-tool industry. 

Of great significance lor technical progress is the grow- 
ing role of the chemical industry, fcven such rapidly 
developing branches of industry as iron and steel, and 

i ictalworking are left behind by the growth rates of the 
vhemical industry. Chemical products account for 12 per 

nt oi the entire production of Latin America   of that 
vicentage, one-third is produced by Brazil and one- 
'iirth by Argentina. 

1 he development of heavy industries (iron and steel, 
achine building, motor-ears, oil and chemicals, ship- 
nlding) has caused the noticeable growth in number and 
Jiiiticance of enterprises with more than 500. or more 
an l,(KM) employees. In Brazil, by the beginning of 
'M there were 170 enterprises which employed over 

XK) people. They accounted only for 0 15 per cent ol 

c total inr.iher of industrial enterprises, but con- 
'H rated 17.5 per cent of all persons working in industry 
azi! now has ovei fifty enterprises in the steel-melting 

•'iistrv. 

In 1959. eleven motor-car plants were employing a 

Ml ol 7(UKK> people, and in 1961 the numbei ol 
•plover exceeded 100.000. The high concentration ol 
'dtiction is characteristic of Chile, it involves all sides 

of the economy In Chile, llu iv au eleven fi.mps »h.,f. 
exercise control over iwo-thuds ol the v.ipu.tl o| ,,|| |,«MM 

stock companies ol ihc couniiv 

The growth of indusiiv in I aim  Vuiciua has nuictsed 
(he number .»f the working class ,mvl has led i. i 
centrati»»!! ol labotii al the laige plañís Moie ihan iwo 
fifths of proletariat (over I ? million people» m »».«ikei 
engaged in industry constitution and ti.mspoii 

In 19«» the Latin Vinciuan ».omnium piiulusc.l .nei 
5 per ceni ol the machine tools on the »voi Id maikei 
Argentina and Brazil weie the main consuméis .on! 
partially, local manufacturéis ol machine tools hi view 

of the current demand, the consumption ol ma» time lool- 
for the industrial development ol I aim \ mein a will 
increase to t94 million in I97|> 

Of the Latin  \meric.in comunes, ilie development o¡ 
melalworkmg industries should be c»»iieidcicd m Vi gen 
tina. Bolivia. Brazil. ( !ule. t '.»tombía, luia.loi   Vlcxuo 
Peru. I ruguav and Venezuela 

Argentina. The industrial development ol Vtgcuiin.i 
is, to a considerable degree, associated with the intensive 
expansion of foreign capital and of that ol the I mtc»i 
States of America, in particular 

According to the Customs data loi l%». Vigentm,. 
imported 3.331 machine t«>ols tor S25.5M.UM) 

The analysis ol import deliveries ot machine i * », *t -, 

testifies to the fact that the I lined States .»I Vincite.« 
supplies a considerable number ot machine i»>oK then 
ct**t being much higher than the machine- tools supplied 

by the competing countries I he machine NiiWmt« 
industry being devdoped in Argentina covcis a sh..n 
nomenclature of ordinary kinds ot machine tools 

A great number »if machine tools will have i. K 
imported into Argentina within the next live ve at-. 

Furthermore, the machtne-huikliug imltistiv ot Vuvn 
tina can fabricate the machine «»vols loi IH own met 

Since the demand l»»r machine tools in tin connuv will 
increase, H is expedient it» provide l»n liiiihci »tY»e|..p 

ment of the national machine-building IIKIIISIIV 

&•/>»«#     fhe processing mdiisirv ol Bolivia .komni 
for 12 per ceni ol the national production  less iban tv jn < 

cent of the gainfully empi« »ved population i, wotknu- tit 
it. A considerable part «>1 the national »oii«iinpn..n ot tIn- 
most significant produce is impone»! 

B»»livia ace»»nuts tot Ml nei »vni ot tit» »v.-tM ;.•• 

production. I ndet one »>l the plan-., mumy i>f ZHU .nul 
iron-ore is protected in B»>lvi.i 

The processing md»> .ino <>! the connu» m (»».uiuiii 

n«M  developing    Ihc   sm.ili   leqiinvmeni   • >*   H<>h»n   '••••- 
melalworkmg machines is marni,  met In imp» M    tt   •> 
Argentina   and   Hia/il    and   paittalh   h   tn  ->ilui   in 
enterpriH* economies  I «>i ita pcii.«»l to m >**••»> t.. l'i " 
various  importe»!   m.ubine   tool,  will  tv  u-umtnl   i 
B«»livia 

Hftt.ll this   1%  OIK'   ot   I IH-   !!!<"«   «1- id" |S. 1   m.It,   (••-• 
count i íes »ti  latin   Vinci uà    I:   It.-lit    h< -i  pln, >.,  <it 
volume    ot    indusliial     pitnttulion     un,ils'    it,, I   o.. 

Ameiu an connu íes   I he ni» I n.uhii.'ii ti i>i m. u,      i • • ••! 
and textile iinlusines    ti.ne the m i.MHUIH   im. -ti ili 
processing indiisiiics >>t  Hi.tztl   a • m IH.'J   >it)*t lo.'« 

American e»»uniiics 
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During recent years, an increase »as observed in the 
share of the basic branches ol heavy industry, i.e.. the 
iron and steel, machine-building and chemical industries 

It is necessary to note the development of machine toois 
fabrication in Brazil. However, such development con- 
cerns only the production of simple machine tools lor 
small metalworking establishments lor repair workshop» 
of textile and food industries. As tor compound machine 
tools, Brazil imports them from the federal Republic ol 
Germany, Sweden and the I'nited Stales of America 

The changes in the structure of various processing 
industries of Brazil are associated with the setting-up and 
further development of the machine-tool industry. The 
development of a machine-UmI industry in Brazil is a 
result of its being supported by some firm* from the 
Federal Republic of Germany and Sweden, which are 
establishing the machine tool plants in that country, 
where a number of their own machine-tool companies 
have been established. 

Analysis of statistical data indicates that Brazil will 
require a considerable number of machine tools during 
the period 1966 1970. 

The Brazilian machine-tool industry is able partially 
to provide for the national metalworking industries and 
to allot a portion of the tools to be exported to the other 
countries of Latin America and to Africa. 

To meet the growing demand for machine tt*ol*. it 
appears to be expedient to set up in Brazil additional 
establishments for manufacturing metalworking tools. 

Chile. One of the developed countries of Latin 
America is Chile. The most developed branch ol* Chilean 
economy is the mining industry, mainly the mining 
of copper, iron-ore and saltpetre. 

The share of processing industries in the gross national 
output accounts for nearly 25 per cent. At the current 
time, there are about forty branches, but the majority of 
them are poorly developed. The iron and steel industry 
and metalworking industries are just beginning. 

The machine-building industry is poorly  developed 
There is no machine-tool industry, and the  chemical 
industry is practically unavailable. Slight development is 
observed in motor-car assembly and in the pulp and paper 
industry. 

The economic development programme provides for 
an increase of 76.2 per cent in the output of processing 
industries. 

During recent years, metalworking machine tool«, 
valued at £537,000 have been imported into Chile The 
greater part of these machines was imported from the 
United Stales of America (45 per ceni) and from the 
Federal Republic of Germany (38 per cent). Chile pur- 
chased drilling, boring, grinding, turning, milling, plan- 
ing, gear-milling and other machines 

According to Customs data for 1963. Chile imported 
214 machine tools valued at S399.000. Requirements of 
the growing economy of Chile will be met by imports 
during the period 1966 1970. 

Colombia. Substantial capital investments are being 
allotted for the processing industries in Colombia. To 
develop the machine-building industry, it is planned to 
establish a machine-building plant in Bucaromang. The 

plani will piodtHc parts |or railway equipment and t 
agricultural machinerv Ine construction ol a trai tot ,t( 

dtesel-enginc plant is under design A number ol moti 
cai assembly (lints arc planned During recent ye.n 
one-third ol imports into Bolivia tame from the I mu 
States ol \ merit a Imported metalworking macho 
tools arc mainly those lor dulling, boring, grinding, im 
mg. milling, planing .oid gear milling 

According lo the Customs dal,* tor  196». I olomh 
imported 404 machine look at a tost ol }5MMMM) In il-, 
period 1966 1970. the t olombia economy will be in net! 
of imported metals, or king machine tools 

itiMih'i The development ul industry >s poor m 
Icuador Its share in the gross output of die count«, 
tomes to le per cent, with 15 8 per cent of it deriving 
from processing industries 

Processing industrie» are mainly lepresented by small 
industrial establishments which are chiefly engaged m 
processing the local agricultural raw materials and m 
manufacturing consumer goods 

During recent years, growth Ha» been observed in the 
branches producing synthetic malcríalo 

According to import data lor 196V the federal 
Republic of Germany was sunpher of metalworking 
machine tools to Ecuador During the period 19*1 Ifftt. 
it supplied machine-tool equipment amounting t,. 
S56.900, the shipments were mainly smaH-M/e equii 
meni. 

Machine-tool requirements m 1966 1970 will he met 
by imports 

Mexm> The processing industries are hrst in the 
manufacturing sector of the national product Metal 
working, fabrication of metal products and the cbtnucal 
and rubber industries m Mexico account for 5« to 9$ pet 
cent of the total volume of producís manufactured 

The rapidly growing industrial production m.noses ,t 
high level of demand for metal« ork mg machine ittols -St 
the current lime, provision is being made for the dcvek*p 
meni of the machine-tool industry in Mexico During 
recent years. 66 per cent of the imported machine tool*. 
came from the I nited States ol" America 

The import.-«! metalwiwking machines are mainly drill- 
tng. boring, grinding, turning, milling, planing, gea<- 
milling and othei machine ti«oH 

According to the Customs data hn 1963. machio, 
tools imported into Mexico totalled 2.435 pieces 

The metalworking industries in Mexico will contini. 
to require imported metalworkirg machine tools. 

It seems to he necessary to provide for the designo J 

and establishment of a national branch of the machtiv 
tool industry in Mexico, in order to produce mache c 
u*ols lor different purposes 

Peru.   The mining and non-ferrous industry is great 
developed in Peru   Repair workshops account lor I' • 
greater part of the metalworking industries. 

During recent years, metalworking machine to< » 
valued at £344.000 have been imported into Peru. \t ! . 
current time. Peru is developing its light industries, vvhi- > 
makes it necessary to import machine tools for equippi¡ t> 
new factor.es. 

The import list of metalworking machine tools mclud s 
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rent type* oí drilling, hormg. grinding, turning, mtil- 
planing, gear milling ami other machine tools 

^cording lo < ustonis dala for |%.t, Peru imponed 
machine tools at a vml ol S?2l.fMHt   I he Peruvian 

itrements for machine I«H»IS during the period l%ft 
it will he mainly met by imports 
rMfnet     A »mail quantity of machine-tools is used 

< ruguay  In Is**», import of metal»orkinf machine 
.    » amounted to £94.000.  The machine tin»!-, were 

nly from the lederai RepuM* of (iermany  Italy and 
:    I ntted Stale« of Amerita 

f he growth of the motor-car industry will he accom 
p ned by an increased demand for machine tools The 
<   smm$ Sian%u<\ Jtmnml for ItfcJ show» thai Uruguay 
•it ported 110 machine too. » from the Tederai Republic of 
u rnwiiy for 1143.000 Approximately the «ame lev«! of 
HMUtrviMtM tn machine tool!, will prevail in Uruguay 
«»   nf the period ISMJ<» It70. 

li-m-zmh    Processing industries account for I? per 
tt of the national production of Venezuela   Metal 

working pfaiMt are being built in t arahobo and I ara  In 
»¥**. the «teet piani  wan put into operation with a 
fanned prodnclmn of 650.0110 ton* of Med 

I Hiring recent year«, import« of machine toots have 
4m**MHed k» S*m,mo. with am third of the import» 
V«MH from the Tederai Aerwhwc of Germany, the 
I "ited Kingdom of Great tritam and Northern trattai, 
and the tinned State» of America With the expat»**» of 
(MHiuctMin. the demand for machine toots will he met by 
import», 

htmrml nmthitkms ami /wi^m/v fm tjum  imttktm 
• mtrie* 

I he industrial deveh>pment of the Utin American 
, «nine* far «Meed« that of Afncan and Antan countries 

the prove» of induci nah/al ion in the Latin American 
^unirte» r» accompanied by rapid growth in the pro- 
posing branches  The development of heavy industry 

motor-car production and machine tool  manu 
!    ure, will require the importation of a considerable 

nber of machine l«Hth. 
•«< addition, the expansion of national branches ol  he 

time-tool industry   will he  required  m  Argentina. 
H    il and Mexico. 

J he creation and development of national machine- 
•   i industries in the Latin American countries will also 

nie that particular attention should he given to the 
mg of national cadres of workers, engineers and 

1 employees who could mailer the minimum tech- 
I  knowledge in  their practical  work  of creating 
hine tools and in the field of organization and plan- 
' of production for this branch ol machine building, 

will be necessary to provide for the setting-up of 
uili/ed plants for manufacturing castings, forging*. 
ipings and other completing parts 

i     DlVtLOPMtM   <M   NAimVM.  PftlHH < IHlS (It   VMM- 

KIM.   MM'HIM.   TOOLS   AM)  tllltilM   SIIKtKIN  ill 

MM'HIM' SllKK 

ie foregoing analysis of the economic situation in 
led countries of Africa. Asia and  Latin America 

shows that those comunes ,m working on the develop 
meni ot branches ol national piodudion which tan pro 
vide lor them equality in miei national economy id.iiions 

I he weakest point m the tommies discussed «s the 
absence ot an .ill round ass.Hiaiion between the develop 
ment ol the taw maten.il ami propesine blanches ol 
industry 

Support ol the- pnmiple ot equality  in international 
economic relations i„ poss,Me through the availability 
ol an industrial have, particularly the expansion ol metal 
working industries,  the setting-up ol   manufacture ot 
melalworking machine took and tit, correct selection ol 
machine»  lor   the   machine-tool   Mock   in   individual 
developing countries   I he development of industrializa- 
tion in each country »s closely connected »uh the pro 
duclton ol machine t«*ofs  In this connexion. 11 sh.ntkl 
be partteularly noted that the machine lool industry is the 
key  branch <*f machine budding   its  hasis m manu 
facttmng up-ti»-date machinery, equipment. I.H.|. .ml all 
other products for industry  transport and agriculture 

Melalworking machine UHIIS are machines required 
for the creation of various machines, equipment and 
modern technical means m all fields .if economy of a 
country which has begun to industrialize 

According to the established trade tiev the devefctpmg 
countries of Africa. Awa and l.alin America continue to 
meet their requirements t»f machine took which are 
nstgnitkant fW the lime hetng, by imports 

The requirement of the metalworamg industries .* 
these countries * tmnts for hrss than I« per cent .if the 
*»>rid requirements ol machine to«*, 

When embarking **n the path f independent economic 
and industrial devclopmeni the devefofttng co«nir«s are 
faced with the immediate tasks of semng up national 
production of machine tools, cotmilv selecting ihe types 
of machine tools to he imported ptovHting proper main 
tenance and keeping the stoa ,,t machines at the level 
ol the more inducir ali/ed countries 

The inde» for th. level of the industrial development <»t 
each country is tae rata» of the manufactuitng »it niinh 
mery and oihe equipment to the total sc'opv ot manu 
lacturing production in the country It -hould K uotetl 
that in the Most highly industrialized countries the share 
ol the pr.iducts of the melalworking uulusi.'ies m the 
total fabricated privdwction amounts to 22 to 411 per vent, 
while in the developing countries, it is only I to s pei 
cen» Therefore, the debtee ol imlustnati/atiou and ifn- 
tet hnological progress m cl..sely connected with the 
'«rvel ol the national macliinc-tool industry, as it is the 
core of machine-building production 

A. Importami- nf <t,iituit>ni,' th-wlii/iim-m ami y«< nth n 
turn of HH'talwtirktMM tmlu\tru\ m iltM lofnnv munti t»-s 

lo establish national machine-io.il nulustiies in 1 he- 
developing countries ol Africa. Asia ami latin Sinettca. 
it is necessary to stiulv the specihc »catuivs o| then 
economies and, particularly, to determine the scope ot 
production and lis the most significant and required 
types and sizes of machine tools I he great sigmhcance m 
the development of the machine-tool industry is also con- 
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firmed h> the lati that len vears ago no more than tit'tecn 
countries in the world were engaged in producing machine 
tools, while .U the present lime, the number of these 
countries is doubled 

In l%4. more than 50 per cent ot the total world pro 
titillimi ol metalworktng machine tools were fabricated 
in the tederai Republic of (»ermany. the I mon ol 
Soviet Socialist Republic» and the Í nited Stales ot 
America and the ten largest countries of the world 
manufactured 10 per cent ol world pr<tduction. with the 
remaining 10 per cent hemp produced bv twenty other 
countries 

It is o| interest to note that some developing countries 
had begun to produce metalworkmg machine Ittofs 
However, the share of this production in world produc- 
tion amounted to only »h per vent Of this amount 
0 « per cent was produced by India another t» ft per cent 
by argentina and slightly more than IM per cent by 
ira*;! 

Another important index ot the level of industrial 
devek*pmeni is the pu mpttti prodttcttort ot machine 
tottk According to I «Med Nation» data, maehine-i ».) 
production t*,t mpm amounted to 122«! in Swtt/er 
lend, II5 2tl in the I edera! Republic ol €nrmanv SII) H) 
m ( /evhoslovakia WHO m raslern (»ermany ,17 10 m 
the i «tted Kingdom WM) m the t mted »«te» »4 
America 12 «0 tn Japan II JB m Argentina IO »I tn 
•ra/il and under Ut »ft m India 

In ine machttte-toot industr> there are many standard 
type* and si#e* whkh it i» not always pr<4ttar4e lo manu 
facture in **œ country   It is the branch of machine 
hwtldmg in which there i» a great NeM ut' actt»»« m the 
««rgani/aiion ot the most cmcient exchange bel ween all 
countries ot the wortd  Fhu%. Un example in the period 
(•55 Itntl.  exports ot machine  HH«K  accounted fut 
7 I« per cent «4 tot«! world produrli«««   while manu 
factures increased by onty »5 I per cent 

In ttMt. the exportation of metal* >«rk mg machine to«4s 
involved more than sixty countries. of the wortd. and 
nearlv *) per cent ot the volume wa% ttxed hy nHlustnallv 
developed countries 

Imports »4 machine tools into the dexetoptng countries 
in IUnti amounted io 2" pei cent «4 total work! exports 
Í* this share. Brazil purchased 4 * per cent. Argentina. 

> * pei cent  India t 1 pei vent  and Mexico. I x per cent 
litte to the poor development i4 industry tn the 

countries ot Alma, \sia. and I ali« \mertca, the require- 
ment i4 machine t»»ols «n these countries s4»M remains in- 
significant I he principal consumers ol machine tools are 
»ti« thirty-low industrially developed countries which 
cover »M pei cent ol the work) rccjttiremcnt with ihe 
share .»I the' developing eounlttcs accounting lor .»nlv 

pei cent leti principal consumers who are als.' the 
principal manufacturers utilise m pei cent ol the world 
tequile meni ot machine tools lf»»s IH example, loi the 
last toc vc.iis the consumption ol machine tools m the 
induct, lallv developed c outlines ol I tu ope w.is sixteen 
limes as mud» as that m tlu i omit lies ,.t \cU dunng the 
same period 

I he average annual /»*< nipiht consumption ol metal 
working machine tools m the period l«5«  1%: amounted 

to: $4 64 m twelve free-enterprise economies of I ur<> 
S2 «W»  m   North   America.   S2 (0  in  hastern   t un- 
it) ft* in I aim America  NI 27 m Asia and K) I in Afri i 
the world average annual pvr t apilo was 11 20 dui it 
those vears 

Î he developing countries do not occupy any signifie n 
place in the world machine-tool market, I x port s ¡ 
machine l<*ols hv these countries amounts «,. o.oj t ki 
ceni o| total world exports The annual imports M 

machine lools into the developing countries is negligi I v 

compared with the industrially developed ciHirttrtex I ,.t 
example, imports were equal to les» than one-x«xenth u. 
I atm America, one-ninth to Asia and one-twenty-seventh 
to Africa 

White carrying out industrialization in the develop, 
inc. countries patticuiartv in its initial stage, it is equally 
important along with compkling the %4«ek »it metal 
working machine* f**- importation and the settinf-up ,»t 
«he nationa production i4 machine t«»*4* lo organa: 
enVientlv «.o-operation in the metal«orking industries 
ft>r which purpose it is necessarv to pros nie fi»r ¡ht 
establishment i4 certain shops or plants »hah art 
capunte i4 labrkaitng the product» and part» Un .artous 
entci prises 

It agtpMr« to he **rv, important to oryantse proptrfy 
the sprctali/athw in metahiorking indttMrics. par- 
ticularly m manutüciurinf ike m»rm«li»d faOemngs 
n«s4s lorgings cmtmpi ana die stampmfs 

The principal thing fiw each eexetopmf couMrv ,4 
Africa. A»»a and L*l*n Amenra m the correct «irpMi/a 
%um i4 training fiw the naiu»nal cadre« of wmt&n, de 
srgflers and techn<4oftsts 

These, a» well ax other issues, shoulV he p»x«n pr^ 
per eare in the devehiptng countries m the prtupt** "t 
creating their natural machine tool »Ml melahkorktr^ 
hfa«ehes <4 industry 

It seems to ht expedient beginning with IMA. to h.«fc 
international seminars at which there can he «Hum» 
i4 the practical issues ctxtventtnf the dev> »ment »M 

nati mal machme-io«»! industries tn the acvekip*n| 
eiiMiitries It would he désirante to h«4d semináis ti 
Arfmtina »n Bra/il t*w the c«mntries i4 |.amt America m 
indta li»r the \sian couMrte» and in the l nited Ar th 
RepuNK lot the countries »4 Africa 

The most ethvient t**r«i «4 assistance in the de%el«p 
ment i4 nH-t.ilworking industries m the countries .-t 
Afrna. Asia, and I aim Ameraa enutd he the e«»iwpk¡ >« 
ot the numher «4 hratiches in th*»se countries thrvuigh >*u 
provisi,»« of machine I«H4S »hnh should he reroo sj 
ft on» production tn the industrially developed count) * 
din- lo changes in the uvhnok>gical processes S .li 
machine io»»ls could he supplied lo the dexelop n 
ctMintries on ihe terms of payment which *#re n >i 
hc'iH*hcial loi them 

I he ptannetl development ol national enterprises <i 
manufacturing melaiworkmg machines, wtth a mi* J 
understanding could he accomplished in the cane ol v ,U 
co-«»per.ttion between individual countries, taking 
consideration the community interests and location fl •* 
fi»r exampk*. in latin America. Ihe setting-up nf en r- 
prises li»t manulacluring machine lools could he reali   J 
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he basis ol broad co-operation and proper snetiali/a- 
i ol «he production, Similar problems ol nnnu.il to- 
'maiion  for   the  creation ol' national   machine-tool 
itistnes in certain countries ol these continents toukl 
M>lved b> the African and Asian countries 
!he  Soviet   l mon  io going to continue   to  remici 
noma   and  technical  assistance  to   the   developing 
mines in their independent economic  and political 

v    clopment.   particularly   in  creating   metal-working 
lysines and in setting up national machine-building 
,1 machine-tool industries 
I he main íacior affecting the national economy of all 

<. eloping countries is the prefaralion ol pians, that is, 
t , programme of economic: development  The method of 

nning  is all-embracing in the State  sex tor  ol the 
n (mim) of developing countries 

I« the m«»re industrialized of the developing countries 
• »r example, in India   it teems to he important also to 

utMwlt certain tie* not only »tin ine State «ector. hut 
-o **ith the privale one 
I he first measure to he taken with regard to setting 

on the maehine-t»*»» industry should he the designing and 
oi iWishment of pianti and faetones for the manufacture 

t machine tool*, the broader issuing of licences, and the 
vonchMHHi of technical-aid agreements 

When organi/mg technical assistance, it *e*m* to he 
>Kvewary io provide f«r the super) nf certain parts and 
units for machine Uwk which ate produced] in accordance 
• <th licences 

In the neit five to »even vea«, of great »mf*»nance to 
I»ulta is the increased help in the growth of the maehtne- 
h ¡tMinf and machine-tool industrie* 

I Hiring the new five year* in the Unwed Ara*» Renuhhc 
is also necewtrx to direct effort* timaré« gros* t h m the 

itMchine-fciMklHtg industry and t»»*»rd* the ereatHm «»f a 
'tional machine-ii«il industn 

H   ítttttrnl u tr< tum .»/ m* htm i*W« mm ami to ruf»,i 
imktiirmti:alkm mut h-tter MTMéM f*wt 

I he analysis »if the economie situation in the countries 
\frica. A«M. and Latin America indicate* that the leve! 
kvefopment  of mctalw.irkine industries  m the*e 
«trie* still remain, kn*   However, there  are quite 

u   ti potentialities for creating machine'huí Wing indus 
* m the*e cimntne» 
»urirtg the la*t three or four years, the count tics of 
sa. AM« and I «tin America have heen supplied with 

¡>le type* of drilling, turning, grinding, milling, horing, 
mg and shaping, culting-ofT and other mac nines 

Ucording to the («Wi*wt SMMU\ J*mtm*t. 40.1*1) 
ou* machine tools »ere supplied in these countries in 
* the value of the tools »as SIKK.4tlN.tMW} 
« connexion »uh the level achieved and the require 
is ol metalworktng industries, the urgent problem in 
planned development of the economy in the develop- 
lotintrte» is the selection and lining of the types ol 
ilworkmg machine tools which are to he imported 
those which are to he produced domesticai^ 

^commendations with regard to imports of metal- 
*mg machine tool* for the countries of Africa. Asia 

and I .uni A mei iva sci tonfi ihc .ippi-.»\iinalv »l.n.i ,<n the 
eight  most important tvncs   insluding dulling, bonne, 
grinding,  tinning, milling,  piatirne and shaping,  ecu 
tutting and cutimg-oll'-niachincs   Hud speoluations .ire 
given loi these types ol machine tools 

I    />r///Mie >mii htm \ 

In the technology ot metal-working mdiisiiv ot the 
developing counliies, a toiisidcraMe nunilvi of dulling 
machines will he ret|uired I his gr,»Up nulu.ks bench 
drilling machines with a maximum drilling diamelet ol 
15 to 12 mm. singk-spmdk upright dulling machines 
with a maximum drilling diameter of IK to "* mm and 
radial drilling machines with a maximum dulling dia 
meter of 25 to 50 mm 

The demand for ordinary   drilling machines can be 
increased or reduced, depending upon tin  nature ot 
production (UH

1
 of automath units or automati» lines» 

The share of drilling machine» K eoiisidct.ihk  m the 
general technological process in all countries ,»| the work! 

2   áW«tg liimhmi 

Horing machines compete with dulling machines in 
techn«»h«gical purposes, providing the liner machinin* • *» 
hole*, and partially with milling machines lot the 
machining of planes According to demand data in l«**t. 
bori«§ machines accounted for #» J to 11 5 pei cent of the 
total number of exported machines In the world trade. 
the share t»f the horing machines amounted lo 1 I pet 
cent »if all purchases in UHI % u pei vent in 1*54 ,»ui 
9 4 per cent in I»» ¡he share of horing machines m the 
technologKal process in mclafworking imlustiies was 
4 per cent 

In the developing vountrK-s »hah aireadv hau .H plan 
to establish metalworking industries, maximum UM will 
he made of boring machines with a spindle thamctvt <*f 
«ft to III mm and portable diamomi ami» trhtdc tool 
boring machine* with a diameter ol I J* mm i.n tv linde» 
boring 

t   tirtttohin >tM,hm,\ 

to Hiding machines unlink ,t universal plat« grinder 
with a maximum diameter >•< »•«ráptese not cutv.ling 
Stil mm an internal grinder with niavimuni tliiim-ter »»t 
«orkewece noi exceedrtie 1*1» mm a nal-surl.Hc gnmki 
with lar«k* si/e *H Imiti M. sharpeniii^ gnmleis ..I 
Ihs* universal lyrn tough guilders with a wliwl ili innicr 
of Itil to xiil mm. honing machines with a honing 
diameter ol 2tl u< *tl> mm. Imishi-tg niimkis *itt, i di>t 
diameter ot 2til t<> 4*tl mm p>»listimg gnmleis »uh a 
wheel diameter ol Mil to itili mm civ 

According to experts opinimi H\ I«!1!! »lu lim ot 
grinding machines on the matkci «ill ilu.«um toi o\»i 
II net cent ol the total iwinhet ol ni.ivhiiHi putt hased 
Ihe shale ol grinding inatlimes IH ihe intuì il i"|»v • »( 
deliveries is cxpcvled to he im KM seti haunt' m ui« tltv 
advanced tcihmquv ol abrasive mai IIMIHIJ.' .>l put» nt iht 
develtifvment ol new techn>>logit.il pi ot esses i>l pio- 
duc I ton. 
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4   flamm; l<ii/it\ 

1 inning lathe* remains one of (he importuni gioups m 
lhe technological complex  ol   mclaluorking industries, 
.nul up io I\i7u ihe\ «ill account loi ,i (»iv.it xhaic in the 
purchasing Miiieiure loi machine tools   I he metalwork- 
inj; imlusiiies ol developing comunes will matnlv rcqunc 
Lilies with a workpiecc diamele! noi exceeding 4110 mm 
fully .anomalie ihrcad-cuiiing Luhes loi turning wood- 
screw s ol I * io HI mm diameter, engine, stud and nut 
Luhes   I miel lathes with ,i Kti diameter ol 12 to Ml mm 
.nul chucking lathes with .i w oik piece diameter ol Mil u 
HUÍ mm m.i> be required   I he demand loi lathes in l%0 
accounted lor l*í 5 per vein to 2" pei cent ol the total 
requirement o( all machines   In l«Jft|   the I mted King 
dorn exported 27 I per eent ol the lathes, including Iti pei 
cent of the turret lathe*. * ' per cent of the thread-cutting 
and screw-cutting lathes, and 13 % per cent ol the oihei 
lathe* ol the total export ol machine tools of this countr> 

The  Indian   machine-buildme   industry   «ill  require 
large, heavy lathe* with a »orkprccv diameter not ex 
tveding 2.5UI mm, .is well as others 

*   \t tiling tmnettm s 

Milling machino account lor a great share in the 
technologk.il sh*,k ol meialworking enterprises The 
demand for milling machines »till remains low in spite ol 
favourable market (luctualkms Tt,u*. in ItSI milling 
machines accounted for If * per cent of total pun han s 
in »W4 Ihr» share *a* 15 4 ptr cent and m l%lt it was 
to* per ceni Purchases of milting machine* m |%? aw| 
l»Wa« expected io he ** <* and «I 5 peí cent. re%peetiver> 
«•I total purchases Some change* max lake place due to 
the broad development ol broaching and outfit milling 
mat-feme* lit the total demand »IH maebme tool* m \9tti, 
the demaml for milling machine* amounted to 11 it per 
cent m ih* I ntted Siale* oí \ merk a IO « per ceni m the 
I mted Kingdom and B ) per ceni in the I ederal Mepuhkc 
ol(»er mam 

îht* level ot Jemand xtith slighi change* max remain 
t» the devel.p..tg eottnlrie* ol Atrita. Asra and latin 
America I. p. .vide »or the ine*alx**ifi«nf branches »rf 
these tountric*. n »di he ncv***ar> lo bate ho«i/ontal 
mtttmg machines with table* whtcb are 2*1 1.00) mm 
and -HI» I Mil mm m MA?, vertical milling machine* 
umxer*al machine* single aprigli horizontal piatto 
nwmng machine* »uh table* which are mi 2.11» mm 
enpravutg machine* »Uh iahte* SI» ^3« mm bracket 
miWing machine* and oiher* 

h tnw¡t ink mg mtk turns 

(KMI working machine* are uwJ in ali Namhi** ol 
machi IH KutMingi but the« *bare is lomparatixelx 
»potting, not »argv It t* m*ce**arx io hear m minti that 
the demand tor gear working machines m.»> mietuale 
drppndmp np»m the mastering ol new texhmtlogkal pro 
c**H"s ol geat rolling or die stamping instead ol milling ot 
planing In l%» ihe *hare ol gear-working machitH-s m 
tolul imports ot machines amounted to 4 I per ceni in the 
lederai Repuhlk ol dei main ï per cent in the I mted 
Kingdom and 2 * per cent in the I mted State* ol 
\im-rica 

I he developing meialwork mg industries in the count n 
ol Africa. Asia and I aun America xxill require, amoi 
other*, gear-milling machines for cvlinder gears who 
diameter doc* noi exceed HtKt mm. gear-slotling machin, 
lor ex linder gears not exceeding K(XI mm in diamele 
gear-shaping machines lor slraighl-hexcl geais with 
diameter not exceeding XOO mm: and gear-tooih-ehat 
termj» machines fur cylinder pears vxith a diameter n 
exceeding Ht HI mm 

Shapmv. planimi ««</ slotting nun tutus 

Shaping, planing and slotting machines have nnlv 
small place in the total technological stock of the met.«, 
working industries However, such machines are require! 
for machine-building industrie*, and thex will he in- 
quired parlicularlv in the developing c.uintnes In l^¡ 
purchases »»I these machines amounted lo V5 per cent • 
total purchase* hx the lederai RepuWtc ol dermanv and 
to 2 "* per cent of the total lor Ihe I mted Kingdom The 
share ol the planing and slotting machine* in the tot.il 
Muvk ol mciaUofking maehiiK'* ecHttev to 2 'S per cent 
I he recommended machine tool» in this group art shape* « 
*tth pi si (»n stroke mM exeeedmf WO mm. open-suk 
planers having tahte* LOBO 3.QBD mm in MM. slotting 
ma*^M«e* x%tth maximum ram lr»%e» M HID lo »0 mm 
am) other* 

H   ( uttmgi'ff nwhm\ 

( utling-ofl machine* are required in the meiuhxorkitif 
industrie* f«*r the eutting-off ol metal It m eipceted that 
the d*veh^»ing «wnirie» *tM he in need of haeàia*»ng 
machine* and cuttmg-o|f millers with saw diameter* ol 
i»u. 1.000 mm 

(     Umbm-itntl recmrrmmus «r* miJw 

to me«t the reqwremew* «if the Indian market it - 
lecommeivded to prmide Ihe i«*Mt»*ti*g 

lai    1*11 imi srmtit»t<mt&h lt§thr% Un turning W.HMI 

screw* with diameters of 19 to 10 mm and fullx aui 
math, bar («the* for bars »uh maximum diameters .•< 
25 mm. 4n mm. 

fhi    fc.HHkmg mmime*. hrHh horizontal and xertk. 
with h»a*is of ? to m ton*. 

Id    #»irrri A«*»'* I'ur bar diameters df 12 to MO mm 
and chucking lathe* with wt*rkp»eve diameterx ol 900 > 
fciu mm. 

t«11 S**« w^mlimg mmhms f«w «in»« mate and lem W 
»trex»s with diameter* of ICD to 140 mm and m mm. a d 
woikpn^e lengths of SOI to WO mm f or milling I« ,f 
screws xsith diameter* «»• Ititi to I to mm. the disiai v 
betxteen centre* should be Mil to 1.511) mm 

froteeding from the mean   Jexel   ol   met.ilwoi' >• 
imiuMries in the developing coniitne*, the Soxiet I into * 
capable  «»I  organizing, in the   form  of assistance <\ 
drawing up the corresponding agreement* the delivei .-< 
ol 112 standard type* and dimensmn* i»f machine-w, 
mg machines to these sountrw» during ihe pern^ I* 
1970. to nwet various technolt^gical requirements i t 
annex, to this report! I urtherm»»re. trw Soxiet Union <• 
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.»supply othei madone tools io till orders ot MuliMihi.il 
iintrifs 

i     I'KOIH  Hl)  IIIVIIOfMISI   <M    MI | \| \MIKMM,   IMM S 

HS IN IM \Ht<»'|M. < (M SIKHS    IM KMMIMXMWD MW 
MU HIM    M*l| S 

\ccording  in experts"  estimations,  ihc demand !n 
.-i.ilworking machines will amount in 11,41X1 million 

IW»7.   excluding   the   centrally-planned   economics 
unmes. i.e. 7u per cent above the l%t» level   This m- 

»se takes into account the plaitrted expansion of metal- 
•iking industries in all countries of the world. 
Wording to the same eMimate. in order io satisfy the 
•wing market lor machine nn^s in the melalw-orking 

dusiries. it will he necesvirv  to increase import* of 
»chine tools to t.170 milium in I*fc7. as compared with 
»« mttlion in MM). B> J»TO. the total demand of the 
e enterprise economic*  »tN e*e*cd  tl.TOfi mimo«, 

v   it will he twofold, compared with the level of |«wi. 
•tul imports will amount to over 1480 million 

! he rapid development of the metalwork in* branches 
i industry i* based »m the fart that dunny the twelve- 

scar perneé from I'M« u» IfM ihc annual rale of growth 
- the manufacturing of metal (»«»duets averaged 1.9 per 
cnt i« the free-cmcrpn*« economtcv 

menu ,IIH¡ mipoiis «ill ,HII,MIIII i.. 4 |Vt U'in o| iiu 

w.tild impoiis || ,s estimated ih.it In I'l'u ,|u. u.M,nu
V 

nwuis «,l| „HUMS, (ouiiold. as 4onip.ocd uni. Hu- 
Mii|V.,|s,«i ilK-uiiicni i mu- Wennnc ami Hi .,,1 u ,|| also 
rvvomc l.nge vouMiuu-ivol in.uhmc io..|s ,,i the ...mnii- 
vearv .Kionliiij. lo i IK- same expciis' estollanoli 

V'llth .Hid t Clltl.ll   \nicilt.l pillcll.tsed  MI..U- Ih,H» s |VI 
vent ot ne* OKKIIHIC look .„, ,|ic „,„id m,okci m |%o 
Ihc icqu.icments ol I aim Vniet.van umilino uiH .,, 
i reasc lo f» million m 1%' .,,KI I,» IM4 million in IVO 
assuming stabilii, o» the demand loi machine tools 

Ihc experts noted thai l.nge icuioii-, ,.| \i,ka ihc 
Middle I UM ami Soulh-I astern VM.I ptiieli.ise a Mitili 
volume of machine look ami then slMIC «til leniani 
insignificant up lo I «H» 

Since Argentina. Brazil and India arc plmming h. 
develop their domestic machine-tool industries, an 
.»pinion has been expressed <ha( these countries may 
reduce their imports ol machine tools ,i is impossihlc i„ 
agree with this ontmou 

The machine-tool requirements ol the countries ol 
Atrica. Sua ami I aim America tor the period from l%7 
tu l»?f) is ctttmatcd by the experts to he t'7.1.« million, 
i.e., over 9111,000 machine tools, with imports amounting 
to C277 mitt*««. i.e. over 2(15.(1«» machine ttnils. as may 
he teen from the fallowing data 
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tH)^*r*i-- r»r*.<'' i't ma«.ftifttf tool's 

'né« currently imports « greai numher of machine 
H to «levehvp its d<Nne»tic machine-hudding and 
htne.|«»ol irvduvtries In \9étì. imports of machine 

U info India amounted t«v U2.2 million (5.1 per cent 
«orld imports), the requirement heutf tl6.4 million 
I per tent of world wmwimption). iy l%7, the 
chine-tool requirement* t»t smmk metal*t>rkmg 
lustrte* wiM make up J per cent of the worW require- 

According u» (he experts' data, the world production of 
metalwiwkmg machines and forging and pros machinery 
inereated from M..W» million to S4,7<M> million, i.e. hy 
ft per cent, during the last two years 

fxeludmg 2« per cent of the cost of forge and press 
machinery from these amounts, the production ol 
machine tools in all twenty-seven countries, engaged in the 
manufacture  of machine tools accounted   for  $1,54(1 
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million in 1963 und $3.760 million in 1964 an increase 
of 5.6 per cent. The mean cosi of one machine tool in the 
United States of America increased from $4,090 to 
$5.770 in 1963, as compared with 1962, i.e., it became 1.4 
limes as much: and it increased from $5,770 to $5.870 
in 1964, as compared with 1963, i.e., a rise of 1.7 per cent. 

The analysis of mean prices shows that in 1963 the 
mean world price of one machine tool was $5,902: 
being $5,560 in the countries of the North America, i.e.. 
6.1 per cent cheaper; $6.387 in the European free-enter- 
prise economies, i.e., 8.1 per cent more expensi\c: 
$12.904 in the European centrally planned economies, 
i.e., 2.2 times as much: $4.240 in the countries of Latin 
America, i.e., 28 per cent cheaper: $3.880 in Asia. i.e.. 
35 per cent cheaper: $2.090 in Africa, i.e., 60 per cent 
cheaper: $11,139 in the countries oí ihe Ear East, i.e., 
1.9 times more expensive; and $17,290 in Japan, i.e., 
almost three times as much. 

Such correlation of prices testifies to the fact that the 
developing countries of Africa. Asia and Latin America 
were supplied with more light-weight and less com- 
plicated machine tools. Thus, for example, the mean 
weight of lathes exported from the United Slates of 
America in 1963 was 1.37 tons, with the mean world 
weight of machine tool of this group being 2.57 tons. 

Taking into consideration the development of tech- 
niques and assuming $6,000 as the highest world mean 
price of one machine tool, the world manufacture of 
metal working machine tools amounts to 590,000 pieces 
in 1963 and 623,000 pieces in 1964, the increase being 
6.6 per cent. It should be noted that the USSR and the 
United States of America manufacture more than 
50 per cent, by quantity, of the total number produced 
in the world. Assuming the mean annual rate of growth 
to be 5 per cent, the world production of metalworking 
machine tools will increase to 750,000-780.000 pieces in 
1970. 

During the period 1966 1970, purchases of machine 
tool» for the developing economies and metalworking 
branches of industry in the countries of Africa, Asia and 
Latin America will account for not more than 40 per 
cent of the current world annual production, and it will 
account for a little more than 5 per cent of the world pro- 
duction during that five years, as the preliminary data 
read. 

IV.   MAKW    PROBLEMS   Ot    DEVELOPING    COUNTRIES   IN 

MELTING     MA( HINK-TOOL    HLQl'IREMENTS,     ESTABLISHING 

PLAN ¡'S ANI) TRAININO PERSONNEL 

To provide the developing countries of Africa. Asia 
and Latin America with metalworking machine tools, it 
appears to be expedient for those countries which are 
members of the United Nations and which produce 
metalworking machine tools to consider the preliminary 
calculation of machine-tool requirements and to find the 
ways and means lor their provision. 

Of particular importance is the problem of training 
staffs of engineers and workers for the national machine- 
tool industries in some developing countries. 

In Ihis connexion, in order to use most effectively v . 
machine-tool equipment imported for work in it „• 
developing countries of Africa, Asia and Latin Ameni 
the Soviet Union would pledge itself to train the natioi, ! 
staffs of workers in the efficient control of machine toi s 
and in the correct technical service, both on the job ai.J 
at the specially arranged training courses and seminai . 
depending upon local conditions. 

Lathes and drilling, milling, planing and cutting« I 
machines, as well as some boring, grinding, fully auto- 
matic, broaching, large-si/e and heavy general-purp«> e 
machine tools could be supplied by the Soviet Union to 
the countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America during 
the period 1966 1970. 

In connexion with the level achieved, the requirement 
of the metalworking industry and the outlined increase 
in national produclion in the developing countries «if 
Africa, Asia and Latin America the necessity arises («> 
create and develop machine-tool building industries m 
the ten mtist highly industrialized countries of these 
continents. 

Economic and technical assistance should be rendered 
to the developing countries in designing, construction, 
training of personnel and procurement of technological- 
process equipment. Recommendations on certain types 
of machine tools can be considered during the practical 
co-ordination of design assignments for the machine-tt>ol 
works. 

When considering the issues concerning the possibility 
of development of national branches of the metalworking 
industry and of the machine-tool branch, in particular, it 
is necessary to envisage the creation of foundries, the 
manufacture of forgings and the provision of electrical 
equipment, bearings and other completing products. 

The establishment of facilities to fabricate grinding 
machines for general purposes is closely connected with 
the necessity of creating a national industry for the 
production of abrasive materials. 

No machine-tool production is available in the metal- 
working branches of industry being set up in the develop- 
ing countries. The available stock of metalworking 
machines mainly comprises cutting and measuring tools, 
and even simple auxiliary technological-priKess equip- 
ment is imported from abroad. 

Since the planned development of metalworking 
industries is impossible without tool production in the 
country, it is considered extremely advisable to provide 
for the design and construction in these countries of tool- 
making plants for fabricating cutting and measuring 
tools, lathe chucking», all types of cutters, keys, jaw vices, 
files, centres and other running auxiliary tools. 

For îhe composite development of metalworking 
industries, it is necessary io provide uncomplicat« d 
forging and press equipment mechanical presses wi'h 
pressures up to 100 tons, punch presses, plate shears and 
hammers with weight of drop parts up to 100 kg--. » 
well as woodworking equipment in countries which a ; 
rich in forests and woods. 

According to the experts' opinion, the distribution f 
the required tools by specific gravity of machine tools s 
characterized by the following percentage: 



K   i« te the VMtím »Medien «f Metatworkimt MMMM« for Itoiefeatog ( ,m*rk% 
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•i) Cutting tools. 40 per cent ; 
'•) Chucking*, jibs and grips. 22 per cent ; 
c) Gauges and other measuring tools. K per cent: 
,/> Other tools, 30 per cent. 

I he requirements for such tools arc closely connected 
w «h the stock of operating metalworking machine tools. 
1 provide the unique technological process«» used in 
rm-ialworking industries it will he necessary to purchase 
t«»»ls. 

At the current lime, the matter of great importance is 
the extension of the economic co-operation of the Souet 
Union with the developing countries h\ means of 
strengthening the trade relations and rendering to them 
the economic and technical assistance needed m con- 
solidating their economies and creating national indus- 
tries, establishing scientific research and design 
offices, as well as in training specialists and skilled 
workers. 

Atmex 

VARIOUS TVW» <* M*I ALWORKINC, MAC HIM* NHHMOD IN rm UNION ot «k»\»t 
SOCIALIST Ren «Lies 

w. ,s». Orti ripfMMl al mm him «*„•, a«,/ brut \p,, lA. «ferait 

Turm*! latini 
I tolte: «Mantel *r «f workoittx. 230 mm: (fatante between centre*. SO»mm 
I tothe: diameter of work piece. 1»mm: distance between ceñiros. 710mm 
I («he: diameter of workpiece. 4011mm: distance between centre*. 71«, 1.00» and 

1. Sere*-cutting I 
2. Screw-cutting I 
S. Screw -tuning I 

1,480 mi 
4. Screw-cutting bine: diameter of workpiece, SOB mm; distance between centre*. I.MIR I 40» 

2.000 mm 
5. Screw-culling I 
#>. Screw-cutting I 
7. Compound i 
t. Singlt uprtgnn 

hetght. t.t»0i 

to«»: diameter of workpwee, 4»mm; distante between centres. W0. 1.4mm» 
tollie : diameter of worfcniece, ftM mm ; distance between centre«, » .400.2,«0 mm 

•pa* tothe: diameter of woràwece, 4» mm; distance between centre*, t.t» mm 
turning Mid boring lathe : maximum diameter of worMece, 1,230 mm ; maximum 

«, 
10. 
tl. 
12. 
IS. 
14. 
IS. 
I*. 
17. 

Automatic ungte-sptndle tor turret lathe 
Automatic imgk-tptnd*c ter turret lathe 
Automatic tingtc-tpindlc bar turret lathe: 
Automat« *ingk-<uMndk bar turret lathe 

Amommtk »««f#"-VN»«*V km- turni hikes 

It 
I» 
26 

21 

?2. 

. fflÉI^MKA iflftftlfc'tßf in oaf.  12 WUtt 
: maximum diameter of dar. I« mm 
: maximum diameter of tsar. 24 mm 

_- .,.  — ._..„: maximum diameter of bar, 411 mm 
tor lurret lathe with tolérai axis of rotation of turret : maximum diameter at t»r. 2* mm 
Turret tothe: maximum diameter of fear. 25 mm 
Turret tothe with longitudinal ash of rotation of turret : maxmtum diameter of ha» 2* mm 
Turret tothe: maximum diameter of bar. 40 mm 
Chucking turret lathe with lateral axis of rotation of turret: diameter of woraptece. MR mm 

Vprtfkt Jrtitow mmlmei 
Untsenal Mngte-xpindte upright drilling machine maximum diameter of driltwg. IK mm 
Limvenal urtgfc-spindk upriftM drilling machine: mumm dwmeter of drilling. 2? mm 
Untveml »ingle-spmdtc uprigttt drtiling machine; two models: maximum diameter of driMmg. 

Universal tingle-xpindk upright drilling machine two models; maximum dttttwter of dolling. 

Universal ungk-xpmdte upright drilling machine: maximum diameter of drilling. 7? mm 

maximum diameter of drilling. 2$ mm 
two models; maximum diameter of drilling. ** mm 
maximum diameter of drilling, 55 mm 

23. Radial drilling machine 
24. Radial drilling machine 
25. Radial drilling machine 

2*. Boring machine with steady front-rest. lum-taMe and chucking with radia I carriage: diameter 
of Handle, «0 mm ; labte si«, »00     I ,(100 mm 

27. Stngie-upright tine-boring machine: taWc working surface, 2*0 • tMImm 

2«. Universal plain grinding machine: maximum diameter of worfcmecc,  100mm; maximum 
length, 190 mm 

2». Universal plain grinding machine: maximum diameter of w«irkpiece, 140 mm; length 2*0mm 
JO. Universal plain grinding machine: maximum diameter of workptece. 200 mm; length, *no mm 
SI. Universal plain grinding machine: maximum diameter of workpiece. 2»>mm, length. 700, 

1,400 nun 
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S7  ,\,i lh*i riptiim ol mut hint- ttml\ unti brief v/í* cr/r« uíttms 

32. I 
i 

33. I 
34. I 
35 I 
.36. I 

i 

37. ( 
38. C 

.39. I 
40   I 
41. I 
42. I 

'niversal 
,<XX) mm 
universal 
niversal 
niversal 
ni versa I 

,8<X) mm 
amshaft 
rankshaf 

niversal 
niversal 
niversal 
niversal 

Plain-grbuling mat/lines 

plain grinding machine: maximum diameter of vvorkpiece. 400 mm; length, 1,000, 

plain grinding machine: maximum diameter of vvorkpiece, 140 mm; length, 500 mm 
plain grinding machine: diameter of vvorkpiece. 200 mm; length, 700 mm 
plain grinding machine: diameter of vvorkpiece. 280 mm; length. 1.000 mm 
plain grinding machine; diameter of vvorkpiece, 400 mm: length, 1,400,  2,000. 

grinding machine: working diameter. 120 mm: length, 1,250 mm 
t and erankpin grinding machine: working diameter. 560mm; length,  1,600mm 

Internal grinding machines 
internal grinding machine: diameter of h.>le. 50 mm 
internal grinding machine: diameter of hole, 1.000 mm 
internal grinding machine: diameter of hole, 200 mm 
internal grinding machine: diameter of hole, 400 mm 

Flat-surface grinding machines 

43. I Lu-surface grinding machine of high accuracy with compound rectangular table and horizontal 
spindle: table si/c. 200    630 mm 

44   I lai-surface grinding machine of higher accuracv with rectangular table and horizontal spindle: 
tabic M/e. 320      | ,o<X) mm 

45. Hat-surface grinding machine with rectangular lahlc and vertical spindle: table si/.e, 320 
300 mm 

46. Hat-surface grinding machine of higher accuracy with round table and horizontal spindle: 
diameter of table, 400 mm 

47. Hat-surface grinding machine with travelling round table and vertical spindle: diameter of 
table, 800 mm 

Sharpening and rough-grinding machines 
48. Sharpening and grinding machine: c'ouble-sided ; diameter of wheel, .300 mm 

Honing machines 
4«. Upright honing machine: diameter of honing, 165 mm; stroke, 300 mm 

Sharpeners and grinders 
50. Sharpener: diameter of workpiece, 100 mm; length, 250mm 
31. Sharpe.er: diameter of workpiece, 250 mm; length, 630 mm 
52. Cutter grinder of higher accuracy: height, 25 mm 
33. Semi-automatic drill grinder: diameter of drill, 12-80 mm 

Gear-cutting machines 
54. Semi-automatic gear-milling machine of higher accuracy: diameter of wheel machined, 50 mm; 

module. 1 mm 
35. Scmi-autom ttic gear-milling machine of higher accuracy : diameter of wheel machined, 80 ram ; 

module, 1 mm 
3*. Gear-milling machine: diameter of wheel machined, 200 mm; module, 3 n„rt 
37. Gear-milling machine: diameter of wheel machined, 320 mm; module, 6 nun 
St. Gear-milling machine of higher accuracy: diameter of wheel machined, 300 mn; module, 6 mm 
39. Gear-milling machine: diameter of wheel machined, 800 mm; module, 6 mm 
60. Vertical »ear-shaping machine: diameter of wheel machined, 80 mm; module. 1 mm 
61. Vertical »ear-shaping machine: diamteer of wheel machined, »0 mm; modui?, 4 mm 
62. Vertical gear-shaping machine: diameter of wheel machined, 500 mm; module, ( mm 
6J. Semi-automatic vertical gear-shaping machine: diameter of wheel machined, 800 mm; module, 

12mm 
64. Semi-automatic spline-surface milling machine: diameter, 150mm; module, 6mm; length of 

workpiece, 700, 1,500, 2,000 mm 
63. Semi-automatic gear-shaving machine: diameter of wheel, 125 mm; modula, 1.5 mm 
66. Semi-automatic gear-shaving machine: diameter of wheel, 320 mm; module, 6 mm 
67. Semi-automatic gear-tooth chamfering machine with vertical axis of workpiece: diameter of 

wheel, 320 mm ; module, 6 mm 

Milling machines 
68. Bracket plain milling machine: table size, 200 < 800 mm 
W. Bracket plain milling machine: table size, 230 • 100 mm 
70. Bracket plain milling machine: table si/e, 320 - 1,230 mm 
71. Bracket plain milling machine: table size, 400 - 1,600 mm 
72. Bracket vertical milling machine: 200    800 mm 
73. Bracket vertical milling machine: table size, 250 • 1,000 mm 
74. Bracket vertical milling machine with turning ipindk head: taste size, 320 x 1,230mm 
75. Bracket vertical milling machine with turning spindle head: table site, 320 x 1,230 mm; 
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Milling machine 

Bracket vertical milling machine with turning spindle head: tabic MA\ 400 
Vertical milling machine without bracket : tabic si/c. 630     l.dOti mm 
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Bracket plain milling machine with turn-table (universal); table M/e. 200 
Bracket plain milling machine with turn-table (universal): table size.' 250 
Bracket plain milling machine with turn-table (universal); table si/e. 4(H) 
General-purpose tool milling machine: table size. 200     dio mm 
General-purpose milling machine with turning head: table si/e. 2(H)     H00 mm 
General-purpose milling machine with turning head: table size. 250     1.000 mm 
General-purpose milling machine with turning head: table si/e. i20      1.250 mm 
General-purpose milling machine with turning head: table si/c. 400      l.dOO mm 
Single-upright horizontal piano-milling machine: table si/e. 500     l.ooo mm 
Single-upright horizontal piano-milling machine with bracket cross-puve with vertical  nul 
horizontal spindle: table size. 630     2.000 mm 
Single-upright horizontal piano-milling machine with bracket cross-piece unii vertical 
horizontal spindle: table size. 800     3.0OO mm 
Single-upright  horizontal piano-milling machine with bracket cross-piece with verticil ami 
horizontal spindle: table size. 1.000     4.O00mm 
Horizontal piano-milling double-upright  machine   with two horizontal spindles: table size 
500      I .MX) mm 
Horizontal piano-milling double-upright machine with vertical and two horizontal spindles- 
table size. 630      2.000 mm 
Horizontal piano-milling double-upright machine with vertical and two horizontal spindles- 
table :,ize. S(X)      3,(XK) mm 
Two-dimensional pantograph engraving machine: table size. 2(X>     320 mm 
Three-dimensional pantograph engrav ing machine: table size, 2(X)     320 mm 

Shaping aiut planing machine* 

Open-side planer: tabic size, 900    3,000 mm 
Open-side planer: table size. 1,120     4,000 mm 
Double-column planer: table size, 900      3.000 mm 
Double-column planer: table size. 1.120     4.000 mm 
Power-operated shaping machine: table size. 200     200 mm 
Power-operated shaping machine: table size, 280     320 mm 
Power-operated shaping machine: table size, 3*0     500 mm 
Power-operated shaping machine: table size, 450     700 mm 

Slotting machines 

f03. Power-operated slotting machine: ram travel, 100 mm 
104. Power-operated stottwg machine: ram travel. 200 mm 
105. Die-shaping machine: piston stroke, 100 mm 

Bolt-threading ami mn-tapping machines 

106. Semi-automatic bolt-threading machine: maximum pitch diameter, M40 
107. Fully automatic nut-tapping machine with hook top (twin-spindle): pitch diameter, MI2 
108. Fully automatic nut-tapping machine with hook top < twin-spindle): pitch diameter. Ml* 
109. Fully automatic nut-tapping machine with hook top (twin-spindle): pitch diameter, M24 

Cut ting-off machines 

110. Hack-sawing machine: maximum diameter of sawing, 250 mm 
111. tond cutting-off machine: *aw diameter, 230 mm 
112. Semi-automatic cutting-off machine: saw diameter, 240-710 mm 






